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PREFACE

For the last twelve years I have been working on and trying

to complete a practical book on Machinery Foundations
And Erection. At last, here it is. In the year 1910—I was
then employed in the Engineering Department of the American

Brass Co., Waterbury, Conn.—I was called upon to design

some machinery foundations. I endeavored at that time to

locate information which would enable me to proceed effec-

tively and rationally with the work. I wanted to profit

by the experience and data which had been accumulated in the

past. The search, though a careful one, was unsuccessful.

Apparently, at that time there was no useful literature (at

least not in English) available on the subject except that

—

which was of a general, not specific, character—which had

appeared in articles in the American trade papers. This

situation aroused my interest in the subject; it has been a

hobby ever since.

Hence, starting with 1910, I have made a special effort to

collect, from my own experience and from every other avail-

able source, information concerning machinery foundations.

This book is the result. Throughout, every effort has been

made to so treat the different topics that the information,

which is given, will be in such form that it can be used with

minimum effort by the practical men—and those of limited

mathematical attainments—who have to design and build

machinery foundations. Although in Div. 1 of the book there

are given a number of fundamental formulas which determine

the design of safe machinery foundations, it is also there

explained that safe foundations can, in practically all cases, be

proportioned by following simple instructions and without

resorting to refined mathematical methods. Thus, in each

of the different divisions, which treat of foundations for

machines of certain types, plain-English rules are given,

whereby foundations for these machines may be effectively

vii



viii PREFACE

designed and constructed. A working knowledge of arith-

metic provides ample equipment for the practical reader.

Inserted liberally throughout the text are worked-out

numerical examples illustrating the application of the rules

and formulas. At the end of each division are questions and

problems on the matter of that division; solutions to the

problems are given in the appendix. More than 770 specially-

prepared illustrations have been included to present graph-

ically the various concepts. Where possible, pictures—rather

than text—have been employed to ''put over" to the reader

the different principles and methods.

As to the arrangement : In Div. 1 are stated and considered

the six general requirements which a safe foundation for any

machine must satisfy; formulas are given whereby the proper

proportions for foundations of various types may be computed.

Also, in Div. 1, the subject of vibration and the minimization

of its transmission is discussed. The bearing power and

properties of different soils are treated. This fundamental

ground-work having been established, divisions immediately

succeeding are devoted to information concerning the design

and properties of different machinery-foundation components,

such as : Anchor Bolts, Anchors And Anchor Plates, Anchor-

Plate Pockets, Anchor-Bolt Casings, and Anchor-Bolt Templets.

Next come divisions on foundation installation and recon-

struction, viz.; Laying Out And Excavating, Masonry And
Concrete Foundations And Forms Therefor, and Enlarging

^

Repairing And Removing Existing Foundations.

In the next group of divisions, each gives specific information

concerning the design and construction of foundations for

machines of certain types, thus: Steam Engine And Other

Reciprocating-Machine Foundations, Steam Turbine Founda-

tions, Steam Boiler Foundations, Waterwheel Foundations,

Electrical-Machinery Foundations, Forging-Hammer Founda-

tions, and Planer Foundations. The last four divisions

in the book explain the methods employed in erecting the

machinery after the foundations have been built: Drilling

Anchor-Bolt Holes In Machinery Foundations, Erection Of
Machinery, Installing Anchor Bolts In Heavy-Machinery

Foundations, and Grouting Machinery Bedplates.



PREFACE ix

With this, as with the other books which have been prepared

by the editor, it is the sincere desire to render it of maximum
usefulness to the reader. It is the intention to improve the

book each time it is revised and to enlarge it as conditions may
demand. If these things are to be accomplished most effec-

tively, it is essential that the readers cooperate. This they

may do by advising the editor of alterations which they feel

it would be desirable to make. Future revisions and additions

will, insofar as is feasible, be based on such suggestions and

criticisms from the readers.

Although the proofs have been read and checked very care-

fully by a number of persons, it is possible that some undis-

covered errors may remain. Readers will confer a decided

favor in advising the author of any such errors.

Terrell Croft.
University City,

St. Louis, Mo.,
Dec, 1922.
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DIVISION 1

MACHINERY-FOUNDATION FUNCTIONS, PRINCIPLES
AND VIBRATION

1. "A Foundation" Is Defined, in a general sense, as that

on which anything is estabHshed firmly. More specifically,

it is that portion of a structure which serves as a support or

base on which a superstructure may be erected. Or still more

specifically: A 7nachinery foundation is a built-up structure,

regardless of shape or size, supporting a downward or side

pressure and designed to support and maintain in correct

relation a given machine.

Note.—Machine Foundations Are Usually Of Masonry but this

is not always true; for example, see Sec. 455 for descriptions of structural-

steel-superstructure foundations for steam turbines.

2. The Functions Of Any Machinery Foundation Are

Two: (1) To maintain the supported machine at its proper

elevation and in proper alignment; the six requirements which

must, either intentionally or unintentionally, be satisfied if the

foundation is to perform this function are specified below.

(2) To, if the ynachine is unbalanced
,
prevent (or at least to mini-

mize) vibration of the machine itself and, in any case, to pre-

vent—or minimize—the transmission of vibration to bodies

external to the foiuidation structure. This subject of vibration

is treated further in subsequent sections, beginning with

Sec. 39.

Note.—The Statements In The Preceding And The Following

Section Relate To Foundations For Machinery Of All Kinds:

horizontal reciprocating machines such as horizontal steam and internal-

combustion engines, air compressors and planers; vertical reciprocating

machines such as vertical engines and forging hammers; and to purely

rotative machines such as turbines and electrical apparatus. Such

being the case, it is evident that these statements must of necessity be

general rather than specific. Specific treatments \\\\\ be found under the

corresponding titles in different divisions in this book.

1



2 MACHINERY FOUNDATIONS AND ERECTION [Dr\. 1

3. The Six Requirements Which Must Be Satisfied If A
Machinery Foundation Is To Retain Its Proper Elevation And

Alignment are specified below. Each is treated in more detail

in a subsequent section. As explained in Sec. 17, it usually

develops, for foundations for modern rotative and reciprocat-

ing machines, that a foundation of sufficient horizontal-plane

area to encompass the base and anchor bolts of the machine

and of sufficient depth to reach good bottom or to go below the

Founda-tion-^
^Machine

founchfi'on-.

Machine

'

4UMM
Supporting

Soil

I- Soil Supports
Fouindoition

E-Soil Fciils

Under Added
Weight

Fig. 1.—Supporting soil is uni-

formly loaded. In / the pressure

on the soil is a safe value but with

the added load of II the pressure

on the soil becomes excessive and

the foundation sinks.

I- Plan View

Original Position

A OfFoundation

C
"Stress OnSoii

Here Is Within Supporting Soil Is Here

Safe Load Stressed Beyond Its Safe

Load, Yeilding Under ThisEnd

H-Side Elevoi+ion

Fig. 2.—Heavy load on right end of

foundation is such that safe bearing power

of soil is, at that end, exceeded. Foun-

dations sinks from position ABDC to

A'B'D'C.

frost fine (Sec. 38) will then automatically have ample weight,

proper proportions and sufficient base area to satisfy the

following six requirements. But, unfortunately, this is not

always true. Hence, a contemplated foundation design for

machines which are poorly balanced when they are in opera-

tion and for certain rather-special machines such, for example,

as forging hammers, should be carefully checked for each of

these six requirements—and also with current practice

—

before its construction is commenced. Note that vibration

is not here under consideration; it is treated separately begin-

ning with Sec. 39. The six requirements are:
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MACHINERY FOUNDATIONS AND ERECTION [Div. 1

resultant does not fall within the foundation's base-area, the foundation

will topple over. See See. 28.

Requirement (4). Thefoundation must

have sufficient weight to prevent its slid-

ing horizontalhj on the supporting soil

(Fig. 5) due to unbalanced horizontal

forces which may be occasioned by

Unbalanced
Hon'zonfal Forces -

Uf

VPW^
f

.jyi--Extreme Positions. . .:

r^. • Of Foundation "
•

:

:'• •'.'. Slippery 5oH"\

h.: Foundation Slides This

Distance AtEach Revolutiori

Fig. 5.—Unbalanced horizontal forces

due to operation of reciprocating machine

cause the structure to slip back and forth

through the distance Z).

MachineAnd Foundation

Lifted This Distance •''

Fig. 6.—Foundation and

machine being lifted upward

by mechanical forces. (Foun-

dation and machine are prac-

t i c a 1 1 y always sufficiently

heavy that this cannot occur).

c
' D

^

X'

, Original Position

. Of Foundation

>
'^

^.Foundation
Rotated To This

Position By Belt Pull

:Zl
4^

Direction Of
Belt Pull

1
\- Plan View

"CenterOf Gravity[OfFoundationAndMachine

the operation of the machine which

the foundation carries. See Sec.

30.

Requirement (5). The foundation

must have sufficient properly-dis-

posed weight to prevent its being

rotated horizontally around a vertical

axis (it sliding meanwhile on the

supporting soil) by forces occas-

ioned by the operation of the

machine which the foundation

carries (Fig. 7). Such forces may
be introduced by belt side-pulls,

by gear thrusts or by unbalanced

reciprocating parts. See Sec. 33.

Requirement (6). The foundation

must have sufficient weight to pre-

vent the supported machine from

being lifted upward by forces (Fig.

6) which are introduced by the

operation of the machine which the foundation carries. See Sec. 35.

<• -Foundation
u- Supporting Soil

Fig. 7.—Side belt pull, F, acting through

lever arm Z), rotates foundation and machine
around their center of gravity, C, from foun-

dation position shown by full lines to that

shown by the dotted lines.



Sec. 4] MACHINERY-FOUNDATION FUNCTIONS 5

4. The Safe Bearing Powers Of Soils (see Table 5) are the

loads per square foot which the soils of the different kinds will

safely support. The various values have been established

by experiment or observation. This subject is an extended

one. Hence, it cannot be discussed in detail here. For much
more thorough treatments, see such books as: A Treatise

On Masonry Construction by I. O. Baker, John Wiley &
Sons; Engineering And Building Foundations by C. E.

Fowler, Johti Wiley & Sons; and Foundations Of Bridges

And Buildings by H. S. Jacoby and R. P. Davis, McGraw-
Hill Book Co.

Note.—The Significance Of Soil-Safe-Bearing-Power Values,

as they are given by the various authorities, is difficult to interpret

accurately. There now appears to be no recognized, standard, exact

test specifications for soil-load testing such as there are for testing the

metals for their various physical properties. The result is that safe soil-

bearing-power values as given by one authority may not mean the same
thing as do apparently-corresponding values which are given by another

authority. What is considered "safe" by one man might not be so

considered by another. However, it is believed that, in general, the

follo^^^ng statement is true: The safe bearing power of a soil is that vertical

uniformly-distributed unit load which the soil will safely sustain indefinitely

and without -permitting the load to sink appreciably. By an "appreciable"

sinking is here meant a sinking which could be detected with an ordinary

measuring scale or with an engineer's level. In this connection it should

be noted that a committee of the American Society Of Civil Engineers is

now (January, 1922) formulating standard test specifications for tests

for soil bearing powers; hence, in the near future there wdll be a definite

recognized procedure for soil testing. Then the results of tests made by
different authorities, but in accordance with this method, will have

comparable values.

Note.—"Safe Bearing Capacity" Is Probably A Better Term
Than "Safe Bearing Power." The term safe bearing power is used in

this book with the specific meaning which is defined in the preceding

note. Because "bearing power" is the general term which is employed

most frequently by other writers, it has been used herein. However,

apparently, in no other book is "safe bearing power" defined specifically

as above. Also, in engineering parlance, power, when rigidly defined

means rate of doing work. Probably at the time of the next revision of

the book, "safe bearing capacity" will be substituted throughout for

"safe bearing power." The new term will then be used with the specific

meaning which is given in the above note.
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Sec. 6] MACHINERY-FOUNDATION FUNCTIONS 7

6. All Soils Compress As The Load On Them Is Increased

in somewhat the same way as do metals and all other materials.

Soils also appear to have a '^ yield point.' ^ The ''yield point"

of a soil, as the term is herein used, is the greatest unit pressure

which can be imposed by a load on the soil without the load

sinking continuously. For a given loading, within its yield

point, rock would compress but slightly as compared to clay

or ordinary soil. These facts should be recognized in design-

ing and building machinery foundations: The base plane of

the foundation will sink as the load on it is increased by the

building-up of the foundation itself and by the erection of

the machine on the foundation. Ordinarily the total amount
of this sinking will be slight.

Note.—Compensation For Any Sinking Which Has Occurred
May, If Necessary, Be Readily Effected by adding a laj'er of mate-

rial to the foundation top or by placing a thicker layer of grout (See Div.

21) between the foundation top and the machine bedplate.

Note.—As To The Amount Of The Yielding Or "Settling"
Of a Machinery Foundation as the load on its base plane is increased:

When on solid rock the amount would be inappreciable; on a soft soil it

might be as much as an inch or so. But, in any event, if after all of the

load which is to be carried by the foundation base plane is imposed on
the supporting soil, and then the soil loading does not exceed the safe

values given in Table 5, there should be no further appreciable sinking.

It is here assumed that the foundation site is protected from the weather

—rain, snow, and freezing—because this might affect the yielding

properties of the soil. There is not, insofar as the ^^Titer is aware, any
knowTi method of predetermining the amount of settlement, in a given

soil, of a foundation base which imposes a given load.

7. Safe Bearing Powers Of Soils For Machinery Founda-
tions are suggested in the first two value-columns of Table 5.

For vibrating-machinery foundations the values are, in most
cases, one half the minimum values given in I. 0. Baker's

table for ordinary foundations. For non-vibrating machinery

foundations the suggested values are, in most cases. Baker's

minimum values. Only machines which are very well bal-

anced and which operate with practically no vibration should

be classed as ''non-vibrating" when applying the values;

motor-generators, synchronous condensers, smoothl}^ running

motors and possibly nicely running steam turbines and similar
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equipment may be considered as ''non-vibrating." Other

machines should be considered as ''vibrating" machines. If

there is any question be conservative and assume that the

machine is a vibrating machine. For important and extensive

machinery foundations, the actual bearing power of the soil

at the foundation location should be determined by test

(Sec. 10) to insure safety with minimum construction expense.

Note.—The Reason Why Low Soil Pressures Should Be Used
In Designing Machinery Foundations is to provide every reasonable

assurance against the sinking of the foundation into the supporting soil.

While it is true that the soil should not yield appreciably after the total

loading which it is to bear has been imposed on it (assuming of course

that this total load is not greater than the safe load for the soil), there is

always a possibility of incorrectly classifying the soil which is under

consideration. Hence, there is always a possibility of overloading a soil,

unless tests (Sec. 10) are made at the site to determine its actual bearing

power. Some settlement, after their completion, of large structures such

as buildings, bridges and the like may not be objectionable—])roviding

the settlement is uniform over the entire bearing plane of the foundations.

In fact, designers of such structures maj^ employ such loadings that it is

reasonably certain that there will be settlement after completion. But
they so proportion their bearing areas that the entire structure will settle

uniformly. For machinery foundations, appreciable settlement

—

settlement which is detectable with an ordinary measuring scale or with

an engineer's level—after completion is not, ordinarily, permissible.

Accordingly low soil pressures must be employed. For machines some
settlement of which would not be objectionable, for example machines

which are belted to their loads, soil pressures somewhat higher than those

suggested by the author in Table 5 may be used. But in any case it is

better to be sure than to be sorry.

8. Test Holes Should Be Dug Or Drilled To Determine

The Character Of The Underlying Soil, at the foundation site,

prior to the erection of any important machinery foundation.

The samples of the soil which are excavated will reveal the

kind and the depth of the soil which underlies. These facts

being known, the foundation bearing area and how far it

should extend into the earth may be determined accordingly.

A sufficient number of holes should be made at different loca-

tions to insure that the actual composition of the underlying

strata is known. For details as to methods see the books

mentioned in Sec. 4.
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Note.—Soil Sampling Holes are sometimes unnecessary because

excavations for adjacent buildings may furnish sufficient information as

to the probable nature of the soil. If there is any question the sampling

holes (Fig. 8) can be driven into the

soil from the bottom of the founda-

tion hole for a distance of from say 4

ft. to 6 ft. If the soil continues firm

for this distance it is doubtless safe

to erect a foundation thereon. The
sampling holes may be dug with a

post-hole auger or, lacking this, an

ordinary spade may be used. It is

common practice, instead of digging,

to explore the earth from the bottom

of an excavation with a test-bar.

This is merely an iron pipe or a steel

bar which is driven with a maul.

If such a bar drives firmly and

steadily for a distance of say 6 ft.

into the soil at the bottom of the

excavation it is reasonably safe to

erect a foundation on it.

I-Plan View
Surface

I-Longi-tudinal Section

Fig. 8.—Soil sampling holes in a foun-

dation excavation.

9. Caution Must Be Exer-

cised In Interpreting The Significance Of The Test-Exca-

vated Soil Samples.—Many soils change in character within

a comparatively-small area; the strata seams may be of irregu-

lar thickness and vary in elevation. Such variation may
result in uneven settlement of the foundation. Water is one

of the most treacherous elements encountered in foundation

construction because the safe bearing powers of almost all

soils, clay soils especially, are reduced very materially by
moisture. When water, or excessive moisture, is encountered

some method must be employed for effectively draining the

water away from the stratum which underlies the foundation.

10. To Test The Bearing Power Of A SoU (Fig. 9) a pedestal

having a known bearing area, at least 1 sq. ft., is loaded with

weights and its settlement is noted as the load on it is

increased. The ''yield-point load," so called by the author,

may be taken as that load which will cause the pedestal to

sink continuously or excessively without further increase of

load. Calculate the pounds per square foot loading which

this yield-point load imposes, through the pedestal bearing-
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end, on the supporting soil. Then the safe bearing power or

working load may be taken as from J^ to J^ of the yield point

load; that is, the factor of safety may be taken as something

between ''2" and "4." For non-vibrating machinery foun-

t-i2"A/2" Iron Plair

.-Sfafionaru
Inofex Yfire

waw//^

I-Sidc Elevation I-Fron-t Elevation

Fig. 9.—One arrangement for testing the bearing power of a soil.

dations, the safety factor may be 2; for vibrating machinery

foundations it should be 4.

Note.—A Permanent Bench Mark Should Be Established,

When Making A Soil Bearing Power Test, prior to the application of

the first load. Then the subsequent settlements of the pedestal should

be accurately checked or measured wdth an engineer's level.

11. The Underlying Principles Of Machinery Foundation

Design will be considered in the sections which follow. An
understanding of the preceding matter, which relates to the

safe bearing power of soils is essential for a thorough apprecia-

tion of certain of the ideas which will be presented. These
principles which will be outlined, all follow from the six

requirements which must be satisfied by any machinery

foundation and which are cited under Sec. 3. In each case,

only the general idea which is involved will be explained; no
effort will be made to consider all possibilities.

12. The Supporting Effect Of The Earth At The Sides Of A
Machinery Foundation Is Usually Disregarded In Design
Computations.—That is, the supporting effect of the earth,

AB and CD (Fig. 10), is assumed to be inconsequential. This
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Resultant Force, Due To Belt Pull Tending

To Tip Or Slide Foundation.
_

Machine--

Anchor >,jl

Bolt-"?^

'^^^^

I

B
arth

Fig. 10.—Supporting effect of earth

on sides of foundation, at AB and CD,
is usually disregarded in foundation-

design calculations.

assumption is followed in the development of all of the

formulas and design methods which are given in this book.

Actually, of course, if earth is packed solidly at A5 and CD
around the sides of the founda-

tion, the effect of the earth in

holding the foundation against

tipping or sliding may be con-

siderable. This is particularly

true if the foundation prism is

surrounded by a concrete floor,

the bottom of which is repre-

sented by the dotted line, LL, in

Fig. 10.

13. The Reasons Why The
Supporting Effect Of The Soil

At The Foundation Sides Is

Disregarded are these: (1) It

is impractical to recognize in the

formulas which are given in the

following sections for computing resistance against sliding,

tipping or turning, the additional resisting effect of this soil at

the sides of the foundation; if this additional resisting effect is

recognized in the formulas, they become very unwieldy. (2)

Non-recog7iition of the supporting effect of the soil at the sides

of the foundation tends to make the computed foundation safer

than it tvould be if the supporting effect were recognized—it

increases the factor of safety. (3) Many foundations are

so installed that there is no earth at their sides; for example, steam

engine and electrical machine foundations often extend up from

the basement floor to the operating-room floor, through the

basement, in which case the sides of the foundation are ordi-

narily surrounded only by air. (4) Even if earth is filled in

around a foundation after the foundation has been built, the

foundatio7i is often subjected to its inaximum operating forces

before the earth has had time to pack; the excavation is usually

made larger than the foundation. After the form has been

removed, the space between the excavation sides and the foun-

dation sides is filled in with loose earth—or it may not be

filled in at all. (5) A space for air or other isolating material
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to prevent the transmission of vibration (Sec. 66) is often left

around the sides of a foundation.

Note.—If The Designer Knows That Solid Earth Will Be
Packed Around A Foundation or that a concrete floor vn\l be built

around its top, he is then, insofar as lifting, turning and tilting effects are

concerned, justified in making the foundation smaller—lighter—than

would other\\ase be necessary. As to the amount of the permissible

decrease which is justified, each designer must, after duly considering

all of the conditions which affect the solution, use his own judgment.

14. A Machinery Foundation Must Have Sufficient Properly-

Disposed Base Area So That The Pressure Imposed By It

On The Supporting Soil Will Not, At Any Point, Exceed The

Safe Foundation Soil Pressure For That Kind Of Soil.—This

is merely a restatement of Requirement 1 under Sec. 3. The

methods whereby the soil pressures under machinery foun-

dations maybe computed are explained in the sections immedi-

ately following. The usual procedure in practice is to design

the foundation tentatively so that it has sufficient horizontal

area to encompass the machine bedplate and anchor bolts and

has sufficient depth to reach ''good bottom." Then the

design may, as will be shown, be checked to ascertain whether,

with the tentative design, the safe soil pressure will be ex-

ceeded. If the safe soil pressure will be exceeded, the

design should be altered accordingly, by increasing the base

area. This may, ordinarily, be effected most readily by

providing a spread footing as explained in Sec. 380. Some-

times, the check calculations show that the foundation base

area may be decreased without the safe soil pressure being

exceeded. In such cases the bearing area may, provided there

is no objection to so doing, be decreased by the methods

suggested in Sees. 17 and 386.

15. To Insure That A Foundation Has Sufficient Properly

-

Disposed Base Area So That The Pressure Imposed By It On
The Supporting Soil WiU Not At Any Point Exceed The Safe

Foundation Soil Pressure For That Kind Of Soil, (see

Requirement 1 under Sec. 3) it is first necessary to compute

the pressure per square foot imposed by the foundation on

the soil. It is necessary to consider two cases: (1) Where the
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axis of the load, which is a vertical line passing through the

center of gravity of the weight, passes through the center of the base

Outlines OfFoundations

=fi—

^

V
Ploin View

Motor

•

Bearincf

X^-Load

Li
Y --Axis
\'^-'' OfLoad

Load--'^

L2

YAxis
Of Load- ->

Side Elevoi + ion
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area of the foundation, the pressure imposed by the foundation

base on the supporting soil will be uniform; that is, the pounds

per square foot pressure imposed on the soil at every point

under the foundation will be the same. But where the axis of

the load does not pass through the center of the area of the

foundation base, the pressure on the supporting soil at dif-

ferent points under the foundation will not be the same.

The methods of calculating the soil pressures for each of these

cases are explained in subsequent sections.

Cylinder

Piston
Rod

Hammer
Head

Explanation.—In Fig. 11-7, the axis, MiV, of the load, Li (see note

below about load) passes through the center, Ox of the foundation base

area because the foundation, i^i,

steam Hammer ^^^ ^j^^ machine, Q,, which it

carries are of symmetrical con-

struction and the motor is placed

centrally on the top of the foun-

dation. That is, the center of

gravity of the motor lies directly

above the center of gravity of

the foundation. In Fig. 11-/7,

the axis, 7?Z, of the load, L2,

does not pass through the center

O-i of the foundation base area

because, as is obvious from the

construction shown, the center of

gravity of the machine lies to

the right of a vertical line pass-

ing through the center of gravity

of the foundation. The result is

that the axis of the load—a ver-

tical line passing through the

center of gravity of the founda-

tion-motor combination—is in a

position somewhat to the right,

about as suggested in the

illustration.

Note.—The Total Load Which In Any Case Is Imposed By A
Foundation On Its Supporting Soil (Fig. 12) comprises: (1) The dead

load, Fz, due to the weight of the foundation. (2) The dead load, F2, due to

weight of the machine which the foundation carries. (3) The vertically

downward load, Fi, due to mechanical forces which may he occasioned by the

machine's operation; this mechanical-force load maj^ act intermittently

or constantly, or under certain conditions, there may be no downward-

mechanical-force load. A steam hammer or an unbalanced steam engine

Ti = Locid Due
To Vertically-

Downward Forces

F2 = Dead

Load Due To

Weight Of

Machine

..F3= Dead
^ Load Due To

Weight Of
Foundation;

N•y^ Supporting Soil •

.

Fig. 12.—The components constituting

the load imposed at MN by a foundation

on its supporting soil.
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will impose an intermittent vertically downward mechanical load. A
motor which is belted to some machine located below it will impose a

constant downward mechanical load. In any case, the mechanical

do^\^lward load imposed by the foundation base on the supporting soil

is likely to be small; it can frequently be disregarded in foundation-soil-

pressure calculations.

Example.—The head {H, Fig. 12) of the steam hammer exerts a force

on the anvil due to its momentum. A part of this force is momentarily

effective as a downward force on the supporting soil, MN. The total

force on MN = F3 + F-, + Fu
Note.—The Mechanical Load May Be Non-Vertical And Thus

Impose A Somewhat Complex Pressure On The Soil.—The sections

immediately following are devoted to foundations for machinery which

is not affected by non-vertical mechanical forces; the effects of non-vertical

forces are considered in Sec. 27 and follo\\dng.

16. To Compute The Unit Pressure Imposed By A Foun-

dation On The Supporting Soil When The Axis Of The

Load Passes Through The Center Of The Foundation Base

Area, it is merely necessary to divide the total pounds load,

which is imposed by the foundation and the supported machine,

by its bearing area in square feet. The result will be the

pressure per square foot which the soil must support. If the

pressure per square foot thus calculated exceeds the safe pressure

for foundations for the kind of soil under consideration (Table

5), the base area of the foundation must be increased until the

imit soil pressure becomes a safe value. The above rule may
be expressed by the formula:

Wr
(1) P = —r^ (pounds per square foot)

Wherein: P = the unit pressure on the soil, in pounds per

square foot. W^ = the total load on the foundation base, in

pounds. Af = the base area of the foundation, in square feet.

Example.—Determine the soil pressure imposed by the foundation

and machine of Fig. 13. The machine, B, is a central roller bearing

for a cement kiln. The kiln is 60 ft. long but the portion of it which

this bearing is required to support is 20 ft. long. The load is practically

vertical and the bearing and foundation symmetrical so that the axis of

the load passes through the center of the foundation base area. The
kiln weighs 3,000 lb. per linear foot when filled to its working capacity

with clinker. The rollers, pedestals and bedplate weigh 1,200 lb.

Due to the constantly moving load and to the fact that practically no
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settlement is allowable, it is desired that the unit soil pressure should not

exceed 2,000 lb. per sq. ft. Is the pressure which is imposed by the

foundation of Fig. 13 within this limit?

Solution.—The weight of the portion of the kiln resting on the bearing

is 20 X 3,000 = 60,000 Ih. Assume that the concrete weighs 150 lb.

per cu ft. Then the foundation itself weighs 4 X9.5 X3 X 150 =

17,100 lb. The total load on the soil then is 60,000 + 1,200 + 17,100 =

78,300 Ih. The area of the foundation base is 9.5 X 3 = 28.5 sq. ft.

!:- Horizontal Section Of Foundation

Rofary
K/Jn-\

Lining

I
W/:^//^//^///^//^///k'///^^̂̂

H-Elevoition. Of Foundc^+ion

Section Of Kiln

Fig. 13.—Example in computing safe

foundation base area.

I[-Side Elevation

Fig. 14.—Redesigned foundation.

By For. (1): the unit soil pressure = P = Wr/A/ = 78,300 h- 28.5 =

2,750 lb. per sq. ft., which is 750 lb. per sq. ft. more than is allowable in

this case. Now try the effect of increasing the width of this foundation

to 4 ft. (Fig. 14) and adding a footing, D, six inches deep and which

extends 6 in. beyond the foundation all around. The new base area is

10.5 X 5 = 52.5 sq. ft. The upper part of the foundation now weighs

4 X 3.5 X 9.5 X 150 = 20,000 lb. (approximately). The footing weighs

5 X 0.5 X 10.5 X 150 = 3,940 lb. The total weight now imposed on the

soil = 60,000 + 1,200 + 3,940 + 20,000 = 85,140 lb., or say 85,100 lb.

By For. (1): the unit soil pressure = P= Wr / A/ =85,100 -1-52.5= about

1,600 lb. per sq. ft. which is allowable. (Probably the footing in Fig.

14 should be deeper than 6 in. for a foundation of the size shown; this

illustrates an idea rather than an actual design.)
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17. It Usually Develops For Machinery Foundations That,

If The Foundation Is Made So That It Has Sufficient Hori-

zontal Dimensions To Encompass The Machine's Bedplate And
Anchor Bolts, Then Its Bearing Area Will Be Such That The
Unit Pressure On The Supporting Soil Will Be A Safe One.—
It follows then that the problem of the machinery-foundation

designer may be to decrease the bearing area of the foundation,

and thereby save concrete, rather than to increase it in order
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methods may be followed. The foundation horizontal section may be

made in the form of a hollow rectangle (Fig. 15) so that the space, ABCD,
provides no bearing area. Similarly the foundation may be made in the

form of a box without a bottom (Fig. 16). Where this construction is

used, it may be desirable to reinforce the plane, MN, with steel rods.

Another method (Fig. 17) is to make the foundation in the form of a

hollow arch. With this construc-

tion, the arch passage, A, may be

left open and accessible so that the

anchor-plate pockets, PP (see Div. 5)

may be easily reached. See Div. 15,

Electrical- Machinery Foundations;

Div. 17, Planer Foundations; and
Div. 9, Concrete Foundations And
Forms Therefor, for other examples.

I

—

L r

f - -1

I-Plan View

• -Anchor Bolts • jv/

9 '^ 1

I

I
i .

E- Sectional Elevation

Fig, 17.—Arch extending through foun-

dation.

Anchor-
Plate Pockefs'

18. The Unit Pressure
Imposed By A Machinery-

Foundation Base On Its Sup-

porting Soil, When The Axis

Of The Load Does Not Pass

Through The Center Of Area

Of The Foundation Base,
Varies at Different Points
Under The Foundation.—In

other words, if the foundation

is not symmetrically loaded, its end which carries the lesser

load will press less on the soil than will the end which carries

the greater load. This almost-obvious idea is illustrated in

Fig. 2. Although the underlying idea is simple enough, tedi-

ous calculations may, in certain cases, be necessary to deter-

mine exactly the values of the pressures at the two ends of the

foundation—or, if necessary, the pressures at intermediate

points. In practice, however, safe estimates are usually

employed instead of the complicated calculations.

Explanation.—When the axis of the total-load (Sec. 16) passes

through the center of area of the foundation base, the same unit pressure

(lb. per sq. ft.) is imposed on the soil at every point under the foundation

base. This is illustrated in Fig. 18, in which the arrows from A to B
represent, by their equal lengths, the equal soil pressures.

In Fig. 19, the axis, BC, of the load does not pass through the center of

area of the foundation base. For this loading of Fig. 19, the unit soil pres-
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sure increases, as "will be explained, uniformly from M to N, as indicated

by the increasing lengths of the arrows TU. The explanation follows:

Even if the total-load axis does not pass through the center of area

of the foundation base, it still "pushes" the foundation base down on

the supporting soil. It exerts its force just the same as with a symmetrical

Foundation

I-Plan View

'•EqualPressure AtEvery Fbinf
On Supporting 5oil

I-Sidc Elevation

Fig. 18.—Unit soil pressure

is equal at every point under

foundation base when the axis

of the load passes through the

center of area of the foundation.

w ^'-Nach'me

j Flywhieel-...

''•-Cylinders

>

^> c
V I-Ploin View

.'"Foundation

w
'W^^TZm^^^^TT^^Z^^'TT^^T^^^^p^j^^

VerticalAkIs Of
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OfEngine Arfcf

-Foundation

-Horiiontal Axis
OfCenter Of
Gravity Of
Machine And
Foundation

might Of
Machine And
Foundation

Acting Vertically

Downward

It-Side Elevation
I

VVYVYYVYYVYYYYYYyYviY
n- Pressures Due To Direct Load Alone

Horizontally

p Opposite Center

OfArea Of
Foundation Base

f"pt titttif*. .....
^r.Upward Pressure * * ^ Downward

"'"!' H 1^ .-'PressureY<-.

El-Pressures Due To Eccentric Load Wone
M .Maximum
^'Unif 5dl

PressureMinumum
Unit Soil Pressure

T-Actual Pressures

(Resultants Of Pressures Of H ^nd BE)

It

Fig. 19.—Showing the effect of eccentric loading

on the pressures which are imposed on the soil.

loading. It tends to produce equal unit pressures at all points under

the foundation base as shown in /// at OP.

But when the loading axis is eccentric,—does not pass through the

center of area—as indicated at BC, a rotating tendency is introduced

thereby. This rotating tendency, considered by itself, tends to rotate the

foundation-machine combination about a neutral axis A. (The neutral

axis (Fig. 20) is assumed to be an imaginary line which extends along the

surface of and through the center of area of the foundation base and which

is at right angles to another imaginary line in the surface of the foundation
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base which passes through the center of area and the axis of the load.)

The neutral axis divides the foundation base into two areas the move-

ments of which about the neutral axis are equal. This rotating tendency

or moment in Fig. 19 tends to push downward into the supporting soil

that portion of the foundation base which (in Fig. 19) lies to the right of

the neutral axis; it tends to lift upward from the supporting soil that

portion of the foundation base which (in Fig. 19) lies to the left of the

neutral axis. The pressures which this

YX ^

W

\ ** I Axis ^
CenterOf \ ! .-^rAxis Of
Area Of_ \

I /^ Load
FoundationBase- -^fj^ •

/ o=hine \/ AtRightAngles To \
^NeutralAxi^AndPassing \

^ ThroughAm \0fLoad ^-

,

._ moment tends to produce are repre-

sented in /F by the varying lengths of

the arrows from Q to S.

Due to the moment, a maximum
downward-pressure tendency S is pro-

duced at the XZ end of the founda-

tion. A maximum upward-pressure-

0' lifting tendency Q is produced at the

Fig. 20.—Illustrating the term' ^Y end of the foundation. Between

"neutral axis." (This appUes to Q and »S the pressure varies uniformly,
the engine foundation of Fig. 19.) ^s shown, from maximum upward to

maximum downward. At K, the loca-

tion of the neutral axis, the force which is exerted by the rotating

tendency is zero.

Now, if the unit pressures which are represented by OP and those which

are represented by QS be added together or combined, then the actual

resulting unit pressures at different points along the foundation base will

be represented by the lengths of the arrows TV . Note from TV that

the actual resulting pressures are, in this case, all dovNTiward. However,

the minimum soil pressure T", which is exerted along the WY edge of the

foundation base is considerably less than the maximum pressure V which

is imposed on the soil along the foundation edge XZ.
In actual practice, neither unit pressure T nor V should exceed the safe

pressure for the soil as given in Table 5. Furthermore, the value of V
should not exceed t^nce the average pressure from M to A^; see Sec. 19.

This means that T must always have a positive value. Furthermore,

jor ajoundation which has a rectangular base area, the line of action of the

total load {BC, Fig. 19) must lie at a greater distance from either end M or

N than one-third of the length MN. This latter requirement is com-

monly known as the principle of the middle third; this principle applies only

to foundations which have rectangular base areas. How to calculate the

actual unit pressures of T and V, for simple cases, is shown in following

examples. Note that in Fig. 19, the machine and foundation are sym-

metrical, as referred to a vertical longitudinal center plane DE which is

located midway between the two cylinders and which cuts the machine

and foundation into two equal halves. If the machine and foundation

are not symmetrical around such a plane, then the determination of the

soil pressures may become very complicated.
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19. The Formulas For Computing The Maximum Aiid

The Minimum Soil Pressures Under Any Foundation Base

are given below (see Baker's Masonry Construction, pages

354 and 472). These equations are applicable to any hori-

zontal cross-section and to any system of horizontal and

vertical forces. Note that the value finally obtained for

Pmin must always be a positive quantity, otherwise the low-

Ax/s Of Load;-

ir

Top View

''Foundation

.̂
llllll ll lll l lll

Z/7--H
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imposed b}' tlic fuuiidation on the t^upportiiig soil, in pounds

per square foot. Pmin = the minimum unit pressure imposed

by the foundation on the supporting soil, in pounds per square

foot. Wr = the total resultant load (see See. 15 for definition

of ''total load") in pounds. M = the tipping moment, due

to the resultant load W^, around the neutral axis, in pounds

feet = Wr X (perpendicular distance, in feet, from the neutral

axis to the axis of the resultant load) = Wr X b ; see note under

Sec. 18 for definition of ''neutral axis." / = moment of

inertia of the foundation base area around the neutral axis,

in feet^, as computed from formulas given in engineering and

structural handbooks; see examples below. }^i = perpen-

dicular distance from the neutral axis to the farthest point in

the foundation base on the heavier-loaded side of the neutral

axis, in feet. 1% = perpendicular distance from the neutral

axis to the farthest point in the foundation base on the lighter-

loaded side of the neutral axis, in feet. A/ = the area of the

foundation base, in square feet.

Derr'atiox.—In each of the two above equations, the quantity

Wr/Af represents the uniform unit soil pressure which the total load alone

tends to produce on the supporting soil; this is indicated graphically in

Fig. 19 by the arrows between and P. The quantity MY/I represents

the unit soil pressure which the rotating tendency of an eccentric loading

tends to produce, at the point—or points—in the foundation base which

is farthest from the neutral axis; this is indicated in Fig. 19 by Q and S
respect ivel}'. The derivation of this "MY/I" is given in books on
strengths of materials and hence will not be repeated here. To obtain

an expression for the maximum unit soil pressure, the two quantities are

added, thus: Pmax = ^r/A/ + MYi/I; their sum is represented in Fig.

19 by U. To obtain an expression for the minimum unit soil pressure,

the second quantity is subtracted from the first, thus: Pmin = Wr/A/ —
MY2/1; their difference is represented in Fig. 19 by T. These two final

equations are, respectively, the same as Fors. (2) and (3).

20. The Steps In Determining The Maximum And The
Minimum Soil Pressures Under A Machinery Foundation

are : (1) Determine the location of the center of area of the founda-

tion base. (2) Determine the total load. (3) Determine the

location and the distance from the center of area of the axis of

the total load. (4) Determine the moment of the total load.

(5) Determine the location of the neutral axis. (6) Determine
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the moment of inertia of the foundatio7i base area about this

neutral axis. (7) Determine the area of the foundation base.

(8) Determine "Yi" and ''Fo" which are the perpendicular

distances fro77i the neutral axis

to the farthest points in the

foundation base plane. (9)

Determine the maximum soil

pressure by substituting in For.

(2) and solving. (10) Deter-

mine the ininimum soil pres-

sure by substituting in For. (3)

and solving. (11) Write con-

clusions. The following ex-

amples illustrate the applica-

tion of these methods.

K

1
4(1000 Lb.

\ 20.000Lh

.;: }Wf= Weight oV":?-:- v:

Foundci+ion=[(10x6)+.:'

Lb. (Concrete \ ':

Weighs 150 Lb. Per Gu. Ft.)

31- Side Elevation

K---Y2=-5572'

Br

U

^^^-U28'--

• =Center(?fArea , i, • • R - •

:

__ __ aV^-Am OfLoad

K, * , A ;

•''zo.oooLb;

50.400 •

.jWr'H 0.400 Lb:'-.

.^

IS

s
I

vi

Example Of The Determina-

tion Of Maximum And Minimum
Soil Pressures Under A Foun-

dation When The Loading Is

Symmetrical About One Axis Of
The Foundation Base Area.—
What will be the minimum and

the maximum unit pressures that

will be imposed on the supporting

soil by the machinery foundation

of Fig. 22, the loading and dimen-

sions being as showTi in / and 77?

The loading is symmetrical around

the UV axis. There is no mech-

anical-force load. This is based

on an example in an article by

W. H. Gilleland and A. H. Cun-

ningham in Electric Journal for

Sept., 1920.

Solution.—Follow the steps

which are specified in Sec. 20.

(1) Determine the location of the center of area of the foundation base.

The center of area of the base will l)e at the "center of gravity" of the

area. Find its location by using the method of moments, taking moments

about A' 77. Thus, referring to Fig. 22, 7 and 777:

3(6 X 10) +8(6 X4)

K
m- Top View O'f Base

Fig. 22.—Probloni in foundation soil

pressures. Loading is symmetrical
around L'V axis.

Then

^'
(6 X 10) + (6X4)

Y. = 10 - 4.428 = 5.572 ft.

= 4.42S ft.
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Therefore, since the base area is symmetrical about the UV center line,

the center of area, 0, of the base will be on the horizontal center line

4.428 ft. from the right edge as shown.

(2) Determine the total load; see note under Sec. 15 for definition of

"total load;" see also Fig. 22 /, // and ///.

Load Wi = 20.000/6.

W2 = 40,000 lb.

W/ = 50 , 400 lb. — weight of foundation

Load due to mechanical force = 00 lb.

Total load Wr = 110,400 lb.

(3) Determine the location and the distance from the center of area to the

axis of the total load. Since the loading is symmetrical around the hori-

zontal center line UV, the axis T of the load will lie in the horizontal

center line. Now, find its location in this line by taking moments around

KH:
_ (40,000 X 2) + (20,000 X 8) + (50,400 X 4.428)

, ^,^ ,,R=
-ri0,400

=4.210 ft.

b = Yi - R = 4.428 - 4.210 = 0.21S ft.

That is, the axis of the total load is in the horizontal center line 0.218 ft.

to the right of the center of area.

(4) Determine the moment of the total load. From the symbol list under

Fors. (2) and (3): M = Wr X 6 - 110,400 X 0.218 = 24,067 Ib.-ft.

(5) Determine the location of the neutral axis. As stated in the explana-

tion under Sec. 18, the neutral axis is a line through the center of area and
at right angles to another line joining the center of area and the load

axis. Then, from this definition it is evident that the neutral axis for

this area, which is symmetrical around the center line UV, must be a

line, XX, which passes through and at right angles to the center line

UV. .

(6) Determine the moment of inertia of the foundation base area about this

neutral axis. Refer to any treatise on mechanics for the formulas for

computing the moment of inertia of any simple geometrical area. The
following rule may be used for computing the moment of inertia of any
area which may be considered as being made up of a number of simple

geometrical areas: The moment of inertia of any area, \\4th respect to

any axis, equals the moment of inertia with respect to a parallel axis

through the center of gravity, plus the products obtained by multiplying

the given area by the square of the distance between the two parallel

axes; or expressed as a formula: / = /i + A^x^. Applying this principle

to this problem, the moment of inertia about the neutral axis XX in Fig.

22 is:

/ = |P-^] + [.0X6(.42S-3,]j + {[^]
+ [6X4 (5.572 - 2)2]

/ = 640.55 /<."
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(7) Determine the area of the foundation base. From Fig. 22-/: Area =

(10 X 6) + (6 X 4) = S^ sq.ft.

(8) Determine " F," which is the perpendicular distartce from the neutral

axis to the furthest point in the foundation base pla^ie. Obviously, from

Fig. 22 and the preceding computations, Fi = 4.428 /^ and F2 = 5.572

ft.

(9) Determine the maximum soil pressure by substituting in For. (2) and

^X

1,500H P. 16?RPM. Consfanf

Speecf, Non-Reversing Motor

I'O"

* I
! V i

<?»
1 I- Top View ( Foundation Only )

->)-K-l 18-0---- '->I-,K )i-^---;----/fl-(/ J r^ y-'

-V./7K - - 755- -
->i<-

- -7fiJ - - H ?
/7't<-

- •>! Z7P'K467V ---9.15- -->!? 19 K-

' ' '

—-^ ..r..~A
. '''.J~~^^ Frame -*^

' ' '

in 1
,'"1

Frame '

w.

Bedplate

^Po^or ^ £^
I ]

^
'->:! ^^ "^

!
<':\ fl- ;"'•;• '' ': ':'. :" 'A

\:JV ^v.
•--

i ^:j,.: ..'>: \ :.:.:

^ • Foundation : \ ^ ^i
' V- .

Foundq-tion ;:^
•^^

,.,

H-End Elevation
"

m-Side Elevation

Fia. 23.—Another problem in foundation soil pressure. Total loading is not symmetrical

around either the XX or the VV axis.

solving. Quoting For. (2), the maximum unit soil pressure is:

Wr ,
MF, 110,400 .24,067 X 4.428

P = " ' 4-
A J I 84

+
640.55

= 1,575 lb. per sq. ft.

This maximum unit load is imposed on the soil at every point along under

the edge HK.
(10) Determine the minimum soil pressure by substituting in For. (3) and

solving. Quoting For. (3), the minimum soil pressure is:

Wr MYo 110,400 , 24,067 X 5.572 , ,„, „ ,,^- = A7--T-= 8^-+—64055 = hlOl lb. per sq. ft.

(11) Write conclusions. The conclusion is that, from a soil-pressure

standpoint the foundation is, for ordinary soils, safe. This follows

because the maximum loading does not exceed the safe values of Table 5
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for ordinary soils and because the maximum does not exceed twice the

average loading.

:pxAMPLE Of The Determination Of The Maximum And Minimum

Boil Pressures Under A Foundation When The Loading Is Not

Symmetrical About Either Axis Of The Foundation Base Area.

This also is based on an example from the previously-cited Electric

Journal article by Gilleland and Cunningham. What vdW be the maxi-

mum and the minimum soil pressures which are imposed on the supporting

soil by the foundation of the 1,500-h.p., 162-r.p.m., constant-speed,

non-reversing motor which is sho\vn in Fig. 23. The dimensions are as

there indicated. The motor may operate at an overload of 3S}i per

cent. The weights of the parts are as follows

:

Frame 43,000 Z6.

Rotor 48,500^6.

Pedestals, each @ 8,500 lb 17,000 lb.

Bedplate 33,100^6.

Details 3,400^6.

Concrete foundation, @ 150 lb. per cu. ft 262,500 lb.

Total dead load = 407,500 lb.

The mechanical-force load is that due to the torque which is exerted by

the motor.

w Solution.—Follow the steps

which are specified in Sec. 20.

Only an outline—not a detail

—

solution will be given.

(1) Determine the location of the

center of area of the foundation

base. Since the base area (Fig. 23)

of this foundation is a square, its

center of area vdW be at its geo-

metrical center W/ in Fig. 24.

(2) Determine the total load. See

note under Sec. 15 for definition

of total load. In this example

there is a mechanical-pressure load

due to the torque of the motor.

This mechanical-pressure load \Aill

first be computed and then it will be combined with the dead load to

obtain the total load. Half of the torque pressure presses down on the

frame foot W4 (Fig. 23) and half of it pulls up on frame foot W3. The

motor is rated at 1,500 h.p. Hence, its output at its 33|-3 per cent, over-

load would be: 1,500 X l.SSH = 2,000 h.p. Now:

,^. , radius X 2 X 3.14 X r.p.m. X pounds torque
(4) h.p.=

jw,^-?^.200 Lb.

Wf -299,p00 Lb.

JiL

^N^5,6i5Lh\ l_"^
' /7^7S-lix-yNz\

_.4W..

Pi •

a

^X

-41,50) Ifal

SS

V
Fig. 24.—Top view of base of founda-

tion, showing loading.

33,000

Hence, it follows that

:

,^, , , 33,000 X h.p.
(5) pounds torque =

,^^^, x 2 X 3.14 X r.p.m.

(horsepower)

(pounds)
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Then, since for this foundation the torque is exerted at a radius (Fig. 23)

7.83 ft., the total torque developed will be:

, ,
33,000 X 2,000 oosn/hpounds torque = -

7.83x2X3.14X162 = ^'^^^ ^^^

To get it into even numbers, assume that the total torque is 8,250 lb.

Then, half the total torque \nll be: 8,250 ^ 2 = 4,125 lb. Now sum-

marize the dead and the mechanical-force loads to obtain the total load.

The weight of the bedplate and details may be considered as being

equall}^ distributed and may, as shown in the summary table below, be

added to the weight of the foundation itself—which acts at the center of

area of the foundation base.

The weights of the rotor and the two bearing pedestals which carry it

is: 48,500 + 17,000 = 65,000 lb. This load presses down unequally

at Wi and W2, Figs. 23 and 24. By using the method of moments,

which was applied in the solution to the preceding example, it is found

that the pressure at Wi = 41,300 lb. and that that at W2 = 24,200 ;6.; see

entry in summary below. At W3, the pressure = (3^ weight of frame) —

m the torque at that point). At W4, the pressure = m weight offrame) +
m the torque at that point). From the preceding it follows that the sum-

mary table is:

Summary Of Loads, see Fig. 23.

Bedplate 33,100 lb.

Details 3,400 Z6.

Concrete foundation 262,500 lb.

W/ = Total uniformly-distributed load 299,000 lb.

Wi = Weight of pedestals and rotor acting at Wi 41,300 lb.

W2 = Weight of pedestals and rotor acting at TF2 24,200 lb.

W3 = (hz weight of frame) — {^i the torque at that point) =

21^500 - 4,125 = 17,375 lb.

W4 = m iveight of frame) + (H ^f^e torque at that point) =

21^500 + 4,125 = 25,625 lb.

W, = Total load = 407,500 lb.

(3) Determine the location and the distance from the center of area of

the axis of the total load. Taking moments about XX (Fig. 24) and

considering Wi as producing minus moments, the axis of load for Wr
is found to be -0.57 ft. from the XX axis of the foundation base area,

as sho%A'n in Fig. 25; thus: W,, = [-(17,375 X 2.54) - (25,625 X
2.54) - (41,300 X 7.21) -f- (24,200 X 7.21)] -r- 407,500 =

(-44,000 - 65,200 - 298,000 + 174,600) -^ 407,500 =

-232,600 ^ 407,500 = -0.57 ft. Now, taking moments about VV
(Fig. 24) and considering W4 as producing minus moments, the axis of

the load of W^ is found to be -0.16 ft. from the VV axis, as shown in

Fig. 25; thus: W,, = [-(25,625 X 7.83) + (17,375 X 7.83)] h- 407,500
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= (-200,600 + 136,000) 4- 407,500 = -64,600 h- 407,500 = -0.16

ft. Therefore, the location of the axis of the total load mil be at a point,

Wr in Fig. 25, which is —0.57 ft. from the XX axis and —0.16 ft. from

the VV axis.

The distance from the center of area to the axis of the total load is the

distance W^O in Fig. 25. This is found, by applying the law of the right-

angled triangle or by trigonometry, to be 0.60 ft.

(4) Determine the moment of the

B

t^

X-

Center OfArea
^\. Of Base.

Line Passing
Ttirouqh
Center Of

Area Ancl^
' or :

/W =

y 0.16

<:>l Total Load ^

Neutral Axis-'

L
t<

• -200 --->

-j:

Fig. 25.—Top view of base of founda-

tion showing location of neutral axis.

total load. Since the total load is

407,500 lb. and it acts 0.60 ft. from

the center of area, it follows that:

Moment of total load = 407,500 X
0.60 = 244,500 Ib.-ft.

(5) Determine the location of the

neutral axis. The neutral axis (see

definition in the "Explanation"

under Sec. 18) is a line which

passes through the center of area

and which is at right angles to

another line joining the center of

area and the axis of the load.

Hence, in Fig. 25, EE, which is

perpendicular to WrO, is the neutral

axis.

(6) Determine the moment of inertia of the foundation base area about

this neutral axis. By applying the formulas which vnW be found in any

standard work on mechanics or in the Carnegie Steel Company's

Pocket Companion, it will be found that the moment of inertia of the

base area of Fig. 25 about the neutral axis EE = 13,327 ft*.

(7) Determine the area of the foundation base. As is evident from Fig.

25: Area of base = 20 X 20 = 400 sq. ft.

(8) Determine "Y," which is the perpendicular distance from the neutral

axis to the furthermost point in the foundation base. By computation, the

distance Y in Fig. 25 is found to be 12.27 ft.

(9) Determine the maximum soil pressure by substituting in For. (2) and

solving. Quoting For. (2)

:

p =
JL max

Wr ,
MVi 407,500 , 244,500 X 12.27

+ + = 1,244 lb. per sq. ft.
Af ' I 400 ' 13,327

at corner A in Fig. 25. At all points other than corner A under the

foundation, the imposed pressure ^\Tll be less than 1,244 lb. per sq. ft.

(10) Determine the minimum soil pressure by substituting in For. (3)

and solving. Quoting For. (3)

:

P .

-Wr
^f

at corner B in Fig. 25. At all points other than corner B under the

foundation the imposed pressure will be greater than 784 lb. per sq. ft.

MY2 407,500 244,500 X 12.27 _^ . „ .,

-r = -400 ^^327— = ^^^^^' p'"'''-^'-
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(11) Write conclusiotus. From a soil-pressure standpoint, this founda-

tion is safe for ordinary soils since the niaxiniuni pressure which it im])oses

does not exceed the Table 5 safe pressures for ordinary soils and, further-

more, because the maximum pressure which it imposes does not exceed

twice the average pressure.

21. A Machinery Foundation Should Have Sufficient Base
Area And This Base Area So Disposed That There Is Not
Too Great A Difference Between The Loads Imposed By The
Foundation On Different Equal Areas Of The Supporting

Soil.—This is merely a restatement of Requirement 2 under

Sec. 3. When, as explained in preceding sections, the axis of

the total load (Sec. 18) does not pass through the center of

area of the foundation base, the unit soil pressure will not be

the same at all points under the foundation. The general

methods of computing the maximum soil pressure and the

minimum soil pressure in such cases have already been

explained. Thus, in general, the maximum should not exceed

twice the minimum or the uneven settlement which may result

may give trouble. The preceding worked-out examples

illustrate how the computations which are necessary to check

this feature are made. If the difference between the minimum
and maximum is too great, the usually-most-effective remedy
is to increase the base area of the foundation by providing

a spread footing; see Sees. 14 and 380.

Note.—The Maximum Foundation Pressure For Slow-Speed
Reversing-Type Mill Motors Should Not Exceed The Average
Pressure By More Than 50 Per Cent, in any case; for

this relation Pmax should not exceed 3 Pmin. Where the maximum pres-

sure approaches the safe bearing power of the soil, a difference of 10

percent, should be the maximum allowed; that is, Pmax should not exceed

1.2 Pmin. This is because the effect of the reversal of pressures is, where
the soil is compressible, to rock the foundation (Gilleland. and Cunning-
ham in Electric Journal for September, 1920). This same principle

applies also for reversing steam engines or reversing machinery of any sort.

It may apply too for all reciprocating machines which are not well

balanced.

22. Some Machines, When In Operation, Are Acted Upon
By Outside Or Unbalanced Mechanical Forces; see Sec. 15.

In self-contained machines—such as turbines, turbo-genera-

tors, synchronous convertors, motor-generators, and fre-

quency changers—the forces are ordinarily quite well
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balanced. Such machines, therefore, impose very Kttle

mechanical load (Sec. 15) upon the supporting soil. But

nearly all machines except these are acted upon, either from

without or from within, by mechanical forces which may or

may not be vertical forces. The method of taking into

account vertical mechanical forces is discussed in preceding

sections. The special conditions which prevail whenever the

mechanical forces are non-vertical will now be discussed.

Note.—Mechanical Forces May Exist As: (1) Outside forces

which act on a machine; as, for example, the pull of a belt or chain or the

thrust of a gear or some other such force. (2) Internal forces which are

produced xuithin the machine; as, for example, the forces set up \Wthin the

machine by the acceleration or retardation of such parts as the bed and

work on a planer or the piston and crosshead of a reciprocating engine.

Internal forces may also be caused by unbalanced rotating parts; see

See. 24. On slow-speed reciprocating machinery the internal forces are

often small; but on high-speed machinery, unless steps are taken to

minimize them, the internal forces may assume great magnitude.

23. To Determine The Outside Forces Which Act On A
Machine Due To Belt Pull Or Gear Thrust, the following

Direction Of Roinfion...

Driven Gear

2H.P.i200

R.PM.
Motor

6 In Diam.
Piflley

Fig. 26.—What is the belt

pull, Fft?

Line Of-
Gear

Centers

4-Inch
Diam.

Pinion-

100-HR
750-Rm
Motor

-•5>

r

_ Thrust On
\<^ Motor Acts
At Right
Angles To

Line Of
^ Centers

Fig. 27.—Illustrating the direc-

tion and point of application of the

gear thrust.

formulas, which are derived as shown below, may be used.

See also Fors. (81) and (82) in Div. 15, which express the same

fact in a different form. For belt drives:

—

30,000P;,p
(6)

For gear drives:

—

(7)

A =

F =

ND.

NDf

(pounds)

(pounds)
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Wherein: Fb = the pull on the machine due to a belt, in

pounds; the pull is assumed to act at the center of the pulley

and in a direction which is parallel to the general direction of

the belt (see Fig. 26). P^p = the power which is being trans-

mitted, in horse power; this is frequently taken as the rated

horse power of the machine. N = the speed of the gear or

pulley under consideration, in revolutions per minute. Z)/ =

the diameter of the gear or pulley, in feet. Fg = the tangential

ShaftRunning At 300 R.PM.

And Transmitting 50H.P~^
Belt:

J i.T5.
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Or, transposing the equation and solving for Ft:

fQ\ J?
99,000 X Pap

Reducing, this is

:

(10) Fb = —
jj-^
—- (pounds)

This may, for practical purposes be written as:

(11) ^. ='-»-' (pounds)

which is the same as For. (6).

Now, for a gear drive, the gear thrust is actually the pounds torque, as

given in For. (5). Hence, by introducing the above symbols into For.

(5) and simplifying

:

(12) F, = ^-^^^^ (pounds)

which is approximately the same as For. (7).

Example.—A 2-hp. motor (Fig. 26) runs at 1,200 r.p.ra. and has a

6-in. diameter pulley. What is the belt pull on the motor? Solution.—
By For. (6): Belt pull = Ft, = 30,000Php/ND/ = 30,000 X 2 ^ (1,200 X
0.5) = 100 lb.

Example.—A geared 100-hp. motor (Fig. 27) runs at 750 r.p.m. and
has on its shaft a pinion of 4-in. pitch diameter. What outside force will

the motor produce due to gear thrust? Solution.—By For. (7):

Gear thrust = Fg = 10,5001*^^,/ND/ = 10,500 X 100 ^ (750 X ^2) =
4,200 lb.

24. The Internal, Or Unbalanced, Mechanical Forces

Which May Act On A Machine are very difficult to compute.

As previously stated, internal forces may be due to either

reciprocating masses or rotating masses; see Note under Sec.

*^2. In purely rotative machines, such as turbines and electrical

l_^^ the internal forces which do act (usually these are
v////////////////7r small) are due to the lack of perfect balance

^''';, 26.—What i.j^arts. That is, the center of gravity of a
pull, F(,?

' r> J

^ly ever can be made to lie exactly in the

formulas, which are cff!"""^'
^^^

™.f
^ine is continually acted

See also Fors. (81) and (^7 ^ contrifugal force caused by the

/. 4. • j-£c , P ^ust be resisted by the bearings and,
fact m a different form, i ^ . . 7 • ,

In reciprocating machines, there

Ff^ = rotational masses just as there

t, besides these, there are also

-jQind retardation of the recipro-

—mation of the forces due to

(6) •
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reciprocating parts is given below. P'or a more thorough

explanation the reader is referred to some good book on the

design or on the balancing of reciprocating engines. It may be

said here, however, that engine builders usually "balance " their

machines—add balancing weights to the engine shaft—in such

a manner that the rotating and reciprocating masses are both

partiall}" '^counterbalanced." In high-grade engines, the

degree of unbalance is very small; see Note under Sec. 418.

Center Of
Gravity

Rotating Part
"Of Machine,^

I-Ac+ing Up
Upward

I- Acting I- Acting
Horizontally Downward

Fig. 29.—Showing the "internal" or

"unbalanced" force for different posi-

tions of a rotating machine-part.. The
internal force, F , must be resisted first

by the bearings and finally by the foun-

dation at its base.

Explanation.—The internal forces in purely rotational machines may
be understood by a study of Fig. 29. The rotating part of the machine is

shown in three positions /, //, and

///, If the machine part is rotat-

ing about the longitudinal axis of

the shaft, and if its center of gravity

is at G, it is evident that G rotates

about the shaft axis. A centrifugal

force mil then be set up at G as

indicated by F. This centrifugal

force must be resisted, first by the

bearings and finalh^ by the founda-

tion base. The centrifugal force

may be decreased by adding weight

to the rotating piece on the side of

the shaft opposite to G. Or, it may
be decreased by taking off weight on the 6^-side of the shaft center.

Either of these operations will change the position of the center of

gravity of the rotating part and bring it nearer to the shaft axis. If the

center of gravity could be made to lie exactly in the shaft axis, there

would then be no internal unbalanced force.

Now consider the forces due to reciprocating masses. It is commonly

known that a force is always required to change the rate of motion

(velocity) of a mass. If the velocity of a mass is to be increased the force

must act in the direction of motion. If the velocity is to be decreased

the force must act in the opposite direction to that of motion. The mov-

ing mass will always, too, "resist" the change of velocity; that is, the

moving mass will, at any instant, exert force equal and opposite to that

which changes its velocity. Thus, when a man pushes on a frictionless

cart to start it into motion, the cart, at any instant, pushes back against

the man with an equal force. Also, when the man piills on the moving

cart to stop it, the cart, at any instant, pulls against the man with an

equal force.

Now consider the internal forces in a reciprocating machine (Fig. 30).

In (a) the reciprocating masses (the piston, crosshead, and part of the

connecting rod) are accelerating—gaining velocity—toward the right

3
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The reciprocating masses resist this acceleration with an inertia force^ /i,

which acts in the opposite direction to that of the accelerating force.

This force is transmitted to the engine frame, partly at the cylinder head

and partly at the main shaft. From the engine frame the inertia force is

transmitted to the foundation. After the reciprocating masses attain

their maximum velocity (at or
Inert/a Force-...r

^-Crossheac/

„ ii ; Connecting Rod-.
Crank

Pin

'Steam 'Accelerating

(a^ - Reciprocating Parts Accelerating

Motion Being Retardeo/ But
Still Moving To Right

CranK
Disk

( b) -Reciprocating Parts Being Re+ardcd

Fig. 30.—Illustrating the inertia forces in a

standard steam-engine mechanism.

near mid-stroke) their velocity

must be reduced. This retarda-

tion requires a force to the left

w^hich the reciprocating masses

resist with an equal and opposite

force, /o. I2 is also transmitted

to the foundation. During the

return stroke of the piston, the

inertia forces act similarly except

that, during the acceleration to

the left, the inertia force will act

toward the right and during the

retardation the inertia force will act toward the left.

Note.—By Balancing is meant the arrangement of moving parts so

that the net sum of all of the resultant forces is zero, or in other words so

that the machine as a whole is, when operating, in equilibrium at all

instants. Often this condition can not be attained in actual machines.

Then the best possible solution is to so arrange the design of the machine

that the net resultant unbalanced force is as small as possible. It shovld

he noted that loose bearings or uneven workings of certain machines—a

multi -cylinder engine for example—?nay produce effects that are as had as

those due to unhalancing.

25. The Magnitude Of The Internal Or Unbalanced Forces

Depends : (1) /n purely rotative machines on the weight, speed,

and the distance of center of gravity of the rotating mass from

the axis of rotation. (2) In reciprocating machines on the

speed of the machine, the weight of the rotating masses, the

weight of the reciprocating masses, the shape and weight of

the connecting rod, the ratio of crank length to connecting-rod

length, the radius to the center of gravity of the rotating

weights, and on the degree and effectiveness of the "counter-

balancing." In view of the above, it is obviously wellnigh

impossible to state a simple method for determining the

magnitude of the unbalanced forces in a given reciprocating

machine. To provide a foundation which will not be affected

by the unbalanced forces, it is usual to design the foundation

to amply care for all calculable forces and allow for the unbal-
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anced forces by applying an ample ^'factor of safety;" see

the examples of reciprocating machine foundations in Div. 11.

Note.—The Direction Or Magnitude Of The Internal Forces

May Be Continually Changing. The internal forces due rotating

masses are continuall}' changing in direction from instant to instant but

are of constant magnitude so long as the speed is constant. These forces

always, at any given instant, act radially from the center of the shaft in

the direction of the center of gravity of the rotating mass at that instant.

The internal forces due to a reciprocating mass—a mass which is mo\nng

back and forth in a straight line—always act along the axis of reciproca-

tion. They have a maximum value when the mass is at the end of its

path and have a minimum value when the mass is traveling at its greatest

velocity, at or near the center of its path.

Note.—To Find The Direction, Magnitude, And Line Of Action

Of The Resultant Of All Forces Which Act Upon A Machine And
Its Foundation, proceed as follows: (1) Combine all vertical forces to get

the resultant or total vertical load and its line of action, as in the examples of

the preceding sections. (2) Combine all parallel non-vertical forces, if such

exist, in the same way as all vertical forces or loads are combined. (3)

Combine the total or residtant vertical load with one non-vertical force—or

resultant as found in step (2)—to get their resultant, as explained below.

(4) Combine this new resultant force with another non-vertical force to get a

second new resultant, also as explained below. This step should then be

repeated as often as necessary until all non-vertical forces have been

combined into a final resultant force. Ordinarily, the non-vertical forces

in machinery act in but one or two directions so that step (4) needs,

usually, to be performed but once, if at all. The above method is per-

fectly general and can, therefore, be applied to a machin-e which has

acting in or on it any number of vertical and non-vertical forces, provid-

ing only that they all act only in one plane. Certain complicated

machines have a number of forces which do not all act in one plane; for

these it is impossible to determine a resultant—there \vi\\ also exist a

moment. In such a case the student must find the resultant force and

turning moment and then apply the reasoning herein given (Sec. 26

and following) to the special problem. The methods of resolving forces

which do not act in the same plane are beyond the scope of this book.

The reader is referred for them to a good text-book on mechanics.

26. A Non-Vertical Force Acting On Or In Any Machine

Causes The Resultant Force To Act Non-Vertically On The

Foundation Base and at a different point in the base area than

that where the resultant of the vertical loads cuts the foun-

dation base. This is shown in Fig. 31 where Wr which repre-

sents the resultant (see note and explanation below) of the
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vortical loads cuts the base area in the point C. If, now, a

horizontal force, Fb due to the pull of the belt on the pulley,

acts on the machine, then Wr does not represent the resultant

of all of the forces which act on

the machine and foundation

and hence on the foundation

base. Let R be the resultant

of Fh and Wr- As proved in

text-books on mechanics, R
will act in a line which passes

through K, the intersection of

the lines of action of Wr and

Fb, and will be inclined in

some such direction as R or

i^i, depending on the relative

magnitudes of Wr and Fb.

Furthermore, the resultant

would cut the base area in

some such point as D or E.

In any case where non-vertical

forces act on or in a machine,

these non-vertical forces will tend to either aggravate or

minimize the effect of unsymmetrical vertical loading as

starting Point

^

Weigrht Of flachine

AntP/ roundaition

Acting Vertically y^r^ VR XRi
Downward -i,- -^^ ^ _ -V _ ,

-K,

I-Side Elevation

Fig. 31.—A double engine which is sub-

jected to non-vertical forces.

The Length Of
These Lines

.
Representjo The
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Magnitudes Of The ^ ^ ^

_

Forces The Directions
OfThe Lines Represent The
Directions Of The forces

|l l^'^r^lSjtS^^^^----^'^^^^^^'^^ Of Resultant force

E-Vec+or Diagram

Fig. 32.—Illustrating the graphical method of calculating the resultant of two non-

parallel forces.

discussed in preceding sections. The methods of calculating

the effect of non-vertical loads is discussed in Sees. 27 to 36.
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f.
Hor'nonfal ,-

Explanation.—A Graphical Method Of Combining Two Non-
Parallel Forces is shown in Fig. 32. Let Wr represent the total

vertical dead load, as defined in Sec. 15, due to the weight of machine

and foundation, which, say, is 3,100 lb. Also, let Fh represent the pull

on the shaft of the belt. Say Fh = 1,600 lb. Now, on a piece of paper,

as Fig. 32-/7, lay off, vertically to a certain scale, a length OA to represent

Wr and a length OB, also to the same scale and in

a direction parallel to Fb in 7. Then draw a line

BC parallel to OA and draw line AC parallel to

OB. Now, a line joining and C will represent

the direction and magnitude (to the chosen scale)

of the resultant, R, of Wr and Fb. The length of

R is found, by scaling it, to represent 4,115 lb.

The line of action of R is found by drawing a line

XY through the intersection X of Wr and Fb

parallel to the line OC in 77. Note also the direc-

tions of R and Ri in Fig. 31.

Fig. 33.—Illustrat-

ing the graphical
method of determining

the vertical component
of the resultant force

for use in Fors. (2)

and (3). (The length

and direction of R are

found as shown in Fig.

32. The intersection

of the vertical line CD
with the horizontal line

through O determines

the magnitude of the

vertical component
DC.)

27. In Determining The Maximum And
Minimum Soil Pressures Under The Foun-

dation For A Machine Which Is Acted Upon
By Non-Vertical Forces, the steps given in

Sec. 20 may be followed exactly as in pre-

ceding problems. Allowance must, how-

ever, be made for the fact that the result-

ant load or force is not vertical. This may
be done as follows: In step (2) Sec. 20,

determine the resultant of all forces acting.

Determine also the vertical component of

this resultant ; this may be done as explained

in Fig. 33. The vertical component is then to be used as Wr
in Fors. (2) and (3). In step (3) Sec. 20, the distance which

is to be found should be measured from the center of area to

the point of intersection of the resultant force {Ri or R, Fig.

31) with the base area. That is, the distance AD or AE
(Fig. 31), is used as 6 in finding M in Fors. (2) and (3). This

distance is then multiplied by the vertical component of R
(as shown in Fig. 33) to find the value of M.

Note.—If The Resultant Falls Outside The Base Area—that is,

if the line of action of the resultant does not cut the base area—the

foini(hition does not satisfy Requirement (3) of Sec. 3. In such a case it

is needless to compute the maximum and minimum soil pressures as

above explained. See Sec. 28.
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28. A Machinery Foundation Must Have Sufficient Weight

And Be Of Such Proportions That The Line Of Action Of The

Resultant Of The Total Vertical Load With Any Non-Vertical

Forces Which May Be Occasioned By The Operation Of The

Machine Will Always FaU Within The Base Area Of The

Foundation.—This is merely a repetition of Requirement 3

under Sec. 3. If preceding requirement 2 is satisfied, this

requirement 3 will also automatically be satisfied; however,

it is desirable to discuss, and some designers consider, this as a

separate requirement. Hence it will be so treated herein: In

preceding sections it was shown that non-vertical forces might

aggravate the tendency toward overturning because of uneven

settling. But, as explained below, if the line of action of the

resultant of all forces acting on a machine and its foundation

does not cut the foundation's base area, then even the most

solid, non-yielding soil or sub-material cannot prevent over-

turning. Under the latter conditions, the foundation could

only be prevented from

overturning by the pres-

sure of soil on the side of

the foundation through

which the resultant emerges

(if there is soil on this side)

or by otherwise anchoring

the foundation so as to

overcome the overturning
i-xx^vp^y ^A Ci cV Cj tendency. Since neither of

i-Eicva+iorf i-vector ^^ese expedients is prac-
Diagram tical. Overturning should be

Fig. 34.—niustrating overturning effect as
..rPVPntf^H hv the rPmpHlP^

the line of action of the resultant force, R PieventeU Dy lUO rOmeUieS

takes different positions. of SeC. 29.

" I .

Explanation.—Assume that the supported machine and foundation

in Fig, 34-7 have a total weight of W^ = 600 lb. and that the machine is

acted upon by a horizontal force Fb which is due to the pull of a belt.

Assume that Ft may be made to have different values, say 100, 200, and
300 lb. Assume further that the foundation rests on a solid incompres-

sible surface—such, for example, as solid granite. It is desired to

investigate what effects are produced by Fb when its value is varied.

If Fb did not exist—if there were no belt—then Wr would act downward
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along tho lino AT and the total pressure imposed by the foundation

would be 600 lb. If Fb = 100 lb., then the resultant force would be /?,

(found as in Fig. 32). It would act along XY, parallel to OCi. Viewing

Fig. 34-7, it is evident that Ft tends to overturn the machine about Z as

an axis whereas Wr tends to prevent this overturning {Fb cannot cause

center Z to sink into the "hard surface"). Now, from mechanics, the

overturning effect or "moment" of Fb is: Fb X distance MZ = 100 X 3 =
300 Ib.-ft. Also, the preventing (stabilizing) effect or moment of Wris:

W , X distance f/Z = 600 X 1 = 600 Ib.-ft. Obviously, since the stabil-

izing effect, 600 Ib.-ft., is greater than the overturning effect, 300 lb.-ft.,

overturning of the machine and foundation will be prevented when Fb is

only 100 lb.

Consider now that Fb = 200 lb. The overturning moment \\i\\, as

before, be: Fb X distance MZ = 200 X 3 = 600 Ib.-ft. The stabilizing

moment ^\'ill be 600 Ib.-ft. as before. Thus, under this condition, the

two moments are equal. There is just as much tendency to overturn as

there is to prevent overturning. It is to be noted that when this condi-

tion exists, the resultant force ^^2 "^"ill act along the line XZ, parallel to

OCi, or exactly through the edge of the foundation's base area.

Finally. U Fb = 300 lb., the overturning moment is: Fb X distance

MZ = 300 X 3 = 900 Ib.-ft. The stabilizing moment is still 600 Ib.-ft.

Therefore, since the overturning moment exceeds that which tends to

prevent overturning, the machine will actually be overturned. Noting,

now, the position of the resultant Rs, it is found to act along the line XV
which does not cut the foundation's base area. The above examples

illustrate the follo\\dng principles:

(1) When the resultant falls outside the base area, the machine mill fall

over or overturn even on soil so hard that no sinking could occur.

(2) When the resultant falls within the base area, the machine mil not

overturn unless (Sec. 21) the resulting soil pressures are sufficient to cause

sinking.

29. Revising A Foundation Design So As To Diminish The

Overturning Tendency may be done in one or both of these

two ways: (1) The base area of the foundation 7naij he increased.

(2) The weight of the foundatio7i may be increased. How these

two methods promote increased stability is explained below.

Since the base area of a foundation may generally be increased

at less cost than can its entire weight, this method is usually

employed. Increasing the base area provides the added

advantage of generally decreasing the pressure which is

imposed on the supporting soil. It thus tends to minimize

settling.

Explanation.—Consider the machine and foundation which were

Bho\\'n in Fig. 32 and are again shown Fig. 35, / and //. In Fig. 32
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the weight of the machine and foundation was 3,100 lb. and the result

of the weight and the belt pull did not intersect the base area. The

machine was, therefore, not properly supported (Sec. 28). Assume,

now, that the foundation is altered by adding the footings, GHJKLM,
Fig. 35. This increases the weight to 3,400 lb. The new resultant, R
Fig. 35-111, acts along the line ZF of II. Since XY now falls within

ML, this arrangement provides stability by satisfying Requirement 3,

Sec. 3.

Assume, now, that instead of providing the foundation with an

^-^i ^^X^
I- Plan View
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30. A Machinery Foundation Must Have Sufficient Weight
To Prevent Its SUding Horizontally On The Supporting Soil

Due To Non-Vertical Forces Which Are Occasioned By The
Supported Machine.—This is merely a repetition of Require-

ment 4 under Sec. 3. In preceding sections it was shown
how non-vertical forces might tend to cause uneven settling

of the foundation or overturning of the machine and foun-

dation as a whole. If, however, the resistance of the supporting

soil to shding the foundation on it is less than the horizontal

component of the total non-vertical forces, then the foun-

dation will, when the non-vertical forces are imposed on it,

slide on the supporting soil, as was indicated in Fig. 5. If the

non-vertical forces act in a vertical plane which contains

the center of gravity of the base area of the foundation, then

the tendency will be for the movement to be that of pure

shding—that is, all parts of the foundation will move at the

same rate and in the same direction. If, however, the hne of

action of the non-vertical forces does not lie in a vertical

plane through the center of the base area then the tendency

will be for the machine to rotate—by sliding—about some
vertical axis; as is explained in Sec. 33.

Explanation.—To visualize the principle underlj^ng this requirement,

imagine a reciprocating steam engine which is bolted to a concrete

foundation which rests on a block of ice. The unbalanced forces of its

reciprocating masses will tend to move the engine and its foundation

back and forth along the ice. If, however, a sufficient quantity of sand
or cinders be placed between the foundation and the ice, the sliding back
and forth may be prevented—providing only that the foundation be

heavy enough to introduce the required frictional resistance.

Note.—The Coefficient Of Friction Between A Foundation
And The Supporting Soil (see Table 31) is very difficult to predict. For

foundations which rest on solid rock, it may be as high as 1.0, but where
the supporting soil consists of moist clay it may be as low as 0.3. The
internal coefficient of friction of sand may be the governing factor where
a foundation rests on sand. For fine (30-50) sand this has the value

0.258 and for medium-fine (20-30) sand, 0.179. Therefore, except

where a foundation rests on sand, the safe vahie of the coefficient offriction

may he taken as 0.25. On sand, a safe value is 0.15.

31. Table Of Coefficients Of Friction Of Foundation Mate-
rials.^—All these values are taken from leaker's jMasonkv
Construction with the exception of those on concrete which
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were taken from E. L. Lasier's article in Engineering News,

July 22, 1915. It is to be understood, of course, that the

coefficient of friction of one material on another is the same

as that of the second material on the first.
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(13) Wf = w., (pounds)

32. To Find The Foundation Weight Which Is Necessary

To Prevent Horizontal Sliding, use the following formula:

F,

e/

Wherein: W^ = the weight of the foundation, in pounds.

Fh = the horizontal component of the non-vertical forces or

of the resultant of all forces which act on the machine and

foundation, in pounds, e/ = the coefficient of friction

between the foundation and its supporting soil, expressed

,^v^WV\Avi^ Driven Gear
Supported/
5eparafly
Of Motor y

Gear
Thrust
OnMotor
Pinion

Direction Of /
Rotation---'

Driving

Pinion

I3l
Electric ,'.

Motor'

Founda+ion

\

Fig. 36.—Ulustrating the direc-

tion and line of action of the gear

thrust.

Vector Representing / |

77?^ OriginalForce

Vertical

Horizontal .

'•-'45" Component '

A "^T^^QTIb.
^^,

Fig. 37.—Hlustrating method
of finding the horizontal com-
ponent, Fh, of a force. The
force is laid off to scale as a

vector in the direction in whic

it really acts, at AB above.

Horizontal and vertical lines AC
and BC are then drawn through

its extremities. The length AC
then represents the horizontal

component, Fh, to the same scale

as that by which Afi is measured.

decimally. Wa/ = the weight of the supported machine,

in pounds.

Derivation.—Under the sliding conditions here assumed, the coeffi-

cient of friction is, bj' definition: e/ = F),/XWf + Wm). From this, l)y

mere transposition. For. (13) wall result.

Example.—If the motor of Fig. 36 weighs 800 lb. and its gear thrust is

420 lb., and if this force acts upward at an angle of 45 deg. to the hori-

zontal, what weight must the foundation have to insure that it will not

slide on the coarse sand which supports it? Assume that the foundation

will not rotate (Sec. 30). Solution.—To use For. (13) it is necessary

to first find the horizontal component Fh. This may be done as showTi

in Fig. 37, where Fk is found to be 297 lb. Now, by the note subjoined

to Sec. 30, the coefficient of friction, e/, for coarse sand is 0.15. Hence,

by For. (13): W^- = Fn/e/ - W^f = (297 -- 0.15) - 800 = 1180 lb.
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33. A Machinery Foundation Must Have Sufficient Prop-

erly-Disposed Weight To Prevent Its Being Rotated Hori-

zontally Around A Vertical Axis—It Sliding Meanwhile On
The Supporting Soil—By Forces Which Are Occasioned By

The Operation Of The Machine Which The Foundation

Carries.—This is merely a repetition of Requirement 5 under

Sec. 3. In preceding sections it was shown how non-vertical

forces, if they act in a vertical plane which contains the center

of gravity of the base area of the foundation, may cause the

1
\

'm—Position After A Little Movement

G '^v^^ • Approximate
S' Path OfQ.^

.^._ 'J "~~---~-i-.

• t '.
-*

'Original Position

—^—G . |q <i)'»f

Rope

.-Smooth Surface

Position After Consieterable Movement

I- Original Position I- Positions After Movement

Fig. 38.—Illustrating rotation of a body due to disturbing force (F) and friction between
the body and its supporting surface.

foundation to slide horizontally upon the supporting soil.

The following discussion applies to cases where the non-verti-

cal forces do not act in a vertical plane which contains the

center of gravity of the base area of the foundation. It will

be shown that, under these conditions, there is a tendency to

rotate the foundation about some vertical axis—usually not

about a vertical axis through the center of gravity of the base

area.

Explanation.—Assume that a block of concrete (A, Fig. 38) is cast

with a piece of iron, fi, attached near one edge and that a rope is fastened

through a hole in the iron. If the block is set upon a smooth surface

(or even a rough surface) it can be moved by pulling on the rope with a

force, F. Now, since the line of action of F does not lie vertically over G,

the center of gravity of the base area of the block, and since the frictional

force between the block and the supporting surface acts through G in a

direction parallel and opposite to F, it is obvious that there \\all be a

tendency to rotate the block. But, since the force, F, acts on the block

near one face, it will be more effective in overcoming the frictional forces
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on the portions of the base area near that face than it will be in overcom-

ing the frictional forces on those portions of the base area near the

opposite vertical face of the block. Therefore, when movement of the

block is effected, that portion of the block nearest to B will be moved
faster than that portion opposite B, as is showTi in Fig. 38-//. The
point G \\i]\ follow the path indicated as the block is rotated and slid along

by the acting force, F.

34. To Compute Whether A Foundation Has Sufficient

Properly-Disposed Weight To Withstand Slipping Due To
Non-Vertical Forces In Or On The Supported Machine the

following formula has been devised. The derivation of this

formula appears below. It is to be noted, however, that this

formula is applicable to all cases of slipping on the sub-

soil—including that which falls under Requirement 4 under

Sec. 3, because when applied to cases falling under that

requirement, it takes the same form as For. (13). The formula

is:

(14) W. =
f^'(l + {J - W„ (pounds)

Wherein: W^ = the weight of the foundation, in pounds.

Fh = the horizontal component of the non-vertical forces or

of the resultant of all forces which act upon the machine

and foundation, in pounds. €/ = the coefficient of friction

between the foundation and its supporting soil, expressed

decimally; see Table 31 and the note which preceeds it. r =

the horizontal distance from the center of gravity of the foun-

dation's base area to a vertical plane through the line of action

of Fh, in feet. K = sl constant depending on the shape of the

foundation base; for a circular base, K = }^: for rectangular

foundations K may be read from the graph of Fig. 39. a =

the diameter or the length of the smaller side of the foundation

base, in feet. Wm = the weight of the supported machine,

in pounds.

Derivation.—If the weight of the machine and foundation are

assumed to be uniformly supi)orted over the entire base area, then the

pressure on each square inch of the supporting soil will be the same.

Thus, the frictional resistance of each s(iuare inch will be the same. If

(Fig. 40) a very small area, A\, is selected from the foundation base and
the total area of the base is A, the weight which acts downward on ^4.1
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will be (A I /A) X (Wf + Wm). Also, the frictional force on this area

when it slides on the supporting surface will be {e/Ai/A) XCWf+Wm) =

Fi(Fig. 40). If, now, the foundation tends to rotate about its center, C,

the force Fi will tend to resist the rotation with a moment Fi X di

(see Fig. 40). Every other very small area like Ai, which can be taken as

a separate part of the base area, will provide a like moment of resistance.

By employing the calculus and summing up all of these small moments

for all of the very small areas which constitute A, there results the

moment of the entire foundation base = M = Ke/a (Wf + Wm) Ib.-ft.

But, the moment which tends to produce rotation = F/,r. Hence, by equat-

ing the moments:

(15) Fhr = Ke/aiWy + Waj) (pounds-feet)

1.6

1.4

c^l.O

°0.8
if)

«0.6

oCl4

12 3 4 5 6
Ra+io Of Length To Breaath

Fig. 39.—Graph showing values of

K, in For. (14), for rectangular foun-

dations of different proportions.
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Fig. 40.—Illustrating the moment of

resistance to rotational sliding of a very

small area Ax.

Or, by transposing, there results:

(16) Wf + W.V
^A X—
6/ Ka

(pounds)

which gives the weight necessary to prevent purely rotational sliding.

But, the foundation is also subject to a tendency for horizontal sliding.

For. (13) may be rewritten:

F
(17) (Wf+Wa/) = -

^/

Now, since the foundation must resist both purely horizontal sliding and

purely rotational sliding it may safely be assumed that the total weight

must satisfy For. (16) and, in addition, have sufficient weight to satisfy

For. (17) or:

(18) Wf + W =m-''X^ +-
Cf Ka Cf

(pounds)

which may be transposed into the form of For. (14).

Example.—If the block A in Fig. 38 is 2 ft. square and if r = 13 in.,

what weight must the block have to resist a horizontal force F of 1501b.?

Assume that the block rests on a smooth surface of wood and that the
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Discharge Opening...,

: ':'- Anchor Bolfs

coefficient of frictioii is 0.40. Solution.—From Fig. o9, K = 0.38 for :i

square base. By For. (14): W;:- = (/^;,/c/)(l + //A'a) - Wa/ = (150
-- 0.40) X [1 + (1^2) -^ (0.38 X 2)] - = 375 X (1 + 1.083 -- 0.76)

= 375 X 2.426 = 910 Ih.

Example.—A belt-driven centrifugal pump (Fig. 41) requires 12 h.p.

to drive it at 600 r.p.m. and weighs 650 lb. Its pulley has a 12-in.

diameter and the belt leads off from the pulley horizontally. If the

dimensions of the pump and foundation are as shown in Fig. 41 and if the

foundation rests on clay, what should be the depth of the foundation to

insure that it ^^^ll not slip on the

supporting soil? Solution.—Since

the belt leads off horizontally, Fh =

Fb, the belt pull. By For. (6):

Fb = 30,000 Php/NDj = 30,000 X
12 -^ (600 X 1) = 600 lb. Now,
for a foundation resting on clay e/,

For. (14), may be taken as 0.3.

Also, from Fig. 41: r = (50 -^ 2) -
22.5 = 2.5 in. Now, since the

foundation is to be rectangular

and the base area is 36 by 50 in.,

the ratio of length to breadth = 50
-^ 36 = 1.39. From Fig. 39: K =

0.46. Hence, by For. (14): Wf =

(n/e/)(l + r/Ka) - Wm = (600

^ 0.3) X [1 + (2.5 ^ 12) -- (0.46

X 3.0) ]
= 2,000 X (1 + 0.21 -

1.38) = 2,000 X 1.15 = 2,300 lb.

Hence, since concrete weighs 150

lb. per cu. ft. (Sec. 375): Depth =

(2,300 ^ 150) ^ (3 X 4.17) -

15.3 -r- 12.5 = 1.22 ft. or about 1

ft. 3 in.

Cenfr/fugfa/ Pump-

How
Deep?

^

Foundation

<------ -4-2- -

'/////////////4x''.\

Hoist Clay.J

Fig. 41.—How deep should the foundation

35. A Machinery Founda- be to insure against slipping

?

tion Must Have Sufficient

Weight To Prevent The Lifting Of It And The Supported

Machine By Forces Which Are Occasioned By The Operation

Of The Machine.—This is merely a repetition of Requirement

6 under Sec. 3. Since the forces which are occasioned by the

normal operation seldom, if ever, exceed the weight of the

machine, alone, it is obvious that, normally, no foundation

weight is necessary to provide against lifting. It frequently

happens, however, that a belt or gear-driven machine (or one
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which drives by belt or gear) is, if driven from (or driving to) a

pulley directly above the machine or a gear directly aside the

machine, subject to a belt pull or gear thrust which is sufficient

to lift one side of the machine. That is, the pull or thrust is

sufficient to tilt it about a horizontal axis. As such tilting

would cause the remaining weight of the machine and foun-

dation to be assumed by one edge of the foundation, there

would be danger of ''cutting" this edge into the sub-soil and

thus throwing the machine ''out of line." But, even before

such tilting can occur—that is, even if the foundation is

heavy enough to prevent tilting—there may be danger of

causing the resultant downward force to act so near to one

edge that the foundation would settle unevenly due to the

great difTerence between the maximum and minimum pressures

which it imposes on the soil; see Sec. 21.

36. To Compute The Necessary Foundation Weight To

Insure That The Foundation Will Not Be Lifted At One Side

And Will Not Settle Unevenly Because Of Upward Forces,

the following simple formulas will be found useful. The

derivations are given below. The formulas are:

To prevent lifting of one side:

(19) W^
^F^t^-WmTm

(pounds)

To prevent uneven settling for a rectangular-base

foundation

:

(20) W, ^F,(3.,-b)-W.(3r.-b )
^^^^^^^^

oTf —

Wherein, see Fig. 42: Wf = the weight of the foundation,in

pounds. Fv = the vertical component of the upward forces

which act on the machine, in pounds. Vv = the moment arm
of Fv or the horizontal distance, in feet, from the line of action

of Fv to the edge of the foundation about which Fv tends to tilt

it. Tf = the moment arm of Wp, in feet. Wm = the weight

of the supported machine, in pounds. Tm = the moment arm
of Wm, in feet, b = the length of the foundation base in the

direction of the moment arms, in feet.
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Derration.—The machinp of Fig. 42 is supported by tlie foundalioii

ABCD. To prevent lifting of edge C, the moments of all forces about

edge D must be balanced. That is:

(21) F,r, = Wpn- + W,,/r.v/ (pounds-feet)

Transposition of For. (21) gives:

Fvr,- — V^MTM
(22) Wf =

tf
(pounds)

which is the same as For. (19).

Now, by Sec. 18, to prevent uneven settling, the resultant downward
force must, for a rectangular foundation, cut the foundation base within

CenterOfOnrv/fy
OfMachine

VerticallyUpward

Force-

<-

Foundation
'/////////////////////////////////////////

Fig. 42.—Illustrating the vertical

forces on a machine and foundation.

I- Plan View

Belf-..->

How
Deep?

10hp. Motor: y>\tj
U60 RP.t^.

I

;**F

Waitr-llS Lby-- :,-.' _,

ir-Side Viev/

Fig. 43.—How deep must the foun-

dation be to prevent lifting of one side

and how deep to insure against uneven
settling?

its middle third. The resultant downward force is: W^ = Wf + Wa/
—Fv. If it is to fall within the middle third of the base, the distance from
D to its line of action must be at least Y^h, Hence, by taking moments
about D, there results:

(23)

Transposition of For. (23) gives:

(24) Wf = ^"^'^^" - fe) - Wji/ Qrjtf - h)

Ztf — b

which is the same as For. (20).

4

WAirM + Wftf - F,r, = {Wm + Wf - F ,) (pounds-feet)

(pounds)
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Example.—How deep should the foundation for the motor of Fig. 43

be made to insure against lifting of one side and how deep to insure

against uneven setthng? Solution.—Obviously, the vertically upward

force is the belt pull, or Fr = Fb. By For. (6): K = 30,000 P^p/NDf =

30,000 X 10 ^ (1,160 X 7 4- 12) = 443 lb. Hence, By For. (19) to

provide against lifting of one edge: Wf = (FrVv — WmTm) /tf = [443

X (15 + 18) /12 - 775 X 1^2] ^ ^^2 =200 lb. Hence, since concrete

weighs 150 lb. per cu. ft. (Sec. 375) : The depth = (200 ^ 150) ^ (30

X 27 -r- 144) = 0.237 ft. or less than 3 in. To provide against un-

even settling, by For. (20): Wf = [FriSr, - b) - Wji/(3rM - b)]/iSrF

- 6) - [443 X (3 X 33 - 30) - 775(3 X 15 - 30)] ^ (3 X 15 - 30) =

1,300 lb. Hence, the depth = (1,300 ^ 150) -^ (30 X 27 -7- 144) =

1.54 ft. or about 1 ft. 6}^ in.

Anchor

37. The Minimum Depth Which A Foundation Should

Extend Into The Soil is determined by a number of factors:

Where the foundation is exposed, it must extend at least to

1 ft. below the frost line; see Sec. 38. A small unexposed

foundation need not be deep, provided: (1) It has sufficient

weight to satisfactorily perform its

function. (2) Its base area is

ample for the "bottom'^ on which it

rests. But for large and import-

ant foundations considerable
depth is often necessary, even

if the foundation weight thereby

introduced is in excess of what

is actually necessary to hold the

supported machine in its proper

position; see note following Sec.

17. Thus, if the distance to bed

rock is not too great, it is often

advisable to rest the foundation

on the bed rock. If bed rock is not close to the surface and

the overlying soil has good supporting qualities the foundation

may be built on the soil at the depth necessary to provide

sufficient weight in the foundation.

Fig. 44.—Reinforced concrete mat
under a monolithic foundation.

Note.—Where The Top Soil Is Weak And An Excavation Of
Considerable Depth Would Be Necessary to reach good soil which

would support the normal foundation without introducing excessive
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soil pressures, a mat (Fig. 44) may be employed under the foundation.

See Sec. 382 on structural design of spread footings. See Div. 11 for mat
under entire engine room and preceding sections in Div. 1 concerning

spread footings. The mat may, where the soil is not too weak, be

designed of sufficient base area to insure safe soil pressures. Ordinarily

it is seldom justifiable to excavate deeper than 12 or 14 ft. to reach a

soil of good bearing power. If it is necessary to dig deeper than this, it is

usually advisable to construct an ample spread mat to support the foun-

dation. If the soil is extremely weak, piles should be driven to support

the mat. The mat should, in any case, be reinforced with steel, see

Sec. 391. Used steel rails, after being cleaned of rust and oil, make good

mat reinforcement.

38. The Depth To Which Soil Freezes, Or The "Frost

Line" (Fig. 45) may, in cold regions, be many feet, see table.

Ground
Line

/A ' : • (Usua/ '

^ i 5f
;

FrosfX.
Line f

Maximum Depth 0-f Froit Line
For Co/ci Regions

Fig. 4o.—A foundation should extend below the "frost line."

In warmer climates, the depth of the frost line will, of course,

not be so great. In any event, a foundation should extend

below the frost line. It is rarely safe to assume that the frost

line will be less than 3 ft. below the general surface of the

adjacent earth. Kidder's Architects' And Builders' Hand-

book states that, ''The frost line varies with different localities,

attaining a depth of 6 ft. in some of the Northern States,

although between 3 and 4 ft. is the usual depth in the so-called

Northern States."
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38A. Table Showing Maximum Depths To Which Soil

Freezes In Different Localities In North America.—No infor-

mation concerning these depths could be obtained from U. S.

government departments in Washington, D. C, or from

other sources. Therefore, in June, 1922, the editor of this

No. State City

Depth

Ft. In.

1
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book wrote tho city engineers of the difTerenl cities requesting

a statement as to: "The maximum depth to which the soil

freezes in winter in your locaUty." The repHes to this question

are tabulated below.
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39. The Minimizaticn Of Vibration Of Machinery Founda-

tions And The Prevention Of The Transmission Of The Vibra-

tion To Members External To The Foundations Are Important

Though Troublesome Subjects.—A good sized volume could

be written concerning them and yet leave much unsaid.

Certain concerns, for example, The Vibration Specialty Co.,

of Philadelphia, of which N. W. Akimoff is the engineer and

manager, specialize in and treat, almost exclusively, vibration

problems. Many of the less complicated vibration troubles

may be corrected or the possibility of their occurrence elimin-

ated by following the directions which will be given hereinafter.

For the more complicated problems, it will usually pay to enlist

the services of an expert, who by virtue of many years of

experience and training is thereby qualified to effect their

solutions.

40. Vibration May Be Defined as the motion to and fro

Rigid
.'Support^_,--, '-ynas-Hc

^ Body

^-^v -

Elastic' Body '~' -

Vibrates Betvyern

Aand^

jE

B

Fig. 46.—Illustrating free vibration. This shows a top view.

of a body or of some portion of a body. A complete vibration

is (EAEBE, Fig. 46, or BAB, Fig. 47) one complete movement
of this kind from the time the vibrating particle leaves its

equilibrium position to the time when it again passes through

that position in the same direction. A complete vibration

is analogous to a cycle. A vibration is completely determined

by its amplitude and by its frequency or period ; see definitions

below.

41. Definitions Of Terms Which Relate To Vibration will

now be given:

The Amplitude of a vibration is the extent of the movement of a

vibrating body, either EA or EB, Fig. 46, on each side of the mean
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position. In Fig. 48, the distances NO and OAJ represent the amplitude

of the undamped harmonic vibration. The ampHtude of vibrations,

which are transmitted through matter, decreases as the distance from the

origin of the vibrations increases. As an anology, the height (ampHtude)

5J

I
t

Machine Which
Originates
Vibrations

Foundation

-Machine Forces Riundation To

Vibrate Horizonfally From A ToB
Extreme Left-Hand Position—^\

Fig. 47.—Illustrating vibration.

lOra-

Simple Harmonic Vibration (Undamped) _ialum.

TimeCOr Distance From Machine Which Originates TheVibrci.-^

Fig. 48.—Graphs illustrating the characteristics of vibrati^tl IS Carried on it.

Graph A: simple undamped harmonic vibration; such vibration only upon the fre-
perfectly-frictionless pendulum; the period of the vibration if ,v

rinl" A fn oc
sented by the horizontal distance between points X and Y . .

^
^

some damping, that is, the amplitude gradually decreases af-^ ^^ Causecl tO Vibrate,

greater damping than in B; the neutral position is just pa Connecting rod which
tendency to oscillate, such as might be provided by a pend'jons are forced inelastic
Graph D: damping is so great that the neutral positio

traveled as in a pendulum swinging in a heavy oil. G .

an extent that even the neutral position is not reaf-^^^^"*^ °^ ^"® body at the

lapse of time as with a pendulum swinging in very tKlg body. The first body
Harmonic vibrations may,

of ripples, caused by dropping a pebble in t or inelastic, free or forced,

ripples travel outward from the point where nt the free elastic vibration

The Period, or the periodic time of a a body, which is induced by
which one complete vibration (Sec. 40) occr frequency of the first body,

is generally expressed in minutes. ngth and size (which is held

The Fkequency of vibration is the nu ily at each end) may have
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which occur in a given unit of time. That is, the number of vibrations

which occur per minute is the frequency per minute. Numerically, the

frequency is equal to the reciprocal of the period.

The Natural Frequency Of Vibration of a system is that frequency

at which it will of itself, if distorted or displaced from its equilibrium

position and released, vibrate due to the forces which are brought into

action by such distortion or displacement.

Damping is the checking of the amplitude of vibrations due to resist-

ance (usually frictional resistance of some sort or other) which causes

vibrations to gradually die out. For graphs which show various effects

of damping, see Fig. 48.

42. Table Showing Classification Of Vibrations.—Vibra-

tions may be classified according to the method of their

production as indicated in the table. Definitions of each

classification follow.

Vibration

.

Elastic vibration

Inelastic vibration

Free elastic vibration

Forced elastic vibration

Free inelastic vibration

Forced inelastic vibration

"'^Ilastic Vibrations are vibrations which cause a displacement of the

^ molecular arrangement of the vibrating body, such as those

when a tuning fork is struck or when a spring or beam
Fig. 4b.-.v 45 for example.

tbrations are those elastic vibrations, at the natural

of a body or of SOliiy^ which result (Fig. 46) from the distortion of an

is {EAEBE, Fig. 46, equilibrium position and then its release. The

of this kind from tJastic vibrations of a body depends upon the size,

equilibrium position i^"
^ody. Free elastic vibrations are dways at

1^
... , the vibratmg body,

that position m the Sc^^^^^^
^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^g^-^ vibrations which result

is analogous to a cycle, f ^q^q disturbing agency. The frequency of

by its amplitude and by )ends only on the frequency of the disturbing

l^elo

w

^y of the external vibrating body—or upon the

41 Definitions Of Xef^^""^^'^^^^^^^^^^^^^'^^^^^^^^^®^^^^^^*^^"^'
*

. istic vibrations of a body does not depend
now be given :

^^ ^j^^ body. An example is the vibrating of a

^ , - ., I is held rigidly while the other end is forced
The Amplitude of a vibi^ *=. •

vibrating body, either EA ^
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Pendulum'.

Rigid
Support

Inelastic Vibrations arc vibrations which are produced by the dis-

placement of the bod}' as a whole from its mean position without any
. appreciable displacement of its internal molecular arrangement, such as

the s\\'ingings of a pendulum (Fig. 49) or the swinging of a magnetic

compass needle. Inelastic vibrations do not depend upon the elasticity

of the vibrating body. Inelastic vibrations are sometimes called oscilla-

tions, and when so called, one oscillation means a single swing of an inelas-

tic vibration, as from A to B, Fig. 49.

Free Inelastic Vibrations (Fig. 49) are those inelastic vibrations,

at the natural frequency of the system, which result from the displace-

ment of a body as a whole from its equilibrium position and then its

release. The amplitude of an undamped free inelastic vibration depends

upon the amount of the displace-

ment. The frequency of an un-

damped free vibration depends, in

general, upon the moment of inertia

of the vibrating body and upon the

acceleration which is produced by
the force which tends to restore it

to its equilibrium position. The
vibration of an unrestrained pendu-

lum, compass needle or swing are

examples.

Forced Inelastic Vibrations are

those inelastic vibrations which

result from the repeated action

of some disturbing agency. Thus,

forced inelastic vibrations are pro-

duced if a concrete foundation

vibrates, as in Fig. 47, due to the

repeated forces which are produced

by the unbalanced moving parts of the machine which is carried on it.

The frequency of forced inelastic vibration depends only upon the fre-

quency of vibration—or upon the frequency of the applied force

—

of the external disturbing agency. If a pendulum is caused to vibrate,

at any other than its natural frequency, by a connecting rod which
forces it to move to and fro, then these vibrations are forced inelastic

vibrations.

Harmonic Vibrations are, in general, vibrations of one body at the

same frequency as those of another vibrating body. The first body
vibrates in "harmony" with the second. Harmonic vibrations may,
therefore, generally speaking, be either elastic or inelastic, free or forced.

But usually by "harmonic vibration " is meant the free elastic vibration

(which is always at its natural frequency) of a body, which is induced by
another body that is vibrating at the natural frequency of the first body.

For example: A section of pipe of a certain length and size (which is held

in a horizontal position and supported only at each end) may have

iVeicf/jf v\

Occ/7iafe5\^
Between 0.

A AndB Due \\
To Force \\
Of Gravity >*-->

5

Fig. 49.—Illustrating free inelastic vibra-

tion of an "oscillating" pendulum.
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pronounced harmonic transverse vibrations induced in it by a vibrating

machine which is located many feet away from the pipe section. There

may be no pronounced vibration of any member between the pipe section

and the machine. See example under Sec. 45 and also information

relating to harmonic vibration induced by steam turbines in Sec. 469.

43

tion

. To Determine The Natural Frequency Of Free Vibra-

Of A Body Which Is Carried On An Elastic Support,

such as a spring, apply the fol-

lowing rule: Divide 188 by the

square root of the deflection in

inches and the result will be the

frequency in vibrations per min-

ute. Consider Fig. 50. The
weight, W, hung on the balance

will cause a certain vertical

deflection, D, of the spring, S,

of the balance. If W is lifted

and released it will then vibrate

vertically up and down at a

certain frequency. Now imag-

ine a pendulum, P, that has a

e
'^" Spring dalance

WeigfM-

Steel
Bearing Plate

r-Machine

Steel I-Beam
Support-—

.,

Deflection =^l

Fig. 50.—Illustrating frequency of free

vibration under the action of gravity.

--Rigid Supports

Fig. 51.—Example in determining

natural frequency of vibration of a

weighted elastic body.

string of a length D which is equal to the vertical deflection,

Z>, of &. It will be found that the frequency of vibration of

the pendulum is the same as the frequency of vertical vibra-

tion of W , From these facts, the above rule is derived.

Stated as a formula:

(25) im. = /T- (vibrations per min.)
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Wherein: fm = frequency, in vibrations per minute, di =

deflection of the elastic body due to the appHcation of the

constant force or weight, in inches.

Example.—In Fig. 51, the I-beam deflects }i in. under the weight of

the machine which it supports. What is the natural frequency of

vibration of the system? Solution.—Substitute in For. (25): f^ =

188/Vdi = 188 4- -\/0.25 = 188 -i- 0.5 = 376 vibrations per min.

Js[qte.—A Method Of Determining The Natural Frequency Of

Vibration With A Slide Rule, is shown in Fig. 52. This method was

Upper Scale Of Rule. 'i-Cons+cint 35.3 ,,
Upper Scale

I III I .1 I mi ll ii i i
rrnl

|

. l ^W|ll vr^^| Mf l^^r
^^|̂ wi nM '

|
il i r

'

illl lf llWi f|"l '-|->Hft»l'|<<.'|iHf>Vi';M lri'
|
''V'1*l*Tlf. Tlri ) r

Slide
I r" I

ilirjIJIinrFii"! pr pT I \ \w\rtr

S C 7 « *
2 i

,|.<f.
l
>
" |.i.|..ii.

i
i.-iif

1 1'lH iiiif iU' . ilif^'- '''f ji....
,
l.i J|.i.iy,»i.i|l.>^.i .|..,i,...j. l.|.,.|..

II II i » i fc 1 .^ » I I

k-iaS Vibrations Per Minute ^'-Lower Scale

I

Fig. 52.—Slide-rule setting to determine natural frequency of vibration.

suggested by N. W. Akimoff. Mark the constant "35.3" (this constant,

'' 35.3," is always the same) on the upper scale of the rule. Under

this constant, set on the upper scale of the slide the number of tenths

of an inch corresponding to the deflection. That is, set at "5" for 3^^ in.

at "7^^ " for % in., and etc. Then read the desired result or frequency

on the lower scale of the rule under the figure "1" of the lower scale of

the slide. For exam-pie^ in the illustration, the slide rule is set for a deflec-

tion of 1 in. The result, as read from the lower scale, is 188. This

means that the natural frequency for the system under consideration is

188 vibrations per min.

. 44. Stability, as explained by N. W. Akimoff, is characterized

by remoteness of the operative speed from any one of the

several synchronous speeds at which the frequency of the

operative speed would be nearly or exactly equal to the natural

frequency of vibration of the system if displaced from the

natural state of rest and let go.

45. The Natural Frequency Of Vibration Of An Elastic

Member Or System Which Supports A Machine Should Be

Very Much Greater Or Very Much Smaller Than The Fre-

quency Of The Vibrations Which Are Originated By The

Machine.—If the frequency of the machine's vibrations is the

same as the frequency of the free elastic vibration of the

flexible members which support the machine or to which

vibrations can be communicated from the machine, then the
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vibrations of the two will tend to ''harmonize" and those of the

member will become excessive. Harmonic vibration will result.

The information given in For. (25) and the text which accom-

panies it furnishes a lead whereby the natural frequency of

simple flexible members can be determined. The natural

frequency of complicated flexible structures, such as the steel

frame of a building, is very difficult, if not impossible, of

determination. In general, a flexible member which will show

a large deflection under stress will have a low natural fre-

quency of vibration; conversely, a member which will deflect

but slightly under stress will have a high natural frequency of

vibration.

* Example.—The shaft of a high-speed machine must be very heavy

so that its deflection under the load which it carries \\all be exceedingly

small. It is obvious that the natural frequency of the shaft itself should

not be the same as that of the vibrations which are originated by the

machine in which the shaft is to be used. The frequency per minute of

the machine's vibrations is often equal to the revolutions per minute of

the machine. It is apparent from For. (25) that the natural frequency

of the shaft could (theoretically) be made materially different from the

frequency of the vibrations which are originated by the rnachineby either:

(1) Making the shaft very slender (light) so that it would have a large deflec-

tion under its load, or (2) Making it very stiff {heavy) so that its deflection

would he very small. For obvious reasons a material deflection is not

permissible for such a shaft. Therefore, a practical solution—and one

which is usually followed in practice—is to build these high-speed

machines with very stiff heavj' shafts, the deflection of which is corre-

spondingly small. The natural frequency of their vibrations is, there-

fore, very high.

Note.—An Example of Harmonic Vibration (Fig. 53) is related in

Power Plant Engineering, Mar. 15, 1922. In a plant where two 72-in. by
18-ft. suspended horizontal return-tubular boilers had been used for a

number of years, no vibration was apparent until an old slow-speed

(72 r.p.m.) Corliss engine was replaced \yith. sl high-speed (200 r.p.m.)

engine. A 200 r.p.m. engine wall cut off 400 times a minute and will

originate—or tend to originate—a vibration each time it cuts off. "After

running about 3 mo., the shell of No. 2 boiler developed a case of vibration

and the longer we ran, the worse it got. One could sit in the superin-

tendent's office, 100 ft. from the boilers, and feel the vibration and see the

window shades tremble . . . The boiler shell would move up and down
at the rate of 400 moves per minute." Doubtless the boiler shell was

vibrating harmonically, with the high-speed engine, at its natural fre-

quency. With a view toward eliminating the trouble, the old suspension
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beams, which were 8-in. channels, were replaced with 12-in. I-beams.

No vibration was noticed for about two weeks. Then, however, vibra-

tions began again, although not quite as violently as before the change.

Apparently, the change in the suspension beams did not change the

natural frequency of the boiler shell—and there is no reason why it

should. The vibration was accidentally eliminated when the boiler

insulation was later repaired by replacing it with a somew'hat heavier

covering (of magnesia and brick) than was previously used.

The significance of this example is that it illustrates the method of

eliminating the possibility of harmonic vibrations by adding weight to the

vibrating part. The addition of weight to a body changes the natural

3o//er V/brafes Up And Down
At Its Natural

Frequency Of400

Brick On Edge-

Suspension
Beam ,

% B \
.

Magne'sia
Insulation

<—5fiell

I- She II Vibrates Harmon icoi II

y

H-No Vibrat ion

Fig. 53.—Shell, <S, in J vibrated harmonically, at its natural period, with vibrations

originated by the 200 r.p.m. engine. When the shell was weighted by B and 3/, as in

11, the normal deflection of S, and hence its natural frequency of vibration were changed.

Therefore, when weighted as in 77, the harmonic v-ibration ceased.

frequency of vibration of that body. When the natural frequency of a

body is made somewhat different from the frequency of the disturbing

force, the harmonic vibration is usually eliminated. In this case, the

additional weight of the magnesia and brick changed the natural period

of vibration, of the suspended boiler vessel, so that it was no longer the

same as the frequency of the vibrations which were originated by the

high-speed engine. Hence, the harmonic \dbrations ceased.

46. The Correction Of Harmonic-Vibration Troubles is

sometimes difficult. The general remedy is, as suggested in

Sec. 45 to so change the natural frequency of the vil^rating

member that it no longer harmonizes with the frequency

of the vibrations which are originated by the inducing machine

or to change the frequency of the vibrations which are origi-

nated by the inducing machine. In Sec. 469 are listed some

remedies which, though they relate specifically to harmonic

vibration originated by steam turbines, may apply to many
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cases. If, in attempting to correct the trouble the speed of

the originating machine is changed, vibration ripples on the

water in a bucket which is set on the floor close to the machine

will indicate the effects of the speed changes.

Note.—In Correcting The Harmonic Vibration of A Flexible

Floor Or Structure Which Supports A Vibrating Machine some
one of the following methods may prove effective. Additions can be

made to the weight of the machine by filling the hollow portions of its

bedplate with cement grout. A platform can be suspended on tie rods

under the floor and machine; a concrete block can be built on the plat-

form to provide additional weight. The tie rods should be so threaded

that, after its completion, the block can be clamped up solidly against

the ceiling below the machine.

47. Cumulative Vibration Effects may occur when a number
of similar machines are in operation close together or are

founded on the same footing. Two or more of the machines

will occasionally, but possibly for only short periods, operate

in exact synchronism. This is particularly liable to occur if

the speeds of the machines are equal or approximately equal.

At the instants when the machines are operating in synchron-

ism, the amplitude of the vibrations which are originated by
them is likely to be materially increased. The amount of the

increase will be determined roughly by the number of machines

in synchronism. When the speeds of the machines are

unequal, the instants of synchronism are liable to occur at greater

intervals. Each period of maximum vibration may be fol-

lowed by a period of no vibration. The periods of maximum
vibration and no vibration will usually follow one another in

a more or less regular sequence.

48. Vibration Which Is Originated By Machines Is Always

Due to Unbalance Of The Moving Members Of The Machine.

If the conditions under which any machine operates were such

and the machine were so proportioned that unbalance of its

moving parts could not occur, then it would be impossible for

that machine to originate vibration.

Note.—Although The Modern Machines Are Usually Balanced
As Carefully As Is Feasible, All Of Them Are, Except In Unusual
Cases, More Or Less Out Of Balance. Certain purely rotative

machines such as turbines, electrical generators and motors, and the
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like, can be and usuall,y are very carefully balanced; but in spite of this,

all of them tend to originate some vibration. Rotative-reciprocating

machines such as steam and internal combustion engines can be more or

less perfectly balanced, depending upon their design and construction.

However, although these reciprocating machines can never be perfectly

balanced, they \vill, when carefully made, operate Avdthout material

vibration. This is true even when they are installed on relatively light

foundations; see note under Sec. 418. Some machines, forging hammers
for example (see Div. 16), are of such inherent design that it is prac-

tically impossible to so construct them that they will not originate vibra-

tions. Often, however, the transmission of the vibrations from such

machines can be largely or almost whollj^ prevented by emploj^g"
methods which are described hereinafter.

Note.—The Origination Of Vibration May Be Due To Operat-
ing Conditions. Thus, mud on a few buckets of a carefully balanced

steam turbine may produce sufficient unbalance to cause it to vibrate exces-

sively; slugs of water carried over in the steam may produce the same
effect. In electrical machinery, unbalance after the original installation

may be caused by opens, grounds or short-circuits in the windings, or by
conditions on circuits external to the machine itself. Breakage or

wearing of parts may obviously cause the unbalance and consequent

vibration of almost any machine. From the preceding, it follows that

in designing a foundation, one should design for the extreme condition

that may occur, rather than for the normal condition.

49. The Vibrations Which A Machine Transmits Are Seldom
Of A Simple Nature.—That is, they are seldom exclusively

in one definite direction. All unbalanced parts of a machine

tend to originate some vibration in the direction of their

unbalanced forces. However, machines of some types origi-

nate vibrations in specific directions.

50. The Vibrations Which Are Originated By Purely

Rotating Machines do not as a rule give as much trouble in

their correction as do those originated by reciprocating

machines. Reference is being made here to the vibrations

which are transmitted or which tend to be transmitted from

the machines rather than to the vibrations of the machines

themselves. The correction of a machine's vibration diffi-

culties is (Sec. 48) ordinarily a problem which should be solved

by the builder of the machine. Vibrations which are trans-

mitted from rotative machines do not give much trouble

because, although their frequencies are relatively high, their

amplitudes are small. This applies to most electrical inachin-
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ery such as motors, generators, frequency changers, synchron-

ous converters, motor-generators and the Uke. Turbo-

generators, even though of the best design usually operate

at such very high speeds that they are prone to transmit

high-frequency \'ibration unless they are carefully installed;

see Div. 12. Purely rotative machines do not normally

originate vibrations in directions parallel with the axes of

their shafts. But they do tend to originate vibrations in all

directions at right-angles to their shafts.

51. The Cause Of Vibration By Reciprocating Machines

ma}^ be understood from a consideration of the discussion of

''Internal unbalanced mechanical forces" which is given in

Sec. 24. The situation is nicely covered in the following by

R. L. Daugherty in the Silbey Journal: ''The moving parts

of any machine may usually be described as having either a

motion of rotation or of translation or a combination of the

two. If the center of mass of a rotating body does not coincide

with the axis of rotation, or if the speed in the case of rectilinear

motion is not uniform and in the same direction, resultant

force is required to produce the necessary acceleration. In

general, the resultant forces acting upon the various moving

parts of a machine are undergoing periodic fluctuations in

direction or magnitude or both. Consequently, the reactions

induced by them cause the machine to vibrate."

52. ''In The Case Of Stationary Reciprocating Machines

This Vibration May Be Minimized By Bolting The Machine

Rigidly To Massive Foundations, the heavier the foundation

the less the amplitude of vibration, as explained in the note

under Sec. 58. But heavy and expensive foundations are

required as well as secure bolting and also such secure bolting

may increase the stresses in the machine frame (Sec. 58).

And even then, in some cases, the vibration may be very

annojdng since it may travel through the ground or some other

channel for a considerable distance. On a ship, foundations

cannot be used to absorb the vibration and the result is that

the effect is communicated to the entire structure, which is

unpleasant for the passengers."

53. The Vibrations Originated By Vertical Reciprocating

Machines are principally in a more or less vertical direction.
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There is also a tilting action which tends to rock the foundation,

this is, in some vertical engines, very pronounced.

Note.—The Prevention Of Transmission Of Vertical Vibrations

is more difficult than that of horizontal vibrations. Often an air space

left around the side of a foundation (see Sec. 66 regarding air spaces)

\vi\\ largely minimize the transmission of horizontal vibrations; however,

the horizontal shearing effect of the vibrating foundation on the sup-

porting soil may transmit the horizontal vibrations. To minimize the

transmission of vertical vibrations, it is necessary to, as explained here-

inafter, interpose a horizontal isolating medium between the founda-

tion and the supporting soil. Furthermore, vertical vibrations may be

transmitted by shearing effect to the surrounding soil by the sides of

the foundation.

54. The Vibrations Originated By A Horizontal Recipro-

cating Machine are chiefly in a horizontal plane. However,

such machines, steam or internal combustion engines for

example, tend to rock their foundations but not, in general,

to such an extent as do vertical reciprocating machines. This

is largely because horizontal reciprocating machine founda-

tions usuall}' have relatively-greater base areas than do the

vertical machines.

55. Slow-Speed Reciprocating Machines Often Cause

More Trouble Because Of Vibration Transmission Than Do
High-Speed Reciprocating Machines.—The trouble occurs

when the soil conditions are favorable to the transmission

of the vibration. This is probably because the vibrations

originated by the slow-speed machines are, due to the longer

time during which the unbalanced forces can act, likely to

have considerably greater amplitude than those originated by
the high-speed machines.

56. The Transmission Of Vibration Through The Soil is a

phenomenon about which very little is known quantitatively.

By ^'soil" is here meant the material on which the foundation

rests, be it rock, nuid, quicksand or what not. It is known
that a vibrating foundation propagates force waves through

the soil which are some what analagous to soimd waves which

are transmitted through the air. The waves radiate out

through a uniform soil in somewhat the^ame way as do ripples

on the surface of still water from the point where a pebble has
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been thrown in. The waves diminish in ampHtude from the

center outward and finally disappear, or decrease in amplitude

to zero. Often, however, the soil which transmits vibration

from a foundation is not uniform. This being the case, the

vibration will be transmitted more effectively through certain

strata or in certain directions than it will in others. Rock

veins or bodies of wet soil are exceedingly effective in trans-

mitting vibration. Similarly, steel structures will often

transmit vibration throughout their entire mass. On the

other hand, dry gravel or sand or, apparently, any similar

material which is non-homogeneous—which contains many

^'^Anchor 3o/ts - i^
, .Anchor dolts.--.

^

Fig. 54.—Sand isolation in a

cavity cut under a foundation

which rests on rock.

"^.ITRock ^"I^^Wv/^z/M-ii ^
_

Fig. 55.—Sand isolation retained by
walls, W , where excavation extends

down to bed rock.

air spaces—are poor conductors or transmitters of vibration.

In fact, these materials are sometimes employed for isolation.

See Sees. 76 and 77.

Note.—A Bed Of Sand Is Sometimes Used Under Foundations

Which Rest On Rock to minimize the transmission of vibration; see

follo\dng Sec. 76 for sand as an isolator. A bed of dry sand 6 to 12 in.

in thickness is placed between the rock and the foundation. This sand

bed can be installed in a recess (Fig. 54) cut in the rock—or where the

underlying rock bed is fiat \\ithout rock walls, retaining walls of con-

crete (Fig. 55) may be provided to retain the sand.

57. In Designing And Building Foundations One Desider-

atum Is To Prevent Or Minimize The Transmission Of

Vibration from the machine foundation. The tendency of

any machine to originate vibration is inherent in the machine

itself and in the conditions under which the machine operates.

Over the design and construction of the machine, the foun-

dation builder has no direct control. His function in this
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regard is nioroly to insist on and to obtain the machine which

will satisfy his requirements and which has the least possible

inherent vibration. This can be accomplished by making a

careful survey of the different makes of the machine, of the

type that he requires, which are available on the market.

The adverse operating conditions, which might tend to origi-

nate vibration, he should endeavor to eliminate, insofar as is

feasible. This may be accomplished by selecting reliable

equipment and by so designing the associated plant that the

possibility of the occurrence of such conditions will be minim-

ized. But the foundation constructor is responsible for—and

he should design to prevent or minimize it as effectively as he

can—the transmission of vibration from the machine's foun-

dation to adjacent members. How this may usually be done is

explained hereinafter.

58. It Is Often Impossible To Wholly Eliminate The Trans-

mission Of Vibrations By Merely Adding Weight To The

Foundation.—It is a fact that increasing the weight of a

foundation, which carries a given machine, will decrease the

amplitude of the foundation's forced vibration or movement as

a whole. But, in any case, the amphtude of such vibrations is

inversely proportional to the weight; see example below.

Hence, to attain zero amplitude of vibration, the weight of the

foundation would have to be infinitely great. Furthermore, if a

vibrating machine is rigidly bolted to a foundation and the

foundation is made so heavy that the vibration of the machine-

foundation unit is reduced to practically zero, then (see note

below) excessive strains may be set up in the machine itself

due to these vibrations which it tends to originate. Hence, it

may be often desirable to permit the machine—or the machine

and its foundation—to vibrate a small amount, thereby

minimizing the vibration strains in the machine. This

principle is well exemplified by Akimoff 's three-point semi-rigid

foundation method which is explained in Sees. 82 and 460.

Example.—If a certain vibrating machine, which is attached rigidly

to a foundation of a given weight, causes the foundation-machine unit

to vibrate through an amplitude of }^ in., then: if the weight of the

foundation-machine unit is doubled, the amplitude of vibration will be

one-half of what it was formerly or ^e ii^-5 if the weight is made four
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times, the amplitude will be one-fourth the original, or >32 in- 5 if the

weight is made 100 fold the amplitude will be one one-hundredth of the

original or 0.001,25 in., etc. The preceding values hold strictly only

when the additional weight is added to the center of gravity of the

machine-foundation mass. Obviously, it is not actually feasible to add

weight to the center of gravity. In the case of a reciprocating machine,

the added foundation weight is always below the original center of

gravity. The consequence is that any vibrating reciprocating machine,

which is bolted to a foundation, tends to rock the foundation to and

Jl.
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Fig. 56.—Illustrating stresses in a drop-hammer anvil when mounted on a rigid founda-

tion and when mounted on a movable foundation.

fro in an arc, the center of which is a point in the bottom of the founda-

tion—rather than to make the foundation vibrate horizontally back

and forth.

Note.—Why Excessive Strains In The Machine May Result
From Bolting A Machine Firmly To A Rigid Foundation may
thus be explained: Consider, for instance, a drop-hammer which is

represented diagrammatically in Fig. 56 and which has a 1,000-lb.

hammer as showTi. When the hammer falls 30 in. upon a rigidly sup-

ported foundation as in /, the total kinetic energy of the hammer (30,000

in.-lb.) is consumed in compressing the anvil. Say that the anvil is

compressed 3'^o in. and that this compression is accompanied by a stress

in the material of the anvil of 60,000 lb. per sq. in. If, now, the anvil

foundation were mounted on springs or some other highly compressible

material, as in //, then the kinetic energy of the hammer as it strikes

the anvil ^N-ill be expended partly in compressing the foundation sup-
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port—the springs. Assume that, by properly designing the springs,

the an\al top is made to move 3^^ in. by the hammer as the hammer
strikes it. Then, since the anvil moves 10 times as far as in 7, the aver-

age force wdth which it absorbed the kinetic energy of the hammer must

be but j'f oi what it was in I. Hence, the anvil itself \W11 be subjected

to only Ko as much stress as in /, or to 6,000 lb. per sq. in. Also, the

anvil will only be strained or deformed Ho as much as in 7 or, it will be

compressed but 3^oo in. or 0.005 in. Therefore, the foundation, 7",

wdll be moved 3^2 ~ /^2 00 = 0.495 in. against the resistance of the

springs.

Now, in unbalanced machines of other types—purely rotative machines

and those which have reciprocating and rotative parts—the shafts,

bearings, frames and other parts are stressed and strained by the unbal-

anced forces in almost the same way as is the anvil in the above example.

When the bedplates of the machines are firmly fastened to rigid founda-

tions, the stresses in the various parts of the machine are great as in 7,

Fig. 56. "UTien the bedplate is permitted to move by mounting it or

the foundation on an elastic support (examples will be given hereinafter),

the stresses in the various parts are considerably less than when the

bedplate is rigidly held; this situation is analogous to that of Fig. 56 77.

Supp/y Fan,
In Basement

--For Foundation Details,
See Other Illustration

Fig. 57.—Arrangement of apparatus and connections to prevent vibration transmission.

59. The Vibrations Which May Be Transmitted From An
Operating Machine May Be Divided Into Two General

Classes: (1) Vibrations which are transmitted by the air

directly and which vianifest themselves as sound; see notes below.

(2) Vibrations which tend to be conducted from the -machine

through the foundation to its supports and which manifest

themselves as mechanical movement and in certain cases as

sound.

Note.—A Method Of Preventing The Transmission Of Sound
^'Ibu.\TION From Motor-Driven Blowers is shown in Figs. 57, 58
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and 59. These show installations made by the R. D. Kimball Co.,

Consulting Engineers, New York City. The blowers are set on highly-

compressible elastic pads such as those which will further be discussed

hereinafter. To prevent the transmission of vibration from the fan

housing to the ventilating-duct system, flexible couplings, C (Figs. 57

and 59), are inserted as shown. These couplings are each constructed
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Out I et

Fa n
End View

Note:

Concrete Filling Over

The Cork To Within t" Of

Top Of Coping

.dagScrew In
Rubber Tubing

Steel Washer
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\
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Fig. 58.—Details of vibration-transmission minimizing fan foundation.

of two layers of 10-oz. canvas, shaped into a sleeve which is about 8 in.

long. The sleeve is fastened to the fan outlet and to the duct outlet

with a bolt-clamping collar on each. Slack should be provided in the

sleeves to allow for inflation. Each layer of canvas should be served with

about four coats of lead-and-oil paint.

Note.—Where Alternating-Current Motors Are Used To
Drive Fans, Two-Phase Or Three-Phase Units May Be Prefer-

able To Single-Phase from the standpoint of the prevention of sound

transmission. Even when self-starting, the single-phase units may
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prove objectionable because they often originate considerable noise due

to their pulsating flux.

Note.—When Motors Have Been Purchased Which Do Not
Operate Quietly They May Be Enclosed In Sound-Proof Hous-

ings (Fig. 57). This applies especially when the motor must be installed

in the air passage to the blovv^er as in the illustration. The housing shown

has a lining of hair felt held between two asbestos sheets, each of which

is 3^ in. in thickness.

Ven+ilafor Hood--x^

E

Fig. 59.—Exhaust-fan housing with an isolating foundation.

60. To Minimize Or Prevent The Transmission Of Vibra-

tion From A Machine To Adjacent Members An Isolation

Material, Or An '^Isolator," May Be Interposed (Fig. 60)

between the machine and its foundation, or between the

foundation and the adjacent members. The purpose of

the isolator is to absorb or damp out the vibration which the

machine originates, thus preventing it from being transmitted

to adjacent members. The more effectively the vibrations

are damped by an isolating material, the better is the material

as an isolator. All materials will, to a certain extent, tend to

absorb or damp out any vibration. However, some slightly-

compressible materials such as steel, iron and the like are, unless

specially arranged into springs, such poor isolators that they
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can not be considered as isolators. On the other hand other

highly-compressible materials, such as cork and rubber, so

effectively serve to damp vibrations that they are called isola-

tors. Hence, it is evident that the term ''isolator" is relative.

Consequently those materials which are comparatively poor

isolators are not called isolators, whereas those which are

comparatively good isolators are called isolators. Conse-
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Fig. 60.—Prepared-cork-slab isolation of internal-combustion engine foundation.

quently, the term isolator as used hereinafter will be applied

only to those materials or members which are comparatively

effective in preventing the transmission of vibration.

61. The Principal Physical Characteristics Which A Mate-

rial Must Possess To be A Vibration "Isolator" (Fig. 60) are :

(1) It must he elastic. That is, it must be a material which will,

when stressed, regain its former shape and size when the stress

is removed. This imposes the further condition that the

isolating material must not be worked above its elastic limit,

because no material when stressed above its elastic limit will
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regain its former shape and size when the stress is removed.

(2) It viiLst have a low modulus of elasticity. By low modulus

of elasticity is here meant that when the isolating material or

the isolating member is stressed, a comparatively great

deformation or strain will be produced. For example, a steel

spring may be a good isolator. However, the steel of which

the spring is made has an extremely high modulus of elasticity.

But since when the steel is made into the form of a spring, a

given stress on the spring will produce a relatively great strain

;

the steel spring acts, insofar as its stress-strain characteristics

are concerned, just like a material which has a low modulus

of elasticity. The reason why a material must, to be a good

isolator, possess these two characteristics is explained below.

J re ightl
I

Car I I D

-'-J Space Befmen Cars -

Fig. 61.—Freight cars set 1 ft. apart. "Low modulus of elasticity."

Explanation.—Each vibration of a machine represents a certain

amount of kinetic energy. Unless this kinetic energy is dissipated in the

machine or in its foundation it \d\\ be transmitted to adjacent members.

The only practical method of dissipating this kinetic energy is to convert

it into heat energy and then allow the heat to escape by radiation to the

surrounding medium. Thus the function of an isolator in a foundation is

to receive this kinetic energy, convert it into heat and thereby prevent

the transmission of vibration from the foundation. How a substance

which has a low modulus of elasticity will effectively perform this function

may be understood from the follo\ving analogy.

Assume that 11 freight cars (Fig. 61) are standing on a track. Each
car has its brakes set. Assume also that the cars are so placed that there

is a space of 1 ft. between adjacent cars. If a locomotive on the same
track hits one of the end cars it would thereby transmit a certain amount
of kinetic energy to that car. This car would, in turn, bump into its

next neighbor. The ''neighbor" would slide against the car next behind

it. But each car is forced to move against the frictional resistance of its

set brakes; therefore, each "absorbs" some of the kinetic energy which

was originally imparted by the locomotive. Thus a gradually decreasing

force would be transmitted from car to car through the string of 10, to

the extreme end-car. Hence a person in the extreme end-car of the

train may receive but a very slight jolt. This is because the kinetic

energy which was imparted to the first car by the engine has been
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gradually dissipated throughout the train bj' virtue of the frictional

resistance offered by each car. This frictional resistance transformed

the original kinetic energy into heat.

Now, if the same 11 freight cars with set brakes were coupled together

(Fig. 62) and the engine hit the end of the train wdth the same force

as before, a person in the extreme end-car will experience a considerable

jolt and the car will be moved through a greater distance than before.

The same amount of kinetic energy has, in each case, been converted

into heat energy. But in the first case, this energy conversion was more

gradual than it was in the second: When the 11 cars were each 1 ft.

apart, the train underwent a "strain " of 10 ft., whereas in the second case

the strain was probabh'' only a small fraction of 10 ft. That is, the

"modulus of elasticity " of the train of cars in the first case was low and

in the second case it was high. In the first case the string of 10 cars was

effective in damping out the vibration; in the second case it was not.

—~Z^
FreightD Car

r^^ Liij V i^-i i^ V ft^

' o^7 (4^

Fig. 62.

"^-
.-'--No Space Between Cars-------''

-Freight cars set one against the other. " Higli modulus of elasticity."

The modulus of elasticity for cork is low and that for steel is high. If a

slab of steel is placed under a vibrating machine, the kinetic energy of

each vibration \n\\ be transmitted through the slab of steel much more
effectively than if the slab were of cork. The molecular construction of

the cork is roughly analogous to the freight cars set 1 ft. apart; and that

of the steel is analogous to the cars when coupled together. The cork

will be appreciably strained whereas the steel will not be appreciably

strained. Consequently, the kinetic energy of each vibration will be

gradually dissipated in the cork slab as heat; and in the steel slab, it will

practically all be transmitted through the slab.

A material which is to be used as an isolator must be elastic to insure

that after the stress of each vibration is removed, the material will regain

its former shape and size and so be ready to absorb the next vibration.

62. The Three Principal Isolating Methods Which Are

Generally Employed To Minimize Or Prevent The Trans-

mission Of Vibration From A Machine Through Its Foun-

dation to adjacent members are: (1) Interpose an isolating

eleinent (Fig. 63) between the machine bedplate and the foun-

dation. (2) Interpose an isolating element between the machine

foundation and the surfaces on which it is supported or which it

touches {R, Fig. 64). (3) Employ a three-point semi-rigid
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form of support in which the machine is bolted down rigidly to a

platform, but the platform itself is supported at only three points

on a sub-structure. Of the three points, one is rigid and two

.5fee/ Washer
Isolaiina
Matenal

Fig. 63.—Method of arranging isolating material under bedplate and around anchor

bolts.
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Fig. 64.—Layer of isolating material inserted between foundation and footing.

are flexible or elastic. This is the method proposed by

A". W . Akimoff; it is especially applicable for turbo-generator

foundations and is explained at some length in Sec. 460. Each

of the three above methods will now be discussed.
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63. The Best Location For The Isolating Element, compar-
ing Method (1) with Method (2) as they are stated in pre-

ceding Sec. 62, is in practically all cases between the bottom
of the foundation and the footing on which it rests, as in Fig.

c- -Machine Bedplate

H-Top View

Fig. 65.—Elastic-buffer isolating unit.
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Fig. 66.—Methods of bedplate isolation.

64. If the isolating material or member is—unless specially

designed (Fig. 65)—placed between the machine bedplate and
the foundation (Fig. 63), it is then necessary to insert washers
and sleeves of the material around the anchor bolts at locations

where the bolts would otherwise contact with the bedplate, or
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to adopt some similar method (Fig. 66). If this is not done,

the vibrations are Ukely to be transmitted to the foundation

through the metal anchor bolts, thereby defeating, to a con-

siderable extent at any rate, the purpose of the isolation.

Furthermore, if an arrangement such as that shown in Figs.

63 and 66 is used, the mass of the foundation is not effective in

damping the vibration of the machine because with this

arrangement the machine is itself free to move to some extent.

Another feature of the arrangements of Figs. 63 and 66 which

I-Isolating Material Under Foundation I-lsolating Material Under Bedpta+c

Fig. 67.—Effect (exaggerated) of outside force in disturbing the alignment and elevation

of machine which has isolating material under its bedplate.

is important especially when the machine is acted upon by

outside forces (see Note below) is that with these arrangements

the machine cannot always be held in accurate alignment:

The isolating sleeves and pads around the anchor bolts may
permit some vertical and lateral movement. In other words,

it appears that where an isolating material is to be used, it

should always where possible be arranged in the manner

shown in Fig. 64, or in an equivalent manner. When the

isolation is under and around the foundation, the anchor bolts

should never extend through the isolating material.

Note.—When The Machine On An Isolated Foundation Is

Subjected To An Outside Force such as a gear thrust or a belt pull

(Fig. 67) if the isolating material is located as in Figs. 63 and 66, the

outside force will tend to shift or rock the machine on the top of the

foundation as in //, Fig. 67. The isolating material or members may
yield sufficiently to permit this. The weight and base area of the founda-
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tion will not then be effective in holding the machine to proper elevation

and alignment because the machine is flexibly attached to the foundation.

But with the isolating material located as in Fig. 64, the machine will be

rigidly attached to the foundation, the weight of which will thereby,

if the foundation is properly proportioned (See Sec. 3) hold the machine

accurately in its proper location.

64. An Elastic Buffer Isolating Unit of a type which is

manufactured by The British \nti-Vibration & Noise Co. of

Glasgow, is shown in Fig. 65. This is designed to be inter-

posed between the machine bedplate and the top of the founda-

tion. At least four buffer units should be used only one of

I
I

rf^

Prepared- Cork
Jsolatin Ma ferial

-
'

'

I- Plan

H«'".-- i Har'..- oflaz

z^c. J^T

'strap -Iron Frame- -.'^

IMTT

Tsz:
I'Elevation

Fig. 68.—Isolator consisting of cork blocks held in place by a frame of strap-iron.

which is illustrated. The isolating material in this unit is so

disposed that it prevents pronounced movement in any
direction. It is stated that if the adjusting studs are tight-

ened to the proper tension that the stability of the supported

machine is not impaired and that the transmission of vibration

is prevented. It is claimed (F. H. Davies, in Power, Aug. 12,

1913; p. 249) that in England, ''A large variety of machines

have been mounted on isolators built on this principle, which

has also been applied for the isolation of shafting hangers and

alternating-current transformers."

Note.—Prepared Cork Isolating Slabs Enclosed In Flat Or
"Strap "-Iron Frames (Fig. 68) have been employed in England and in
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other parts of Europe. Blocks of the prepared cork are arranged in unit

squares. A group of these unit squares is then hound into a slal) of the

desired proportions by a strap-iron frame as shown in the ilhistration.

Longitudinal and horizontal ties of strap-iron enclose each of the unit

squares. The strap-iron frame is not as thick (vertically) as the cork

squares.

65. Arrangements of Isolating Material Which Have Been

Used Under Steam-Turbine Bedplates To Prevent The
Transmission Of Vibration are shown in Figs. 69, 70 and 71.

These methods have, as it appears, been employed prin-

;^.

/i
/'

Turbine
Bedplate

Sheet- Leacf^,

Gr6u +

;.'4>.-*;;0.;»;;.-a|;'v' "'.•'..

Checker
Pla-te

'/////Am^//////,

Fig. 69.—Wood and sheet-lead isolating

cushion.

Fig. 70.—Isolating slab of lead, wood and
rubber.

cipally in Europe; they have seldom, if ever been used in the

United States. It is claimed (W. A. London, Practical

Engineer, Sept. 1, 1912) that these arrangements proved

satisfactory. See Div. 12 for description of American prac-

tice in installing steam turbines. The method of Fig. 69

has been used where the vibration was not excessive. ''In

extreme cases where the method of Fig. 69 has not been

sufficient to eliminate the transmission of vibration, the

arrangements shown in Figs. 70 and 71 have proved satisfactory.

Where isolation of these types is employed, no anchor bolts

are used and special care must be taken to eliminate any

possibility of strain being thrown on the turbine from the

piping due to insufficient expansion allowances."
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Note.—A Composite Insulating Plate Or Slab, which is called the

Jolivet Anti-vibration Plate (Fig. 72) has been used in France. It is

described in Practical Engineer, April 15, 1915. The packing, so it is

stated, may be wool felt, horse hair, cotton, wool or waste, tightly packed.

The purpose of the packing is primarily to hold the springs in position.

But as it is treated with oil, it also prevents the rusting of the springs.

Sheet-metal plates are to protect the cork. The strength of the springs

and their spacing should be determined by the weight of the machine

Lead

^z^—

>;;.•••<»• I OM nd QT ion » .• • v-.^To-.l

Fig. 71.—Isolating member of lead, wood and felt.

He/i'cal Spring, ;0iI-Saturated Packing ^;-SheetIron ,-Cork

Fig. 72.—Jolivet isolation plate.

which is to be supported. "It is advisable to so design the plate that

the superimposed weight wdll be less than half the safe load which the

springs will carr3\ Where used in connection with a steam hammer, the

plate is placed between the foundation and the concrete sub-structure;

in addition, the foundation pit is lined ^dth the plates, set vertically, to

prevent lateral vibration." This construction seems to have certain

inherent disadvantages: The springs may ultimately corrode and become
displaced and the filling material may become solidly packed. It has

never apparently been used in the United States. It is presented merely

to draw attention to the principles which it employs.

66. In No Case Should The Isolated Foundation Be Per-

mitted To Directly Touch Adjacent Members Or Materials.—
Either an isolating element or an air space (AB and CD, Fig.
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04), which is in rcahty on(3 form of isolation, should Ijc inter-

posed between. The floor should not {E and F, Fig. 64) be

permitted to touch the foundation. Air spaces, such as £" and

AB, Fig. 64, should however be avoided; it is better, usually, to

fill such a space with an isolating material. Air spaces in

most locations are likely to become filled with dirt, which will

ultimately pack hard and thereby transmit vibration.

67. The Properties Which A Foundation Isolating Material

Should Have Are: (1) It should he permanently elastic so that

it will not he disintegrated by the energy of the vibrations. (2)

It must he moisture and waterproof according to conditions. (3)

It should not he adversely affected by oil. (4) It should he of such

consistency that it will not flow or he squeezed out. (5) It should

he immune from the attack of insects and vermin. (6) It should

he reasonahly strong in structure so that it will safely sustain

the loads which will he imposed upon it. il) It should he easy

to install. (8) It shoidd he reasonable i7i price. Different

materials which have been used for isolating machinery foun-

dations and which satisfy the above requirements to a greater

or less degree will now be discussed.

68. Materials Which Have Been Used As Isolators For

Minimizing The Transmission Of Machinery Vibrations are:

(1) Rubber. (2) Felt. (3) Granulated cork. (4) Prepared

cork slabs. (5) Layers of timber. (6) Sheet lead. (7) Rawhide

soaked in oil. (8) Ordinary roofing felt. (9) Hair in shallow

trays. (10) Sa7id. (11) Sawdust. (12) Baled hay. (13)

Metal springs. (14) Wood shavings.

Note.—Certain Of The Materials Listed Above Are Not Well
Suited For Machinery-Foundation Isolation. Hence, they will not

be discussed further than in this paragraph. Rubber is adversely affected

by oil; it is expensive; it may take a permanent set—is not permanently

elastic—and is likely to become hardened due to exposure; it has there-

fore seldom been used for isolation in the United States. Felt may in

time take a permanent set; it is not waterproof; it is absorbent; it may be

attacked by insects, and on the whole cannot be recommended.

Untreated granidated cork may in time pack dovra and, unless confined,

tends to flow. Timber is not waterproof; when used alone in small masses

it \\-ill not permit a sufficient strain or deformation for most services;

it may be affected by oil which renders it unsatisfactory for most condi-

tions. However, timber has been widely and successfully used for

G
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cushions under forging-hammer foundations as explained in Div. 16.

Sheet lead has not been used widely in the United States, although it is

reported to have had considerable application in Europe. Lead grouting

poured under steam-turbine bedplates has been used as explained in Sec.

474. However, it is probable that lead has too great a modulus of elas-

ticity (Sec. 61) to be an effective isolating material. Rawhide, roofing felt,

shavings and hair all tend to take a permanent set, are absorbent and are

other^vise unsatisfactory.

Note.—The Proper Method To Follow In Pouring A Lead-

Grout Cushion Under A Bedplate is described under Sec. 680. It is

there explained that an asbestos-oil putty is preferable to clay, as a

material for making the dams.

Example Of The Use Of Baled Hay Cushions As Isolators.—
T. K. Elliot, in Electrical World, Feb. 3, 1912; p. 253, cites a case where

baled hay was used successfully for isolating motor-driven molding

machines in a foundry with which he was connected. The foundations

for the molding machines were installed on a thick bed of soft clay.

Each foundation footing was set on piles. But when the molding

machines were started, the vibration which they originated was quickly

transmitted through the entire foundry, and quickly demolished the sand

molds on the floor. "Later, baled hay cushions were applied to the

foundation and gave complete satisfaction. In our case it was also

necessary to reduce the speed and the reciprocating travel of the

machines, after which the transmission of vibration ceased."

69. In General, It Is Inadvisable To Install Any Machine
Which Originates Vibration On A Support Which Has A
High Modulus Of Elasticity unless the support has been

specially designed; see Sec. 78 on spring supports and Sec. 82

on AkimofT's method. Thus, it is usually inadvisable to install

vibrating machines on structural-steel or reinforced-concrete

floors or structures, unless the floors or structures are much
more rigid than is ordinarily necessary in building construction.

With normal construction, forced or free elastic vibration of

the members may result. See Sec. 46 regarding harmonic

vibration; see also Div. 12, Sec. 456 regarding structural-

steel superstructures for turbine foundations.

70. Prepared-Cork Slabs Provide One Of The Most Satis-

factory Materials For Isolating Machinery Foundations.—
This material probably more nearly satisfies all of the

requirements of Sees. 61 and 67 than does any other. It has a

low modulus of elasticity, is strong, relatively water and

moisture-proof, not readily affected by oil, easy to install and
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reasonable in price. It is probable that this material is, in

the United States, more widely and satisfactorily used than

any other for machinery isolation. It is specified by many
engineers and architects—particularly in the East—for

machinery foundation installations in hotels, institutions,

large residences and similar places where it is not permissible

that mechanical vibration or sound vibration be transmitted

from operating machines.

Fio. 73.—Slab of Nonpareil prepared cork isolation. (Armstrong Cork Co.)

Fig 74.—Section of a piece of cork

before heat treatment, magnified many
times by a microscope.

Fig. 75.—Nonpariel-cork machinery

isolation after heat treatment under the

microscope.

71. Nonpareil Prepared Cork (Fig. 73) which is manufac-

tured by the Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.,

is extensively used under and around foundations, as shown in

following illustrations, for the minimization of the transmis-

sion of machinery vibration. The slabs of this material are

prepared by compressing pure granulated cork in metal

molds and baking it at a moderate temperature. The baking

brings out the natural waterproof gum in the cork. This
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cements the granules together. No additional binding mate-

rial is used or is necessary. The low modulus of elasticity of

these prepared cork slabs is due to the air-cell composition of

the material which is explained below.

Explanation.—Cork—which is the bark of the cork oak and is

obtained principally from Spain—consists (Fig. 74) of myriads of minute

air cells. Each minute globule of air is enclosed in, and is separated

from adjacent similar globules, by thin shells of tissue. Each cell is

air tight and is practically impervious to moisture. Thus, a mass of

35.000
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72. The Physical Properties Of Armstrong Nonpareil Cork

Machinery Isolation are given in detail in publications issued

by that company. It is made in several grades. The proper

grade to use for any given application is determined by the

weight, speed and character of the machine which is to be

isolated. Each contemplated installation should preferably

be referred to the manufacturer for his recommendations.

The isolating slabs are produced in boards 12 in. wide, 36 in.

long, and from 1 to 6 in. thick, as required. The material will

sustain without fracture or permanent deformation loads up

to about 14,000 lb. per sq. ft. when the load is applied to a

plate 4 in. square. Thus its strength is ample for all ma-

chinery foundation loads, which, as noted in Divs. 1, 11

and elsewhere, seldom exceed 2,000 or 2,500 lb. per sq. ft.

It appears that for most conditions slabs which are 2 in.

thick are satisfactory. The material is manufactured in

three densities as shown in Table 73. Figure 76 shows

typical stress-strain graphs for two grades of the material.

Other grades display similar though somewhat different

characteristics.

73. Table Showing Applications For Nonpareil Cork

Isolation Of Different Densities.—{Armstrong Cork &
Insulation Co.).

Class of machine

Densitj^ of Nonpareil

cork, in lb. per

board foot

Small fans, small motors, small generators, etc . .
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74. In Installing Prepared Cork Or Similar Machinery

Isolation, it should always, preferably, be placed between the

machine foundation and adjacent members. That is, the

general principle outlined in Sec. 63 in connection with Fig.

64 should, where feasible, be applied. One of two general

methods is ordinarily employed; the method which should be

Prepared Cork Slabs

Excavation

" Cement Floor

Fia. 77.—Prepared-cork-slab isolation in place in an engine-foundation excavation

ready for pouring of concrete.

Holding Clip

« 9

~rM

m^¥W^^^^m%
.a;*jjawii>. 'g.'jmu.

f-^onpareil Cork

^Machinery Isolatioril

Cement Floor Finish TelescopingMetalPans To Protect CorkFrom Oil
'

\\

0.-.

'.
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Concrete Floor Slab
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Fig. 78.—Side view of machinery base isolated with prepared cork and having protect-

ing sheet-metal pans; fireproof method.

used will be determined by conditions: (1) The foundation pit

is lined with concrete {ABCD, Fig. 60) and then the concrete

depression is lined with slabs of isolating material on the bottom

and sides (Fig. 77). The concrete {E, Fig. 60) w^hich forms

the foundation proper is then poured in to fill the cavity

formed by the isolating material. Prior to the pouring of the

foundation concrete, the isolating material should be protected

with waterproof paper—tar paper will do. (2) When the
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Telescoping Metal Pans To

Holding Protect Cork From 01L_
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Fig. 79.—Cross-section through protecting sheet-metal pans; fireproof method.
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FlQ. 80.—^Showing non-fireproof method of arrangement of isolating material for two or

more units which are mounted on same bedplate. See other illustrations for methods of

providing bolt clearances.
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Fio. 81.—Nonpareil-cork isohition on motor foundatujii in vciitihitinc duct. Post

Graduate Hospital, New York City. (Armstrong Cork & Insulation Company.)
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Fia. 82.—Motor foundation for ventilating fan in place with Nonpareil-cork

machinery isolation between the wooden base and the concrete. Post Graduate

Hospital, New York City. (Armstrong Cork & Insulation Company.)

Wood
foof/na
Piece. ^ r^

Fig. 83.—Motor and blower isolated with Nonpareil-cork machinery isolation

installed between the bedplate and the steel floor. In this installation it is not necessary

to anchor the machines to the floor.

Motor-.

Fig. 84.—Showing arrangement of isolating material for non-fireproof method for two

or more units which are not on the same bedplate.
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viachine does not have a concrete Joundation and is 7nounted on

a floor or ceiling, the isolating material is placed between the

foundatioyi and the floor or ceiling. Nonpareil-cork machinery

isolation should, where it would otherwise be exposed, always

/Nonpareil-Cork Machinery Isolation

-Nonparei,
Q)rk Machinery
Isolation

Concrete
Floor Or
Ceiling

Slab

Motors

FiQ. 85.—Two slabs of isolation material used in isolating the machinery from a

concrete or wood ceiling when two or more units are mounted on the same bedplate.

This method can be used only when it does not offer an objectionable obstruction on the

side of the ceiling opposite to that on which the machinery is bolted.

a
^.-iiL-l;

O >- rr-
>' - o.

.Concre+e Ceiling .Slab %.;^*a o.-*. *:-i;»;;.;;j •^.•^.

."o " <»••» ; tT- . p'. 'y.o;:» .o

^s-
Nonpareii CorH
/Machinery
/soiafion

Motor-'

Fig. 86.—Showing non-fireproof method of securing two or more units which are

mounted on the same bedplate to a wood or concrete ceiling when the ceiling is of suffi-

cient thickness to permit the pocketing and cushioning of the bolt heads.

be protected with light telescoping sheet-metal pans (Figs.

78 and 79). The sheet-metal pans prevent its abrasion and
also shield the cork from oil, certain kinds of which may
ultimately cause disintegration. In the following examples
some specific installations are described.
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Examples.—Medium or large reciprocating-engine, ice-machine

and similar reciprocating-machine foundations may be isolated as illus-

trated in Fig. 60. Figure 77 shows the cork slabs for such a foundation in

position ready for the pouring of the foundation concrete. A small

Tjn-
-ZTTP

Cement Floor Finish

I'^fi'^i^^o^^-'^-'''' '
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Cor/r Machinery
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Motor

-

WooH Or
Metal
Floor Or
Ceiling

Fig. 87.—A method which may be followed in securing two or more units which are

mounted on the same bed plate to a wood or concrete floor or ceiling when it is not feasi-

ble to use either of the methods suggested in Figs. 85 and 86.

'Concrete

Ceiling

I- When Projection Above
Ceiling Is Not Objectionable

I-When The Ceiling Is Of

Sufficient Thickness
To Permit Pocketing And

Cushioning The Bolt Heads

JH-Y/hentHher
I OrE Cannot
Be Employed

Fig. 88.—Details of preferable bolt arrangements for various methods of securing

motor to ceiling.

motor-driven refrigerating compressor may be installed as shown in

Fig. 80.

Example,—Fans for ventilation and the motors which drive them
must be carefully isolated to prevent the transmission of noise and

vibration through the building by the ventilating ducts. See also

Sec. 59, concerning sound-insulating joints in ventilating ducts. Where
the fan is large and installed in or adjacent to the ventilating duct, it

may be mounted on a structural foundation (Figs, 81 and 82) \\ith a

wood base and a layer of prepared cork between the fan and the floor
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or footing. Figures 57, 58 and 59 show installations made by the R. D.

Ivimball Co., Consulting Engineers, New York City (Electrical World,

Apr. 15, 1916; p. 880). The footing on which the apparatus is set is of

rigid brick or concrete. Layers of timber and isolating material (Fig.

58) are interposed between the footing and the fan. The space formed

by the upper coping timbers (AB, Fig. 58) over the cork isolation is

filled \\'ith concrete to within 3'2 in. of the machine base. Small motor-

driven blower units which are mounted on the floor or ceiling may be

isolated as suggested in Figs. 83, 84, 85, 86 and 87.
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Fig. 89.—Sectional view showing
details of bolt clearances for non-fire-

proof method of isolating machinery

which is installed on a concrete floor.

Fig. 90.—Sectional view showing
details of bolt clearances for fireproof

method of isolating machinery which

is installed on a concrete floor.

75. Where Bolts Must Pass Through Isolating Slabs, as

is sometimes necessary (Figs. 84 and 87) , the bolts should not,

preferably, contact directly with other than isolating material.

The methods shown in Figs. 85, 86 and 87, and which are

detailed in Fig. 88, are the preferable ones. In these, the

bolts are so arranged that no bolt can transmit vibration to

the building except through isolating material which would,

probably, prevent the transmission. With some bolt arrange-

ments wherein the bolts bear on the timber isolator (Figs. 89,

90, 91), there appears to be the possibility of a greater trans-

mission of vibration than with the methods of Fig. 88.

Note.—Care Should Be Exercised To Prevent The Pound.s Per
Square Foot Pressure On The Isolating Material Becomino
Excessive when the material is interposed between the bedplate and
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foundation top as in Fig. 63. The total horizontal area of the bottom
face of the bedplate which rests on the isolating material is usually

relatively small. Hence, the unit pressure imposed by the bedplate

on the material will be correspondingly large. Therefore, unless proper

Sij^"^;;^:- Cem?Kt,^ Floor .Kin f 5h''';"" vVv^'/v/^Vjv;;^

o -o* ;, -.• Concrc+e-floor Slat/^- <i:P: y-a-

f T\ ance%'.

Nonpareil
CorH

Machinery
Isolation

Me+al
Footing
Piece

n'reproof
Mefal
Guards

Fig. 91.—Sectional view showing details of bolt clearances for fireproof method of

isolating machinery which is mounted on a concrete ceiling.

precautions are taken, the bedplate may possibly crush and shear down
into the isolator. A thick steel plate, if interposed between the bed-

plate and the isolating material, will distribute the load over a larger

area of the isolator.

76. Sand As An Isolating Material To Prevent The Trans-

mission Of Vibration is not wholly satisfactory because it

_ J < --Anchor Bolt

Wooden
Top Floor

Fig. 92.—Machinery foundation cushioned on sand; see Fig. 93 for top view.

may ultimately pack solid. This is particularly true if it

becomes mixed with dirt or oil or any substance which would
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tend to cement it together. The constant vibration to which it

may be subjected is equivalent in its packing effect to a con-

tinued series of hght hammer blows. The sand, if used, should

be kept dry. However, in

spite of these disadvantages,

probably because of its avail-

ability, sand has been exten-

sively used as an isolating

material. The following ex-

amples illustrate the usual

practice.

tA

\

5hee+ Copper Strips

'Rive-ts Noi Necessary Here;
.' Concrefe Will Hold Plates

In Posifion

'^i-^

w

I'Top View I- End
Vievy

Fig. 93.—Top view of sand-cushioned

foundation of Fig. 92.

Fig. 94.—Method of arranging the sheet

copper strips.
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Fig. 95.—Waterproofed sand-cushioned foundation

^^

Examples.—In Figs. 92 and 93, one of the simplest arrangements

is sho\vn. A laj'er of sand is interposed between the sides and bottom

of the foundation proper and the foundation pit. Sheet copper strips

(see Fig. 94 for detail) are set in the floor slab around the top of the
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foundation to prevent the sand from being forced out. Another more

elaborate sand-cushioned foundation is shown in Fig. 95. In addition

to having a sand cushion, this foundation is waterproofed at W. The
waterproofing, W, may consist of two or more layers of building felt

(tar paper) which are "pasted" to the brick wall with successive coatings

of hot coal-tar pitch. The 4-in. brick wall acts as a form for the 8-in.

concrete side walls and provides a surface on which the waterproofing

can be laid. The rectangular downward projection from the concrete

sidewalls is a key for the waterproofing. The 1-in. layer of cement in

the bottom, forms a protection coating for the waterproofing. A vertical

layer of asphalt extending entirely around the foundation prevents the

forcing out of the sand and isolates the foundation from the building.

77. In Constructing A Sand-Cushioned Foundation similar

to those of Figs. 92 and 95, the procedure is about as follows:

Cast the concrete which forms the box-like depression {MNOP,
Fig. 92) in the floor and permit it to set. Now a layer of the

thickness L of clean dry sand is placed in its bottom. The

section of concrete at C and C, enclosed by the dotted lines,

which contains the copper plates is not placed until the founda-

tion A has been completed. Now a layer of oiled paper is

placed on the bed of sand L and the form for the sides of the

foundation, A, is erected on this paper. The form is lined

with oiled paper. This lining should be tight and prevent, inso-

far as is possible, the flow of concrete or water from within the

form. Foundation A is poured. The oiled paper is to prevent

the concrete from mixing with the sand and thereby impairing

its cushioning effect. The concrete A is permitted to set.

After it has set, the form is removed but the oiled paper is

allowed to remain. The spaces between A and the walls of the

depression are now filled wdth sand as high as the Une XY.
The concrete section, C and C, is now poured, the copper plate

being imbedded in it. All of the space below the copper plate

is carefully filled with sand before the plate is cast in position.

78. Springs May Be Employed As Isolators To Prevent

Transmission Of Vibration (Fig. 96).—In practically every

case, the springs must be interposed between the machine and

the surface which supports it, because it is seldom feasible to

place any reasonable arrangement of springs under the founda-

tion proper in a position equivalent to that occupied by R,

Fig. 64. In certain cases, however, spring isolators are
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undesirable (Sec. 62) between the bedplate of the machine and

its foundation proper, as shown in Figs. 63 and 66. Ordi-

narily at least four springs—one under each corner of the

supported machine, or their equivalent—are required under

each machine.

79. Spring Isolators Can Apparently Often Be Used Satis-

factorily For Self-Contained Machines such as motor-genera-

tors and dynamotors. On the other hand, they may give

trouble if an endeavor is made to apply them to machines which

are acted upon by outside forces, such as belt-driven machines.

-Motor

Helical

,

Fig. 96.—Helical-spring isolators.

Motor-Cenerafor

y////W////////////AY//////-

Fig. 97.—Laminated leaf-spring iso-

lators.

They cannot be used for gear or other rigidly-driven machines

which require continued accurate alignment. The reason is

that, unless some means is adopted to prevent it, the outside

forces will disturb the proper alignment of the spring-mounted

machine—they will tip it or shift it laterally. The natural

frequency of the group of springs which cushion the machine

must (Sec. 45) be widely different from the frequency of the

vibrations which the machine originates.

Note.—Leaf Springs (Fig. 97) Are Usually Preferable To
Helical Springs (Fig. 96), because of the greater damping action which

is occasioned by the leaves of the built-up spring as they slide on one

another.

80. Spring Isolators Are In General Arranged In One Of
Two Ways: (1) They are mounted below the machine (Fig. 96)

and are in "compression.^' (2) They are mounted above the

inachine (Fig. 98) and are in ''tension.'' The second method
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has. been used successfully (Fig. 99) in small telephone

exchanges for preventing the transmission of vibration from

the bell-ringing motor-generator sets. The following examples

of installations were described several years ago by Sherard

ScrewEye
i

OrBolt

Floor-'
Dynamofor

/////////////////////////////////////f

Fig. 98.—Dynamotor supported

from above by helical springs.

Mofor^

Timber.

Hinged
Joints-

'-<—Bolf -

Fig. 100.—Coach-body spring isolators.

.:.<r;/.<i;.:-^.:/.r'?.::<i;i.^/.-.ii-.-;:--.-.6f,'..;J

s>v.y;-.:.;>.v;:a::'>.'-S>:. ^"jj'-.vy- :'<\o-;.?..^

Fig. 99.—Telephone-exchange ring-

ing-generator set suspended on helical

springs.

Bow
Spring

/j/Mm///////////////////7^m7^
II 11

Fig. 101.—Bow-spring isolators.

Cowper-Coles writing in the London Electrical Review. All

have been employed in practice:

Example.—The arrangement of Fig. 96 was found "very satisfactory."

In one case it was used for a 1,450-r.p.m., l>^-h.p. motor which was

employed for driving Kght machinery in a room over some residential

flats on a badly constructed floor. In this case the foundation was not

bolted do^^^l; instead, a heavy weight placed on the lower timbers pre-

vented shifting of the foundation. Lateral movement was further pre-

vented by the countersinking of the springs in the timbers.
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Motor

.Bow
ISpring

Wooden
Frame

^mw^^/w/mTT/mTTTTi'^Tm

Fig. 102.—Coil-spring isolators.

Example.—In the arrangement of Fig. 100, hinged-joint leaf coach
springs support the machine which is mounted on a wooden base. This
method may be satisfactory for isolating certain self-contained machines,
but due to the freedom of movement which is permitted by the hinged
joints, it would not be satisfactory for machines which are acted upon by
outside forces.

Example.—In Fig. 101, the isolating springs are of simple bow shape.

Four springs of this design, one under each corner of the frame, will

hold the machine in position against

l)elt-pull if the belt-pull is not too great.

By providing coil instead of bow springs

(as in Fig. 102) a lower "modulus of

elasticity" may be provided.

Example.—Built-up leaf springs
similar to those employed for support-

ing automobile and wagon bodies are

used for isolators in Fig. 97. This is

recommended by Mr. Cowper-Coles as

probably providing the most satis-

factory type of isolator for the average

condition. Leaf springs have the advantage, as explained in Sec. 79

of damping out vibrations more effectively than do helical springs.

Leaf springs are, in general, less sensitive than are helical springs.

Example.—In Fig. 98, the dynamotor is supported from four helical

springs which are in tension. One spring is attached to each ''corner"

of the frame of the machine. Instead of attaching the springs to the

frame of such a machine, the machine may be mounted on a wooden

platform (Fig. 99) which is supported by the springs.

81. To Determine The Best Proportions Of The Springs To

Be Used For Isolating Any Given Machine, it is ordinarily

necessary to do some experimenting unless one has had con-

siderable experience along this hne. The safe strengths or

bearing powers of springs of the different classes and also

their deflections under various loads can be computed from

tables or by using formulas which are given in the mechanical

handbooks. As stated in Sec. 45 the natural frequency of the

spring must be widely different from the frequency of the

vibrations of the supported machine. The natural frequency

of any spring may be determined from its loading by the use

of For. (25).

82. The Three-Pomt Semi-Rigid -Support Method Of

Preventing The Transmission Of Vibration as proposed by

K . ^V . Akimoff (this is method (3) specified in Sec. G2) is
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treated rather fully in Sec. 460. Briefly Mr. Akimoff proposes

to (Fig. 103) mount one end of the capslab which supports the

machine on a universal joint about which it is free to rotate

and then to support the other end on properly designed

isolating springs.

He/ical

. ,
Springs'.

Subbase

•Anchor Bolt
-'"'-A

I-Section A- B

M
yibrafing
~N Machine

I
Cdpslgb

A 7^^^ -Ball-Socket
^ J ""

\^^ Support

:: 5princfr-

:5ubbase::;;^^;:0•.^^:;

H-Sioie Elevation

Fig. 103.—Three-point semi-rigid-support foundation. (The machine is assumed to

originate no or Uttle vibration in a direction parallel to the shaft axis.)

83. An Outline For The Design Of Machinery Foundations

is given in the following table. This is based on a similar

outHne in Engineering Office Systems and Methods by

John P. Davis. The outline comprises a series of reminders,

of things which should not be forgotten, for the engineer when

he is preparing drawings and specifications for machinery

foundations.

(1) General Considerations Affecting Type Of Foundation.

(a) Soil: bearing power, ease of excavation, coefficient of friction.

(6) Kind of machine: vibrating, non-vibrating, or subject to shock,

(c) Suitability of materials proposed as affected by workmen

and machinery available: first cost; transportation faciUties;

permanency; influence of adjoining work; future work.

(2) Types Of Foundations.

(a) Timber blocking, timber or other isolation.

(b) Masonry: brick, stone, capstone.

(c) Concrete: plain, reinforced.

(d) Combination concrete and masonry.

(e) Structural steel: plain, concrete-encased.
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(/) Piling: wood, concrete, pipe and concrete.

(g) Mat: self supporting or on piles.

(3) Calculations And Design.

(a) Depth of foundation: fixed by soil conditions, fixed by required

weight of foundation.

(b) Base area: fixed by safe bearing power of soil, fixed by required

"spread" for stability, uneven settling, or sliding.

(c) Weight of foundation : determined by kind of machine, external

or unbalanced forces.

(d) Spread footing course or mat. Piling if any?

(e) Isolation material to prevent transmission of vibration.

(/) Special foundations: see other divisions follo^^^ng.

(4) Details.

(a) Anchor bolts to be free (in casings) at tops; set right height;

to be entirely removable on large foundations \\ith tunnels

and pockets to bottoms of anchor plates. Who is to furnish

anchor bolts?

(b) Provide all required pits, ducts, and tunnels and access to

them.

(c) Provide drains from all pits, ducts and tunnels.

(d) Provide openings for all exhaust-pipes, elbows and other

machine parts.

(e) Provide ledges for floors and floor plates; avoid "tripping

steps."

(/) Allow for grouting; word drawings so that there can be no

mistake as to final height of machine.

(g) Provide wooden "dead-men" or other isolation between bed-

plate and masonry for machines subject to shock.

(/i) Provide isolation under and around foundation for vibrating

machines.

(5) The Drawing.
(a) Main and detail dimensions to be correct and complete; tie

up Avith existing work.

(6) Dimensions of foundation; location and height of anchor

bolts.

(c) Adjoining work; interferences; clearances.

(d) Notes, see (6).

(e) Show dimensioned details of anchor bolts, anchor plates and

casing tubes.

(6) Specifications (Or Notes).

(a) Foundations to go down to good bearing "as engineer in field

may direct" or otherwise.

(6) Kind and quality of masonry; mortar.

(c) Proportions of concrete and grout.

(d) Quantity of materials required,

(c) Who is to furnish anchor bolts?
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QUESTIONS ON DIVISION 1

1. Define the word foundation. Give a specific definition of a machinery foundation.

What are the customary foundation materials?

2. What are the two principal functions of any machinery foundation?

3. What are the six fundamental requirements which must be satisfied by every

machinery foundation? Illustrate a failure due to the non-fulfillment of each of these

requirements. Draw sketches where possible.

4. What is meant by the safe hearing power of a soil? What are some usual values for

the safe bearing powers of different soils?

6. Explain the behavior of soils as the load on them is increased. What is the "yield

point" of a soil? If a foundation sinks before a machine is fastened to it, how can the

sinking be compensated for?

6. Explain what is meant by vibrating machines and non-vibrating machines. Which
class is permitted to exert the greater soil pressure?

7. Why must low soil pressure be used in designing machinery foundations?

8. Explain two methods of testing the soil beneath a foundation excavation to deter-

mine whether it is solid.

9. Is it sufficient to test the soil at one point beneath a contemplated foundation

excavation? Why? What element gives most trouble under a foundation?

10. Explain fully, with a sketch, a method of determining the bearing power of a soil.

Is the "yield-point" to be taken as the safe bearing power? Why?
11. What is the usual method of preliminarily determining the base area and depth

of a machinery foundation?

12. Is the soil pressure under all parts of a machinery always the same? When is it?

When not? Explain with a sketch.

13. What are the three classes of load which usually go to make up the total load on a

foundation's base area? Cite an example and illustrate it with a sketch.

14. State the rule for computing the unit pressure imposed by a foundation on the

supporting soil when the axis of the load passes through the center of the foundation

base area.

15. What is the most expedient corrective measure if the unit soil pressure is found to

exceed the safe bearing power of the soil? Draw a sketch.

16. Draw sketches to show three methods of decreasing the base area of a foundation.

When may these methods be employed?
17. When a machinery foundation is so loaded that the resultant load does not act

through the center of the base area, what two tendencies to move does the foundation

have? How do the pressures due to these two tendencies vary at different points of the

base area?

18. How do the total pressures vary when a machinery foundation is so loaded that

the resultant load does not act through the center of the base area?

19. Define neutral axis and illustrate your definition with a sketch.

20. To insure against uneven settling how should the maximum imposed soil pressure

compare with the minimum?
21. State the formulas for determining the maximum and minimum pressures which

an unsymmetrically loaded foundation imposes on the soil. Explain the derivation of

these formulas.

22. Enumerate the steps to be taken in determining the maximum and minimum soil

pressures under an unsymmetrically loaded machinery foundation.

23. In general what should be the ratio of the maximum to the average soil pressure

for slow-speed reversing machines? What should be the ratio when the maximum pres-

sure approaches the safe bearing power of the soil?

24. Name, define, and give examples of the two kinds of mechanical forces which act

on and in machines. In what kinds of machines are the mechanical forces usually very

small? Large?

25. State and explain the use of the foi;mulas for gear thrust and belt pull on a

machine which is belt- or gear-connected.

26. Draw sketches to show the direction and line of action of mechanical forces due to

belt pull and gear thrust.
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27. State briefly the sources of internal mechanical forces in purely rotative machines.

In reciprocating machines.

28. Upon what does the magnitude of the internal mechanical forces depend in purely

rotative machines? In reciprocating machines?

29. Discuss the continual changing of direction and magnitude of internal mechan-

ical forces.

30. Explain, with a sketch, how non-vertical forces affect the direction and line of

action of the resultant force in a machine-foundation combination.

31. Explain the process of finding the direction, magnitude, and line of action of the

resultant of all forces which act on a machine and its foundation. Draw sketches to

illustrate the graphical method.

32. Explain the method of calculating the maximum and minimum soil pressures

when there are non-vertical forces acting on a machine.

33. Why must the resultant of all forces, which act on a machine and its foundation

fall within the foundation base area? Draw a sketch and explain fully.

34. Explain, with sketches, the two methods of revising a foundation design so as to

diminish the overturning tendency. Which method is preferable? Why?
35. Under what conditions might a foundation be slid along the supporting soil

rather than overturned by non-vertical forces?

36. Explain the difference between "horizontal sliding" and rotational sliding. What
determines which will take place with a given machine?

37. What are the safe values which may be employed for the coefficient of friction

between a foundation and the underlying soil?

38. Give the formula for determining the necessary foundation weight to insure

against horizontal sliding.

39. When rotational sliding takes place, does the foundation rotate about a vertical

axis through its center? Why? Explain fully and draw a sketch.

40. Give the general formula for determining the necessary foundation weight to

insure against rotational sliding. Explain its use.

41. Generally speaking, is there any danger of a machine being lifted bodily by ver-

tical mechanical forces? Why?
42. Considering the foundation, what are the two common sources of danger due to

vertical mechanical forces which act on a machine? Explain fully with a sketch.

43. State the formulas which determine the necessary foundation weight to insure

against the two dangers of Question 42.

44. Define vibration. What is meant by "one complete vibration?"

45. Define the terms: Amplitude. Period. Frequency. Natural frequency. Damping.

46. Into what four classes may vibrations be divided? Define each class and give an

example.

47. State the formula for finding the natural frequency of free vibration for a body

which is carried on an elastic support How may the period be found on a slide rule?

48. What relation should exist between the frequency of the vibrations which are

originated by a machine and the frequency of the elastic system which supports it?

Why?
49. If a flexible member shows a large deflection under a given load, will its fre-

quency be greater or less than that of another member which shows less deflection?

Why?
50. What are the vibration effects when several similar machines are in operation near

each other or on the same footing? Describe fully.

51. What is it in a machine that causes it to vibrate? Is it possible to build a

machine which will not originate vibrations? Why?
52. Explain how u machine which normally operates without originating perceptible

vibrations might, under certain conditions originate sever vibrations.

53. Do the vibrations of purely rotative machines ordinarily give very much trouble?

Why? In what directions do they originate vibrations?

54. What kind of vibrations does a vertical reciprocating engine u.sually transmit?

What means must be employed to prevent the transmission of these vibrations?

55. In what direction are the vibrations of horizontal reciprocating machines? How
may the transmission of these vibrations be reduced?
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56. Do slow-speed reciprocating machines give more or less trouble due to the trans-

mission of vibrations than do high-speed reciprocating machines? Give a reason for

the difference.

57. Give an explanation of the transmission of vibrations through the soil. What
kinds of materials transmit vibrations well? Which poorly?

58. What are the functions of a foundation builder insofar as vibrations are concerned?

59. What effect has the weight of a foundation on the transmission of vibrations from

a vibrating machine? Is there a definite relationship?

60. What is the effect on an unbalanced machine of holding the machine rigidly so

that it cannot vibrate? Explain fully.

61. In what two ways may vibrations be transmitted from a machine? How do they

manifest themselves?

62. Explain a method of preventing the transmission of sound vibration from motor-

driven blower.

63. How may the transmission of sound from electric motors be minimized? What
kind of alternating-current motors are likely to produce most noise?

64. What is an isolator? What is its function?

65. Give and explain the two principal physical properties which determine a good

isolator.

66. What are the three principal methods of minimizing the transmission of vibrations

from a machine?

67. What is usually the best location for an isolator? Explain fully, giving two rea-

sons for your answer and draw sketches.

68. Draw a sketch of and describe the elastic buffer of the British Anti-Vibration &
Noise Co.

69. Draw a sketch of and describe the method of using prepared cork in strap-iron

frames for the prevention of vibration transmission.

70. Describe and draw sketches of methods of placing isolation materials under steam-

turbine bedplates What precautions must be taken with such arrangements?

71. Describe the construction and operation of the Jolivet isolating plate.

72. What precautions are taken to prevent an isolated foundation from touching

adjacent members? Why?
73. State the eight properties which an isolating member should possess.

74. Enumerate at least ten materials which have been used as isolators and give the

principal disadvantages of each.

75. Is it advisable to install an unbalanced machine on a support which has a high

modulus of elasticity? Why?
.76. Give the principal advantages of prepared cork as an isolating material. Is it

extensively used?

77. What is the process of manufacturing prepared cork slabs? What improvements

in the material accompany the processing?

78. What are the differences between the various grades of prepared cork? For

what class of machinery is each used?

79. Explain, and illustrate with a sketch, the method of installing prepared cork in

connection with machines which have concrete foundations. With machines which do

not have concrete foundations.

80. What special attention should be given to bolts which pass through isolating

slabs? Draw sketches.

81. What danger must be guarded against when using isolating slabs directly under

bedplates which have small bearing areas? What is the remedy?

82. What are the advantages and disadvantages of sand as an isolating material?

Draw sketches to show how the sand is used.

83. Explain the method of constructing a foundation which is to be isolated with

sand.

84. When springs are employed as isolators what is their usual loeation with respect

to the foundation?

85. For what kind of machines are spring isolators most satisfactory? What kinds

of springs are most preferable? Why?
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Fig. 104.—Will this foundation be safe on soft clay?
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86. Draw sketches of five spring-isolator arrangements which are illustrated in the

text and discuss the advantages of each.

87. How are the spring-proportions determined for isolator springs? How must

their natural frequencies be related to the frequency of vibration of the machines which

they support? Why?
88. Describe and draw a sketch of the three-point semi-rigid support which is used for

preventing the transmission of vibration.

PROBLEMS ON DIVISION 1

1. The motor-driven centrifugal pump of Fig. 104 is tentatively assumed to have a

foundation of the dimensions indicated. Would this foundation be safe on soft clay?

Fig. 107.—A geared, 50-hp. direct-current motor.

Centrifuga/
Pump-
Weight
700 Lb.

3

. • • I n .

•

k- -2-2 ----:-—

H

I- End View

9 Diameter Pulley

It-Sidc View

Fig. 108.—How deep should the foundation be made?

2. Calculate the maximum and minimum soil pressures for the combination shown in

Fig. 105. Upon what kind of soil would it be safe to place this foundation?
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3. What will be the belt pull for the engine shown in Fig. 106?

4. What gear thrust will be developed by the motor of Fig. 107?

5. For the engine of Fig. 106. Find the direction and line of action of the resultant

force—due to engine weight, foundation weight, and belt pull.

6. Find the maximum and minimum soil pressures under the foundation of Fig. 100.

7. If the engine of Fig. 106 rests on sand (coefficient of friction = 0.15) what founda-

tion weight is necessary to prevent horizontal sliding?

Deflection =6

^W

LeafSpring -^

RigidSupport

'

< -Weight
t:

Fig. 109.—If W is pulled down from the position shown, at what frequency will it

vibrate; that is, what is its natural frequency of vibration.

8. If the centrifugal pump of Fig. 108 is driven by a belt which leads horizontally

from the pulley and, when running at 1,200 r.p.m., consumes 16 h.p. and if it is to have a

foundation of the horizontal dimensions shown, how deep must the foundation be made
to provide enough weight to prevent sliding on the supporting clay? Assume a coeffi-

cient of friction of 0.25.

9. If the pump of Prob. 8 were driven from a pulley directly over the pump, how deep

should it be to prevent tipping and how deep to prevent uneven settling?

10. If the leaf spring of Fig. 109 is deflected 6 in. from its unloaded position by the

weight W, what will be the frequency of any vibrations which are occasioned by pulling

W downward and releasing it?



DIVISION 2

FOUNDATION ANCHOR BOLTS

84. The Functions Of Anchor Bolts For Machinery Foun-

dations are two:— (1) To hold the machine down firmly on the

foundation or mass of masonry on which the machine rests or on

which it is supported. (2) To prevent the machine from sliding

laterally on its foundation.

85. There May Be Both Tensile And Shearing Stresses.

—

'.•.i-.sJ .aA

mm

.'Hexagonal
'' Nut

-Anchor Bolt-

'^

'^Square Head Square Heao/-'

Fig. 110.—Machine bolts used as foundation anchor bolts.

It is apparent, then, that every anchor bolt is, theoretically

at least, subjected to a tensile stress due to the clamping of the

machine to the foundation. There may be a shearing stress

originated by the tendency, if there is any, of the machine to

slide side or endwise along the top of the foundation. How-
ever, in a properly-made installation, the anchor bolt does

not assume any considerable shearing stress. The reason is

that the machine bedplate should be grouted (Sec. 671) to

106
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its foundation. The grout of itself should assume all lateral

stresses. Often there is, in thoroughly-satisfactory installa-

tions, a Ke or J^^ in., or greater, diametral clearance between
anchor bolts and the bedplate holes through which they
pass, so the anchor bolts do not touch the bedplate at all.

I-Threaded Root I- Threoideol Rod H- Deform e oi

Bolt

Fig. 111.—Threaded-rod and deformed-bolt anchor bolts.

86. The Real Duty Of The Anchor Bolts is, then, to bind

their machine firmly to the foundation on which it rests, so

that the machine and the foundation really constitute struc-

turally a single mass. Where bolts are properly designed

and placed, the machine cannot move from its position on the

foundation unless the foundation moves, or unless something
breaks or fails.
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87. The Different Types Of Anchor Bolts are many. Fig.

110, .shows ordinary machine bolts used as anchor bolts. In

Fig. Ill, at / and //, threaded-rod anchor bolts are illustrated.

Fig. 111-/77 shows a deformed bolt. A headless-rod anchor

bolt is diagrammed in Fig. 112. Each type of bolt illustrated

in Figs. 110 to 112 will be treated

in detail in following sections, as

will certain other relatively-unim-

portant types. By ''unimportant

types" are meant those which while

used infrequently, are very desirable

for certain specific applications.

88. "Who Will Furnish The
Anchor Bolts" for a given machine

or prime mover, is a question that

admits of no general answer. If the

machine is an old one, the anchor

bolts must be furnished by the

owner of the machine. Where the

machine is new, that is, where it is

being purchased, the anchor bolts

may, depending on circumstances,

be furnished by either the buyer of

the machine or by its seller or manu-
facturer. The usual practice of ma-
chine manufacturers is to endeavor

to persuade the purchaser to furnish

and pay for the anchor bolts. Where the manufacturer

furnishes the bolts, particularly if the machine or prime

mover is an expensive one, the bolts are usually included

without extra cost. If the bu3^er furnishes the bolts, this

expense is saved to the manufacturer.

89. There Are Several Good Reasons Why It Is Desirable

For The Purchaser To Furnish His Own Bolts.—An important

one is, that the anchor bolts can, in nearly all cases, be obtained

locally and with little delay, whereas if they come from the

manufacturer, even though they are shipped in advance of the

machine, there is often a loss of time involved. Furthermore,

the length of an anchor bolt for a given application is deter-

^m
<3,

y::A'0-iivuw;^,-^-

Fig 112.—Headless-rod anchor

bolt.
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mined largely by local conditions. Hence, the anchor bolts

for a certain machine will vary in length depending upon the

location where the machine is to be installed. It is for this

reason that no machine manufacturer endeavors to stock a

line of anchor bolts.

90. The Manufacturer Is Usually Able To Furnish A Draw-
ing, immediately upon receipt of an order for a machine, which

specifies the anchor -bolts which are necessary and their loca-

tions in the foundation. Upon receipt of this drawing, the

buyer can immediately obtain his bolts locally and then build

his foundation.

91. Usually The Desirable Procedure Is To Purchase The
Anchor Bolts Locally because the above-enumerated delays

are obviated by so doing. In consummating a deal for an

expensive machine with the manufacturer, it may be well to

have him include anchor bolts in his price and then, when the

deal is almost closed, he should be asked to omit the bolts and

to make a suitable deduction for the omission. Ordinarily

it is only in the case of very large machines that it is desirable

to follow the procedure just outlined. With small machines

the anchor bolt cost is inconsiderable. For the large machines,

the cost of the machine may be considerable and the chances

are that the manufacturer will include the bolts in his price

without increasing the price over that which it would be with-

out the bolts. Hence, if the bolts are finally omitted and a

price deduction is made therefor, the buyer may effect a saving

worth considering.

92. The Dimensions Of The Anchor Bolts Are Always

Obtained From The Manufacturer When A New Machine Is

Being Purchased.—The manufacturer will, upon request,

always specify the number and diameters of the bolts

required and, usually, their approximate lengths. Anchor

bolts of various dimensions may be required in the same
foundation, as shown in Fig. 113.

93. In Designing Foundation Anchor Bolts there are two

points of view:

—

One is that of the buyer of a machine. He has

merely to select bolts of such proportions that they will meet

the requirements specified by the manufacturer. The other

is that of the manufacturer of the machine. He must determine
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all of the principal proportions of each bolt, so that it will

safely perform the duties imposed upon it. The buyer of a

machine has the bolt diameters predetermined for him by the

manufacturers who provide holes in the bedplates of their

machines to accommodate bolts of these diameters. The
manufacturer often specifies only the diameters of the bolts.

Then the buyer must determine their lengths. The factors

which affect the design of foundation anchor bolts will now

CenterLine OfShaft
-1-92-Direction OfRotation., jU , ^. -\ r, -^^ njr r ,^

o ... _-.^, ,. U I

^ Position OfExhaust-
Position OfShcrff-. Vr^ ^ ' .-Dl^^ n^^^^

•J. - •. CenterLne OfFngne a JlLS^ Flange

1^

1

CenterLine Of
/steam Supply Pipe

{"Allowed ForLeveling And

)

Grouting Bases And CylinderSupport

Fig. 113.—Foundation and the anchor bolts for a ball engine showing the different

lengths of anchor bolts which are used.

be considered, in the following sections, from the points of

view of both the manufacturer and the buyer.

94. The Clearance Desirable Between An Anchor Bolt And
The Hole For Its Accommodation In A Machine Bedplate

cannot always be determined by fixed rules. However, experi-

ence has dictated some general proportions : A good practice,

where the holes are macliined through the bedplate, is to allow

3-^ in. diametral clearance for bolts up to % in. in diameter,

3^:^ in. for bolts from 1 in. to 23^^ in. in diameter, and % in. for

bolts 2% in. in diameter and larger. Where the holes for the

bolts are cored in a machine bedplate, clearances J^e i^^- to

3^^ in. greater than those just specified should be adopted.

95. There Should Always Be Some Clearance Between A
Bolt And The Hole which is provided for its accommodation in

a bedplate. If such clearance is not provided, it may be
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impossible to get the ends of bolts, which arc built into a

foundation into the holes. Such a difficulty may be due to

the bolts being slightly bent, or to small inaccuracies in

measurement in laying out the locations of the holes in the bed-

plate or of the bolts in the foundation. Even if the clearance

between the bolt and the side of the bedplate hole through

which it passes is considerable, usually no harm is done.

Every machine should, as a general proposition be grouted (Div.

21) on its foundation. The grout, of itself will, ordinarily

prevent lateral movement of the machine—even if bolts are

not used.

96. The Tensile Strength That An Anchor Bolt Should

Have is a quantity incapable of determination by mathematical
analysis. Anchor bolts are, ordinarily, subjected to tensile

stresses onl3\ The shearing stresses are, in practice, either

minimized or wholly eliminated b}^ grouting, as indicated

above. Hence the diameter of an anchor bolt, as determined

from a machine manufacturer's standpoint, must be great

enough that it will safely sustain merely such tensile stresses

as are imposed on it. But, as hereinbefore intimated, it is

difficult, if not impossible, to determine wqth even approximate

accuracy, what these stresses will be. The total stress on

any bolt is that initial stress due to screwing down the nut

on it, plus the stress which may be imposed by a tendency

toward the lifting of the machine bedplate from the founda-

tion. In practice, anchor bolt diameters are proportioned

in accordance with ''rule of thumb" methods based on the

experience of the designer. When a designer is ''working in

the dark" as he is in such a case, he must be certain that the

bolt diameter that he specifies for a given condition is ample.

It is for this reason that the diameters of foundation anchor

bolts are, probably in many cases, excessively large.

97. The Minimum Diameter Of An Anchor Bolt for general

work should be ^ in. An able bodied mechanic can, with an

ordinary monkey wrench, twist asunder a bolt of a diameter

smaller than ^i in. Hence this diameter is used in many
cases where the conditions are such that a smaller bolt might

safely sustain the static tensile stresses imposed by the machine

itself.
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98. The Permissible Tension On Ordinary Wrought Iron

Or Mild Steel Such As That Used For Foundation Anchor

Bolts is about 7,000 lb. per sq. in. In some instances, a safe

tensile strength of 6,000 lb. per sq. in. is used. These values

give a factor of safety of about 8 or 12. The exact safety

factor is determined in any case by the composition and

treatment of the metal. In calculating the tensile strength

of an anchor bolt, it is necessary to take the effective diameter

as that at the root of the threaded portion. Tables are

available in the engineering handbooks which show the safe

tensile and shearing stresses of threaded bolts of the different

diameters.

99. When The Manufacturer Is Determining The Diameter

Of An Anchor Bolt he must consider the strain that the bolt

will, probably, have to support. Then, using his judgment as

a guide and the diameters of anchor bolts in successful existing

installations as precedents, he selects a diameter that will cer-

tainly be safe.

100. When The User Is Determining The Diameters Of

The Anchor Bolts For A Machine and the machine is available

for measurement, it is merely necessary for him to measure the

diameter of the hole in the bedplate through which the bolt

must pass. Then he should select a bolt diameter such that

the clearance, between the bolt and the hole will be about

that specified in Sec. 94.

101. The Proper Length For An Anchor Bolt depends,

usually, upon just one factor:

—

The holt should extend down

far enough into the foundation so that it will break before it will

pull out of the foundation.

Explanation.—Where a bolt is cast solid in a foundation, as shown
at Fig. 110, A and B, there obviously must be sufficient masonry above

the head of the bolt in A or above the anchor plate in B to prevent the

rupturing of the masonry and the pulling out of the bolt. If the masonry

does not lie compactly around the shaft of the bolt (as in C, Fig. 110)

any tension imposed on the upper threaded end will be transferred to the

bolt head or to the anchor plate. This vaW impose a shearing stress on

the masonry. Sufficient masonry should, therefore, exist between the

top of the foundation and the imbedded head of the bolt that neither the

bolt head nor anchor plate can shear out the masonry above and pull

out in case the bolt is stressed excessivelv. If the masonry lies close and
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adheres to the .sliaft of the bolt, then there will (8cc. 103) he adhesion

between it and the bolt. This atlhesion j^rovides a fairly definite resis-

tance to withdrawal. The conditions affecting an anchor bolt which is

built solidly in a concrete foundation, that is, with the concrete poured
and tamped around it, will be considered in detail later.

102. The Usual Practical Rule In Determining Anchor-Bolt

Lengths, is to make them long enough to extend almost to the

bottom of the foundation. Where this is done, there will

ordinarily be a reasonable assurance that the mass of

masonry above the heads of the bolts will be ample to prevent

their withdrawal. One ''practical" rule for the average

masonry foundation is that an anchor bolt should extend at

least 30 diameters into the foundation.

103. When A Headless Anchor Bolt Is Cast Solid In A
Concrete Foundation, The Pounds Adhesion Of The Concrete

to the bolt will equal the pounds tensile strength of the bolt

if the bolt is set in the concrete a distance equal to 25 times

the bolt diameter. However, to provide a margin of safety,

such bolts should be set into the concrete at least 30 diameters.

This matter will be discussed (Sec. 128) in detail later.

104. Anchor Bolts In Casings Should Be Long Enough To
Permit Of Deflection.—Where a bolt is installed in a casing (as

at C, D and E, Figs. 110 and 111), the length of the bolt should

be sufficient so that its top can be deflected a trifle in any direc-

tion. One function of the casing is to admit of a slight shifting

of the top of the bolt, so that the bolt may be inserted into its

hole in the machine bedplate, even if the foundation hole or

the bedplate hole has been slightly mislocated through error.

Unless the bolt is long enough so that its upper end can be

sprung or deflected, a function of the casing will be defeated.

105. To Determine The Overall Length Of An Anchor Bolt

For A Given Installation (Fig. 114) several increments must

be added to the nominal buried length, P. At the top end,

the increments are:— (1) A clearance of at least J^ in. above the

nut. (2) The thickness, D, of one nut, or of two nuts, if locknuts

are used. (3) The thickness, F, of the machine bedplate or

foot through which the holt passes. (4) At least 1 ?"/?. for grout.

At the bottom of the bolt, the following nuist be provided

for: (1) The thickness, W, of the anchor plate. (2) D, the
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thickness of the nut. (3) A }/2 ^^- extended end. All of these

increments added together will give the dimension L (Fig. 114)

which is the length of the rod

required for making the anchor

bolt.

106. All Anchor Bolts May
Be Divided Into Two General

Classes, "Removable" And
"Non-Removable Bolts," in

accordance with the method
adopted for their installation.

Non-removable bolts (such as those

shown in Fig. 110, and D and
F, Fig. Ill) cannot be taken

from the foundation after they

have been installed. Removable

holts (Fig. Ill, ^ and Fig. 115)

can be removed from their foun-

dations at any time.

Frqme-
..-Base, of
Machine

Allowance
^ for Groijt\

I- Sections Elevcition

Fig. 114.—Dimensions determining
the length of an anchor bolt.

Fig. 115.—Pointed anchor bolt in nut in

closed pocket.

107. Removable Bolts Are Desirable Particularly In Large

Installations, for two reasons: (1) Where the bolts are removable
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if one cracks or breaks (an infrequent, but occasional, occurrence)

a new bolt can be inserted readily. (2) A large machine can

be installed much more rapidly and at less expense where the

bolts are removable.

Beol ploite Of
Machine

^ Bolts

|0^>^..v

fo^^b^.''.'''^''

Recess For
Jack Screw

> i Screw

^ ^Foundation

Recess Filled After':
Frame Is In Place-'

Fig. 116.—Jacking machine bedplate

up over extending ends of non-remov-

able anchor bolts.

Note.—If the bolts are non-removable, it is necessary in skidding the

machine bedplate into its position,

to jack it up (Fig. 116) over the

threaded bolt ends which extend

from the foundation. Then, the

bedplate being in its correct lateral

position, it is dropped down over the

bolts. The extending bolt-ends may
necessitate much extra work by inter-

fering \\'ith the skids. Furthermore,

the extending ends are frequently

bent or their threads battered, while

the machine bedplate is being in-

stalled. Where the bolts are remov-

able, the bedplate is first shifted to its

correct position on the foundation.

Then, after it is in place, the bolts

are dropped do^\Tl through the holes

in the bedplate, through their cas-

ings and into the nut (Fig. 115) which is supported in the anchor plate

below: No "jacking up" is necessary.

108. The Reason Why Removable Anchor Bolts Are Almost

Essential For Large Machines is this:—If a non-removablo

anchor bolt of a large machine is broken, it is extremely diffi-

cult and expensive to drill out the great mass of masonry of

the foundation to obtain access to the lower end of the bolt.

With a small machine foundation, much less excavation of

masonry would be necessary. Furthermore, it is much easier

to raise a small machine up over the projecting ends of non-

removable bolts and to let it down over them than it is a large

machine.

109. The Application Of Non-Removable Anchor Bolts

is restricted usually to small and unimportant foundations, for

example; as shown in Fig. 110, A, B and C and at D and F in

Fig. 111. It is impossible to remove these bolts without

cutting away considerable of the foundation masonry. They
have, however, the advantages of low cost and ease of

installation.
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Note.—With Small Machines, It Is Usually Feasible To Use
Bolts Which Are Relatively Large, that is, which have great factors

of safety, without increasing materially the cost of the foundation.

Where the bolts are thus proportioned there is practically no likelihood

of their ever breaking. Hence, the application of " built in " bolts may be

justified for a small machine. It should always be remembered, however,

that, where the bolts are thus built in solid, it is necessary to jack the

machine up over their ends, which extend from the top of the foundation,

when the machine bedplate is being set. Whether or not this will

constitute a serious disadvantage is a thing that must be determined on

the basis of the merits of each particular case.

110. Where Anchor Bolts Are Removable A Pocket Must
Be Provided (Pockets are discussed in detail in Div. 5) under

the lower end of the bolt and anchor plate. This is to insure

that the lower end of the anchor bolt can be inserted, from

the top of the foundation, through the anchor plate and nut,

as shown in E Fig. Ill and in Fig. 115.

Note.—An Anchor-Plate Pocket (Div. 5) Is Merely A Hollow
Cavity In A Foundation, to accommodate the lower end of an anchor

bolt where the bolt extends through its nut.

Hexcfoona/
Nut-—i^\

Anchor
Bolt;

111. A Nut-Fastening Anchor Bolt is

one (Figs. Ill and 115) whereby the

lower end of the bolt is held and fast-

ened by a nut into which the threaded

bolt end screws.

112. A Cotter-Fastening Anchor Bolt

is one (see following Figs. 129 to 131)

through the lower end of which a cotter

is inserted to prevent the withdrawal of

the bolt.

113. Where Pockets Are Used At The

Lower Ends Of Nut-Fastening Anchor

Bolts, A Nut-Cavity Anchor Plate
Should Be Provided (Figs. 115 and 117).

Anchor plates are discussed in detail in

Div. 4. Such an anchor plate has in it

a cavity, in which the nut is retained in position and pre-

vented from turning. Elsewhere in this book, nut-cavity

anchor plates of a number of different types are shown.

Po c k t

Fig. 117.

—

Showing
application of a nut-cavity

anchor plate.
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114. Where Pockets Are Provided For Nut-Fastening

Anchor Bolts, The Lower Ends Of The Bolts Should Be

Pointed (Figs. 118 and 119) so that the bolt ends may engage

readily in the holes in the nuts which are held in the anchor-

CTffl

-Upset Enc^s-

7-6'—

^
-^—

r

"-Upper End of
Bolt (Rounded End)

4 lyTXI

Section

E^^
"A Lower End of \

Bolt (Pointed End)-'

Fig. lis.—Anchor bolt with upset ends.

plate cavities. The bolts are inserted from the top of the

foundation. The nuts are, when closed pockets (Sec. 255)

are used, placed in the anchor-plate cavities prior to the

placing of the plates in the foundation. If

the pocket is open, the inserting of the

nuts and the anchor plates can be deferred

until just prior to the installation of the

bolts.

Note.—The Nut In A Cavitied Anchor
Plate Should Not Fit Tightly In The Cavity

because accurate fits are impossible with the

unmachined castings which form anchor plates.

Therefore, such a nut should be free to shift,

possibly from ^ in. to 3^ in., in any direction

\Wthin the cavity. If the lower end of the anchor

bolt which is to engage with the nut is pointed

(Fig. 119), the bolt will readily "find" the

threaded hole in the nut. Thereby the nut can

be shifted readily to a position concentric with

the ultimate vertical center line of the bolt. If

the lower end of such an anchor bolt is not

pointed, difficulty may be experienced in efTecting

an engagement between the bolt and a nut for it

which rests in an anchor-plate cavity.

A ^ i<-

Fig. 119.—Proper
method of pointing the

lower end of an anchor

bolt.

115. Standard Machine Bolts, Used As Anchor Bolts, are

shown in Fig. 1 10. These bolts can be applied conveniently

for the foundations for small machinery because they may,

usually, be obtained from stock from machinery-supply

dealers and from hardware stores. The threads and the heads
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and nuts of machine bolts are, in the United States, all pro-

portioned in accordance with standard dimensions that are

given in engineers' and machinists' handbooks. Where the

diameter of an anchor bolt which is to be used for an installa-

tion is about J-i in. or less, standard machine bolts can, in

many cases, be applied effectively,

116. Threaded Rods For Anchor Bolts are shown in Fig. Ill,

D and E. Probably a majority of the anchor bolts used in

the United States are threaded rods in spite of the fact that

cotter-fastening anchor bolts are preferable, as is explained in

Sec. 138. A threaded-rod anchor bolt consists merely of plain

round iron or mild-steel rod which has been threaded at both

ends.

117. The Diameter Of Rod To Use As An Anchor Bolt for

any given installation, is determined in accordance with the

directions given in Sec. 94. Its length can be found as out-

lined in Sec. 105, which is descriptive of Fig. 114.

Note.—Where A Threaded Rod Is To Be Used In A Pocketed
Foundation, the end of the rod which is to be inserted in the foundation

should always be pointed as in Figs. 118 and 119.

118. The Ends Of Anchor-Bolt Rods Of Large Diameter

Should Be Upset (Fig. 118) to insure that the cross-sectional

area of the rod at the root of the threaded portion will equal the

diameter of the rod at its unthreaded portions. It is not

economical to upset bolt rods of diameters of smaller than say

13-^ in. The cost of such upsetting will be greater than that

of the additional material that must be used in the rod if it is

not upset.

Note.—Obviously, the tensile strength of any upset rod which is

threaded is determined by its cross sectional area at the root of the thread.

119. Slottmg The Threaded End Of An Anchor Bolt Permits

The Nut To Be Turned On More Easily (Fig. 120) as explained

by H. E. Weightman in The Practical Engineer for March
15, 1916 on page 307. This device is particularly desirable

for large anchor bolts. A bolt end thus slotted may be

screwed readily into a tapped hole which is too dirty to allow
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the easy admission of an ordinary standard stud. The slot

appears to provide a space in which grit and rust particles

may lodge and allows thorough lubrication. The cutting of

the slot will not affect appreciably the strength of the bolt.

Note.—The Slot Should Be Cut To About The Depth Of The
Thread, parallel to the bolt axis, from the head of the bolt to the distance

Anchor

Fig. 120.—Bolt-end slotted to permit nut to turn on easily.

D, which should be equal to the width of 4 or 5 threads, from the last

thread. The folio \\'iiig slot widths have been found satisfactory: ^^-in.

bolt, No. 20 B. & S. Gage saw slot; l>^-in. bolt, No. 17 saw slot; 2-in.

bolt, No. 14 saw slot. Where the threaded portion of the bolt is very

long and the hole into which it is to be screwed is quite dirt}^ the slot may,

profitably, be cut to a depth greater than that of the depth of the thread.

120. Table Showing Properties Of Anchor Bolts Having

A Squared Shank (at F in following Fig. 121), to engage in a

..'-Square Nut . .D'lOi. Of Bolf 5cfuare.--Dhmeter Of Bolt--

1 I
F-Diameter Of Bolf --^.^^ Square Heaoh

|<f->i

Fig. 121.—Non-removablo anchor bolt having square cnlargeniont at head to engage

square hole in anchor plate.

scjuare liolo in the anchor plate. TIh^ anchor plato is illus-

trated in Fig. 191 in Div. 4 on Anchors and Anchor Plates.
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These bolts and plates, which were used by the American Steel

Foundries, were described in American Machinist, page 835,

by George W. Childs.

Diameter of

bolt, inches

Weight of

bolt, 1 ft.

long includ-

ing head

in pounds

Weight of

square

nut in

pounds

Weight of

square

head in

pounds

Weight of

each ad-

ditional inch

of bolt,

pounds

H
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Note.—Where A Plain Round Rod Is Used, An Elbow Can Be
Bent In Its Lower End, as shown at Fig. 122-/. If the extendhig

part of the elbow has a length ecjiuil to five or six l)olt diameters, it will be

ample. Where a machine bolt is used it can be deformed as sho\\'Ti at

Fig. 122-//, by bending in it a 90-degree knee. The apex should be

offset about 3 or 4 diameters.

Where any bolt is deformed, the knee or bend in it should be quite close

to the lower end of the bolt. The bend should not be near the upper end

of the bolt. If the bend lies in the foundation near the top surface, there

.'foundoft/on Top^, i

Head of
—Bolt

I-Elbow I-Sfngle Bends lE-Multlple BendS
Fig. 122.—Examples of deformed or bent anchor bolts.

is then a possibility that, when a considerable force is imposed, the bend
may straighten and break out the masonry of the foundation top. It is

for this reason that the bent-bolt of Fig. 122-///, is of poor design. One
bend near the bottom of the bolt would probably be ample to hold it

securely in position. The other two bends near the top are unnecessary

and may cause the failure of the bolt.

Some construction men prefer to make a semicircular bend in a

deformed bolt as shown in Fig. 111-///. The advocates of this method
maintain that the forming of a 90-degree bend (Fig. 122-//) in a rod, is

liable to greatly reduce its strength. Deformed, or bent-bolts, are

widely used, in structural steel construction, for anchoring columns to

footings.

122. Headless Bolts (Fig. 112) that is, those without

anchor plates or nuts at their lower ends, can be used effec-

tively for relatively small machines where the foundations are

of concrete. The adhesion of the concrete will (as shown in

Sec. 128), if the bolt is imbedded in the concrete for a sufficient

length, be great enough to prevent the withdrawal of the bolt.
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;fa-.:-.9;

--Iron Roof
' Imbedded
in Concrete

m^

123. Headless Bolts Should Not Be Used In Brick- Or Stone-

Masonry Foundations.—The total adhesion between the

surface of the bolt and such foundation masonry is, in practi-

cally every case, so small that it offers but little resistance to

the withdrawal of the bolt. Even if a brick or stone foun-

dation is set in cement mortar, only a small portion of the

imbedded surface of the bolt may contact with the cement

mortar. There is practically no adhesion between the foun-

dation stones or bricks and the

surface of the bolt. An anchor

plate should invariably be

placed on the lower end of

an anchor bolt which is set in

a brick or stone foundation.

124. The Unit Adhesion
Between Iron Or Steel Which
Is Set In Concrete varies from

about 250 to 400 lb. per sq. in.

In practice a value of about

250 lb. per sq. in. is assumed

as the ultimate strength. In

reinforced concrete work it has

been authoritatively recom-

mended that the safe adhesive

strength between mild-steel or

iron rods and the concrete in

which they are imbedded may
be taken as about 75 lb. per

sq. in. of exposed surface.

I
. ir-rr

—

'£nd Area
K-^-H of Rod

Fig- 123.—Illustrating the ineffective-

ness of end area.

Explanation.—This means that for every square inch of exposed

surface of a rod imbedded in concrete, there will be an adhesion, that is,

a resistance to withdrawal, of something between 250 and 400 lb. per

sq. in. But, assuming a factor of safety of about 3.3 or 5.3, the safe

adhesion will be 75 lb. per sq. in., as above noted. These values are

for plain round or square bars. In computing the effective adhesion

surface of a rod, the surface under the end of the rod is neglected be-

cause, as shown in Fig. 123, there is practically always an air pocket

under the end of every rod which is set in concrete. The end surface

of the rod in contact with this air pocket is, obviously, ineffective in

affording adhesion.
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125. The Adhesion Between Any Iron Rod And The Con-

crete In Which It Is Set Can Be Computed from the following

formula:

(26) p = aA (adhesion, lb.)

(27)

(28)

a

A =

R
A

V
a

(area, sq. in.)

(unit adhesion, lb. per sq. in.)

,,'Iron Bar

Concrete-.

Wherein: p = the adhesion of the concrete to any rod, in

pounds, that is, the pull, in

pounds, necessary to withdraw

the iron or steel rod from the

concrete, a = the area of surface

of the sides of any rod in contact

with the concrete, in square inches.

A = the unit adhesion, in pounds

per square inch, between any rod

and the concrete, values for which

are given in Sec. 124.

Example.—How many pounds pull

would be required to withdraw from

the concrete the 3^ in. X 2 in. iron bar

of Fig. 124 which is set in the concrete

for a distance of 16 in.? Solution.—
The area of the sides of the rod in con-

tact with the concrete is: 16 X (2 +
0.5 + 2 + 0.5) = 16 X 5 = 80 sq. in.

Assume, from the preceding paragraph,

a unit adhesion of 250 lb. per sq. in.

between concrete and iron. Now, sub-

stitute in For. (26), p = a A = 80 X 250

Fig. 124.—Adhesion of iron bar in

concrete.

20,000 lb.

126. To Compute The Adhesion, Or Resistance To With-
drawal, Of A Round Iron Or Mild-Steel Rod Set In Concrete
(the adhesion of the end area of the rod being disregarded) the

following formula may be used: The superficial area of any
cyhnder = 3.14c//, where d is the diameter and / the length.

From this it follows that

:

(29) P = 3.14.U// (resistance, lb.)
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therefore

(30)

and:

(31)

and:

(32)

A =

d =

I =

3.14d?

P
•d.UAl

P

(unit adhesion, lb. per

sq. in.)

(diameter, in.)

(length, in.)
SA4Ad

Wherein: P = pull, in pounds, necessary to withdraw—or

the resistance to withdrawal of—the round iron or steel rod

set in concrete. A = the unit adhesion of concrete to steel

or iron, in pounds per square inch. I = length, in inches, of

.-Direction
' of Pull

.'Ai-D'ta.

I- For ce to
Withdraw

Rod?

I- Unit Adhesion
of Concrete?

H- D ioimeter
to Prevent
Withdroiwod?

''E-Length in

Concrete ?

Fig. 125.—Examples of adhesion of concrete on iron rods.

the portion of the rod set in the concrete, d = the diameter of

the rod, in inches.

Example.—How many pounds pull will be required to withdraw the

round rod of Fig. 125-/, from the concrete? The rod is 1 in. in diameter

and is set in the concrete for a distance of 12 in. Solution.—Assume

250 lb. per sq. in. as the unit adhesion of the concrete to the steel. Sub-

stitute in For. (29)

:

P = S.UAdl = 250 X 3.14 X 1 X 12 = 9,420 lb. Therefore, a pull

of about 9,500 lb. would withdraw the rod.

Example.—If a pull of 16,328 lb. (Fig. 125-/7) withdraws a 2-in.

diameter round steel rod, which is set in concrete for a distance of 10 in.,

what is the adhesion in pounds per square inch, of the concrete to the

rod? Solution.—Substitute in For. (30): A = P/3.Udl = 16,328

-^ 3.14 X 2 X 10 = 16,328 h- 62.8 = 260 lb. per sq. in. Therefore, the
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unit adhesion of the concrete to the iron with conditions as above, is 260

lb. per sq. in.

ElxAMPLE.—It is desired to so set a rod (Fig. 125-11 1) in concrete that

it will safely withstand a pull of 5,000 lb. Conditions are such that the

rod can extend only 8 in. into the concrete. If it is to set 8 in. into the

concrete, what must be its diameter so that the total adhesion between

it and the concrete ^^^ll be sufficient to prevent the pull of 5,000 11). from

withdrawing it? Solution.—Assume a factor of safety of 6. Then the

safe unit adhesion of the concrete to the rod will be 250 -h 6 =41.7 lb.

per sq. in. Now substitute in For. (31):

d = P/AS.Ul = 5,000 ^ (41.7 X 3.14X 8) =5,000 -h 1,047. 5 = 4.78 in.

Hence, the rod should be 4.78 in., or say 4^^ in., as shown in Fig. 125-//,

to provide sufficient adhesive surface to prevent withdrawal under the

conditions of the example. This is an extreme case and one that would

probably not occur in practice. It is given to illustrate the principle.

Example.—A ^:^-in. diameter mild-steel rod (Fig. 125-/ F) has a

probable breaking strength of 14,000 lb. How far should such a bolt be

set in concrete so that the adhesive strength between the concrete and

the bolt mil just equal its probable breaking strength? Solution.—
Assume unit adhesion of concrete = 250 lb. per sq. in. Substitute in,

For. (32): I = P/ A S.Ud = 14,000 -^ (250 X 34.1 X 0.75) = 14,000 ^
588.7 = 24i;i.

Hence, the ^-in. rod should be set in the concrete for a distance of

at least 24 in.

127. The Tensile Strength Of A Round Iron Or A Round
Mild-Steel Rod, assuming the elastic limit of this material to

be 25,000 lb. per sq. in., is:

^QQN T 25,000 X 3. 14c?^ . , .

(33) T = J (pounds)

or simplifying:

(34) T = 6,250 XS-Ud (pounds)

Wherein: T = tensile strength, in pounds, of a roimd iron or

steel rod when stressed to the elastic limit, or to 25,000 lb. per

sq. in. d = diameter of the rod, in inches.

Note.—Mild Bolt Steel Has An Elastic Limit of about 25,000 lb.

per sq. in. and will yield excessively if stressed beyond this value.

128. The Depth To Set A Round Rod In Concrete So That

Its Tensile Strength Is Just Equal To The Adhesion Between

It And The Concrete can be computed as indicated below.

To satisfy the condition just stated, it is obvious that the
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adhesion of the concrete to the rod should be just equal to the

strength of the rod, that is:

(35) P = T (pounds)

Substituting (29) and (34) in (35) and taking 250 lb. per sq.

in. as adhesion of concrete.

(36) 3.14 X 250 dl = 6,250 X 3.14 d^

(37) 250 Z = 6,250 d

(38) I = 2dd

129. Hence, It Is Apparent That To Insure Against The
Withdrawal Of A Headless Round Iron Anchor Bolt, It Should

Be Set In Concrete A Distance At Least Equal to 25 Of Its

Diameters ; see formulas above. Theoretically, such a rod

would pull out when the stress on it became equal to 25,000

lb. per sq. in. However, it should be noted that in the above

demonstration it was assumed that the rod was not threaded.

A threaded rod is, obviously, weaker in tension than is an

unthreaded one. Foundation bolts are always threaded.

Therefore, the quantity ''25d" is, theoretically, a liberal one.

The letter d in all of the above formulas indicates the outside

diameter of the rod, not the diameter at the root of the thread.

130. A Practical Rule For The Depth To Set Round Iron

Rods In Concrete So That Their Full Strengths May Be
Developed is that the rod should be imbedded at least 30

diameters. Where an anchor bolt rod imbedded in concrete

has a head on its lower end, that is, where a machine bolt is

used, it is probably the best practice to disregard the resistance

to withdrawal which is due to the tendency of the head to

shear the concrete vertically upward when a tension is imposed

on the bolt. Such a rod should be treated as a plain rod

without a head.

Note.—Inasmuch As The Strength Of Bond Between A Rod
And The Concrete In Which It Is Imbedded Is A Somewhat Uncer-
tain Factor, plain rods to develop their strength should, for safety,

be imbedded somewhat more than the theoretical distance—25 diameters.

The value of 30 diameters given above is believed to be conservative.

131. An Angle-Iron Anchor Plate (Fig. 126) or similar

arrangement, greatly increases the equivalent adhesion of
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bolts solidly imbedded in concrete. In Fig. 126, one of the

bolts is a threaded rod. The other is a standard machine bolt.

In the arrangement shown a steel angle constitutes the anchor

at the lower ends of the bolts. But any piece of metal suffi-

ciently long to engage the lower ends of two or more bolts

and of sufficient transverse strength, can be used instead.

Machine-
Bolt

Top of
Foundation-,

>• a-.: • ••••V<-

Threaofeol-
Rod

'"Steel Angle

Fig. 126.—Anchor bolts with angle-

iron anchor.

Lead
,'Sulphur or

: Cement

Fig. 127.—Machine bolt cemented

in foundation and used for anchor

bolt.

This method is particularly useful when foundations cannot

be made very deep. It can be applied in concrete or in brick

or stone masonry. It is used to a considerable extent in struc-

tural-steel-mill-building construction for anchoring columns

to their footings.

132. Cemented-In Bolts (Fig. 127) are used where anchor

bolts must be set in existing masonry. To place such a bolt,

a round hole about three times greater in diameter than the

diameter of the bolt that is to go into it, is drilled (see Div. 18)
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in the proper position in the masonry. Then a bolt is inserted

centrally in the hole and a grout of lead, sulphur or cement is

poured around it. As shown in following Table 135, cement

is the best grout for this purpose. Such a bolt, placed in a

cement grout should ordinarily be imbedded to a depth

equal to at least 25 and preferably 30 times its diameter.

133. An Example Of **Cemented-In" Anchor Bolts Set In

Babbit Metal is shown in Fig. 128: The bolts bind a shaker-

bar-pivot casting to a concrete floor. H. A. Jahuke (Power
Plant Engineering, Feb. 1, 1920) states that the 5-in.

machine bolts which were used appear to be entirely satis-

Shaklncf J| §^~-Boiler Front
Bar

\f.^Machim
Bolts-., -J1 ^^.-Sabbrtt

Fia. 128.—Shaker-bar-pivot casting held with short machine bolts set in babbitt.

factory. Bent anchor bolts, 5^-in. dia. by 14 in. long were

specified by the stoker manufacturer. But the installation of

these 14-in. bolts would have necessitated drilling large-

diameter holes 14 in. deep in the concrete. This would have

been a laborious and costly operation.

134. Experiments To Determine The Relative Effectiveness

Of Sulphur, Lead And Cement For Holding A Bolt In A
Drilled Hole, were conducted as follows: {American Architect,

Page 105, Vol. XXIV). Fourteen holes were drilled in a

ledge of solid limestone. Seven were 1% in. in diameter, and

seven were 1^^ in. in diameter. All holes were 33^^ ft. deep.

Fourteen bolts, plain at the lower end, and ha\dng a nut at

the upper end, were cemented in the holes as indicated in

following Table 135. All of the bolts were ''ragged" for

33^ ft. at their lower ends. All were permitted to set until

the cement was two weeks old. Then they were pulled with a

lever. The results were as follows

:
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135. Table Showing Comparative Holding Powers Of

Sulphur, Lead And Portland Cement On Anchor Bolts.

Bolt set in

Test

No.

in

^^-in. bolts in 1%-in.

holes

1-in. bolts in 1%-in.

holes

SULPHUR
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Anchor bolts, ^i-in. diameter, were set 3 ft. deep, in hard limestone

rock, in portland cement and in lead respectively. After setting 3 weeks,

the bolts were "pulled" with a hydraulic jack. Those set in lead

loosened on a 12-ton pull. Those in cement required 17 tons to loosen

them and broke at 20 tons; they did not pull out. Lead has the

advantage that it sets quickly. It therefore may be used when
the anchored machine must be put into service immediately. Where
anchor bolts set in lead are subjected to constant horizontal vibration,

as for example where they hold a horizontal air compressor, the lead may
become compressed in the direction of the movement. Thereby the

bolts may become loose and the machine be permitted to shift.

Note.—While The Above-Tabulated Experiments Do Not
Indicate The Adhesive Strengths Of The Materials in pounds per

square inch, they show conclusively that cement is the best of the three.

Cement is the most reliable and strongest and therefore should, where

possible, be used.

136. It Is Not Necessary That A Cemented-In Anchor

Have A Head, as has the one in Fig. 127. The head increases

greatly its resistance to pulhng out. But if the bolt be inserted

30 diameters into portland cement mortar, more than the safe

strength of the bolt will be developed.

137. Threading A Bolt At Its Imbedded End Does Not

Increase Appreciably Its Resistance To Withdrawal.—This

refers to plain rods that are imbedded in concrete like that of

IV, Fig. 125. It appears that the cavities formed by the

threads of a bolt fill with air. This prevents the concrete

or cement from filling them. In fact, it seems altogether

possible that deforming a bolt may decrease its resistance to

withdrawal rather than increase it—unless the bolt can be

deformed materially as in Fig. 122. Roughening shghtly the

surface of a bolt does not appear to increase appreciably its

holding power. Cutting ''jags" or gashes in the lower end of

a bolt, or pounding some small depressions in it with a hammer,

have, apparently, little effect one way or the other.

138. Cotters Are Preferable To Nuts For Fastening The
Lower Ends Of Anchor Bolts (Figs. 129 and 130) where

the bolts are to be removable : Nuts on the lower ends of bolts

which are set in foundations will, usually, after a year has

elapsed, "rust" so tightly on the bolts that their removal is

impossible, except with a cold-chisel. Frequently, a nut which
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Top of
_

.'Foundation

-Nut

&z^:^/%^>^^^^>^^.

u^---

Machine i

Bed-Plate
'

Casing--- (izsi,^^

mm
»»°- •^; Anchor/

Plate-- "jp^?^

l>.'^

-Anchor
^-' Bolt

M '^^-Cotter

Anchor P o c k e. t

Fia. 129.—Cotter anchor bolt and cotter in position in foundation.

"T~71iiiU'i'i'ilili'ri

D -E
'

•.••
I

I- Front view of Bolt
I I I

i')|V|'1'|MiMM

H-Sidc view of Bolt

m-C otter
Fig. 130.—Cotter anchor bolt and cotter.
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has thus ''rusted on" must be spHt to get it off. Cotters,

on the other hand, always fit loosely and can be removed

readily at any time. Furthermore, it may, where the anchor

is of large diameter, cost less to cut a slot for a cotter in the end

of a rod (Fig. 130) and to make the cotter than to thread the

rod and provide a nut for it.

Note.—An Anti-Rusting Mixture composed of powdered graphite

stirred in cylinder oil, or in any heavy oil, and applied to the threads

of the anchor bolt and to those of the nut, before they are screwed

together, may tend to prevent the nuts on the lower ends of anchor

bolts from rusting on tight. Sufficient graphite should be stirred into

the oil that the mixture will have the consistency of thin paste.

139. "Cotter-Fastening Anchor Bolts" or ''Cotter Anchor

Bolts" (Fig. 130) are often used, particularly where the bolts are

of large diameter. Fig. 129 shows a cotter anchor bolt com-

plete, in position in a foundation with its anchor plate and cotter

in place. The proportions of a line of cotter anchor bolts and

cotters, that has given satisfactory service in practice, are

shown in Table 141.

140. As To The Strengths Of The Cottered Ends Of Bolts

(not having upset ends) proportioned as indicated in Table 141

:

Those up to 2 in. in diameter will have a tensile strength prac-

tically equal to that of the bolt itself. For diameters larger

than 2 in., ends cottered as shown will have strengths from 10

to 20 per cent, less than those of the bolts. If the strength of

the cottered end must equal that of the bolt, the end must

be upset accordingly.

Note.—The Reason Why The Cottered Ends Of The Small-

Diameter Bolts Have Practically The Same Tensile Strengths
As Do The Bolts Themselves is this: The amount of metal removed

from the cotter slot is in the small-diameter bolts just about equivalent

to that removed in cutting threads at the top end of the bolt.
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141. Table Showing Dimensions Of Cotter Anchor Bolts

And Cotters, all dimensions are in inches.
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142. Cotter Anchor Bolts Of Square Rod can be made as

shown in Fig. 131. Anchor bolts of this type have been used

extensively in steel mills which roll only rods of square section.

-l8-4i

•H*

J_
J Diet. Upper En ol-

'

Threadeol
Slot for Cotter ^*^'^^

Fig. 131.—Anchor bolt for large engine forged from square rod

A cotter, similar to that shown in Fig. 132, is used in the lower

end of the bolt to bear against the anchor plate. Thereby

the bolt is prevented from withdrawing from the foundation.

^'Tapered End

r"^
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so that it will pass through the circular holes in the machine

bedplate and so that it may be threaded for a nut.

143. Wedge Anchor Bolts Have Been Used (Fig. 134) to

some extent for fastening small machines to existing founda-

tions in which no provision was made originally for anchor

bolts. These are applied only where the foundation is very

shallow, and where sufficient strength cannot be obtained by

cementing in a bolt as shown at Fig. 127. Fig. 134 shows a

wedge anchor bolt, the dimensions for which are given in Table

IE-Eo(c(e view

Fig. 134.—The wedge anchor bolt.

145. In Fig. 133 is indicated the method of installation.

These bolts are particularly useful where they must be set in

a capstone of granite or hard limestone.

144. In Installing Wedge Anchor Bolts, the hole for each is

cut tapering in the masonry (Fig. 133) with a stone mason's

chisel. It has, at the top, a rectangular opening which will

admit the wedge shaped end of the bolt when it is turned into

the proper position. After the bolt has been inserted in the

hole, it is twisted until the wedge surfaces of its enlarged end

are parallel with the slanting sides of the hole. Then, portland

cement, lead or sulphur is poured around the bolt, into the

hole, completely filling it. It is claimed that where a bolt is

installed in this way, provided the proportions of the bolt are

about those indicated in Table 145, the bolt will develop its

full strength before it can be withdrawn by a tensile force.
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145. Table Showing Dimensions Of Wedge Anchor Bolts,

all dimensions are in inches.
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anchors take a ver> firm ''bite" in soft masonry like brick

work, but for concrete or hard stone the expansion bolts,

described later, are preferable.

148. There Are Two Sorts Of Expansion Shields On The
Market as shown in Fig. 137, at // and ///. That of // will

engage accurately, coach screws

or lagscrews of only one pitch.

The various manufacturers of

coach screws and lagscrews have,

in some cases, adopted differ-

ent pitches (that is, different

numbers of threads per inch)

for the same diameter of screw.

Hence, shields of the design of

Fig. 137-7/, cannot be depended

upon to fit any and all lagscrews

that may be purchased. How-
ever if shields of the type shown

in Fig 137 at III are used, lag-

screws of any pitch ordinarily

used will engage them. It is

desirable, therefore, in purchas-

ing expansion shields, to always

buy those of the form indicated

at JIL
149. Expansion Bolts (Figs.

138 and 139) are used for con-

ditions similar to those for which

expansion anchors may be

applied. Expansion bolts, how-

ever, appear to hold better in

hard masonry. If these bolts

are of sufficient length and

properly installed they will sustain satisfactorily static loads.

They cannot, as a rule, be depended upon to sustain vibrating

loads. Figure 140 indicates the principle and the method of

•nstallation of expansion bolts.

150. In Installing Expansion Bolts, a hole, of a diameter

just sufficient to admit the anchor of the bolt, is drilled (Div.

Fig. 135.—Eye or stirrup bolt.
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—Engine
Cylinder

Fig. 136.—Small machine secured to masonry floor with lag screws turning into expan-

sion anchors.

Malleable - Iron-—^
Expansion Shlelol^^

^^Standard Coach or Lag Screw

I- Bolt With Shield Expcundeoi

I- Section of S torn dcJircH Shield K- Section of Improved Shield

Fig. 137.—Malleable iron expansion shield.

^,—Square. Head Machine Bolt-..

Wedge -Shaped
Projection on Nut^^

"--Circular ^-?{'5.{./^--

I- Closed ^P''"^3 I- Expanded

FiQ. 138.—Single-expansion-type machine expansion bolt.
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18) in the uuisonry. The anchor Is inserted in the hole.

Then, the bedphite of the machine is so placed over the hole

that the bolt hole in the bedplate and the anchor hole in the

masonry are in line. Now, the bolt is turned down into the

anchor and, as it is twisted, a wedge shaped nut is screwed

up on the bolt. As the nut is drawn up, it thrusts the two

shields of the anchor apart as shown at //, Fig. 140. A small

circular spring normally holds the two shields of the anchor

together.

151. Two Types Of Expansion Bolts Are Procurable : (1)

The single-expansion type, Fig. 138. (2) The double-expansion

,'-5ofuare-Heoio/
:' Machine Bolt Nut BedPlate^^

dolt. ^ . of Motor \

V, .-Expansion \

r^ / Anchor ^ I

! I- C
I

o s e d V'-^^^e1/'
'-^Projection

"^•Shell

K-..-,

—

---Circulcir

I-Expanoleo* Springs

Fig. 139.—Double-expansion-type ma-
chine expansion bolt.

I-Anchor
Unexpci nded

I-Anchor
Expcindeoi

Fig. 140.—Expansion bolt in position.

type, Fig. 139. In bolts of the single expansion type, only the

lower ends of the shields of the anchor are thrown apart as the

bolt is turned into it. But with those of the double expansion

type. Fig. 139, the two shields are thrust apart equally at their

tops and at their bottoms. Hence they lie always approxi-

mately parallel with one another, and thus effect a better

grip. The double bolts are designed especially for use in

brick and cement and are approved for such installation by
United States Government engineers.

Note.—The Wedge Used On Any Of These Expansion Bolts
Is Pear-Shaped And Has In It Notches Into Which Projections
On The Shields Engage. This arrangement prevents the parts of the

shields from becoming separated and lost, and maintains the nut in

position while the bolt is catching its thread. The diameter of an expan-
sion bolt is understood to be the diameter of the bolt itself and not the
diameter of the outside of the shield or of the expansion parts.
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152. To Ascertain The Length Of Bolt Required For Any

Given Expansion Bolt Installation add together: (1) The

thickness of the bedplate. (2) The thickness of the grout. (3)

The leyigth of the shield. The standard lengths of these shields

for the different diameter bolts will be found in manufacturers'

catalogs.

153. An Improvised Expansion Bolt (Fig. 141) can be

readily made (Popular Mechanics) from an ordinary

machine bolt or a round iron

rod which has been threaded

on one end. If a machine bolt

is to be used, cut off its head.

Slot the unthreaded end of the

rod with a hack saw for a dis-

tance of 2 or 3 in. Drive an iron

wedge, which has a width slightly

less than the diameter of the

bolt, for a short distance into

the slot. Drop the bolt, which

has the wedge clamped in its

split end, into the drilled hole

in the masonry. Drive the bolt down with a hammer as far

as it will go. The expansion of the legs of the bolt, due to

their being forced apart by the wedge, will cause them to grip

the sides of the hole securely.

Note.—The Hole (Fig. 645) Should, Preferably, Be Somewhat
Greater In Diameter At Its Bottom Than At Its Top. Such a

hole may be drilled with a tool similar to that of Fig. 646.

154. The Holding Power Of Expansion Anchors And
Expansion Shields is a quantity difficult to determine defi-

nitely because the method of installation is an exceedingly

important factor. The hole for an anchor or shield should

always, if maximum strength is to be attained, be of such a

diameter that it will just receive the shield. That is, it should

be necessary to drive the shields into the hole with light taps of

a hammer. Furthermore, the hole should, if possible, be of

slightly greater diameter at its inner end than at its outer end.

Then, if a bolt of the proper length is used and the bolt is

l-Before Driving n-After Driving

Fig. 141.—Home-made anchor-bolt

installation.
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screwed up tight, experience has indicated that in weak
masonry Hke brick work, the masonry will pull out before the

bolt will break or be withdrawn.

Note.—In Ordinary Stone Masonry Such As Field Stone, The
Shield Being Set In The Stone And Not In The Mortar Or Cement
And Properly Imbedded As Abov^e Suggested, The Weak Member
Will Probably Be The Nut In The Bolt. The threads on the nuts

are apt to strip if tension is applied to the head of the bolt until it fails.

The same condition obtains with a very hard stone, such as granite.

It frequently occurs, however, that an expansion bolt, anchor and all,

will pull out of a hole in hard stone before the threads strip. This

condition is due to an improper setting of the bolt.

155. Flush Bolt-Anchors are shown in Figs. 142 and 143.

It may be desirable, during the construction of a structure, to

standard
Machine Bolt-^

Top Surface
of Foundation-,

L. Concrete
^"—Anchor

I-Anchor and Bolt
-JT- Anchor In Concrete

Fig. 142.—A cast-metal bolt-anchor for concrete.

arrange for the installation at some future time of foundation

anchor bolts for a light machine. An additional requirement

is often that nothing can in the meantime extend above the

surface of the masonry or foundation top. If ordinary

unpocketed foundation anchor bolts are set in such a foundation

their ends must project above the surface. They may thereby

cause accidents or delays due to persons tripping on them.

Furthermore, if machiner}^ is to be moved it must be raised

before it can bo skidded over their projecting ends. Also the

projecting ends of such bolts are frequently bent accidentally,
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TapBo/t-MaW'
m

Surface of
Foundation.

wMm

"'Washer

Concrete
Foundation.^

A
i>.
^^

or their threads may become battered, rendering them use-

less. Unless pockets are provided at the lower ends of the

bolts, their replacement is extremely difficult and expensive.

156. The Application Of Flush Bolt-Anchors is for condi-

tions such as those just de-

scribed. That of Fig. 142,

shown in perspective at / and

installed in a foundation at 77,

is used for light machines. The
anchor is merely a casting, with

an extended base and a

threaded hole in its center.

The anchors are located in the

concrete of the foundation dur-

ing construction. At any
future time the machine can

be fastened to them by screw-

ing in the bolts. As shown

at Fig. 142-77, some of these

commercial anchors are drilled

and threaded to accommodate

0-

^Annular
Enlargement .

:4;

'&
m'<:^<^:^:

Fig. 143.—Mooring anchor set in con-

crete.

.'Punched Washer
Standard Machine Bolt
,~'Wifh Long Thread

JL

bolts of different sizes, so that

one size of anchor can be used

for bolts of two or three different diameters.

157. A Flush Bolt-Anchor For Heavy Work is shown in Fig.

143. This anchor can be pro-

cured on the market to accom-

modate bolts of diameters up to

2 in. It consists (Fig. 144) of

three parts: (1) The top casting.

(2) The cylindrical casing. (3)

The bottom casting. The cylin-

drical casing is merely a piece of

wrought-iron pipe. Hence the

complete anchor can be made as short or as long as is neces-

sary to satisfy existing conditions. This anchor is assembled

and set in the concrete with a bolt temporarily screwed into

it, to hold it together, while the concrete is being poured.

After the concrete sets, the bolt can be removed and the

^^^—v^
Cylindrical \-'' Top;

Casing--'' ^-Casting
^ .

Bottom •

Casting''

Fig. 144.—Longitudinal section of

mooring anchor with bolt.
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opni hole at the top of the anchor phigged with a stud, until

the time arrives when it is desired to install the machine over

the anchor.

158. A Home-Made Flush Anchor Can Be Arranged (Fig.

145).—The device consists of an ordinary machine bolt which

turns into a threaded sleeve coupling and which has a sheet-

metal anchor plate supported on its head. This sleeve cou-

pling may be of machine steel. It should have a length equal

^y-Base Plate
[OfMachine

Slee ve
Coupling..

Anchor

^ >

sS?<i mw^.
ti°<i!}~Oii

Concrete \

Bolt..----^^'^^ Foundations^

Anchor Plate^^ |G>-^

m.^^
y-

Fig. 145.—Sleeve coupling for non-extending anchor bolt.

to at least four times the diameter of the bolt with which it is

to be used. In setting it in the concrete, the bolt associated

with the anchor plate is turned midway up into the coupling.

This leaves the threaded upper half of the coupling ready for

the accommodation of a stud bolt when the machine is installed.

159. Another Home-Made Strap-Iron Bolt-Anchor {Popular

Mechanics) is shown in Fig. 146. While in the illustration

these anchors are shown as applied to a small-pump foundatioii

they have many other similar applications. They are particu-

larly useful in foundations for small machines, such as pumps,

which are removed frequently from the foundation. When the

anchor bolts are set in solid in a foundation for a machine
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which is removed frequently for repairs, the threaded part of a

protruding bolt is often damaged. Since there is no way of

renewing such bolts except by tearing up a part of the founda-

tion, the method illustrated may be useful in such cases.

I

Iron Before Benc^ingr

(BendOn Doited
Lines)

'Hole

LargeEnough
To Admit \ Bolt
Bolt \ Anchors In

Position

I- Plan View

Cavity For
Bolt Head-. Concrefe ^

Foundation'.

. Uy^
m-Boit
Anchor ^^^ ^^^ ,y^ ^j^u ..^

'--Iron-Pipe '

\ Well Casing

E-Sectionoil Elcva+ion

Fig. 146.—Improvised bolt-anchors set in a small pump foundation.

It allows the machine to be easily replaced and also does not

require the bolts to be set to such close limits as are necessary

when they are cast solid in the foundation.

Explanation.—Four pieces of flat iron stock, about 18 in. long

—

an old wagon tire can be used—are each bent into the U-shaped form

shown at /// (Fig. 146). A hole large enough to permit the entrance

of the bolt head is drilled in each piece, and from this hole a slot just a

trifle wider than the shank of the bolt and about 13^ in. long is cut. The
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four U-shaped pieces are suspended and temporarily nailed, within the

foundation form, with the slots pointing toward the center, and in such

positions that the centers of the slots will be in line with the anchor-

bolt holes in the machine base. After making sure that the supports

are stationary and that the irons will not be moved out of alignment,

the concrete is poured and the top finished smooth and flush. As soon

as the cement has set sufficiently to prevent flowing, the bolts are placed

in position in the slots and their heads are moved back and forth to form

cavities for the accommodation of the bolt heads.

160. Table Showing Holding Strengths of Lagscrews.

—

These data are from tests made at the University of Iowa

by A. J. Cox in the year 1891. The values are for bolts which

were installed recently. Values as great should not be

expected for bolts which had been in the wood for an extended

period, particularly if the machine which they held was subject

to vibration.

Kind of wood
Diameter
or size of
screw, in.

Diameter
hole
bored,
in.

Length of

screw in

wood

Maximum
I

withdrawal
' resistance,

I
lb.

No. of
tests
made

Seasoned white oak.

Seasoned white oak.

Seasoned white oak.

Yellow pine

White cedar, unsea-

soned

Vs
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Fi^. 147. These strips are so placed that it will probably

be possible to effect an attachment to them with a lagscrew,

regardless of the locations of the bolt holes in the machine

which will ultimately be placed. The holding powers of lag-

screws of certain sizes are shown in Table 160.

Lagf or Coach Sere kv-, .--Machine
'

^—=a A'-' /Be of Plotte

^Concrete
Foundation

•kVooo/ strip
Imbedcfea

in Conore te

Fig. 147.—Lagscrew for holding small machine.

162. Nuts For Anchor Bolts may be either square or hexa-

gonal. The dimensions of both types have been standardized

in the United States and hence will not be repeated here.

They are given in the various mechanical engineering hand-

books. At the lower ends of anchor bolts, it is the practice

to use square nuts, particularly if the nut is to be retained in

the cavity (Fig. 115) of an anchor plate. The reason is this:

A square nut, because of its longer side can not turn readily in

a properly-proportioned anchor-plate cavity whereas a hex-

agonal nut might turn in its cavity if the casting is slightly

distorted. As explained in preceding Sec. 138, cotters are

preferable to nuts for the lower ends of anchor bolts.

163. The Nut, At The Top Of An Anchor Bolt, Which
Bears Down On The Machine Bedplate Should, As A
Rule, Be Hexagonal.—There are two reasons for this: (1)

The hexagonal nut is neater in appearance. (2) A hexagonal

nut is more " get-at-able^' that is, there are six possible positions

in which a wrench can engage a hexagonal nut whereas with
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a square nut there are onl}^ four. This consideration may be
of importance in locations where space is restricted.

Note.—In Installations Where Appearance Is A Factor,
PoLLSHED Nuts Can Be Used. Where the nuts will be manipulated
frequently they should be case hardened.

164. Lock Washers may be applied (Figs. 148 and 149)

between nuts and machinery bedplates. They are used in

installations where the machine is subject to vibration which

NuK Lock or Spring
/Washer

Machine
Bed Plate-

y::^:::?:- mmmmmmm^:
:C^

Anchor
.,

Bo/t—'>V

Part of'-'
Foundation

Fig. 148.—Spring or lock washer in posi-

tion on foundation bolt.

Boirb to Cut
IntoNuK

Barb to Cut
info Machine Bed

Plate

Fig. 149.—Lock washer.

would soon '^rattle" off a nut, were not the washer inserted.

A locknut can be used instead of a spring washer. But the

time required for manipulating a second nut must, in some

cases, be considered where it is necessary to remove a machine

and replace it with another one in a minimum of time. This

feature must frequently be considered in steel mill and in

other industrial plant installations.

Note.—The Barbed Ends Of The Lock Washer Normally Flare

Out (Fig. 149). It is made of spring steel. Hence, when the nut is

turned down on it, the nut presses the two ends until they lie in the same

plane, as shown in Fig. 148. The washer then acts like a compressed

spiral spring and presses with a constant force against the bedplate and

the nut. Thus the nut is prevented from loosening.
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165. Locknuts (Figs. 150, 151, and 152) should be used on
practically all foundation anchor bolts unless spring washers

(Fig. 148) are apphed. A locknut is merely another nut
which may be square (but which should preferably be hex-

agonal) which is screwed down on top of the first nut with

considerable force. If a locknut is applied properly, as is

A--Lock Nut

Machine
BeolPlate^.

. Part of
"'Foundation

Fig. 150.—Application of a locknut.

described below, it will securely lock both nuts in place.

166. The Correct Application Of A Locknut is a process

which does not appear to be generally understood. Unless

a locknut is applied properly, it may not satisfactorily per-

form the service which is expected of it. The incorrect

method of application is shown in Figs. 151 and 152. Figs.

153 and 154 illustrate the correct method.

Explanation.—In Fig. 151 the first nut is shown, turned down on its

bolt, so that its lower face bears down tightly on the surface of the bed-

plate which is to be secured. The upper face of each of the threads of

such a nut, obviously, bears against the lower faces of the bolt threads

as diagrammed in the illustration. This is as it should be insofar as the

function of the nut is accomplished b}' its pulling the bolt up snugly

against its anchor plate. The lower face of the nut is forced down tightly

against the bedplate.

Now if a locknut is to be provided, the usual procedure is to turn
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the first nut dowii as tightly as possible and to then apply the locknut

giving it several added turns. It appears to be the belief that this

.^^?\.D:

..'Bed Plah

Grouf

Founda-
Hon

'-'Anchor BoJ-t

Fia. 151.—Incorrect method of applying locknut—first nut screwed down tight. (Note

that only one thread of nut is shown.)

Lock Nuf

Bed
Plate

..-Grouf

. . . .
•

. ^. . • . ii •

<-Founda-
Hon

>

—

<ZSf^''Anchor Boli

Fig. 152.—Incorrect method of applying locknut. (Threads of lower nut do not bear.

Only one thread on each nut is shown.)

increased pressure will always lock the nut. This inference is incorrect:

The increased pressure tends to force the upper face of the first-nut

thread away from the lower face of the bolt thread. This may transfer
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the holding stress from the nut to the locknut. The illustration at

Fig. 152 shows, in exaggerated form, this action.

It is evident from this, that where the locknut is put on as just described

the strain may be wholly supported by the lower face of the bolt thread

and the upper face of the locknut thread, while the first nut threads do

not have any strain on them. In other words, the first nut constitutes,

in this case, merely a washer.

167. The Correct Method Of Putting On A Locknut is

shown in Figs. 153 and 154. With this method, the undesir-

'LocA Nuf

Nuf

Bed Plate

Grouf

.':.'f\.c>'.y^yd)-\'''c^ y{'Ci-.:^^^"&--

i^^—^^- Anchor Boli-.

Founda-
tion

Fig. 153.—Correct method of applying locknut, first position. (Note that only one

thread on each nut is shown.)

able conditions indicated in Fig. 152 are corrected by causing

the nut to perform its proper function and by making the

locknut lock it effectively.

Explanation.—For a correct application, the nut should be set into

place thus: Turn the first nut down on its bolt until its lower face lies

slightly above the upper surface of the bedplate, next apply the locknut

until (as shown in Fig. 153) its lower face rests firmly against the upper

face of the first nut. Then turn down the first nut and the locknut

together until the first nut rests quite tightly (Fig. 154) against the sur-

face to be held. Then the locknut may be given another half turn, more
or less, whereby its effectiveness will be increased somewhat.
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Note.—Why The Method Just Outlined Is The Proper One \\\\\

be obvious from the following: When the locknut is turned dowTi against

the first nut, as at Fig. 153, the lower faces of the first-nut threads bear

on the upper faces of the bolt threads. This relation between nut and

bolt threads is due to the pressure imparted by the locknut. The
pressure of the first nut reacts against that due to the locknut, and the

upper faces of the locknut threads bear on the lower faces of the bolt

threads.

The reaction between the locknut and the first nut serves, as it were,

to bind the two. This binding effect is preserved if the first nut and the

\Vi>.':^::-

<-Grouf

<-Founcla-

Hon

^^^—^'•^Anchor BolJ-

Fig. 154.—Correct method of applying locknut, final position. (Note that only one

thread on each nut is shown.)

locknut are turned down together on the bolt, until the first nut's lower

face, rests tightly upon the bedplate surface. Additional tightening of

the locknut will, because of the elasticity of steel, increase this binding

effect.

168. The Methods Other Than The Locknut Of Locking

Anchor-Bolt Nuts are numerous. Figs. 155, 156, and 157,

from suggestions of John H. Van Deventer in the American

Machinist, July 27, 1916, give graphic descriptions of a number
of arrangements which have been used for this purpose.

169. A Square Head On The Upper End Of An Anchor

Bolt Will Afford A Wrench Grip To Prevent The Bolt From
Turning (Fig. 158).—When the anchor plate is not provided
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with either nut recess or cavity, difficulty may be encountered

in tightening the bolt: Both nut and bolt are liable to turn

together. A wrench, gripped on a bolt end which has been

squared (Fig. 158), will prevent such rotation.

Fig. 155.—Some methods of locking anchor-bolt nuts.

170. To Prevent An Anchor Bolt From Turning When
Tightening It, when for some reason or other the bolt is not

gripped tightly in the foundation, one of the methods shown

in Figs. 159 and 160 may be used. Where the bolt end extends

for a sufficient distance above the upper nut (Fig. 159),

''flats" may be formed with a hack saw. These will afford

a grip for a wrench. When the bolt extends for only a short
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Fig. 156.—More methods of locking anchor-bolt nuts.

Fig. 157.—Still more methods of locking anchor-bolt nuts.
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distance, a slot (Fig. 160) may be sawed in its end. Then, a

screw driver held in the slot will prevent the bolt from turning.

''.'Squo/reo/'.- :',•

Upper Enof-l'.:',
\

r .-. . •.-•.•- -^^T^ r^^- J^;- r^irS-'-i>' • '-'y\

S^v^
C-r^^ ^Vr'Anchor WA-^

Fia. 158.—Anchor bolt having squared upper end.

Machine Bed-
plain-—-^

Sawed To
Afford Wrend,

Grip

Fig. 159.—"Flats" sawed on

anchor-bolt top to afford wrench
hold.

Mofchine
Beolploite--->

Slot Cut With
HcHckSoiw

wimummmimmimmiummmm

Founolafion--'

Fig. 160.—Slot cut in anchor-bolt

top to hold it while tightening.

171. Extending The Anchor Bolts Of An Old Foundation

When The Height Of The Foundation Is To Be Increased

may involve certain reconstruction. Figs. 161 and 162,

which detail a typical case, indicate one method. Fig. 161-7/

shows, in dashed lines, an old foundation. The full lines

indicate the new foundation. The letters A show the posi-

tions of the old anchor bolts, while the letters B and D indicate

the new positions.
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Explanation.—The new foundation, as showTi at Fig. 161-7, extends

only a relatively-short distance above the floor line. This distance was

insufficient to accommodate anchor bolts, for the new machine, of such

lengths that they would provide the requisite resistance to withdrawal.

y-NewAnchor Bolts
_

Channels \
i <'

)0i:^:T-^n.^^ •--,.-;>' V- • ^- -^'''^'~--"-=-----^:-ytSplclAnchor
^M^^1''I -Elev oi tlon '"—Bolts

WF^-oioi
,

^'l-f'Foundation

•d
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Fig. 162. Then the new bolts were inserted through holes in these

channels. The channels and bolt heads were then grouted securely in

place as indicated. Finally the new concrete foundation was cast over

the channels around the new bolts, a templet being provided to hold the

upper ends of the bolts in correct relation. The bolts D and D came

outside of the boundaries of the old machine foundation. Hence it was

possible to use anchor bolts of the usual lengths for these.

New ,

•^Foundation' ,,m^ Bolt ^ '^l'^^'^^^ Foundation-^

. <3:

\ Old! ,

^Foundation
-ion-''

Fig. 162.—Method of attaching new to old bolts.

Old
Foundation-'

Bolt

172. The Method Of Extending Old Anchor Bolts With

Sleeve-Screw Couplings (Fig. 163) may be employed when the

height of an existing foundation is to be increased. The
details of the screw coupling are shown in Fig. 164. See also

Sec. 399. In Fig. 163, OPQR is a part of the existing founda-

tion. MNOR is the new foundation material which is placed

on the top of the old foundation to increase its height. A
screw coupling C (proportioned as specified below) is screwed

on the top of each existing anchor bolt. Then an extension

stud S is screwed tightly into each sleeve top.

Note.—Dipping Each Sleeve And The Lower End Of The Stud
Into A Saturated Water Solution Of Sal Ammoniac, prior to screw-

ing them together, will cause the formation of a rust joint between the
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threads of the anchor bolt, coupling and stud and will tend to prevent

future possible unscrewing at the sleeve. Sprinkling powdered sal

ammoniac liberally on the threads before screwing them together may
effect the same result.

Note.—The Length, E, Of The Extension Stud will ordinarily

be the same as the increase, E, in the height of the foundation. If the

same machine that was mounted on the old foundation is to be carried on

Extension
Studs-....,

New Concrete
,

Founo/ottbn Mottenal-

1.

-^

N

m.

Z i; V •* • •• :. ''

mMMm

Q B^
Old Anchor Bolts-- 0/(5/ Founo/cftion

Fia. 163.—Anchor bolts extended with sleeve-screw couplings.

Anchor Bo/t^^
\Lzngth Of Thread^: ^ . . <-j. -/* " -> n H Eytension Stuc/-,

\-End tlevoition K L"4 D" H
I-Sectioncil Elevation

Fig. 164.—Proportions of sleeve-screw couplings for extending anchor bolts.

the enlarged foundation then, the length of the stud will be equal to the

increase in height of the foundation. But if the bedplate of the enlarged-

foundation machine is of a different thickness from that of the old-

foundation machine, then the length of the extension stud will be more or

less than the increase in foundation height.

173. The Proportions Of Sleeve-Screw Couplings For

Extending Existing Anchor Bolts arc given in Fig. 164 in

terms of the anchor-bolt outside diameter, D. These propor-
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New

,

Extension- y\

OfAnchor
Bolt

Beolplate

tions are for couplings of wrought iron or cold rolled steel.

Cast iron is not suitable for this purpose. A set screw, to

afford additional protection against unscrewing, may be inserted

in a tapped hole (not shown) in each half of the coupling. After

the extension stud and coupling are in position on the old-

anchor-bolt head, the set screw should be set up tight.

174. A Method Of Providing A New Extension For A
Broken-Off Bolt is shown in Fig. 165. This may be used

where the reduced cross-sectional

area at R is sufficient to sustain

the stress which will be imposed.

Inasmuch as anchor bolts are,

usually, considerably heavier

than is necessary, the method

may be applied frequently. It

is described by Chas. Labbe in

Southern Engineer for Febru-

ary, 1919:

Explanation.—The anchor bolt
broke off flush {AX, Fig. 165) with

the foundation top. The repair was

effected thus: The center of the broken

end was marked with a center punch.

Then, to serve as a guide, a 3^-in.-

dia. hole was drilled in the broken-off

bolt vertically downward to a depth

of 13^ in. Next a K-in. hole was

drilled to a depth of 6 in. Finally,

the hole was bored out with a 1%-in. drill to a depth of 4}^ in. remov-
ing the old bolt entire!}' for that depth. The drillings were removed and
the hole thus provided in the old-bolt end B was tapped wdth a 1-in.

tap. A new extension piece N was turned from l%-in.-dia. cold-rolled

steel and was screwed into place as shown. Before screwing A'^ in, the

threads at the joint were washed with gasoline and coated with iron-

sal-ammoniac-sulphur cement. The extension stud was screwed tightly

into position with a double-nut and WTench.

Note.—Iron-Sal-Ammoniac-Sulphur Cement has the following

composition: By weight; iron filings, 100 parts, sal ammoniac, 2 parts,

flour of sulphur, 1 part.

175. In Specifying Anchor Bolts On Drawings, the practice,

which will be described, is in use by many of the machinery

Iron Filings,

Sulphur And Soil-AmmonTo/c Cement

"Fig. 165.—Method of providing new
extension for a broken-off bolt.
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6 'Sef Anchor P/ates. Build in4'x4'

rPockets Under Plates

^£Allowance
*for Grout

Note:3'
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and Masonry fora Join t. Founda tlon Bolt

Boxes or Pipes, Not Less Than2'/2"Dla for
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"5 '5q'. Anchor Plates. Build In 4x4'
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Fig. 166.—Foundation drawing for a 20 in. by 42 in. Allis-Chalmers Corliss engine show-
ing positions of the anchor bolts detailed in Fig. 167.
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manufacturers in this country. Before the bolts can be speci-

fied, it is desirable to prepare a scale drawing (Fig. 166) of

the machine or prime mover in place on its foundation. An
effort should be made to so lay out the foundation that the

number of different sizes and diameters of anchor bolts will

be a minimum. That is, from this standpoint, the ideal

anchor-bolt specification would be one that called for all of

its bolts of the same diameter and length. It is seldom feasible

to so lay out a large foundation that such simplicity can be

reahzed but an effort in that direction should be made.

176. The Anchor Bolts Should Be Numbered On The
Foundation Drawing as shown in Fig. 166. For example;

-/J-Not-Pressecf Sq. Nut
- -l-fSq. Anchor PIate

J ^

d-l -

3-8-

8'fa'
-8-3'
-7-4'-

-8-5'

I- l^-- Inch Bolts
-I'Rouno/Anchor Plate

-x^S

/ Top-.. ,2i
Washer .'~--j

^14- H. P.

Sq. Nut

© 3-r-

I-I-Inch Bolts I'S.F.Hex}

Nut

Fig. 167.—Showing how the anchor bolts for a machine should be listed on the

foundation drawing of the machine. (See Fig. 166 for foundation drawing of engine for

which these bolts are to be used.)

all of the bolts of one length and diameter should be numbered
'^1." All of the bolts of another length and diameter should

be numbered ''2" and so on. This being done, a combination

drawing, Fig. 167, should be laid out as part of the foundation

-

drawing tracing. This combination drawing should show the

dimensions of all of the anchor bolts which are required.

It should show also the proportions of the nut washers and

anchor plates. In fact, it should indicate graphically the

complete anchor-bolt equipment. Then the drawing of Fig.
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167 should be reduced to a schedule, like that of Fig. 168,

which any clerk or man not intimately familiar with mechani-

cal drawing can decipher readily. This schedule should indi-

cate just how many of each of the items of each size—nuts,

bolts, washers, anchors, etc.—are required.

Note.—It Might Seem That The Schedule Of Fig. 168 Is A
Duplication Of The Drawing Of Fig. 167. It is in a way. But, on

the other hand, the schedule summarizes all of the information relating

'""IWSNTJ
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178. Table Showing The Standard Anchor-Bolt, Casing,

And Anchor-Plate Dimensions Adopted By One Company
(Sec. 177). This was submitted to Power, Apr. 18, 1916 by
J. E. Poche of New Orleans, La. All dimensions are in inches.

KH^" K- • f5<E4^^«"5^^ of Iron-Pipe Casing ^G"^-^
^"^"""vT^

'- - -Machine Bedplate

%^ Grout

M
I- Ass cm big

I ! T
Til k

j^.
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180. A Die Nut May Be Used For Rethreading Anchor-

Bolt Ends if they become mutilated or are broken. If work-

ing space is available, an ordinary stock and die can be utilized.

But often the anchor bolts are spaced so close together that

stock-and-die operation is infeasible. In such contingencies

the die nut (Fig. 170), which can be turned in a restricted

space w^ith an ordinary or socket wrench, is very effective.

Ho/es Drilled In Nut Anol Root-.

Fig. 170.—Handy die nut.

Root
Threoiolecl

On
Upper
End-..y

! !i

'

1!

i
i|!l!i"
m^

IHlii'll'"

I

mexagfonah

Nut

Fig. 171.—Method of improvising a die

nut.

U. S.-Standard-Thread tempered-steel die nuts are manu-
factured by the Mummert-Dixon Co., Hanover, Pa.

181. A Die Nut May Be Improvised (Fig. 171) by screwing

an ordinary nut on the end of a threaded rod until the face of

the end of the rod is just flush with the upper face of the nut.

Then, three or four holes of relatively small diameter are

drilled, as shown vertically downward, so that half of the hole

lies in the rod and the other half in the nut. The holes are

drilled entirely through the nut. After the nut has been

removed from the rod and case hardened it will constitute a

satisfactory die for temporary service.
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182. A Tool For Threading Non-Removable Anchor Bolts

Which Must Be Cut Down and Rethreaded was described in

Popular Mechanics by A. L. Kerbaugh. It is shown in

Figs. 172 and 173. It may be used under essentially the

same conditions as those for which the above-described die

nuts (Sec. 180) can be applied advantageously. The nut

-IronBar

Old-
Jhrzad

Cut-'
%

-<:-—Amhor Bolt

Foundcffbn-^

Fig. 172.—Threading tool in

operation on anchor bolt.

Strap-Iron

Arm-;.

Adjusting NutSy

X' /

Thread-
Cutting

Tool-

U
\ Monkzy T

j Wrench-'

^^^ Nut On^^ 'Threaded End

Fig. 173.—Details of anchor-bolt threading

tool.

turning on the existing threads, feeds the tool downward and
insures the correct pitch. The tool is turned, by hand, with

a wrench. By manipulating the adjusting nuts, the depth of

cut may be controlled. After the new thread has been cut,

the now-unnecessary extending end is cut off at the correct

location.

QUESTIONS ON DIVISION 2

1. What are the functions of anchor bolts?

2. What may be the nature of the stresses in anchor bolts?

3. Why is it generally desirable, from the standpoint of the purchaser of a machine,
that he furnish the bolts wherewith to anchor it down?

4. How much clearance should a %-in. anchor bolt have in a drilled hole in a machine
bedplate? A l>^-in. bolt? A 2%-in. bolt? What should be the clearance for a
1-in. bolt if the hole is cored in the bedplate?

6. Why is ample bolt-clearance necessary in the anchoring of bedplate?
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6. In what manner are stresses imposed on an anchor bolt?

7. What should be the minimum diameter for anchor bolts?

8. What is, ordinarily, the permissible tensile stress in anchor bolts?

9. What factor determines the proper length for an anchor bolt?

10. State an empirical rule for proportioning the lengths of anchor bolts.

H. What should be the length of an anchor bolt in a concrete foundation, in terms of

the bolt-diameter, so that the adhesion of the concrete will be equal toi the tensile

strength of the bolt?

12. What is an anchor-holt casing? What is its function?

13. What factors determine the overall length of an anchor bolt?

14. Define a removable anchor bolt. A non-removable anchor bolt.

15. What are the advantages of removable anchor bolts? Of non-removable anchor
bolts?

16. What is an anchor-bolt pocket?

17. What is a nut-fastened anchor bolt? A cotter-fastened anchor bolt?

18. Under what conditions is it necessary to point the lower ends of anchor bolts?

19. What is a threaded-rod anchor bolt?

20. By what means may the cross-sectional area of an anchor bolt, at the root of the

thread, be made equal to the cross-sectional area of the unthreaded portion?

21. What is the advantage of slotting the threaded ends of anchor bolts?

22. What is a proper width for a slot in a 5^-in. anchor bolt?

23. What are deformed anchor bolts? Under what conditions are they used? How
may deformation be produced?

24. What are headless anchor bolts? With what kind of foundation material may they

be used? What is the objection to their use with any kind of foundation material?

25. What is the commonly accepted unit value of the adhesion between concrete and
wrought iron?

26. In what manner do angle iron anchor plates assist the adhesion of solidly embed-
ded anchor bolts?

27. How may anchor bolts be grouted in? What is the best material for grouting in

anchor bolts? What is the principal disadvantage of lead for this purpose?

28. Should cemented-in anchor bolts have heads? Why?
29. Does threading the embedded end of an anchor bolt benefit its holding power?

Why?
30. What are the advantages of cotters for fastening the lower ends of anchor bolts?

31. How may rusting of anchor bolt nuts be prevented?

32. Why is the tensile strength of a 1-in. anchor bolt undiminished by cutting a

cotter slot in the bolt?

33. In what class of service are square anchor bolts largely used?

34. What is a wedge anchor bolt? Under what conditions are such bolts used? How
are they installed?

35. What is a stjrrup anchor bolt?

36. What are expansion anchors? With what kind of foundation material are they

well adapted for use?

37. What are expansion shields? Explain, with a sketch, how they are applied.

38. What is a single-expansion bolt? A double-expansion bolt? Explain, with sketches,

how they are installed.

39. Explain, with a sketch, how an anchor bolt may be improvised.

40. What is a flush bolt-anchor? What difficulties are they designed to prevent?

41. Describe, with a sketch, an improvised flush bolt-anchor.

42. What are the limitations of lagscrews as devices for anchoring machines?

43. What is the advantage of using square nuts on the lower ends of anchor bolts?

What are the advantages of using hexagon nuts on the upper ends?

44. What is a lock washer? A locknutf

46. Under what conditions is it usually necessary to lock aiidior-holt nuts?

46. Explain the proper application of a locknut.

47. How may an anchor bolt that is loose in the foundation be prevented from turning

while it is being tightened?
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48. Explain, with a sketch, how the anchor bolts may be extended with steel channels

when the height of an old foundation is increased.

49. Explain, with a sketch, how the anchor bolts in an old foundation may be extended

with screw couplings.

60. Explain, with a sketch, how a broken anchor bolt may be repaired.

61. What should be the principal aim in preparing an anchor bolt specification?

62. Explain a convenient method by which the information on a foundation drawing

may be scheduled.

63. How should anchor bolts be tested for looseness? What is the principal ill-

effect of looseness of anchor bolts?

64. Explain how battered anchor-bolt ends may be rethreaded while the bolts are in

position.

56. Describe, with a sketch, an improvised die nut.

PROBLEMS ON DIVISION 2

1. A IJ'^-in. anchor bolt is embedded to a depth of 4 ft. in a concrete foundation.

What is the strength of the adhesion between the concrete and the bolt?

2. The anchor bolts embedded in a concrete foundation are limited to a depth of 22

inches. Assuming a factor of safety of 6, what should be the diameter of each bolt to

safely resist a pull of 5,200 lb.?

3. Anchor bolts of 1^4 -in. diameter are to be embedded in a concrete foundation. It

is assumed that the bolts will withstand a maximum pull of 30,000 lb. before stretching.

How deep should the bolts be set in the concrete in order that the adhesion between the

concrete and the bolts shall equal the strength of the bolts?

4. A mild-steel anchor bolt is of l^^-in. diameter. What must be the adhesive

strength of the foundation material in which the bolt is embedded in order that the

adhesion may equal the maximum safe stress that may be imposed on the bolt?



DIVISION 3

EFFECT OF PAINTING ON ANCHOR-BOLT CORROSION
AND BOND

183. Electrolytic Corrosion Of Anchor Bolts may occur

when the bolts are set directly in concrete in locations where

''stray" electric currents will pass from the concrete through

them or from the bolts into the concrete. Such corrosion is

hable to appear in anchor bolts in electric railway power sta-

tions or in those used for any purpose in cities where earth

currents are prevalent. It has been suggested that corrosion

of this character might be eliminated by painting the bolts

with suitable insulating paints.

Note.—To Determine The Effect Of Painting In Preventing
Electrolytic Corrosion, tests were made under the direction of H. A.

Gardner, Asst. Director of the Institute of Industrial Research in Wash-
ington. These tests were described in Engineering News of January

21, 1915, p. 136. It is the purpose of this division to briefly outline the

methods of making such tests and the conclusions derived therefrom.

184. Objections To Painting Anchor Bolts may be: (1)

The paint may weaken the bond between the bolt and the concrete

in which it is set, rendering it easy of withdrawal. (2) Where

the bolt is painted the corrosion may be concentrated at a crack

in the paint. (3) The paint insulation may be short lived.

The tests (see Table 188) to be described provide some data,

which is of a qualitative rather than a quantitative nature, in

answer to the objections just recited.

185. Specimens For The Electrolysis Tests were prepared

as shown in Fig. 174. Two different sets were used. Each

specimen of the first set comprised two 1 by 32-in. painted

iron rods (anchor bolts) set in a concrete cyUnder about 7 in.

in diameter by 21 in. long. The concrete was mixed in the

proportion of one part cement to two parts sand. Before

being cast in the cylinders, the rods were well cleaned and

were then given two coats of paint—a week for drying being

allowed between successive coats. Table 188 indicates the

different paints that were used on the rods in the test.

167
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Explanation.—After the specimens had set for a month they were
arranged in a vessel containing a 2-in. depth of water. One rod of each
specimen was made a cathode and the other an anode across which an
e.m.f. of 30 volts (cut down by a resistance from 110 volts) was impressed.

W S
B'inolma i^

Nuf5----

Concrefz
Test—..

5pzdmem]

9
Rods-

Fig. 174.—Test specimens from series II. (The numbers indicated in the illustration

are the specimen numbers shown in the table.)

Rheostat'^

IIOVolUD.C.
Generator

Bon
Anoole

'^^'^'^^'^//'•-Eoirthenwoire Jars--'-
//''^^ ^^^ / / / / /

Fig. 175.—Circuit arrangement for testing anchor bolts.

After the current had been fio-u-ing for a week, two of the specimens
showed cracks near their bottoms. Then each cj^linder, with the bolt

imbedded in it, was transferred to a separate pottery jar and immersed in

water to \\ithin 1 in. of its top as showTi at A, Fig. 175.

Practically all of the cylinders cracked within 10 days, the fracture in

each case starting at the anode. The specimens that thus cracked could

be split into two sections (Fig. 176). Those which did not crack (see
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Table 188) were split longitudinally with a cold chisel. Then the

imbedded rods could (Fig. 176) be examined.

For the second set of test specimens, single ^14 by 12-in. painted iron

rods were imbedded in 33-2 ^^y 8-in. cylinders. After curing a month and

being immersed for 24 hours, each of these specimens was placed in an

earthenware jar, B, Fig. 175 together with a sheet-iron cathode. Water

was poured into the jar to within 1 in. of its top. All of the rods were

Fig. 176.—Test specimens from series/ cracked open to expose anchor bolts. (The

numbers indicated in the above illustration are the specimen numbers shown in the

table.)

connected in parallel to the positive side of the circuit and all of the sheet-

iron cathodes to the negative side. An e.m.f. of 30 volts was then

impressed across them for 240 hours, B (Fig. 175) after which period the

pressure was increased to 55 volts and continued for 60 hours. The
general results, as briefed in Table 188, were similar to those obtained with

the first series.

186. The Tests For The Strength Of Bond Of The Painted

Anchor Bolts that is for their resistance to withdrawal, were

made in a testing machine. A third set of specimens was

prepared for this purpose. These were of the same construc-

tion as those shown at B (Fig. 175), except that the lower ends

of the rods were set flush with the bottom surface of the

cylinder. After curing for three weeks, the rods were pushed

through the concrete cyhnders in the testing machine. The

loads at which the (HtTerent specimens failed are indicated in

the last colunm of Table 188 under "Adhesion Test."
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188. Painting Of Anchor Bolts WUl Not Prevent Electro-

lysis.—This, apparently, is the conclusion which may be

drawn from the record of the above described tests. The
duration of the tests was, however, scarcely sufficient to

justify definite conclusions. Some of the paints provided

excellent bonds between the rods and concrete but were ineffec-

tive as insulators. Specimen No. 17, for example, apparently

provided as good a bond between the rod and the concrete

as does an unpainted rod embedded directly in the concrete.

Note.—Oil Pigment Paints, according to the record of the tests

(Table 188) were inferior to the water paints, both from the standpoint

of insulation and of bond. The water paints used on specimens Nos. 12,

19 and 20, and the lacquers, Xos. 18 and 21, provided good bonds, but

were very poor insulators.

189. As To Conclusions ; it is not probable that any paint

will provide sufficient insulation on an anchor bolt to effectu-

ally protect against electrolysis. The duration of the tests

just outlined was scarcely sufficient to justify definite conclu-

sions. It should be noted that some of the paints, for instance,

that of specimen No. 17, apparently provide as good a bond

between the rod and the concrete as does an unpainted rod

embedded directly in the concrete. Some of the paints pro-

vided an excellent bond but were inefficient insulators. For

example, the water paints used on specimens Nos. 12, 19, and

20 and the lacquers 18 and 21, provided a good bond but were

very poor insulators. In general, the oil pigment paints were

inferior both from the standpoint of insulation and of bond.

QUESTIONS ON DIVISION 3

1. What is electrolytic corrosion? Under what circumstances may it occur in anchor

bolts?

2. What means has been suggested for preventing electrolytic corrosion in anchor

bolts? What are the objections to its employment? Is it an entirely effective remedy?
3. Describe, with sketches, a method of testing the efficacy of anchor-bolt

preservatives.

4. What is meant by the bond of an anchor bolt?



DIVISION 4

ANCHORS AND ANCHOR PLATES
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192. The Words ''Anchor," "Anchor Plate" And ''Washer"

Are Often Used Indiscriminately in foundation parlance.

But each word has a specific meaning which will be explained

below.

193. An Anchor is, in a broad sense, any device for resist-

ing tension. In foundation parlance, anything that prevents

the withdrawal of the anchor bolts is an anchor. Thus, if a

casting, which is ordinarily used for a washer (Fi^. 189), is

placed at the lower end of a foundation anchor bolt within a

Anchor
Bolt- J-

l>A
Flange-

E I e V d t 1 n
Sec t lo n

A -A

Fig. 178.—Piece of rail (rail crop) used for anchor.

foundation, to increase the resistance of the bolt to withdrawal,

it then becomes, properly speaking, an anchor. In this divi-

sion when the word '^ anchor" is used, it shall be construed as

specifying any device or means (Fig. 178) used at the lower

end of a foundation anchor bolt to increase its resistance to

withdrawal.

194. An Anchor Plate (Fig. 182) is an anchor of plate-like

form. Illustrations of anchor plates of a number of different

designs are shown in succeeding sections.

195. A Washer (Fig. 179) is, in accordance with the literal

definition, a flat perforated disk used: (1) under nuts so that

in tightening them down on their bolts the nuts will have a

relatively smooth surface upon which to turn, or (2) to distrib-

ute the load imposed by a nut or bolt head over a suflficiently

great area to prevent crushing of the compressed material.
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Mi/d Sheef
Steel-.

Hole For

Bolt;

^
JL

Wrought Iron
Rods Thrzackd
At Both Ends

<

Mz/acforcil NutS-

v^-- -^

Washers may be used as fillers or packing to fill up space

along a bolt. Washers may (/?, Fig. 180), under certain

conditions, be used as anchor plates.

196. The Materials For Anchor Plates are, in the United

States, usually cast iron or steel

plate. Practically all of the

plates that have lugs or cavities

to restrain the cotters or nuts,

such as those of Fig. 183 and

Fig. 186, are made of cast iron,

although cast steel is utilized

occasionally for large plates

where the imposed stress is

excessive. Anchor plates of the

^

Cast-iron
Anchor P/crte

•s.

i

Bolt-.

A
.ugged Type

Y^

Common Cast-
iron Builo/ing

Washer Uszol I

As An Anchor
i

Plate-. [

7^' :—

J

as;

Heao/OfBolt----

B C
I-Flcit Types

Fig. 179.—Punched sheet-

steel washer.

Fig. 180.—Anchor plates of common
types.

:WrQuahf Iron Or Steel Plate

type suggested in Fig. 181 can be made easily and cheaply from
steel plate.

197. All Anchor Plates May Be Divided Into Three General

Classes, in relation to their pro-

vision for holding the nut on the

lower end of the anchor bolt.

(1) Plates which have no provis-

ion to prevent the nut from turn-

ing or dropping, Figs. 181, 184,

and 189. (2) Plates which have

provision to prevent the nut from turning, Figs. 182 and 183.

(3) Plates which have provision to prevent the nut both from

turning and dropping, Figs. 185, 186 and 215. It is prob-

ably always the safer practice to use plates which have pro-

vision to prevent the turning of the nut, even when an

anchor bolt and its anchor plate are encased in concrete.

Hole Drillzd Or Puncheol Clear Through-

Fig. 181.—Anchor plate made from

sheet steel.
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Note.—Premature Rotation Of The Anchor Bolt, Before
The Concrete Has Set, May Cause The Nut To Be Turned and

loosened in the concrete. This cannot occur when an anchor plate of one

of the designs shown hereinafter, which prevents turning of the nut, is

used. Furthermore, when pockets (Sec. 252) are used in a foundation,

the anchor plate should, preferably, be so designed that it will prevent

the nut both from turning and dropping. If the plate is so arranged as

to prevent the nut from turning and dropping, then the nut can be placed

in the retaining cavity in the plate prior to the insertion of the anchor

bolt. If the anchor bolt has a pointed end (Sec. 114) it can then be

readily screwed into the nut from the top of the foundation after the

machine has been mounted on the foundation. Also the nut when thus

set in the recess or cavity will hold the anchor bolt, which is screwed into

it, up to its proper elevation without the use of blocking under the lower

end of the bolt.

198. Examples Of The Design And Dimensions Of Anchor

Plates Which Have Proved Satisfactory In Practice are given in

Sees. 200 to 212. These dimensions do not, in all cases, agree

with the requirements for rational design as explained later

in Sees. 232 to 250. There are several reasons for this: In

practice, anchor bolts are frequently not tightened sufficiently

to exert the full stresses for which the plates are designed.

Therefore it is often possible to use a much lighter plate than

calculations would indicate. Furthermore in the rational

design of anchor plates liberal factors of safety are assummed

in selecting the safe stresses, and so an apparently excessive

stress on a plate will not neces-

sarily cause the failure of a

conservatively-designed plate.

The actual conditions to which

the plates are subjected in prac-

tice are usually much less severe

than those assumed in their

design.

199. The Lugged Cast-iron

Anchor Plate (A, Fig. 180,

detailed in Fig. 182) is, prob-

ably the most satisfactory that can be used in a foundation

which is not pocketed (Sec. 191). That is, it is the most satis-

factory if the lower end of the anchor bolt will not be available

for the removal of the nut. The unique feature of a plate

HWH
Fig. 182.—Lugged-type cast-iron

anchor plate.
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of this type (Fig. 182) is that nut lugs extend from the

body of the plate. Between these the cotter, nut or head

of an anchor bolt will fit. The lugs, because of their engage-

ment with the nut or bolt head, prevent the cotter, nut or bolt

from turning. Dimensions that experience has shown to be

safe are given for this type of plate in Table 200.

200. Table. Dimensions Of Lugged, Cast-iron Anchor
Plates (all dimensions in inches). The proportions shown in

this table provide ample bearing areas where the plate bears

against brick, in foundations where casings, of the sizes ordi-

narily adopted, are used. The proportions are, therefore,

(see Sec. 232) more than ample where the plates are to be

applied in concrete foundations, particularly if no casings are

to be employed.

Dia. Weight

of of

bolt,

in.

washer,

lb.

B C D H J W

1

IH

2

2M
23^

8
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masonry or concrete and that they will never be used in soft

brick foundations.

202. Table. Proportions Of Cast-iron Anchor Plates For

Cotter Bolts (These dimensions, all of which are in inches are

in accordance with English Practice).

Dia. bolt,

in. B D

¥2
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Pointzd-Enof Anchor Bolt-.

:^

X.

:ii-k. g
Ŵuf-'

I

/ro;? Lr*e.. ......ii. >.

tion bolts, because it provides no method of keeping a round

bolt from turning. These plates are made of cast iron. The
proportions of the type shown in Fig. 183 are given in Table 202.

Anchors of this type are frequently used in steel mills and in

other plants where square bar steel is available. The bolt

(Fig. 131) used with an anchor of this type may have a

machined slot for a cotter in its lower end. The cotter transmits

the stress from the bolt to the plate. Hence no nut is required.

204. Anchor Plates Which Have Nut Recesses, or "Cavi-

ties" (Sec. 206) are used in foundations that are pocketed

(Sec. 252). That is, anchor plates of this type are utiHzed

where the anchor bolts are removable from the foundation.

Where a foundation is pocketed, the nuts for the lower ends

of the bolts are easily lost during the construction period

unless cavities are provided for their retention. Furthermore,

where an anchor plate has a nut

cavity in it, the nut can be placed

in the plate and the anchor bolt,

which should have a pointed and

threaded end (Sec. 114) can then

be screwed into the nut from

above. Also the nut cavity re-

tains the nut and hence prevents

the bolt from falling vertically

downward into the foundation

pocket.

205. A Nut-Yoke Anchor Plate,

which is an elaboration of the

design of Fig. 182, is shown in

Fig. 185. Its feature is that a

strap-iron yoke is attached, with

tap bolts, to the plate. Thereby

a nut cavity is formed. The chief

advantage of this anchor is that

the nut is "boxed in" and thereby prevented from falling

out and getting lost. Where a pointed-ond anchor bolt is

used, the pointed bolt end will, since the yoke permits lateral

shifting of the nut, readily ''find" and engage the nut

thread.

h--^i"-;>i

Fig. 185.—Nut-yoke anchor plate.
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Note.—The Anchor Plate Of Fig. 185 is proportioned to accommo-
date a 2-in. bolt. Dimensions of similar plates for bolts of other sizes

should vary proportionately. With anchors of this type for the smaller

bolts, only two tap bolts are required to hold on the yoke, instead of four

as shown in Fig. 185.

206. A Cast-iron Nut-Recess Anchor Plate is shown in

Fig. 186; proportions of a similar plate are given in Table 247.

This plate has a cavity, P, cored in it to receive and retain the

anchor-bolt nut. While plates of this type are, in general,

satisfactory they provide no means to prevent the nut from

slipping sideways out of the cavity. Hence the designs of

Figs. 185, 187 and 188 are preferable.

Upper Face--.^
|

Cavity
For Nut- P

-r-

-y

Hole For
Anchor
BolK

Anchor Bolf--—i^

irAnchor Plafz

.-De-presshn For
'Qcrsingf

Section Showing Slot And Pin In Plcice-

Hole For
Pm- ^"O <;

Hi'ale For
knchor
Bolt

Fig. 186.—Cast-iron nut-recess anchor

plate.

Fig. 187.—Foundation anchor plate

having a cotter-pin retainer.

207. A Nut-Recessed Anchor Plate Which Has A Retaining

Cotter is shown in Figs. 187 and 188. This is quite similar to

the design of Fig. 185. It differs therefrom in that its nut

cavity is closed on three sides. The fourth side is left open

to receive the nut. After the nut has been placed, a pin or

cotter is inserted in the hole which was drilled for its reception.

This prevents the nut from falling out. A nail or piece of

iron wire, which has been bent into cotter form, can be used

instead of a commercial cotter.
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Note.—An Annular Recess Is Shown In The Top Face Of The
Anchor Plate of Fig. 187 to receive the lower end of a casing (see Sec.

301). Such a recess can be provided in the upper face of any anchor

plate by making the pattern for the casting accordingly. However, it is

usually advisable in a pattern, which is to be used for general work, to

omit this depression. The reason is that casings which are used for

different jobs, for which anchor plates from the same pattern are applied,

may not all be of the same diameter. However, where a great many
anchor plates, all of one size are to be cast for some certain job, and each

anchor plate is to be used with a casing of the same diameter, then it is

desirable to provide a casing depression as shown in Fig. 187.

PIcrf-e Anchor.

Pointed
.-Anchor Bolt

Fig. 188.—Show-ing how cotter may
be bent to prevent nut from falling out

before bolt ts in place.

Fig. 189.—Cast-iron building

washer.

208. Ordinary Cast-iron Building Washers As Foundation

Anchors may be used as shown in B (Fig. 180). These

washers are (Fig. 189) convenient and satisfactory in a small

foundation, where the anchor bolts which carry them are

built solidly into the foundation. In these instahations, the

adhesion of the concrete to the bolt is, under normal conditions,

sufficient (Sec. 129) to prevent withdrawal or turning of the

bolt. Hence, in small foundations, specially-designed anchors

may not be necessary. But they do, in any case, provide an

additional factor of safety. The dimensions and weights of

ordinary building or ogee washers, as made by different manu-

facturers, vary somewhat. Those indicated in Table 209

may be considered as typical. See Sec. 251 for graph for

designing ogee washers.

Note.—Anchor Plates Of The Design Of Fig. 182 Are Better
Than Cast-Iron Building W.\shers (Fig. 189) for foundation anchor

bolts, even where the bolts are to be built in solid, because the plate of
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Fig. 182 has projections on it which prevent the turning of the cotter or

bolt head.

209. Table. Dimensions Of Cast-iron Ogee Building

V/ashers (all dimensions in inches).

Dia. of

bolt = d
B D Weight in

lb.

M
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diameter bolt, be one half of that of the corresponding cast

plate of Fig. 190. Table 211 in connection with Fig. 190 gives

data on dimensions and weights of anchor plates of rolled

steel which are proportioned in accordance with the preceding

suggestions.

Note.—A Steel Plate Can Be Thinner Than A Cast-Iron Plate
for a given diameter bolt. The steel plate is much stronger than the

Punched Or Drilled Hole'

hC>j h ---B -H

Fig. 190.—Anchor made of flat steel plate.

cast iron. However, the bearing area in each case should be the same,

because any anchor plate should have sufficient area that its load will be

distributed over enough masonry surface that the masonry will not crush.

211. Table. Dimensions Of Flat

Plates (all dimensions in inches).

Rolled -Steel Anchor

Dia. bolt

in in.
B Weight in

lb.

%
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212. Table Showing Properties Of Steel-Plate Anchor

Plates, as used by the American Steel Foundries, Chester, Pa.

fScfuare Hole

Steel Plafe-
hB

Fig. 191.—Steel-plate anchor plate for use with a non-removable anchor bolt which has

a square shank.

See Fig. 121 in Div. 2, on Foundation Anchor Bolts, for

illustration and properties of bolts to be used with this plate.
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application: The distance between the centers of the bolt

holes is fixed for each size of plate. The linking of the bolts

together, which the double anchor plate effects, is desirable

in that it insures correct bolt spacing in the foundation.

Furthermore, the double anchor plate provides ample bearing

area. Table 214 in connection with Fig. 192 indicates propor-

B

''-Cast Holes-

Fig. 192.—Double-bolt anchor plate. (Although "L" in the above illustration

and in the following table is the overall length, in a working drawing it would be more
convenient to, instead, specify the distancebetween centers of holes.)

tions of certain sizes of double anchor plates, that have been

used successfully in machinery foundations.

214. Table. Dimensions Of Double-Bolt Anchor Plates

(all dimensions in inches).

Dia. bolt,
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date the anchor bolts, A. The angle is set with the anchor

bolts in place in the form for the foundation prior to the

pouring of the concrete. The angles are supported from

the form by the heads of the bolts. The threaded ends of

t3- Hex. Nuts- >c:i

< Hex.HeoK^
Machine
Bolts

B

i:i

Steel
Angle,

mr

Fig. 193.—Angle-iron foundation-bolt anchor.

i
£ Pump

Sect ion CC

Fig. 194.—Foundation anchors made of steel angles for a centrifugal pump.

the bolts should hang from a templet (Sec. 307) upon which the

nuts rest. After the bolts and angles have been accurately

located, the concrete is poured around them.

216. The Angles Have The Advantage That They Can Be
Drilled For The Bolts In The Shop (Figs. 194 and 195) where
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accurate measurements can be made. This tends to insure

the correct location of the bolts in the foundation: If properly-

drilled angles are used for the bolts, they cannot be located

any other than the correct distance apart.

Example.—The foundation for a small centrifugal pump is shown in

Fig. 194. In this, each of the three two-bolt groups is anchored in the

foundation by its own short piece of steel angle. Where the spacing

r-L of Shaft .Bedplcife Of Machine

tt-Lon g I t u ojlnci 1 Section

Fig. 195.—Steel-angle anchors for bearing supports for a vertical shaft; the anchor bolts

are shown at C and the angles at D.

between bolts is as close as that shown in Fig. 194, it is frequently

impossible to obtain applicable cast-iron anchor plates. This renders

necessary the use of an anchor of some other type:—the angle-iron

anchor for example, as shown. Often cast-iron anchor plates cannot

be installed in such locations because they are so large that they inter-

fere with each other. The flange of the angle (Fig. 194) prevents the

nuts or bolt heads from turning.

217. Anchors Made Of Metal Scrap can often be utilized,

particularly when suitable anchor plates are not available.

Such an application is indicated in Fig. 178. This shows how
rail crops may be used as anchors. Some of the mills, in

which steel rails are rolled, use rail crops almost exclusively for

foundation anchors. Scrap angle iron is similarly applied, as

suggested in Sec. 216.
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218. Pieces Of Pipe Used As Foundation Anchors are

shown in Fig. 196. It sometimes occurs that a foundation

anchor bolt is too long and must be cut off. Instead of cutting

the bolt off it may be desirable to forge an eye in its lower

end and provide pipe anchors as shown in Fig. 196. In some
communities, it is the practice to forge an eye in the lower end

of every foundation anchor bolt instead of threading or forging

a square head on it. Where an eye is thus provided at the

lower end of each bolt, pieces of pipe or iron bar can be inserted

to serve as anchors.

Fig. 19(3.—Short lengths of pipe used as aiidiors.

Note.—Where An Anchor Bolt, Which Is Made Of A Rod
Having An Eye Or Loop Forged At Its Lower End, is to be built in

solid in a foundation {B, C and D, Fig. 196) it is unnecessary to weld the

free end of the eye to the body of the rod. The hardened concrete

packed around this free end will prevent it from opening out when the

rod is under tension. However, if the bolt is to be used in a pocketed

foundation with a casing around it, as at A, then the free end of the eye

should be welded to the body of the rod. This is to prevent the eye

bending open when a load is applied to the bolt.

219. A Single Pipe May Be Used As An Anchor For Two Or
More Bolts.—The method of Fig. 196 can, often, be profitably

extended so that the iron-bar or iron-pipe anchor will engage the

eyes of several bolts as shown in Fig. 197. An anchor bar, thus

extending between a number of bolts provides ample bearing

area. Furthermore it assists in lining up the bolts, prior to
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the pouring of the concrete, when they are being placed. Tlie

method of Fig. 197, has, however, the disadvantage that it

cannot be appHed to pocketed foundations, whereas the

method of Fig. 196 can be so appHed.

,-Temp/e/ •
'\

W^^^-'^
^|l- .---Mi.,.

K':^v^.i.:.^
i^'l'(!'^^'.f^'.'^...

Fig. 197.—Anchor pipe extending through two anchor-bolt eyes.

220. Anchor-Bolt Washers (this term is here used in its

literal, Sec. 195, meaning) are frequently provided at the upper

ends of anchor bolts. They provide a smooth seat upon

Forgeol Steel

Finish Over Ml

Fig. 198.—Finished steel washer.

Finisheof
Steel
Washer-

^^ .-Nut

Founoloition--

Fig. 199.—Finished steel washer in

place.

which the nut may turn. Fig. 198 shows a washer and Fig.

199 its application. On many machines, the face (or bosses)

of the bedplate, around each bolt hole, is machined to provide

a smooth bearing surface for the nuts. But on some equip-
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Bedplctfe Of Machine-.

Arrchor
Bolt—

.->[

mm.
Floor-..

Cone r i t e
Found oition

Washer5-.:^.

jL

<1 s"i.--v.--

Fig. 200 .— Unnecessarily-compli-

cated foundation-bolt anchors; the

multiple washers shown at W are

undesirable.

ment these surfaces are not machined. Where they are

not, it always pays to provide washers as shown in Fig. 199.

Where washers are used, the nuts can be turned into place

on the bolts much more easily. Also, the nuts can be set

more tightly and with less transverse stress than when washers

are not provided.

221. Elaborate Foundation-Bolt Anchors Are Unnecessary.

The arrangement of Fig. 200,

which was once recommended
by a writer in one of the tech-

nical papers, is no more effective

and may be less effective, than

a simple anchor bolt which has

an anchor plate of ample area

on its lower end. Furthermore

(as explained in Sec. 137), merely

cutting threads, ''jags" or gashes

in the lower end of an anchor

bolt, pounding small depressions

or flat places in it with a ham-
mer or otherwise slightly deforming the bolt, have httle effect

one way or the other on its resistance to withdrawal.

222. The Procedure In Designing Anchor Plates Will Now
Be Considered.—In the preceding sections of this division,

examples of proportions of anchor plates of various types

have been given. The proportions which are quoted in these

foregoing examples, although experience has shown them to

be ample for the conditions under which they were used, were

not, probably, always selected with due consideration for the

stresses which are actually imposed on the plates when they

are in service. In the folloAving sections, both empirical

and rational procedures for designing anchor plates will be

developed Explanatory examples will be given.

223. The Functions Of Anchor Plates Considered From
The Standpoint Of Design (see the illustrations) are two:

(1) To hold the cotter, bolt head or nut of the anchor bolt from
turning or from turning and dropping. (2) To transmit the

stress imposed on the bolt to an ample area of masonry of the

foundation.
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224. The Stresses Which Are Imposed On An Anchor

Plate Are indicated roughly by the arrows in Figs. 201 and

202. When the nut on an anchor bolt is screwed down, to

clamp the machine bedplate in position, the clamping force

is transmitted through the bolt to the anchor plate. The

H-Sect loncK I Elevcition^?^

Fig. 201.—Anchor plate and
bolt set solid in masonry without

casing.

.>\ 1 k-

< I-Scctionai Elevoition

Fig. 202.—Anchor plate and bolt in

foundation with casing.

plate is then pressed up against the masonry in which it is

embedded or on which it rests as shown in Figs. 201 and 202.

The masonry, assuming that there is no failure, resists the

upward pressure with an equal and opposite reaction. The
total force in pounds with which an anchor plate bears upward
against the foundation masonry is, usually and may be always

assumed to be, equal to the tension in pounds to which the
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anchor bolt is subjected by the screwing down of the nut.

The weight of the bolt itself and of the plate, which actually

produce additional tension in the bolt, are neglected because

their effect is too small to warrant consideration. The
anchor plate may be considered as acting as a sort of beam
loaded at its center.

225. In The Design Of Anchor Plates Simple Forms
Should Be Adopted.—This is true even when the plates are

to be of cast iron (which is the material most frequently

employed) to insure that the patterns will involve minimum
labor. There is no necessity for the complicated shapes

sometimes encountered. The design should, preferably, be

such that a minimum of coring is necessary in the molding.

Note.—When A Line Of Anchor Plates Is Being Designed for

bolts of different diameters, the plates should increase in size, by incre-

ments, as the bolt diameters increase. That is, the plates should be

proportioned in accordance with the loads which can safely be imj^osed

upon them by the anchor bolts, as will be explained in the following

sections.

226. Anchor Plates Are Usually Square (Fig. 201). The
patterns for this form are made readily. Also, the pockets

(Fig. 202), where such are provided in foundations, are, ordin-

arily, square. Hence, a square plate is accommodated more

effectively in a pocket than is a round one. Round anchor

plates (Fig. 189) may be and have been used under certain

conditions.

227. There Are Two Methods Of Proportioning Anchor

Plates which have been used in practice: (1) Empirical—All

dimensions are determined by employing empirical formulas

for which the anchor-bolt diameter is used as a basis. (2)

Rational—The various requirements which the plate must

satisfy in service are listed and the plate is so designed, by

appljdng the principles of mechanics, that these requirements

are satisfied.

Note.—An Example Of Each Of The Above Described Methods
Will Be Given; then, additional rational Fors. (55) to (64), which were

derived in accordance with the second method above, whereby anchor
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plates may be proportioned to satisfy any required conditions, will be

stated. Proportions for a complete line of plates (Table 247), derived in

accordance with these formulas, will be given.

228. An Example Of Empirical Anchor-Plate Design Based

On Anchor-Bolt Diameter is expressed by the following Fors.

(39 to 45) which are from the article by A. D. WilHams in

American Machinist for Dec. 23, 1904, on page 1715.

Probably the thickness of plates designed in accordance with

these formulas is insufficient for severe conditions. The

I-Top view

n-Side View
Y H-Dottom view

Fig. 203.—Foundation anchor plate with lugs to prevent nut from turning (to be

proportioned in accordance with the values given by Fors. (39) to (45). A. D. Williams,

American Machinery, (Dec. 23, 1904).

symbols refer to those of Fig.

inches.

203. All dimensions are in

(40)
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229. Another Example Of Empirical Anchor-Plate Design

Based On The Diameter Of The Bolt And The Safe Bearing

Strength Of The Foundation Material (S. H. Bunnell, Amer-

ican Machinist, June 18, 1903, page 869) is outlined in

Fors. (46) to (50) which follow. The symbols refer to Fig.

204, all dimensions being in inches.

_Y_

"A"

--->

<

/
H--
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231. Table. Proportions Of Square Anchor Plates Having

Nut Recesses (all dimensions are in inches). See Sees. 229

and 330.

Size of bolt
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It is herein assumed that tliere is sufficient depth, Fig. 205

(at least three times the width of the anchor plate) between

the anchor plate and the top of the foundation so that an

roa .Foundation C<2k
X:--Anchor Bolt

^^:^'---^-

I- Breaking

-P/afe
Sheared Through

H- Shearing HI- Bending

Fig. 206.—A plate should be sufficiently thick that it will not fail due to breaking,

shearing or bending.

Ouiside Diamefer
K d - >i

^fandarct
5crew Thread-^

unyielding bearing for the plate is obtained—so that the

foundation will not fail. See For. (61). (3) The 'plate should

be sufficieritly thick so that it will not fail under the anchor-bolt

load by breaking, shearing or bending, Fig.

206. The maximum tendency to bend

may be assumed to be in a vertical plane

through the hole. If the plate is strong

enough to resist bending near its center,

the other qualifications of requirement

(3) will ordinarily be satisfied. See

For. (64).

233. Anchor-Plate Dimensions Should

Be Based On The Diameter Of The
Anchor-Bolt At The Root Of The Thread

(Fig. 207) rather than on the outside

diameter of the rod of which the bolt is

made. That this is true is obvious from

the fact that the tensile strength of the

bolt is determined by the area at the

root of the thread and not by the cross-

sectional area of the unthreaded rod.

In Table 238 are given the sectional

areas of rods of different diameters and also the areas at the

roots of standard U. S. threads.

Poof Diamefer
'

K - dr >1

Fig. 207.—Illustrating

outside and root diam-

eters.
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Spring
Balance—'

BoltStress =

Force OfHook
Against Bolt

=

4,000 Lb.
>

W^- .'^.

:.-., fi
••Toundation - .,..

P

Reacts 4,000 Ux

Anchor Bolt

'^Compressive Force

AgainstMasonry -
.

i^-^^l

234. A Square Shape Is Generally The Most Convenient For

Anchor Plates.—It is also convenient, especially in pocketed

foundations, to have means provided on the plate as explained

previously, to keep the nut of the anchor bolt from turning.

Very large plates are prefer-

ably made in the form of

ribbed castings (Fig. 183)

to secure the necessary stiff-

ness without excessive
weight.

235. In Proportioning The
Bearing Area Of An Anchor

Plate, it should be remem-

bered that in every case, the

maximum stress that may be

imposed on a foundation

anchor plate is that which is

transmitted to it through an

anchor bolt. Hence it fol-

lows that an anchor plate

must have sufficient area

—

and thickness—to withstand

a stress equal to that which

its bolt is capable of sustain-

ing. That is, in proportion-

ing the area of the plate

that pushes or rests against

the masonry, the following

rule (Fig. 208) should be

observed : The area in square

inches of the anchor plate that hears against the foundation

masonry multiplied by the safe compressive strength of the

material of the foundation, in pounds per square inch, should

at least equal the total tension in pounds which the bolt is capable

of carrying. That is, total bolt stress = total compressive

stress on masonry. Expressing this relation as a formula:

.a/1 - .

Force Of Bolt Against Compressive Stress
Plate (4,000 Lb.)—> f^eads 2,000 Lb. Eachi,

Total=4,000 Lb.

Fig. 208.—Total bolt stress = total com-
pressive stress (bolt, balances and anchor

plate are assumed to have no weight).

(51) Sc — Sa (pounds)

Wherein : Sc = the total safe compressive stress on the founda-
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tion, in pounds. St = the total safe tensile stress on the

anchor bolt, in pounds. Formulas for computing the values

of Sc and St, and examples of their use will be given in the

two following sections.

236. To Compute The Total Compressive Stress Which

The Masonry Above An Anchor Plate Will Safely Stand, use

the following formula:

(52) Sc = Sc X An (pounds)

Wherein : Sc = the total safe compressive stress on the ma-
sonry, in pounds. Sc = the unit

compressive stress allowable on

the kind of masonry used in the

foundation, in pounds per square

inch. An = the net or effective

area of the plate which is sup-

ported by the masonry, in

square inches.

.•.•^.•- . -.'Fo undo ti on-.•.••,:••»•' •••:•

''^^'^y-^.

'*:'•'*'

HTOC
Compressive

Force
^Plafe,

Area

XToundafion

Ha ferial

Screw J
Jack- -y

t-.'y:'

A: <f

..*:<i

Fig. 209.—Illustrating example
What load will the plate support?

Example,—What is the total load

which a plate (Fig. 209) will safely

support if it has an effective area of

93 sq. in. and bears against good

brick in cement mortar? Solution.

Assuming a safe unit stress for this

masonry (Table 240) of 220 lb. per

sq. in., by For. (52), the total stress = Sc = /Sc X An = 220 X 93 =

20,460 lb.

237. To Compute The Total Safe Tensile Strength Of An

Anchor Bolt, use this formula:

(53) St = O.lS^dr^'St (pounds)

Wherein: S< = the safe working tensile strength of a round

anchor bolt, in pounds, dr = the diameter of a threaded bolt

at the root of the thread, in inches. St = the safe unit tensile

strength of the material in the bolt, in pounds per square inch.

For ordinary mild steel bolts, having a U. S. standard thread,

assuming a safe tensile strength of 6,000 lb. per sq. in. the safe

total stress is expressed more simply:

(54) St = 6,000a (pounds)
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Wherein: a = the area of a standard bolt at the root of the

thread as given in the fourth column of Table 238.

Example.—What is the safe load for a standard Ij^^-in. bolt? Solu-
tion.—By For. (54), the safe load, St = 6,000a. a, by Table 238 = 0.893

sq. in. St = 6,000 X 0.893 = 5,358 Ih.

238. Table. Total Areas And Areas At Roots Of U. S.

Standard Threaded Rods Of Different Diameters.

d

Diameter of

rod, in.

dr

Diameter at

root of

thread

A
Area of rod,

sq. in.

a

Area, in

sq. in.,

at

root of

standard

thread

Q2

Ratio of a

to A,

that is,

a

A
= Q'

K
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this area, the required width of a square anchor plate may be

readily calculated.

(55) An = 0.7S5dr^-^ (square inches)

Wherein: An = the net area = total area of the anchor plate

minus the area of the rod or casing; that is the area of the

plate actually supported by the masonry, in square inches.

dr = the root diameter of the anchor bolt, in inches. St = the

safe unit tensile stress which is assumed for the anchor bolt,

in pounds per square inch. Sc = the safe compressive stress

which is assumed for the masonry (Table 240), in pounds per

square inch. If desired, the value a, may be taken directly

from Table 238 and substituted in place of the quantity

0.785dr^. If such a table is not available, the value of a may
be computed approximately as 0.7 of the gross area of the bolt

based on its outside diameter. Substituting in the above

formula, there results:

S
(56) An = a^ (square inches)

or as a proportion

(57) An:a::St:Sc

Derivation.—Since by For. (51), the total stress on the plate and

that on the bolt are equal, Fors. (52) and (53) may be equated thus:

(58) AnSc= 0.785dr^St or solving for A„,

S
(59) An = 0.785dr^cr (square inches)

which is the same as For. (55).

Example,—;The safe tensile strength of wrought iron (6,000 lb. per

sq. in.) is about twenty-four times the compressive strength of brick

(250 lb. per sq. in.). Hence the net bearing area of a plate resting against

a brick foundation should be at least twenty-four times the cross-sec-

tional area of the bolt at the root of the thread. Observing the above

proportion and referring to the anchor plate shown in Fig. 210, the area,

EFGH, should, this being a brick foundation, be equal to at least

twenty-four times the cross-sectional area of the bolt at the root of the

thread. For materials other than brick, the ratio of bolt to bearing area

would be different; see Table 240.

Note.—The Bearing Power Of Brick In Lime Mortar Is Much
Less Than The Bearing Powder Of Concrete Or Of Good Stone
Work; see Table 240. Hence, anchor plates large enough to provide a

sufficient area to impose a safe load on some brick foundations, are
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Foundafion Masonry—j^ ;-ArKhor Plorft

unnecessarily large if they are used in a foundation of concrete. The
error is, however, in the safe direction. Hence it is frequently the

practice to so proportion anchor plates so that their bearing areas will

be great enough that they can be

safely used in lime-mortar brick

work. Then, it is certain that they

will be safe in concrete.

Example.—The bearing areas for

the cast lugged plate shown in Table

200 and Fig. 182 are safe, so experi-

ence has shown for lime-mortar brick.

Hence the plates are safe as regards

bearing area, for concrete founda-

tions, even when the effective bear-

ing area has been decreased (Sec.

242) through the use of a casing of

the usual diameter. But the dimen-

sions of Table 202 and Fig. 183 show
proportions for anchor plates which,

although they are doubtless ample

for cement-mortar brick or concrete,

are probably none too strong for

lime-mortar brick foundations.

Lim Of Brickwork Arounc^ Bo!P

Fig. 210.—Showing how an area (of

an anchor plate) which is at least equiva-

lent to the cross-sectional area of the
bolt, is ineffective in bearing against the

foundation masonry.

240. Table Giving Allowable Pressures On Foundation

Materials (Marks Mechanical Engineers' Handbook)
compiled according to the building laws of principal American
cities:

Material

Allowable pressure

Tons per

sq. ft.

Rubble in cement mortar

Rubble in lime mortar. . .

Brick in lime mortar

Rubble in cement mortar

Granite ashlar

Sandstone ashlar

Limestone ashlar

Portland cement concrete

165- 280

110- 165

110

210- 250

835-2,350

420-1,600

560-2,300

210- 400

12- 20

8- 12

8
15- 18

60-170

30-115

40-166

15- 20
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/Anchor Bolt ,j

Air Space-^

W^J^: ''<?;

y

,.Anchor-Bolf
/ Casing/

Example.—What should be the net area, in square inches, of a square

anchor plate for a l^-in. bolt which rests against concrete? Solution.—
The root area of a l3^-in. bolt by Table 238 is 1.295 sq. in. The allowable

stress on concrete is, by Table 240, 210 lb. per sq. in. Hence, by For.

56, the net area, An = a St/Sc = 1.295 X 6,000 -^ 210 = 37 sq. in.

241. The Area Of The Bolt Hole Should, Where No Casing

Is Used, Be Subtracted From The Total Area Of The Plate

To Obtain The Effective Area.—Obviously, the bolt hole in

a plate does not bear against the masonry. Hence, its area

should be deducted. In a stone or brick foundation where,

as shown by the dotted square in Fig. 210, the brick and stone

work is so set as to form a vertical cavity in which the bolt

stands, the cross-sectional area of the cavity should be

deducted from the total area to

obtain the effective area.

242. In Determining The Total

Area Which The Face Of An
Anchor Plate, Which Is To Be
Used With A Casing, Should

Have, certain precautions must

be observed: As shown in Fig.

211, only the portion of the

anchor plate, HJK, is effective

in pushing against the masonry.

For a given total plate area, the

effective area of a plate is ob-

viously greatly reduced by the

presence of a casing. Therefore the total area of a plate as

designed must be made to include not only the effective area

but also the area of the casing and any other area which is not

supported by the masonry.

Note.—Where A Casing Is Used, the horizontal area of the casing

must be added to the net area of the plate as found by Fors. (55) and

(56) to obtain the total required area of the plate. This casing area

is usually at least equal to that of a circle (Sec. 279) 2 in. larger in diam-

eter than the anchor bolt. This is because a space of at least 1 in. is

usually provided around the bolt by the casing. Casings are, of course,

of many different sizes and shapes on different jobs. Expressing this

relation as a formula:

(60) At = An + a'. (sq. in.)

Foundation Anchor Plate

Fig. 211.—Only a portion of an

anchor plate, which is used with a cas-

ing, is effective in bearing against the

masonry.
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Wherein: Ai = the total area of the face of an anchor plate, in square

inches; it is equal to the square of the side of a square plate. An = the

net or effective area of the plate which actually bears against the masonry,

in square inches, a' = the area of the plate which is not supported by
the masonry, in square inches. It is equal to the area of the bolt hole

where no casing is used. It is equal to the outside area of the casing

where one is used.

243. To Compute The Safe Length Of Side For A Square

Anchor Plate For An Anchor Bolt Which Is To Be Used Either

With Or Without A Casing, use one of the following formulas

:

(61) Luii = \/Ai = -x/An + a' (inches)

(62) L,.i = J"^ + a' (inches)

(63) Lu,i = dr-yj-^—^— + 0.' (inches)

Wherein: Ly,i = the length of side of an anchor plate, in

inches. The other symbols have the same meaning as

explained under Fors. (55), (56) and (60). Use the simplest of

the four expressions for Ly^i which may be used with the known
values, that is the one which the values will fit.

Derh^ation.—The length of side of a square plate is, of course, equal

to the square root of its total area. The other expressions are obtained

by substituting the values of ^< as given in preceding formulas.

Example.—What should be the length of side of a square anchor plate

for a 1 ^^-in. anchor bolt which is to bear against a cement-mortar brick

foundation? No casing is used. The hole in the plate is 2 in. in diam-

eter. Solution.—The root area of a 1^-in. anchor bolt is 1.746 sq. in.

The area of the hole is 0.785 X (2)^ = 3.14 sq. in. Assume a safe unit

stress of 6,000 lb. per sq. in. for the steel and 210 lb. per sq. in. for the

masonry. Then by For. (62),

Lu^ = VaS^7+'a' = \/(1.746 X 6,000 h- 210) + 3.14 = 7.2 in.

Example.—The required effective area of an anchor plate is found

to be 128 sq. in. A square casing 33^ in. outside dimensions is used.

What is the required length of side for a square anchor plate? Solution.

The area of the casing is 33^ X 33^ = 12.2 sq. in. By For. (61), the

length of side, L^i = \^An + a' = \/l28 + 12.2 = 11% in.

244. Approximate Rules For The Thickness Of Anchor
Plates at their centers are given below. These rules provide

thicknesses which experience has shown are ample for ordinary
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conditions. See For. (64) for a more exact method of com-

puting anchor-plate thicknesses. The following rules should

be used with caution when the length of side of the plate

exceeds 10 times the bolt diameter. (1) For cast-iron plates

the thickness should equal from 1 X bolt diameter to 134 X
holt diameter, depending on the severity of the expected condi-

tions. (2) For mild-steel plates, the thickness should equal

from ^"2 X bolt diameter to % X bolt diameter.

Note.—Grouting Between Anchor Plates And Their Founda-

tions Reduces The Bending Stresses In The Plates. It is obvious

that if the plate of Fig. 213 were grouted to the masonry, the bend-

ing moment on the plate would be much less. Hence, in practice, a

*'grouted-in" plate, or one which has an even bearing on the masonry,

may be safely made considerably thinner than where there is a chance

for an uneven bearing.

Example.—If a foundation anchor bolt is of 1-in. diameter, the thick-

ness of plate-iron or steel anchor plate for it should be at least 0.5 (H)
in. thick at its center.

245. Transverse Stresses Imposed On An Anchor Plate

Due To Unequal Loading May Be Very Great.—It sometimes

occurs (Fig. 212) due to the

irregularities in the surfaces of

the bricks or stone used in a

foundation, that an anchor plate

will bear against the masonry

at only two or three points.

In such a case, the load is not

uniformly distributed over the

entire effective area of the plate.

Hence, under these conditions,

much larger stresses are im-

posed on the plate and ma-
sonry than when the support

is uniform. To avoid failure

under such conditions, the for-

mula, derived in the following

section for the thickness of the plate, assumes that such uneven

support may exist; and gives thickness values such that no fail-

ure of the plate will take place under such conditions. Such

Anchor Bolt-
Prokcfion On

Fig. 212.—Irregularities in the sur-

faces against which an anchor plate

bears may increase the strains in it.
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l-i-Anc^or Bolt

conditions do not ordinarily cause failure of the masonry

because, if the plate is supported on very small points, these

points will crush until a larger bearing is secured. The

possibility of such failure will be eliminated by bedding the

plate in grout. However, in practice, it is seldom that anchor

plates are bedded in grout.

246. To Compute The Proper

Thickness Of A Square Anchor

Plate For An Anchor Bolt Of A
Given Diameter (Fig. 213) the

width, the length of side, of the

plate being known, the following

formula (see derivation below)

may be used. This equation

provides thicknesses somewhat ^ j^ _ ^^
'°"

J

X^TZ^TTZ?mti

X"

Foundation- M-Anchor Bolt

^m^M
\Plafe

I

Resting
^ On Two

\
Edges

fe
,

'^^•/d^- -.Led)
I If

>l
^^t^

WL

B

'SmallDiameter OfNut

Fig. 213.—Conditions which im-

pose a maximum stress on an anchor-

bolt plate.

EI5: B
Anchor-

Bolt Hole>

Supports

I-Bo+tom \l\z,^

"V"^^,^^^

Fig. 214.—Showing how an anchor plate

may be considered as a beam.

greater than those often employed; this is because of the

severe assumptions used in its development.

(64) Lti = O.QdiLiwi — l.lrf *S;2

Wherein: Lu = the required thickness of the plate, in inches,

at its center; the thickness at the edge may be made, arbitrarily,

one half the thickness at the center. L^,. = the width or

length of side of the plate, in inches, which may be computed
with For. (61). d = outside diameter of the bolt, in inches.
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St = safe tensile stress allowed in the bolt or rod, in pounds

per sq. in. St2 = safe tensile stress allowed in the plate,

in pounds per sq. in. Where both the bolt and the plate

are of mild steel, taking a safe stress of 6,000 lb. per sq. in.

for the rod and 12,000 lb. per sq. in. for the plate, the fraction

St/St2 is equal to 6,000 ^ 12,000 = 0.5; where the bolt is of

mild steel and the plate of cast iron, taking 3,000 lb. persq.

in. for the cast iron, St/St2 = 6,000 ^ 3,000 = 2.

Derivation.—It is difficult if not impossible to derive an exact

formula for the determination of the safe thickness of an anchor plate.

The ideal desideratum is to make the anchor plate as strong as the anchor

bolt which imposes the load on the plate. For. (64) is based on the

assumption that an anchor plate acts like a wide beam (Fig. 214) which

is supported on only two of its outer edges, AB and CD, and which is

loaded near the center along two lines EF and GH, which represent the

edges of the nut. The load is imposed on this beam by the anchor

bolt. Actually, it is seldom, if ever, that an anchor plate is subjected to

conditions as severe as these. Hence the assumptions are safe ones

Now for any beam

:

(65) Resisting moment = {allowable stress) X {Section modulus)

For a beam of rectangular section it can be shown that:

.
width X depth-

(66) Section moduius = ^

The effective width of this "beam" is the width of the anchor plate

less the diameter of the anchor-bolt hole. Assuming that the anchor-

bolt hole is 1.1 times the outside diameter of the bolt, then effective width

= Lu'i — I. Id. Hence substituting this quantity, and the symbol

Lit for the depth, in For. (65) there results:

(67) Section modulus = ^

and instead of For. (65) there results:

(68) • Reu.tingn.oment^
'-''^'^'-'-^'-''^ '<''"'

The maximum bending moment (which for these conditions is at the

center of the beam) for a beam supported at both ends and carrying two

symetrical loads is:

(69) Max. Bend. Mom. = {One load) X {Distance from load to support)

Now, assuming that the area at the root of the thread is 0.7 of the total

area of the rod, in this case the total load imposed on the plate beam
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is the safe load which the anchor holt will carry = St X 0.7854 X d"^ X 0.7.

But the total load is imposed on the plate as two equal loads, one at each
edge of the nut, hence one load = mSt X 0.7854 X d- X 0.7).

The distance between the lines of load application, F and H (Fig. 214),

is taken as being equal to l.Grf because the distance between flats of nuts =
1.6 X outside diameter of bolt, approximately. Now, the distance from
one support to one load is the distance Q in Fig. 214. Hence, obviously,

Distancefrom load to support = H X Lun — H X 1.6d = mL^i — l.Qd).

Substituting the expressions derived as above in For. (69) . there

results

:

(70) Max. Bend. Mom. = >^ (0.7854 X d^ X 0.7 X St) X H
{Lwx — 1.6d).

Simplifying:

(71) Max. Bend. Mom. = 07584 X <^' X 0.7 X & X {L^ - 1.6d)

4

(72) Max. Bend. Mom. = 0.137 X d"" X St{L^i - l.M)

For any beam, and hence for this anchor plate:

(73) Resisting Moment = Max. Bend. Moment

Now, substituting for the expressions in For. (73) their equivalents from
Fors. (68) and (72):

(74) {Ui-l.\d)XLti^XS,, ^ Q^3^ ^ ^, ^ ^^^^ _ ^
o

Transposing

:

.7.. J 2 _ 6 X 0.137 Xd'^X (L^i - l.Qd) X St
^^^^ ^'' ~ (Lu^i - l.ld) X St2

Simplifying and solving for Lu

:

(76) Lu = 0.9d Jf^^^^-4^ X ^ (inches)
Id St2

which is the same as For. (64)

Example.—What should be the thickness at the center of a square

cast-iron anchor plate, which has a length of side of 8 in., for a 1-in.

diameter anchor bolt? The safe stresses assumed are: For the bolt,

6,000 lb. per sq. in.; for the plate 3,000 lb. per sq. in. Solution.—
Substitute in For. (64)

:

Lt, = O.ddVliUi - 1.6d)/(L„i - l.ld)] X (St/St2) =

0.9 X 1 V[(8 - 1.6 X 1) H- (8 - 1.1 X 1)] X (6.00d^~3;0b0) =

0.9\/(6.4 -T- 6.9) X 2 = 0.9a/0.93 X 2 = 0.9\/r86 =

0.9 X 1.34 = 1.23 in. or say IH in.

Examples.—The values shown in the "E" columns in Table 247, were

computed—to the nearest }i in., for the anchor plates having the lengths

of side shown in columns "C3"—by using For. (64).
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248. Table. Constants Used in Computing the Anchor-

Plate Dimensions Shown in Table 247. (All dimensions are

in inches.)

Symbol Dimension designation
How proportioned

(all dimensions in inches)

d
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249. The Safe Working Tensile Strength Of Mild Bolt

Steel For The Values Of Table 247 has been, for the computa-

tions of the vahies of Cz in Table 247, taken at 6,000 lb. per

sq. in., that is, the value of 6,000 was substituted for the

symbol St in For. (64). The safe tensile strength of cast iron,

St2, has been taken as 3,000 lb. per sq. in,

260. The Safe Bearing Strength Of Masonry For The
Values Of Table 247—.So in For. (55)—for the first column

under Ca Table 247, was taken as 70 lb. per sq. in., this being

Nuf Recess
Or Pocket-.

y t^-

^

p
J

t

x_/
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Explanation.—To Find The Required Diameter D: Find, in the

column at the left of the chart, the load which is to be distributed.

Then, trace horizontally to the right until the hea\'y vertical line LL
is intersected. Now, follow the slope of the inclined lines until the

vertical line representing the allowable pressure on the wood is inter-

FiG. 216.—Diagram for determining cast-iron ogee-washer proportions. (The

values in the spaces around the graphs refer to the Unes below or to the right of the

values.) Diagram indicates washer diameters (D), and thicknesses (7"), for various rod

sizes id), total loads (P), and assumed compression stresses on wood (C), on the basis of

16,000 lb. per sq. in. allowable stress in the rods. If it is desired to find these values for

any other stress proceed as follows: For any unit stress, S, compute an equivalent load

Px which will be equal to P X 16,000/ S. Find value for Px in P column and find cor-

responding values of d only. For D, T and C, start with the original value of P and

proceed as explained in text.

Example.—P = 41,000 lb. S = 12,000 lb. per sq. in. Allowable fiber stress in

washers, 4,000 lb. per sq. in. ; C = 365 lb. per sq. in. Then Px = 41,000 X 16,000/12,-

000 = 55,000 lb. Following this value (upper dotted line) to the right, we find that

a 2^-in. rod with 2^^-in. upset end will serve. Starting again with P as 41,000 lb.

(lower dotted line) and following this line to LL and on to a 365-lb. value for C as indi-

cated, we find a 12>4-in. diameter, D, necessary. Following down to the 4,000-lb.

curve below, we find T ^ D = 0.22. T = 0.22 X 121-^ = 2H in., approx. Other

proportions are shown in drawing at the lower left.

sected. Next, follow parallel to the horizontal lines and read off the

required diameter on the right-hand scale.

To Find The Required TnicKNESS T: Follow down the vertical

line, representing the allowable pressure on the wood, until the curved

line near the bottom of the diagram, representing the allowable tension

in the cast iron, is intersected. Then, trace to the right, parallel to the

horizontal lines, and the value of T/D is found on the scale at the right-
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hand side of the chart. If the diameter D, already obtained, is multi-

plied by this value of T/D, the required thickness results.

Three Of The Columns On The Left Side Of The Diagram
simply give sizes of rods which will carry the loads given in the other

column when their fiber stress is 16,000 lb. per sq. in. Values for both

upset rods and non-upset are given. The caption of Fig. 216 directs how
to obtain the correct size of rod when a stress other than 16,000 lb. per

sq. in. is used. If the proper size of rod is known the directions of the

note need not be used.

Note.—In the graphs of Fig. 216, a safe bolt tensile strength of

16,000 lb. per sq. in. has been assumed; this value may be safe for bolts

which are to be used in wooden structures, but for foundation anchor

bolts, a value of 6,000 lb. per sq. in. is probably a more reasonable

value.

QUESTIONS ON DIVISION 4

1. What are foundation-bolt anchors? What are washers? What is an anchor plate?

2. Under what circumstances may foundation-bolt anchors be dispensed with?

3. What factor primarily determines the requisite proportions of anchor plates?

What factors determine their design?

4. What materials are commonly used for anchor plates?

5. What factor principally determines the requisite bearing area for anchor plates?

6. How does use of a casing around an anchor bolt affect the bearing area of the

anchor plate?

7. Why is it desirable to grout anchor plates?

8. Describe, with sketches, two forms of lugged anchor plates.

9. Of what materials are anchor plates generally made?
10. Describe, with a sketch, a nut-yoke anchor plate.

11. What is an ogee washer? Under what conditions is such a washer suitable for use

as an anchor plate?

12. Describe a steel-plate anchor plate. What are the advantages of such plates?

13. What factor limits the general application of double anchor plates?

14. What are the advantages of foundation-bolt anchors made of steel angle plates?

16. Describe, with a sketch, an eye or loop forged on the lower end of an anchor bolt.

What purpose does such an eye serve? What conditions of service would require that

the end of the bolt be welded when an eye is forged on an anchor bolt? Under what
conditions might the eye be left unwelded?

16. What are the advantages of forging eyes on the lower ends of anchor bolts and
stringing the bolts on pipe anchors? What are the disadvantages of this method?

17. What benefit results from placing washers under the nuts on foundation bolts?

18. What two-fold function is performed by anchor plates?

19. What is the nature of the stresses which an anchor plate sustains?

20. Give an approximate rule for determining the thickness of an anchor plate.

21. Give the dimensions of an anchor plate designed in accordance with an anchor-

bolt diameter of 1 in.

22. What diameter of the anchor bolt should be used as a basis of design for anchor

plates?

23. What is meant by the safe bearing strength of masonry?

PROBLEMS ON DIVISION 4

1. Anchor bolts of 1-in. diameter are to be placed in a brick foundation. What should

be the area of each anchor plate used therewith? If the holes in the anchor plates are of

lyi-'m. diameter, what should be the diameter of the plates, assuming that the plates

are circular?
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2. If the anchor bolts in Problem 1 were enclosed in casings of 33^-in. external diam-
eter, what should be the anchor-plate diameter?

3. An anchor bolt is ?4-in. in diameter. The ultimate tensile strength of the material

is 00,000 lb. per sq. in. What is the total safe tensile strength of the bolt if a factor of

safety of 5 is allowed?

4. The safe unit bearing strength of the material in a masonry foundation is 300

lb. per sq. in. The diameter of the anchor-bolt holes is li-^-in. Square anchor plates,

the sides of which measure 10 in., are used. What is the total safe bearing strength of

the area of the masonry in contact with each anchor plate?

6. Assuming that casings 4-in. outside diameter were used in Problem 4 what is the

safe bearing strength of the area of the masonry in contact with each anchor plate?

6. The safe unit bearing strength of the reinforced concrete in a foundation is 400 lb.

per sq. in. The anchor bolts are of IJ'^-in. diameter. The safe stress on the anchor

bolts is 6,000 lb. per sq. in. What should be the length of each side of the square anchor

plates to be used in this foundation?

7. Anchor bolts of 1^4-in. diameter are to be used with casings in a concrete foun-

dation. The safe stress on the bolts is assumed to be 6,000 lb. per sq. in. What
should be the length of side of square anchor plates that are to be used with these bolts?

8. A cast-iron ogee washer is required to distribute a load of 12,500 lb. on a wooden
surface. The allowable pressure on the wood being 300 lb. per sq. in., what should be

the outside diameter of the washer?

9. What should be the thickness of the cast-iron ogee washer in Problem 8, if the

allowable tension in the iron is 4,000 lb. per sq. in.?



DIVISION 5

ANCHOR-PLATE POCKETS

252. An Anchor-Plate Pocket (Fig. 217) is a cavity or

chamber in the foundation directly under the anchor plate of

Hiofh-Pressure Cylinder-,

Steam
Supply

Pipe

/Floor

,-Low-Pres5ure
' Cylinoler

pi'iflTilf,:"-

V:-.-".
••• -. • ••.

'"-.j^rKhor Plates'-'
' y^--'fbckefs'-''-'^ •

-^
'

'- '''-Anchor Bolt -"'•".•• '/•.

Fia. 217.—Anchor-plate pockets in the foundation for a tandem-compound Corliss

engine.

Grout- -^

Anchor Bolt.

Concrete-.
Founofathn':

Fig. 218.—Transverse section of the foundation of Fig. 217.

an anchor bolt. Other examples of anchor-plate pockets are

shown in Fig. 218 and the illustrations which follow.

214
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253. The Function Of An Anchor-Plate Pocket is to permit

the withdrawal or insertion of the anchor bolt at any time.

The provision of a pocket permits the insertion of the anchor

bolts in a foundation after the foundation has been completed.

It is frequently desirable to build a foundation without the

anchor bolts in it (see Sec. 107) so that their projecting ends

will not interfere with the installation of the machinery on the

foundation. Where such a condition is to be satisfied the

foundation must be ''pocketed."

Note.—Occasionally a broken foundation-bolt must be replaced.

Such replacements are, unless pockets are provided, exceedingly difficult.

Furthermore, it is sometimes infeasible to place the anchor bolts in a

foundation when it is being constructed because of the bolts not having

been received from the manufacturer. Obviously, in such instances a

pocketed foundation must be used. As is evident, pockets are used

only where the anchor bolts are removable.

254. Large-Foundation Installations Justify The Provision

Of Pockets for the nuts and anchor plates. The reason is that,

with all large foundations, it is, unless pockets are provided,

exceedingly expensive to replace a broken anchor bolt. Fur-

thermore, the anchor bolts in large foundations frequently

extend a considerable distance above the top surface of the

foundation. These extending bolt ends would interfere

materially with the skidding of the machine onto the founda-

tion if the bolts were placed prior to the placing of the machine

bedplate. Where bolts are removable, that is, where pockets

are provided, such interference can be eliminated.

255. There Are Two Kinds Of Anchor-Plate Pockets,

Accessible Pockets And Inaccessible Pockets.

—

An accessible

pocket (Fig. 219) is one which opens to the outside of, or to a

tunnel, T, channel, C, or depression, D, in the foundation so that

the lower end of the anchor bolt may be always accessible for

inspection or repair. An inaccessible pocket (Fig. 220) is

merely a cavity under the anchor plate to accommodate the

end of the anchor bolt which extends through the nut. The
accessible type is the more frequently used because of the

reasons specified in Sec. 25G and because an inaccessible

pocket may become clogged with rubbish which falls in from
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the top of the foundation, whereby its purpose is defeated.

Only pockets of the accessible type will be discussed in this

Division.

'.9
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256. Accessible Pockets Are Preferable To Inaccessible

Pockets.—Where accessible pockets are used, the lower nut

may, if its thread strips, be renewed readily. Furthermore,

the anchor plate in an accessible pocket can, if it breaks, be

replaced readily. Where the pockets are inaccessible, the

work involved, in making repairs similar to those just specified,

is so great that the repair may be infeasible.

Note.—In Practice, It Is Seldom That Nuts Strip Or That
Anchor Plates Break. Hence, inaccessible pockets are sometimes

used in foundations, particularly when the anchor bolts with which they

are associated are located well in toward the center of the foundation

mass—away from its edges. To convert such inaccessible pockets

—

those far away from the sides of the foundation—into open pockets,

would necessitate relatively-long tunnels through the foundation from

its sides to the tunnel chamber. Fig. 166 shows an engine foundation

in which inaccessible pockets are used throughout except at anchor bolts

I and 1.

257. The Locations Of The Pockets In A Foundation must

be determined in each specific installation. It is difficult to

outline any general rule. It is usual, however, to have founda-

tion bolts extend almost to the bottom of, or at least 30 times

the diameter of the anchor bolt into (Sec. 130) the foundation.

Note.—If The Above Rule Is Followed The Pockets Will
Nearly Always Be Located Near The Bottom Of The Foundation.
Where a foundation is constructed on a footing as indicated in Fig. 221,

the top surface of the footing frequently constitutes the bottom of the

pocket cavity. It is obvious that the location of the pockets in a foun-

dation will, in any case, be determined largely by the lengths of the

anchor bolts.

258. In Removing An Anchor Bolt From A Pocketed Foun-

dation, it is only necessary to unscrew the anchor bolt. If

the pocket is accessible, the nut can then be removed from the

anchor plate and, if necessary, a new nut substituted.

Note.—Anchor Bolts For Pocketed Foundations Consist, In

Practically Every Case, Of Mild-Steel Rods (Div. 2) which are

threaded on both ends. An anchor bolt having a head forged on its

lower end could not be removed from the foundation.

259. Pockets In Brick Foundations may be arranged as

suggested in Fig. 221. In constructing the foundation, a
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cavity, C, is left in the brick work. From this cavity, extend-

ing vertically upward, a shaft, S, is provided. This forms a

casing hole permitting the future insertion of the anchor bolt.

To support the brick work above the pocket cavity, a slab, W,
of wrought or cast iron or of stone can be used. If an iron

slab is utilized it may be proportioned of sufficient thickness

to constitute an anchor plate. This renders the use of an
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Fig. 221.—Anchor-bolt pocket in brick foundation.

additional anchor plate unnecessary. Cast-iron anchor plates

of the standard types used in foundations can often be applied

instead of an iron slab.

Note.—Where The Slab Is Of Stone, An Anchor Plate Should
Be Used On The Lower End Of the Anchor Bolt (Fig. 218) to

distribute the tension which is assumed by the anchor bolt, over a

relatively large area of the slab. Boiler plate of sufficient thickness can

often be obtained from junk dealers at little cost. \Miere such is the

case, a rectangular piece of the plate, which has a hole drilled through

it at the proper location, constitutes a splendid roof slab for the pocket

in a brick foundation.

260. Pockets In Rock Or Stone Foundations are constructed

in practically the same manner as are those for brick, as

illustrated in Fig. 221 and described in Sec. 259.

261. Pockets In Concrete Foundations are subject to more
variation in design and arrangement than are those in

structures of brick. Fig. 222 shows the arrangement and
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construction of a typical concrete foundation pocket. In

concrete foundations it is usual to place a footing, which

covers the entire bottom of the hole which has been excavated

for the foundation. Then the foundation proper is built up

on this footing. Ordinarily the bottom of the pocket hole is

(Fig. 222) the top of the foundation footing. A form of some

description is always necessary where a pocket is to be cast

Templet-—^ -y Casing Form-.

-Anchor Bolt-

1-5 e c t I on I-E 1 e V d 1 1 n

Fig. 222.—Iron-pipe casing and
formed pocket in a concrete foun-

dation.

Fig. 223.—Section showing
arrangement of pocket and cas-

ing forms.

into a concrete foundation. Forms of different types will be

discussed in sections which follow.

262. A Wooden Form For A Pocket And A Casing Hole is

shown in Fig. 223 in position in the foundation with the

concrete cast around it. Where an iron-tube casing is not

used for the anchor bolt, the arrangement suggested in Fig.

223 is a good one.

Explanation.—The casing form (Fig. 223) is supported, at its upper

end, by the templet, T. To its lower end, the top piece, P, of the pocket

form is nailed. This top piece is supported at its sides, back and front,

with pieces of board which constitute the form for the pocket walls.

Although the front board, F, of the pocket form (that is, the board at the

access side of the pocket), serves to support the concrete which rests

on the top piece, it is always desirable to secure the pocket form to the

foundation form, Af, by nails, which are driven in from the outside as

shown.
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263. Forms For Pockets Where A Metal Casing Is To Be

Used For The Anchor Bolt are shown in Figs. 224, 225 and
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Fig. 224.—Stone slab forming back of pocket.
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Fig. 225.—Showing mothod of supporting top piece of pocket form with anchor bolt.
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Fig. 226.—Pocket formed with bricks in a concrete foundation.

226. In these appHcations, the form for the pocket is so

associated with the bolt casing that the casing serves as a

partial support for the form.
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264. It Is Desirable To So Arrange The Pieces Of Board

Constituting The Pocket Form That They Can Be Removed
Readily after the foundation has set. If, in building a pocket

form, it is so constructed that the back board {B, Fig. 227)

butts against the ends of the two side pieces S, the side pieces

can be removed easily after the foundation has set. The
back piece, B, however, will probably be difficult of removal,

because the concrete will bind it at its ends. If, however,

^Founofcttion Form
,

Stole Piece-

i y-Back Pieces--.

yvoi o B
-'

z=^^

I-Dcick Butted E-STole ' B u t t e d

Fig. 227.—Methods of making a form for pockets. (Note.—Both I and II show top-

sectional views of pocket form.)

the side pieces, P, are side-butted, as shown at II, the form

can be readily pried out of the foundation after it hardens.

265. Stone Slabs May Be Used To Form The Backs Of

Pocket Forms to obviate the difficulty that may occur as

suggested in Sec. 264. Figs. 224 and 225 illustrate pocket

forms having stone-slab backs. The sides of a pocket can

also be made of stone slabs when stone of the proper dimen-

sions is available. Such slabs are, of course, permitted to

remain permanently in the foundation.

266. Sand May Be Used For Filling In Pocket Forms, as

shown in Fig. 224, to prevent the possible collapse of the form

due to the weight of the superimposed concrete. Where sand

is used, the form is filled to its brim before the top board is

placed in position. Where stone slabs are utihzed for a

pocket form they can be held temporarily in position by plac-

ing a batch of concrete outside of them, as shown in Fig. 224.

267. The Attachment Of Casings To Pocket Forms can be

effected as outlined in Figs. 224 and 225. The casings must
be available when the concrete is being poured. They can,

if the anchor bolts are at hand, be used to support the top

board of a pocket form as shown in Fig. 225. The iron-pipe

casing (Fig. 225) is cut to a length exactly equal to the distance
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between the top of the foundation and the roof of the pocket.

The upper end of the anchor bolt is then located accurately

in the foundation form b}^ a templet. The casing is arranged

concentrically around the bolt by one of the methods which

is ordinarily used (Sec. 301) and is clamped between the

bottom face of the templet and the board which forms the

top of the pocket form. Where the sides of the pocket form

consist of wood pieces they are prevented from collapsing

(Fig. 225) by another board nailed between them at the

bottom and by nails driven through the top board into them.

Note.—With The Arrangement Just Described, The Anchor-
Bolt Templet Locates The Casings And The Positions Of The
Pockets. The elevation of the tops of the pocket forms is determined

by the length of the casings. If the templet is correctly laid out and
the casings are cut accurately to length, the pocket forms almost auto-

matically locate themselves both laterally and vertically. When this

procedure is followed there is little possibility for error and the concrete

men have but few measurements to make.

268. Bricks Can Be Used To Make Pocket Forms, as

shown in Fig. 226. Where this method is utilized, practically

all form work is avoided. A piece of board must be used as a

form for the roof of the pocket. It can be supported (Fig.

225) by an anchor bolt. In building a pocket of this tjrpe,

the bolt-casing and the board constituting the top of the form

are first suspended from the templet on the anchor bolt.

Then, the brickwork sides and back are built around the

edges of the board. The sides are built first and braced

inside with bricks temporarily placed, or with pieces of board.

Then the back is built.

269. Cast-iron Pockets can be used, as shown in Fig. 228.

These castings (Figs. 229 and 230) serve both as pocket forms

and anchor plates. They remain in the foundation perma-

nently. The simplest type of anchor-bolt casting is shown
in Fig. 229. It comprises merely a box which has one open

side and a hole drilled in its top for the accommodation of the

anchor bolt. Where such a casting must also act as an anchor

plate, its top should be thicker than the sides and bottom as

suggested in the illustration. This is to insure that it will
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withstand successfully the stresses imposed when the anchor

bolt nuts are tightened.

270. A More Elaborate Pocket Casting is diagrammed in

Fig. 230. This has a recess, R, for the anchor-bolt nut and a

Pipe

Casing. ~B
Anchor
Bolf

^:t^'^i

' Lyj ^Puncheol
* ^* Washer

Pocket
^ Pocket Cotsfiny.^

Founoloition

Fig. 228.—a combi-

nation anchor plate

and pocket installed

in foundation.

Depression For Casing/.,

I- Front Elevation n- Sec t i n

Top Thicker Than Sides
hvd Boick

Drilleof

Hole

•Large Enough To kicommo-
olafe Anchor Plate

Fig. 229.—Plain anchor-

bolt-pocket casting.

..--Anchor .Templet

"-Anchor Plates •'

-Pocket Forms

Fig. 230.—Anchor-bolt-porket casting Fig. 231.—Pocket forms and casings eup-
with casing depression and nut recess. ported from a templet.

circular depression, Z), which is located on its upper side to

accommodate a tubular casing. The design shown in Fig. 229

is used most frequently because one pattern of this design can

be used in combination with anchor bolts of several different

diameters. But with the casting shown in Fig. 230, the

dimensions of the nut recess and of the casing depression
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should be different for each size anchor bolt. Hence, it does

not pay to make a pattern for a casting like that of Fig. 230

unless a number of anchor bolts of the same diameter are to be

installed.

271. In Casting A Concrete Foundation Wherein Pocket

Castings Are To Be Used, the castings can be suspended

(Fig. 231) from the templet and held in place by the casings

and anchor bolts. The templet thus serves to locate both

the pockets and the bolts. The casings, if cut to proper

length, will maintain the pocket castings at the correct ele-

vation. The same arrangement may be used for supporting

wooden pocket forms.

QUESTIONS ON DIVISION 6

1. What is an anchor-plate pocket? What is its function?

2. Why are anchor-plate pockets particularly necessary with large foundations?

3. What is an accessible anchor-plate pocket? An inaccessible anchor-plate pocket?

4. What are the advantages of accessible anchor-plate pockets?

5. Under what conditions is it preferable to use inaccessible anchcr-plate pockets?

6. Explain, with a sketch, how an anchor-plate pocket is formed in a brick foundation.

In a concrete foundation.

7. Explain, with a sketch, how anchor-bolt casings may be attached to forms for

anchor-plate pockets.

8. Explain, with a sketch, how a brick form may be made for an anchor-plate pocket.

9. Describe a cast-iron anchor-plate pocket.

10. How may cast-iron anchor-plate pockets be secured while the foundation is being

cast?



DIVISION 6

ANCHOR-BOLT CASINGS

272. A Casing For A Machine Foundation Anchor Bolt is a

tube, either of metal or wood, which is located concentrically

around the anchor bolt in the foundation, as shown in Figs.

232 and 233, the accompanying illustrations. Anchor-bolt

casings always have one function and may have two.

273. The Principal Reason For The Employment Of Casings

is that they permit a lateral movement, in all directions, of

the top end of the anchor bolt. Such a shifting of the top

end of the bolt is frequently necessary because of inaccuracies

in locating the bolts in a foundation. Also holes in machine

bedplates are often cored which results in almost unavoidable

inaccuracies in their locations. If the anchor bolt or bedplate

hole is not in its proper location the bolt can, where a casing is

provided, be sprung over readily, so as to compensate for the

inaccuracy.

Example.—Referring to Fig. 232, the top of the anchor bolt can be

shifted to any location within the circular area, D, represented by the

air space in the casing. Hence, if this bolt of Fig. 232, or the hole for its

reception in the bedplate of the machine which is to be installed over

it, is out of its proper location a distance of 34 in., the bolt end can

be readily sprung over so that it will pass through the bedplate hole.

On the other hand, if the bolt were cast solid in the foundation, that is, if

no casing were provided, it would be necessary to enlarge the hole in the

machine bedplate to compensate for the 3^:4-in. error. It is, obviously,

an expensive and time-wasting process to enlarge holes in machine

bedplates.

274. The Second Function Of A Casing is to permit the

removal of an anchor bolt from a foundation should, for any

reason, such removal become desirable. Where anchor bolts

are to be removable from a foundation, casings must always be

provided for their reception. Furthermore, a pocket (Sec.

253) should be provided under the anchor plates of such bolts.

15 225
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Anc/7or Bolf.-^
.pjp^ ^^^j^^

Top Of

,

Foundoifion
5zf Im

,

Foundorfion

Fia. 232.—Wrought-iron-pipe casing set in a foundation which does not have pockets.
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Fig. 233.—Engine-pillow-block foundation showing application of casings. (The

soleplate is first lined up, leveled and grouted in properly on the foundation top. When
the grout has set sufficiently the pedestal is set in place over the dowel pins and clamped

securely with the anchor-bolt nuts.)
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275. When To Use, And When Not To Use Casings in a

foundation is a question that admits of no general answer. If

the anchor bolts are to be removable, a casing must, in a

concrete foundation, be provided for the reception of the bolt.

Or a casing space must, as suggested in Fig. 234, be provided

in a brick or stone foundation. A casing space is provided by

'Anchor Bolt

-

—Cashgf Hole--

^^P"
-Pockef-\

^^.•>

\

A^O
e c Ti.o n - -.. ..'Hl-l^i'ont'^T I evdtion .•

Fig. 234.—Casing hole in brick foundation.

SO arranging the masonry that it forms a tubular hole concen-

tric around the bolt location as shown in Fig. 234.

276. If The Bolts Are To Be Non-Removable, It Is Not

Absolutely Necessary To Provide Casings for them. It

appears, however, to be the general opinion that when every-

thing is considered, it is in the long run cheaper to provide

casings than to omit them. The reason for this is that it

costs little or possibly no more to build a foundation with

casings than it does without. Furthermore, if it is necessary

in mounting a machine to chip out only one bolt hole in a
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cast-iron bedplate to compensate for inaccuracies, the cost and

loss of time involved will offset the possible saving which may
result in omitting casings for a large number of bolts.

277. Where Casings Are Used, A Certain Amount Of Con-

crete Or Masonry Is Saved.—The cost of this saved material

will usually be equal to or greater than the cost of the casing

tubes because, as will be hereinafter explained, scrap materials,

unavailable for any other purpose, can be utilized for the

casing tubes.

278. The General Practice Is To Use Casings For Practically

All Important Machine And Prime-Mover Anchor Bolts.

Casings are sometimes omitted from foundations for very

small machines, because with these the probabilities for errors

in bedplate hole or anchor-bolt location are small. Further-

more, such errors, if made, can be corrected at relatively

slight expense. To summarize—casings should be used around

all foundation anchor bolts except those for the smallest

machines.

Note.—Casings Are Not Ordinarily Used Around The Anchor
Bolts Of Foundations For Structural Steel Columns. They may
be used if the columns are quite large.

279. The Internal Diameter Of An Anchor-Bolt Casing is

a dimension of little consequence, provided it is great enough.

No material disadvantages ensue if the internal diameter of a

bolt casing is excessively large. Difficulties may ensue if the

diameter is too small. In the United States the general

practice seems to be to make the internal diameter of a casing

(D, Fig. 232), equal to the diameter of the bolt, plus 2 in.

Expressed as a formula, this becomes

:

(77) D = d -\-2 (inches)

Wherein: D = the internal diameter of the casing, in inches.

d = the outside diameter of the anchor bolt, in inches.

Note.—Where The Casing Is Square Instead Of Round In

Section, each side of the square should = d -\- 2 in.

Example.—The anchor bolts in a foundation are to be 1)4. in. in diam-

eter. If iron-pipe casings are to be used, what should be the size of the

pipe? Solution.—By For. (77), D = ^ + 2 = 1^ + 2 = 33^ m.
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280. The Length Of An Anchor-Bolt Casing Or Casing

Hole should, ordinarily, be equal to the distance from the

top of the foundation down to the top of the anchor plate

as indicated by the letter L, in Fig. 232. However, where the

anchor bolt is not removable and is very

long, the casing may extend down only

a distance equal to 25 or 30 diameters,

as shown in Fig. 235. The casing should

be always at least 25 diameters long.

This length is requisite to insure suffi-

cient flexibility in the bolt to permit its

top end to be shifted readily.

Top Of
^\ Foundation

50 of^:^-"

Note.—The Tops Of The Foundations
shown in the illustrations in this division are

assumed to be at such an elevation that there

will be about 1-in. vertical space between the

top face of the foundation and the bottom of

the machine bedplate, after it is in its final

position. This 1-in. clearance is for the accom-

modation of grout (Sec. 685). The casings do

not extend through the grout.

281. Where The Casing Space Does
Not Extend Entirely Down To The
Anchor Plate, A Smaller Anchor Plate

May Be Used.—This truth is illustrated

in an exaggerated way in Figs. 236 and

237. As explained in greater detail in

Sec. 241 : Where there is (Fig. 237) no casing or casing space

directly over the plate. The Effective Bearing Area Of An
Anchor Plate = {The Total Area Of The Plate) - {The Area

Of The Bolt Hole). But where there is (Fig. 236) a casing or

casing space directly over the plate, then: Effective Bearing

Area = {Area Of Anchor Plate) — {Area Of Casing Space).

^"'^^^m
'^^;^§p0^>!^?^^'

o

o

Fig. 235.—Short casing set

in foundation.

Example.—In Fig. 237, the anchor plate which is square and has a

length of side, W, of 16.12 in., has an effective bearing area of 256 sq. in.

All of the upper surface of the plate, the bolt-hole area excepted, is

effective in bearing against the concrete because there is no casing or

casing space immediately above the plate. But, in Fig. 236, where the
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plate bears against the lower end of a square casing which has an outside

width, W, of 12 in., the plate must be 20 in. square to afford an effective

bearing area of 256 sq. in.—the same as the effective area in Fig. 237.

282. Where The Casing Or Casing Space Does Not Extend

Entirely Down To The Plate, The Distance Between The
Bottom Of The Casing And The Upper Face Of The Plate

Should At Least Equal Twice The Width Or Diameter Of

Bo/t
Holer...

Fig. 236.—Casing extends to

anchor plate—large anchor plate

required.

Fig. 237.—Casing does not
extend to anchor plate—^smaller

anchor plate will suffice.

The Plate.—That is, in Fig. 237, L should be greater than 2 X
W. It should, preferably, never be less than 6 in. This provi-

sion is to insure that the masonry between the plate and the

lower end of the casing will not break or shear out, when the

maximum stress is imposed on the anchor bolt.

283. Casings Should Not Extend Above The Foundation

Top.—If they do the machine bedplate may, after it is in

position, bear on the tops of the casings instead of on the

foundation. If the bedplate does rest on the casing tops and

it starts to shift, tightening the anchor bolts will not, probably,

correct the difficulty. Setting up the anchor-bolt nuts may
then result only in stripping the threads or in cracking the

anchor plate.
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284. Some Erection Men Use Casings Of Such Length That

They Do Not Extend To The Foundation Top (Figs. 238 and

239). Thereby the possibiHty of the machine bedplate resting

on the casing tops in the completed installation is prevented.

The block, B, is clamped between the casing top and the temp-

let in the foundation form. After the concrete has set, B
may be split and pried out leaving the recess, R. The block

Templet, m =
f=^^-<—-Nut Machine

Fia. 238.—Casing in position in

form.

FiQ. 239.—Bedplate and founda-

tion concrete in place.

thickness, T, may be from 2 to 4 in. The lower end of the

casing may, where the anchor bolts are to be non-removable,

be centered in the casing with wooden wedges. The space,

D (Sec. 282), which may vary, in accordance with the ideas

of the designer, from 6 in. to a foot or so, fills with concrete.

Thus, a bearing area for the anchor plate, greater than would

be provided if the casing extended entirely down to the plate,

is afforded.

285. A Casing Space May Be Formed In Concrete Founda-

tions By A Wooden Block (B, Fig. 240) which is shpped over

the anchor bolt before the concrete is poin-ed. The block

should be removed after the concrete has hardened but before
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it has set. If the block is soaked thoroughly in water before

use, its sticking in the concrete, due to its swelling, may be

avoided.

286. A "Casing Space" Can Be Provided In Brick Or Stone

Foundations as shown in Figs. 234 and 241, without its being

necessary to provide a casing tube. A casing tube is really

a form. Hence, when masonry or brick is the construction

Wooden Block ^^s<-
When Removed ^ -^
Forms Co/singr ^ -^
.Space

Anchor
Bolt

Fig. 240.—Removable wooden block

forms casing hole.

Anchor
Bolt

•Casing/

Hole

PkceOfRoiil ForAnchor. ,

Fig. 241.—Casing space

formed in brick.

material, no form is necessary and the casing tube can be

omitted. In such cases, the casing hole may extend from the

top of the foundation down to the anchor plate as shown in

Fig. 234, or it may extend down into the foundation a distance

of 25 or 30 diameters as shown in Fig. 241. The construction

shown in Fig. 241 cannot be used where the anchor bolt is

to be removable. It is used only with very long, non-remov-

able bolts.

287. A Casing Space For Small Anchor Bolts May Be
Provided By Wrapping Pasteboard Around The Bolts as

suggested in Fig. 242. A sufficient number of wraps of the

pasteboard should be served loosely around the bolt until the
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outer diameter of the wrapped-pasteboard cylinder is equal
to at least 2 to 2J^ bolt diameters. The pasteboard wrap-
ping should then be tied securely in position with cord. The

Oaso/ine
Engine -

m^J^

Anchor
'Bolt

Nut

W
'Pasteboard

Wrapp/ncf^ 6rout

]

•.<»:v;4:.":v<t:-.-';'*;:r>'':-. <t.^-«§

•^>
'^..- Concrete' •^•V.-.' iP •

4 'jT •>••.**;.Foundation '^^^^.^:^-

•'•«;. V Fo o t i n g .•..<••.

^.:..f

I- Anchor Bolt
And Casing

H- Engine In Position On Foundation

Fig. 242.—Wrapped pasteboard casing for small anchor bolts.

Concrete- uwjnrr "tU^h^

Form-

\^:Wy^ ^^

"^u* U^ o-» »J >7
-J

•;;^''^^^:^>;^ yi^i^^' 'J4??^^N^*^;.V'^ ^-•^^:7

I-5ection I-Elevation
Fig. 243.—Wooden casing supported from wooden form.

anchor bolt thus wrapped is then set in position in the founda-

tion form and the concrete poured around it. After the con-

crete has set, the loosely-wrapped pasteboard will allow some
shifting of the top end of the bolt. If the allowance thus pro-

vided is insufficient, some of the pasteboard can be "dug"
out with a knife or chisel.
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288. A Number Of Different Materials Are Available For

Casings.—A piece of wrought-iron pipe (Fig. 232) can be used

as a casing. Casing tubes (Fig. 243) may be made of wood.

Fig. 244 illustrates a casing built up of

lengths of drain tile or sewer pipe. Cas-

ing tubes of almost any material can be

used, provided the material has sufficient

transverse stiffness to support the pres-

sure of the concrete against its sides.

289. Casing Tubes Of Metal are em-

ployed most frequently, probably because

they are the most readily obtained. Old

wrought-iron pipe, discarded boiler tubes,

sheet iron down-spouting or gutter pipe,

all, provided they have suitable internal

diameters, constitute splendid casings.

Where the external diameter of a casing

exceeds possibly 4 in. or 5 in., sheet iron

becomes an unsatisfactory material be-

cause the tamping of concrete around the

sheet iron casing may crush in its sides.
il- Seci-'iondl Elleva"tior\

Fig. 244.—Sewer pipe

casing in pocketed foun-

dation. Note.—Old Wrought-Iron Pipe Makes Sub-

stantial Reliable Casings For Every Con-

dition. This fact results in the utilization of a great deal of used pipe

which would otherwise go to the junk dealer.

290. Iron-Pipe Casings May Be Used Effectively On
Small-Diameter Bent Anchor Bolts as shown in Fig. 245.

This construction may be used advantageously for supporting

ladders, shafting hangers, electrical switches, switchboard and

bus bar frames, small machines and for similar services.

Note.—The Anchor Bolts Are Cast Directly In The Concrete.

First the templet holes are bored, at the correct locations, directly in the

form. Then the bent bolts, with their pipe casings on them, are clamped

to the form, as illustrated. After the concrete has set the forms are

removed. The bolts, with clean threaded ends remain in the concrete.

The right-angle turn in each bolt holds the bolt in the concrete and in

addition provides a shoulder against which the pipe casing bears when the

casing is being clamped in place by tightening the nut. The pipe internal

diameter should always be somewhat greater than the outside diameter of
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tho bolt. This is to provide freedom of movement of the bolt end.

For >2-in. diameter bolts, a ^^-in. pipe is, usually, satisfactory.

291. Drain-Tile And Sewer-Pipe Casings (Fig. 244) have

been used in certain instances with splendid results. Where
the internal diameter required of a casing is relativel}^ large

and second-hand wrought-iron pipe

cannot be secured, a casing built up

of vitrified sewer pipe or of pipe

drain tile will probably prove the

most economical. In installing such

a casing, it is frequently desirable

to insert a wooden guide through

Wooc/en
Form—^

^ •*••.">

1 ffee/ Thnadzd/^

to;M o .^. rf b"

Anchor Plate-'

Nails-

Spocingr
Block

Fig. 245.—Iron-pipe casings for small

bent anchor bolts.

Fig. 246.—Method of holding
wooden casing to templet.

the lengths of pipe to hold them in line while the concrete is

being poured or the masonry is being built around them.

292. Wooden Box Casings can be arranged as suggested in

Figs. 243 and 246. The casing tube itself may be made as

shown in Fig. 247. (See also following Fig. 259.) Wooden
casings appear to satisfy all requirements, but many construc-

tion men have a justifiable prejudice against the permanent

inclusion of any wood in a machinery foundation. A concrete

foundation may be poured with the wooden casings in place

and then, after the foundation has set, the casings may be

pried out leaving only the casing hole.

293. There Is One Material Objection To Leaving A
Wooden Casing In A Foundation.—If the casing remains, the
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effective bearing area of the anchor plate against the masonry

is decreased.

Example.—Assume that a casing or a casing hole is desired for a 1-in.

diameter anchor bolt. This hole or vertical tunnel should, in accordance

with For. 77 he: d -{- 2 = I in. + 2 in. =3 in. square. Now, if the

casing is to remain in the foundation (Fig. 249), the tube, like that of

^^^
K-W'->

K H

If-Bottom View

Fig. 247.—Wooden
box casing.
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,,
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><-2 >\<-3 ->kZ-^
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Note.—Summing The Situation: The Casing Hole In A Founda-
tion, Where The Casing Is Permitted To Remain In It, Must Be
Considerably Larger Than When The Casing Is To Be Remov'ed.

Hence a smaller anchor plate can be used where the wooden casing is to

be taken out.

294. A Wooden Casing Should Never Be Filled With
Cement as is shown in Fig. 250. If so filled, the wood strips,

which form the casing boxes, wiU ultimately rot (Fig. 251) and

may then, if the machine bedplate was not properly grouted,

permit it to shift and slide. Instances have been recorded

(Southern Engineer, June, 1916, p. 161) where the rebuild-

ing of foundations was rendered necessary because of such

faulty construction.

295. Wooden Forms For Casing Holes Where The Form Is

To Be Removed should, preferably, be tapered about as indi-

cated in Fig. 252. The form should taper from top to bottom,

so that it can be extracted readily. Furthermore, after

casing forms, like that of Fig. 252, have been constructed,

and before being placed in position in the foundation form,

they should be submerged in water until they have absorbed

all of it that they will take up. Then they can be fastened in

the form and the concrete poured around them. After the

concrete sets and the casing forms dry and shrink, they will be

loose in the cavities and can be pulled out easily.

296. A Tapered Casing Hole Insures A Greater Bearing

Area For An Anchor Plate.—If the casing hole has (Fig. 246)

parallel sides, the clearance air space around the bolt reduces

the effective anchor-plate bearing area. Hence, assuming an

anchor plate of given dimensions, the pounds per square inch

pressure which the plate at the lower end of the parallel-side

hole imposes against the resisting masonry is greater than if

(Fig. 253) the hole tapers. The hole should, to insure maxi-

mum effective anchor-plate bearing area, taper from a large

width at the foundation surface to a small width at the

pocket roof.

Note.—By Properly Constructing The Casing Form, the hole

width at the pocket roof need be, with small anchor bolts but slightly

greater and with large bolts no greater than the diameter of the bolt.
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Woocfzn
Casing BoK-^

-Cemmnf
{rillJngf

Fig. 250.—Space between bolt Fig. 251.—Casing box rotted

and casing box filled with ce- away and empty space left,

ment.

Punched Washer-.^

Jzmplef- .^^

Anchor Bolt

2

Bottom View

Fig. 252.—Tapered casing-hole form

in position.

AnchorBo/t- ^M

Tapered Casincf i
Ho/e--.,^ r

Concrete
Foundation-,

Fig, 253.—Tapered casing hole.
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The inlluence of casing-hole areas on rational anchor plate design is

discussed in Div. 4.

Note.—A Sheet-Metal Conical Casing-Hole Form (Figs. 254 and

255) is used by the Grounds and Buildings Department of the General

Electric Company at Schenectady, N. Y. These forms, which are

described by J. H. Sawkins in Engineering News Record for Dec. 9, 1920,

are made in a range of lengths L, and bottom diameters D for anchor

bolts of different diameters. All are 33^ in. in diameter at the top.

1<- D^-H'

Ranges
From 6In,
To 24 In.

Ranges
Fromi"ln.
To 2 In.

JL

Fig. 254.—Sheet metal casing-hole

form.

Fig. 255.—Casing-hole form in posi-

tion in foundation.

Prior to the pouring of the concrete the form is nailed to the templet as

shown in Fig. 255. After the concrete has set the form is removed. If

carefully handled the same form may be used several times. The lower

end of the form is slotted to insure a reasonably close fit around the

anchor bolts. The longer forms are used for the larger-diameter bolts.

297. To Remove Wooden Anchor-Bolt Casings Or Casing-

Hole Forms an arrangment similar to that suggested in Fig.

256 may sometimes be used. The piece of iron pipe, P, has

a diameter somewhat greater than the width of the hole in

the casing. A coarse thread which will ''bite" into the box

sides is cut on the lower end of P for a distance of a foot or so.
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Iron Pipe-.,

^

.Pipe Lever

Pipe
Hp/nolfe-.

Fig. 256.—Method of removing wooden-box casing.
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Fig. 258.—Removable anchor bolt in

casing space from which wooden casing

has been removed.
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To remove a casing box, P is screwed into it. Then a with-

drawing force is appHed to P by means of lever, L. This

should withdraw the box. The withdrawing force may be

that produced by a screw-jack, J, a crane hook, chain blocks

or a crowbar lever. Figs. 257 and 258 show casing holes from

which the forms have been removed.

.-Wooc/en Box Casing Bootrcfs Be'nof Prkof Out In Sections-.

Hole

'mmmi^^^mmmmmM
l-Usual mthcxTl

Of Constructing
TL- Preferrec4

Methool.Of
Construciino)

Boxinoj

Hi-Pieces Prized Loose
Prior To Removal

Fig. 259.—Methods of splitting and removing casing-box boards.

-f/oor line a Ancnor Bo/t-

FiG. 260.—Method of supporting casing from templet.

298. To Remove Wooden-Casing Boxes By Splitting Them

(Fig. 259), each of the four boards should be split vertically

at an angle of 45 deg., as at MN, by driving down a wood

chisel with a hammer. Then, the pieces of board may be

readily pried loose, as at C, and removed from the casing hole.

16
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Note.—Easy Removal Will Be Facilitated, if the boards which

form the casing-box are arranged as at // rather than as at / (Fig. 259)

and if they are nailed with the smallest, shortest nails that \vill suffice.

The boards should be straight grained.

299. Methods Of Supporting Casings From Templets are

shown in Figs. 243, 252 and 260. During the construction of a

foundation, it is the usual practice to support the casings from

the same templet which supports and locates the bolts. Fig.

243 shows how the wooden form for a casing hole and a pocket

can be supported in a foundation which is being built of

concrete. Fig. 260 indicates how the tubular metal casings

can be supported from a templet in a foundation form. Fig.

246 indicates another method of holding a wooden casing;

spacing blocks, such as therein shown, must be used where the

tops of the various anchor bolts should extend different

distances above the tops of the templets.

300. In Supporting Tubular Metal Casings In A Foun-

dation Under Construction The Casing Must Be Held In A
Perpendicular Position.—A bolt suspended within a casing,

as for example, one of those of Fig. 260, will tend to hang

perpendicularly because of its weight. Furthermore, the

clamping action of the anchor plate on the casing when the

nuts are tight, tends to retain it in a vertical position.

301. Provision Should Be Made To Maintain The Anchor

Bolt Concentric In The Casing Or Casing Form.—The friction

between the upper face of the anchor plate and the casing

and the lower face of the templet and the casing may be

sufficient, when the bolts are set up tightly, to retain the

casing in proper concentric relation to the anchor bolt. How-
ever, a safer procedure is to so restrain the casing, as indicated

in Figs. 261, 262 and 263, that it must retain a concentric

relation.

Explanation.—In Fig. 261 are shown two methods whereby the top

end of a casing can be retained in its proper position by nails which are

driven through the templet. The nails may be driven in the templet

from its upper face or from the lower face. It is easier and better to drive

them from the lower face as indicated at ///. But sometimes the erector

forgets to place these nails until after the casings and bolts are in posiHon.

Then, if the casings tend to get "off center," nails can be driven in from
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the top of the templet as shown in //, to hold them in position. The

lower end of the casing can be held in a concentric position around the

anchor bolt, either by a pipe-nipple, separator (Fig. 262), a hollow cylinder

Noii'lToHolol

Coisinof

In Place-..

.-Hex<yg,ono,/Nuf HoleForBolt

Templet-'

I-.P I 01 n
V. le w
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WoocJen
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n -_S e c t_ 10 n
(Nails Entering Top
Of Templet

)

Coisiny-
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Centered From
Unoler^ioleOf Templet)

Fig. 261.—Casing centered at templet with naila.

Anchor-
Bolt

Ccr5/ngf>\/

•^^ Bolt

Section

Detail Of ;5«potro(tor

Fig. 202.—Pipe nipple

used for centering cas-

ing.

Anchor
Bolt--

i
Nut 'Q-U

HoldPipel/
In Place /

Anchor
Plate--

Fig. 263.—Nut used for

centering casing.

of wood or by a nut (Fig. 263) of suitable diameter dropped down on the

bolts into the casing. Anchor phitcs (Sec. 207) may be so cast that thoy

have, on their upper surfaces, circuhir depressions whereby the casings

must automatically assume concentric positions around the anchor bolt

hole.
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302. The Centering Of Metal Casing Tubes Which Rest

On Wood Pocket Forms can be effected by making a circular

recess in the top piece of the pocket form into which the metal

tube will fit. Or it may be insured by driving four nails

as shown at Fig. 261, III, into the top piece of the form.

If nothing else is available, old newspapers crushed into wads

and tamped around the anchor bolt within the casing can be

used to hold the casing in a concentric position.

303. To Support Wooden Casings To Templets, practically

the same method as that indicated in Fig. 260 can if the

foundation is not pocketed be used. Where the foundation is

pocketed, an arrangement similar to that suggested in Fig.

243 may be applied. Fig. 243 shows an installation where a

casing is built in conjunction with the pocket. The roof form

of the pocket supports the lower end of the casing—the upper

end of the casing being held by a batten projecting from the

foundation form. The top and side pieces of the pocket form

shown in Fig. 243 are removed after the concrete has set.

Ultimately the wooden casing itself should be removed, as

recommended in Sec. 293. Fig. 246 shows how a wooden cas-

ing can be supported from a templet.

304. Whether Or Not Anchor Bolts Should Be Grouted In

Their Casings is a question about which there is some differ-

ence of opinion. If the anchor bolts are removable (Sec. 106)

then, grouting in of the bolts is, of course, out of the question.

Where the anchor bolts are non-removable, they are some-

times grouted in their casings. Some erectors maintain that

after a foundation has been completed and the machine which

it is to carry has been levelled and aligned on it and bolted to

it, that the casings around the bolts should be filled with

cement grout to prevent any possibility of lateral displace-

ment. The more prevalent opinion, however, is that casings

should not be filled with grout; this is also the author's belief.

Explanation.—If a machine bedplate is properly grouted to the top of

the foundation, this layer of grout between the bottom of the machine

bedplate and the foundation top will, of itself, prevent any possibility of

lateral movement of the bedplate. Filling the casing with grout is, then,

wholly unnecessary. Furthermore it renders the future adjustment of

the anchor bolt extremely difficult and expensive if not impossible. It is
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certainly a mistake to pour grout in anj'^ casing, particularly in the casing

of a removable bolt, because by such jjrocedure one of the jnirposes of

the casing is defeated.

305. To Prevent Grout From Entering A Casing When The
Bedplate Is Being Grouted In (see also Div. 21) the casing

can be filled with fine sand as shown in

Fig. 264. Or, if sand is not available,

the top can be stuffed full of paper,

rags, waste, shavings, or any other

material that will prevent the entrance

of the grout and at the same time allow

a movement of the top of the bolt.

Sz.wzr
Pipe
Casing-

^Anchor Bolf
.'Sofnof

'^ Fining

•^^ii

i<-fL;f

:

"m.

m ^CA

Fig. 264.—Sand-filling in

a sewer pipe casing.

Note.—Fine Sand Appears To Be By Far
The Best Material, particularly for casings

of bolts in foundations which have accessible

pockets. \\'here sand is used as a tiller in the

casings of such a foundation and it is necessary

to remove one of the bolts, the sand will, after

the bolt has been taken out, flow through the

hole in the anchor plate into the pocket. The
sand can be readily removed from the pocket.

Where a foundation is pocketed, bvit the pock-

ets are closed, that is, inaccessible from the outside of the foundation,

sand should not be used in the casing, because it will flow down into the

inaccessible pocket and fill it, and prevent thereby the re-insertion of an

anchor bolt.

Note.—For Casings Over Inaccessible Pockets, Crumpled
Paper Constitutes A Good Filler to prevent the entrance of grout.

306. An Example Of The Use Of Casings In A Rolling-Mill

Foundation is of interest. For the foundation in question,

241 anchor bolts and 241 casings were required. The anchor

bolts ranged in length from 4 ft. 5 in. to 16 ft. and were either

2 in. or 3 in. in diameter.

Example.—For the 3-in. bolts, casings 5 in. in internal diameter were

used. Casings 4 in. in internal diameter were specified for the 2-in. bolts.

Each casing was a galvanized sheet steel tube. To center these tubes at

the templet, 241 cylindrical blocks were turned. Each block just fitted

the inside of the casing in which it was to be used. These blocks were

nailed at the correct anchor bolt positions on the under face of the tem-

plet. Next, the casings were placed in position on the round blocks
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and wore supported therefrom. Then, a suitable anchor plate was
placed under each casing with its upper face against the lower edge of the

casing. The anchor plates were held in their correct positions with

bricks. The bricks were also arranged so that they constituted a form
for the pockets under the anchor plates. The anchor bolts were in-

serted in position within the casings and the nuts on them were set up
tightly. This clamped each casing between its anchor plate and

the templet,

QUESTIONS ON DIVISION 6

1. What is an anchor-bolt casing? What is its function?

2. What conditions recommend the use of anchor-bolt casings? What conditions

determine the advisabihty of omitting them?
3. What should be the minimum length of an anchor-bolt casing, in terms of the

anchor-bolt diameter?

4. Where an anchor-bolt casing does not extend to the anchor-plate, what should be

the minimum distance, in terms of the plate diameter or width, between the end of the

casing and the face of the plate?

5. What difficulties may result if an anchor-bolt casing projects above the foun-

dation top?

6. Explain, with a sketch, a sure method by which projection of an anchor-bolt

casing may be avoided.

7. How may anchor-bolt spaces be cast in a concrete foundation?

8. What materials may be used for anchor-bolt casings? Is thin sheet iron a suit-

able material? Why?
9. What size of pipe should be used for casings for bent anchor bolts of 3-2-in.

diameter?

10. How may a drain- tile anchor-bolt casing be supported in a concrete foundation

while the concrete is being poured?
11. What is the objection to permanent wooden anchor-bolt casings in a foundation?

12. What advantage may be secured by casting tapered holes for the anchor-bolts in a

concrete foundation?

13. Explain, with a sketch, how wooden anchor-bolt casings may be removed from a

foundation without splitting the casings.

14. Explain, with sketches, how anchor-bolt casings may be supported from a templet

while a concrete foundation is being poured.

15. How may a tubular metal anchor-bolt casing be held perpendicular in a foun-

dation under construction? How may the casing be held concentric to the axis of the

bolt?

16. Describe a method of centering tubular metal anchor-bolt casings where wooden
pocket-forms are used.

17. Should anchor-bolts be grouted in the casings? Why?
18. How may grout be prevented from entering an anchor-bolt casing when a bed-

plate is being grouted?



DIVISION 7

ANCHOR-BOLT TEMPLETS

307. An Anchor-Bolt Templet (Fig. 265) is a pattern or

frame, usually fabricated from wooden strips % in. thick,

which is used as a guide for properly and accurately locating,

and sometimes for holding in position, the anchor bolts, the

anchor-bolt casings or both the anchor bolts and casings of a

foundation, while the foundation is being built up around

Nail-^

s Batten--'.

Center
Line
Lines

Fig. 265.—A substantial templet for heavy anchor bolts, top view. When set over

the foundation excavation, the cleats, C, are supported on the edges of the form. The
timbers, 7', then merely preserve alignment. This templet is made as shown, in the

carpenter shop and is shipped completed to the job.

them. Where the anchor bolts are not equipped with casings,

the templet then supports only the bolts, which pass through

and are supported in holes bored in the templet.

Note.—Where The Anchor Bolts Are Provided With Casings

(Fig. 266) the templet supports and locates both the bolts and the casings.

Nails can be driven in the bottom face of the templet (Sec. 301) to center

the casing around the bolt; or bushings, such as nuts or pieces of pipe,

can be dropped down over the bolts and within the casings, centering

them. Occasionally, as suggested in the following sections, templets are

used merely as guides to indicate the locations of the anchor bolts. In

such cases they do not support either the bolts or casings.

247
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308. Templets May Be Classified According To Methods
Of Construction as follows: (1) One-section frarne templets.

(2) Multi-section frame templets. (3) Built-up templets. A
one-section templet (Figs. 266 and 267) is one that is complete

in one piece. This does not mean that it is composed of one

piece of board. It means that several pieces of board are

fabricated to form the templet unit. Multi-section templets

.Eoirth '.'f,,,^. Excavation For Founoicitlon Itrijei-e'c'
.•'|.ii\:i,riii~f(5^

•••*• '
•'? •^'

:'cofe^'^^?^^Wl^^^^^^^?^?^?^^^?^^^^^ ; • V;:';..

Fig. 269.—One method of supporting a large "built-up" templet.

(Fig. 268) are those which comprise two or more sections or

units. Frequently the templet required for a given foundation

is so large that it cannot be readily constructed or handled in

one piece. It must then be made in sections. Built-up

templets (Fig. 269) are those that are not fabricated in the

shop, but which are built up piece by piece over the foundation

the bolts of which the templet is to locate. Templets of each

of these types are discussed in sections which follow.

309. It Always Pays To Use A Templet even for the smallest

foundations. It will always be found more economical to

build a templet which will accurately locate the bolts in a
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foundation than to endeavor to locate the bolts without this

guide. The templet can usually be made under conditions

which conduce to accuracy, and by workmen who are accus-

tomed to making accurate measurements. But if the con-

structor endeavors to have the anchor bolts located ''on the

job," the locating will ordinarily be done by masons or con-

crete men, and usually under adverse conditions, where close

measurements are difficult to make.

310. The Materials For Templets are wood or structural

steel. Wood (Fig. 266) is by far the most frequently apphed

material because it is easy to
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work, and can be obtained in

any community without
delay. Templets fabricated

from structural steel (Fig. 270)

are employed only where the

same templet is to be used

repeatedly.

311. Wooden Templets are

made of boards usually %
in. thick. But they may be

of any reasonable thickness.

Almost any kind of wood can

be employed for making a

templet. But because it is

probably cheapest in the long

run, reasonably clear-grained white pine (pattern wood) is

most frequently used. Yellow pine, although it is heavy,

makes good templets. Woods which tend to warp and distort

should not be used. As a rule, the sticks composing the

templet should be planed smooth on all four sides. Some-

times the sticks are planed on two faces only. For the rough-

est, simplest work, planing may be omitted altogether, and the

rough boards used just as they come from the mill. However
inaccurate work is liable to result if unplaned stock is utilized

for templets.

312. The Component Parts Of A Wooden Templet May Be
Assembled With Either Screws Or Nails.—If nails are used,

they should be of the wrought-iron clinching variety. Flat-

FiG. 270.—Steel templet for a column
foundation.
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head wood screws are preferable to nails, inasmuch as they form

a more rigid joint. A templet put together with nails will not

resist distortion from rough handling as well as will one

which is put together with screws.

313. Steel Templets (Fig. 270) are fabricated from angle

or channel sections. Where the templet is small, the com-

ponent pieces of the templet may be held together (Fig. 270)

with rivets. Where the templet is large, the pieces may be

bolted together. Or the templet may be subdivided into

riveted sections, each small enough to be readily handled.

Then these sections can be bolted together to form the com-

plete templet.

314. Templet Drawings should be made for all except the

simplest foundations. Such a drawing should be furnished

4yf Yellow Pine

Center Line
Mark—.,

Fig. 271.—Templet for the motor bedplate of Fig. 274.

the man who is to build the templet. The templet drawing

should indicate the length and location of each stick and the

diameters of all of the holes. All of the dimensions that are

required for the construction of the templet should be shown.

The length of each stick and the diameter of every hole should

be shown on the drawing so that the carpenter can obtain

directly all dimensions which he will require. Fig. 271 shows

an isometric working drawing of a simple four-bolt templet.

But for large complicated templets, isometric drawings are

infeasible. Hence, for such, an ordinary drawing, showing the

plan and the side and end elevations should be made. From
such a drawing the carpenter can work without having to

consult the foundation drawings for his dimensions, and with-
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out having to make computations for himself in order to ascer-

tain dimensions. It is certainly more economical, when a

large or complicated templet is to be constructed, to make in

the drafting room a templet drawing having recorded on it

all dimensions, than it is to furnish no templet drawing and

thereby render it necessary for the wood worker to ferret out

for himself the required dimensions from the machine or

foundation drawing.

315. Templet Construction (Fig. 272) is a very broad sub-

A

^-01- "KT

Fig. 272.—Laying out and constructing a templet.

ject. Hence in this book it is possible to suggest only general

directions. Obviously a templet must be accurately made so

that the positions of the anchor bolts located by it will cor-

respond exactly to the positions of the holes, which are

provided for the accommodation of the anchor bolts, in the

bedplate of the machine. Templets may be of many different

forms to accommodate different anchor bolt arrangements.

They should be composed of the fewest possible number of

sticks and should be light in weight and yet substantial and

rigid. The general procedure in laying out a wooden templet

is about as follows:
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Explanation.—First, the longitudinal center lines, AB and (ill

(Fig. 273) are marked with a chalk line or pencil on a smooth wooden
floor or platform of sufficient area to accommodate the complete templet.

Then the transverse center lines, CD and EF, are laid out accurately at

right angles to the longitudinal center lines. Then the lines through the

bolt-hole centers, ah, ac, bd, ce, fg, gd, sr, bn, km, nq, op and j^Q are

Fig. 273.—Method of laying out a templet on a floor or platform.

,Mofor Holdincf-Down
Bolt And

.-Motor Holdingf-
Down Bolts
In Position-'

Anchor-
Bolt Holes v" "*« '.--x-.c/^Vv.'
ForfBolts me To Engage- ^ Nut

Motor Frame

Fig. 274.—Bedplate for electric motor.

laid off at their proper distances, as given in the templet drawing,

from the main longitudinal and transverse center lines. Boards are now
laid centrally over the bolt-hole center lines and are temporarily nailed

down to the floor with the nail heads extending, so that the nails may be

drawn out readily. Of course, the center lines drawn on the floor will

extend beyond the ends of the boards. Therefore, from these extensions,

the center lines can be accurately transcribed on the boards. The bolt

holes may now be located on these transcribed center lines in proper

relation to the main longitudinal and transverse center lines, in accord-

ance with the dimensions, as given in the templet drawing.
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Note.—Where An Engine Requiring Dash Pots Is To Be
Installed, the locations of these should be indicated so that the templet

can provide for their location. It is always well to show the center line

and the locations of the sides of the driving pulley or gear of the machine,

if it has one, because the templet must often be located in some definite

relation to some other machine, or gear or pulley, which may drive or be

driven by the machine to be installed.

Nut.. -Temp/et yAnchor Bolts-.

Fig. 275.—Templet supported on battens attached to stakes.

h " 12-6- >!Hole For
Anchor
Bolt..

Elev(?ition

E-S1c?Ig Elevcition

Fig. 276.—A nine-bolt templet.

Note.—The Size Of Each Bolt-Hole laid off on a templet should be

plainly marked beside its location.

Example.—It is required to construct a 4-bolt templet (Fig. 271) for a

motor bedplate (Fig. 274). For this templet four pieces of 4 by %-in.

yellow pine, planed on four faces, are used. To hold the motor bedplate,

four %-in. diameter bolts are required. Hence four ^^{Q-in. holes (see

Sec. 316 for hole diameters) are bored through the templet in the locations

indicated, for the accommodation of these bolts. Each of the four strips

is made long enough to extend 14 in. beyond the edge of the cross piece

to which it is nailed, to provide for its support on a form or on battens,

as shown in Figs. 266 and 275.
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Example.—A 9-bolt templet for an electric motor or generator is shown
in Fig. 276. The stock from which this is made is %- by 4-in. yellow

pine. A hole is bored through the templet for each anchor bolt. Each
strip of the templet is made somewhat longer than would be necessary

merely to carry the bolts. This extra length is provided in each case

so that the templet can be securely supported. The extending ends,

when the templet is in position over the foundation, rest as hereinbefore

suggested on battens prepared for the purpose, or on the form, if the

foundation is to be of concrete and a form is required.

Example.—A 6-bolt templet for a self-contained generating unit is

f-

—

-Englhe

J

-AlfermifirKtCurrent Oenerafor

-Direct-Connected
Exciter

Top Of
-Founo/offibrj

i^-~..
_-'^

Fig. 277.—A 50 kva. direct-connected engine-driven alternating-current unit.

shown in Fig. 268. The unit for which it was made is shown in Fig.

277. Study the dimensions of Fig. 277 and compare them with those of

Fig. 268. The holes through the templet for the anchor bolts are from >^2
in. to K fi

in- larger in diameter than the bolts that they are to accommo-
date. This is to provide for clearance and for the unavoidable warping of

the wood. The three cross pieces are of % by 6-in. stock and are 6 ft. long.

The battens are of the same size stock, but are 9 ft. 8 in. long. The
lengths of both the cross pieces and the battens were determined by the
length and width of the foundation, since both the cross pieces and the

battens must extend beyond the foundation and across the supports or

battens which are to carry them.

316. The Diameters Of The Bolt Holes Through A Templet
should be such that there will be just enough clearance to
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permit the bolts to enter readily even if the wood is swelled

by moisture. For small bolts, those of M-in. diameter and

less, H2-in- diametral clearance is usually considered ample.

That is, the diameter of the bolt hole through the templet

should; for these small bolts, be H2 in. greater than the diam-

eter of the bolt. For larger bolts a diametral clearance of

3^6 in. is permissible.

317. Important Center Lines Should Show On A Templet

'-'.Foot Of
lAnchor
Bolt

\ IProjecf/ngr

1 1 'l-Enol5 Rest On

; ;

,' Foundoition
Form

Fig. 278.—Templet for gas engine foundation.

(Figs. 271, 278 and 279) so that they may be used in locating

the templet in correct relation to the building or to existing

machinery, Une shafts and the like. Some erectors arrange

their templets (Fig. 272) so that a planed edge of a board

coincides with each important center line. It is probably the

most frequent practice to use a Une drawn down the middle of a

board with a scribe or a pencil as a center Hne. But this
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method has the disadvantage that the Hue may some times

become obHterated.

318. Bracing Is Necessary In Large Templets To Prevent

Distortion.—An example of transverse bracing, as apphed to

Project/n^ Eno/s Rzst On Foundctthn Form-.,

y-Trcmsvarsz Ccnfzr Line Scribeo/ On Tzmplet \
[ Longfltuc^inal CznUr Line Scribed On Temp/ef

.'

^ -^ g^JCTS^i

•

;i/ •Eyzbolt
L/

Fig. 279.—Center lines scribed on form and on templet.

Fig. 280.—Illustrating method of bracing a templet.

an 8-bolt templet, is shown in Fig. 280. This templet is of

relatively great length (10 ft. 2 in.). It is apparent that if

bracing were not provided, there would be a possibility of the

templet swinging out of shape. Exam])les of bracing on larger

and more complicated foundation templets are shown in other

illustrations.-

17
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,6 'Sq. Washers Buift In.

\ 4 'x4"Pockets Under. Washers

4 "5c[. Washers BuiltIn.

.•\-i—?^' "x 2j"Pockets Under Washers
7C

H- Section Through Flywheel Pit(B-B)

Fig. 281.—Foundation for 26 X 36, 150 r.p.m. Corliss engine and direct-connected

generator.
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FiQ. 281A.—Perspective drawing of the foundation shown in Fig. 281.
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Corliss engine direct-connected to a 375-kva. generator.
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Fig. 283.—Templet for a left-hand 150-r.p.m., 26 by 36-in., 375-kva., Corliss-engine-

driven, 2t0-volt, direct-current generating unit of Fig. 281.
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Fig. 284.—Illustrating method of using

pipe nipple for blocking up bolt ends.

Fig. 285.—One method of blocking up
an anchor bolt.
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l'x6"^tock—

Example.—It is required to construct a templet for a 26 by 36-in.,

150-r.p.m. Corliss engine direct-connected to a 375-kva., 240-volt genera-

tor. The foundation drawing and the bolt layout from which the templet
drawing is made are shown in Fig. 281. Fig. 282 shows the center line

layout on the floor of the pattern shop. Over this layout the templet of

Fig. 283 is constructed. Note
that this templet is thoroughly

braced to prevent any possibility

of distortion. Note also that

blocks (Figs. 284 and 285) must
be nailed on the templet strips

at certain locations so that the

upper ends of the foundation

bolts will all stand at the correct

height. Certain of the strips

comprising the templet have been

rxe'EracIng.

irElzyafhn For Outboard Bearing

Anchor-
Bolts-

'

Casings.

Fig. 28fi.—Templet for anchor bolts of

foundation of Fig. 287 in position over

excavation.

Fig. 287.—Perspective view of foun-

dation with elevated extension for out-

board bearing.

made long enough to extend considerably beyond its actual outline. This

is to provide for the support of the templet on the form for the foundation.

This templet is made in two sections. One section (Fig. 283-/7) is

designed to carry the anchor bolts for the engine proper, while section / is

designed to carry the anchor bolts for the generator and for the outboard

bearing. Had this templet been made in one section it would have been

so large as to be unwieldy. Fig. 281A shows the finished foundation.

319. The Construction Of A Templet For A Machine

Having An Elevated Outboard Bearing is shown in Fig. 286.

The foundation with the anchor bolts in position, for which

this templet was used, is shown in Fig. 287. The elevation

of the portion of the foundation which carries the outboard

bearing, above the balance of the foundation, involves rather

complicated templet construction.
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Explanation.—The portion of the templet supporting the outboard

bearing bolts is held on 2 by 4-in. struts, to which are nailed 1 by 6-in,

ledgers or cross pieces. Two 2 by 6-in. timbers, which extend across

both of the long strips of the main portion of the templet and out past

the outboard bearing part, act as cantilever beams. To prevent any

possibility of these 2 by 6-in. beams tilting, stay blocks (Fig. 286, III)

are nailed, on each side of the beams, to the main templet strips.

320. A Steel Templet And Anchor-Bolt Frame (Figs. 270

and 288) to facilitate the setting of anchor bolts in the founda-

Steel Templet And
15^" • H .-Bolt Frame

/ .TopOfConcrcU v^l'''.'-"-

/ / 2"x4jNpii!incf \\t\'
^rip;

^ a

.3x4"

Flaf-Iron
--Hanger

ZxlO\

.:^^
..-(%

Fig. 288.—Steel anchor-bolt templet resting on form for column foundation.

tions for steel columns may be constructed and applied as

follows

:

Explanation.—Two 3-in. channels (Fig. 270), of a length sufficient

to span the foundation form, are riveted to two 3 by ^-in. flat steel

binders. The holes for the anchor bolts are accurately laid off, in accord-

ance with the foundation drawing, on the frame thus formed. Holes

with the necessary clearance (Sec. 316) are then drilled. Four 34-in-

nail holes, in each end of each of the channel beams, are also drilled. The

frame or templet is then laid, at the proper elevation (Fig. 288) on top of
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the foundation form. After it has been properly leveled up it is nailed

to the form. The bolts are now set and adjusted to the proper height.

The adjustment is made with pipe sleeves (Fig. 288) cut to the proper

length.

Note.—To Hold The Anchor Bolts Of A Column Foundation In

Place Against The Impact Of The Concrete As It Is Shoveled
Into The Form, the bolts should be tied together (Fig. 288) at their lower

ends with 3^8 by 3^-in. flat strips bent around the bolts. Notched

spacers, made of 2 by 4-in. scantlings, may also be used to stay the bolts

from the sides of the form. When the form is filled with concrete to a

sufficient height to cover the lower ends of the bolts, the spacers may be

removed.

321. The Construction Of A "Built-Up" Templet In The

Field (Fig. 269) may be advantageous where a very large

foundation is required. But for an ordinary foundation, it is

believed that the most economical procedure is to build the

templet in the shop. Templets for rolling mills or other

large machines requiring foundations possibly 60 to 100 ft.

long are sometimes built in the field. The work usually

involves the use of a transit. The procedure is about as

follows

:

Explanation.—The excavation for the foundation having been com-

pleted and the footing course being in position, the exact elevation of the

completed foundation top is determined. The principal center lines of

the foundation are also determined, and each is designated b}- a mark on

the floor, or by a tight cord or wire. Then heavy-timber stringers are

laid across the foundation excavation, somewhat as suggested in Fig. 269.

Ordinarily 2 by 6-in. or 2 by 8-in. timbers are sufficiently strong. They
should be set on edge like the beams of a floor. They should be arranged

24 in. to 30 in. between centers. Their top edges should lie % in. (to

allow for grout) below the elevation of the finished foundation top.

Cross bridges should be nailed to the tops of these timbers to retain them
securely in their positions. The beams are then overlaid along the center

lines where the anchor bolts are to be suspended, with % by 6-in. strips,

which are nailed to the beams. The beams must be so located that they

will not interfere with the bolts. If certain bolts are to extend to a

higher elevation than others they should be blocked up as sug-

gested in Fig. 285. The exact center lines of all of the bolts are laid out

with pencil or scribe on these K-in. strips. At the location of each bolt, a

hole is bored through the strip large enough to accommodate the anchor

bolt with (Sec. 316) the proper clearance. Now each anchor bolt is hung
in position in the templet, and a wooden block (Fig. 285), of the thickness

of the bedplate, is inserted over the head of each bolt. Then the nut on
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the upper end of the bolt is screwed down to the position that it should

assume when the foundation is completed and the bedplate in position.

After the foundation has been completed, w^ith the exception of the spaces

occupied by the stringers, it is permitted to set until it is sufficiently hard

that there is no possibility of the anchor bolts being displaced. Then all

of the timbers are removed.

322. The Method Of Blocking Up Anchor Bolts so that

they will stand at their correct elevations, is shown in Fig. 284

Punched
Washer

Pipe Spacer-...^

Anchor Bolt

'^-Hexagonal Nut

Templet—''

< Iron-Pipe Casing

Fig. 289.—Anchor bolt in casing hanging from templet.

and 285. Blocks of wood, each with a hole bored through it,

short lengths of pipe (Fig. 289) or piles of washers or nuts that

will slip over the end of the bolt can be used for this blocking.

323. With Reference To Their Methods Of Support, there

are two general classes of templets: (1) Suspended templets;

(2) Subvened templets.

324. Suspended Templets (Fig. 290) are those that are

supported from overhead, from the roof trusses or the floor

beams of a structure, or from an overhead frame work erected

especially to sustain them. Suspended templets are located

high enough above the elevation of the top of the finished
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foundation so that men can walk under them, and so that the

concrete or other foundation materials may be handled below

them without interference. They are frequently used for

rolling mill and similar complicated foundations that cover

large areas and contain many anchor bolts. The method of

Monitor
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Fig. 290.—A suspended templet.

locating a suspended templet is described in Sec. 340 and that

of determining the anchor-bolt locations from it in Sec. 341.

Note.—A Suspended Templet Is Usually Merely A Frame,
mounted overhead, with the location of every anchor bolt that is to be

placed under it indicated on its lower face by some kind of a mark. In

locating an anchor bolt a plumb bob is temporarily dropjied down from

each one of these marks until the corresponding anchor plate has been

set and secured in position at the point indicated by the plumb bob.

The anchor plate then locates the bolt.
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325. Subvened Templets are those that are supported from

below. That is, they rest on their supports, as shown in Figs.

266 and 275. Subvened templets are sometimes called

dependent templets. But subvened is the better word, inas-

much as "dependent" carries with it merely the idea of being

supported. Hence a dependent templet may be supported

either from above or below.

Note.—Subvened Templets Are Used Much More Frequently
than suspended templets, because the subvened type can be effectively

applied for all ordinary detached foundations, such as those for engines,

electric generators and motors, metal-working machinery, and the like.

326. In Constructing Templets For Suspension, practically

the same methods are followed as are used in assembling

\WoillOfBu!loling-.^
j

Fig. 291.—View looking down on a suspended templet in place in a mill building.

subvened templets for any large foundation. Ordinarily, the

templet is made of planed Jg-in. boards fastened together

with screws. It is first laid out and assembled either com-

pletely or in sections in the carpenter shop. Then it is carried

to the building where it is to be suspended and is either put

together on the floor, to form a complete unit, which may be

raised to its position under the roof trusses, or it may be

raised in sections and then assembled on the timbers provided

for its support just under the roof truss bottom chords.
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• 327. How Suspended Templets May Be Supported From
The Roof Trusses is shown in Figs. 291, 292, 293 and 294.

The planks upon which the templet rests (Fig. 292) are called

templet supporting timbers. These have been shown shaded in

Hanger
Sticks-.

Fig. 292.—Wooden hangers for templet supporting timbers.

H\\\\\\\V*'

Fig. 293.—One method of hanging supporting timbers from roof chords.

the diagram of Fig. 291 so that they may readily be distinguish-

ed from the templet itself. These timbers are hung from the

roof truss chords (Figs. 292, 293 and 294) and are braced in all

directions, so that they cannot shift after the templet has
once been located in position, and has been pinned to them
with nails. For hangers, either portions of boards, bolts or

iron rods threaded on both ends may be used.
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328. Wooden Hangers For Templet-Supporting Timber'^

may be assembled so that they form a yoke or tie over the

roof truss lower chords as shown in Fig. 293. The assembly

of Fig. 292 shows a templet supporting timber sustained from

each of two truss chords with wooden hangers. The braces

provided to prevent longitudinal movement are also indicated

in this illustration.

329. Bolt Hangers For Templet Supporting Timbers may
be employed as detailed in Fig. 294. The bolts thus employed

Wotshzr Plofte—-"" H-E n d
Elevation

Fig. 294.—Templet supporting timbers hung from roof-truss chord on bolts.

are available for other services after the foundation has been

completed. Good tension rods for this service may be made of

%-\n. rods, threaded and provided with nuts on both ends.

Note.—Where hanger bolts are employed, two sticks, with wooden
separators between them, may be used to make up each girder. The bolt

then passes through the space between the two timbers. A thorough

system of bracing must be used to prevent any possibihty of the shifting

of the templet supporting timbers. In Fig. 294 the position which the

templet would occupy has been shown by dotted lines.

330. The Advantages And Disadvantages Of Suspended

Templets may be recited thus: A templet of this character

may, where the excavated material and the foundation

material are to be handled with cranes, insure more econom-

ical construction. The reason is that the templet is sup-

ported in such a location above the crane runway (Fig. 290)

that the movement of the material will not displace it and

thus displace the foundation-bolt locations which it deter-
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mines. Furthermore, it cannot be displaced by careless

workmen or by material dumped from the cranes. The
disadvantage of the suspended templet is that the templet

itself is more expensive to erect than is a subvened templet

which is supported directly over and by the forms for the

foundation.

331. The Methods Of Supporting Subvened Templets are

many. Several typical ones will be described in following

sections. Whatever supporting arrangement is used, it must
be substantial. Also, it must be placed at such an elevation

that the bolts will be maintained firmly and accurately in the

locations that they are to occupy in the completed founda-

tion. Templets may be supported on the forms of concrete

foundations as diagrammed in Fig. 266.

Note.—The Form For The Foundation Is Usually Made Of
Such A Height That Its Top Lies At The Same Elevation As That
Of The P^'oundatiox Proper. The grout (Div. 21) is poured on top of

the foundation. The templet can be so designed that its lower edge will

rest on the top of this form. Inasmuch as the form should be carefully

leveled and approximately aligned before any concrete is poured into it,

this constitutes an ideal arrangement for holding up a templet.

332. Battens May Be Used For Supporting Templets

for masonry foundations or for concrete foundations (Fig. 275)

where no form is used. Frequently the earth in which the

excavation for the foundation is made is sufficiently sohd as to

be self supporting. In such cases the sides of the foundation

hole may constitute the form. The battens are nailed to

pointed to stakes which are driven into the ground.

Note.—Four Stakes And Two Battens Will Suffice For Sup-

porting A Small Templet. A larger number of stakes and four battens,

one on each of the sides of the foundation, should, however, be used in the

more important installations. This method is effective and inexpensive

and finds frequent application for small foundations.

333. A Method Of Supporting Templets On Battens Fas-

tened On Posts Set In The Corners Of A Foundation Hole is

shown in Figs. 295 and 296. This method is used only for

foundations for which forms are not required. It can be

applied for either masonry or concrete foundations.
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Explanation.—Four posts, one in each corner of the foundation exca-

vation are driven into the earth as suggested in Fig. 295. The size of the

posts which should be used is determined, to a certain extent, by the

weight of the templet to be supported. Ordinarily nothing smaller than

a 4 by 4-in. post is used, and 8 by 8-in. sticks are none too heavy to insure

the stability of a large templet. The posts are held vertically in position

by side and cross braces as shown
in the sectional elevation of Fig.

296. The level at which the bolts

are to be set having been deter-

mined, battens of suitable size, usu-

ally of 1-in. stuff, are nailed to the

uprights. For a small foundation,

two battens, arranged as shown in

Fig. 275 are ample. But for large

Post—^ (Anchor-Bolt Temp/ef
\̂ psss 1

Fig. 295.—Plan of foundation with

posts imbedded.
Fig. 296.—Templet supported by posts.

foundations, four battens (Fig. 296), one along each of the four edges

of the foundation, should be used. The battens are set at such an ele-

vation that when the templet is placed upon them, and the anchor bolts

inserted, the bolts will be at the proper level. The hole is filled with
concrete. After the concrete has set the templet can be removed. The
uprights or posts are then sawed off flush with the foundation top.

The balance of the wood is permitted to remain in the hole. The plan

view of the completed foundation will then be as shown in Fig. 295.

334. The Method Of Supporting A Templet On Stringers is

shown in Fig. 269 and has been described in connection with

that illustration. This arrangement may be effectively used

for the very largest foundation. Heavy timber stringers are

laid across the foundation hole with their ends resting in

depressions of such depth that the lower face of the templet

will, when it rests on the stringers, be at the elevation of the
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top face of the foundation. Tlie stringers support the tem-

plet, which in turn carries the anchor bolts. Where the

anchor bolts are quite large, possibly 2 in. in diameter, their

weight will be considerable. The stringers must then be so

disposed that the templet, which is usually of relatively light

stock, will not be subjected to excessive stresses. In heavy

bolts, the stringers should be located near the rows of bolt

holes rather than midway between them as shown in Fig. 269.
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336. Locating A Templet (Fig. 297) consists in setting the

templet in correct alignment and at the required elevation in

relation to the machine that is to drive, or is to be driven by
the new machine.

Note.—Grout Should Always Be Used (Div. 21) between the top

surface of the foundation and the bedplate of the machine. Hence,

allowance should always be made for grout in locating a templet as to

elevation. Since the grout (Div. 21) is poured on the foundation top

after the foundation has been completed and after the machine is in

position on the foundation, the templet is usually so located that its lower

face lies at the same elevation as that of the top of the finished foundation.

337. Locating A Templet Usually Involves The Location Of

At Least Two Center Lines of the machine: (1) The longitud-

inal center line. (2) The transverse center line. Other lines of

secondary importance must frequently be located in addition

to these. Methods of locating these lines are described in

Div. 8.

338. The Procedure In Aligning A Templet To A Line

Shaft is shown in Fig. 298, which illustrates the interior of a

mill building wherein the motor to drive a line shaft is to be

installed. The foundation center lines are located from the

dimensions 1)4 and Dq, the distances, respectively, from the

center line of a roof truss and from the center line of a line

shaft. These distances are specified on the erection drawing.

In the case illustrated, the soil was so firm that no form was

required for the foundation; the excavation itself constituting

the form. Hence, the templet, after having been accurately

aligned in a manner to be described, was held in this position

by nails drawn through it into wooden stakes driven into the

ground. The procedure was as follows:

Explanation.—A plumb bob dropped over the line shaft Indicates the

location of that member on the surface of the ground. First the plumb

bob was adjusted at the point M and the distance LM laid off with a

measuring stick (Fig. 314). A tape line could have been used instead.

Then the plumb bob was adjusted at O and the distance ON similarly laid

off. The cord LN, representing the transverse center line of the founda-

tion, was drawn taut between the two stakes located at L and N, as

shown. The templet was then adjusted over the foundation hole until

the corresponding index lines on it coincided with the line LN. Then the
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Excavatjon^
for Founc^aflon
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II - S e c t

Fig. 298.—Method of aligning templet to line shaft.
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tomplrt was shifted until the distance of JK, measured from the truss center

line, was correct. It was then nailed securely to the stakes which had

previously been driven, which held it firmly in position. The elevation

of the templet was determined by measuring up from the floor line and

it was adjusted until it was level in all directions. The boards composing

the templet were purposely left long enough so that they would extend

beyond the excavation and rest on the stakes for support.

339. The Process Of Aligning A Foundation Form And
Templet From A Roof Truss Center Line is diagrammed in

Fig. 299. In this case a form was used for the foundation and

F/oor Of Building

Fig. 299.—Method of aligning foundation to truss center.

the templet was, after being properly aligned and leveled,

nailed to the top edge of the form. The longitudinal center

line of the templet CE was made parallel with the roof truss

center line HI by measuring the distances Di and D2. The
distance Da is from the inner face of the wall to the transverse

center line. The distances Di, D2 and D3 were all specified

on the erection drawing. All three of the center lines {HI^

CE and GJ) are, in practice, taut cords.

Note.—After The Templet Anb Form Have Been Accttratelt
Located in their correct positions, blocks are wedged between the outer

face of the form and the face of the excavation to prevent the form from
shifting w^hile the concrete is being poured in. Sometimes, if the form is

not worth saving, the space between the form and the foundation is filled

wath earth before the concrete is placed. Where an earth filling is thus

placed, the form is left in the ground.
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340. In Locating A Suspended Templet (Fig. 290) in its

position under the roof truss chords, the principal center lines

are, with a transit, transferred from some reference point,

either on a roof truss, side wall or column, to the templet itself,

which must then be shifted on the timbers which hold it on

the trusses until, the templet has been accurately located in

its position.

Note.—A Transit Should Be Used, as suggested above, to center

the templet both longitudinally and transversely. At the same time the

principal center lines should be marked on some permanent member,
such as a roof truss or wall, near the suspended templet, so that the

position of the suspended templet can, in the future, be checked for

accuracy if necessary.

341. Locating The Anchor-Bolt Positions With A Suspended

Templet is accomplished by means of a plumb bob. With this

device, the anchor-bolt centers, which are marked on the

templet, are projected to the foundation excavation below.

The procedure is as follows:

Explanation.—The suspended templet (Fig. 290) has bored through it

a small hole over each of the anchor-bolt locations. When it is desired to

locate an anchor-bolt position in the foundation under construction, a

plumb bob is fastened successively to each of the strings (Fig. 300) which

are dropped down through their small holes in the templet above as shown
in Fig. 301. Thus the pocket which is to be provided under each anchor

bolt is located. The form for that pocket is constructed in its proper

location on the foundation footing, and the anchor plate, if it is to be built

into the foundation, is placed in position. The forms for the pockets

may be of either brick or wood. Each anchor plate is centered on the top

of the pocket under the plumb bob suspended from above.

The forms are then constructed and the anchor-bolt casings are placed

to provide holes through the foundation for the anchor bolts. The
anchor bolts are not inserted until after the foundation has been com-

pleted and the machinery which is to be mounted on it has been set in

position. The anchor-bolt casings are supported at their bottoms by the

anchor plates or by the upper faces of the pocket forms. At its top,

each anchor-bolt casing is braced to the top of the foundation form. The
location of the top of each casing is, after it has been erected, checked

again by plumbing down from the templet above.

Note.—When The Drop Lines From The Templets Are Not In

Use they are tied up high enough to be out of the way. ^^'hen the crane

is to be used all of the drop lines must, of course, be pulled clear up above
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the templet so that they will not interfere with the movement of the

crane. The plumb bobs on the drop lines are used only (Fig. 301) for

transferring the points down from

the templets to the foundation while

the forms are being erected, and to

check the accuracy of the locations

as the installation progresses.

Suspenoleol
Templet Booirol.

Nai'l-N

Hole Through
Booirol

Fig. 300.-

342. The Method Of Attach-

ing The Drop Lines To A Sus-

pended Templet is detailed in

Fig. 300. H is the hole—^^2
or % in. in diameter—through which the drop or plumb line

is passed to the foundation below. Into the templet, near

Method of attaching plumb
line to templet.

Fig. 301.—Showing application of weighted plumb line.

each hole, a nail, N, is driven, to which the upper end of the

plumb line can be tied.
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Plumb Line
\

DroppedFrom K^

SuspencJeo/ \ L,
Templet- -^^

.Puncheol
\ Washer

.-Double
Knot

343. The Drop Lines Of A Suspended Templet Should Be
Weighted At Their Lower Ends to prevent them from becom-
ing tangled with one another. Punched washers of sheet steel

constitute excellent weights for the drop lines. A washer, W,
(Fig. 302) may be tied on the lower end

of each drop line, Li, as shown. The
washers should be located at such a dis-

tance, D (Fig. 301), above the surface of

the ground that they can be readily

reached. It is not necessary or desirable

that the drop lines should extend the

entire distance to the bottom of the foun-

dation excavation.

Note.—When An Anchor-Bolt Location Is

To Be Determined, the plumb bob line which

is provided with a hook {H, Fig. 302) can be

hung on the end of the main drop line until the

bolt location has been fixed. Then the plumb
bob line can be unhooked and carried to the

next bolt location.

'•Wire
Hook

\<—Plumb" Bob
Line

Fig. 302.—Detail of

washer weight and plumb
bob hook connection.

344. The Best Material For The Drop
Lines Of A Suspended Templet is a

medium-weight linen fish line. But it is

seldom that such a cord is available,

because of the expense. Brown manila

twine is probably next best. Ordinary white cotton twine is

not satisfactory because it has not sufficient tensile strength.

345. Anchor Bolts For Holding Down Crane Track Rails

May Be Set Without A Templet (Fig. 303). Templets for

spacing the anchor bolts in this kind of work are an incum-

brance. They interfere with the operation of placing the

concrete. Also, due to the great number of templets that

would have to be used, it would be difficult to maintain them
at their proper elevations. The method of suspending the

bolts without the use of templets is as follows:

Explanation.—The rail (Fig. 303) is to be anchored with 1-in.

U-bolts spaced 24 in. apart. The upper ends of each bolt pass through
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a bedplate on which the rail rests. The rail is clamped to the bedplate

3x6" Sfn'ngfers-.,^ -^"Sreel Plate '^ wing Nuf

M~^A0l'-'-\<=W •".^ v?:'^-'" ''Z.'^

Fig. 303.—Method of setting anchor bolts for a crane track.

Wing
Nuf

Suspension
JL:-ROOI

with cast-iron clips which are held in place with

nuts on the ends of the U-bolts.

The rail is, while the concrete is being poured,

hung (Figs. 303 and 304) from temporar}^ trusses

which are set about 15 ft. apart. A spreader or

strut made of 13^^-in. pipe, is clamped between

each U-bolt and the bedplate. This serves to

hold the bolt, bedplate and cUps in position.

The rail is leveled by means of the w^ing-nuts at

the tops of the larger rods. It is lined up by slip-

ping the blocks under the wing nuts either to the

right or left. The rail is secured in line by means

of 1 by 4-in. wooden spreaders wedged in between

the sides of the foundation form and the web of

the rail. \ATien a section of the track has been

concreted, the trusses are taken down and moved
ahead to the next section.

QUESTIONS ON DIVISION 7

1. What is an anchor-holt templet?

2. How are anchor-bolt templets classified? Define each

class.

3. Of what materials are anchor-bolt templets made?

4. How are wooden templets held together? Steel templets?

5. What is a templet drawing? Draw a sketch of a simple one.

6. Explain, with a sketch, the procedure of laying out a wood templet.

Anchor
Bolt

Fig. 304.—Details of

hanger for setting
track-rail anchor bolts.
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7. Explain, with a sketch, the construction of a 4-bolt templet for a motor bedplate.

8. Explain, with a sketch, the construction of a 9-bolt templet.

9. Explain, with a sketch, the construction of a 6-bolt templet for a self-contained

generating unit.

10. How much clearance should be given the bolt holes in a templet?

11. Explain with a sketch the construction of a templet for a machine with an elevated

outboard bearing.

12. Explain with a sketch the construction and application of a steel templet for

column foundations.

13. Draw a sketch and explain how a templet is built up in the field.

14. How are anchor bolts secured at their proper elevation in a templet?

15. What is a suspended templet? A subvened templet?

16. How are suspended templets supported?

17. What are the advantages and disadvantages of su.spended templets?

18. Under what circumstances are battens used for supporting subvened templets?

19. Draw a sketch and explain the method of supporting a templet on battens.

20. What is meant by locating a templet?

21. What three methods are available for laying off center lines for templets?

22. Explain, using a sketch, the alignment of a templet to a line shaft.

23. Explain, using a sketch, the alignment of a templet from a roof truss center line.

24. Explain how anchor-bolt positions are located with a suspended templet.

25. What kind of cord should be used for the drop lines of suspended templets? How
may the lines be kept taut? How may they be attached?

26. Explain how crane track-rail anchor-bolts may be set without templets. Make a

sketch of the layout.



DIVISION 8

LAYING OUT AND EXCAVATING

346. The Advantages Of Carefully Laying Out The Loca-

tion Of A Foundation before even beginning its excavation are:

(1) Construction will proceed with maximum speed because, the

exact location being fixed and the outlines determined, the

work will not need to be stopped at any time for the purpose of

determining how the machine will ''line up" with other

machines. Also, after excavation is completed the masonry or

concrete work can be started immediately without having

to establish new marks for this work. (2) Construction will

be more accurate. Unless well-established lines are furnished

for the excavators to work to, they may remove too much or

too little earth and thus not provide the proper space for the

foundation. Assurance is also provided that the machine

after erection will line up properly with other machinery,

shafting, or piping.

347. The Necessary Steps In "Laying Out" A Foundation

are: (1) To decide on the location for the machine. (2) To

establish the position of the hole which is to be excavated. (3)

To establish means for rapidly placing foundation forms. (4)

To establish means for rapidly placing the anchor-bolt templets.

These steps will be discussed separately in following sections.

348. Before A Foundation Can Be Laid Out Certain Things

Must Be Decided Or Known: (1) The foundation drawingj

which gives the shape and minimum depth of the foundation

and the sizes and location of anchor bolts, is assumed to be at

hand. (2) The location of the machine in the building must be

known (shown on the plan) or it must be decided upon. If

the machine is shown on the building plan, its location is

fixed by dimensions from its center lines to certain lines in the

building, such as walls, columns, roof trusses, or shafting.

If the machine is to be erected in a completed building for

280
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which plans are not available, its location should be similarly

decided with reference to permanent nearby objects. In

hi--

Outline Of
Proposed
Foundation-

Center-punct?

tiark In Each

E- Section A-A l-Ploin

Fia. 305.—Typical base-line layout. (Frequently it is impractical to place the

base lines along the principal center lines of the machine, as here shown. Another

layout is shown in Fig. 306.)

Fig. 306.—Typical layout of base lines and secondary lines.

either case, whether the location is determined by the building

plans or by decision, the marks from which measurements are

to be taken should be found or be permanently established in
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such a way as to definitely settle two reference or ''base"

lines (Figs. 305 and 306) which are usually at right angles to

each other.

349. In Laying Out The Base Lines For A Foundation, the

procedure depends on the size of the foundation and whether it

is to be placed in a finished building or is to be laid out before

the building is built. (1) If the foundation is large or is

erected as the building is built, the base lines are best located

permanently by concrete or stone piers (Figs. 305, 306 and

5ma//, RoundIronStake-. ,-Concrefe-ffiled

Cenfer-punch ,.

Mark---

Ground'

Line -
.

Fig. 307.—Point to mark base line fixed

in length of buried concrete-filled vitrified

pipe.

'v//A^Ammmm̂ m^
Brick Wall-

^'^'-Proposed
1 Foundation

Outline - -

.

T

Steel ,

Column'-

Corner OfColumn Used '

/

ToMark Base Lines- - --^ y
'^.-Iron Peg DrivenIntoFloor X

I-Plan

Iron Peg ^'

DrivenInto Walk m
W77W77W7TWF7WTT7W7TW77W77W77m-

E- Sectional Elevation

Fig. 308.—Illustrating methods of

establishing base-line marks in a fin-

ished building.

307) which are firmly placed into the ground at some distance

away from the sides of the building. Each pier should con-

tain, set in its top, a piece of iron rod into the end of which a

center-punch mark can be made to definitely fix the base line.

(2) If the foundation is to be erected in a finished building, the

base lines may be located by carefully made marks on some
parts of the building such as the walls, floor, or columns (Fig.

308). In any case the marks should, ordinarily, be far enough
from the foundation itself that they will not in any way be

disturbed or effaced as the construction progresses. The
base Unes are usually so chosen that they will be parallel to

the principal center lines of the installed machine. One base

fine is first determined by two chosen points and the other is

then laid off at right angles to the first and is located by two
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other points. Sometimes, however, one point is taken as

common to the two base Unes as shown in Figs. 306 and 308.

For small foundations base lines may be unnecessary, in which

case the constructor immediately locates the foundation center

lines, as suggested in following Sec. 352.

350. The Methods Of Laying Out A Line Parallel Or At

Right Angles To A Given Line arc numerous. A few of those

which are most applicable to the

laying out of machinery founda-

tions are explained below.

, Sight Tube

P/umb
Bob-

.Leveling
' Screws

A Transit Or A Builder's Level
(Fig. 309) is practically indispensable

for laying out, at right angles to a given

line, any lines which are over 50 ft. long.

This method, in any case, provides the

greatest accuracy and should be em-
ployed if an instrument is available.

The instrument is set up over a point on the given line and sighted

along the line. An angle of 90 deg. is then swung off. The line of sight

is then the required line. To lay off a line parallel to the given line, two

such right-angle lines of equal length must be located by using the

Fig. 309.—A typical builder's level.

', A,"^ --d Units

II-5ectionaI Elevoitio nXT

Fig. 310.—Application of "3-4-5" rule in laying out.

instrument and a steel measuring tape. The use of these instnmients

cannot be described in this book. For further instructions on their use

the reader is referred to Pence and Ketchiim's Surveying Manual pub-

lished by McGraw-Hill Book Co.

The Method Of Laying Off A Right Angle With A Cord By The
"3-4-5 Rule," sometimes called the "6-8-10 rule," is illustrated in Figs.

310 and 311. This involves a well-known principle of geometry. It is

this: If the ends of three lines proportional, respectively, in length to 3,
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4 and 5, be joined together so as to form a triangle, the angle between the
line which is 4 units long and the line which is 3 units long will be a
right angle. Suppose (Fig. 310) it is desired to lay off a base line in the
general direction of BF so that it Ues exactly at right angles to the
direction of the line shaft DE. A plumb bob is dropped down over

9-Ff. Mark'--^^^?

fS-ft/iark-'-.

2S-ft Marks ••

Fig. 311.—Mason squaring foundation with Roe angle steel tape. The 1, 19, and

25-ft. marks are provided with eyelets; the 9 and 19-ft. marks being joints in the tape.

To use the tape, fasten it at the starting point, A, with a marking pin or nail through

the eyelet at figure 1 on the tape; then fasten it at figure 9 as shown in the illustration at

B\ place the 2.5-ft. mark over the starting point and, taking hold of the tape at the 19-ft.

mark, pull it straight as shown. A perfect right angle is thus established at the starting

point.

foundaiion .

c^^'^r

^:5>^f>"°"^-"^*

Fig. 312.—Batter boards arranged around a foundation excavation, showing the appli-

cation of the "3-4-5" rule in squaring the lines.

the shaft from B, and the point just under the point of the plumb bob at B
is marked on the floor. Now, the plumb bob is dropped down at A,

and a point indicating this location is marked on the floor. The distance

from A to B should be just 4 units in length. That is, it may be 4 ft.

if we take 1 ft. as our unit, or it may be 8 ft. if 2 ft. is taken as the unit,

etc. Now, with radii of respectively 5 units aiid 3 units, arcs are struck

on the floor from points A and B. These arcs intersect at C. (They can

be drawn by using a pencil, a piece of chalk or a nail tied at one end of a

length of cord. Another nail is tied in the cord at the correct distance
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from the marker, to act as a center.) Then the line BCF through C will

be at right angles to the shaft. Fig. 312 illustrates the application of this

rule in "squaring" the lines around a foundation excavation. Fig. 313

shows another application.

Pig. 313.—Engine foundation center line being laid out at right angles to line shaft by
applying the 3-4-5 rule.

8'0"To 15-0'

Grao/uathns Scrafched On Face Of Stick-.

M i'i'i'l'i'l'''''''''l'i'i'li'|

?
11111111111- "Sililili '

CI ri View^ -1 '"^'^.'1'

*% Indzx Line Scrcrtcheo/ Comp/efe/t/ Arounof Stick-

J CC ^
5 i ol e View

Fig. 314.—Measuring rod for aligning and laying out.

The Measuring Stick (Fig. 314) may be used for laying out lines

either at right angles or parallel to one another. It is merely a rod of

clear-grained wood, preferably white pine, planed on all four sides. It

should be 2 or 3 in. wide, of %-in. stock and from 8 to 25 ft. long, as

conditions demand. The index or zero line should be scratched near
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one end of the rod. It should be "squared" around all four faces. The
rest of the rod-length should be graduated in feet and half feet or in feet

and inches. The graduations should be marked only on one face of

the rod. The rod should never be narrower than 2 in. on its wide face;

a width of 3, 4, or 5 in. is better. When it is used for laying out one line

parallel to another, the reference line (a string) lies over and, when the

rod is at right angles to it, coincides with the index line on the rod. If

the rod is too narrow, the reference line may seem to accurately coincide

H- Third Step

Fig. 315.—Application of 3-4-5 rule, using

measuring stick.

12"To24"

.•7

^'
,-2" -W

f»

I-Wooden Stake

<

'~K

12"

I- Steel Pin

Fig. 316.—Wooden stake and steel pin

used for markers in laying out.

4lnPJanl< lO'LongAnd Poinfed

At.Both £no/5:., _£oirg/et
^-.___ -T-

I

i SUni'tS:...

'^Center-LineorEngine _\

0=) n
>• m

->r x*t|
3Un!fs ^-^^ *\%4Un!f5'%

Target^ ^

Fig. 317.—Squaring a line by the
"3-4-5" rule, using a 10-ft. plank which

has been sharpened at both ends.

with the index line when it actually does not. It is apparent then that,

within reasonable limits, the wider the graduated face of the rod the more

accurate will be the locations made with it.

Example.—^Laying Off A Line At Right Angles To Another With
A Measuring Stick. Assume that it is desired to lay off a line from the

point C (Fig. 315) at right angles to AB as shown at /. A stake or pin,

(Fig. 316) should be driven in the ground or floor at C. The length CD,

3 units long (usually 6 ft. in practice), is laid off along AB as shown at //.

Another pin or stake is driven at D. Now a cord, CM, is stretched from

C, as shown at III, in a direction as nearly as can be determined with

the eye, at right angles to AB. Lay off a distance, CE, 4 units long

(usually 8 ft. in practice) and drive a pin or stake at E. Now, batter

boards or trestles, ///, may be arranged, on which the measuring stick
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may rest while it is being adjusted. The trestles or batter boards should

be as nearly as possible of such height that the measuring stick when it is

laid on them, will lie just under the lines, but will not touch them.

(Often, particularly when working on a smooth floor, the batter boards

may be dispensed with.) Now swing line CM around C by moving M
until the distance between D and £ is 5 units long (usually 10 ft. in prac-

tice). Now the 3-4-5 triangle is completed, which insures that CE must

^

Cenfer Line Of
Foundaf'ion-^

t

-Mzasuring Stick

^^.
-Re-ference Line

Second Position Of
Measuring Stick

Position Of Foundcrtion-.,

1>
I

I

1

I-P CI n

Wotllor Builoling-

^ ""-Plumb Line

^.'-Measuring Stick h---

VK-Sectioncil Elevation
Fig. 318.—Method of aligning to truss centers, using a nioasuring stick.

lie at right angles io AB. A 10-ft. plank, pointed at both ends (Fig.

317) may be used instead of the measuring stick.

Example.—The Method Of Using The Measuring Stick In Laying

Off One Line Parallel To Another.—Assume that it is desired to

locate the center line DE (Fig. 318) of a foundation, it being necessary

that DE be exactly parallel with some reference line, AC. This reference

line, AC, is, in the case shown, a cord which may be strung between the

centers of two columns or between the stake and some other point. A
plumb bob B is hung at a convenient location on the reference line.

Then the measuring stick is placed on the ground or floor in the position
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shown, and its outer end is shifted around O as a center until, to a person

sighting from a position P, the index line on the measuring stick, the

plumb line and the reference line all coincide. Then the stick is at right

angles to the reference line. Therefore, a mark made on the floor at D is

at the required distance from the reference line. This operation is

repeated with the stick in the position shown by the dotted lines. The

point E is thus obtained. Then a line through D and E is parallel to the

reference line and at the correct distance from it. Hence D-E is a

longitudinal center line for the foundation. The excavation or templet

therefore, may be located in reference to it. Obviously the line OD must

be at right angles to ^C

351. The Radius Board is an arrangement whereby right

angles can be laid off with a minimum expenditure of time and

< -.^ -6-0 >r^ 6-0 >^ ^- •;

1 - M 01 r k e r B o o( r ol _.,•"

D
\ , .. . I K 5-0 »

'Line Scriheol With :8 6< Nails >ff t'
Raolius Strip y y^ ^^'^J'

n-Roiolms Strip

Fig. 319.—Construction of radius board.

labor. The arrangement, which is illustrated in Fig. 319,

was, it is beheved, first proposed by James F. Hobart. It is

described in his book, Millwrighting. The device comprises

two components: (1) The marker hoards I (Fig. 319). (2)

The radius strip, II.

Explanation.—Almost any plank may be used for a marker board,

but it should, preferably, be about 12 ft. long, % in, thick and 10 in. wide.

It has a line, AB, scratched longitudinally along the center of one of

its faces, which should be planed smooth. The radius strip is a wood
piece, 2 in. or 3 in. wdde, which has a nail driven through it at each of

its ends, G and F. The distance between the nails G and F may be any

desirable length, but 5 ft. is a convenient one. The nails should be so

driven as to be at right angles to the wide faces of the strip. A hole, O, is

now made in the center of the marker board. This hole may be made by
driving one of the nails on the radius strip into the marker board. Then
one of the nails, F or G, in the marker board, is inserted in the hole, O,

and the marks locating the points C and D are scribed, using the radius

strip centered at as a tram. The radius board is now completed and

should appear as shown in Fig. 320.

Example.—The Method Of Laying Off A Right-Angle With
A Radius Board. It is desired to lay off a line, GZ (Fig. 320), at the
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point G at right angles to the base line XY . The assembled radius board

is placed on the ground or floor or on a couple of battens or horses as

shown. Then with one nail, F, in position in the hole of the marker

board, the whole device is shifted until the other nail, G, of the radius

strip is at the point from which the line at right angles to XY is to be

projected. Now the trestles or battens are adjusted so as to lie directly

under the board. The board is then shifted until the point B lies directly

under the line XY. Then a line, GZ, passing over the hole A in the

Fig. 320.—Method of using radius board for laying out.

marker board, will be at right angles to XY. The angle AGB will be a

right angle, regardless of the location of B along XY. However, it is

desirable to maintain the distances GB and GA about equal, because

this tends to insure maximum accuracy.

Note.—Although, As Described Above, The Radius-Board
Method Might Appear Complicated, it is really very simple in practice

and doubtless provides the most rapid method for laying off lines at right

angles to one another. The radius board is based on the geometric

principle that any angle inscribed in a semi-circle is a right angle.

352. Secondary Lines Or Center Lines Are Frequently Use-

ful In Laying Out Foundations.—Secondary lines (Fig;. 306)

are usually drawn parallel to the base lines and represent the

location of the principal center lines of the machine. These

secondary lines are very useful later for locating the anchor-

bolt templets (see Sec. 337). From those secondary lines,

the outlines of the excavation and of the forms are then laid

out as will be explained. Where feasible, the base lines may
19
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be so located that they mark the center hnes of the machine

(Fig. 305) ; but this scheme may not be apphcable because the

marks which define the base Hnes usually must, for safety,

be elsewhere located.

Note.—To "Line Up" An Engine-Foundation Location With
A Line Shaft In The Story Above, proceed as follows. See Fig. 321.

The foundation is to be so located, in the first story, that the engine,

when placed on it, will drive the line shaft in the second story by a pulley

Third Story

I-Section Y-Y ll-Sec+lon X-X

Fig. 321.—Lining up an engine foundation with a line shaft in the story above.

on the shaft which will be located about at P. The engine-foundation

center-line must lie at right angles to the shaft. Caliper the shaft at M
and N, which should be about 6 or 8 ft. apart. If the shaft is the same

diameter at both of these locations, drop plumb lines A and B over the

shaft. Erect line C so that it just touches A and B; C will then lie

parallel to the shaft. Now stretch line D at right angles to C, establish-

ing the right angle as explained in preceding Sec. 351. Drop plumb

lines E and F, through holes which have been bored in the floor for the

])urpose, so that each just touches D. Erect line G so that it just touches

E and F. G will then be at right angles to the shaft and either it, or a

line parallel to it, will establish the center line of the engine. Obvious

variations of the above procedure, which may be adaptable for different

conditions, will suggest themselves.
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353. Stakes Are Sometimes Driven At The Corners Of A
Foundation Location (Fig. 322) to facilitate the work which

follows. These stakes are usually located by measuring with

a stick (Fig. 314) or steel tape from the (secondary) foundation

center lines. As these stakes are later withdrawn or excavated,

some more permanent means of marking the foundations must
usually be employed (see following section).

. I I .T'l. ..
I

Secondary J
Lines -y .

V t

-m.

."-* ^ '

•::.-X
..- Stakes-..

r ; Outline OfProposed • •'•/; A-' I

Fig. 322.—Illustrating method of

"staking out" a foundation after estab-

lishing center lines.

I- Straight Stake (lncorrec+)

E- Wedge Stcike ( Cor.rec+)

Fig. 323.—Correct and incorrect

method of making stakes for perma-

nent locations.
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Fig. 324.—Showing in an exaggerated manner why a wedge stake holds better than a

straight one.

Note.—Permanent Stakes Should Have A Wedge Point (Fig.

323). It is claimed that in many cases it is impossible to pull out a wedge
stake whereas a straight stake can be raised with relative ease. The
explanation is that the straight stake, when driven, forms a hole some-

what larger than the stake itself (Fig. 324), It is therefore held only at

its point. A wedge stake, however, is held in the earth through the entire

length of the wedge. For staking the corners of a foundation, as above

described, the straight stake is preferable because it must later be

removed.

354. Batter Boards Are Generally Used To Permanently

Mark A Foundation Outline (Figs. 325 and 326) and, at the
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same time, to establish the finished height of the foundation

and mark the outUne of the excavation (Sec. 361). A batter

board is simply a horizontal board which is fastened to stakes

Fig. 325.—How to build a batter board.

in such a place that it will not interfere with the progress of

work at any stage of the foundation's construction. Batter

boards are usually located 3 to 6 ft. from the nearest

Fig. 326.—Some different arrangements of batter boards.

edge of the foundation, the top of each horizontal board being

at the height or level of the top face of the finished foundation

(before grouting). See also Fig. 327.
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355. To Locate The Batter-Board Stakes (Fig. 328), first

decide about how far from the edges of foundation it will be

necessary to have the batter boards to insure that they will not

interfere with the progress of excavation and pouring the con-

.'Brick Wa/f-

^A:^^^'''^^ -^Carpenter's
•'''' ^T^ -

>;-?! /?>v,r^<:- >•• ^'^'^P^'^^^'^^: • :• Batter \:-'Batter

., Boards^'

I-Plan

Foundaf/ony.
\Anchor Plate

I-Scction A-A

WedgedAgainst Ceiling VT

Batter
Nails rn Boards.- -j

^-->V^y •• J Anchor .- ^/t7C<?' I ,-^

Foundation-- '-^ ro P.t 1 P.g u /-^;.,>j^

n- Section B-B

Fig. 327.—Some arrangements of batter boards and reference lines in a finished building.

Crete. If the excavation is to be larger than the foundation

itself (Sec. 362) the location of the batter boards must be

governed accordingly. Having decidecl on the location,

drive the stakes; keep them as nearly vertical as possible and
allow enough of each stake above ground to insure that the
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batter boards when nailed to the stakes will be up to the level

of the foundation top. The location of the batter-board

stakes may be determined with sufficient accuracy by sighting

d,

R

q<-:.,

^u-Y-'u''. ."""-\ .••..' /'---""
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foundation top (and the tops of batter boards) arc generally

measured from floor level. In an unfinished building, the

height of the foundation must likewise be determined as a

certain distance above some reference point. Thus, to estab-

lish the height of the batter boards, some means of ''leveling"

must be employed. Leveling methods will now be discussed.

Example.—In Fig. 330, the datum, as fixed, lies 5 ft. 4 in. above the

top of the steel I-beam which supports the first floor. The top of the

r Datum -

.

5-4"

First Floor

JZX
~/-o

8-8"

foundation \

Top Level'.^ '

I-Beam-'

Stee/Bean'n^ Plate
•'

.Fin/shed Basement-
floor Level

Footing-'

Fig. 330.—Section showing method of measurement from datum.

I-beam, which is 1 ft. in. deep, lies 10 ft. 2 in. above the finished

basement floor line. The foundation is to finish 7 in. above the finished

basement floor. Therefore (deducting 1 in, for grout) the foundation

forms will have to extend 6 in. above the finished floor level or 8 ft. 8 in.

from the bottom of the first floor I-beam.

357. Instruments Which Afford The Most Accurate Means
For Leveling are the wye-level, transit, and builder's level

(Fig. 309). These instruments are mounted on tripods and

are used to sight on ''target rods" which are simply finely-

graduated measuring rods (Fig. 314) and which, in use, are

held vertically on an object of known height and then on an

object the height of which is to be found. The cross-hairs in

the instrument appear to cut the rod at a certain mark in each

case. The distance between these marks is the difference in

height between the two points.
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First Position

OfRod-->l

SecondPosition OfRod: !*

Elevcftion Of
;;

Foundation Top-
f,

^

£iocJ<Of ':
''>B=Proposed

Knpwnlieycrfion' FioorLevei

''BatterBoards

^'Outline Of
ProposedFoundation

Fig. 331.—Illustrating method of establishing level of batter boards with an instrument.

Stakes •; ^

Object Of Known
I Elevation

Batter
Boards

Fig. 332.—Illustrating method of leveling with a straightedge and spirit level from an

object of known elevation.

E>-i5tin0

Macliine-

Carpenters .Straightedge
Levef'i :'

-H^

% \ Bolts I p^

''Foundation SupportedStake

Fig. 333.—Leveling from existing machine to upright stake with carpenter's level and

straightedge.

-Nail

Plumb
'Bob

A C B

I-Two-booirol Typo 31- Three-board Type

Fig. 334.—Readily made levels which can be used when a spirit level is not at hand.

When the plumb bob hangs at C the objects X and Y are at the same level. To establish

point C place the ends E and F on two objects which are nearly level and mark the

position of the plumb bob as at .4. Then turn the level end for end and make another

mark B. C is then located midway between A and B.
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Example.—Assume that, in Fig. 331, the elevation of a block. A, is

known to be 0.5 ft. above that of the finished floor and that the top of

the finished foundation is to be 3 ft. above the floor. An instrument is

Nail Or

Square-.. Scre^v-.^^

•xer

H-Plan 0-F

Clamp Fine

Cord

.-Carpenters Square D''

Plumb Bob->^
\^'^

a=
I

.... I 111. I IK^

I

Sfraighfedge •

I-Eleva+ion

Fig. 33o.—Leveling with a square—when d = D, then AB is level.

^
\
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358. Leveling With A Spirit Level And A Straightedge (Fig.

332) is fairly accurate where the foundation is relatively

small. Levels are transferred from an object of known eleva-

tion {A, Fig. 332) to a stake, B. The correct height of the

batter board is then determined. Batter board, X, is then

nailed to B and, after leveling, it is nailed also to stake C
The level and straightedge are then used in like manner for

Top Surface Of

Foundation-,

Fia. 337.—The water will stand at the same level in both ends of the hose, thus indicat-

ing the difference, if any, in the elevations of the two foundation tops.

establishing the level of all batter boards around the founda-

tion. After using the level and straightedge progressively

around the foundation, the last batter board and the first

should check out exactly level. It is well, to insure accuracy,

to reverse the straightedge and level each time they are used

and thus compensate for any error in their indications. Fig.

333 shows the use of the spirit level and straightedge for level-

ing from an existing machine.

Note.—The Plumb-Bob Levels of Fig. 334 may, in the absence of a

spirit level, be used exactly as above explained. The plumb-bob levels

may be made of any convenient size. The carpenter's square may also

be used for leveling as suggested in Fig. 335. Hydrostatic levels, Figs.

336 and 337, may often be employed to advantage.

359. A Spirit Level May Be Equipped With Sights And
Used For Taking "Shots" just as is a wye or builder's level

by supporting it on a tripod or suitable stand (see Fig. 338).

Sights for attachment to a carpenter's level (Fig. 339) may
be purchased at reasonable cost and are very convenient inas-

much as they occupy little space and may be readily removed
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from th(^ lovrl when not in use. The sights must be adjusted

for accurate work. The method of adjustment is explained

below.

Note.—Home-Made Sights For Attachment To A Carpenter's

Level arc illustrated in Fig. 340, and may be made as follows: Peep

Sight. Cut off a rim-fire brass shell at about 14 in. or ^i in. from its base.

.-Carpenters Level

Sight-

.'WoCKf

st

Jki

Cap On

1
\

' ""l^fS Iron Pipe EFPS

". '-LevelingScre^v

'SetScrew

i-'-^'Oas Pipe

Pointed Shoe

I- Front View I- Side View

Fig. 338.—A homemade level suitable for relatively small foundation work.

Peep Pole---

I- Sights For Attachment To Wood Levels

Peep
Hole

H-Slghts For Attachment To Iron Frame Levels KnurledClampingScrews-'

Fig. 339.—Sights for attachment to carpenter's levels.

Drill or punch a small hole, not larger than ^i^-i in. in the base of the shell

(See //, Fig. 340) to serve as a peep. The shell is now soldered to the

head of a brass machine screw, which has a jamb nut turned on it. The

peep sight is then ready for fitting to the level, as described below.

Hair-line Sight. A piece of the body of a shell (Fig. 340-7//) about ^
in. long is drilled with two very small holes one on either side of the shell

directly opposite each other. A very fine wire—No. 30 B. and S. Gage,

having a diameter of 0.010,03 in., will do—is passed through these holes,

stretched taut, and its ends soldered to the outside of the shell as

shown at ///, Fig. 340. The hair line sight is also soldered to the head of

a brass machine screw as illustrated.
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To attach the sights to the level, tap the metal end mountings of the level

to receive the machine screws which support the front (peep) and rear

(hair-line) sights. This done, the sights are fixed to the mountings and
turned down to a point w^here both peep and hair-line sights are at approxi-

mately the same elevation in comparison with the bottom side of the

level. The level is then adjusted as explained below.

.-.PeepHole

i
.Shell Sight

\
'\ Jamb'Nut

MetalMounring. ,

..Hair
"•

:' Line
,HairLine
': Solder-.

® ^--— / -r.
I- Carpenters Level / jamb

And Sights Assemtaled / yy- ^
^End OfRim-fire Brass Shell Piece OfBody

'tiachineScrewSoldered To Shell Of Shell

I- Detail Of HI- Detail Of
Peep Sight Hair-line Sight

Fig. 340.—Carpontor's lovol fitted with sighting arrangement.

Line Of Vision

Target-

..'Level OfStation 5

\C: -Level

S \k-Station
Level OfStation 5

I- First Position

Station -

k
c

l^-'Z^/^.^. _ u-jline Of Vision

Corrected Line Of Vision ^

Sights ^-.^^

LevelOfStation 5

Level OfStation 5

I- Second Position

.Line Of Vision

Station•'

.'Level OfStations

m-Stoitlons And Sights Adjusteol

Fig. 341.—Method of adjusting sights on carpenter's level.

Explanation.—To Adjust The Level Sights, it is necessary to first

erect two stations, S and S\ Fig. 341, say 50 or 75 ft. apart. (They may
be set up closer together, if necessary, but greater accuracy is obtained by
spacing them this distance.) The stations may be platforms of some
kind—it is necessary however that they be level all around. This
leveling can be done with a spirit level.

These stations must now be adjusted vertically so they will each be at
the same level. This is done as follows:
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^.Brass rndMounting
. -Sighting Strips— x

I- Sighting Strips Fitted

To Level

i' ^r^i
32 T<

I-EIevottion Of Sighting Strip

I"

jl No. 22 Gage Iron

The sights on the carpenter's level, Fig. 340, are turned down so that

both peep hole and hair line are as nearly as possible the same distance

from the base of the level. The level is then set on the station S. (See

Yig. 341-/.)

Next build a blank target as illustrated at 5, and place it on station

S' as in Fig. 341-/.

Sight the level at the target and have an assistant mark on the target

the point where the line of vision crosses the

target. Now reverse both level and target

placing the target on S and the level on S'.

Again sight the level at the target. If the

line of vision intersects the point previously

marked, the tops of the stations S and S'

are at the same elevation. This seldom

occurs, however; the conditions are more
often something like those of Fig. 341-//.

The illustration is drawn quite out of pro-

portion so as to better serve the purpose of

explanation. It will be noted that station

S' is at a higher level than S] also that the

rear sight on the level is lower than the

front sight.

Consider Fig. 341-/. The line of vision

strikes the target at point B. When target

and level are interchanged, the line of vis-

ion strikes the target at A in //. A point

C is located half way between A and B.

If station S be raised a distance equal to that between points B and C it

will be at the same level as S'.

The sights may now be adjusted as follows: With S and S' level and at

the same elevation (as determined above), mark a point, B (Fig. 341-

///) on the target which is at the same distance above S' as the center of

the peep-hole is above S. Then adjust the hair-line sight so that the line

of vision (Fig. 341-///) intersects B.

Note.—Another Form Of Home-Made Level Sight, which is some-

what simpler than those described above, is shown in Fig. 342. Although

more readily made than the peep-hole and crosswire sights, these sighting

strips are more difficult to adjust and more easily thrown out of

adjustment.

2f
.I'l
3i" --->!

H-PICKn Vievj Of
Sighting Strip

Fig. 342.—Homemade sight-

ing strips for attachment to

spirit level.

360. A Spirit Level Which Is Equipped With Sights May
Be Used On A Plane Table when none of the methods pre-

viously described is available. Its construction is quite

simple—merely a carpenter's spirit level and a plane surface

—

a drafting board for example, are necessary.
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Explanation.—A Temporary Plane Table And The Mode Of
Operating is illustrated in Fig. 343. A plane surface (board, steel plate,

or the like) is brought to an accurate level upon the ground at any-

determined point—usually a peak or small area—that has a higher

elevation than the field to be observed. The top of a pile of dirt taken

from an excavation affords a good location.

A carpenter's spirit level, which for greater accuracy, should be fitted

Fig. 343.—Setting up and operating temporary plane table.

-'leve/ ffoar^

Ground Line-.

^^W'W//^^^fe^?^^?^^^

'

1^^

I-Elevation E-Plan View

Fig. 344.—Plane table supported on posts driven into ground.

with sights like those illustrated in Figs. 339 or 340 and described in

Sec. 359, is placed upon the plane table.

The level is now sighted at a point from which the distance either below

or above datum may be conveniently measured. This difference being

noted, the level may be sighted to any part of the work, and datum
established at the new location either by adding or subtracting the dis-

tance it may be below or above the datum line.

Note.—A Semi-Permanent Plane Table may be constructed as

illustrated at Fig. 344. The principle is of course the same as that

described above. Four posts are securely set at an elevation most
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suitable to the conditions existing. Their tops are accurately IcvcUmI

and on them may be placed a perfectly plane surface—say a drafting

board. Care should be taken that the posts do not become disarranged

and that the drafting board does not warp, etc. To prevent this it

should be well covered when not in use during the day time, and taken

indoors at night.

361. Saw Cuts May Be Made Into The Batter Boards

After They Are Leveled (Fig. 345) to permit stretching cords

accurately around the foundation. A saw cut is usually

made into each batter board for a line to determine: (1) The

.Cords Or
;'< Wires

Foundafion Oufllne

,.Saw _
.''

'« Cuts

Fia. 345.—Illustrating method of stretching lines from batter boards.

outline of the excavation. (2) The outer side of the foundation.

(3) The inside edge of a wall, as when a boiler or other thin-

walled foundation is being constructed. Each saw cut is

made exactly J^ in. deep. A nail (Fig. 345) is then driven into

the batter board at a point directly beneath the cut to provide

attachment for a cord or wire.

362. In Laying Out The Shape Of The Hole Which Is To
Be Excavated it should be decided whether space must be

allowed beyond the foundation faces for the placement of

forms for the concrete. Small foundations which are to be

placed in solid self-supporting soil (Sec. 384) are frequently

constructed without special forms—the hole itself is used as

the form. In places where wooden forms must be used, the

space which must be allowed at the sides varies from about 6

in. where the forms are first built up and then lowered into the

hole to about 18 in. where the forms are built up in the hole.

In any case, the outline of the foundation is first located by

saw cuts in the batter boards (Sec. 354). If stakes have been
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driven at the corners of the foundation, Fig. 346, cords or

wires may be stretched between the batter boards and moved
vmtil they are found (by plumbing) to be vertically over the

stakes.

Or, if stakes have not been driven, the saw cuts may be

located by measurement from the lines which mark the

principal center lines of the machine (Sec. 352). Additional

saw cuts to mark the hole outline are then made at the

:'UI
. ;

u' • ' u
I
Tu '

^'Batter Boarcfs-^^
•.0= ^.

V'\:--:y:V
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• •;

•
.•••.

.j . ;. Over Qut/ine '
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•
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^
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.=5=

'T>-

'v:~-

I

..^
I-

_v. ." "lines To Mark Outline
^ '.. Of Excavation' .-'.'

Fig. 346.—Illustrating method of stretching lines between batter boards.

desired distance from those which mark the foundation outline.

Then, during excavation, cords or fine wires are strung between

these saw cuts (see Fig. 345). If desired and when neces-

sary, plumb bobs may be suspended from the stretched

wires or cords.

363. How Deep To Excavate will be determined by the

nature of the soil. The foundation drawing which is furnished

by the manufacturer of the machine gives the minimum depth

which the foundation should have. However, if, after exca-

vating to this depth, it is found that the soil is not firm, the

excavation must be made deep enough to insure bearing on

solid earth; see also Sec. 37 and note that in any case the

excavation should at least extend to below the jro8t line.

Note.—When A Foundation Is Made Much Higher, Vertically,

Than Shown On The Foundation Drawing, it is sometimes necessary

to enlarge the bottom area so that the safe bearing power of the soil
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(Table 5) will not be exceeded due to the increased weight of the founda-

tion. This is frequently necessary when a foundation extends through a

basement to the first floor. The foundation may be provided with a

footing which extends the necessary distance (see Sec. 380) beyond the

edges of the foundation shown by the machinery manufacturer's design.

Note.—When Foundations Are Built Directly On Solid Rock
the rock surface should be cleaned of all loose rocks or dirt and cut to

a level surface or in steps to level surfaces perpendicular to the direction

of pressure. Then a layer of rich cement mortar should be placed directly

on the cleaned rock. This will make a good bond between the rock and

the foundation. WTiere saiid or dry clay is encountered, the foundation

need not be carried any deeper than frost line.

364. The Method Of Excavating, which is to be employed,

must be determined by the nature of the material to be exca-

'^'^•

w
Shovef/ngr

doani -,

•g

i

^1^ ,-

;« txcavdtion

I- First Step

I-Second Step

m- Third Step

E- Final Step

Fig. 347.—Illustrating method of removing soil from deep holes when excavating by
hand.

vated and the size of the excavation. In general, relatively

small excavations, in earth are most cheaply made with a

pick and shovel, whereas large excavations are better adapted

to the use of plow and scraper or, in extremely large ones,

the steam shovel. In an existing plant which is equipped with

a power crane, a grab-bucket can frequently be used.

Note.—Excavation In Wet Places is facilitated by always provid-

ing a hole in one corner of the pit which is deeper than the remainder.

20
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The water will then run to the hole from which it can easily be pumped
or bailed out. The excavation thus proceeds in much drier ground than

would be encountered if no drainage provision were made.

365. In Excavating Deep Holes By Hand, The Earth May
Be Removed as suggested in Fig. 347. It is to be noted that a

man will throw a shovelful of earth from 6 to 10 ft. horizontally

and from 4 to 5 ft. vertically upward. The earth should be

shoveled onto a wooden platform from which a second man
can shovel it readily if he shovels lengthwise the boards.

366. To Keep The Soil From Falling Into Deep Holes (Fig.

348) it is well to ''shore" up the sides with timbers. The

5 X //' A J-P "Po//bgr Boards

M/'n/'mum
Between Struts

Fig. 348.—Illustrating method of

shoring sides of an excavation which is

being made into firm soil.

9\/i xZ'-O "Po/ing Boards.^

6'x4"Wa//r7gr

Piece--,

4"x4"5truf-.,

Fig. 349.—Illustrating method of

shoring sides of an excavation in only

moderately-firm soil (where poling
boards must be placed less than 6 ft.

apart.)

greatest depth which can be excavated without shoring is best

determined after excavation is begun but, as a guide, Table

367 may be useful. The method of shoring in firm ground is

shown in Fig. 348. The minimum spacing of the struts in a

shored excavation should be about 6 ft. to allow sufficient

space for the workmen. Whenever the poling boards must
be spaced closer than this, it becomes necessary to use the

method of Fig. 349. However, when excavating in extremely

loose soil it then becomes imperative to form a solid wall of

boards, as shown in Fig. 350. Here the sheeting boards are

laid one by one as the hole is made deeper and are held tempo-

rarily by individual struts, A . When convenient, poling boards
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and more permanent struts may be provided, and the tempo-
rary struts removed. A method of shoring a large foundation

excavation by the use of sheet piHng is illustrated in Fig. 351.

dx/r
Polingf Board-

'

'
:l3'xl2 Sheeting

^art/T

Fig. 350.—Illustrating method of shoring sides of an excavation in loose ground.

Sheefnr Guide f'^''^''^"'^'pJks

Uprights I2\l2

Fig. 351.—Hlustrating the use of sheet piles for shoring large excavations.

The guide piles are first driven, then the sheet piling is driven,

perhaps only part-way down. After the excavation reaches

nearly to the bottom of the sheet piles they may be driven

farther and braced as shown. When sheet piles are driven

to their depth, as shown, a new set of piles is started inside
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of the first set. Long struts must be braced, as shown, to

prevent their dropping to the bottom of the hole.

367. Table Showing Maximum Depth Of Vertical Face

Which Will Stand For A Short Time.

Kind of soil Height, ft.

Clean dry sand and gravel ........

Moist sand and ordinary top soil.

Loamy soil, well drained

Clay, well drained

Compact gravelly soil

to 1

1 to 3

5 to 10

9 to 12

10 to 15

368. To Gage The Depth Of An Excavation (Fig. 352) it is

merely necessary to use a measuring stick, A, in connection

Bc^er Board-

Measuring'^

Stick

Fig. 352.—Ulustrating method of using a measuring stick for gaging the depth of an

excavation.

Batter Boards •

Stretched
Cord:

• Gaging Stick

Fig. 353—Gaging depth of a trench from batter-board wire.

with the lines which are stretched from the batter boards.

In very large foundations the depth may be gaged from a

straightedge or Hne of sight (Fig. 343).
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Note.—To Gage The Depth Of A Trench, it is convenient to pro-

vide batter boards across the trench at intervals of about 50 ft. (F'ig. 353).

A line which is stretched between these boards then may, in combination

with a measuring stick, be used to gage the depth of the trench. It is

desirable to place all of the boards at the same height above the bottom
of the trench.

369. The Forms For The Foundation May Be Placed

immediately after the excavation is completed by moving
the cords or wires to the notches in the batter boards which

were previously provided for this purpose; see Div. 9 for

information relating to the construction and location of

machinery-foundation forms.

QUESTIONS ON DIVISION 8

1. Explain the desirability of carefully laying out the location of a foundation.

2. Name the steps in laying out a foundation.

3. What must be known about a foundation before its location can be laid out?

4. What are the base liJies for a foundation lay-out? How are they established and
marked? Explain with a sketch.

5. What is the usual angular relation between the base lines? How many points are

usually employed to define them?
6. Explain the use of the transit or the builder's level for laying out right angles.

When should this method be employed?
7. Explain the ''3-4-5 rule." How is it used for laying out right angles?

8. Draw a sketch to illustrate the application of the 3-4-5 rule to the problem of

laying a line at right angles to a given line.

9. Explain the construction of a measuring stick. Why should it have a wide face?

10. Explain, and illustrate with a sketch, the method of laying out a line at right

angles with a given line by use of the measuring stick.

11. Explain, with an illustrative sketch, the method of laying oR a line parallel to

another with a measuring stick. How does this method compare, both as to time

required and accuracy, with the transit method?
12. Draw a sketch to explain the construction of the ladius board. What principle of

geometry forms the basis of its use?

13. Explain, and draw a sketch of, the method of laying off a right angle with a radius

board. For greatest accuracy what should be the angular relation between the marker

board and the radius strip when the line is laid off?

14. What are secondarrj h'jies in foundation laying-out? What is their usual location

with reference to the position of the finished installations? What is their use?

15. Illustrate, with a sketch, the method of placing stakes to mark the foundation

outline. What is the purpose of placing these stakes?

16. What shapes are used for stakes? Which is preferable for a stake which is to be

permanent? Why? Explain fully and draw a sketch.

17. What are the purposes of batter boards in laying out a foundation? How are

they constructed? Draw a sketch of one.

18. Explain fully the method of locating and placing batter-board stakes.

19. How is the height of batter boards determined?

20. What is a datum? Formulate an example, illustrated by a sketch, to show the

method of measiiring from datum.

21. Explain the use of a leveling instrument for fixing the height of batter boards.

Illustrate an assumed example with a sketch.
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22. How may a spirit level and straightedge be used for leveling up batter boards?

Illustrate. Enumerate the necessary precautions when leveling with a straightedge.

23. Draw sketches of, and explain the construction and use of devices which can be

employed instead of spirit levels.

24. What is the purpose of equipping a spirit level with sights? Explain the con-

struction of home-made level sights.

25. Draw a sketch and explain fully how you would adjust the sights of a spirit level.

26. What is a plane table? How is it used?

27. What is the purpose of saw cuts in batter boards?

28. Explain fully the method of laying out the outline of the hole for a foundation.

29. How would you decide how deep to excavate for a foundation?

30. What must sometimes be done to prevent settlmg when a foundation is made very

much higher than the height shown on the foundation drawing?

31. If a foundation is to rest directly on solid rock, how should the rock be prepared to

receive the foundation?

32. What considerations would enable you to decide what method to use in exca-

vating for a foundation?

33. What provision should be made for excavating in wet soil? Explain fully.

34. Draw a sketch to illustrate the method of removing soil from excavations as the

depth is increased.

35. What is meant by shoring? When must the sides of holes be shored?

36. Explain, with sketches, various methods of shoring.

37. Draw sketches to explain methods of gaging the depth of an excavation.



DIVISION 9

MASONRY AND CONCRETE FOUNDATIONS AND
FORMS THEREFOR

370. Machinery Foundations Are Made Of Either Masonry

Or Concrete.—Except in certain instances, as explained below,

masonry (brick and stone) is seldom used for the construction

.Capstones- -,

Rubble-Masonry Footing-'

I-Front View
'Brick Foundation

I-5ide View

Fig. 354.—Brick foundation for a cross-compound vertical steam engine showing cap-

stones on top of foundation.

...Anchor Bolts

Washer-

Foundation - -- %,

Fig. 354A.—Building a masonry foundation.

of modern machinery foundations because: (1) Concrete

foundations are generally cheaper. (2) Concrete foundations

can be made with less skilled labor. (3) Concrete foundations

can (disregarding the time necessary for ''setting") be made

311
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more rapidly. (4) Concrete foundations withstand vibration

better; that is, they are not generally weakened by vibrations

of the machine which they support. (5) Concrete is better

adapted for irregularly-shaped foundations.

Wrought-

Iron

Washer--

Grouting.,

TapHoleFor£yeSalt

FiiperSfuffed

Around Bolt-

'

Cast-Iron

Anchor

hate-'

>Pointed ToEnterNut'- ^i^^^

'FoundafionRKket ^
ForEach Bolt ^

JL

I
V//////////////////////y////.

V
Rubble Stone;
Footing |

^^yyy>yyyyyyyi'yyyy///:

\

yyyyyyy/X\

')/xi.'/-iiy7/^//^//m'/^//^//j

Fig. 355.—Section through an anchor-bolt location in a brick foundation showing

constructional details.

Note.—Masonry Foundations Are Suitable: (1) For foundations

for smooth-running machines ivhere masonry may be erected more cheaply

than concrete; as, for instance, where a supply of good second-hand brick

is on hand. (2) For a small unimportant foundation where forms for a

concrete foundation would make it cost more than one of masonry.

(3) For temporary foundations; if it is known that a foundation must be

demolished after a few years, masonry may be used in its construction to

facilitate the razing; see Sec. 408.
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371. In Constructing Masonry Foundations (Fig. 354), it

is customary to make the footing of rubble masonry and to

use hard brick or rough ashlar masonry for the greater portion

of the foundation. The brick or stone should be laid in a good

cement mortar (1 part of cement for each 13^^ to 3 parts of
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work and to prevent oil from reaching the foundation. These stones had
to be drilled for the anchor bolts (Fig. 355) and were, of course, very

expensive. Stones, P, were sometimes also used above the anchor-

plates (Fig. 355). Cast-iron soleplates or slabs (Figs. 356 and 357) are

now sometimes used instead of capstones for masonry foundations.

They are usually about 1 in. thick and have an upturned flange around
the edge to prevent oil from flowing onto the foundation.

372. Practically all Modern Foundations Are Made Of
Concrete, principally because they are thus made more
cheaply and stronger than if of masonry (see also Sec. 370).

Anchor Bolt

Tie Piece

Ranger ^

''
Superstructure Form Resting OnFooting

FiQ. 358.—Perspective view showing method of bracing foundation forms. Near end of

form is removed to show construction.

A box-like form (Fig. 358) open on top and bottom, is placed

in the excavation and filled with concrete to the required

height.

373. The Strongest Concrete is made by mixing portland

cement, sand, and gravel or crushed hard rock in the proper

proportion ( Sec. 374). The strength of the concrete is high

when the mixture contains a relatively large percentage of

cement; as less cement is used the strength is decreased.

Natural cement, when used instead of portland cement makes
a cheaper but weaker concrete. The strength of the concrete

is also decreased as softer materials are used in place of gravel.

Cinders are sometimes used in place of gravel. But the result-

ant cinder concrete is then so weak and porous and weighs

so little per unit volume that it is practically unsuited for

machinery foundations.

Note.—Concrete Foundations Cost, including forms, from $6.00,

to S8.00, per cubic yard for large simple shapes up to $12.00 to $14.00,

for the smaller or complicated ones.
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373A. The Cementing Or ''Gluing" Quality In Concrete is

provided by some kind of reaction between the cement and
the water. Thus, when sand and gravel are mixed with

cement and water, the cement and the water form a '^glue"

which binds the sand and gravel together into a monolithic

mass. After the mass has set for a given period of time, its

strength is, among other things, dependent upon: (1) The

relative quantities of the cement and water, Sec. 373B. (2) The

thoroughness of the mixing, Sec. 377. (3) The temperature of

the mass during the period. Within reasonable limits, the

higher the temperature the greater will be the strength of the

concrete (Sec. 378) for a given period of setting.

373B. For Strong Concrete, The Ratio of Cement To Water
Should Be Kept As High As Possible. That is, no more
water should be used than just enough to provide sufficient

plasticity to be readily workable so that it will fill all spaces

when it is poured into the form. Too much water decreases

the strength of the concrete. The general tendency in making-

concrete is to make the mass workably plastic by using too

much water. The reason for this is probably that when more
water is used, less mixing is required. With the '^sloppy"

concrete which is sometimes used, two-thirds to three-fourths

of the possible strength of the concrete is lost. By using less

water and doing more mixing the strength of the concrete will

generally be greatly increased. More water is required for a

fine sand than for a coarse sand. Consequently, when very

fine sand is used a large amount of water is necessary. This

large amount of water decreases the concentration of the

cement which results in a weakening of the concrete. This

is largely the reason for the frequently made statement that
" coarse sands make strong concrete and fine sands make weak
concrete. '^ However, cement, water and sand are not the

sole determinations of the strength of the concrete.

Note.—Concrete May "Unmix" In Transit From The Mixer To
The Forms. That is, the finer particles of cement and aggregate may
rise to the top. If this occurs and is permitted to exist, it will result in

the formation of soft chalky layers. Over-wet concrete is particularly

subject to such unmixing. Unmixing can be partially corrected by
spading or ramming.
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374. The Proportions Of Concrete Ingredients For Ma-
chinery Foundations, as recommended by the Universal

Portland Cement Co., are: (1) For smooth running small

machines, the foundations of which are subjected to little

vibration, use a 1:23^2-^ mixture (1 part of cement, 23^ parts

of sand, 5 parts of gravel or crushed rock—by volume).

(2) For heavy machines, the foundations of which are to

withstand no excessive vibration, use a 1:2:4 mixture. (3)

For all machines which cause heavy impact or excessive vibration^

use a 1:13^:3 mixture. The foregoing proportions may be

used for the average job. If the aggregate (gravel or crushed

rock) is carefully graded and the proportions are scientifically

fixed, smaller proportions of cement may be used for each

class of work.

375. To Scientifically Fix The Proportions Of Concrete, take

small quantities of cement and sand mixtures, as given above,

and make trial mixtures with different quantities of aggregate.

Then select the mixture which gives the smallest volume of

concrete for a given volume of ingredients. The aggregate

should consist of clean, hard durable particles which should

range in size from 3^^ in. in diameter to 3 in. (or even larger in

large foundations). In any case, even if a stone-aggregate

concrete is used, a good rich concrete should be used for a

depth of about 1 ft. at the top and around the anchor plates,

and, preferably, for the footing at the bottom.

Note.—The Important Properties Of Foundation Concrete may
be briefly stated as follows: (1) Density, about 150 lb. per cu. ft. (2)

Compressive strength; the ultimate compressive strength varies from 1,200

lb. per sq. in. for a 1:23-2:5 concrete with soft limestone or sandstone

aggregate to 2,800 lb. per sq. in. for a 1:13^:3 concrete with granite or

very hard rock aggregate. The safe compressive strength may, for the

average case, be taken as 15 tons per sq. ft. or 208 lb. per sq. in. (3)

Tensile strength; this varies from about 5 to 15 per cent, of the compressive

strength. (4) Shearing strength; in direct shear the shearing strength is

about 60 to 80 per cent, of the compressive strength (5) Adhesive

strength to plain iron rods varies from about 250 to 500 lb. per sq. in. of

contact surface. As suggested in Sec. 124, the safe adhesive strength

may be taken as 75 lb. per sq. in. This value of 75 lb. per sq. im

provides a factor of safety which is sufficiently large for every case.
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376A. The Cost Of Machinery Foundations will vary greatly

both with local conditions and with the price of labor and

material. As the price of labor and material has changed so

rapidly in the last few years, and will probably change similarly

in the next few years, it is impossible to give a unit cost which

will be of any permanent value. By considering the number
of man-hours (Table 376B) and the amount of material (Sec.

376) required to produce a unit (1 cu. yd.) of the foundation,

the total cost of the unit can be obtained by multiplying the

number of man-hours and the amount of material by the pre-

vailing average wage and cost of material respectively. The
average hourly wage, for use in connection with the values

of Table 376B is obtained by adding together the hourly wages

of all the workmen and then dividing the sum by the number

of workmen.

Note.—Excavation in stiff white clay requires about 3 man-hrs. per

cu. yd. This, however, is only an average figure and it may be greatly

increased or decreased, since the amount of man-hours required depends

upon the local conditions. The cost for excavation in 1916 varied from

50 cts. to $1.00 for soft material and from $1.00 to $4.00 for rock per

cubic yard.

376B. Table Showing Approximate Man-hours Required

For Mixing And Pouring Machinery Foundations By Hand,

including forms and shoring but not excavation.

Cubic yards

in foundation

Man-hours

required

Man-hours

per cubic yard

1
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Note.—Forms Cost, in place, about 18 cts. per sq. ft. and water-

proof material about 40 cts. per sq. ft. These figures are based on 1922

prices.

376C. Table Showing Approximate Costs Per Kilowatt Of

Machinery Foundations complete including excavation, forms,

concrete and labor. It should be understood that these values

given below are the actual costs of certain jobs. Obviously

they hold only for the conditions and times stated. These

values are from Mechanical and Electrical Cost Data
by Gillette and Dana.

Application

Kw.
capacity

Kind

Material Location Date

Cost

per

kw.,

dollars

250
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mixed in a mechanical mixer, because machine mixing is

always more certain to be thorough than hand mixing. But,

if the mixing must be done by hand, it should be done on a

water-tight platform.

Explanation.—The sand may be spread on the platform and the

cement placed on top of it. The two materials should then be mixed

until of a uniform color. In the meantime, the aggregate may be placed

in a measuring box (Fig. 359) on the platform. After removing the box,

the aggregate is hollowed out in the center and the sand and cement

Fig. 359.—A measuring box for a 1: 2: 4 mixture. Space A (4 cu. ft.) is used for

measuring sand; space B (8 cu. ft.) for aggregate. Take 2 sacks of cement for each

filling of A and B. For other mixtures, the dimensions may be altered accordingly.

are shoveled on top of it as a layer of even thickness. A definite number

of pails of water (see below) is poured on top of these and the whole mass

is mixed by shovels, each man lifting a shovelful of material, turning it

over, and spreading it on the platform about 2 ft. from its original posi-

tion. The mixing operation is then repeated several times; usually three

mixings are sufficient. The amount of water should be just sufficient to

make a quaking mixture or one which "shakes" on ramming. The
mixture should not be allowed to stand very long before pouring as it will

begin to set in 30 to 40 min. after mixing.

378. In Pouring Concrete Into The Forms, it may be

thrown or dumped into place if it does not thus fall more than

5 or 6 ft. Where the fall is greater than this, or where it must

be led far from the place of mixing, it may be conveyed in

troughs. The troughs should be scraped out carefully after

each batch is poured. The concrete should be spread out in a

layer to a thickness of about 6 in. and thoroughly rammed
down with a wooden timber (about 4 by 4 in.) until water

appears at the surface. The next layer may then be poured.

If a joint must be made to concrete which was poured the

previous day, the concrete in the form should be roughened

with a wire brush, wetted thoroughly, and covered with a
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thin layer of cement-and-water mortar on to which the new

concrete should be poured before the mortar sets. The forms

Y/ooden Box. Over
Foundation

Steam Jefs
i"Holes In P/pe-'

Low-PressureSteam--"^

foundation Surrounded By,'
YJet Steam Vapor

•'

Fig. 360.

I

yAnchor Bolts ^.

•
I^H^iv'*-

(Concrete Block) ^/fW^:
Straiqht

Fig. 361.

Fig. 360.—Illustrating method of accelerating the set of concrete. After about 8 hr.

of steaming the foundation forms may be removed. Then about 48 hr. of additional

steaming will cure the concrete. Instead of being made as shown, the horizontal

boards may be nailed on clap-board fashion and then covered with tar paper to keep

in the steam.

Fig. 361.—Simple concrete foundation shape.

I-PIan Anchor
Bolts

1
I
1
!'«

Foundation

: : , . -Anchor Plates - -
.

,

w
I

g.

31- Elevation

Fig. 362.—The preferable shape—a simple rectangular-prism foundation.

should remain at least 3 or 4 days after the pouring of the

concrete. The machine should not (for exception see note

below), be set on the foundation for two or three weeks after

the concrete is poured. During this time the concrete should
21
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be kept quite wet. This may be done by regular sprinkling

or by covering the concrete with wet sawdust, rags, or the like.

Note.—To Hasten The Setting Of Concrete (Fig. 360) in cases

where it is imperative that the machine be set on the foundation as

i^- —Anchor dolts--

777Wa

I-Sloping Sides, Beveled Top

Ground Line

.'Concrete Foundafion

^ BU Allow hln. For Grout.

1 H- Sloping Sides ',

-/>( Concrete

Til- Straight Sides

JL

///<^t--.A H ^^

H-SubstituteFor I Y- Substitute For U 2I-Single Offset

Fig. 363.—Shapes for concrete foundations; shapes I and II are to be avoided.

quickly as possible, one may arrange to surround the concrete with

steam vapor, as illustrated. The steam vapor insures a liberal supply of

moisture as well as a high temperature. The concrete will be well set

in about 48 hr. after it is thoroughly heated. Hobart (Electrical

Column
Foundation - .

. -Anchor
Bolt

'Floor

Surface

y\Q. 364.
—

" Taper-side" foundation

iWhich requires an expensive form.

Column
Foundation

Anchor
Bolt

Floor

Surface

Fig. 365.
—

" Stepped-side " equiva-

lent af the tapered-side foundation of

Fig. 364.

"World, Feb. 2, 1911) states that "«oncrete treated in this way has

in 2 or '3 days a strength equal to that of concrete which sets for 28 days

with frequent sprinkling. Machinery may be placed and operated on the

foundation after 48 hr. of steaming."

379. In Designing Concrete Machinery Foundations (Figs.

361 an.d 362) it is wise to adhere to simple shapes, preferably
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rectangular prisms. Masonry foundations were generally
made with sloping sides (Fig. 354) and the earlier concrete

• 5/c/e Boards OfIrregular Lengths

"^^ Ledger

I-Sec+ion Through A-B

Fig. 366.—Form for taper side founda-

tion.
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^^_- Footing 16"

' Ki Form \

_Y_

H" Section

Fig. 367.—Form for the stepped-side

foundation.
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Foundation

.

is yi

I

^^^^/^>y^/m/^
Fio. 368.—A three-step footing, such as may be necessary to obtain the extensive

bearing area which is necessary in a weak soil. The form for such a footing may be
made as suggested in Fig. 377.

foundations were often made of the same shape (see Fig. 363,
/ and U). However, these shapes which have sloping sides
require forms which are difficult and expensive to construct
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and in which it is difficult to place and ram the concrete. It

will practically always be found cheaper and better to use the

shapes of IV and V (Fig. 363). These shapes provide the

-Anchor do/t

i;
1 1.

Foundation

"IT"

T Footing, I

^ . K •--- ,----• > '

^^cAr- ' 'Main For fion
. OfFoundation Sinks

Fig. 369.—Showing what may hap-

pen if the footing course is not suffi-

ciently thick.
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and 365) have the same base area. No "under-ramming" of concrete is

necessary with the form of Fig. 367.

380. To Obtain Necessary Footing Area (Fig. 363) provide a

spread footing, rather than slope tlie sides of the foundation

.

Where the footing area must be much in excess of that of

the foundation top, it is well to increase the area in more
than one step as in Figs. 363, IV and V, and 368. The neces-

sary footing area may be computed by the rules given in

Div. 1 and in other divisions of this book. The depth of the

footing need, ordinarily, be only the width of one or two
6 or 8-in. boards. An offset, (see Sec. 381) is then made,

roundation 'i Form-Boards

2~xr
Battens--'.

Fig. 373.—Battens should be arranged at regular intervals, not over 4 ft. apart.

thus reducing the amount of concrete above the footing.

See Sec. 390 for directions for making forms for offset footings;

Fig. 367 shows an offset footing form for a small foundation.

381. The Permissible Ofifsets For Foundation Footings

(0, Figs. 363 and 370) may for the average concrete footing

be taken as one half of the thickness, T, of the footing course;

see following Table 382 for definite values. If is made too

large with respect to 7", the footing edge may break off as

shown in Fig. 369 and thus defeat its purpose. Where
stone is used for a footing, the offset may be made about as
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great as the thickness of the course (see also Table 382);

but it must be carefully watched that at least half of each

stone that forms the offset extends under the foundation.

382. Table Of Safe Footing Offsets For Various Substances

(from Baker's Masonry Construction). The letter ref-

erences are to Fig. 370 and the values are computed with a

factor of safety of 10.

Material composing footing
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/brm Boards .

^ Batten

Fig. 373A.—Beveled-edge form boards swell when wet and keep the water in the

forms. They are preferred by some erectors, to tongue-and-groove stock. They

provide smoother foundation side than does ordinary J-s-in. form stock.
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Fio. 375.—Side elevation of "two-

step" foundation form in position in

excavation.
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Fig. 376.—Top view of "two-step"
foundation form braced in position in

excavation.
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Fig. 377.—Plan and section through form for a concrete foundation with two offsets.
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southern pine boards of % to 1^^-in. thickness. Thin boards

require more bracing than do thick ones, to withstand the

pressure of the concrete within them. The boards should be

planed smooth on the side against which the concrete is to be

poured and should be firmly nailed to battens (at least 2 by

4 in.) at regular intervals of 2 to 4 ft. (Fig. 373A). The boards

should fit to each other closely (Fig. 373) so that the concrete

can not work through at the joints. Curved forms may be

made as in Fig. 374. The whole form must, as will be

;Riwets Countersunk
Inside-

Round
RJvet Heads

]_

Oufs/de'

Anglelron
Framework

Fig. 378.—A sheet-metal form for a small foundation.

explained, be firmly braced (Figs. 375 and 376) from the outside

both to withstand the pressure which comes on it from within

and to prevent any movement of the form while the concrete

is being poured. Forms for offset foundations may be con-

structed as shown in Fig. 377.

384. Sheet Steel Or Sectional Forms may be used for small

foundations, especially when a number of like foundations

must be constructed. It sometimes pays to use these sec-

tional forms (Fig. 378) which are made of or lined with sheet

iron. They may be removed from a foundation after it is

set and reassembled in place for another foundation. Metal

forms, when used, should be well coated with grease to prevent

sticking to the concrete. Fig. 379 shows another design. For

small column foundations, where sectional forms are used,

there is no material objection to the sloping-side shape.
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Cut Off

I- Form Assernblcd I- Steel Side

I

9

Bolt Holes

B
<

-.RivetHoles

m-Corner Angle H-Form In Position In Frame

Fig. 379.—Another type of sheet steel form which is useful where a number of small

foundations of the same size are to be cast. Four side pieces A are held together with

bolts by steel-angle corners B. The wooden frame C is used to support the form in the

proper location in an excavation or on a previously-cast footing. To-remove the form

from a set foundation, first loosen the bolts, then tap the form with a hammer and raise

it by the handles. Forms of this type are used frequently for steel-column foundations.
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Fig. 380.—A concrete foundation

which was constructed without
forms.
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Fig. 381.—a concrete foundation ex-

tended footing constructed without forms.
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Note.—In Self-Supporting Soil, Forms May Be Unnecessary
(Fig. 363-/// and Fig. 380). The excavation is made of exactly the

shape that the foundation should have and is then filled with concrete.

The sides of the excavation serve as a form. This method of construc-

tion is primarily suited to foundations without extended footings and
which do not extend above the level of the surrounding ground. An
extended footing may, however, be sometimes provided by undercutting

the excavation (U, Fig. 381) at the base. The dimensions and T
should be as recommended in preceding Sec. 381. Foundations in self-

•Anchor Bolts

Fig. 382.—Concrete foundation constructed by using forms for only that portion which
extends above the surrounding ground.

supporting soil which extend above the level of the surrounding ground

may be constructed by employing forms only for those portions which

extend above ground level as shown in Fig. 382.

Note.—Forms For Anchor-Bolt Casing Holes, where a hole or

shaft around the anchor bolt is used instead of a tubular casing, are

discussed as to construction and design in Div. 6 of this book. Similarly,

forms for anchor bolt pockets are discussed in Div. 5.

385. The Arrangement Of A Form To Provide An '^Isolating''

Air Space Between A Contemplated Machinery Foundation

And An Adjacent Existing Structure (Fig. 383) was described

by R. C. Reese in Engineering News for Jan. 26, 1922. See

Sees. 66 and 469 regarding the use of isolating air spaces.

^'It was desired to construct a concrete steam-turbine founda-

tion about 9 ft. wide and 10 ft. high in a power house basement,

with a clear space of about 1 in. between the new foundation,

N, and an existing air duct, D, to prevent the transference of

vibration from one to the other. The construction was

effected thus:

Explanation.—A series of }i-in. plain, round reinforcing rods was
placed vertically between the existing air-duct wall and the H-in. hori-
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zontal form boards as shown in Fig. 383. The ends of the rods were
permitted to project about 2 ft. above the wall. After the concrete had
set the rods were pulled out by the traveling bridge cranes in the building,
with surprisingly little difficulty. In fact, a lever puUing rig could have
been used. After the form boards had been driven out horizontally,
there resulted a clear air space of about 1 in. between the two walls
which serves its purpose admirably.
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Fig. 383.—Method of providing

the form for an isolating air space

around a machinery foundation.
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Fig. 384.—Illustrating one method
of constructing a foundation with a

hollow center.

386. Foundations May Sometimes Be Made Hollow (Figs.

384, 385 and 386 and Fig. 219, Div. 5; and Fig. 550 in Div. 15)

to save concrete. If the bedplate of a machine is so shaped

that it would not, after grouting, have bearing over the entire

surface of the foundation top, the concrete need not, unless the

extra weight is necessary, be extended to the full height in
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that portion of the foundation where the bedplate will not

bear on it. A considerable saving may thus be effected

K-7">i.,.
-/Vuf

> .--^"Anchor Bolt - - .

,. - -Iron-Pipe Casing.

^' "'*j /Cement Floor

Fig. 385.—Foundation for 30-hp., 400-r.p.m. oil engine.

without any loss of foundation strength or rigidity. Further

treatment of this subject will be found in Sees. 17 and 509.

Note.—Tunnels In Foundations Provide Ready Access To The
Anchor-Plate Pockets (Figs. 386 and 387) and, at the same time,

]^ -Anchor Bolts - • -^

*.«. Concrete. *;••'

"Foundation.*'*

Anchor \ ".

Plate
'

Pockets

Tunnel

V/
r

Fia. 386.—Section through a foundation with a tunnel to provide access to anchor

plates.

permit a considerable saving in concrete. In fact, the concrete saved is

often much more than sufficient to pay the cost of the additional forms

required for the tunnel.
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387. Rock Filling In Concrete Foundations (Fig. 388) can

be used effectively if rocks or boulders are readily obtainable.

J. - -/Anchor Bolt.

Templet-
-j^

Casing-

Anchor-
Plate

-

Pocket
Form

Fig. 387.—Form for arched-tunnel foundation and anchor-plate pockets. The arch

form has a sheet-iron liner.
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I- Plan View
A
/Earth

Anchor Plate'

I- Sectional Elevation

Fig. 388.—Illustrating rock filling for foundation.

The body of the foundation can then be packed with rocks,

effecting a saving in time and material. Often old masonry
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foundations are replaced by new ones of concrete. In such

cases the stone taken from the old foundation can be used as

filler in the new one. With this construction, each boulder

should be wholly surrounded by concrete. There appears to

be no reason why a foundation so made is not as good as one

of solid concrete.

Explanation,—In Constructing A Rock-Filled Foundation (Fig.

389) a layer of concrete possibly 8 in. thick is first dumped into the

excavation. Then some of the material is packed around the anchor

plates or the casings to keep the bolts in place. Now rocks are bedded
in this concrete layer. A sufficient number of them should be used to

practically cover its entire surface. A 23^-in. or 3-in. space should be

allowed between adjacent rocks to permit the concrete to readily settle

down between them. After a layer of rocks has been bedded as described,

enough additional concrete is poured into the hole and tamped down so as

to cover and completely surround the layer of rocks. Then another

similar stratum of rock and concrete should be placed and so on, until the

foundation is built up to the required height.

v^

'Stake Lecfger^^

J^ ^'Templet Jg, •.

«*. -J - -Piles Of Concre te

Footing-'

Fig. 389. Fig. 390.

Fig. 389.—First layer of rock-filled foundation in place. This foundation is being built

in self-supporting soil.

Fig. 390.—Showing the most convenient method for the preliminary leveling of a
small-foundation form. Level it on three small piles of concrete A, B, and C. Leveling
is more readily effected on three than on four or more points. A and C are under the
near corners and B is under the far side.

388. In Aligning The Forms In The Foundation Excavation,

it is merely necessary to stretch cords from the established

marks on the batter boards (Sec. 354) and then to place the

forms exactly to these cords. The templet can then be set on
top of the forms (Fig. 382), aligned by the secondary Hnes

(Sec. 352), and fastened securely to the forms; see also Div. 7.

Where no forms are employed—that is, in self-supporting soil
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—the templets may be supported by posts (Fig. 296) or on

stringers (Fig. 269). Posts, when used, are afterward sawed

off flush with the top of the concrete giving the foundation the

appearance shown in Fig. 295. A small form is most readily

leveled as suggested in Fig. 390.

389. In Supporting Forms In The Foundation Excavation

*^ ,1r,," ,"r, ,.Anchor Bolts . .,
>', if

2x4 Ranger ~t- ••-....v, ,.--• i.-^^,^^-
'•

-^^^-f.
-1 TiesZCTbC.

poard

Fig. 391.—Ulustrating methods of bracing a foundation form.

(Fig. 391) the principal object is to render them immovable

while the concrete is being poured. Forms are most fre-

quently braced with wooden struts, aS, which extend to the

side of the excavation, or to stakes, T, driven into the ground

aside of the excavation as shown in Fig. 391. Besides the

JL:-Tap BoIf Washer-.

h
3 t= ^

RodClamp 'RodBoIt-' Nut--

FiQ. 392.—Tie-rod for bracing a foundation form.

exterior bracing, the forms are sometimes braced internally

with the wires, W (Fig. 391) which are looped around the

battens of opposite sides and then twisted tight. Iron tie-

rods, Fig. 392 are sometimes used in narrow foundations. If

the tie-rods are coated with thick grease they may be readily

removed from the concrete but, where they are invisible they

are generally left within the finished block.

390. Often It Is Convenient To First Pour The Concrete

Footing And Then Set Up The Foundation Form On It as
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shown in Fig. 393-/. This appUes, particularly, when the soil

is sufficiently self-supporting that, at the bottom of the

excavation, it will act as a form for the sides of the footing.

In any case it is frequently desirable to thus pour a footing

Floor
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I
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i

I-With Footing I-Wi+hout Footing

Fig. 393.—Methods of placing and bracing foundation forms in excavation.

first and then erect the form for the superstructure on it; the

footing concrete provides a good solid base on which to erect

the superstructure form. Furthermore, a substantial footing

under any foundation, even if the foundation design and

. - --Steel Leveling Wedges^,^
/^\ V1

/s\ /^'=K

WoodenDam Surrounding Founck/tion

Bed Plate

=1 LJ "^
I

-=/

'.'. - Plan View

Bed Plate. '

^t==5->.:
1

"
~ "

—

'^~' ^ '" "-

' •» " h^' " A ""
"i" j l

ri':.:Space ForGrout ^''' '^°P ^f '. :

Foundation'

'5teel )Yedge ^ Wooden Dam:'
'Foundation

n^Side Elevation

Fig. 394.—Bedplate of machine for which Figs. 39."i and 390 show the foundation

forms. The bedplate is in position on, and the wooden dam in position around the

foundation ready for the pouring of the grout.

drawings do not call for it, may be a good investment. The

cost of the additional concrete which is required is relatively

small. The extended footing reduces the soil pressure below

what it otherwise would be and tends to prevent possible

sinking, rocking or turning of the foundation; see the six

22
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Fig. 395.—Form for foundation to be erected on an existing concrete floor. This is

for an engine the bedplate of which is shown in Fig. 394.
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Fig. 396.—Form for foundation erected in an excavation. This is for the engine the

bedplate of which is shown in Fig. 394. In this installation FF is provided for the

lower footing. Where the soil is self supporting the lower footing is merely a layer of

concrete in the bottom of the excavation.
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requirements In Sec. 3. Fig. 393-77 shows a form erected in a

foundation for which no footing is to be used. The form of

Fig. 393-7 is shown in Fig. 266 with the anchor bolts, plates and
casings in place all ready for casting. In Fig. 394 is shown
the bedplate for a small engine; in Fig. 395 is shown the form

for a foundation for it without a footing. In Fig. 396 is

shown the form for the same foundation but with a footing;

preferably the footing FF should be poured first and then the

superstructure form erected on it.

391. Reinforcement Of Concrete Machinery Foundations

With Steel is seldom necessary. Unless shown on the builder's

Anchor Bolt

4 • 4 <l

n n n ^'/Machine Foundafion

Casing-.

Reinforcing

5feel ''

V << - »--.^.<« .*":.<* .»'.:<i»-V.-''"U

»/::;:?».
V^c^{^^•/>»;v:^•«^•;=^;i?;vm9w/yM^/M/M'/yymyMy//ywM^

Fig. 397.—Steel reinforcement in a foundation slab.

foundation drawing no reinforcement is necessary if the

foundation is made according to the drawing. (Sec proof

that the foundation of Fig. 23 needs no reinforcement, in The

Electric Journal, Sept., 1920, p. 389.) Whenever the design

of a foundation is such that beams, piers, or columns are

formed within it, the stresses (which then become complicated)

should be investigated to insure that no portion of the struc-

ture is stressed beyond its safe limit, especially in tension.

The investigation of such stresses and the design of reinforced

concrete are beyond the scope of this book; the reader should

consult some book upon concrete design. Concrete is rein-

forced with steel bars (Fig. 397) principally where it is Ukely
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Fig. 398.—Showing open dredging wells and reinforcing steel of Louisville Water

Company Pumping Station foundation. Note the network of steel reinforcing rods.

(Portland Cement Association.)

Fig. 399.—Foundation for Louisville Water Company Pumping Station, Louisville

Kentucky. (This shows the foundation of Fig. 398 ready to receive substructure of

station building. This foundation was installed by the open-dredging-well-caisson

method. Note the open dredging wells in the background and the screen-well bays in

the foreground. The foundation is 90 ft. by 90 ft. by 28 ft. thick under the station

proper. The screen-well bays have 16 ft. of solid concrete under them. The caisson

was designed so that it could be converted into a pneumatic caisson, if necessary.

(Portland Cement Association.)
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Fig. 400.—Solid reinforced concrete foundation at Fairview Pumping Station, Detroit

Mich. (Portland Cement Association.)

Fig. 401.—Corner of solid rein-

forced concrete foundation at Fair-

view Sewerage Pumping Station,

Detroit, Michigan. (Portland Ce-

ment Association.)
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Fig. 402.—Foundation for a 10-ton

revolving pillar crane, as recommended
by the manufacturer.
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4-8Radial

Y--2-9"

Fig. 403.—Plan and sectional elevation of reinforced concrete foundation which was

designed to replace that of Fig. 402.
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to be subjected to tensile stresses because, without reinforce-

ment, its tensile strength is very low (Sec. 375). Reinforce-

ment for concrete is also used to prevent cracks due to changes
of temperature and shrinkage. Examples of large reinforced

concrete machinery foundations are shown in Figs. 398, 399,

400 and 401. In beams or slabs, the reinforcing steel bars

should be placed near the lower face of the member.

Example.—To Illustrate The Possible Beneficial Effect Of
Reinforcing Large Concrete Foundations With Steel Rods, the
following example is given (from an article bj^ J. A. Furer in American
Machinist, July 27, 1916). A revolving pillar crane was being installed

in Pearl Harbor, Hawaii where the soil was such that a man could push a

J^-in. iron rod into it a distance of 30 ft. without appreciable resistance,

but the soil still had considerable supporting power for spread-bottom
machinery foundations. The manufacturers of the crane submitted the

design of Fig. 402 which was for a plain concrete foundation. Instead,

however, the steel-reinforced foundation of Fig. 403 was used with a
substantial saving in material. The amount of concrete required for

the foundation was reduced from 276 cu. yd. for Fig. 402 to 72 cu. yd. for

Fig. 403.

392. The Finishing Of The Exposed Surfaces Of A Concrete

Foundation should, if the forms were well braced and jointed,

consist only of rubbing the concrete with a carborundum
stone immediately after the forms are removed. If, because

of insufficient tamping or ramming, air holes appear on the

surface they may, preferably, before the concrete is dry, be

plastered with a 1 : 2 mixture of cement and fine sand but this

plaster should not be put on too thin or it will crack off. A
thickness of about ^ in. should be satisfactory. Before

applying the plaster coat—this applies particularly to partially-

dry foundations—wash the concrete clean, brush it over with

a water-cement wash and put on the plaster coat immediately.

Directions for plastering old foundations are given in Sec. 414.

Air holes may be prevented if, while the foundation concrete

is being poured and rammed, a shovel is worked into the

concrete, flat against the form, until water appears at the

surface.

QUESTIONS ON DIVISION 9

1. State the principal aclvantages of a conorete foundation ov«>r one of masonry.
2. Under what conditions might it be advisable to make a foundation of masonry in

preference to concrete?
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3. Give the principal rules which apply to the construction of masonry foundations.

What kind of mortar should be used?

4. What is a capstone"? Draw a sketch to show its use in foundation construction.

What are the serious objections to the use of capstones? What is now sometimes used

in their place on the tops of masonry foundations?

5. Explain briefly how concrete is made and placed for machinery foundations. What
factors affect the strength of the concrete?

6. What proportions of concrete ingredients are recommended for foundations for

small smooth-running machines? For heavy smooth-running machines? For machines

which cause impact or vibration?

7. How would you scientifically fix the proportions of the concrete ingredients?

8. What should be employed for the coarse aggregate in a concrete foundation?

What sizes are to be used?

9. State the principal physical properties of concrete. For what kinds of stress is

concrete suited? Not suited?

10. When concrete ingredients are formed into rammed concrete is the volume of the

finished concrete greater or less than the total volume of the ingredients taken separately?

Why?
11. How many cubic feet of cement are there in a sack? In a barrel?

12. In mixing concrete by hand, what procedure should be followed? Draw a dimen-

sioned sketch of a simple measuring box for concrete of 1 : 2M '• ^ proportions.

13. How would you determine the proper amount of water to be added to a batch of

concrete? What is a quaking mixture?

14. How soon after mixing does concrete begin to set?

16. Which is better, hand-mixing or machine mixing? Why?
16. State the proper methods of pouring and ramming concrete into forms. How

should concrete which has already begun to set be prepared when more concrete must

be poured on top of it?

17. How long should concrete be permitted to set before imposing a heavy load on it?

What attention should it receive during this time?

18. How may the setting of concrete be accelerated? Draw a .sketch to illustrate.

How quickly can it thus be hardened? '

19. What are the recommended shapes for concrete foundations? Why are certain

shapes to be avoided?

20. How should the necessary footing area be obtained with a concrete foundation if

this area is greater than that of the bedplate of the machine?

21. What is the average safe permissible offset for concrete footings? For masonry

footings? How should masonry footings be made?
22. State fully the procedure in making foundation forms and illustrate with sketches.

When are sheet metal forms advisable?

23. What form work is necessary for concrete foundations without extended footings in

self-supporting soil? How may extended footings sometimes be provided?

24. What is the object of making machinery foundations hollow? When and how
may they be so made? Illustrate with sketches.

25. Tell all j'ou can about rock filling in concrete foundations.

26. How are concrete foundation forms aligned in their excavations? How are the

anchor-bolt templets aligned and secured?

27. Describe and illustrate with sketches different methods of supporting concrete

foundation forms in their excavations.

28. Is it usually necessary to reinforce the concrete which is used for a machinery

foundation? When and why is reinforced concrete sometimes used?

29. How may the exterior of a concrete foundation be finished to provide a sightly

appearance?



DIVISION 10

ENLARGING, REPAIRING AND REMOVING EXISTING
FOUNDATIONS

393. When Old Plants Are Undergoing Re-arrangement,
Or When Additions Are Being Made To Them, It Is Often

Necessary To Utilize Old Foundations, or portions of them,

for supporting either new machines or machines that have

been transferred from some other part of the plant. In these

cases conditions are frequently such that the old foundations

must be enlarged by the addition of new material on their

tops or at their sides. In modern construction, concrete is

the material almost universally used. The tops of the old

foundations are nearly always greasy and dirty. It is seldom

therefore, that there will be a dependable bond between the

upper surface of the old foundations and the lower surface

of the new material that rests upon it, even though a 3^^-in. or

3^^-in. layer is chipped from the upper surface of the old struc-

ture. Because of this it is usually desirable to tie the new
concrete to the old foundation.

394. Methods Of Attaching New Concrete Foundation

Material To An Old Foundation, which may be of stone, brick

or concrete, are shown in Fig. 404. Where the concrete to be

added constitutes a thin slab, it is usually desirable to use

steel anchors. A, B and C (Fig. 404), which will not only pre-

vent longitudinal movement of the slab, but will also prevent

it from rising. One good method of effecting such an attach-

ment is that shown at A and B, wherein sections of split-type

mild steel reinforcing rod are used.

Explanation.—The lower end of each of the ties A and B (Fig. 404)

is split from its bottom up to the lowest hole through it. Then the rod is

driven down in a hole, as shown in Fig. 405-/. The bottom of the hole

is first chambered with a special tool (Sec. 646), and a wedge is placed

therein. This wedge, W^ forces the split end of the rod apart, as shown in

345
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FlQ. 404.—Methods of binding new foundation to old.
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Fig. 405.—The split-reinforcing rod tie bolt.
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Fig. 406.

—

Plan view of new foundation for a 2,000-h.p. engine bonded to remnant of

old one.
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Fig. 405-//. This binds the tie-rod firmlj' in position in the old masonry,

and the deformed upper end, D, projects and effectively prevents the

lifting of the concrete slab which is ultimately poured around it.

Note.—If A Cement Grout Is Poured In The Holes In The Old
Masonry in which the tie-rods (Fig. 404) are set, before the tie-rods are

driven in, the ties will be held much more securely.

Note.—A New Foundation Bonded To A Re.mnant Of An Old
Foundation with heavy round iron bars is

shown in Fig. 406. The sides of the old foun-

dation were drilled to depths of from 1 to 3 ft.

in several places and the round iron bars were

driven in the drilled holes. The new founda-

tion was built around the protruding ends of

the bars. The bars should, preferably, have

upset ends as shown in Fig. 407-/. The sides

of the old foundation were roughened by chip-

ping them with concrete picks. They w^re

then, washed with thin neat cement mortar.

The new^ concrete was built up against the old

walls before this mortar had time to set and

harden. The new foundation in this case was

erected for a 2000-h.p. engine. „ , _ ,*
I-Bo+h Ends E- Lower Enc*

Upset Botrbed

I

Upset
Ends-

Barbs
Maole
With
Colot

Chisel).

Fig. 407—Foundation
anchoring dowels of other

types.

395. To Make New Concrete Adhere

To Old (J. F. Hobart), the surface of

the old concrete must be clean. It must
be rough and some holes, of dovetail form if possible, should be

dug in the surface with a chisel and hammer. Dilute hydro-

chloric (muriatic) acid should be applied and rubbed into the

old concrete with a stiff fiber brush—the acid will destroy a

bristle brush almost instantly—after which the concrete

surface should be washed free of acid with a very large amount
of water. The old surface can then be brushed with a thin

mixture of cement and water—as thick as ordinary white-

wash. The concrete should be wet when this wash is applied

and it also should be wet before the new concrete is applied.

The above precautions having been taken, build on the new
concrete section, or replace the broken portion. Then, if the

foundation must be placed in service in a minimum of time,

"cure" it by steaming as directed in Sec. 378. Resulting con-

crete repairs can be depended upon to show plenty of strength

in thirty-six to forty-eight hours, provided the work has been
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properly carried out and the new concrete properly propor-

tioned, mixed and applied.

396. Bulb-Head Dowels For Tieing New Foundation

/^•'Zi?A— N=New Founotoition ^
•vvaj

:m^ 'M>^^^^/m^^, W
y/A

^Foundoition/

Fig. 408.—New foundation anchored to

old with bulb-head ties.

New founoloHhri'^

o

0/0/ Founo/oifion-

FiG. 409.—Detail of bulb-

head dowel in position.

Material To An Old Foundation are illustrated in Figs. 407,

408, 409, 410 and 411. Ordinary machine bolts may be used

instead of the rods with the upset ends which are shown.

Upset Bulb Hzac/ ;-Rouncl Mi/d-Sfzz/ StocK K - -S" "^l

A W<zo/^z-

Fig. 410.—Bulb-head dowel with wedge in place.

In installing, holes, V (Fig. 408), are drilled in the old founda-

tion, 0. Then the dowels having wedges inserted in their

split ends (Fig. 410) are driven down into the holes. This

expands the split ends. Grout is poured around these
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imbedded bolts. The additional foundation material (N, Fig.

408) is poured over the projecting ends of the dowels. The
bulging heads // may be upset on the dowels as suggested in

Fig. 411. The distances A" and Y in Fig. 409 should be at

least equal to about 10 times the bolt diameter. Referring

to Fig. 410, the proportions may be about as follows: M =

2D. H = }4D. S = 2}iD. W = }iD. Length L will vary

with local conditions. Alternate, inferior forms of dowels

are shown in Fig. 407.

Flogo/iny Hctmmen^

Anvil -^^
Block-

Fig. 411.—Making bulb-

head dowel.
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Fig. 412.—Detail of threaded-rod tie

bolt.

397. Threaded Rod May Be Used To Tie New Cement To
An Old Foundation (C, Figs. 404 and 412). This method is

equally as effective in anchoring a concrete slab as the one

described in Sec. 396. It is, however, somewhat more expen-

sive in the matter of material.

Explanation.—One end of the threaded rod, on which a nut has

been turned, is set down in a hole in the old masonry, and the hole is

filled with grout, which anchors the tie in place. On its upper end two
nuts, with a washer or plate between them, are turned. When the new
concrete has been poured around this tie, the bond will be secure.
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398. Where The Masonry Which Is To Be Added Is Of
Sufficient Weight And Thickness To Prevent It From Being

Raised Vertically, ties to prevent vertical displacement are

seldom necessary. The anchor-bolts, such SiS D or E (Fig.

404), which should pass through the new concrete down into

the old foundation, will prevent lateral displacement, and the

weight of the concrete will prevent its being raised vertically.

Note.—Where Plain Rods Are Used For Anchor-Bolts With An
Altered Foundation, thoy can be set as shown at D (Fig, 404). If

casings are to be used around the bolts they may be arranged as indicated

at E. If the distance L, Fig. 404, is equal to 25 or 30 times the diameter

gf the rod (see Sec. 130), the rod will break before it can be pulled from

the old masonry. It is seldom, however, if the thickness of the new
concrete to be placed above it is considerable, that it is necessary to

penetrate the old masonry to this depth.

399. The Anchor-Bolts Must Be Lengthened When The
Height Of An Old Foundation

Is Increased (see also Sec. 172).

If the bolts have been installed

(Div. 6) in casings, with anchor

plates and either cotters or

threaded nuts to secure their

lower ends, the old bolts may be

taken out and new ones of the

proper length inserted in their

places. But if the bolts are

firmly embedded in the foun-

dation, it will be necessary to piece them out (Fig. 413) to

make them of the proper length. This may be done with

~^,-Exfensm~. i
k' Sfuo/s

"^

LVuff/'ne Off.
AolcJeoi ^

%t ; Moiferial

tiiiSS*

B

Fig.' 413.—Anchor bolts with exten

sion studs coupled on.

couplings and stud-bolts.

Example.—Suppose it is required to increase the depth of a foundation

10 in. Also, assume that the anchor-bolts {B, Fig. 413) are embedded
in the masonry or concrete as shown. Then 10 in. must be added
(L in Fig. 413) to the length of each anchor-bolt. Couplings, C, are first

provided. See Sec. 173 for proportions. The couplings are drilled and
tapped their full length to receive threaded ends of the bolts. The
requisite number of stud-bolts, S, 10 in. long are then provided. The
couplings are screwed onto the anchor bolts for half their length. Then
the studs are screwed into the couplings and are jammed against the

ends of the anchor-bolts.
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Note.—Extensions Of The Anchor Bolts May Serve As Bonds.

In any case, they act as bonds against lateral displacement. They
may or may not provide bonding against vertical displacement: If the

superimposed foundation material is brick or masonry the bonding

afforded against vertical displacement will be of little consequence. If

the foundation extension is of concrete and the anchor-bolt extension

studs are cast in it solid, the bonding effect will be considerable. If

casings (Div. 6) are provided around the anchor-bolt extensions, there is

no bonding action.

400. Concrete Foundations May Be Demolished With
Feathers And Wedges (Fig. 414). This (H. G. Bun ill,

Drill Anol Break

Convenknt. ^Y/eol^es
This RowF^

Pieces
' ^^Break Here Info

/Feathers

'"^*-0
n

• ''-DrlllAloncfSeoim,

• •
, ,P Q. p Holes CbseToyefher

MV^ li-In.Hole

Fig. 414.—Concrete foundation undergoing demolition

.'Cutting Edg/es

""

>

Fluted
Shank.

'Sic/e Vkw
'•Full Vieiv Of Cuttinof End

Fig. 415.—Standard American cross-bit for rock-drilling with compressed air.

Power, Jan. 23, 1917, p. 120) is a more or less difhcult under-

taking, inasmuch as it requires the sinking of many holes

of the '' Jackhammer " type in the concrete mass. Compressed-

air drills (Fig. 415) are desirable to expedite the work of sink-

ing these holes. The wedges (Fig. 416) should he made of

Ij^^-in. octagon tool steel. They should have a taper of %
in. to the foot and should be about }^ in. thick at the point.
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They should not be tempered. The feathers (Fig. 417) should

be made of l3^-in. half-round iron. With these tools chunks

of the concrete may be broken off. The chunks can be piled

up in a convenient place, where they will again be available

for use as aggregate for foundation material.

Note.—Horizontal Seams May Be Formed In Old Concrete

Foundations. That is, in foundations which were built from 15 to 20 or

more years ago. Practically all concrete used at that time was mixed by

hand. Consequently, a foundation of any considerable size required

y. Approx.18*

^^; 3
l|,..' I -Full View

BluntPomh^— ^ j»

n -Edge View ,1 ,„ \

'-Taper i /Ft. Odacfon-'
^ ^ Steel

Fig. 416.—Wedge for

demolishing concrete foun-

dations.

^. -Bent Over To

Form Stop jl-jn.

^
^^
:^

'-HoiJf-Round
Iron Bar

Fig. 417.—Feathers for

demolishing concrete foun-

dations.

several days for its completion, with night-time intermissions during

which each layer resulting from a day's work would partially set; hence,

the existence of seams in old foundations. If seams are present in a

foundation, the concrete will split readily along them. If the age of the

structure warrants such procedure, the walls of a foundation that is to be

demolished should be examined carefully for traces of seams. If

the concrete at any elevation gives evidence of a certain porousness along

a straight horizontal line, that is, if the cement and sand has apparently

run out along a straight line to a depth of about K iii- and has left the

stone exposed, with a comparatively-smooth surface below, then the

circumstance indicates the presence of a seam. If the founda-

tion is oil-soaked, a seam, if one exists, may be discovered by sinking a

drill near a corner of the foundation and breaking off a chunk of the

concrete. The oil will have discolored the concrete in the seam to a

depth 3 or 4 in. greater than the discoloration of the denser portions

adjacent thereto. Also, the corner will very likely break off in the seam.

401. To Demolish A Concrete Foundation With Feathers

And Wedges a series of l^-in. holes should (Fig. 414) be

drilled along each seam, if such have been located (Sec. 400),

about 3 or 4 in. apart, and to a depth of about 4 ft. If there

are no seams, the holes should be drilled closer together, and,

is possible, deeper. In placing the feathers (Fig. 418) in the
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horizontal holes, the long feather should be placed in contact

with the lower side of the hole, and the short feather with

the upper side. The feather should be placed in every other

hole. The wedges should then be inserted. All of the wedges

should be driven, as nearly simultaneously as possible, with

sledges of about 8-lb. weight. Each striker should be

assigned about 8 holes. None of the wedges should be

permitted to become slack. They should all be kept hard

up during the operation. When the slab of concrete starts

to crack loose, the wedges should be driven nearly up

feather

'Hole 4-Ff.
Deep

Founo/afion-'

Fig. 418.—Wedge and
feathers in position for

breaking concrete founda-

tion.

Second
cFeafher Drilled Hde^.

First

Fracture
^edge^^wmmmW..
icture--'- ^'i-<^:S-^i^t^-:T^^-:^^-

FiG. 419.—Insertion of second
wedge for breaking up a concrete

foundation.

to their heads. Then a second wedge (Fig. 419) should

be inserted along with the first wedge in each hole and
the slab raised about 3^^ in. All of the wedges may then

be removed except three or four to hold the slab up. The
slab thus raised should then be sliced off by wedging down-
ward through series of vertically drilled holes. The chunks

sliced off should be small enough to be handled conveniently

with the means at hand, either cranes or wheelbarrows.

402. In DriUing The Holes In The Concrete For The
Wedges, use plenty of running water, particularly when
drilling with compressed air, to prevent the concrete dust

from rising. This dust is very harmful to machinery bearings.

Keep all drills sharp; it is expensive to endeavor to cut with a

dull drill. A 4-ft. drill is about the right size.

Note.—The Holes Should Be Drilled As Deeply And As Closely
Together As Possible in a concrete foundation whicli it is desired to

demolish. The deeper and the closer together the holes, the easier it will

be to disintegrate the structure. Each foot of depth of l>^-in. drilled

23
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hole lowers the resistance of the concrete by about 3,000 lb. This

estimate is based on a tensile strength of the concrete of 200 lb. per sq. in.

4D3. Oil Is Detrimental To Machinery Foundations.—It

is especially injurious to brick foundations. Where oil is

allowed to percolate into foundation brickwork, it disintegrates

the mortar between the bricks. Thereby the brick are loos-

ened and the strength of the structure impaired. Oil may
also destroy the grouting between the bedplate of the machine

and the foundation.

404. Renewal Of A Foundation That Had Been Damaged
By Oil (Fig. 420) as described in Practical Engineer of

.-- /i "xS'xIO^ Straps-.

•AV> —

'

I
I I

!
-r ^' '^ '''' .' " ~r"v

Hotrolpa

Fig. 420.—Back end of engine slung from I-beam.

May 1, 1915 on page 449. The original foundation was built

of brick. It was under an 800-h.p. cross-compound girder-

frame engine upon which the load was unequally distributed,

the high-pressure side carrying the greater portion. The oil

that had soaked into the masonry on the high-pressure side

destroyed both the grouting and the cement bonds between

the bricks. The result was a loosening of the anchorage, so

that the high-pressure engine slid back and forth on the

foundation. Finally the foundation on the high-pressure side

cracked vertically downward at the back end, thus permitting

a section to break away. An attempt was made to brace the
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broken section, but it failed. It was then decided to rebuild

the foundation but to so plan the work, that the length of time

that the engine would be out of service would be a minimum.

.Beanngf

2-ln. Sl'inof-

Bolts-/

^g^^--"^
10-InI-Bear7%,

lixSxIOi-In. Straps.,
]

;:^^^^^^^T^^fe^7^^^^

Fig. 421.—Front end of engine slung from I-beams.

To accomplish this, it was decided to raise the engine vertically

and secure it in suspension above, while the old brick founda-

tion was being replaced with one of concrete. This was
accomplished as follows:

.-Be/f Wheel

Girder

Barre/^,

essure
'CulindeK

\

_i_

4^'-

Fig. 422.—Showing tunneling of brick work.

Explanation.—A heavy brick wall (IF and IF, Fig. 420) was built on
each side of the old foundation. These walls extended up to a few inches

above the top surface of the low-pressure cylinder at the back end (Fig.

420) and to a height (Fig. 421) about 3 ft. above the center of the main
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Strap
2-In.

Sling Bolt:

Sheet-Steel
Becfr/ngf PIcfte

Tempororry
Walk

shaft at the front end. Holes (Fig. 422) were then tunneled through the

foundation, on both the high- and low-pressure sides, immediately beneath

the engine. Two of these holes were beneath the feet of each cylinder,

one was beneath each barrel- or center-pedestal, and two were beneath

each pillow-block. Sections of 7-in.

I-beams (Fig. 423) were then inserted

(Fig. 424) in the tunneled holes. The

engine was permitted to run while this

work was going on.

When all was in readiness, the

engine was shut down and five 10-in.

I-beams were extended across from

wall to wall directly above the I-beam

sections that had been placed under-

neath. The two forward beams were

shoved through (Fig. 421) inside the

rim of the belt-wheel. Straps about

103^ in. long (Fig. 425) were then cut

from \}i by 5-in. bar iron and 2K6-iii-

holes, spaced 6^^ in. from center to

center, were drilled in them. With

these straps and 2-in. stud-bolts of

suitable length, the cylinders, barrels

and pillow-blocks were (Fig. 424)

strung from the 10-in. I-beams.

The old foundation was then re-

moved. A form was quickly built to

Boirrel Of
Engine

1

,-•'
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raised with wedges to its original height, leveled up and grouted. By this

means the I-beam sections, although embedded in the concrete, were not

in contact with the bases. Hence the tendency of the bases to slip,

which such contact would afford, was removed.

Bi''Hole--...,-lf

Fig. 425.—Strap for slinging engine.

Gcilyanlzeof Iron Guards,

^ f

'Qcdvaniz&ci Iron Pan

Fig. 426.—Protecting an engine

foundation from oil.

405. Machinery Foundations Should Be Kept Free From
Oil.—Where there is a tendenc}^ for oil to be thrown from the

moving parts of a machine, as in the running of a steam

engine, suitable galvanized iron pans (Fig. 426) and other

receptacles for catching the oil should be installed. In all

cases where oil must be guarded against, the foundations

should initially be plastered with a roofer's cement and then be

given a heavy coat of lead paint every six months.

406. To Remove Oil Stains From Concrete Foundations,

the surface should be thoroughly cleansed and scraped. The
new surface thus exposed must then be washed with gasoline,

a scrub-brush being used for the purpose. The gasoline is

intended to dissolve and remove the oily impregnation. It

may happen that the oil has penetrated the concrete to a

considerable extent, in which case it will be necessary to

employ hammer and chisel to cut out the discolored surface,

after which fresh concrete must be applied, as directed in

preceding Sec. 395, to form a now surface. This, however,

should only be done after repeated trials have been made to

wash out the stain with gasoline.

Note.—Before A Concrete Surface Is Painted it should be

thoroughly dried out, to enable the paint to take a firm hold on the
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surface through its absorption into the pores of the concrete. Other-
wise the paint will peal off when dry.

407. Dynamite May Be Used To Demolish An Old Concrete

Foundation (Power Plant Engineering, Aug. 15, 20, p. 795)

which it is desired to remove. But this is work which should

be attempted only by one thoroughly skilled in the use of

blasting materials. If dynamite charges of the proper size

are correctly placed in an old foundation and suitably disposed

and designed barricades are erected, the foundation may be

wrecked without interfering with the operation of machinery
in close proximity to it.

Explanation.—Holes were drilled from the top of the foundation

vertically downward almost to the bottom. A shield of planking was
next built up around the foundation to prevent scattering of the exploded

mass. The holes were then charged A\ith the proper quantity of dyna-

mite, and an electrical connection was made to each charge. The
charges were then exploded by closing a switch.

Note.—No Further Breaking Of The Parts Of The Foundation
after the dynamite had done its work was necessary. The largest

chunks of concrete were of such size that they could be handled mth the

engine-room crane. The smaller debris was removed wdth wheelbarrows.

408. Quicklime, Or Unslacked Lime, Has Been Recom-
mended For The Demolition Of Masonry Foundations.—
It is claimed that, for work of this nature, quicklime possesses

certain of the advantages of dynamite or blasting powder,

with none of their disadvantages. Quicklime expands when
mixed with water, and, if confined, it will exert enormous

pressure on the confining surfaces.

Note.—Demolition, With Quicklime, Of The Brick Masonry
Foundation Of An Engine is described by G. Nelson in the Electrical

Review of Oct. 19, 1918. The dimensions of the foundation were

approximately 12 by 12 by 12 ft. A row of nine 3-in. holes was first

drilled vertically downward in the top of the foundation about 3 ft. from

one of the top edges. By means of quicklime charges in these holes,

a 3 ft. thick section of the foundation was blasted off. Then, a second

row of nine 3-in. holes was drilled 3 ft. from the broken edge, and another

3 ft. thick section similarly blasted off. Finally, a third row of nine

3-in. holes is drilled. With the charges in these holes, the remainder of

the foundation is separated into two 3 ft. thick sections. Lime in lumps
of about 3^ to 2 in. in diameter is used. The lime is poked into each
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hole for a depth of about 1 ft. Al)Out 3 in. depth of loose paper is then
pushed down, after which another 1-foot-layer of lime is poked in. And
so on until within about 6 in. of the top of the hole. Water is then poured
in. The water seeps through the loosely packed lime to the bottom of

the hole. The top of the hole is then stopped up by earth tamped dowTi
in it, with a wooden plug, or with some similar filling. In a few minutes,
var>ing from about 5 to 10, the masonry should crack. The earth filling,

if used, should be tamped in as rapidly as possible. Otherwise, the water-
soaked lime may expand prematurely and blow out of the top of the hole,

to the injury of the worker.

409. The Successful Buttressing Of A Pedestal-Bearing
Foundation after two unsuccessful attempts (Fig. 427) is

described in the Practical Engineer for Jan. 15, 1915.

Ekctric Oeneroifor,

Brick,
FounMion

OF
Peolesfp//

Bearing/

Buttress-'
''•New Ancfior

Bolts

Fia. 427.—Pedestal foundations as successfully reinforced with buttress. The buttress

is shown at EHJI

.

This foundation was designed to resist the tension of a 26-in.

belt which was to drive a 100-kw. generator. The unbut-
tressed brick foundation (Fig. 428) which it replaced had
broken under the pull of the belt while it was being tight-

ened on the pulleys preparatory to the ends being cemented
together. The method of construction was as follows:

Explanation.—The ground was excavated to hard-pan and back to

the brick wall, W (Fig. 427). A templet of the anchor-bolt holes in the

pedestal was then set in place. Anchor bolts of 1-in. diameter and long
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enough to reach to the bottom of the excavation were then hung from the

templet and were subsequently embedded in the masonry. The founda-
tion was built of brick laid in cement mortar. The buttress, EHJI,
was built back to the brick wall, W, and high enough to support the floor

beams. The structure was allowed to dry out for three weeks before the
pedestal was put in place and fastened down.

Generator Bearing Pedesfal-

FiG. 428.—Showing the ineffective reinforcements to the pedestal foundation. (First
only the brick pedestal EFGH was constructed to support the generator outboard
bearing. This broke on line XY when tension was applied to the belt. Then rein-
forcing buttress KHJ was constructed. But this failed by raising around J as an apex.
Then the new buttress EHJI (Fig. 427) was installed. This held.

410. A Method Of Staying An Engine Foundation (Fig. 429)
that had worked loose in soft alluvial soil is described by
D. R. Shearer in Power for Dec. 18, 1917. The engine had

° •-••"
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Fig. 429.—Plan view of founda-
tion stayed with concrete filling.
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Fig. 430.—End view of foundation

stayed with concrete filling.

cyHnder dimensions of 173^^ by 24 in. and ran at 200 r.p.m.

It was^ directly connected to a 300-kva. alternating-current

generator. Seepage of water through the loose soil, from a
pond nearby, had gradually converted the earth in contact
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with the foundation ahnost into a quagmire. The founda-

tion rose and fell with each stroke of the engine. The stream

pipe joints worked loose, the bearings began to heat, and the

generator clearance could not be kept uniform. It was finally

decided to spread the foundation bearing surface over a much
larger area and also to bond it to the concrete walls of the

building.

Explanation.—The earth was excavated (Figs. 430 and 431) from
around the foundation and from beneath its bottom edges inward for a

loose
Ponol Alluvial

Eoirfh-
: -v

/Concretefloor
And Filling

Concrefe
mil;

Fig. 431.—Side view of foundation stayed with concrete filling.

distance of about 2 ft. The surface of the foundation was washed free

from the adhering earth and was roughened ^^•ith picks, after which the

water was pumped out of the excavation. Rich concrete was then

tamped into the bottom of the excavation to a depth of about 2 ft. The
remainder of the excavation was then filled with large stones, with suffi-

cient concrete added to form a firm bond \\\i\i the foundation. \\"hen the

filling of concrete and large stones had thoroughly set, a thick concrete

floor, reinforced with steel rods, was laid do^^'n. The floor extended from

the foundation, in all directions, to the surrounding concrete wall.

411. The Mounting Of A New Engine On An Old Brick

Foundation is described by Fred K. Ginther in Power for

July 13, 1915. The engine had c^dinder dimensions of 17

by 18 in. and was directly connected to a 150-kw. electric

generator. In order to set it at the proper elevation, the

height of the old foundation had to be increased 6 in. The
procedure was as follows:

Explanation.—A templet of the anchor-bolt holes in the bedplate

of the new engine was first laidatopof the old foundation and was properly

leveled and lined up. The anchor-V)olt-hole locations were then marked

from the templet onto the foundation top. Holes, 3 in. in diameter and

33^ ft. deep, were drilled at the anchor bolt locations. The drilling
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was done with a star drill driven mth a l^-lb. hammer. Grooves
(Fig. 432) 6 in. deep and 12 in. wide were then cut through the brickwork

at the top of the old foundation to afford anchorage for the brickwork

that was subsequently added. The anchor bolts were IJ^ in. in diameter.

They were made with square heads. A washer }4 in. thick and 2% in.

in external diameter was slipped over each bolt to act as an anchor
plate. The bolts were placed in the holes and were grouted in with a
mixture of portland cement and sand. The requisite 6 in. of brickwork

was then added to the height of the foundation. The engine was next set

on the foundation. The base was leveled up with wedges and was

--:• Orooyes

III i:.%..K,».j in#>.M
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Fig. 433.—A scantily built

engine foundation.

Fig. 434.—Plan-sectional view of rein-

forcing envelope around insuflBcient foun-

dation.
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Fia. 435.—Reinforcement of a scantily-built engine foundation.
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413. A Concrete Anchor For Repairing A Broken Pedestal

Jaw (Fig. 436) on the pillow-block of an air-compressor is

described by Frank C. Hudson in American Machinist for

July 8, 1920. The compressor supplied compressed air for

the pneumatic tools in a boiler shop. Its service could not be

conveniently dispensed with pending the installation of a

new bedplate. The procedure was as follows:

Explanation.—The broken jaw (Fig. 436) was first removed. A steel

plate, B, (Fig. 437), 23^ in. thick, with a hole drilled and tapped in its

center to receive a 2-in. threaded bolt, was then fitted inside the cored

space in the pillow-block. A 2H6-in. hole was next drilled in the broken

(^Broken PeolesfculJottY

Cloimpmgf
Sfucf-..

'•Crack

Bedphfe

Founcloifion-'

FiQ. 436.—Broken pillow-block of air com-

pressor.

ZhStud-

Crack-

Concrete
Anchor^

Fig. 437.—Showing repair of broken

pillow-block.

jaw at D (Fig. 436) and the surrounding metal was accurately spot-faced.

A 2-in. stud-bolt, C, (Fig. 437) was now made of the proper length to

reach up through the hole in the broken jaw and was screwed into the

plate B. The plate and stud were then grouted into position with a rich

mixture of freely-flowing concrete. When the concrete had thoroughly

set, the broken jaw was placed in position. A washer was then slipped

over the protruding end of the stud and the nut was put on and drawn up
snugly.

414. Engine Foundations May Be Rendered Water-And-
Oil-Proof.—For this purpose the Smooth-On Manufacturing

Company recommends that a mixture of Smooth-on iron

cement No. 7 and portland cement be applied to the tops and
sides of finished foundations. It is claimed that the mixture

will adhere equally well to either concrete, brick or stone
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foundations, provided the surfaces are clean and free from oil.

If there is oil on the surfaces, it must be removed before the

material is appHed. If the oil is on the surface only, it may
be cut and washed away with strong lye-water. But if it has

soaked into the foundation, the only recourse, generally, is to

cut away the oil-soaked portion and build it anew. The
proofing mixture consists of 1 part, by volume, of Smooth-on
iron cement No. 7, 1 part, by volume, of portland cement,

and 13^^ parts, by volume, of water. This is mixed to the

consistency of a stiff whitewash. Each coat of the mixture

will require about 15 lb. of smooth-on iron cement No. 7 for

every 100 sq. ft. of surface to be covered. The mixture must
be agitated by stirring until it is applied, as otherwise it will

tend to set and harden. At least three coats should be applied

with a whitewash brush; each coat being allowed to set before

the next is appHed. The first coat may be apphed while the

surface is damp. When the third coat has stood for a sufficient

length of time to metallize, which will be indicated by the

material turning red, a final coat of portland cement and water,

mixed to the consistency of a stiff cream, should be applied

with a whitewash brush.

Note.—The Manner Of Treating The Surface Of A Foundation
Preparatory To Oil-Proofing, depends upon the material of the

foundation. With a concrete foundation the surface should be made
rough by hacking or chipping. The purpose of this is to remove all skin

or glazed surface. The surface should then be brushed, with a wire brush

or broom, to remove all loose material. Finally, the surface should be

thoroughly washed ^^^th clean water. With a brick or stone foundation,

all mortar should be removed from between the bricks or stones to a depth
of yi in. If the bricks are smooth or glazed, the glazed surface should

be chipped off. All loose material should then be removed ^^^th a stiff

wire brush or broom, after which the surfaces should be washed with

clean water.

Note.—A Mixture Of Portland Cement And Smooth-On Iron
Cement No. 7 will, so it is claimed, form a hard metallic coat which
expands while sotting. A continuous covering for foundation surfaces,

which is proof against both oil and water, is thus assured.

OUESTIONS ON DIVISION 10

1. When a foundation is enlarged, why is it desirable to tie the new material to the

old?
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2. Explain, with a sketch, the method of tieing in added foundation material with

split rods.

3. Explain, with a sketch, the method of tieing in added foundation material with

threaded rods.

4. Under what circumstances of adding new material to a foundation may tie-rods

be dispensed with?

6. Explain, with a sketch, how the anchor-bolts may be lengthened when the height of

a foundation is increased.

6. Explain, with a sketch, the demolition of a concrete foundation with feathers and
wedges.

7. What are the indications of horizontal seams in a concrete foundation?

8. What is the advantage of drilling along horizontal seams when demolishing a

concrete foundation?

9. In what manner is oil deleterious to machinery foundations?

10. Explain, with sketches, how an old foundation may be removed from beneath an

engine and a new foundation built in its place.

11. How may foundations be protected from oil?

12. Describe the demolition of a concrete foundation with dynamite.

13. Describe the demolition of a brick foundation with quicklime.

14. Describe, with a sketch, how a foundation may be buttressed again«t belt-tension.

15. Explain, with a sketch, how a loose concrete foundation may be stayed.

16. Explain, with a sketch, how an old foundation may be remodeled for mounting
a new engine.

17. Explain, with a sketch, how a scantily-built foundation may be reinforced.

18. Describe, with a sketch, the making of a concrete anchor for the broken pedestal

jaw of a pillow-block.

PROBLEMS ON DIVISION 10

1. A horizontal series of l>^-in. holes are drilled into one side of a concrete foundation

which it is desired to demolish. The holes are 4 in. from center to center and are 23'^

ft. deep. A similar horizontal series of IH-in. holes are drilled into the opposite side of

the foundation. These holes are 4 in. from center to center and are 4 ft. deep. How
much greater force must be exerted, with wedges, to disrupt the mass of concrete in the

first instance than in the second?



DIVISION 11

STEAM ENGINE AND OTHER RECIPROCATING-
MACHINE FOUNDATIONS

415. The General Requirements Of Reciprocating-Machine

Foundations are somewhat more exacting than those for rota-

tive machines such, for example, as electrical machinery and

turbo-generators. With all reciprocating machines there are

Longitudinal Section

^Feed-

JJL Heater

Engine ^^ing /

> JUL
>j : I

7^,

E- Transverse Section

Fig. 438.—Engine and building supported on a shallow "mat" foundation. The
engine (12 by 30 in.) is supported on a concrete-slab foundation of 24 in. (average)

thickness which is reinforced with rows of M-in. steel rods at the top and bottom of the

slab running lengthwise and crosswise the building. This construction was necessary

in this case because of a sewer which ran across the building about 4 ft. below the floor

line.

unbalanced forces which tend to cause vibration and rocking

of the machine and foundation. With many reciprocating

machines these unbalanced forces are small but in prac-

tically no case is it possible to wholly eliminate them. It

follows, therefore, that the foundations for such machines

should have sufficient mass that the vibration will not be

excessive and the foundation should be so installed that such

vibration as there is will not be transmitted (Sec. 57) to adja-

cent members of the building. It is usually, therefore, unless

there is a mat foundation (Figs. 438 and 439) und(M' the entire

367
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structure, considered desirable that foundations for recip-

rocating machines which are subject to vibration be erected

independent of the building. Simple shapes (Fig. 440) are

always desirable.

Note.—Reciprocating Machines Which Are To Be Supported
On Mushy Soil should receive special attention to insure that the inertia

«^'4;:>-.
*'

Piles

Driven To

Bedrock

;. ^ i Footing ..•.*;:;--. ^
v'-.

Fig. 439.—Illustrating method of supporting a "mat" foundation or any foundation
which does not extend down to "good bottom." The piles are driven down to bedrock
or at least down to "hard pan." They are then cut off even at their tops and the con-

crete slab or footing is poured around them as shown. Where a higher foundation is to

be erected on top of the slab, the surface of the slab should be left rough so that concrete

will hold to its surface.

Outboard-Bearing Pier,

Enqine Block- \

-Fooling

Fig. 440.—A sensible design for an engine foundation.

forces of their reciprocating parts are well counterbalanced. Otherwise,

the rocking motion may be communicated not only to the engine house,

but to all buildings in the neighborhood on the same swampy soil.

416. The Horizontal Area Of Any Reciprocating-Machine

Foundation should, ordinarily, be at least equal to that which

is necessary to encompass the bedplate and anchor plates of

the machine. In fact, the horizontal area of that portion of
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the foundation which dii'octly supports tho machino is orch-

narily determined on this basis. Obviously, the foundation

area which is imposed on the supporting soil should (Table 5)

be such that the soil pressure will not exceed its safe value.

But since, with many reciprocating machines, there is, due to

the unbalanced mechanical forces, a decided tendency for the

foundation to rock or tip, it is usually desirable to provide a

generously proportioned spread footing under foundations for

machines of this character. Such design will tend to insure

that the line of action of the resultant force (Sec. 28) will fall

within the foundation base area.

417. The Depth Of A Reciprocating-Machine Foundation

must, in any case, be sufficient to: (1) Provide a sufficient

Flywheel->^

Steam Generafor--. ^
1 Inlet

High-

Pressure :i d
Cylinder--^

Low-Pressure

J ^ Cylinder

Exhaust
Enaine-Room
Floor •

-J

ToAir-''

'Automatic

Relief Valve

Basement
Floor --^^^

^
'^/^// 3̂

Fig. 441.^Typical foundation-arrangement of a cross-compound engine with the

auxiliaries located below.

weight of concrete to minimize vibration, as explained in following

sections, and to hold the engine in place against nnhalanced

forces. (2) Extend to '^ good bottom." (3) Extend down to

below the frost line; Sec. 38. It is often true, however, that the

depth of such foundations is predetermined by considerations

other than the three just specified. For example, tho founda-

tion must often be deep enough to extend from the basement
24
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lloor to the main floor of the station above. Or, it may be

desirable to mount the reciprocating machine on a rather

high foundation so that the auxiliaries can be located below the

machine (Fig. 441).

Note.—A Reciprocating-Machine Foundation May Be Sus-

pended From The Framing For An Upper Floor of a building, as

where it is desired to place an engine on the second floor, provided only

that the building framing is strong enough to support the engine and its

foundation as recommended by the builder of the engine. The founda-

tion serves the purpose of minimizing the vibrations of the engine and

its depth should be sufficient to provide enough mass to effectively pro-

duce this result.

418. The Design Requirements For All Reciprocating-

Machine Foundations are the six general requirements for all

machinery foundations which are specified in Sec. 3. Whether

or not the designer knows it, every successful foundation must

satisfy these requirements. But, in practice, it is not usual

for the designer to check a foundation design by the elaborate

methods which would be necessary for checking for each of

these six requirements. The practical methods of designing

reciprocating-machine foundations are, as will be evident

from following sections, much simpler.

Note.—Engine Manufacturers Agree That There Is Practi-

cally No Method Or Data For Calculating Foundations For
Reciprocating Engines. The Chuse Engine Company states that

"the area of the foundation is whatever is required to hold the engine, or

in other words, it is the floor space of the engine in shape" and "of such

depth as will take to a good firm soil." "On the larger engines . .

sufficient depth must be provided to allow for the pit for the flywheel

or generator and alloA\dng for the rigid connection between the main

foundation and the foundation for the outboard bearing. In some cases

these are not even connected." . . . "Our experience has been that,

when these requirements are satisfied, the depth of the foundation mil be

great enough for the engine and that the area, automatically provided as

above, is many times what is usually required to prevent the engine from

settling. The mass of the foundation if it extends to sufficient depth to

reach good firm soil, is many times what is needed to absorb the horizontal

reciprocating moments of an engine as well balanced as ours." . . .

"For the smaller sizes of our engines, which are self-contained, we set

them on the testing block, level up on wooden wedges, and do not even

bolt them down while balancing the reciprocating forces; under such
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conditions with nothing but the weight of the engine holding it down we
secure balance good enough to stand a coin on edge on the frame. Thus
you can readily see that any suitable foundation is so much more
than is required for the engine that there is absolutely no use entering

into any calculations." "We do not believe that any modern engine

need be given much thought as to the foundation except to be absolutely

sure that the soil in which it is erected is firm." Other engine manufac-
turers express themselves in almost the same words.

Note.—Further Information Regarding Steam Engine Founda-
tion is contained in the follo\\'ing from H. A. Chuse: "Large slow speed

engines and gas engines are usually not nearly as well balanced as smaller

engines. At the same time, the statements in the preceding note

hold good for these engines. We build as high as 42-in. stroke engines

with the speed down to 100 r.p.m., and we balance them nearly as care-

fully as we do the smaller units. If the engine is reasonably well balanced,

there should be absolutely no difficulty ^^dth a foundation (under good firm

soil conditions) which is designed in accordance with the directions of the

preceding note. Of course, on some engines w^here no attempt is made
to balance whatever, there wdll be a great deal more tendency to shake

the foundation, but at the same time, we believe that 90 or 95 per cent, of

the cases where trouble is experienced from shaky foundations are due to

poor soil or to the foundation not having been put in carefully."

"Should the soil be spongy and soft, it is almost impossible to get

a sufficient weight of foundation to keep it from vibrating. We once

installed an engine under just such a condition. We w'ere absolutely

unable to balance the engine so it would run steadily. A careful investi-

gation revealed that the foundation w^as setting on ground filled prin-

cipally with manure and old cans. When two piers—one on each end of

the engine—were sunk to solid ground and pinned under the old

foundation, the vibration stopped at once; the area of these piers was
not one-fifth of that of the original foundation."

419. The Methods Used In Practice For Designing Recipro-

cating-Machine Foundations are, principally, three: (1) Bas-

ing the foundation weight on the weight of the reciprocating

machine. (2) Basing the foundation depth on the cylinder

diameter. (3) Basing the toeight of the foundation on the weight

and speed of the supported machine. Each method will be

discussed in a succeeding section. It should be understood

that aU of the three methods just specified are empirical

—

none is probably susceptible of definite mathematical analysis.

It is probable that all of these methods provide foundation

weights which are in excess of that which is actually necessary.

But the fact still remains that these are, apparently, the
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methods which are used by practicing engineers and which

have provided successful foundations.

Note.—It Is Possible That The Use Of Each Of These Three

Methods Will Give Materiallj Different Results For A Certain

Machine but, since each has provided successful foundations, it would

appear that the proper procedure in such a case is to use the method which

will provide the foundation of least cost.

Weight OfEngine = SO. 000 Lb.

thn^ccessibl^-;}

Anchor-Plafei"/

"Pocket. "'>i

'jt'^/}////////////^//}///;////M////;//////^/>M/////^^^

I- Elevation
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design-method. Preferably, the foundation should be de-

signed in accordance with one of the otlier two methods which

follow and then checked by using this one. The horizontal

area of the foundation should be at least sufficient (see pre-

ceding Sec. 416) to encompass the bedplate and anchor plates

of the supported machine. The depth of the foundation

should be at least sufficient to reach the frost line (Sec. 38) and
to ''good bottom."

Example.—Check the design of Fig. 442 by the above rule. Solu-
tion.—The weight of the foundation, Wf = 150 X [6.83 X (6 X 24.75

-\- 3.25 X 12) -}- 2 X 2.58 X 12] = 201,500 lb. From Fig. 442, Wm =
.50,000 lb. Therefore, Wf/Wm = 201,500 -J- 50,000 = 4.03. Hence,

since Wf/Wm lies between 3 and 5, this foundation satisfies the require-

ments of this design method.
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422. The Method Of Proportioning A Foundation On The

Basis Of The CyUnder Diameter Of The Supported Machine

was proposed by Wm. E. Ninde (Design and Construction

OF Heat Engines, p. 680) and ''has been used for many large

Corliss engines, and, so far as is known, has proved satis-

factory.... This may be due to the fact that the propor-

tions are rather massive but concrete is comparatively cheap."

Of, course, the horizontal area and the depth of the foundation

must, primarily be governed by the factors explained in Sees.

416 and 417. Mr. Ninde was connected with the Bass

Foundry and Machine Co. His formula is given below,

shghtly rearranged, for apphcation to simple Corliss engines.

Mr. Ninde's original formula can also be applied to compound

Corliss engines but then becomes dependent upon a number

of engine factors which only the engine designer can properly

handle and which make its application too lengthy for pre-

sentation in this book. For simple engines, the formula may
be written:

(78) hf — -r -\- '^ (feet)

Wherein: Lh/ = depth of foundation, in feet. A^ = a constant

depending on the steam pressures, as given in Table 423.

di = diameter of cylinder, in inches.

Example.—The Corliss engine of Fig. 443 has a cj'linder diameter of

24 in. and is to operate non-condensing (atmospheric exhaust) on steam

at 105 lb. per sq. in. gage. What should be the depth of its foundation?

Solution.—From Table 423, k for 105 lb. per sq. in. = 0.917. There-

fore, from For. (78): L,/ = kdi/4: + 3 = (0.917 X 24 ^ 4) + 3 =

5.5 + 3 = 8.5/^., as shown in Fig. 443.

423. Table Of Constants for use with For. (78). Pi, as

given below, is the difference, in pounds per square inch, be-

tween the absolute pressures of the steam as it enters and as it

leaves the engine.

Steam pressure

Pi
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424. A Method Of Proportioning A Reciprocating-Machine
Foundation On The Basis Of The Weight Of The Machine
And Its Speed is given by E. W. Roberts in his Gas Engine
Handbook. This formula gives the weight of the foundation

required. The minimum horizontal area and the depth

should be determined in accordance with the rules given in

Sec. 416. The formula for the weight is:

(79) W^. = KWeVN (pounds)

Wherein: W^,^ = the required weight of the foundation, in

]

n

.c^tH

.zi o ^ o

f

OS

JL

I- Top \l\e.t4

Weight OfEngine,
40,000 Lb.-.

a <* • Fo un da t ion a

K- i^'-o'i

H- Side View
.»

Fig. 444.—Elevation of a 100-hp., horizontal, single-cylinder, semi-Diesel engine.

To what minimum depth should its foundation extend, if the foundation is to have
straight vertical sides. See Sec. 424.

pounds. Wjg = the weight of the engine, in pounds. N =
the speed of the engine, in revolutions per minute. K = a

constant as given in Table 425.

The formula for the necessar}' volume of a concrete founda-

tion is:

(80) VcF = kWsVN (cubic feet)

Wherein: Vcf = volume of concrete foundation, in cubic

feet. W^ = weight of engine, in pounds. N = the speed of

the engine, in revolutions per minute, k = a constant as given

in Table 425.

Example.—Compute, by using the above equations, the required

weight and volume of the foundation for the engine sho^vn in Fig. 444.
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What slioulcl be its minimum depth, if made with straiglit vertical sides?

Solution.—From Table 425, A' = 0.300 and k = 0.00225. Hence, by

For. (79): Wf = KWeVN = 0.300 X 40,000 X vTsO = 161,000 lb.

Also, by For. (SO): Vcf = kWVN = 0.00225 X 40,000 X VISO =
1,210 cu. ft. Since the area of the foundation is 8 X 16 = 128 sq. ft.,

the minimum depth = 1,210 -i- 128 = 9.5 ft.

425. Table Of Constants For Use In Proportioning Recip-

rocating-Machine Foundations On The Basis Of The Weight

Of The Machine And Its Speed.—These are the constants for

use with Fors. (79) and (80).

Type of engine k

4-cylinder vertical gas engine

3-cylinder vertical gas engine

2-cylinder vertical gas engine

4-cylinder vertical Diesel engine

Single-crank, double-acting tandem. .

.

Twin-crank, double-acting tandem. . .

.

Single-cylinder, horizontal semi-Diesel

2-cylinder, horizontal semi-Diesel

3-cylinder, horizontal semi-Diesel

4-cylinder, horizontal semi-Diesel

2-cycle, horizontal semi-Diesel
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Note.—A Temporary Steam-Engine Foundation, as for a hoisting

or similar engine which must be moved from place to place, is shown in

Fig. 446. A box-like form is filled \vith gravel or rocks and suspended

Flywheel Pit-..

Piping Trench

{Slab Joining The

TwoSections

-i -Anchor Bolf

Space For

Receiver

Spread Footing

Fig. 445.—A monolithic concrete foundation for a cross-compound steam engine.

I- Plan

Anchor ^;

Bolt For

Bedplate ^
OfHoist

J
Post ^
Unframed '^^

• V Rocks
"^Are
''A Placed

¥
^-^'H- Section '^

Fig. 446.—Illustrating method of constructing a temporary foundation for a hoisting

engine.

from runners, i?, which contain the anchor bolts. The box is then

surrounded with enough concrete to hold it firmly in place. The contents

of the box provide suflftcient mass to minimize the vibrations of the engine

and to hold it in position. This foundation is cheaply constructed and

readily destroyed if necessary.
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427. Table Showing Dimensions Of Foundations For

Simple, Horizontal, Four-Valve, Steam Engines—Direct-

Connected To Generators, see Sec. 417 concerning depth.

(See Fig, 447 for the letter designations.)

Kw. R.P.M. i.s.p I.H.P. A
ft. in.

E
ft. in.

F
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/^

i

?}ip m

'o-^

)'////^//w///////j////.rr////////////////w//////////////m//}//

Fig. 447.—Foundation drawing for simple, horizontal, four-valve, steam engines-

direct-connected to generators.
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428. Table Showing Dimensions Of Foundations For

Simple Horizontal Corliss Engines—Belted Type.—The
dimensions are based upon the assumption that a suitable

subsoil will be found at the depth given, if not the foundation

depth should be increased accordingly.

Size
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J-iL

Fig. 448.—Foundation dimensions, simple horizontal Corliss engines for belt drive.

<-..
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m
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Yy.

I-Elevation

Fig. 449.—Foundation drawing for horizontal, single-cylinder, Corliss engines—direct-

connected type.
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% %0—- ^
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J^

I- Elevation

<F>^ E-->^N >!<M>
k B- - ><

E-Plan

Fig. 450.—Foundation drawing for horizontal, tandem-compound, Corliss engines

—

direct-connected type.
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K-M >l< H N4M

I" Elevation

FiQ. 451.—Foundation drawing for horizontal, cross-compound, Corliss engines

—

direct-connected type.
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432. Table Showing Dimensions Of Foundations For Ver-

tical, Cross-Compound, Corliss Engines—Direct-Connected

Type ; see Sec. 417 concerning depth.

Fig. 452.—Foundation drawing for vertical, cross-compound, Corliss engines—direct-

connected type.

Cylinder dimensions .4
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foundation weight to engine weight (Wf/Wm, Table 421) can,

therefore, usually be made relatively small; generally, 2 to 4 is

sufficient. The following illustrations and tables give the

dimensions of internal-combustion-engine foundations which
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434. Table Showing Dimensions Of Foundations For Small
"Hvid" Engines.—All dimensions are in inches; see Sec.

417 concerning depth.

I-Plan View

E-Elevation

Fig. 454.—Foundation drawing for Hvid horizontal engines.

H.p.
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435. Table Showing Dimensions Of Foundations For

Horizontal, Tandem, Double-Acting, Gas Engines ; see Sec.

417 concerning depth.

Fig. 455.—Foundation drawing for horizontal, tandem, double-acting gas engines.

Cylinder

size
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436. Table Showing Dimensions Of Foundations For

Horizontal, Twin Tandem, Double-Acting Gas Engines;

see Sec. 417 concerning depth. (See Fig. 456.)

Cylinder

size

Length
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_ _:z

Fig. 456.—Foundation drawing for horizontal, twin tandem, double-acting gas engines.
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437. Compressor Foundations may, in general, be designed

by the rule of Sec. 420. A compressor foundation will gener-

ally be satisfactory if designed of such proportions as to

A/r Compressor
Cylinder -._

V

Motor.

^v/y//////////////////////////////y////////////////////////////////////?/y

Fig. 457.—Air compressor driven by a motor through a "short-belt" connection.
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motor on the samo foundation with the coniprossor. Stcani-

driven-conipieissor foundations are governed by the require-

ments of the steam-engine cyhnder. The foundation drawing

for a two-stage, steam-driven air compressor is shown in

Fig. 458.

438. The Design Of A Foundation For A Reciprocating

Pump depends entirely on the type of pump. Generally

speaking, much less foundation is required for pumps than

for steam engines occupying the same space. The direct-

acting duplex pumps probably require the smallest founda-

tions; in these pumps the piston or plunger motion is almost

opposite and the balancing is nearly complete. The strains

due to reversing are contained almost wholly within the

machine itself. Small duplex-pump foundations are made
of a solid mass of brick or concrete. Large pumps are often

set on separate piers, one pier for the water ends and one for

each pair of steam ends. All of the piers should, preferably,

be carried by the same substantial spread footing. The
foundations must go down to sufficiently hard soil to bear up

the weight of the pump. If the soil be loose sand or gravel,

the foundation footing must be spread out sufficiently to

insure the pressure not exceeding the safe soil pressure (Sec.

4). The foundation should go deep enough to allow the

surrounding soil sufficient hold upon it to keep it firm and

steady. The minimum depth for a small pump should be

not less than 2 ft. Single-cylinder pumps, owing to the greater

shocks to which they are subjected, should be supplied with

deeper foundations; the depth may be computed from For.

(78) Sec. 422. Crank-and-flywheel pumps require consider-

ably more foundation than direct-acting machines on account

of their much higher speeds and the lack of balance of their

reciprocating parts. Crank-and-flywheel pumps of the con-

trolled-valve type, as the Riedler pumps, which usually run at

high speeds, require foundations fully as heavy as those for

steam engines of equal size.

Note.—Foundations For Small Pumps may be relatively light.

Small pumps of the single-cylinder and duplex type are usually pro\ided

with only two points of support. One is rigidly bolted to the fovmdation.

The other is left free. This prevents the pump being thrown out of line,
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if properly constructed originally. In cases where both the steam and
water ends are bolted down, care must be taken not to twist or throw the

pump out of line. In making the steam and water connections, the

pipes should come fair to their connections and should not be sprung

into place. Stresses on the pump structure due to winding foundation

surfaces and sprung pipe connections should be guarded against, particu-

larly with steam-thrown valves, as these are very sensitive and must be

perfectly free. Any slight springing of the valve chamber mil bind the

valve and prevent its operating.

QUESTIONS ON DIVISION 11

1. State the principal requirements of a foundation for a reciprocating machine.

How do they differ from those for electrical machinery?

2. What special attention is required when a foundation for a reciprocating machine is

to bo placed on mushy soil?

3. What provision should be made in designing a reciprocating-machine foundation

to safeguard against rocking or tipping of the machine?
4. What factors, in general, affect the depth of a reciprocating-machine foundation ?

6. Under what conditions may a reciprocating machine have a suspended foundation?

Describe fully how this would be done.

6. Does every successful reciprocating-machine foundation satisfy the six general

requirements of Sec. 3, Div. 1? Are the foundations designed by these requirements?

7. What is the attitude of most engine manufacturers toward the design of engine

foundations?

8. State the principles of the three empirical methods of designing foundations for

reciprocating machines.

9. State the principle of basing the weight of a foundation on the weight of the

supported machine. What are the grounds for using this as a design method? What
should be the relation between foundation weight and machine weight?

10. In successful foundations for reciprocating machines what are the approximate
variations of the number of times heavier the foundation is than the supported machine?

11. State the formula which has been evolved for proportioning the foundation

depth to the cylinder diameter. For what type of reciprocating machines was this

formula evolved?

12. State Roberts' formula for ascertaining the weight of the foundation for internal-

combustion engines. On what three properties of the supported machine does this

formula base the weight of the foundation?

13. If two engines have the same weight and operate at the same speed but if one has

more-cylinders than the other, which should have the greater mass in its foundation?

14. What are the principal rules of design for steam-engine foundations? Is it well

to use a separate pier for an outboard bearing? Draw a sketch to show the usual shape
of steam-engine foundations for both single and compound engines.

15. Draw a sketch to show a method of constructing a foundation for a portable steam
engine which must be moved from place to place.

16. What are the principles of designing foundations for internal-combustion engines?

Generally speaking, do they require as heavy foundations as do steam engines? (Refer

to Table 421.) Why?
17. What simple rules may be used to design a foundation for a compressor? Draw

a sketch to illustrate the construction of a foundation for a compressor which is driven

by a motor through a "short belt."

18. What types of pumps require the heaviest foundations? How may they be

designed?

19. What types of pumps require the least foundation weight? Why?
20. What should be the minimum depth of foundations for pumps?



DIVISION 12

STEAM TURBINE FOUNDATIONS

439. The General Requirements Of A Steam-Turbine

-

Unit Foundation (Fig. 459) are: (1) That the foundation he

of such construction that the turbine unit which is supported on

it will he maintained permanently at the proper elevation and

alignment on a rigid level plane. This requirement is satisfied

by providing for the support of the turbine bedplate a level

unyielding slab
—

''capslab," Sec. 443—which should be as

Sfeam Turbine--

o

v^ Generator

BLJ^ Condenser.

/W\'
i-.i .

3
'y//////////////////////;///////////////////////j//n>7/;.'///////////////////);)

I-Side Elcva + ion E- End View

Fig. 459.—Simple monolithic foundation for a relatively small steam-turbine-generator

unit.

nearly rigid as is feasible, so that it will not of itself deflect

and thereby permit the turbine unit to lose its proper elevation

and alignment. It is probable that most of the difficulties

which have been encountered in the past with steam-turbine

foundations have been due to the fact that the turbine bed-

plate did not rest on a rigid level plane. This capslab may,

as is hereinafter explained (Sec. 460), be hinged or pivoted

(Fig. 460) so that it is not rigid in relation to the remainder

of the foundation. (2) That such vihration as is occasioned

by the operation of the machine will not he transmitted from the

26 401
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foundation to adjacent objects. The transmission of vibration

from the turbine may be prevented, or at least minimized,

by either: (1) Providing sufficient mass in the foundation or;

(2) By so arranging the slab that supports the turbine that it is

pivoted or hinged and is so supported by springs (Fig. 460 and

Sec. 460) that the transmission of vibration can not occur.

Note.—The Directions Given In This Division Relate, In

General, To Foundations For All Kinds Of Steam Turbines,

regardless of the sort of machine which the turbine drives. This is in spite

of the fact that much of the succeeding information applies specifically

Cehemfon, Q. ..-Steam
i^r= Turbine

Springs -U

Superstructure- .>

Subbase.

mii^/w//Mm^yyjwMmmw^j^y^^^^

Fig. 460.—Supporting slab flexibly mounted on superstructure. This shows N. W.
Akimoff's method.

to foundations for turbines which drive alternating-current generators.

Note.—Since Steam-Turbine Units Are Purely-Rotative Self-

CoNTAiNED Machines They Are Not, Normally, Subject To Unbal-

anced Forces (under abnormal conditions they may be subjected to

unbalanced forces; see Sec. 25). Hence all of the six requirements

specified in Sec. 3 need not be considered in designing foundations for

steam-turbine units.

440. Steam-Turbine Foundations May Be Supported In

Either Of Two Ways.—(1) Directly on the ground. (2) Off

of the ground. A support which rests directly on the ground

is probably always best if feasible. Concrete foundations

which rest directly on the earth are usually very successful.

Small steam-turbine units may often (Sec. 450) be satisfac-

torily mounted on substantial concrete floors and without
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special foundations. However, such mounting is permissible

only if the floor is not subject to distortion due to variations

in building loading, expansion caused by temperature changes

or gradual settling.

441. Steam-Turbine -Unit Foundations May Be Considered

As Comprising Three Parts.—These parts (Fig. 461) may or

may not be structurally distinct

from one another, depending on TurtK-unit^^

the type of construction which

is employed for the foundation. capsiab

The parts are: (1) The capslab,

B, Sec. 443. (2) The superstruc-

ture, S, Sec. 445. (3) The sub-

base, F, Sec. 446.

ffl
J

B

Bedplate

Super-
sfruc-
ture—y

Suibbase p

Fig. 461.—The three components of

a steam-turbine-unit foundation.

Note.—It Is Usually Desirable
That The Entire Turbine Founda-
tion Be Structurally Independent
Of The Building in which it is in-

stalled, if such construction is feasible.

The General Electric Co., in its Instruction Book No. 82,215, states

that "The pier underneath the middle bearing should be a solid wall and
the turbine foundation as a whole should be isolated from the foundation

and walls of the building." This applies particularly to large units

and not, necessarily, to small ones and is a precaution to prevent the

transmission of vibration; see also Sec. 468 on turbine vibration.

442. It Is Occasionally Desired To Mount Steam Turbines

On Masonry Foundations Without Intervening Bedplates.—
This method has in certain cases been successfully followed.

But in many others it has been the source of more expense

than the saving which it initially effected. The difficulties

with these unsuccessful installations were due to improper

methods. If turbine-driven machines or bearing pedestals

are mounted directly on concrete, there is always a possibility

of their working loose due to vibration and to the effect of oil

on the concrete. Furthermore, if it ever becomes necessary

to dismantle a machine which is so installed, it is difficult to

replace it in accinate alignment.

Note.—When Installing Machines Without Interv^ening Bed-
plates It Is Essential That Suitable Soleplates Be Provided
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(Terry Instruction Book). See following Sec. 475 concerning sole-

plates. The soleplates need not be heavy but should be so arranged that

the machines can be securely bolted or doweled to them. They may be

structural-steel members or steel plates or cast iron. The preferable

method of installation is to bolt down or dowel the machine to the sole-

plates and to align the unit by placing metal wedges or shims under the

soleplates. With large or relatively large units, it may be desirable

to securely fasten the machine to only two soleplates which are under the

steam end of the unit; then the remainder of the unit can slide back and

forth, as expansion changes dictate, riding on the other soleplates.

These "other" soleplates should have tongues extending from their upper

surfaces which engage in grooves cut in the lower surfaces of the machine,

this to insure constant longitudinal alignment. The soleplates should,

after the unit has been accurately aligned, be grouted in their proper

positions. If the grouting has been properly done, the unit wdll then be

permanently retained in accurate alignment and also it can be readily

removed and accurately replaced if required.

443. The Capslab (B, Figs. 461 and 462) is the shallow rec-

tangular prism of concrete or steel-reinforced concrete which

is provided at the extreme top

J 1 Capslab Powr-House Floor- of the foundation and on which
':J^̂ .f^^i:::^̂ f^ the turbo-unit bedplate rests.

^s'^ce
Often the capslab is bounded by

an enclosing edging of steel plate

Columns Of
Superstructure

Fig. 462—Open joint between cap- qj, gf strUCtural-StCCl channels,
slab and floor to prevent transmission . i i i i i i e

of vibration. i his capslab should always, oi

itself, be very rigid; it should be

of such construction that it will not deflect appreciably and

thereby permit the turbo-unit bedplate to bend or deflect

—

see note below—and thereby alter the original alignment of

the machine. When the turbo-unit is first installed it should

be accurately leveled and aligned on this capslab and then

be grouted in this position. Thereafter, the turbo-unit frame

and bedplate and the capslab may structurally be considered

as a unit. The capslab should preferably be independent

of the building structure as in Fig. 462—that is, it should

not join the engine-room floor or any other part of the build-

ing. The space between the capslab and the engine-room

floor may be bridged with loose floor plates. Fig. 465.

Note.—The Capslab May Or May Not Be Integral With The
Remainder Of The Foundation Structure. If the turbo-unit
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foundation is constructed monolithically of concrete, as in Fig. 461, then

the capshib is merely a stratum—sometimes an imaginary stratum

—

composing the upper part of the foundation. If the foundation super-

structure is of structural steel (Fig. 463), the capslab then comprises a

shallow concrete block, often reinforced with steel, which is s\ipported on

top of the structural steel frame. If the capslab is lunged and supported

on springs (Fig. 460) as described in Sec. 460, then it is, in a sense, struc-

turally independent of the superstructure.

.Condenser

Concrete
-\ f Sfeel-

I Reinforced
U Capslab

^mw^^
^- Supersfruefure

Subbase

r':>:-.i'i|^ m.

l-5ide View n-End View

Fig. 463.—Steam-turbine foundation with structural-steel superstructure.

444. Steam-Turbine-Unit Bedplates Are Not Rigid; they

are always more or less elastic regardless of how deep and

heavy they are. All bedplates will therefore deflect some—

a

few thousandths of an inch deflection may cause trouble

—

unless they are properly supported. The bedplates of large

units are ''built up" that is they are composed of several parts

which are bolted together. Regardless of the care used in

aligning a unit in the shop of its manufacturer, the alignment

may be disturbed due to improper erection and insufficient

support upon the foundation.

Note,—Correct Alignment Is Essential To Successful Opera-

tion. Vibration, hot bearings and even destruction of parts may result

from inaccurate alignment. Much of the trouble which is encountered

with steam turbines is due to misalignment. Flexible couplings will not

compensate entirely for misalignment. See the author's Steam Turbine
Principles .'\nd Practice concerning methods which should be followed

in aligning these machines.

445. The Superstructure Of A Steam-Turbine -Unit Foun-

dation is that portion which extends l)ctween the subbase
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(see Sec. 446) and the capslab. The function of the super-

structure is, in any case, to support the capslab and some-

times—when it is hollowed out—to provide space directly

under the turbine-unit for the condenser, auxiliaries, venti-

lating ducts and. air washer. The superstructure may be of

concrete, reinforced concrete (Fig. 464), structural steel (Fig.

463), or structural steel with the spaces between the members

filled with concrete and possibly with the steel members

encased in concrete. The superstructure must in any case

be very rigid so that it will not tend to vibrate. For the same

reason it should, preferably, have considerable mass.

Steam Turbine-.,^

Space];.

'A

Reinforced-
Concrete

Superstructure

5^
'i<<

-.Concrete Mat' :..<>:

i

i

;^^

I

Fig. 464.—Steam-turbine-unit foun-

dation in a "well." Floor of well forms

subbase.

Turbine Frame ->

Loose Floor Plate". Turbine

.-Engine Room
Floor

1 : j'.-a j.

Oil-
-r

Piping

Bedplate

3
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condenser Is not much of a problem because for such units, the super-

structure is merely hollowed out sufficiently to receive the condenser.

But, for large-capacity turbo-generators, the condensers for which may
have diameters as great as 30 ft., it may be necessary to materially

increase the height of the superstructure over that which it might ordi-

narily have, to provide space for the condenser and the auxiliaries under

it. This accounts for the appearance of many of the large modern turbo-

generator foundations, which look somewhat like long-legged tables

standing out on the floor of a room.

Note.—The Superstructure Should, Preferably, Be Independ-
ent Of The Building Structure. Often the floor immediately sur-

rounding a turbo-unit is supported directly on the foundation super-

structure. Such a floor is, however, seldom more than 5 or 6 ft. wdde.

An open joint (/, Fig. 462) is provided where this floor meets the floor of

the building. See Sec. 385 for method of so constructing the form for a

concrete superstructure that the completed superstructure will be

independent of the building structure.

446. The Subbase Of A Steam-Turbine -Unit Foundation,

F, Fig. 461, is merely the footing, which supports the super-

structure, the function of which is to distribute the con-

centrated loads which are transmitted downward through the

superstructure or its members and to provide sufficient mass

to absorb any vibration which may be transmitted down
through the superstructure. The subbase usually consists of

a concrete or reinforced-concrete footing, at least 3 ft. thick

for the larger foundations. On ''weak" soil the subbase is

supported on piles. On good soil or rock, the subbase may
be carried directly by the soil or rock.

Note.—The Usual Practice Is To Keep The Subbase Separate
From The Building Foundations (N. E. L. A. Prime Mo\t:rs Com-
mittee Report 1921). Frequently, however, it is not feasible to follow

this construction. For example, if the space for the condenser under

or in the foundation is, at times, below the outside water level, it may then

be necessary to construct the condenser-space floor as the bottom of a

concrete box (Fig. 464) to prevent the entrance of water into the space;

in which case, the floor and subbase must be integral. In this case,

however, the floor, F, is made very thick and becomes the subbase.

447. As To Whether (1) Concrete, (2) Reinforced-Concrete,

(3) Structural Steel, or (4) Structural-Steel-Concrete Should

Be Used For The Superstructure Of A Turbo-Generator

Foundation no definite rule can at this time be laid down.
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Foundations have been built successfully in accordance with

all of these methods of construction; see the examples and

discussion in following Sees. 452 to 457. The steel super-

structures provide the most room for the auxiliaries and

piping and admit plenty of light but they have to be designed

very rigidly to prevent their vibration. Some steel super-

structures have given trouble. It is probable that, all in all,

monolithic concrete or reinforced-concrete superstructures

have been the most successful. This may be due to the fact

that the steel superstructures were not always properly

designed. Foundations having superstructures of each of

the above four types will be discussed in succeeding sections.

The American steam-turbine manufacturers apparently all

stand together in recommending a rigid concrete or reinforced-

concrete superstructure when such is feasible.

448. The General Procedure In Designing The Foundation

For A Steam-Turbine Unit is about as follows: Inasmuch as a

steam turbine is a purely rotative machine, it is not normally

subjected to the action of any outside forces. (1) Lay out

the capslab—B, Fig. 461, Sec. 443—making it as thick and rigid

as is reasonably possible. Make the horizontal area of the

capslab at least large enough to encompass the bedplate and

the anchor bolts if any. If necessary, provide for a working

gallery around the unit; see note below. (2) Support the

capslab on a rigid superstructure—Sec. 445 and, S, Fig. 461.

(3) Hollow out a concrete or reinforced-concrete superstructure

or provide a structural steel or concrete-encased steel super-

structure so that space and support will, if necessary, be

provided for such things as ventilating ducts. Sec. 464, piping,

condenser. Sec. 461, auxiliaries and air cleaner. Sec. 466.

In any case, the superstructure must contain enough material

that it will be sufficiently strong to support the weight of the

machine and capslab which is imposed on it from above and

that it will be rigid. (4) Provide a subhase—F, Fig. 461 and

Sec. 446—of sufficient strength to safely carry on the local

soil turbine unit, capslab and superstructure above, and

which has sufficient horizontal area that the pressure which it

imposes on the supporting soil will not exceed the safe values

shown in Table 5.
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Note.—/Vbnoumal Conditions Should Be CoNvSIDered When
Designing Steam-Tukbine Foundations. Normal conditions for these

purely rotative machines are not at all severe. But short circuits, bad

synchronizing, broken blading, mud slugs, water slugs, and similar

Turbine Frame--

Iron Floor Plate

Engine Room
Floor. <- - .-Working Gallenj- - >

Pipe

Trench
-Oi/ Piping

I

.>. * Concrete ••«•.

Fig. 466.—Pipe recess in gallery around turbine.

abnormal troubles may originate unusual stresses of great magnitude.

Note.—For The Larger Turbine-Generator Units, The Engine-

RooM Floor Is Usually At The Same Level As That Of The Top Of
The Turbine Bedplate (Fig. 465 and 466). This is not a necessary con-

5team Turbine --.^

Generator s
o

CapslQb

Superstructure

5ubbase
77

Fig. 467.—Simple rigid foundation for a small steam turbine.

struction but is a desirable one because it is more convenient for the operat-

ing engineer. Furthermore it provides a better appearing engine room
for the reason that it conceals the oil pipes, oil cooler, and similar appurten-

ances. Recesses must often, with this construction, be provided in the

foundation top for the oil piping as showTi on the turbine-manufacturer's
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Generator-

Steam Turbine-^

foundation drawings and usually marked "limits of oil piping." The recess

thus provided which surrounds the turbine bedplate and which is occupied

by the piping is covered with loose iron floor plates. These plates are

supported at one edge by the turbine bedplate. The outer edge of the

plates is supported in a rabbet in the engine-room floor and flush with the

floor surface.

449. Foundations May Not Be Necessary For Small Steam

Turbines Of Certain Designs—say of capacities up to possibly

50 kw. But to attain the best results the turbine must be

accurately lined and leveled and have a good bearing on all of

its feet. Usually, however, the cost of a simple rigid foimda-

ation (Fig. 467), where one is feasible, will probably be justified

in all cases.

450. SmaU Or Relatively Small Steam Turbines May Some-

times Be Successfully Installed Directly On Reinforced-

Concrete Or Steel Framework Floors without any special

foundation. But usually a rigid

concrete foundation is probably

better and justifies its cost.

When a turbine unit is carried

on a floor of either concrete or

structural-steel construction, it

must always be so supported

that its bedplate cannot be dis-

torted and its alignment dis-

turbed by yielding or springing

of the structure. It is often

advisable to insure local stiffness

under the foundation by extra staying or bracing or by the

addition of a substantial concrete mat or block either above

(Fig. 468) or below the floor. The additional mass of such

a mat also tends to ''absorb" d^ny vibration which may
occur. It is desirable to locate the unit over or near the

supporting beams, girders, or walls rather than at or near

the center of a span. Heavy units should have provision

made for their support when the structure is designed. Care

should be taken that no part of the structure has such

elastic characteristics that it will vibrate harmonically (Sec.

469) with the periodic vibration of the turbine itself.

yj.

Concrete
Mat~

m <i:'--v'-:<'"-:<i.'-<ii
:-.^^:^<«.-V.a|..-a^:j;

</ •. .-a v.

\_) ."
:

'I _/ Reinforced- Corxrete Floor- )

5

r
Fig. 468.—Reinforcing mat for

small steam turbine foundation on

concrete floor.
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Note.—The Method Of Installing A Steam Turbine On Steel-
Work which is recommended by the Westinghouse Co. in its Instruc-
tion Book 5180 is this: "The bedplate should be shimmed up accurately

at proper elevation and alignment. The shims should be located not

more than 1 ft. apart and secured against slipping out of place. Great
care should be exercised when tightening the anchor bolts to insure that

the bedplate will not be distorted. When setting a unit directly on
steelwork, instead of grout run a ^^ in. thick layer of lead alloy under the

bedplate. The alloy is of lead containing a 5 to 10 per cent admixture of

antimony. Anchor bolts are not necessary when lead or lead-alloy grout

is used." When a turbine is to be supported on the same structure as

that which forms part of a factory or office building, it is sometimes
advisable to mount the unit on a rigid capslab; which capslab is supported

on springs or yielding material which in turn rest on the building struc-

ture (Sec. 78).

Note.— In Setting A Small Turbine On A Wooden Foundation
(such installation is, of course, always undesirable but sometimes cannot

be avoided in temporary instal-

lations) follow substantially the same
procedure as that indicated in the

preceding note. However, instead of

using shims, the wooden timbers upon
which the turbine feet rest can be so

cut as to provide the even bearing

which is required. Distortion of the

turbine due to abnormal tightening of

the anchor bolts is particularly liable

to occur on wooden foundations; do

not set up the bolts too hard.

5-feam Turbine.

Generator-

- ^g^r

-'*'
. III

I p.
DeckPlafe

MetalBlock

Side Elevation T
2ZZa

Deck
Beam

Fig.

Plan View Of Blocks

469.—Installation of a small tur-

bine on shipboard.

451. In Installing Small
Steam Turbines On Shipboard

(Fig. 469) it is impossible to

obtain a rigid foundation. The
Westinghouse Co. in its In-

struction Book 5220 suggests

that *'if the unit must, for

example, be mounted upon the

deck which is subject to warping it is essential that a three-

-point support be provided as follows: Under each generator

foot, F (Fig. 469), provide a mild-steel bar, P, which should be

bolted to the foot parallel to the shaft. At its center, each

bar, P, is mounted on a small iron block, B, which block should

be bolted to the deck with one heavy bolt. The shape and
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mounting of the block should be such that its bearing area on

the deck will be as small as is reasonably feasible." Under

the turbine only one iron block, L, is placed which should

impose only a small bearing area on the deck. Thus a three-

point support is provided.

452. Concrete- Or Masonry-Superstructure Steam-Turbine

Foundations (Fig. 470) are probably more common than those

of any of the other three types which are described herein-

-/3'-m"-

.
•

. 'AirInlets.

'Anchor Plate

Anchor-
PlatePocket T Footing

I-Side Elevation I-End Elevation

Fig. 470.—Outline of General Electric Co. 750-kw. 3,600-r.p.m. turbo-generator unit

and monolithic concrete foundation. If the exhaust nozzle for the condenser points

downward, as shown in this illustration, openings may be provided in the foundation so

that the piping can be taken out in any one of three directions. Under the generator,

three flues are provided in the foundation. The smaller ones (see following material on

"ventilating ducts in foundations"), A and B, are for the air intake for ventilating the

generator; the large central duct, C, is the exhaust. These flues must be provided and

should be proportioned as shown by the drawing.

after. Superstructures of this type are used for practically

all small or medium-sized steam turbines, say up to 5,000

kw. Apparently, with units of these capacities, there is no

great difficulty in providing plenty of room, in or adjacent to

the foundation superstructure, for the condenser and auxilia-

ries. It is principally to provide room for the condensers

and auxiharies of the large turbines that reinforced-concrete,

structural-steel or concrete-encased structural-steel super-

structures are used. Probably monoUthic concrete super-

structures are the most satisfactory for all but the larger units.
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Fig. 471.—Concrete foundation, as proposed by the Allis-Chalmers Co., for a 250-

kw., 3,600-r.p.m. steam-turbine-alternator unit. This is based on A. C. Co. drawing

No. 650-58. See notes under Fig. 477.

1" End .Elevation I- Side Elevation

Fig. 472.—Outline of General Electric Co. 500-kw., 3,600-r.p.m. turbo-generator unit

and monolithic concrete foundation.
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Experience tends to indicate that they are the most reliable

for units of all capacities. See following examples.

I - Plan View

k - - - - jg-fj'

-

•>)<- FJff -?>^

m- Left-End View l?-5ide Elevation 2- Section A-

A

Fig. 475.—Concrete foundation, as proposed by the General Electric Co., for a

l,oOO-kw. steam-turbine-generator. Based on G. E. Co. drawing T-1,239,400. See

notes under other G. E. Co. turbine-foundation illustrations.

Example.—Some examples of steam-turbine concrete-superstructure

foundations are shown in the accompanjdng illustrations. Figs. 471,

472 and 473 show foundations for relatively-small units as recommended
respectively by the Allis-Chalmers, the General Electric and the Westing-

house companies. Similarly, Figs. 474, 475 and 476 show foundations

for larger units and Figs. 477, 478 and 479 for still larger units. Fig. 480

shows a foundation for a 10,000-kw. unit which is equipped with a multi-

jet condenser. Fig, 481 shows a concrete-superstructure steam-turbine-

blower foundation.
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Fig. 476.—Concrete turbine foundation, design based on one proposed by the West-
inghouse Co., for a ToO-kw. steam-turbine-generator. Wcstinghouse Machine Co.'s
drawing No. 4-06-02-63. The following notes appear on this drawing.

1. Heaviest piece to be handled by crane when disassembling turbine or generator 6,600 lb.

(CYLINDER COVER WITH STEAM CHEST.)
2. The heaviest single piece is the generator stator xnhich weighs 7,200 lb. but is seldom

handled, therefore a crane having capacity for this would be convenient but not absolutely

necessary.

3. Minimum head room from, floor to crane hook, 11 ft.

4. It is preferred that the air to generator be taken from outside of building. The out-

side end of air duct to be protected from show, rain, dust, etc., and covered by a wire screen of
not less than }'i-in. m,esh.

5. All air ducts furnished by purchaser and may be made of sheet iron. Attach to under-
side of generator similar to that shoion in side elevation.

6. Air ducts may be located on either side of generator. Minimum total area of air

intake duct, 2 sq. ft. Minimum total area of air outlet duct, 5 sq. ft.

7. When condenser is suspended directly below turbine, an expansion joint in the line

between turbiiie and condenser will not be necessary. If the condenser is located otherwise,

an expansion joint of approved design is required and must be furnished by purchaser and
bolted to exhaust opening.

8. The force due to vacuum is 21,100 lb. and provisions must be made to prevent this force

from lifting any part of the exhaust piping, between turbine and condenser, permitting the

collapse of expansion joint.

9. Top level of oil-pump foundation to be on same elevation as bottom of turbine. Locate

oil pump where convenient, but within sight of operating engineer. Steam piping, also

piping to connect with oil system, furnished by purchaser.

10. The steam pipe between header and turbine shotild be sufficiently flexible to insure

against excessive stress on turbine due to expansion of pipe and turbine with varying steam

temperatures.

11. Purchaser to provide a coil spring support adjacent to throttle valve, capable of carrying

the weight of this end of piping, and supporting the throttle valve which weighs 700 lbs.

12. To secure ample rigidity maximum deflection of any foundation beams should not

exceed 0.02 in.

13. Anchor bolts not furnished by W. E. & M. Co.

27
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Fig. 477.—Concrote foundation, as proposed by the AUis-Chalmers Co., for a 2,000-
kw. 3,G00-r.p.m. steam-turbine-generator, based on A. C. Co.- drawing No. 042-14.").

The following notes, among others, appear on the drawing or are given in an instruction
sheet which is sent to the purchaser.

1. Maximum turbine floor space required including oil and water piping is 2o ft. 6 in by
9 //. 3H in.

2. Foundation dimensions given are the minimum dimensions required at the floor

line for this turbine. Foundation may be increased, if necessary, to suit local conditions
or to suit arrangement of contiensing apparatus.

3. The turbine is designed so that the bedplate and all piping are above the floor arid no
piping projects beyond the bedplate. It is not necessary to provide any openings through
the floor outside of the bedplate except as are necessary for your water inlet to and drain con-
nection from glands and oil cooler. The location of these connections is clearly shown on
foundation plan.

4. There is no part of the turbine which cannot be easily handled from the turbine floor line
as indicated on drawing and it is not necessary for you to provide any steps or galleries.

5. The dimensions of the opening through the foundation in generator end must be accurate.

6. You will note that drawing shows air duct conducting air from the outside of the unit
and that air must be discharged throtigh the bottom of same between air inlet ducts.

7. In connection with this installation we would advise that the air for ventilating purposes
should be clean and free from dust, dirt or moisture. If there is any foreign material

present in this air, suitable air filters or air icashers should be installed to remove same. The
velocity in the air duct should not exceed 1,200 ft. per minute.

8. The main steam pipe where it connects to the turbine can be brought down overhead or

from underneath the floor. This depending on local conditions. The steam piping is to be

laid out by you so as to provide ample flexibility at the turbine and avoid transmitting strains

and vibrations to same. A suitable steam separator and trap must be provided by you to

prevent slugs of water being carried into the turbine cylinder.

9. We will furnish suitable copper expansion joint which must be placed directly below
the turbine exhaust nozzle and between same and the condenser. This, to prevent any undue
strain being transmitted to the turbine due to expansion or contraction of exhaust piping.

10. An atmospheric relief connection must be provided by you bettveen the turbine exhaust
nozzle and condenser so as to avoid any possibility of building up excessive pressure on the

low pressure end of the unit.

11. The drawing indicates the space which is required at the generator end of the xmit for

withdrawing generator rotor, should same be necessary. We would advise, if possible, that

the space be provided so that this rotor may be withdrawn without disturbing the stationary

part of the generator, as moving this part requires disconnecting leads and air ducts.

12. The structure of the turbine room floor must be kept entirely free from foundations.

Floor beams should not be built into foundations. A space of about 3^ in. should be pro-

vided between the turbine-room floor and the sides of foundations, as a slight tremor might
synchronize with building vibrations and be multiplied to an undesirable extent. The
turbine-unit foundations should, also be kept entirely free from building ivalls and other

foundations.
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I -Top View I- Right End View

AnchorBo!fs- I ForGrout
,

m- Left End View

Fig. 478.—Concrete foundation, as proposed by the General Electric Co., for a

2,.500-kw. steam-turbine-generator from G. E. Co. drawing No. W-1,2 14,013. See

Fig. 517 for outline of unit for which this foundation was designed. The following

notes appear on the drawing:

1. Foundation must project at least 1 in. beyond edges of turbine and generator soleplates.

Make necessary allowance for variation due to irregularity in castings. Allow 1 in. for

grout between soleplate and rough foundation. In pouring grout fill the soleplates as far as

possible. If unit is to be set on structural steel foundation, detail drawings of soleplates

will be furnished upon request.

2. To permit moving of unit without raising, build foundation so that foundation bolts

may be dropped below top of foundation.

3. Depth of foundation may be varied to suit local conditions.

4. For outline of unit and weights to be supported, see outline drawing submitted {Fig.

517).

5. Foundations should be separated from the building structure.

6. This drawing is intended to serve as a guide in showing the limiting features and cus-

tomer m,ay modify it to meet his individual requirements. Proper reinforcing should be

provided in accordance with modern practice.

7. Customer should submit station layout, foundation and piping drawings to the G. E. Co.

so that he may receive the benefit of its experience.
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Fig. 479.—Concrete foundation, as proposed by the Westinghouse Co., for

kw. steam-turbine-generator. This is based on Westinghouse Machine Co.'s
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Fig. 480.—Monolithic concrete foundation for a 10,000-kw. turbo-generator, with

turbine-driven geared injection and "spray" pumps for operation with a recoohng

system, adapted from a design by the Schutte & Koerting Company. This shows two
Koerting multi-jet condensers, in position. With gate valve. A, closed, pump-turbine,

T , operates non-condensing, exhausting through relief valve B. Main turbine, M, may
also operate either condensing or non-condensing; when operating non-condensing it

exhausts through relief valve, C. With gate valve, A, open, both turbines operate con-

densing. Emergency overflow, G, limits maximum level of water in the hot well.

Spring condenser supports, K, render unnecessary expansion joints at the turbine exhaust

flange.
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Fig. 481.—Concrete steam-turbine foundation which has structural steel beams set in

its capslab. This is one of two 1,600-kw., 3,600-r.p.m. turbine-blower units manufac-

tured by the Dominion Bridge Company and installed in the plant of the British Amer-

ican Nickel Corporation near Sundbury, Ontario, Canada. Canadian Machinery,

Jan. 2, 1920.
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453. Reinforced - Concrete - Superstructure Steam-Turbine

Foundations (Fig. 482) are employed ordinarily only for steam

tm'bines of the larger capacities, for which the arrangement

must be such that the space which the superstructure occupies

will not interefere with an economical arrangement of the aux-

iliary equipment. A reinforced-concrete superstructure should,

if properly designed, have smaller members and therefore

PitForRemoving Oil Pump

.' Generator
C.L20.00P-Kyv.

Turbine No. 7

Mezzanine

U-^_ij^ I V I
"^^7^ T"" • _ \ fry

6 Condenser WasljoutLine- "Circulating ''Reduction
Pump Gears

Fig. 482.—Reinforced concrete-superstructure foundation for a 20,000-kw. steam-

turbine-generator unit in the Ashley Street station of the Union Electric Company, St.

Louis, Missouri. This foundation stands on solid rock; hence no spread footing was
provided under it.

provide more room for the auxiliaries than will an equiva-

lent solid-concrete superstructure. The reinforced-concrete is

probably more expensive than equivalent solid-concrete con-

struction but it provides more room. Reinforced-concrete

superstructures are probably less expensive than structural

steel or concrete-encased-structural-steel superstructures but

do not provide as much room for auxiliaries. Often, old

steel rails or similar scrap steel material may be employed

effectively for reinforcing. See following examples.

Note.—In Designing Reinforced-Concrete Superstructures,
the same general rules are followed as those which apply to other rein-
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forced-concrete design. Low allowable unit stresses should be employed
when proportioning the members. Every precaution should be taken to

insui-e that the resulting structure will be as rigid as is feasible rather than
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Fig. 483.—Reinforced concrete foundation for a 30,0()()-k%v. turbo-generator in the

."SOth Street station of the Intcrborough Rapid Transit Company, New York, showing
spring supports for condenser; see Fig. 506 for details of spring supports.

elastic. And furthermore, il should be as massive as is reas()n;d>ly

po.ssiblo.

K.x.wiPLES.—Fig. 4S2 shows the reiiirorced-conciote foundation

installed for a 20,000-kw. unit by the Union Electric Light c^: Power Co.

(St. Louis) in its Ashley St. Station. Fig. 483 shows a foundation for

a 30,000-kw. unit used by the Interborough Co. in its 59th St. Station.
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454. Structural-Steel-Superstructure Steam-Turbine Foun-
dations (Fig. 484) are now, apparently, used only for large

units, or in other special cases where it is essential that the

members of the superstructure occupy minimum space. In

this book under the classification ''Structural-Steel Super-

structures" are also included those steel structures in which

the columns and similar hollow members are filled with, but

not enclosed in, concrete. Structural-steel superstructures

Fig. 484.—Steel structure for 30,000-kw. turbo-unit, in Connors Creek Station of

Detroit Edison Company, during erection.

probably cost more than equivalent ones of reinforced con-

crete or of steel encased in concrete. Some of the structural-

steel superstructures which have been installed have given

trouble because of vibration but this may have been due to

improper and inadequate design. Every reasonable precau-

tion must be taken to insure maximum rigidity of the structure

as a whole. See following examples.

455. The Advantages Claimed For Structural-Steel-Super-

structure Foundations are: (1) Greater accessibility within the

base. (2) Less light obstruction. (3) Saving of space. (4)

Reduced iveight. (5) A better disposition of structiirol strength

and 7nass. (6) Better facility in correcting for unequal

settlements.
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ICxAiMPLE.

—

Public Service Electric Co. Of Neiv Jersey Marion Station.

Structural Steel, 22,000 Kw., Turbo-Unit Foundation {Figs. 485, 486, and
487), Engineering News, Jan. 14, 1915. When the extension to the

Marion, N. J., generating station was built, in 1913, space was left for future

10,000-kw. vertical turbines. When, however, additional electric capac-

ity was required, it seemed wiser to install a 22,000-kw. horizontal

turbine. It was a considerable problem to fit this larger unit into the

space available. To utilize this space most effectively and to provide

a convenient arrangement of auxiliaries, it was decided to construct a

steel-framework superstructure to support the turbine. This would

-'*''2.' "
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lead which was melted and poured in. The turbine was first leveled

just above the capslab and supported on steel wedges.

The cast-iron bedplate of the turbine proper was assumed to have no
stiffness, as regards bending. The steel girders upon which the bedplate

rested were designed for the full weight of the turbine including the weight
of the bedplate, allo\\ing 100 per cent, for impact, ^vith a maximum allow-

able deflection of 0.018,75 in., to safeguard against heating of l)earings and
prevent blade interference. The maximum allowable fiber stress in the

structural steel was taken as 4000 lb.

All horizontal members were securely tied together \\'ith cast-iron

2e.6\6\l

Position Of
Condenser-

' ' - Intake And Discharge Tunnels -

'

"Y- Half End Elcval- ion lY-Half Section A -5

Fig. 487.—End section and elevation of turbo-unit foundation at Marion.

separators and steel diaphragms. All riveted connections were made
50 per cent, stronger than standard requirements for equivalent members,
by the addition of more rivets, heavier connecting angles and plates.

This was done to provide greater rigidity of the joints against vibration.

The columns are of the standard box-section type. The two middle

columns, M and A^, Fig. 480, which carry the heaviest load, are formed of

two 12-in., 203-^-lb. channels \Wth four 163^^-in. plates; the corner ones

have but two plates. The height of the columns is about 16 ft. 5 in.

The inside of these columns was filled with a rich concrete. To further

insure against vibration, they are braced with knecbraces.

The spaces between the brackets and the 48-in. main girders of the

platform are also filled with concrete. There is also intermediate bracing

between the columns and the cross girders which frame into the main
girders, and in all such instances the braces have the same cross-section

as the main bracing, and the space between these brackets and girders

is also filled with concrete.
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The columns are further braced by means of kneebraces connecting

to the grillages, in order to stiffen the joint between the column and

grillage. Here also, the space between kneebrace and grillage is filled ^\ith

concrete. Quite an elaborate grillage system (Fig. 486 // and Fig. 487)
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Fig. 488.—One of three structural steel foundations for 15,000-kw. steam-turbine-

generator units in the 201st street station of the United Electric Light & Power Co.

was necessary in order to distribute the load over the walls of the intake

and discharge tunnels wliich were already in place. In order to set the

grillage beams low enough the concrete walls of the tunnels had to be cut

down 3 ft. Separate grillage tiers are riveted together. The turbo-

generator weighs 250 tons.
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It is understood that tliis "Marion" superstructure was rebuilt and

certain of its beam members strengthened during the year 1922. The
Public Service Electric Co. also has, in its Essex station, steel-super-

structure foundations for 93,000 kw. steam-turbine generators.

Example.—United Electric Light & Power Co., New York City,

20lst St. Station, Structural-Steel Turbo-Unit Foundation (Fig. 488),

Engineering News, Jan. 14, 1915. The new 201st St. generating station

of the United Electric Light & Power Co., New York City, which was
completed in 1913, provided the first opportunity' to design steel turbine

foundations without space limitation. Foundations for three 15,000-kw,

horizontal turbo-generators were installed in this station in 1914. Each
of the three foundations consists of two 50-in. girders (A and B, Fig. 488)

running parallel to the center line of each turbine, one on each side,

supported by six steel columns, C, resting on the building foundation;

and a system of beams and girders which frame into each other.

In designing the steehvork a maximum fiber stress of 6,000 lb. per sq.

in. was assumed. The structure is riveted throughout; concrete is

placed between parallel members. Expansion joints were placed between

the two exhaust outlets (turbines are of the double-flow type) of the

turbine and the inlet to the condenser, and allowance was made for the

extra load imposed by the pressure of the atmosphere when the turbine is

running condensing; see following Sec. 462. This pressure amounts
approximately to 70 tons. H. W. Leitch, superintendent of power

plants for the United Electric Light & Power Co., advises on Feb. 24,

1922 that: "The foundations we have installed have given satisfaction and

we have just installed similar ones in our new station."

Example.—Edison Electric Illuminating Co., Of Brooklyn, 'N. Y.

Gold Street Station, Structural-Steel 22,000-Kw. Turbo-Unit Foundation

(Figs. 489, 490 and 491), Engineering Neivs, Jan. 14, 1915 and Mar. 3,

1916. A steel foundation for a 22,000-kw. horizontal turbine of the

same general design as that at Marion, N. J. (Figs. 486 and 487) was
installed in very cramped quarters at the Gold Street generating station

of this company. Difficulties encountered in the installation of this

new turbine unit were even more severe than w'ere met in its IVIarion

Station by the Public Service Electric Co, In 1911, at the time a 12,000-

k\v. vertical turbine was installed, it was expected that a similar unit

would l)e required the next year; so subsurface concrete foundations for

two adjoining vertical turbines were placed. In 1913 it was decided to

install a 22,000-kw. horizontal unit. A 22,000-k\v. horizontal unit

operating at 1,500 r.p.m. has a steam consumption of 12.5 lb. per kw.-

hr. as against 15.5 lb. per kw. hr. for a 12,000-kw^, 750-r.p.m. vertical

unit. Very small clearances were available for the larger machine, and

its installation presented unusual difficulties.

The problem of design had two aspects: (1) Restricted quarters and the

existing concrete foundation. (2) The stress conditions resulting from a

400-/on inbrating load. The first step w^as to cut out the old concrete

foundation, as described in Engineering News, Sept. 24, 1913.
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The new steel foundation (Fig. 489) rises from the basement-floor level.

The main girders are 48-in.; being as deep as is permitted by the diameter

of the surface condenser underneath and the height to the engme-room

a

-•- £ k c —
,/> C »-

o o w oo

1=1

//^^ UOISIAJC

floor above. The condenser is 16 ft. 8 in. in diameter, and the headroom

between the floors is 18 ft. 6^ in. Under the basement floor are two

concrete-wall condensing tunnels, A and B (Fig. 492), one beneath the

other, which serve old turbines 4, 5 and 6. About 23 ft. to the left of

old tunnel A (Fig. 492) is a new rectangular intake, T, Imed on sides and
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bottom with cast iron, for serving turbines 1, 2 and 3. The top of this

new intake is only 33^2 ft- below the basement-floor level.

The arch tunnels, A and B, built in 1905, were not lined, and as they

were not designed to carry any load, the foundation for the new work had

to span the tunnel and l^e supported on grillage on piles. The heavy

load on the center columns was distributed by four 31-ft. cantilever and

AOOOLb. 9,000 Lb. 1.000 Lb 7P0lb. 23,000 Lb. npOOLh 26.000 Lb
109,000 Lb.

Fig. 490.—Loading diagram of girders "a" and "6" of Gold-Street foundation; see

Fig. 489.

grillage girders, MN, and one transverse girder, G, as shown in Figs. 489

and 492. This grillage system is shown in detail in Fig. 489-//.

The transverse-grillage girder, G (Fig. 492), was encased in concrete and

a 2-in. space left around the sides and bottom. In the bottom space, a

2-in. bed of tar was poured. After the girder had been placed on this

bed, sand was poured in the 2-in. space on the right side forming a

"mastic joint." Tar was also similarly placed under the loaded portion

.U5fiff.l?,5')(3"xi"

/\2Fi7ls6''xr

llStiffe.SxJ'xi"
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1- Detail B EnlargedI- Detail A Enlarged

Fig. 491.—Enlarged framing details of O old-Street foundation; see Fig. 489.

of the cantilever girders. This scheme is intended to cause the load to be

shunted away from the old concrete arch, A, and distributed to a heavy

cross grillage, //, carried by twenty-three 12-in. diameter concrete-filled

steel piles, Fig. 492. Where the steel of the grillage is below high-water

mark, it is thoroughly waterproofed. Mean high-water level is 4 ft. 3 in.

below the basement floor.

Fresh concrete was placed at the extreme right (sectional elevation,

//, Fig. 492). In order to give sufficient bearing for the columns, longi-

tudinal grillages were placed across the joint between old and new

concrete.

28
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In order to prevent vibration of the foundation structure, the stresses

in the superstructure steel members were figured low: 4000 lb. per sq. in.

extreme fiber stress for girders and beams, and a proportionate value in

the other members. The columns and main girders are of standard box-

section, filled with concrete so that the different periods of vibration of

New CI
Lined h
Intake f*

Tunnel

^ ^ih {'OldFoundation ^
j»^... ,. ,, .^,].^ xinfended For %

.; Vert/caf TurJb/ne
\9T.':':

^/W//M/// w-

EKi'sfing Wood Piles.

^ Old Intake^ -^^- '^

Tunnel

New Tubular5ieelPiks^^-^ ^)>^y/^/;^y;)^ mdPik^
I-Sectional Elevation

Fig. 492.—Showing tunnels under Gold-Street foundation. (No room for a new
concrete mass foundation so a steel foundation was erected on concrete-and-pile footings.

Condensing-water tunnels interfered. Hence one had to be bridged so that heavy load

wovild not come on it.)

the component members of the structure would tend toward neutraliza-

tion and a rigid whole.

The columns are each two 15-in., 45-lb., channels, 20 by ^ or ^}^Q-m.

cover-plates. The main longitudinal girders on the turbine end of the

frame are built of two 48 by Ke-in. plates for web and four 8 by 8

by %-in. angles, and two 22 by P^f e-in. cover-plates. Between column
bases and grillages are 2-in. sole plates through which the connecting

rivets pass. Cap plates, 1^ in. thick, are placed between the columns
and the main girders, and tend to distribute the load equally.
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The outer cover-plates on the columns are continued up past the ends
of the girders and riveted thereto. To further insure stiffness, the floor

is tied into the steel-work. The webs of the box girders arc tied together
by a system of diaphragms. Heavy gusset plates are placed at the junc-
tion of top members. The bracing at the feet of the columns takes the
form of brackets or kneebraces.
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The turbine cast-iron bedplate, which is grouted onto the frame with a

1 : 2 mix, is assumed to have no stiffness. The girders are designed to

carry the weight of the turbine plus that of the floor immediately sur-

rounding it. Actually, the bedplate acts as a continuous cast-iron girder,

36 in. deep. It is formed of six castings bolted together.

G. L. Knight, designing engineer for the Brooklyn Edison Co., advises

on March 8, 1922 that "These foundations have given us entire satisfac-

tion and we are building similar foundations this year without making
any changes from the designs described."

Example.—New York Edison Co., New York City, Waterside Station

No. 2, Structural-Steel, 22,000-Kw. Turbo-Unit Foundation (Fig. 493),

Engineering News, Jan. 14, 1915. The design of the steel foundation for

a 22,000-kw. turbo-generator at the Waterside No. 2 generating station

of the New York Edison Co., deviated from that at the 201st St. plant,

previously described, in that instead of transmitting the load from the

machine to the main girders through a network of beams and girders,

the baseplate rested directly on two. continuous 2-web, 48-in. girders.

The beams and girders framing between the 48-in. girders act principally

as bracing for the main system. The six columns consist of 15-in. channels

and 20-in. plates. The structure is thoroughly braced. Concrete is

placed between parallel members. See comment b}' Mr. Morrison at the

end of the following example.

Example.—New York Edison Co., Waterside Station No. 2, Structural-

Steel, 30,000-A'w. Turbo-Unit Foundation {not illustrated). Engineering

News, Jan. 14, 1915. The 30,000-kw. turbo-generator at Waterside No. 2

is the largest unit which is supported on a steel structure. It rests

directly on single-web, 60-in. girders, which are strongly braced. Con-
crete is filled in between the auxiliary and the main girders, to insure

stability and rigidity. The eight columns consist of 15-in. channels and
20-in. plates.

• In designing the support for the condenser, a system of spring beams
(Fig. 507) was used in order to eliminate the customarj^ expansion joint,

and thus reduce leakage. The turbine and its condenser have rigid

flange connections. In the rare event of the turbine running non-

condensing, the expansion of the condenser shell (being filled with steam

instead of containing w^ater) would force the spring beams to deflect, and
minimize the upward pressure on the steel superstructure. These spring

beams are designed for a fiber stress of 24,000 lb. per sq. in. with maximum
deflection.

In placing, the turbine w^as jacked up 1)^^ in. above its capslab, leaving

space betw^een bedplate and steelwork for concrete grout. In placing the

concrete grout, expanded metal w^as first laid on the steelw^ork to prevent

the concrete from disintegrating under continuous vibration. Wm. S.

Morrison, assistant mechanical engineer of the New York Edison Co.,

advises on Feb. 27, 1922 that: "We have found the structural steel

supports entirely satisfactory and are continuing this practice in connec-

tion with the type of unit referred to."
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Examples.—Detroit Edison Company, Detroit, Michigan, Duplicate

Structural-Steel-Concrete Foundations For 30,000-/viy. Turbo-Units In The

Delray And Connors Creek Stations (Figs. 484, 494, and 495), Power,

111
-46 -ei -;--
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Fia. 494.—Design of the structural-steel frame work which was used for a 30.000-kw.

turbo-generator unit foundation at the Connors Creek Station and also for a duplicate

unit at the Delray Station of the Detroit Edison Company.

October 26, 1920. These foundations, it is claimed, each weigh about

500 tons less than equivalent all-concrete foundations. The top of the

foundation steelwork is 2 ft. below the turbine-room floor. The concrete

slab on top of the steelwork fills this 2 ft. depth and is 28 ft. ^^^de and 46

ft. 8 in. long; it is separated 1 in. from the turbine room floor around its
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entire perimeter. A strip of concrete 5 ft. wide and 47 ft. long, at each

side of the main mass is 4 ft. thick; the remainder is 2 ft. thick.

After this concrete cap or slab was poured, steel bearing plates or sole-

plates were set at short intervals apart and at the intended elevation of

the lower face of the turbine bedplate. These soleplates are 2 in. thick,

2 ft. long and 10 in. wide. Compensation for irregularities in the bottom

of the bedplate casting was provided by placing thin shims on these

plates. After the bedplate was thus accurately aligned, it was grouted

in. "Soleplates were considered preferable to wedges as they make a

neater job and save time for the erectors."

Fjg. 495.—Another view of the structural-steel-concrete foundation superstructure

for a 30,000-kw. turbo-unit in Connors Creek station of the Detroit Edison Co.

The soil underlying the concrete mat on which these foundations were

erected is such that it is possible that minor settlement of the mat may
occur in the future. To provide means for realigning the structures, in

case such settlement does occur, the jacking brackets, shown at D on
Fig. 494 were riveted to the columns. Thus through the provision of

these brackets and by leaving the bearing plates (Fig. 494, II) of each

column and brace accessible, the entire structure may be jacked up and
its top thereby be maintained level. Slotted shims may be inserted or

removed, as necessary, from between the lower ends of the columns and
the bearing plates. In jacking up the structure, a 15-in. I-beam is

placed under each set of jacking brackets, D, to receive the force from a

group of jacks.

The thorough bracing—to insure rigidity—is the outstanding feature

of this structure. The main columns are each fabricated of two 15-in.

channels and an 18 by 3^-in. plate. They rest on a grillage of six 24-iii.
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I-beams about 24 ft. long, which extend on the underlying mat cross-wise

of the structure from one column to the other, as shown in Fig. 484.

The largest beams in the superstructure are 28-in., 165-lb. I-beams. The
cost of the foundations is stated to be about the same as that for equiva-

lent all-concrete foundations. The structures are supported on a mat
which extends under the entire station and which is 4 ft. 6 in. thick.

J. R. James, engineer of the Detroit Edison Company advises on Apr.

6, 1922 that: ''We have used the same structure at both 'Delray'

and 'Connors Creek' and it has been very satisfactory; so satisfactory,

in fact, that at the present time we do not consider any radical changes

in it."

456. The Unit Stresses Which Are Considered Allowable

In Structural-Steel Superstructures For Steam-Turbine-

Generator Foundations are much less than those which are

safe for static loads. This is due to the fact that the vibration

and stresses, which msiy be occasioned by the impact and
unbalance due to the operation of the turbo-unit, should

determine the proportions of the steel members rather than

the static loads which are imposed on them. Thus, it is

common practice (N. E. L. A. Prime Movers Committee
Report 1921) to double the calculated stresses to allow for

impact and to reduce the allowable stresses in steel and
concrete to from % to }4 of those allowed for ordinary struc-

tures. In other words, the allowable stresses for steel should

not exceed 6,000 to 8,000 lb. per sq. in. One turbine manu-
facturer specifies 4,000 lb. per sq. in. as the maximum allowable

stress in steel; this, however, is probably a very conservative

value. Recent experiences with foundations which were

designed on the basis of the above values, and which withstood

successfully the extreme conditions occasioned by turbine

failures, have justified these conservative limiting stresses.

Note.—The Maximum Allowable Deflection Of Steel Beams
Which Directly Carry A Turbine is about 0.02 in. In its drawings

for foundations, which employ steel beams to directly support its tur-

bines, the Westinghousc company specifies the beam sizes such that the

deflections \vill not exceed this amoimt. In the design of the steel work
of the Interborough Co. foundation, shown in Fig. 498 and accompanying
illustrations, all bending moments were so figured as to limit the deflec-

tion to 0.01 in.

Note.—In Designing The Colu.mns For Steel-Superstructure
Steam-Turbine Foundations, low stresses should be employed.
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Furthermore, the same vmit stress should be imposed on all columns.

If this is not done, different columns may, under load, compress different

distances; this may cause the assumed allowable deflection in the beams

and girders to be exceeded, which may disturb the contemplated accurate

.alignment of the turbine.

457. Structural-Steel-Concrete-Superstructure Foundations

(Fig. 496), as the term is used in this book, means those super-

structures in which the steel framework is, where it is hollow,

Fig. 496.—Foundation for the No. 9 unit in Boston Edison Company's Station No. 4.

This is practically a duplicate of and is taken from the same position as that of unit

No. 10 which is shown in Fig. 513 A, which see.

filled with and in any case is encased in a concrete shrouding

as shown in Fig. 497. This construction has usually been

employed only for foundations for the large units. These

superstructures are more rigid than are those of unencased

steel, but they occupy somewhat more space and are more

expensive. Note the following examples.

Note.—The Concrete Which Encases The Steel Members is

plastered on expanded steel or on steel-rod grids (Fig. 497). Often this

encasing concrete can be very solidly and economically placed by using

a cement gun.

J
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Example.—Interhorough Rapid Transit Company, IMh Street Statio7i,

Structural-Stecl-Concrete, GO,000-Kw., Turbo-Unit Foundation (Figs. 498,

499, 500 :ind 501). This foundation was, in the year 1916, placed in the

location formerly occupied by four 5,000-kw. horizontal-vertical, cross-
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kw. "cross-compound" unit really comprises three 20,000-kw. turbo-

generators.

To prevent the transmission of vibration, the foundation of each tur-

47'-/or'

/8'-4"

P/c/te

Girder-.

I- Section B-B

oriBiti

^m liItgF?
* • 4 -»

.

B-
I-Scction C-C Hi-Section A-A

Fig. 498.—Foundation for 60,000-kw. cross-compound turbo-generator unit in the 74th

Street Station of the Interborough Rapid Transit Company, New York city.

bine element was carefully isolated structurally from adjacent members.

The surrounding floor plates merely rest on the foundation without

bolting or riveting. Certain of the column footings and grillages had to

be carried well below the basement floor level; they were set in rock to

prevent any possibility of failure due to the presence of the circulating
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water trenches. On Feb. 28, 1922 H. A. Kidder, superintendent of

motive power, ad\ises that: "There has been no trouble from transmis-

sion of vibration. The turbine, when it has vibrated, has not percep-

tiblj^ caused a vibration of the foundation. Our latest turbine founda-

no

^////\V///^ZL 'yzzzzzzzzzzz^ V^///////////T%////////////7^777\

Fig. 499.—Plan view of Interborough, 74th Street Station 60,000-kw. cross-com-

pound turbo-generator. The unit consists of one 20,000-kw-. high-pressure

turbo-generator the exhaust steam from which divides equally and passes to the two

20,(X)0-kw. low-pressure turbo-generators. The unit will rarry 70,000 kw. for 2 hr.

Each of the three turbines operates at 1500 r.p.m. and delivers energy at 11,000 volts

and 2.5 cycles.

tion has been built of reinforced concrete and, in our opinion, has some

advantage in cost. A further advantage is that the ultimate strength,

in case of accident, would be pro})ably higher than for the steel-imbedded-

in-concrete foundation." Fig. 497 shows how the encasing concrete was

applied. See the following Tables 458 and 459 for column and beam
and girder data.
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Steam Turbine Afmospheric Ef.haus t

.
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Fig. 500.—Side elevation of Intcrborough GO.OOO-kw. cross-compound turbine installa-

tion, showing circulating water and exhaust piping.

Receiver. -Hi^h-Pressure Turbine

Low-Pressure
Turbine

Fig. 501.—End elevation of Intcrborough 60,000-kw. cross-compound turbine installa-

tion. Right-hand side is broken away showing expansion joint.
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458. Table Showing Loadings On Columns, And Sizes Of

Columns, In The Interborough Co., 74th Street, 60,000-Kw.,

Turbo-Generator Foundation, see Figs. 497 and 498 for

locations of columns.

Col. Load in lb.
Load in lb.

on footing
Section
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459. Table Showing Loadings On Girders And Beams, And

Their Sizes, In The Interborough Co., 74th Street, 60,000-Kw.,

Turbo-Generator Foundation, see Figs. 497 and 498 for

locations of columns.

Girder

Max.

B. M.,

Ib.-ft.

Max.

shear,

lb.

Each flange Web

CA + 141,000 31 ,.500 2 li 33^" X 33^" X H"
1 Plate 8" X H"

42" X H"

G2 - 188.000 100,500

03 + 187.000 40.700

G4 + 99,250 25,500

G5 144,500 56,200

2 is 6" X 6" X %"

2 11 4" X 4" X Vie'

1 Plate 9" X ?i6"

2 [s 3K" X 3H" X Vs"

2 [s 4" X 4" X He"
1 Plate 9" X He"

GQ 260.000 56,000

G7 242,000 73,800

2 [s 4" X 4" X H"
1 Plate 9" X H"

2 is 6" X 6" X Vs"
1 Plate 13" X H"

GS 301,000 76,400 2 [s 4" X 4" X H"
1 Plate 9" X H"

G9 370,250 167.200 2 [i 6" X 6" X H"
I

I
1 Plate 13" X H"

GIO 180,000 85,400 2 li 4" X 4" X HU"

TGI + 441,000 214,500 2 H 6" X 6" X %"
- 1 , 150 , 300 2 Plates 15" X %"

TG2 + 522,800 346,000 2 H 6" X 6" X% "

-
1 , 875 , 300 2 Plates 15" X 14"

Bl 68,7001 25,000 24" X 80 lb. I

B2

BS

18,100 7,350 18" X 55 lb. I

45"
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Example.—Boston Edison Company, Structural-Steel-Concrete, 30,000-

Kw. Turbo-Unit Foundation (Figs. 496 and 502), This foundation has a

structural-steel frame work, as shown in the illustrations, which is encased

in concrete to pro\'ide additional mass and to insure maximum rigidity.

The overhanging platform at the generator end, under which room for the

air washer is provided, is an interesting feature.

^^x^:-<.-mmmmm^'m^. ---'^v ::•-: ->-::
:! Discharge h ^ ;

i5^^^^k^••;^^•^^1:^^•^:^:•Mr.^^ Tunnel r£ )•
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"

I I
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FiQ. 502.—Sectional elevation of structural-steel-concrete foundation for 30,000-kw.

turbo-generator unit in Boston Edison Company's station.

460. The Three-Point-Support Semi-Rigid Steam-Turbine

Foundation (Figs. 460 and 503) is one of the more recent

developments. This type of foundation was proposed by

N. W. Akimoff, of the General Machinery Foundations Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa. The underlying principle was discussed

by him in an A. S. M. E. Pa-per of Dec, 1920. The following

information is based largely on that furnished by the General

Machinery Foundations Co. and printed in the National

Electric Light Association 1921 Prime-]\Iover8 Com-
mittee Report. This type of foundation is not intended as a

substitute for perfect balancing of the rotating parts of the

turbine. The rotors of both turbine and generator should

always be carefully balanced, insofar as is possible, to eliminate

the originating cause of the vibration. To supplement the
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proper balancing of the machine, the three-point semi-rigid

foundation (Fig. 503) may be used. ''This prevents any

vibration which results from operating causes from being

transmitted to adjacent structures or machines and reUeves

the entire structure from the strains set up by a rigid

anchorage." Patent protection on this method is controlled

by the General Machinery Foundations Co. See also Sec. 82.

Note.—"The Result Of This Type Of Mounting (Fig. 503) is to

free the platform (capslab) from its support (superstructure) allo^\'ing

the machine and the platform to vibrate as a unit with a small amplitude

about any axis through the fixed point of support, F, without straining

either the machine or its support as would be the case with a rigid anchor-

age. An equally important result is that the possibility of forced vibra-

tions being set up in adjacent structures by means of synchronism is

likewise prevented."

Explanation.—The usual practice in designing machinery foundations

consists in anchoring the machine rigidly to a foundation which is as

massive as can conveniently be obtained. This practice is founded on

the idea that, insofar as is feasible, all of the vibration energy should be

absorbed by the foundation. "Increasing the mass of the foundation

decreases the amplitude of vibration, but at the expense of severe strain

(see Sec. 58) on the framework and mounting of the machine. In any
case, it gives rise to repeated stresses, of the same frequency as the speed

of the machine, which produce fatigue of the material and may ulti-

mately cause rupture. Also the vibration of the foundation is very

frequently transmitted to adjoining structures, often with serious and
damaging effect."

The foundation design, Figs. 503, 504 and 505, is based on the prin-

ciple that it is desirable to have a certain flexibility in the foundation

rather than extreme rigidity. In this design, the machine itself and the

capslab which supports it are permitted a limited amplitude of vibration

within definitely assigned limits. These limits may be made as small as

desired and "\\ithout in any way decreasing the strength of the structure

under static loading. The machine frame and the foundation may be

lightened by increasing the allowable working stresses to the values which

are ordinarily used for dead loads."

The arrangement consists in mounting the turbo-unit on a structural-

steel platform or capslab which resembles a deck-plate girder. The main
members of this platform consist of two heavy Bethlehem girders,

between which the unit is supported on cross members. The turbo-

generator is bolted down rigidly to the platform. But the platform

itself is supported at only three points, F, S and S, on a superstructure

which, in Figs. 503, 504 and 505, consists principally of four structural-

steel columns. Of these three points of support, one is rigid, and two
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are resilient. The rigid support is placed at the turbine end. It consists

of a rocker plate which is so designed as to allow the platform freedom to

pivot slightly about this point. However, the rigid support effectively

anchors the platform against any tendency to slide transversely or

longitudinally.

The two resilient supports consist of vertical and transverse springs

of large capacity. "The capacity of the springs is at least twice

the static load supported by them. Their static deflection is about

1}4 in., corresponding to a natural frequency (Sec. 43) of approximately

Concrete

Capslab

I-Turbine End
( One Point Rigid Suppert)

Rocker

Bearing -

V7/7777^W77Z /777A

I- Side Elevation 31- Generator End
(Two Spring Supports)

Rt
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461. Provision For Supporting The Condenser Must Be

Made In Most Steam-Turbine Foundations (Fig. 506) for

turbines which operate condensing. In one sense, for condens-

ing units, the condenser may be considered as almost an

integral part of the unit. When an expansion joint is installed

between the condenser steam-inlet flange and the turbine

exhaust flange, the condenser supports may then ordinarily
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Fig. 506.—Spring supports for condenser for 30,000-kw. turbine in the 59th Street

station of the Interborough Rapid Transit Company, New York City. See Fig. 483

for assembly showing the springs in position.

be merely simple piers or brackets of concrete or structural

steel to which the condenser is rigidly attached as shown in a

number of the preceding illustrations. Where such an

expansion joint is used, the turbine and the condenser are,

practically speaking, structurally independent; mechanical

strains which are set up in one cannot ordinarily be trans-

ferred—except to a slight extent—to the other through the

expansion joint. But the expansion joint between the con-

denser and the turbine is often omitted or instead only a short

expansion nozzle is inserted. When no expansion joint or

only a short nozzle is used, the condenser is then carried on a

spring support. Such a spring support provides compensation
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for varying temperature and pressure conditions in somewhat
the same way as would an expansion joint.

Note.—Whether Or Not The Expansion Joint Betw^een The
Turbine And The Condenser Should Be Omitted is, apparently, at

this time, March, 1922, a debated question. The Westinghouse Co.

(N. E. L. A. 1921 Prime Movers Committee Report) states that, "In
connecting condensers to turbines, exhaust expansion joints of some form
are being used in practically all cases." Elsewhere in the same report

the following, from another source, appears: "For larger units, and where
conditions permit, the tendenc.y has

been to connect the condenser direct
TJ-T^'I;!'! ^ M^'fT*T-1\tl:I'T?

to the exhaust flange of the turbine, I ^,_^_,"

interptsing a resihent gasket at the I

i

'

..

joint, and supporting the condenser Concrete Pier-"'

on suitable springs. Where this type Fig. 507.—Condenser support for

of construction is not suitable and the 30,000-kw. unit.

condenser is rigidly supported on a

foundation, then the connection requires an expansion joint of sufficient

flexibility to prevent any distortion of the turbine casing due to the

expansion and contraction of the condenser shell and the connection."

Note.—Considerable Information Concerning The Arrange-
ment Of Spring Supports For Turbine Condensers is contained in the

Report Of Prime Movers Committee published by the National

Electric Light Association in 1921.

Examples.—Fig. 506 shows the spring supports for the condenser of

the 30,000-kw. unit of Fig. 483. See also Figs. 464, 480, 482 and 507.

462. The Load Imposed By A Condenser On A Foundation

May Be Less With Condensing Than With Non-Condensing

Operation (Fig. 508), where the condenser is independently

supported and connected by an expansion joint to the turbine.

This is due to the action of atmospheric pressure. When the

outfit is operating condensing, atmospheric pressure tends

to squeeze the expansion joint together like a bellows.

Explanation.—Assume that the circulating pump (not shown)

of condenser, C (Fig. 508-/) is in operation, so that the water space

of the condenser is filled, but that the turbine has not been started and

that "there is no vacuum"—that the steam space of the condenser is at

atmospheric pressure. Assume that the expansion, joint E, is very flexible

and takes no stress. Then the weight imposed on the condenser founda-

tion \\\\\ be equal to only the weight of the metal and water which the

condenser contains. With this non-condensing operation, the atmos-

pheric pressure acting on the outsides of the casings of the turbine and

condenser is exactly balanced by equal atmospheric pressure on their
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insides which is communicated thereto by the exhaust pipe which is open

to the atmosphere. The total weight imposed by the condenser on its

foundation is, as shown, assumed to be 60,000 lb.—30,000 lb. on each of

the two piers.

Now assume (Fig. 508-/7) that the turbine and air pump are started

so that about 14 lb. per sq. in, of vacuum is obtained. Assume also

that the connecting passage, E, from the turbine to the condenser is

of circular section and of 5 ft. inside diameter. Then there will, due to

atmospheric pressure, be an additional downward force on the top of the

ProjectedArea OfUnbalancedPressure

dQOOOlb. Total DownwardForce-'.}

-i^ Atmosphere

40,000 Lb

I- Non-Condensing E- Condensing

Fig. .508.—Illustrating the increased load on the turbine supports and the decreased load

on the condenser supports which occurs with condensing operation.

turbine casing and an equal additional upward force on the bottom of the

condenser. That is, the atmospheric pressure, which in 7, exactly

balanced on the insides and outsides of the turbine and condenser casings,

is, on the areas over and under E^ now unbalanced because of the vacuum
in E. The amount of this unbalance due to the area of £" is : 5 X 5 X
0.785 X 14 X 144 = awroximately 40,000 lb. Now the total weight

imposed by the condenser on the foundation is only 20,000 lb.—is only

60,000 - 40,000 = 20,000 lb. or 10,000 on each pier. Pi and Pi, In

other words, the effect is the same as if 40,000 lb. of the weight which was
previously imposed by the condenser on the piers is now carried on the

turbine casing and its supports.

463. Condensers Should, Preferably, Be Partly Supported

From The Same Members As Support The Turbine Casing
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(Fig. 509) when an expansion joint is used between the turbine

and the condenser. The reason for this is that if the turbine

condenser is supported independently, the greatly increased

load on the turbine casing due to vacuum (as explained in

connection with Fig. 508-7/ in the preceding section) may
cause misalignment of the turbine bearings.

Explanation.—To prevent this possibility of misalignment, suspen-

sion bands, A'' (Fig. 509-/) are, in some installations, passed around the

condenser and attached to those turbine supports, S, on which and at the

^J ~~i -~>i
*==> S> ^^ s> ^
~ - Si '5>-

I

& C E
~>i i^ -^
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TurbineSupporting ,,(

T : Members ' •
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X X
j^Tension 20,000Lh

Tension OLb.
-'^

. -SupportingSpring

Atmosphere
4a 000 Lb

I-Non-Gonacnsing I-Conolensing

Fig. 509.—Showing advantage of suspending a condenser from the turbine supports.

points at which the increased load due to vacuum will later be imposed.

The tension on these bands when they are first installed, the condenser

water space being full of water, is made, by tightening the nuts, at least as

great as the vacuum load, that they should support—a total of 40,000 lb.

for the conditions of Fig. 508. By thus providing an initial tension in the

band a load of 40,000 lb. is imposed on supports, A,Sand S. Then, ^\^th

condensing operation (Fig. 509-11), the load on S and S will be the same

as for non-condensing operation and it will be applied at the same points.

When arranged as in Fig. 509, f the turbine bearings are aligned when the

water spaces of the condenser are filled; the alignment \\i\\ also be correct

when the turbine is in operation regardless of the vacuum. The increased

load due to vacuum (Fig. 509-/7) decreases the tension in the suspension

bands but the total load on the turbine supports at S and S remains
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constant. That is, in both / and //, Fig. 509, the load applied on
members, *S, is 40,000 lb.

Example Of A Turbine VmRATioN Trouble Due To Misalignment
When Operating Condensing.—The turbine of Fig. 510 (Power, Sept.

11, 1917; p. 368) operated non-condensing satisfactorily, but when it

was operated condensing "a pronounced vibration set in." It was found

that the vibration was caused by misalignment occasioned by atmospheric

pressure acting at Pi and at Pi which tended to crush the expansion

joint, /. The stress thus produced, acting through the elbow M, dis-

torted the alignment of the turbine and caused it to vibrate. A wooden
test stick, S, which fitted tightly between the condenser and the wall,

Engine-

Room Floor

1 '^venerator̂ '^ -;- - •

\ '-^x s=si ••

< • "Steam Turbine

I- Detail Of A
H- Arrangement Of Turbine

And Expansion Joint

Fig. 510.—Vibration occurred when turbine was operated condensing.

when the set was operating non-condensing, would not be held In place

when the outfit was operated condensing. The difficulty was "cor-

rected" by bolting four straps, A, equidistantly spaced, around the

expansion-joint flange. Each strap carried a cast-iron block, B, which

limited definitely the contraction of the expansion joint.

464. Ventilating Ducts Must Usually Be Provided In The
Foundations Of Steam-Turbine-Generator Units (Fig. 511).

Such provision is practically always necessary for medium
and large-capacity generators; usually it is unnecessary for

small-capacity units. The function of these ducts is to guide

cool air to the generator to maintain its operating temperature

low and to conduct the air which is warmed by the generator

away from it.
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Note.—The Inside Of All Air Passages In Concrete Ventilating

Ducts Should Be Painted With Asphaltum Or Shellac. This is to

•Foundation
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Fia. 511.—Air-washer and ventilating ducts for a steam-turbine-driven alternating-

current generator. (General Electric Review.)
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FiQ. 512.—Ventilating ducts under a steam-turbine driven generator.

prevent the dislodgement of small concrete particles which might be
drawn into and clog the ventilating spaces in the generator. It also

prevents possible accumulations of dust sticking to the sides of the

ducts and then coming through in "slugs."
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Explanation.—The Object Of Turbo-Generator Ventilation
(Fig. 512) is to insure an ample supply of cool clean air to the generator

G and to remove the heated air so that it cannot surround or immediately

re-enter the machine. Air is drawn through the inlet duct, /, and into

the bottom of the base of the generator by fans, F, on the rotor. After

circulating radially through the stator parts, S, to be cooled, it enters the

armature frame A and thence flows circumferentially to the outlet duct,

O, from which it is discharged either to the engine room, boiler room or

to the outside air as desired.

Note.—Why Ventilation Is Necessary is this (General Electric

'Air Outlet
Between
Foundation Piers.

Concrete ;

Footing '.

Concrete
Superstructure

Fig. 513.—Turbine-driven-generator air-duct arrangement shown in Westinghouse

Instruction Book No. 5171.

Co. Instruction Book, No. 82,215). The limit of load which it is safe to

carry on any electric generator is determined by the temperature which

the generator will attain when carrying this load. The properties of

insulation are materially impaired by extreme high temperatures.

Furthermore, in all electrical apparatus, there are losses which must be

dissipated in the form of heat. The more effectively and quickly this

heat is carried away, the greater ^^ill be the load at which the apparatus

can be operated ^^-ithout danger of injury to the insulation. Hence, the

rotors are so designed that they have sufficient blower capacity to insure

cool operation under the conditions for which the manufacturer guaran-

tees satisfactory operation. Therefore, a steam turbine unit should be so

located in the station that its generator is not close to live-steam or to

exhaust-steam pipes. If it is necessary that steam pipes be near the

generator, they should be thoroughly lagged. This is to insure that the

air in the neighborhood of the generator will be as cool as is possible.
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Air for generator ventilation should not be dirty, hot or dry. Instead

it should be relatively cool and free from dust and vapors. It is generally

ad\'isable to obtain the supply of ventilating air from outside of the

station. Dust or soot in the air soon collects in the air spaces of the

generator and reduces the quantity and efficiency of the air as a cooling

medium. Such accumulation is particularly rapid when the ventilating

air is permeated N^th an oil vapor. Therefore, great care should be
exercised to prevent the entrance of oil into the ventilating spaces.

Examples.—Fig. 511 shows a usual arrangement; the arrows indicate

the direction of air flow. In Fig. 513, is shown an air-duct arrangement
which is recommended by the Westinghouse Co.

465. The Necessary Area Of The Air Ducts In Turbo-
Generator Foundations is (General Electric Co. Instruc-

tion Book, No. 82,215) based on the fact that the quantity

of air required averages about 4 cu. ft. per min. per kw.

capacity. For the smaller generators, it has been found desir-

able to use about 5 sq. ft. of duct cross-sectional area per 1,000

kw. capacity. For the larger units, about 3 sq. ft. of duct area

per 1,000 kw. capacity is required. The resistance of the ducts

to the flow of air is materially increased by sharp bends and
elbows. Hence, such obstructions should be avoided insofar

as is feasible.

466. Provision Must Often Be Made In The Foundations Of
Steam-Turbine-Driven Generators For Ventilating-Air Clean-

ing Apparatus (Fig. 511).—Air-cleaning equipment should,

if the air supply is dirty, always be used for all generators,

when the machine is designed for forced ventilation, even
though they are of but moderate capacity. In the preceding

note it is explained why ventilating air should be clean. Air-

cleaning equipment is probably always used for medium and
large capacity units, even though the ventilating-air supply

appears to be relatively clean. The illustrations show how the

cleaning equipment is installed in relation to the foundation;

see the following examples.

467. Generator Ventilating-Air Cleaning Equipment May Be
Divided Into Two General Classes : (1) Washers, which wash

the air with water sprays and which also control its humidity;

these have been used most widely in the United States. (2)

Filters, which filter the air through cloth or similar material;

these have been used most extensively in Europe.
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Examples.—Fig. 511 shows an air washer, W, installed in the incoming

air duct adjacent to the foundation. In Fig. 514 is illustrated a European
air-filtering equipment. In Fig. 513^, the air washer is shown under the

end of the foundation nearest the reader. In Fig. 482, the air washer is

shown at W.

468. Vibration Of Steam Turbines (see also the material on

the general subject of machinery vibration which is given in

Div. 1) is a rather comphcated subject. It may be due to

B_
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Is Of The Utmost Importance. Thus, the General Electric Co. states

in its Instruction Book No. 82,215: "Rigidity in the foundation of the

turbine is of the utmost importance; it need not, however, be very heav>'

if it provides the desired rigidity to prevent springing of the turbine

l)edplate; although in general the more massive the foundation, the less

chance for vibration in the machine."
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Fia. 514.—Fire-prevention trap-door arrangement in the air passages to a steam-

turbine-driven generator. If filter, ,1, catches on fire, then fusible link, F (which melts

at 60° F.) releases the trap door D which drops of its own weight. This prevents the

possible ignition of the generator windings (General Electric Review).

469. Harmonic Vibration Or ''Sympathetic" Vibration May
Be Caused By The Operation Of Steam Turbines ; see also

Sec. 42, for harmonic vibration. As the term is here used,

''harmonic vibration" is the vibration which occurs in flooi-s,

rods, pipes and other flexible structures because the member
thus effected has the same natural frequency (Sec. 43) as that

which corresponds to the speed at which the machine is run-
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ning. Therefore, such structures readily ''take up" and

magnify any vibration of that certain frequency. Structures

which carry running machinery should be so designed that

they cannot readily respond to harmonic vibration. If it is

found that they do respond, then they should be so stayed or

braced as to remove the tendency. Harmonic-vibration

troubles cannot be entirely overcome by balancing or aligning

or perfecting the mechanical operation of the unit (Instruc-

tion Book of The Terry Steam Turbine Co.). The Westing-

house Co. in its Instruction Book No. 103, states that, ''The

concrete foundation is more desirable, as any vibration tends

to be intensified if the turbine is mounted on structural steel

and especially is this the case if any members form a harmonic

with the turbine vibration."

Note.—A Symptom Of Harmonic Vibration is this: When the vibra-

tion is more apparent in floors, railings, pipes and similar members than

in the unit itself and when the vibration is particularly noticeable only at

certain speeds it is probable that the vibration is harmonic.

Note.—The Possible Remedies For Harmonic Vibrations

(Instruction Book, Terry Steam Turbine Co.) are, after perfecting the

operation of the turbine unit: (1) Stiffen or hrace the parts which vibrate.

(2) Change the speed of the unit if conditions will -permit. (3) Add local

weight at places found by trial. (4) Change the location or the position of

the unit. (5) Isolate the foundation of the unit from the remainder of the

building by air spaces, sand, cork or a similar medium; see Sec. 68. (6) In

any manner change conditions so that no part of the structure tends to vibrate

harmonically at the speed at which the turbine unit operates.

470. Directions Relating To The Successful Installing Of

Steam Turbines is contained in succeeding sections. In gen-

eral, the methods employed are similar to those used for

machines of the other types which are discussed elsewhere in

this book. The following relate specifically to steam turbines.

471. There Are Three Steps In Erecting A Steam Turbine

Unit (These directions relate particularly to V^^estinghouse

Mechanical Drive Turbines, as described in its Instruction

Book No. 5,212). This is true whether the turbine and the

driven apparatus are mounted on one continuous bedplate or

whether they are mounted on two individual bedplates.

The three steps are: (1) Grout the complete unit in position on
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the foundation in as nearly correct alignment as is possible.

(2) Check this ah'gnrnent after the grouting has set and make any

changes that may be necessary to bring the uiiit into accurate

alignment by moving the turbine or apparatus on the bedplate or

bedplates. (3) Dowel, as directed by 'the manufacturer, the

turbine and driven apparatus to the bedplate or bedplates.

Note.—If The Position Of The Turbine Or Of The Driven
Apparatus Is To Be Determined By Pipes Which Connect To
Them, be sure that these dimensions are checked after the bedplate or

bedplates, \Wth the machines on them, have been tentatively aligned and
before they are grouted in position. Check also the exhaust- and steam-

inlet pipe flanges on the turbine and all pipe connections on the driven

apparatus to insure that they are truly vertical or horizontal as the case

may be. If the flanges are not vertical—or horizontal—it is ordinarily

an indication that the aligning has not been accurately done and that it

should be re-checked.

472. The Method Of Lining Up And Leveling A Steam-
Turbine Bedplate, as given in the General Electric Co.

Instruction Book No. 82,200, is this: After the foundation

has been built and the turbine unit is ready for installation,

the top of the foundation capslab should be roughened and
cleaned ofT thoroughly. Iron wedges about an inch thick

should be placed in such locations on the foundation top that

the inside and outside webs of the turbine-unit bedplate will

rest on them. These wedges should be about 1 ft. apart along

the location of the bedplate outline. Care must be exercised

to insure that the weight of the unit will be evenly distributed

on all of the wedges to keep the bedplate from springing. The
unit should then be set on these wedges (Fig. 515) and they

should all be driven in snugly. The bedplate, with the

complete unit on it, should then be brought to a dead level.

This is done by using a true straightedge and a spirit level

with a long bubble, leveling from each leveling spot (*S, Fig.

515) to its neighbor, both longitudinally and transversely;

see explanation below.

Explanation.—The leveling spots, S, Fig. 515, arc projections on the

bedplate which were planed when the bedplate was. They should

not be allowed to become battered or altered in any way. Before using
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a straightedge on the leveling spots, they must be cleaned with gasoline.

By "dead level" is meant within 0.001 in. in 18 in. No two points may
be out of level by more than this amount. Also no two sets of spots may
be out by more than this amount with respect to each other. That is,

should two spots be out 0.000,5 in., then no two spots in the same direction

may be out more than 0.d00,5 in. in the opposite grade. This is simply

a precaution to insure that the bedplate is not twisted or bent, and may be

interpreted thus: If the leveling beam, when placed in position A
(Fig. 516), shows spot 3 to be lower than spot 6 by an amount Li in 18 in.,

and if when placed in position JS, the beam shows spot 2 to be higher than

* n _CL _CL -DL JO.
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checked end for end. Finally, the leveling having been perfected, the

nuts on the anchor bolts should be set up snugly, the level re-checked and
if necessary, readjusted until accurate. The job is now ready for grout-

ing; see note below.

Note.—In Grouting The Steam Turbine Bedplate (see Div. 21 on
Grouting), the cleaned top of the foundation should first be moistened.

Then a dam should be constructed

around the edges of the foundation.

This dam should be of sufficient height

to back the grout as high as possible

up inside of the bedplate—the higher

the better. It is usually desirable

that the entire interior of the bedplate

be filled vrith. grout. The grout should ^
be, by volume; of one part Portland Fig. 516.—Method of leveling abed-

cement and one part sharp sand. plate.

Mix it thin like cream. Pour the

grout. When the grout has hardened, the nuts on the anchor bolts should

be tightened down \Wth a lead hammer. The alignment should then be

re-checked to insure that it has not been altered. Do not operate the

turbine until the final alignment has been made and verified. No steam
connection should be made to the turbine until after it has been firmly

grouted and bolted to its foundation.

473. In Lining Up A Steam Turbine Unit Which Is To Be
Carried By Structural-Steel Beams, set the bedplate on shims

not over a foot apart and provide against the slipping out of

these shims by clamping them with screws to the steelwork.

Level up the bedplate as previously described and make
sure that it rests level on all shims. After carefully tightening

the anchor bolts, the final alignment of the outfit should be

checked. Do not run the unit until the final alignment has

been completed.

474. In "Grouting In" Steam Turbine Bedplates, most

turbine manufacturers recommend a cement grout. See

also Div. 21. There should ordinarily be at least a 1-in.

space for grout, provided by the leveling wedges, between the

top face of the foundation capslab and the lower face of the

turbine bedplate. In every case—for any kind of grout or

type of foundation—the grouting should not be poured until

after the unit has been assembled complete and accurately

leveled and aligned. That is, the grout should not be poured

until the entire weight of the turbine and generator is on the
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bedplate. The wedges used under the bedplate in aligning

the turbine are not ordinarily removed but are left imbedded

in the grout.

Note.—^Lead Grouting Is Sometimes Used Under Turbine Bed-

plates. (See also Sec. 68, and Sec. 680, Div. 21 regarding lead grouting.)

Lead grout tends to prevent the transmission of vibration. Where the tur-

bine rests directly on structural-steel members, such as steel beams, it is

often desirable to run in 3^ to 1 in. of lead between the turbine bedplate and

the steelwork. This is to insure that the turbine may be properly leveled

and have its weight evenly distributed on all of the beams, as there is liable

to be some misalignment in the steelwork. The greatest care should be

exercised to insure that the upper surface of the lead grouting contacts

closely at all points with the under surface of the bedplate.

475. Some Steam-Turbine-Generator Units Are Designed

To Be Carried On Soleplates (Fig. 517), instead of on bed-

plates. Thus, the General Electric Company, ''rigid-frame"

turbines, which are manufactured in medium capacities, rest

on three soleplates. One soleplate is located on the founda-

tion top under each of the two feet of the turbine and one is

under the generator. The turbine feet are keyed to their

respective soleplates by keys which set at right angles to the

axis of the unit. One of these feet is doweled to its soleplate.

The other foot, which is free to slide lengthwise of and on its

key and soleplate, permits expansion of the turbine casing

at right angles to the turbine shaft. The generator frame is

not bolted to its soleplate. Instead, a longitudinal key set

in this soleplate guides the generator frame during longitudinal

expansion of the frame. This generator frame is balanced on

wide shims which are inserted between the soleplate and the

frame. These shims do not inferfere with the guiding of the

stator by the longitudinal key, but they insure that the ends

of the generator frame will clear the soleplate under all condi-

tions of operation.

Note.—The Method Of Setting And Grouting The Soleplates

as given in General Electric Co. Instruction Book No. 82,012A, is this:

When erecting the unit on its foundation first support the soleplates in

proper alignment and at proper elevation on metal wedges about 1 in.

thick (to allow for grout) and spaced about 1 ft. apart. Set the complete

unit on the soleplates.* Test the alignment by using a 12-in. or 18-in.
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spirit level across the leveling bosses on top of the unit. Two longitudi-

nal bosses are provided on the tie-piece connecting the turbine and the

generator; two cross-leveling bosses on the outboard end of the turbine

casing, and two on the generator end bearing-bracket. Level the unit to

^\ithin 0.001 in. in 12 in. Then set up the nuts on the foundation bolts

snugly and recheck the alignment. Grout the soleplates in this position
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Fig. 517.—General Electric Co. rigid-frame steam turbine showing the three sole-

plates. This illustration is based on G. E. Co. Drawing No. W-1,249,813 for a Type
ATB-2, 2,500-kw., 3,600-r.p.m., 4-stage, Curtis Turbine. The foundation for this unit

is shown in Fig. 478. The following notes appear on the drawing:

Customer Must Provide

1. A 48-in. diameter low-pressure expansion joint for turbine.

2. Piping for steam admission and exhaust; drains for turbine packings, wheel casing,

throttle-trip valve, strainer, steam chest and pilot valve; connections to and from water

cooling coils in each bearing.

3. An automatic atmospheric relief valve, between turbine and first shut-off valve in

condenser line, for non-condensing exhaust and protection of turbine and condenser.

4. Foundation, foundation anchor bolts and air inlet and discharge ducts for generator

ventilation.

as described in Sec. 474. When the grout has hardened, retighten the

nuts, preferably with a lead h^-mmer, and recheck the alignment. Steam
connections may then be made and the turbine started. When the unit

is hot, recheck the level. Adjust the wedges under the alternator sole-

plate so that the top of the plate will be parallel to the foot of the stator.

Then grout the alternator soleplate in the same way as that in which the

turbine soleplates were grouted. For convenience during the process of

setting and leveling, the soleplate under the alternator is sometimes
30
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bolted to the magnet frame through specially provided lugs, but these

bolts must be removed before the unit is put in operation. The soleplates

are not self-supporting and must be thoroughly filled with grout so as

to be supported over their entire surface. The alignment of the turbine

itself may be checked by following the manufacturer's directions which

accompany the turbine.

476. Anchor Bolts For Steam Turbines are ordinarily

used for all small units of capacities of say 150 kw. and under.

For large turbines, some manufacturers recommend anchor

bolts and some do not. The Westinghouse Co. in its Instruc-

tion Book No. 5,180 states that ''foundation bolts should not

be used when the unit is grouted in place" and, in its Instruc-

tion Book No. 5,171, that "as the motion of the turbine

is rotary it is not necessary to provide heavy foundations or

any foundation bolts." Both of these instructions relate to

medium and large capacity units. Thus, it appears that

anchor bolts may be unnecessary for units of the larger capaci-

ties which are properly balanced by their manufacturers and

properly grouted in position. Sometimes the turbine portion

of the bedplate of a unit is provided with anchor-bolt holes but

the generator portion of the bedplate is not. With such an

arrangement, the generator rests only on a sole plate and is

free to expand; see Sec. 475.

477. Steam-Turbine Manufacturers Usually Furnish, To
The Purchaser, Drawings Of Foundations Of Proper Design

for the turbines which they sell, after the order has been placed

with the manufacturer. This applies ordinarily only for

turbines of sufficient capacity that a more-or-less special

foundation is required for them. However, these dra^sdngs

are not necessarily intended to specify the precise design of

the foundation. This must be modified to suit the local condi-

tions of the individual power house. The design of a steam-

turbine foundation is not restricted as is that for a reciprocat-

ing engine. Hence, it may, in detail,, be arranged in some one

of many different ways to best satisfy the contemplated

arrangement of the condensers and auxiliary apparatus in the

basement as well as any peculiarities of the station building.

Figs. 470, 471, 472, 473, 474, 475, 476, 477, 478 and 479 show

typical manufacturer's foundation drawings.

I
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Note.—Some Steam-Turbine Manufacturers Furnish Anchor-
Bolt Templets. Thus in its steam-turbine instruction book the Ridg-

way Dynamo & Engine Co., states that "Templets are furnished for

setting the anchor bolts except for large machines for which the templet

is so big that it is better for the purchaser to make it on the site, from the

foundation dra\\'ing, rather than to ship it from the factory. There is too

much liability of a large templet becoming distorted during transit.

This is true also for small templets which are to be shipped long

distances."

478. Anchor-Bolt Casings Should Be Used Around All

Anchor Bolts For Steam Turbmes ; see Div. 6 on anchor-bolt

casings. There should be at least J/^-in. radial clearance in the

casing around the bolt to permit the accurate leveling and

aligning of the turbine bedplate.

QUESTIONS ON DIVISION 12

1. What are the two general requirements of a steam-turbine foundation? Explain

how, in general, these requirements may be satisfied.

2. In what two ways may foundations be supported? Which way will generally be
more satisfactory? Under what conditions is it permissible to mount a small steam
turbine on a concrete floor without the use of a special foundation?

3. Name the three parts of a steam-turbine foundation? Make a sketch to show
the location of each part. State the function of each.

4. Why is it usually desirable that the turbine foundation be structurally independent
of the building?

5. Explain why it is frequently unsatisfactory to install a steam turbine on a masonry
foundation without a bedplate. When such an installation is made by the use of sole-

plates, explain the preferable method of installation.

6. What is a capslab? What characteristics should the capslab possess? In what
kind of construction is the capslab usually integral with the foundation, and in what
kind is it usually separate from the foundation?

7. Why cannot a turbine bedplate alone be depended upon to keep the turbine in

proper alignment? What may result from inaccurate alignment?

8. What is the superstructure of a turbo-unit foundation? What different kinds of

construction may be employed in superstructures? What frequently determines the

height of a turbo-unit superstructure?

9. What is the subbase of a turbo-unit foundation? What is its function? Of
what is the subbase usually made? How is the subbase supported?

10. Name and give the advantages and disadvantages of various superstructure

constructions.

11. What is the general procedure in designing the foundation for a steam-turbine

unit?

12. Why is it desirable, for the larger turbine-generator units, that the engine-room
floor be at the same level as that of the top of the turbine bedplate?

13. What kinds of foundations may be used for small steam turbines, and which kind

will usually be the more satif.sactory?

14. Explain a method of installing a steam turbine on a steelwork or woo<l super-

structure.

16. Describe a rocommendrd method of installing .small steam turbines in locations

wlierc it is impossible to obtain a rigid fouiulation, such as on shipboarii.

16. What type of superstructure is commonly used for small- and medium-sized
turbine units? For large units?
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17. What general rules should be followed in designing reinforced-concrete super-

structures?

18. For what sizes of turbines are structural-steel superstructures generally used?

What is likely to occur in a structural-steel superstructure for a turbine foundation?

19. Name six advantages which are claimed for structural-steel superstructure turbine

foundations.

20. Why are the unit stresses which are generally allowed for structural-steel super-

structures for turbo-generator foundations much less than those for static loads?

21. What is the maximum allowable stress which is generally used in designing a

structural-steel superstructure for a turbo-generator foundation?

22. For what maximum deflection is the steel superstructure generally designed?

23. Explain the principle which is involved in the three-point semi-rigid steam-turbine

foundation. Name some of its advantages.

24. Describe two methods of supporting the condenser for a steam turbine and tell

under what conditions each is applicable.

25. Why may the load which is imposed on a foundation by a condenser be less with

condensing than with non-condensing operation? Make a diagram to illustrate and
indicate load values on it.

26. When an expansion joint is used between the turbine and the condenser, how
should the condenser be supported? Explain with a sketch how the possibility of mis-

alignment may be minimized when a condenser is so supported.

27. What is the function of the ventilating ducts for a turbo-generator? How should

the inside of all air passages in concrete ventilating ducts be treated? Why is such

treatment necessary?

28. How many cubic feet of ventilating air are required per minute per kilowatt

capacity for a turbo-generator? How many square feet of sectional area per 1,000 kw.

of generator capacity should the air ducts have? Why should sharp bends and elbows

in the air ducts be avoided?

29. What is the function of ventilating-air cleaning apparatus? Name two kinds of

ventilating-air cleaning apparatus. Where has each been most extensively used?

30. What physical property of a turbine foundation is of the utmost importance in

preventing transmission of vibration?

31. What is the cause of harmonic vibration? What is an indication of the occur-

rence of harmonic vibration? Describe six possible remedies for harmonic vibration.

32. Describe three steps in erecting a steam turbine unit. What precautions should

be taken if the position of the turbine or of the driven apparatus is to be determined

by pipes which connect to them?
• 33. Describe a method of leveling and lining up a steam-turbine bedplate. What
are leveling spots? W'hat is meant by ''dead level?" How can the amount by which

the bedplate is out of level be determined?

34. Describe a method of grouting a steam-turbine bedplate. What mixture of con-

crete should be used for the grout?

35. Outline the proper procedure to follow in lining up a steam-turbine unit which

is to be carried by structural-steel beams.

36. Wherein is lead grout desirable? Why may a lead grout sometimes be preferable

to a concrete grout?

37. Describe a method of installing a steam-turbine generator unit which is to be

carried on soleplates.

38. Under what conditions may anchor bolts for steam turbines sometimes be dis-

pensed with? What is the minimum amount of radial clearance which should be per-

mitted between the anchor bolt and its casing? For what reason is this clearance

provided?



DIVISION 13

STEAM BOILER FOUNDATIONS
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479. The Requirements For Boiler Foundations are, in

general, less exacting than those for foundations which carry

moving machines. The load on a

boiler foundation is wholl}^ static.

There are no variable mechanical

forces or vibration to be considered.

Nevertheless, the design of a boiler

foundation should be such as to

insure practically no settlement. Superheater

Pronounced settlement might re-

sult in breaking or straining

excessively certain of the pipes

connected to the boiler. It fol-

lows that the soil pressures allow-

able for boiler foundations should

be less than those which may safely

be used for those building founda-

tions, some settlement of which

would cause no trouble. See Sec.

658 for information concerning the

erection of steam boilers.

Note.—A Boiler Foundation Is

Usually Merely A Footing upon
which the boiler setting proper and the

pressure vessel are supported. But for

boilers of high ratings which are used in

modern power plants, which may employ
either pulverized fuel or stoker firing, the

boiler foundation may become a rather

complicated affair. Such foundations

(Fig. 518) require considerable skill and

thought for their proper design.

Note.—All IVIgdern Boiler Foun-
dations Are Made Of Concrete because this is, all things considered,

the most economical and satisfactory material. A 1:3:5 mixture com-
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Fig. 518.—Boiler supported by

the building columns in large central

station.
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posed of one part cement, three parts sand, and five parts crushed stone

(the proportions being by volume) is satisfactory for foundations. See

Div. 9 for further information relating to concrete foundations.

480. The Soil Loadings Under Steam Boiler Foundations

may ordinarily be the loads for non-vibrating machines, for

the soils of the different kinds, which are specified in Table 5

in Div. 1. Fortunately, however, it usually develops, if the

foundation under small-boiler settings are made of sufficient

width and extent to carry the pressure vessel and settings

proper, that then the pressures imposed on the supporting soil

will be well within the suggested values of Table 5. However,

the soil loading should be checked for each contemplated

design and if it is found to be excessive, the foundation bearing

area should be extended accordingly.

Note.—Where A Boiler Is To Be Erected On Very Poor Ground,

it may be necessary to employ piles or to construct a concrete mat or slab

to support the boilers. Usually, such a mat or slab would extend

under the entire power house and hence would not be considered individ-

ually as a feature of boiler-foundation design.

481. The Depth To Which Boiler Foundations Should Be
Carried depends, of course, largely on the character of the

supporting soil. Foundations for boilers of small and mod-

erate sizes should be at least 18 in. to 2 ft. deep. If ''good

bottom" is not reached at this depth, then the footing should

be carried further down to a satisfactory bed. In exceptional

cases, piles or mat construction may, £ls suggested in the pre-

ceding note, have to be employed.

482. Boiler Manufacturers Furnish Drawings Which Show
Proper Setting And Foundation Construction for their boilers.

Such drawings will usually be supphed, on request of the

purchaser, without additional charge. The proportions of

these foundations are usually those which the manufacturer

knows, from many years of experience, will provide a safe

structure. They usually indicate all of the proportions of the

foundations except the depth. Since the depth will vary

under different conditions (see preceding section), the customer

must establish this dimension for himself. The boiler manu-

facturer's drawings usually specify a ''minimum depth"

which is the least that should be used under any condition.
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Note.—Boiler Manufacturers Will Also Furnish Statements
Of The Column Loadings Which Are Imposed By The Boiler
When It Is To Be Supported On Columns. This information should

always be obtained prior to the laying out of any boiler foundation on
which loads will be imposed by pressure-vessel supporting columns.

483. The Procedure In Designing A Boiler Foundation is:

(1) Make a tentative drawing for the foundation so that it will

carry the setting walls, bridge wall if any, pressure-vessel sup-

porting columns if any; and provide, if necessary, for air ducts,

stokers and ash-removal apparatus. (2) Ascertain the loads

which will he imposed by the boiler, setting and equipment on this

foundation ivhen the boiler is full of water. (3) Determine and

mark the locations, on the foundation draiving, at which the loads

will be applied and the magnitude of the loads. (4) Check the

bearing areas of different parts of the tentative foundation to

Insure that the load imposed by them on the supporting soil will

not at any point exceed the safe load (Table 5) for that kind of

soil; and if the soil pressure is exceeded, increase the bearing

area until the soil pressure becomes a safe one. (5) Determine,

as suggested in the preceding section, what the depth of the founda-

tion should be.

Note.—When The Boiler Shell Or Pressure Vessel Is Carried
By Building Columns, (Fig. 518) then it is unnecessary to consider

the weight of the water-filled pressure vessel in designing the boiler

foundation proper. Where the boiler is supported by the building

structure, the building designer must proportion the building columns

and their footings to carry the added load which is imposed by the boiler

pressure vessel, or the complete boiler and setting as the case may
require.

Note.—The Unit Soil Pressure At Different Points Under
The Foundation Should Not Vary Too Greatly even though they all

are within the safe pressure. If the variation is too great, such settlement

as may occur may be uneven. In general, the ratio of the maximum to

the minimum unit loading should not much exceed 2: 1. This considera-

tion is further discussed in Sec. 21.

484. The Process Of Designing A Foundation For A Return-

Tubular Boiler will now be illustrated by a specific example

which is given below. It is assumed that the pressure vessel

is supported by four columns, C (Fig. 519).

Example.—Design a foundation for the 160-h.p. return tubular boiler

which is sho^^Tl in Fig. 520, the setting walls of which are of the thickness,
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..Unit Wall Load

W (22 in.) indicated in Fig. 521, and the loads imposed are those also

indicated on Fig. 521. Assume that the thick-bed moderately-dry clay

soil will safely sustain 4,000 lb. per sq. ft.

Solution.—A tentative plan of the contemplated foundation is laid

out as showTi in Fig. 521. The width of

the footing, W, is tentatively made 22 in.,

which allows 2 in. between each of the faces

of the setting wall and each of the edges of

the top of the foundation. (In general, the

setting wall should rest centrally on the

foundation but, a small amount of eccen-

tricity mil do no harm.) The dimensions of
Fig. 519.—Showing how the the foundation as now tentatively laid out

are as sho^^'n in P'ig. 521. Now check

these dimensions to insure that the safe

bearing pressure of the soil which is under
the foundation is not exceeded. The load in pounds per running foot

(Fig. 521) imposed by the setting wall is 1,800 lb. Consider one
running foot of the boiler foundation, R, (Fig. 519). The footing itself

weighs (assuming that concrete weighs 145 lb. per cu. ft.) 22,^2 X 1.5 X

'''Boiler Load-'

foundation plan is divided into

elements in checking the bear
ing ai'ea of a boiler foundation.

.I0\16'Eclipse Manhole .7\l5lb.I-Beam,ll'8i''L0.

1- Longitudinal Section K,^^ 'ShakingOrate
'' '~'

,£.» > 2-6 K-
lo-.-f:

'S?:

K 9'-io >^

n-Hoilf Cross Section

And Elevation

BI- Foundation Plan

Fig. 520.—A typical return-tubular boiler and setting rated at 160 hp., the tentative

foundation drawing for which is shown in Fig. 521 (O'Brien Boiler Works Co.)

145 = 400 lb. per ft. The total weight per foot of wall is therefore

1,800 + 400 = 2,200 lb. It is found that the bearing area of one running

foot of the foundation is 1.83 sq. ft., which gives a soil pressure of 2,200 -i-
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1.83 = 1,200 Ih. per sq. ft. which is well within the 4,000 lb. per sq. ft.

allowable pressure. Hence this pressure is safe.

Now consider the load imposed on the supporting soil by each of the

columns, C (Fig. 519), and their footings. This is, from Fig. 521, found

to be 12,750 -f (2.5 X 2.5) = 2,040 lb. per sq. ft. for the column and 220

U). per sq.ft. for the footing, gi\'ing a total of 2,260 lb. per sq. ft. which is

safe. If there is brickwork around the iron column which rests on the

column foundation, the weight of this brickwork should, if it is consider-

able, be included in the load on the foundation. In calculating the

weight of this brickwork, the wall is

considered as made of solid brick, no

allowance being made for the space

occupied by the column. In this

problem, however, the weight of this

brickwork is neglected. The portion

of the foundation, B (Fig. 519), under

the bridge wall and one end of the

grate carries a load of 8,400 lb. and

has an area of 12 sq. ft. which is

equivalent to 8,400 -f- 12 = 700 lb.

per sq. ft. for the wall and 240 lb. per

sq. ft. for the footing, giving a total of

940 lb. per sq. ft. Hence it is safe.

Furthermore (disregarding the bridge-

wall foundation) the ratio of the

maximum estimated loading, 2,260 lb. per sq. ft, to the minimum esti-

mated loading, 1,200 lb. per sq. ft., is less than 2 to 1. The bridge wall

foundation bearing area should be decreased, if feasible, to bring the pres-

sure imposed by it up to about 1,200 lb. per sq. ft. ; this to insure uniform

settlement, if there is any future settlement.

Example.—Designing And Laying Out The Foundation For Two 72 In.

By 18 Ft. Horizontal Return-Tubular Suspended Boilers, Fig. 522. This

description is, with modifications, based on an article by T. H. Fenner in

Power House for Oct. 20, 1919. It is assumed that the boilers are to be

installed in a new plant.

The first thing to be done is to procure blue prints of the general build-

ing layout and detailed blue prints of the various foundations. Study

these till the whole arrangement is thoroughly fixed in the mind's eye.

Then make sure that the power-house building has been completed in

accordance with the plans. One feature that will not only help you in

erecting, but will save time and money in the future when repairs are

necessary, is a means for handling heavy pieces. If no crane is specified,

then arrange to have eye-bolts secured to the roof, or an I-beam built

into the walls on which can bo put a small trolley to carry chain blocks.

If inspection shows everything to be satisfactory, the next job will be to

locate the foundations and get the job started. Now, the foundation

drawings which were received from the boiler manufacturer will show the

Fig. 521.—Tentative foundation for

the 160-hp. return-tubular boiler shown
in Fig. 520.
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usual thickness of foundation that he recommends. Remember that

the manufacturer probably knows nothing as to the exact nature of the

soil that the foundation is to be built on. The manufacturer will have

given shipping weights—or he may have given complete information as

to the weight of the boiler bricked up, filled with water and with all

fittings on. If not, this weight must be determined. The safe bearing

powers of soils are given in Table 5. If the ground is exceedingly soft,

piling may be necessary, but this is a rare occurrence. Should the soil be

soft, it is better to enlist outside help that will have the necessary equip-

ment. Assume that, in tliis example, the soil is dry clay or sand gravel,

with a safe bearing power of 4 tons per sq. ft.

The weight of a boiler 72 in. in diameter and 18 ft. long, complete with

front and fittings, but without water, is roughly 25,000 lb. The water

capacity will be the volume of the shell less the volume of the tubes.

The boiler will never be full of water w^hen working, but will be filled

on many occasions for testing. There are 72 four-inch tubes in a 72-in.

boiler. Their volume will be K2 X ^2 X 0.785 X 72 X 18. Subtract-

ing this from the volume of the shell and multiplying by 62.5 will give the

weight of the water, in poimds. Or: Weight of water = (6 X 6 X
0.785 X 18) - (H2 Xyi2 X 0.785 X 18 X 72) X 62.5 = 24,812 Ih.,

approximately.

The weight of the boiler, fittings, and water will therefore be 25,000 -|-

24,812 = 49,812 or, say, 50,000 //;. Since the boilers are to be suspended,

this weight will have to be borne by the steel supporting columns. The

walls for the setting will, for boilers of this size, be 18 in. thick; their

foundations will be at least 2 in. wider. Hence, there will be two brick

walls 18 in. thick by about 22 ft. long, and from 8 to 10 ft. high, according

to the height that the boiler is to be set above the grate bars. The center

wall between the boilers may be thicker because of its having the two

steel supporting columns set in it. Or, perhaps, the steel supporting

columns w^hich have been provided for the center will be sufficiently

heavy to carry the w^eight of the two halves of the boilers, and the divid-

ing wall will remain the same. With suspended boilers, the walls have no

weight to support—they act merely as airtight casings. Assume a 2-ft.

wall betw^een the boilers.

Now, the back wall will stretch entirely across the rear ends of the

boilers. It will be the same thickness and height as the side walls, so its

length will be 1.5 + 6 + 2 + 6 -h 1.5 = 17 ft. The foundation (Fig.

521A) will be 2 in. longer making 17 ft. 2 in. The bridge wall has to

carry half the weight of the fire bars, the other half being carried on the

two side walls or by brickwork across the front; ordinarily this weight

may be neglected.

Next determine the pressure which the side wall and its foundation

will impose on the supporting soil: In determining this pressure, since

the wall and foundation are of uniform section throughout, it is necessary

to consider only a running foot of the wall and foundation. One run-

ning foot of the side wall and foundation will contain—assuming a brick
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wall 10 ft. high— 1.5 X 10 = 15.0 cu. ft. of brick, and—assuming a

foundation 3 ft. deep—20/12 X 3.0 = 5.0 cu. ft. of concrete. The total

weight of the one running foot of wall and foundation will then be—brick

weighs 125 lb. per cu. ft. and concrete 145 lb. per cu. ft.:— (125 X 15) +
(145 X 5.0) = 1,875 + 725 = 2,600 lb. The base area of this "unit

strip" over which this 2,600 lb. is distributed is 20/12 X 1 = 1.66 sq. ft.

The resulting pressure on the supporting soil will be: 2,600 -i- 1.66 =

1,560 lb. per sq. ft. Since the ground is good for at least 4 tons or 8,000

lb. per sq. ft., the foundation has ample bearing area to safely support

the side wall.

Now the weight of the boilers is to be concentrated on six points, or if

separate supporting columns are used in the center, eight points. How-
ever, the columns in the center ^'111 be adjacent to one another, so that the

-22-2- >l

Fig. 521A.—Plan view of return-tubular boiler foundation.

weight on the center columns will really be concentrated at one point on

the ground. We have, therefore, on each of the outside columns,

50,000 ^ 4 = 12,500 lb., the remaining 50,000 lb. being supported on the

2 or 4 inside columns, as the case may be. On Fig. 521A the column
locations are shown.

That is, on each supporting point in the outside foundation the load

would be 12,500 lb., while the two inside points would be supj)orting

25,000 lb. each. The outer columns will each be fitted with a foot of cast

iron or steel having an area of 13^ to 2 sq. ft. The inner columns, if

designed as single columns, will have a proportionately larger shoe.

Or, if each boiler has its own columns, the two shoes for each pair of

center columns can be made to cover the width of the center foundation.

The depth of the foundation will be governed by the probable depth of

the frost line and will vary with locality. However, about 3 ft. is a usual

depth. The crushing strength of good concrete is about 600 lb. per sq.

in. On the outside columns we have a weight of 12,500 lb. Dividing
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600 into 12,500 gives a little over 20 sq. in. as being the necessary area of

concrete. This is well within the proportions we have.

Now determine whether the foundation (Fig. 521A) will safely

support the loads which are imposed on it by the columns. Considering

the concrete foundation as a beam centrally loaded, and using a factor

of safety of 4, it can be shown that the load of each column will be dis-

tributed over at least 8 running feet of the foundation. Then the extra

pressure exerted on the supporting soil directly under the columns over

that exerted on the rest of the supporting soil will be: 12,500/8 X
(20 -^ 12) = 938 lb. per sq. ft. = approximately 940 lb. per sq. ft. Thus
the maximum pressure exerted on this soil is 1,560 + 940 = 2,500 lb. per

sq. ft. Now the average soil pressure = {total load on the soil) -^ (total

base area of foundation). The total load on the soil = weight of brick -h

weight of concrete foundation + weight of boilers. Weight of brick =
2[(17 4- 19)(18/12 X 10) + 19 X 2 X 10 + 18/12 X 6 X 2 X 3]125 =
189,250 lb. Weight of concrete = [2 X 20/12(17>^ + 18^^) + 18^ X
26/12 -h 2 X 5^ X 20/12] X 3 X 145 = 78,300 lb. Area of base =
2 X 20/12(173^^ + 18^^) + 18% X 26/12 + 2 X 5% X 20/12 =
180 sq. ft. Average pressure = 189,250 + 100,000 + 78,300/180 =
367,500/180 = 2,040 lb. per sq. ft. Now the maximum pressure, 2,500

lb. per sq. ft., is less than 50 per cent, in excess of the average pressure

—

2,040 lb. per sq. ft.—so the foundation is satisfactory, see Sec. 21.

However, the common practice is to cast projections on the foundation

under the column footings to distribute the load over a greater area which

also makes the pressure more uniform. This construction also allows the

columns to be placed nearer the outside of the wall which is desirable

because the brick wall between the fire and column should be as thick as

possible and furthermore because a column set partially or wholly in a

wall tends to promote air infiltration. For this foundation, while the

calculations show that the projections are not absolutely necessary, still

they are desirable, especially since the side wall is thin, in order that the

columns can be placed near the outside of the side wall, and the projec-

tions also tend to make the soil pressure more uniform. For this founda-

tion projections 12 in. by 2 ft. will be used as shown in Fig. 521A.

485.—In Locating Foundations, the first thing you require is a defi-

nite line to work from. You will have four bare walls and a rough, uneven

floor. You want to determine the ground level, and for this you must
turn to your building plans. This \vi\\ show you the depth of foundation

of the building and the relation of the top of foundation to the level of the

ground. Therefore j^ou take the building foundation top as a point to

measure from; it will usually be found to correspond with the ground

level. Drive a stake into the ground or a nail into the foundation at the

required level and attach one end of a line to this stake or nail; as at -4,

Fig. 522. Now run this line along the wall, parallel to the foundation

location, to a second stake or nail B and you have a base line, ABy
established to work from. Take your subsequent distances from this

line, and not from walls which may be 2 to 6 in. off the straight if of any
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great length. From this line run a second line, AC, at right angles,

(squaring it off with a three-foot steel square or, as directed in Sec. 350 by
the 3:4:5 rule), along the corresponding wall. Run a third line, BD, also

at right angles to AB but near the other side wall, and then j^ou have
the lines necessary for cross measurements. Run all three of these lines

at a definite distance from the wall, and do not neglect to allow for this

distance when making measurements.

The plan which shows the boiler foundation and its location in the

building ^^^ll specify: (1) The center lines of the tw^o boilers and their

distance, E, Fig. 522, from each other. (2) The distance, F, from the

wall to the first center line. (3) The distance, G, from the second center
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Fig. 522.—Plan view of boiler room showing method of laying out floor for boiler

foundations.

line to the other wall. (4) The distance, //", from the back wall to the

back boiler-wall face. (5) The thickness, J, of the back boiler wall.

(6) Combustion chamber space, K. (7) Length of boiler, L. (7) An
overall dimension, M, from the back building wall to the boiler front.

These dimensions being known you can now proceed to lay out, with

lines, the locations of the excavations for the foundation forms.

A word about measuring: Where the distances to be measured exceed

15 ft. use a steel tape, long enough to obtain the whole measurement
in one reading. Measure along lines that have been squared off, and are

straight, because if the tape is not held in a straight line, the measurement
will be incorrect. The error will vary according to the length. Measure-
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ments taken with a short tape or a straightedge, that has to be moved

along in stages, are almost sure to be out. Of course, for preliminary

measurements to determine the excavation lines extreme accuracy is not

essential.

First of all measure from your side line, BD, along the back wall line,

AB, the distance, F, to the first boiler center line. Drive a stake or nail

here. Measure from that to center line of second boiler. Then measure

along the side line, BD, the overall dimension, M, from back wall to

boiler front, and mark it as at Z. Now measure the length M again,

along AC from the other end, A, of your back line. Point Y is thus

located. Having obtained the two points, Z and Y, on each side, stretch

a line YZ between them, which wdll be the line of your boiler fronts.

Measure off on YZ your two center line points, P and Q, and run lines

from them to join the center line marks on the back line. You now
have your boiler front, and boiler center lines accurately located.

From the front line YZ measure back along the center lines to locate

the front side of the bridge walls, thickness of walls, from back of bridge

wall to front of back wall and thickness of wall. Place stakes at these

points. Then measure on your front and back lines from the center lines

to the faces of the side and center walls, and run lines from the front boiler

line to back-wall line to locate these. On the outside side-wall lines locate

again the bridge- and back-wall lines, and run cross lines joining them.

You now have your foundation completely laid out and are ready for

excavation.

486. The Foundation Dimensions For A Line Of Return-

Tubular Boilers of the type shown in Fig. 523 are given in

Table 487 and Fig. 524. Although the proportions of Table

487 relate specifically to the boilers of one manufacturer's

design, they can usually be employed with no or only slight

alterations for return tubular boilers of any make. This is

because the construction of boilers of this type has, in the

United States, largely been standardized through the wide

adoption of the American Society Of Mechanical Engi-

neers' Boiler Code.

Note.—In Supporting Horizontal Return-Tubular Boilers

it is common practice to provide four or more brackets resting on brick-

work, or to suspend it at four points from two overhead steel beams

resting on cohimns. "\A'Tien this is done, says F. W. Dean, it is impossible

to adjust the loads so that they will be equal at each point, and in fact,

three of them, sooner or later, will support the whole load, especially

if the foundation settles. This shows the folly and danger of using any-
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thing but the "three-point suspension," provision for which should be

made in the first place. When the boiler itself, rather than the design,

determines the three points, one support will be overstrained. A three-

legged stool rests firmly upon any irregular surface and is as stable if one

or more points settle.

The "three-point suspension" was originated by the late Orosco C.

Woolson, of New York, and for this he has not been sufficiently honored.
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Fig. 523.—Typical return-tubular boiler foundations and settings.

When the three-point suspension has been employed, connection has been
made to four points on the shell, but the two rear points have been
connected to an equalizing beam above, which has been hinged to the

beam resting upon the supporting columns. A simpler, better and
cheaper method is to have the rear end supported by a bracket riveted to

the rear head of the boiler, as thereby harmful stresses \vill be removed
from the shell and none added to the head. From this bracket a rod

would pass to the supporting beam above (Power, Dec. 13, 1921).
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Note.—When A Return-Tubular Boiler Pressure Vessel Is

Supported By Brackets Which Bear On The Boiler Setting and
steel columns are not used the same proportions as those shown in Fig.

524 and Table 487 maj' usually be employed, except that the offsets,

KL (Fig. 524) may be omitted. When the pressure vessel is thus

supported by the setting, it may be safely assumed that the weight of the

water-filled vessel is distributed uniformly by the brickwork setting over

the two parallel strips which form the long sides of the foundation hollow

rectangle.

I-Ploin View

I:

Jd For Usual .,

So/IS',M f
V -

I-Side Elevoition

Fig. 524.—Footing for double setting for two return-tubular boilers.

488. In Designing The Foundations For Water-Tube
Boilers, the general procedure is similar to that which is

specified above for return tubular boilers. The loads imposed

by different components of the boiler structure—setting, walls,

columns and the like—may usually be obtained from the

boiler manufacturer and in some cases are shown on his blue

prints. Probably, how^ever, the most frequent procedure in

designing foundations for water-tube boiler installations is to,

in general, follow the manufacturer's setting and foundation

drawings, and then to determine on the boiler site the proper

depth dimensions, according to the soil conditions. Typical

drawings of this sort are shown in Figs. 525, 526 and 527.

Fig. 525 details the boiler setting and stoker arrangement for

either one boiler or for a battery of two or three boilers; Figs.

526 and 527 show similarly the foundation construction.

31
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Explanation.—The principal parts of the foundations shown in Figs.

525 and 526 are the walls around the space, A (Fig. 526), which is below
the combustion chamber and the walls around the space, B, which is below

Suspension d"x.5 "Reducer

Foofinqs,4-7 y.4-2 ^-
-.

i -^ j- . c a-

Under Center Of Front Co/umns ^' Long'+i^a'nal Section

i

•••|<-

Buckstay

Loac/.

72.430Lb.'

n-Section C'C Boiler Set Singly

'//',////,.

r^

I2'0"

W:^S

Buckstay

FiQ. 525.—Longitudinal section and plan of inclined 200-hp. water-tube boilers equipped
with stoker and superheater. (Heine Safety Boiler Co.)

the stoker. The boiler load is, in the singly set boiler, carried in the front

by colunms, C (Fig. 525-//), from which the front end of the drum is
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siispended. In the rear, the water-leg is supported by the columns /;There is a wind tunnel or air duct, W (Fig. 526), for supplying the ai; fororced draft. Notches are formed at E to receive t^. huckstaysaZ
backplates. These stays and plates are inserted after the boiler is brick^

— I . - -
-f

^ * *• ^^

ni-Single Boiler ^
i

^-Section

^^^'"^^'^ ^^' -r;n;v-'>,. ":^-v^ -4uf,:^,^^
E-Section E-F

(^

Fig. 526.—Foundation plans for boiler of Fig. .525.

up. Then the holes around them in the foundation or in the boiler-room
floor are poured full of concrete when the floor is poured. The footings
G, were not shown by the boiler manufacturer but were, in this case'
designed by the engineer to give a soil pressure of about 2,500 lb. per sq ft'
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/g'.S.. ->

• •BoilerLocrcf, 22,430 Lb. QZJ '"5oot-blower
Opening

Superheater-'

Fig. 527.—Sectional plan view of double water-tube boiler setting. (Heine Safety-

Boiler Co.)

.-lagging
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489. The Ash-Pit Floor For Hand-Fired BoUers should be

poured smiultaneously with the concrete for the foundation

proper. Preferably the ash-pit floor should be below the

boiler-room floor level. This is to insure that the water used

for ''wetting down" the ashes prior to withdrawing them will

not flow out onto the floor. If the floor is cast as indicated in

Fig. 528, instead of being made horizontal, it will be easier to

remove the ashes.

QUESTIONS ON DIVISION 13

1. Why is little or no settlement permitted in boiler foundations?

2. What mixture is good for concrete foundations?

3. What unit soil loadings are permitted in boiler foundation design?

4. Why is the loading on a boiler foundation seldom excessive?

6. How may a boiler foundation be laid on very poor ground?

6. What are the minimum depths for boiler foundations?

7. What assistance do boiler manufacturers commonly furnish in designing founda-

tions for their boilers and settings?

8. Explain the various steps in designing a boiler foundation using a tentative sketch

on which load values and locations are marked.

9. Why should great diflferences in unit soil pressure in different parts of a boiler

foundation be avoided?
10. By what two methods may the weight of a return-tubular boiler be carried?

What is the difference in the foundation lay-outs for the two methods?

11. How should the ash-pit floor for a hand-fired boiler furnace be shaped with respect

to the floor level? Illustrate with a sketch.

PROBLEMS ON DIVISION 13

1. A return-tubular boiler is suspended from I-beams supported by four columns.

The load on each column is 21,000 lb. The side walls are 24 in. thick, 14 ft. high. The

side-wall footings are 30 in. wide and 24 in. thick. Assume that the masonry walls

weigh 120 lb. per cu. ft. and concrete 145 lb. per cu. ft. The area of the footings under

the columns is 8 sq. ft. Check the soil pressures and the ratio between them.



DIVISION 14

WATERWHEEL FOUNDATIONS

490. The General Requirements Of Waterwheel Founda-

tions are probably the least exacting of those for any of the

different prime movers. The principal reason for this is that,

except possibly under unusual conditions, the torque exerted

at the waterwheel shaft is uniform at all times. With a well-

balanced waterwheel, there should be practically no vibration.

For most installations, it is unnecessary to design especially

a foundation for an impulse or reaction waterwheel. The

reason is that the concrete which is necessary to form the

floors, water passages and building foundation, and which

must be provided in any case, will usually, without addition

to its mass constitute ample support for the waterwheel.

This is not always true; but that it usually is, will be evident

from a consideration of the illustrations of the actual

installations which are shown in this division.

Note.—Modern Waterwheels Usually Drive Electric Genera-

tors and are direct-connected to them. This being the case, the water-

wheel-generator combination ^nll be considered as a single unit where the

combination is treated in the folloA\ing sections. Further information

relative to electrical machinery foundations is given in Div. 15.

491. In Checking The Design Of A Waterwheel Foundation,

the six requirements which are specified in Sec. 3 should be

considered. Note that with waterwheels, the unbalanced

thrust of the water which drives the wheel may be a relatively

important factor The total vertical force for waterwheel

foundations as for those for other machines, includes the

weight of the machine itself, its fittings, and the weight of the

foundation.

492. Waterwheels Are Of Three Classes: (1) A gravity

wheel is one which develops its power by virtue of the weight

of the water falhng through a distance equal to the head; the

486
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falling water carries with it as it goes down, the buckets on

the wheel which have caught it; thus the wheel develops

power. (2) A reaction wheel is one which develops its power

by virtue of the reactive pressure of the streams of water

upon the movable buckets of the wheel from which the streams

are forced by the head of water above. (3) An impulse

wheel is one which develops its power by virtue of the force

exerted by a stream of water which issues from a nozzle

Flume -"^

^h -%

)Naterwheel-\'>

a

Gear -

Ocrte-Opercrti'ng

Handle

7"xd"Double-
Acting Triplex

Pump -,

>

m=m-x

H HO

Fig. 529.—End elevation of a foundation for a gravity waterwheel.

and impinges on buckets on the rotating wheel; the nozzle

is stationary and the w^hcel rotates. Foundations for

waterwheels of each of these three types will now be

considered.

493. A Foundation For A Gravity Waterwheel (Figs. 529

and 530) comprises usually two piers—one on each side and at

right angles to the axis of the wheel. The footings should

extend a sufficient distance below the surface of the water in

the tail-race to insure against any possibility of water washing

under and undermining them. In general the footing should

lie somewhat deeper than is indicated in Figs. 529 and 530.
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A bed of concrete or masonry, which is set between the two

piers and which extends away and slopes downward from

Fbwer y

^
• . . Foot ingi ... .

P
Fig. 530.—Side elevation of a foundation for a gravity waterwheel.

them in the direction of the water flow for a reasonable dis-

tance, will afford some protection against underwashing. But

Thrust Of
Wafer--;T

Weight
Of Wafer
In The
Buckets

Gravity Water- '^Weigiit OfWheel

nheef /\rTdFoundation

FiQ. 531.—Forces acting on a gravity-waterwheel foundation.

even if such a protective mat is provided, the foundation

footing should be deep enough so that they would not be

underwashed even if the mat were not there.
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494. The Forces Which May Be Imposed On A Gravity

Waterwheel Foundation are illustrated in Fig. 531. It is

evident that the force of the water thrust, T, and that of the

weight of water in the buckets, W, tend to cause the wheel to

tip on the corner, M, of the foundation. It is usually desirable

therefore to extend, as indicated by the dotted outline, the

footing in the direction to the right of M for a distance suffi-

cient to insure against any possibility of such tipping. If

the belt pull, P, is in a direction opposite to that shown, it may

£f.6&0

, High
Wafer
EI.IJQS

low
Wafer

n 174.5

-Roller

Gafe

EL 89.05^
3

c,o\^<^ Rob;^.^^^

mPm^^^
^-a:''-

FiG. 532.—Large reaction waterwheel. Section through Cedars hydro-electric

station at Cedar Rapids, Canada, on the St. Lawrence river. This shows one of the

9 duplicate units. Rating of each is 10,000 hp. Speed is 55.6 r.p.m. Effective head
is 30 ft.

partially or wholly neutralize or even overcome the tipping

tendency due to T and W

.

Note.—Gravity Waterwheels Operate At Very Slow Speeds
depending on the diameter of the wheel. Hence for most applications,

these waterwheels must be belted or geared to their loads. The usual

circumferential or rim speed ranges from 5^ to 6 ft. per sec. Thus, a

20 ft. diameter wheel revolves about 6 r.p.m.

495. Foundations For Reaction Waterwheels (Figs. 532,

533 and 534) are usually integral with concrete parts of the
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building structure which serve for other purposes in addition

Head
Gate-

T^'tq. 533.—Typical installation of a medium-size reaction watcrwheel.
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Fig. 534.—Typical installation of a small reaction waterwheel.

to constituting the waterwheel foundation. Hence it is

seldom that a special foundation design is necessary. But
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in any case the requirements outlined in Sec. 3 should be

satisfied.

496. Foundations For Impulse Waterwheels (Figs. 535

and 536) are, in most cases, insofar as their design is concerned,

-Anchor Bolt

- -Bed Plate

I-PIoin View Of
Wheel Foundcx+ion

FiQ. 535.—Foundation for a small-capacity impulse waterwheel.

Anchor

Fig. 53G.—Impulse waterwheel installation at station No. 2 of the Nevada, California
Power Company. Waterwheel rating is 2,000 kw. The effective head is 875 ft.

in the same class as those for reaction wheels. That is, it

usually develops that if the concrete parts of the building and
the concrete water passages under it are first designed, there
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will then of necessity be ample concrete already provided and

in the proper location to comprise good foundations for the

impulse wheels. It may be necessary to make additions to

accommodate the impulse wheels but it is not likely that such

changes will be extensive. The nozzle (A^, Fig. 536) reacts

away from the wheel when water issues from the nozzle.

Hence the nozzle should always be securely anchored to
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Fig. 537.—Circular bedplate for vertical water-wheel generator (General Electric

Company).

prevent the possibility of its movement. Additional concrete

for this anchorage may be necessary.

497. Circular Bedplates For Vertical Waterwheel Gener-

ators, B (Figs. 537 and 538), are often furnished with these

machines. In Ueu of a circular bedplate, the manufacturer

may supply a number of foundation caps or pads, which the

purchaser sets in the concrete floor of the station to provide

support for the generator frame. These cast-iron pads

should be properly placed, aligned and leveled prior to the
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pouring of the floor-slab concrete. Then the concrete is cast

around them. Where a metalHc Hning" is emploj^ed in the

waterwheel-generator pit, it should be so designed that the

generator frame can rest directly on it; with this construction

a circular bedplate is unnecessary. The circular bedplate is

held in position with anchor bolts {A, Fig. 537). To insure

sightliness, it is customary to set the bedplate one inch (M,

Fig. 537) above the face of the concrete floor. After the

C/7Reseryp/r

For ThrustBearing -

Oil

Sieel

Cover- ^^^...^'^^''^Upper
6u/deBearin0-

.Cover
Overflow For Oil

. Overflow For Oil
• Througfh Ouide Bearinef

Fig. 538.—Vertical waterwheel generator carried on a circular bedplate (Westinghouse

Electric Co.).

generator has been installed on the bedplate, it is adjusted

with the adjusting screws shown in Fig. 537 for proper air-gap

clearances and height. Then it is doweled to the bedplate.

498. Concrete Waterwheel Generator Frames (Figs. 539,

540, and 541) have been proposed (General Electric Review

j

Nov., 1919) as a possible solution to certain difficulties which

may be encountered with large cast-iron frames. The cast-

iron frames require expensive patterns, machining, and shop

equipment. They are difficult to transport. Furthermore,

they might not be entirely suitable for installation out of

doors, which would be necessary for the proposed out-of-door
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Thrust
Bean'ng--

FiG. 539.—Vertical waterwheel generator which has a concrete frame.
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Fig. 540.—Section through stator

and bridge of concrete-frame water-

wheel generator.

Fig. 541.—Elevation of concrete-frame

waterwheel generator.
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type generating stations. Concrete generator frames would

apparently be economical and satisfactory for the conditions

outlined. With this concrete construction, it is difficult to

decide where the waterwheel-generator foundation stops and

the generator frame begins. The concrete stator frame will in

most cases, be combined with the power plant structure.

Steel reinforcing, if properly designed and disposed, may be

employed in these concrete frames.

QUESTIONS ON DIVISION 14

1. How do the requirements for waterwheel foundations compare with those for

other prime movers?

2. What are the three classes of waterwheels?

3. Describe, with a sketch, the forces to which gravity-waterwheel foundations are

subjected.

4. What is the general form for most gravity wheel foundations?

5. What protection against washing out is desirable for gravity wheel foundations?

6. Are impulse and reaction wheels commonly provided with independent founda-

tions? What other concrete construction is often integral with these foundations?

7. To what forces is the foundation of an impulse-wheel nozzle subjected?

8. What parts are used between a vertical waterwheel-generator frame and the sup-

porting floor? What adjustments are provided?

9. What are some of the advantages which may be expected from the use of the pro-

posed concrete generator frames?



DIVISION 15

ELECTRICAL-MACHINERY FOUNDATIONS

499. This Discussion Of Electrical-Machinery Founda-

tions Treats Only Of Specific Requirements.—The six gen-

eral requirements which are specified in Sec. 3, apply to the

foundations for all sorts of machines. In other words, it is

the intention to discuss here only such features of construction

as relate exclusively to foundations for electrical machinery.

500. The General Design Requirements For Electrical-

Machine Foundations are, as applied in practice, relatively

simple. Although these foundations might be designed accu-

rately by the careful mathematical application of the six

requirements listed in Sec. 3, such procedure is not, except

possibly for large important foundations, ordinarily employed

by engineers. The reason is, probably, that the mathematical

work involved would not be justified. Detail directions for

design are given, for the electrical machines of the different

types, in succeeding sections. The general rules which apply

are these:

(1) Ordinarily electrical-machinery foundations need have only

sufficient horizontal area to encompass the bedplate, the anchor

bolts and the anchor plates; always check the average pressure

imposed on the supporting soil and, if necessary, provide a

spread footing of sufficient area that the soil pressure will be a

safe one.

(2) The foundation should be at least sufficiently deep to extend

to "good bottom
J^

(3) For foundations on which outside forces are imposed,

such as those for belted motors and generators {following Sec. 523)

the foundation should weigh from d to 5 ti7nes as much as the

machine which it supports.

(4) For foundations on which no outside forces are imposed,

such as those (Sec. 52S) for frequency changers, motor generators

and synchronous converters, any structure which will safely and

496
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Motor or
Generator

rigifUij support the machine and provide ample rentilaiion will

mifficc. Weight is not, except indirectly, necessary.

501. Rational Rules For Designing Electrical-Machinery

Foundations Are Needed.—While it would appear off-hand

to be an easy matter to incorporate the six requirements

of Sec. 3 into a simple formula or rule, such is not the case.

The situation becomes very-

complicated and too cum-
bersome for convenient use

if an effort is made to recog-

nize all of the elements.

Hence, until some one pro-

poses a better method, about

the only safe procedure ap-

pears to be to follow the

rough-and-ready rules of the

preceding section. These
rules are based on observa-

tion of foundations which

have proved safe and satis-

factory in practice; see fol-

lowing Table 521. Probably

foundations designed in

accordance with them will

be heavier than need be. But, at that, it is better to be sure

than to be sorry.

Fig. 542.—ideal simple design for electrical-

machine foundation.

Note.—Electrical-Machinery Foundations, As Compared With
Those For Many Machines, May Be Relatively Light. Usually

the torque which is exerted by electrical machines is reasonably uniform.

Unbalanced mechanical forces, such as those encountered with reciprocat-

ing machines, seldom if ever occur. The vibration is small; in fact,

if any electrical machine of itself vibrates to such an extent that a founda-

tion is necessary to "hold it down," it is of faulty manufacture.

Note.—Electrical-Machinery Foundations Should Be Of
Simple Design as should, for that matter, the foundations for all

machines. Fig. 542 illustrates the idea. Usually, a rectangular prism

foundation (Fig. 542) will be quite as effective—and it will be cheaper to

construct—as a foundation having an irregular contour and sloping

sides. See Sec. 379 as to the advantages of simple forms for concrete

foundations.

32
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502. Motors Should If Possible Be Mounted On Side

Walls Or Ceilings.—Where such mounting is feasible, founda-

tions are obviously unnecessary. Overhead mounting is not

possible for large motors, but it often is for small motors, and

even for small generators. A foundation requires floor space

and floor space represents

money. When it is not feas-

ible to mount the machines

on side walls, roof trusses or

ceiling; then foundations be-

come imperative.

Note.—The Bearing Brack-
ets Or Housings On Rela-
tively Small Motors And
Generators Can Usually Be
Shifted Through 90 Or 180 Deg.

Which Permits Their Use For
Either Floor, Wall Or Ceiling

Mounting. The machines are

usually shipped "for floor mount-

ing" unless otherwise specified.

For wall or ceiling mounting, the

bearing brackets or housing must
first be turned through the corre-

sponding angle. Prior to hoisting

it and bolting it into place, the

bedplate (or slide-rails) should in

most cases first be attached to the

motor. If the head room is lim-

ited, or hoisting facilities poor, it

may be better to fasten the rails

or bedplate to the support before

hoisting the motor.

Example.—In Fig. 543, it was not possible to mount overhead the

motor sho%\Ti at A, because of possible interference vrith the travel of the

bridge crane. If it were mounted on the side wall, sufficiently high from
the floor to be out of the way, the belt drive would then, assuming that

the usual driving arrangement is used, be too short for good operation;

hence the adoption of the foundation mounting. Had it been absolutely

necessary to mount the motor on the side wall, one of the patented chain

drives, or a suitable idler-pulley belt drive, which operate well on very

short centers, could have been installed. In Fig. 544, neither the outside

wall nor the roof construction was sufficiently heavy to sustain the motor.

Fig. 543.—Small foundation for motor
where conditions render wall mounting
undesirable.
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Concrete Roof

Furthermore, with an ordinary belt drive, a mounting on the brick wall of

the main building would not provide sufficiently great distance from the

center of the line shaft to the center of the motor shaft. Hence the

installation as shown appeared to be

the only simple solution.

Note.—Belted Motor And Gen-
erator Drives, Where An Idler

Pulley Is Provided To Increase

The Arc Of Belt Contact, may be

arranged as shown in Fig. 545.

Such an arrangement is preferred to

one where a belt-tightener is pro-

vided. With these short belt drives,

the idler pulley bears against the

slack side of the belt with a pressure

which is due solely to its owti weight

or to the force exerted by additional

weights which may be added to it.

The belt for such drives is put on

very slack; it has no initial tension.

When the load on the machine is

increased, the tight side of the belt

is thereby stretched, which throws

more slack into the loose side. But the idler pulley presses against this

loose side, takes up the slack and increases the arc of belt contact on both

the driving and driven pulleys. The idler pulley must, for satisfac-

FiG. 544.—Installation of a motor

foundation in a "lean-to" where out-

side walls are not sufficiently strong to

support a motor.

y-A/r Compressor

Puiiey ^f'^ofs y

Oiler- . . Idler Pulley.

Motor

-

'Slide Rail Foundation

Fig. 545.
—

"Short-belt" driven air-compressor unit as furnished by the Ingersoll-

Rand Company. (Imperial, XB-2 air compressor.)

tory service, be jiroperly located, weighted and pivoted. Short-center

vertical belt drives, which are entirely satisfactory, are feasible if an idler

l)ulley is provided and arranged as above explained.
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Motor or
Generator—

y

/Pulley

ct w

Fig. 546.—Insulating base for a large low-voltage generator. (See following illxistra-

tion for 3etail of method of fastening slide rail to timber top.)
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503. Relatively Small Capacity Machines May Be Bolted

Directly To A Wooden Floor Or Timber Framework.—Often

a machine not exceeding 65 h.p. or 50 kva. capacity may be

satisfactorily supported by a substantial framework of

timber. Larger machines require masonry foundations.

504. In Certain Cases It May Be Desirable To Insulate

Electrical Machines From Their Foundations.—Formerly

the National Electrical Code
specified that '^ motors or gen-

erators operating at pressures of

550 volts or less should, where

feasible, be insulated from the

ground." When such insulation

was necessary, a timber frame-

work such as that detailed in

Figs. 546 and 547 was interposed

between the electrical machine

and the foundation top. Now,
however, it is the usual practice

to ''permanently and effectively

ground" the frames of all elec-

trical machines regardless of the

voltage. This grounding de-

creases life hazard and is in

every way, from the operators'

standpoint, more satisfactory^

than an ungrounded frame. See the author's Wiring For
Light And Power for the details of the methods of ground-

ing electrical machinery frames.

Note.—Timber Insulating Frames Were Difficult To Con-
struct. That this is true ^^'ill he evident from the consideration of Figs.

546 and 547. It was also difficult to maintain the insulated machine

permanently in accurate alignment. The bolts which held the machine

to the wooden frame would, due to constant vibration impact and pres-

sure, ultimately become loose in the wooden structure and would there-

after require constant attention.

505. Provision Must Be Made For Ventilation In The
Foundations Of Many Electrical Machines.—This ap])lies

particularly to those of large capacity. Every expedient

'^Frame Timbers •^—Anchor
Bolt

Fig. 547.—Details of method of attach-

ing slide rail to insulating base.
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should be adopted that will insure a plentiful supply of cooling

air.

Note.—The Electrical Machinery Manufacturers Employ Very

"Open" Construction for most machines. This is so that cooHng

air can have access to the active-metal parts and keep them cool, thereby

enabling maximum duty to be performed with minimum machine

materials. In some cases, fan blowers, that direct streams of air against

the active materials, are mounted on the rotating parts. Also, relatively-

cool air which is drawn in and around the shaft or through the bedplate is

directed over or through the parts which tend to heat. It has long been

Cenerator.

d
6rout or

Sole P^otte^^r]

Anchor
Bolts-

,'Anchor
\ Plates

Footing-,

13

ws.wwsXctU

K-.

I- side Elevation H-End Elevation

Fig. 548.—Foundation built up from engine room floor for an engine-type generator.

the practice to so design the foundations for large engine-driven genera-

tors (Fig. 548) that the air circulation about them would not be materially

obstructed. But this feature has often been overlooked in the design of

foundations for the smaller machines—particularly the self-contained

ones such as motor-generators and synchronous converters (formerly called

rotary converters)

.

506. One Form Of Ventilated Foundation (Fig. 549) is

hollow in the center and has arched holes through each of its

four sides. This structure is (Fig. 550) designed to extend

between the basement and the main floor of a station. It

relieves the main floor of the weight of the machine which it

supports. The basement should be well ventilated so that

cooling air will be drawn in and rise into the station as it is

heated by the machine.
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Note.—The Foundation Of Figs. 549 And 550 Is Very Economical
Of Material besides affording thorough ventilation. If this foundation

of Fig. 549 were built as a solid prism extending from floor to floor there

would be a consequent waste of concrete and hampering of ventilation.

507. The Form Of Bedplate And The Arrangement Of
The Anchor-Bolt Holes In It May Determine The Design Of A

•>i

l:'.ii'.!!l'«l.VV.^'l'..';i'"

&i
• • • .1 .

"l^f^
Open :'/::_

§:We ///';'{::
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508. A Ventilating Duct Under An Electrical-Machinery

Foundation may sometimes be necessary when there is no
basement under the station. In such cases, an air duct from
the outside of the building; or from some place where the air

is cool and clean should be connected into the machine pit.

-^

Footings-

I- Sectional Elevation

Fig. 553.—Typical arrangement of a ventilating durt and pit.

The construction suggested in Fig. 553 has been used for

horizontal waterwheel generators.

Note.—In Constructing A Ventilating Duct For An Electrical

Machine (Fig. 553) concrete may be used. Cement plastered on metal

lath may provide a good duct. The duct should, preferably, be suffi-

ciently large that a man can crawl through it for cleaning; in any case, its
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cross-sectional area must be at least great enough so that the air require-

ments (Sec. 465) of the machine will be satisfied. The distance, D
(Fig. 553), from the ground surface up to the intake opening should be at

least a couple of feet, and the intake opening should be covered with a

screen. Both of these precautions are to prevent the entrance of dirt.

509. "Hollow" Electrical-Machinery Foundations Have

Other Advantages Than Those Due To The Ventilation Which

Is Afforded.—With hollow foundations (for example that of
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Reinforced
Concrete S/ab-^

sary—except in the case of very high-speed units such as

turbo-generators—to take any account of vibration when

designing the foundations. It may be safely asserted that

any motor, generator, or electrical machine of similar type

that will not operate at its normal speed without excessive

vibration is of faulty mechanical construction. Frequently

self-contained units such as motor-generators, frequency

changers and synchronous converters are not bolted to the

surfaces which support them.

In fact certain manufacturers of

these self-contained machines

provide no anchor-bolt holes in

the bedplates.

Note.—A Foundation With An
Extending Top Slab Which Was
Used For A Frequency Changer
Set is showTi in Fig. 555. This is

described by Eustis H. Thompson
in Practical Engineer for Oct. 15, 1916.

It supported satisfactorily a 1,000-kw.

frequency changer. The principal

part of the foundation was formerly

used for a direct-connected engine-

driven generator set. When it be-

came necessary to install the frequency changer, the extending slab was

added to the top as shown.

Note.—The Effect Of Vibration On Electrical Machinery Is

Always Detrimental. For this reason, every precaution should be

taken to prevent its occurrence. Ultimately it vnW cause destruction of

the insulation and dielectric failures. The final results are always the

same—insulation "chafes," short-circuited turns, reduction in capacity

and inability to maintain voltage. Furthermore vibration interferes

materially with commutation; the brushes "jump" back and forth on the

commutator, which causes sparking. This becomes cumulative in effect

and the surfaces of the commutator and brushes become rougher as time

progresses. Finally the machine may flash over and burn out or other-

wise destroy itself.

511. Bedplates Should Be Selected In Preference To Slide

Rails for supporting electrical machinery. This is because,

as explained in Sec. 706, a single bedplate is nuich more readily

handled and adjusted than are two slide rails. Where, as in

Fig. 556, there are not only two but four slide rails to set to

^'Basement
Floor

\ Old foundation for
"Direc t - Connec ted

Engine Set

Fig. ooo. Foundation with extending

slab.
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proper elevation and alignment, the extra work involved is

considerable. It is i)ow the practice of most electrical

machinery manufacturers to furnish bedplates for the smaller

motors instead of slide rails, in spite of the fact that slide rails

are considerably cheaper to manufacture.

Fig. 556.—A 300-hp. belted induction motor mounted on slide rails grouted in the top of

a concrete foundation. This motor drives an air compressor.

512. There Are Three Methods In Common Use For

Supporting Engine-Type-Electrical-Generator And Large

Electric Motor Stators On Their Foundation Bedplates: (1)

With a soleplate. (2) With rails and shoes. (3) On a cast-iron

bedplate which is common to the generator and prime mover or to

a motor and any other apparatus which may be mechanically

direct-connected to the motor. Engine-type generators are

not as a rule provided by their manufacturers with bedplates.

Often however the engine manufacturer will furnish a bed-

plate for his engine and the generator where the unit is of

relatively small capacity.

513. The Soleplate Method Of Support (Figs. 557 and 558)

is used only where the stator is supported on a foundation

without an intervening rail, and where it is not necessary to

provide means for quickly adjusting the stator relative to the

rotor. That is, in these cases, two small cast-iron soleplates
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(Figs. 559 and 560) are supplied instead of one large bedi)late.

These plates are aligned, leveled and grouted on top of the

./"/
1^Anchor Bolt-,

Oenerafon
Frame

fLiners

Fig. 557.—Sectional elevation of soleplate installed.

foundation on each side of the frame. They furnish a finished

seat for the supporting lugs of the field frame of the machine.

In these engine-type generators, particularly those of large

Lifting Eyes-
-^

^ ^- Sole Plates-

If The Machine Is MountedOn "^

ApEktenshn Of The Engine . .

•

'

Bedplate, These SolePlates

Should Be Omitted. '. ',

Negative EqualizerLead; 3 Wire''':
"•

Also Negativelead;2 -Wire--' 'Negative Lead, J-Wire

I- Top Plan I-End Elevation H- Side Elevation

Positive Equalizer Lead.

^ Fbsilive Lead

Fig. 558.—Outline of engine-type direct-current generator, showing soleplates at S.

size, the bearing or bearings (if a second one is required

between the engine and the generator) are often mounted in

pedestals entirely independent of the frame. Some large
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motors arc furnished with engine-type frames, in which case

the construction is the same as that for engine-type generators.

-Bo/t H0I9

^}fHoles for
,';' Grouting

\
vO

:^

o]

Note.—Soleplates are merely foundation caps or cast-iron bearing

plates for forming a smooth surface on

top of a foundation to distribute the

weight and upon which the feet or

supporting lugs of the frame can rest.

The method of using a soleplate is

shown in Fig. 557. None of the holes

in the plate is threaded. In addition

to the bolt holes, larger holes are cast

in the plate to provide for the ad-

mission of grout.

Note.—In Setting A Soleplate,

it may be arranged a few inches

above the foundation top as in Fig. 557, or be built in flush with the top

surface of the foundation or station floor. The plate is always set some-

what lower, possibly y% in., than the elevation which the bottom face of

the generator feet \^dll occupy. This is to permit the insertion of liners

or thin plates of metal to bring the generator frame accurately to the

V_J ,.J

Bot 1 m
view

S I'de
,

-Elevation
Top

View

Fig. 559.—Details of cast-iron soleplate.

Anchor
Bolt Holes-^.,,^

^Grout Holes

I-For Smdll Moichlne

Hoizs for
Grout

^'Anchor--
Bolt Holes

IE* For Large Machine
Fig. 560.—Perspective views of typical soleplates.

required elevation.* Studs, which turn in threaded holes in the generator

feet, are frequently arranged to provide a means of quickly and accurately

leveling the frame. The lower ends of the studs bear against but do not

pass into or through the soleplate. The anchor-bolt holes in the genera-

tor frame feet are from 3^ to 3^ in. radially larger than the anchor bolts.
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This clearance is provided to permit shifting into accurate alignment.

After the generator frame has been brought into exactly the proper posi-

tion and then supported with liners, the nut which turns on the top of

each anchor bolt is screwed down tightly. This clamps the frame in

position. A lock nut (Fig. 557) is often turned down on the top of the

first nut.

514. Soleplates Are Seldom Used For Supporting Alternat-

ing-Current Machine Frames, because with these machines,

provision must usually be made for shifting the stators in a

direction parallel with the shaft to provide for inspection

or repair of the armature and field coils. In modern alternat-

ing-current machines, the field coils are on the rotor and

the armature coils on the stator. But with direct-current

machines, at times when the armature and field coils must be

inspected, the upper half of the field frame, which in these

machines carries the field coils, is removed; the lower half is

not shifted from its position on the foundation.

515. The Method Of Supporting Electrical-Machinery

Frames On Rails And Shoes is shown in Fig. 561. This

method is used for practically all engine- and coupled-type

alternating-current machines except those that are small

enough to be handled readily as complete units. The shoe-

and-rail construction permits the accurate and speedy re-align-

ment of the stator after it has been shifted longitudinally

along the shaft to permit inspection or repair of armature or

field coils.

Note.—It Is Not Feasible To Lift Off The Upper Half Of The
Frame Of A Modern Alternating-Current Unit without incurring

considerable trouble and not a little expense. This is true even if the

frame casting is split horizontall}', because such procedure would involve

disconnecting and reconnecting (unsoldering and soldering) the connec-

tions of the armature coils that bridge the split.

516. The Construction Of The Rail-And-Shoe Arrangement

is shown in Figs. 562 and 563. The i-ail (Fig. 564) is grouted

in position on the top of the foundation. A tongue on the

bottom of the shoe (Fig. 565) slides in a groove which is

planed in the top face of the rail. A cavity in tlie generator

foot (Fig. 562) fits down over an elongated lug which extends
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Brush'.
HoMer \
Stud

-Frame

Foot

Rdi}-'
Shoe-'

Fig. 561.—" Shoe-and-rail " support for engine-type generator foot.

Oenerator
^ Frame

Vertical
Adjustmenf

,-Stucl

.'HoMing-Down Bolt

i Foot
} Transverse

V- Ac/Justment
. \ <--Stuol

A

--Anchor Bolts

FiQ. 5G2.—Typical section of shoe-and-rail-adjusting arrangement.
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upward from the top of the shoe. The adjusting and clamping

screws which are shown provide for the accurate vertical,

transverse and longitudinal shifting and holding of the machine

Longitudinal

Oeneraton f'AdJusfmenf Stua
foot \ '.

foundation
r-Bolt Holes

'Pry-Bar
Holes

(&' —-Hg>
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screws (not shown); then the carriers can be rolled under

—

one coming under each shoe. This done, the shoes can be

lowered onto the carriers and the shoes carrying the frame

can be readily shifted along the rails with prybars.

518. An Improvised Slide Rail For A Motor Or Generator

can be made (Fig. 566) from strap iron by bending up each

end of the strip. The distance, H, should be sufficiently great

that the holes which are drilled and tapped for the adjustment

or belt-tightening screws will come opposite the bosses which

are provided on the motor frame for these screws to bear

against. Cap screws may be used for the adjusting screws.

The distance, L, between the upturned ends should be equal

Countersunk Holes-

-^r : iJ'r*—- --L
-2i

^^Dnlledand Tapped forAdjustment Screw-^

Fig. 566.—Showing how slide rails can be improvised from strap iron.

to the length of the motor frame plus from 2 in. to say 12 in.

depending on the size of the motor and the probable amount

of ''lee-way" which will be necessary for belt tightening.

These slide rails—two under each motor or generator—may
be held to a timber frame with lagscrews or to a masonry

foundation with anchor bolts. In Fig. 590 a slide rail of this

construction is shown under the motor.

519. Where A Common Cast-iron Bedplate Is Employed,

the feet of the direct-current generators may be bolted and

clamped directly to the bedplate. For alternating-current

machines, the bedplate may be so grooved as to constitute a

rail and then the generator can be supported by and adjusted

on a shoe which slides on this rail. Obviously, common cast-

iron bedplates are feasible only for units of relatively small

size.

520. Belted Motor Or Generator Foundations are shown

in Figs. 567, 568, 569 and 570. All of these foundations were

actually installed and gave entirely satisfactory service. It

is possible that all of them are somewhat heavier than actually

necessary. The following Table 521 gives some data relative

to these foundations.
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D.C.Oerferafor, 75 Kw.-
,100HP. 230 Volt. 850R.P.M.

V,
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.-L/ne Shaft

D.C. Motor,
20 H.P., 220 Volts

.775R.P.M.

Concrete
Floor. 'Bed .'--Concrete

^y''Plate \Founolation

km J

"^^m^^m^ wm^m$^
I-Arroingement of Drive I-Side Elevottion IT-Front Eleven t Ion

Fia. 569.—Foundation for a 20-hp., 775-r.p.m. belt-drive motor.
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1
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^.-Wooden Cleats
[Imbedclecl in Floor

I- Plan view

yConcrete Finish

Concrete
Base^

522. In Proportioning The Foundation For A Belted Motor

Or Generator, ample horizontal area will ordinarily be pro-

vided if the foundation is sufficiently large—or a trifle larger

—

to encompass the bedplate, anchor bolts and anchor plates of

the machine. Its depth should be sufficient to reach "good

bottom," usually at least 3 or 4 ft. Experience has shown

that concrete foundations for these services which are designed

in accordance with the above pro-

portions will, ordinarily, have enough

weight so that they will not fail by

tipping, rotating about a vertical axis

or sliding, even if there is no soil

packed around the side faces of the

foundation. If soil is packed around

the side faces of the foundation,

then, obviously, its resistance to

rotating, tipping or sliding will be

very materially increased but since a

foundation may be used before soil is

packed around it it may be unwise to

take advantage of this fact. If soil

Fig. 571.—Wood cleats im- is packed around a foundation, then
bedded in floor for supporting

j^^ weight may safcly be less than
small motor. ^ *^

_

"^

otherwise and its volume may be

decreased accordingly. Such a decrease in weight may be

most conveniently effected by ''hollowing out" the interior

of the foundation as explained in preceding sections in this

division and in Sees. 17 and 386. In general it appears that

the foundation should weigh (see Table 521) from about

3 to 5 times as much as the machine which it carries. Note

the following rule, Sec. 523, for determining the safe weight

of a portable belted-motor foundation.

Note.—Small Motors May Be Held With Lagscrews To Timbers

Imbedded In A Concrete Floor (Fig. 571). The wooden timbers or

cleats should hav£ a wedge-shaped section with the thick edge of the

wedge imbedded to prevent wdthdrawal. While this method is not to be

recommended, because of the probability of the timbers dry-rotting or

becoming oil soaked, it is nevertheless sometimes used. Electrical

contractors sometimes mount motor-driven vacuum cleaner pump units

on supports of this kind.

'
-y- Earth--'

I- Sectional Elevation
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Note.—The Tilting Tendency Of Fairly-Large Belted Motors
Due To Belt Pull need not, ordinarily, be considered because it will

not be great enough to raise or tilt the motor on its slide rails. Motors of

20 h.p. and greater capacities are not, ordinarily, bolted to their slide

rails but simply slide on them.

523. Portable Belted-Motor Foundations (Fig. 572) have
been used in certain shops to support motors which drive

Moton

Bepf
P/ate^,

Anchor
Bolt-—

Casing-.

Cement-,
Floor

^'C^- Concrete "Ql
\ Foundoition o\

--Paper
Stuffing

Anchor
prate

—X-Orout

tQ,Si'\ -Paper

3 -Foot Radial

Drilling Machine •

^'^^.cretefbrtab/e

• fiyundafion-'

'^.Concrete Floor •">

Fig. 572.—Sectional elevation of portable

motor foundation.

Fig. 573.—Portable, belted-motor
foundation. The foundation, F, is not
fastened to the floor, which was roughened,
but a filler of cement was placed around
the lower outside edge. No other fasten-

ing was used. An idler pulley was used to

take the slack out of the belt.

machine tools. These foundations have no permanent con-
nection with the floor on which they rest. They are main-
tained in position by the frictional resistance which their

weight bearing against the floor surface ofl'ers against move-
ment and, if grout is used, by the adhesion provided by the
thin layer of grout under the foundation. One of these foun-
dations (Fig. 573) is described on page 9 of American Machinist
for Jan. 21, 1915, by D. 0. Barrett. Another (Fig. 574) which
was used by the King Machine Tool Co. of Cincinnatti, was
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Motor Starting
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''Concrete^

Portable

Foundation

described in American Machinist for Dec. 24, 1914, on page

1104 by E. C. Allen. When these portable foundations are

employed, changes in drives can be made with minimum
expense. See examples below for design computations.

Note.—The Construction Of The Portable Belted-Motor Foun-
dations Used By The King Machine Tool Co. (Fig. 572) is given by E.

A. Muller thus: In making the form for the foundation, use a square box

which has both ends open. Fasten

the anchor-bolt templet to the top of

the box. Cast the foundation at the

location where the motor is to be set.

To prevent the foundation from ad-

hering permanently to the concrete

floor, place a piece of heavy paper on
the floor under the form prior to cast-

ing the concrete. Cast a bar-steel

lifting loop in the top of the founda-

tion. The lifting loop provides for

the ready future handling of the foun-

dation with a crane. The motor anchor

bolts are also cast into the foundation

as shown in Fig. 572. When one of

these foundations is moved to a new
location, place a piece of paper over

the new location. The floor under

the new location is preferably rough-

ened. On the paper place a thin layer

of grout to insure even bearing. Align

and level the foundation in the grout

and permit it to set. Experience has

shown that it is desirable to locate any
motor at least a few feet above the

floor level because, when so located, it

can be kept clean more readily. This

is due to the fact that, when so

located, the belt does not run close to

the floor. Whenever belts run close to the floor, the amount of dirt

which they collect and throw is far greater than when they operate at

some distance above the floor.

Note.—The Rule Which Is Used By The King Machine Tool
•

Company For Determining The Required Weight For A Portable

Belted-Motor Foundation, as given to the author in a letter of Dec.

31, 1914, by E. A. Muller, secretary and manager, and as modified and

expanded by the author, is : // the motor pulley is designed for a single-

leather belt, multiply the width of the belt in inches by 720; then the total

Fig. 574.— Portable, belted-motor

foundation in the shop of the King
Machine Tool Company. The weight

of the foundation, F, is sufficient, with

the weight of the motor, M, added to it,

to remain immovable under ordinary

driving conditions. But at the same
time it is light enough to be readily

moved when desired. The motor is a

20-hp. 800-r.p.m. direct-current ma-
chine; the pulley diameter is 11 in. and
its face is 8 in.
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dend weight, in pounds, of the motor, bedplate and foundation must he at least

equal to the value thus obtained. Experience has shown that this rule

will provide safe foundations. The above rule for single-belt pulleys is

based on the assumption that the total belt pull on the motor shaft \vi\\

never exceed 120 lb. per in, mdth of belt and that a coefficient of 6 will

take care of the factor of safety and the coefficient of friction; thus,

6 X 120 = 720. Now, a double leather belt will safely pull 1.6 times as

much as a single belt, a triple belt 2.0 times as much, and a four-ply belt

2.5 times as much. Hence, where the pullej^ width is designed for other

than a single belt use, instead of the "720" constant: (1) for a double-belt

pulley, 1.6 X 720 = "1,152" = constant; (2) for a triple-belt pulley,

Fig. 575.—Hollow concrete motor foundation used by the King Machine Tool Com-
pany, Cincinnati, Ohio. "We have found it undesirable to locate a motor on the floor

because of the large amount of dust near the floor of a machine shop. Also it is un-

desirable to locate a motor near the ceiling of a shop because in such a position the

motor is likely not to receive proper attention. We, therefore, place the motor far

enough above the floor to prevent the belt from cutting off the aisle but not so high that

the motor will be inaccessible. The concrete base is cast hollow to contain the motor

switch and starter; this simplifies the wiring for the motor. The high base of Fig. .576

was necessary to insure the belt clearing the aisle; in this illustration the belt angle was

greater so the belt cleared the aisle with a lower base. Our experience with these

motor foundations has been extremely satisfactory and until wc install individual

motors on each machine we will use this arrangement."

2.0 X 720 = "1,440" = constant; (3) for a four-ply-belt jmlley, 2.5 X
720 = "1,800" = co7istant. See the following derivation of the above

rule.

Note.—A MouiFir.\TioN Of The Preceding Rule is suggested in a

letter, dated Fel). 16, 1922, received (after the preceding note and tlio

following Example and Derivation were written) from E. A. IMuIKm- of the

King Machine Tool Company. From data in this letter it now appears

in the light of further experience that the constant "720" will provide a
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safe total dead weight for practically anj' case. However, where the belt

pull is partially or wholly vertical

—

instead of wholly horizontal—a smaller

constant, as small as 450 in certain

cases, may be safely used, instead of

720. "We do not find it necessary,

especially when we pour the concrete

in the location where the motor is to

stand, to make any provision to hold

the foundation in place as the weight

of the concrete and motor are sufficient

to prevent movement." Foundations

of the designs of Figs. 575 and 576

have superceded that of Fig. 574 in

the King Co. shops.

^^^^ ^M /O^TB Example.—What should be the

^^^H '||H.^^B \\-^B proportions of a portable concrete

^^g^^^Kj ^^^^^1 foundation for the 20 h.p. motor of

^^^Wi ^^^^SS
; „.il Fig. 577? It operates at 1,200 r.p.m.

and has a 10 in. (diameter) by 7 in.

(face) pulley which was designed to

take a single-thickness belt.

Solution.—Assume that a 7 in.

single-thickness belt is to be used,

although actually any belt should

be somewhat narrower than the pulley

face. Applying the above rule: 7 X
720 = 5,040. This means that the

motor bedplate and foundation must weigh at least 5,040 lb. As shown

Fig. 576.—A hollow concrete motor

foundation of another design which is

used by the King Machine Tool Com-
pany.

r20H.RMotor -X

Anchor ^vJ
Bolts

^

a:

(<--/7-'-->|
^.1^200 R.RM.

\ \'; . --MotorPutley

10 Diameter

Part
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150 lb. per cu. ft., this foundation must contain a required volume of

concrete = 4,060 ^ 150 = 27 cu. ft.

Now, to encompass the motor bedplate and anchor plates and leave

say 3 in. of concrete between the edges of the anchor plates and the side

faces of the foundation, the foundation (Fig. 577) must be about 2 ft.

8 in. or 2.7 ft. wide. Similarly, it must be about 3 ft. 6 in. or 3.5 ft. long.

That is, the foundation horizontal area = 2.7 X 3.5 = 9.45 sq. ft. Since

the foundation must contain 27 cu. ft., required height of foundation =
27 -^ 9.45 = 2.86 /f. or about 2 ft. 10 in. To get it into round numbers,

make the foundation 3 ft. high as showTi in Fig. 577. Ratio oi foundation

weight to machine weight = 4,060 h- 9.80 = 4.15 to 1, that is, the founda-

tion is 4.15 times hea\der than the machine.

DER^v^\TION Of The Above Rule For Determining The Required
Weight For A Port.\ble Belted-Motor Foundation. It should

be understood that this rule is, largely, an empirical one and that it is

not susceptible of rigid mathematical analysis. All of the factors

which are elements with an actual belted-motor foundation are not

recognized in the follo\\'ing derivation. Thus, the following factors are

not considered: (1) The angle between the two sides of the belt. (2) The

direction of the resultant belt pull. (3) The tendency of the foundation to

rotate, sliding on the floor around a vertical axis, due to the "side'^ belt pull;

see Sec. 33. The factor of safety which is used appears to be ample to

compensate for these omissions. The following derivation is a numer-

ical one based on the values of the preceding example.

A portable foundation for a belted motor (P'ig. 577) must be so designed

that the belt pull will not slide it on the floor or ground on which it rests;

see Sec. 30. It may, ordinarily, be safely assumed that a maximum
total tension—this is the sum of the tensions in the tight side and in the

loose side of the belt—of 120 lb. per in. width of single belt will transmit

the maximum powder wiiich the motor will develop. That is, when the

motor is developing its maximum power, the total outward pull by the

belt against the motor shaft will be 120 lb. per in. width of the belt.

(When the motor is operating at its maximum load, the tension in the

tight side of the belt is assumed to be 80 lb. per in. width; in the loose

side it is assumed to be 40 lb. per in. width. Then, effective pull per in.

width of belt = 80 — 40 = 40 lb., also total pull per in. width of belt =
80 + 40 = 120 lb.)

Now the electric motor manufacturers design and supply the pulleys,

on the motors which they make, on the basis of the above belt-tension

assumptions—or on the basis of assumptions wiiich are substantially

equivalent. It follows therefore that the maximum belt pull, in pounds,

w^hich will })e imposed on a motor shaft due to the motor's operation may
be estimated by multiplying the width of its pulley face in inches by 120.

Hence, in the above example, as calculated from the pulley width, the

maximum total belt pull = 7 X 120 = 840 lb. The coefficient of friction

(or rather adhesion) of a foundation which is cast in place or set on grout

on a cement floor (see Table 31) may be reasonably assumed to be at
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least 1.0. But allowing a safety factor of 6, a snfe irorHng value Jar the

coefficient = 1.0 h- 6 = 0.17. Then to insure resistance against sliding

due to the total belt pull, required dead weight of foundation and motor =

840 -^ 0.17 = 5,030 Ih. This is the same (practically) value as the re-

quired total weight which was computed in the above example.

Note.—To Compute The Proportions Of A Portable Belted-

Motor Foundation On The Basis Of The Belt Speed And Motor
Horsepower, the following formula, which is an adaptation of For. (9)

(Sec. 23) may be employed.
99,000 Xh.v.

. , X

(81) Total pull on shaft = ^t speed in ft per min. ^P^^^^^^

or expressing the same thing in terms of r.p.m. and pulley diameter:

99,000 X h.p.
(82) Total pull on shaft = ^^^ x S.U X pulley dia. inJT.

^P^^^^^^

If the pulley diameter is not known, For. (81) may be used, in which

case a belt speed of from 3,000 to 3,500 ft. per min. may be assumed for

the smaller motors requiring belts which would probably be joined by

lacing or fasteners. For the larger motors, which would probably be

operated with cemented "endless" belts, a belt speed of say 4,000 ft. per

min. may be assumed. If the pulley diameter is known, substitute

directly in For. (82).

Example.—Determine what a portable foundation for a 20-h.p.

1,200-r.p.m. belted motor should weigh, the diameter of the motor pulley

being 10 in. The motor and bedplate weigh 980 lb. This is the same

example (Fig. 577) as that above, but it is now oroposed to solve it on

the basis of motor horse power and belt speed.

Solution.—Assuming a possible 50 per cent, overload, the maximum
horse power = 20 X 1.50 = 30 h.p. Now substitute in For. (82): Total

pull on motor shaft = (99,000 X h.p.) -f- (r.p.m. X 3.14 X pulley dia.

in ft.) = (99,000 X 30) ^ (1,200 X 3.14 X 1^2) = 2,970,000 -f- 3,140

= .945 lb.

This value of 945 lb. is 105 lb. greater than the 840-lb. value calculated

in the above derivation by the belt-wddth method. Consequently the

foundation as calculated by this horse-power-belt-speed method would,

in this case, be heavier than that computed by the belt-"width method.

Both solutions give approximations. This follows because the actual

pull in any case depends on the condition of the belt, its arc of contact, the

materials of which the pulley face is made, and how tightly the belt is

stretched when the motor is not running. Furthermore, with the belt-

width method one does not know exactly what assumptions the pulley

designer made when he determined the wddth of face of his motor pulley.

If the data is available for solving by both methods, probably one is

justified in using the method which wdll provide the smaller foundation.

The total-pull being 945 lb. and the safe coefficient of friction being

taken as 0.17, then the required dead weight of foundation and motor =

945 ^0.17 = 5,560 lb. Required weight of foundation = 5,560 — 980 =

4,580 lb. The dimensions for this foundation, which is to weigh 4,580 lb.,
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may be determined by the method which is outHned in the preceding

example. Ratio of foundation iveight to machine weight = 4,580

-r- 980 = 4.7 to 1.

Note.—Rope-Drive-Motor Foundations (Fig. 578) are, in general,

similar to those for belted motors. The speed of the rope drives may be

rather high, which tends to minimize the pull exerted on the motor and

foundation. For rope drives, it is approximately true that:

. s ^ , 7, , r 55,250 X h.p.
(83) lotal pull on shaft = j^

—

y^
—:— (pounds)

^ ^ rope speed m J t. permm.
In the above, the "h.p." value should be the maximum probable horse

power, that is, the normal horse power plus the overload, if any. A rope

should not rvm faster than 5,000 ft. per min. and, to insure durability,

Fig. 578.—Rope-drive induction motors mounted on foundations which are raised

above the floor level. (These motors drive elevator legs in the Washburn Crosby Mill

at Minneapolis, Minn. Note that the motors are grouted directly on the foundation

tops—no bedplates are used.)

3,500 ft. per min. is preferable. With these data and following the

method outlined for belted motors under Fors. (81) and (82), the safe

proportions for rope-drive motors may be estimated.

524. Geared-Motor Foundations (Fig. 579) must usually be

made large enough to carry the bedplate which supports both

the motor and the driven machine. A common bedplate is

desirable for such applications. This is to insure that the

accurate relation, which must exist between the driving and the

driven gears, will be continually maintained. If a common
bedplate is not provided, the bedplates of the- driving motor

and the driven machine must be accurately aligned with rela-

tion to one another prior to grouting. The motor and the

driven machine should always be on the same foundation,
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never on separate foundations. This is to insure that, if

settlement does occur, ahgnment will not be affected.

Note.—In Designing A Geared-Motor Foundation it is usually

necessary, for the reason which is stated above, to combine it with the

foundation for the driven machine. There may not then be any external

forces imposed on the common foundation. This being the case, the

common foundation need have only sufficient mass to carry the two

machines and to hold them in accurate alignment with one another. It

is not necessary to provide foundation weight to prevent tipping, sliding

or rotating—unless the machine is one which introduces considerable

vibration. The horizontal base area of the common foundation should be

ample to prevent excessive soil pressure; see Sec. 4.

Fig. 579.—Foundation for self-contained, motor-driven rail bender. (The motor is a

General Electric, 10-hp., 750-r.p.m., 5o0-volt, Form K. machine. The motor bedplate

is cast integral with the bedplate of the bender. The foundation is raised above the

floor to bring the bending roll into a convenient working location.)

525. Direct-Connected-Motor Foundations (Fig. 580), that

is the foundations for motors which are directly connected

mechanically to the driven machine, preferably through a

flexible coupling, involve no unusual features. The motor

must be lined up and leveled accurately in relation to the drive

shaft of the driven machine. While the flexible couplings

which are ordinarily used provide for some '4ee-way" in

adjustment (that is, they tend to compensate for inaccurate

alignment), it is best not to place too much reliance on this

feature. Even a ''flexible" coupling will operate more satis-

factorily and, probably, with less friction loss when the driv-
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ing aiul driven shafts are axially concentric than when they

are not. See examples under Sec. 20 illustrating the methods

of determining the soil pressures under motor foundations;

one of these examples is for a 1,500-h.p., 162-r.p.m., constant-

speed, non-reversing motor. The same precautions as those

outlined in the preceding section for geared motors should,

preferably, be observed in building the common foundation for

a direct-connected motor and the machine which it is to drive:

There should be one common foundation—not two indepen-

Zoudirtoi

Fig. 580.—Induction motor mounted on bedplate set on concrete floor. (This is a

10-hp., 900-r.p.m., General Electric Motor driving a 3-spindle boring machine, in the

C. C. C. & St. L. R. R. Co. shops at Beech Grove, Ind.)

dent ones. The same design principles as those outlined for

geared-motor foundations, applj' to direct-connected-motor

foundations.

526. Engine-Type Generator Foundations are in most

cases designed integral with the foundations for the engines

which drive the generators. Directions as to design and

a number of illustrations of such combination engine-generator

foundations are given in Div. 11; note particularly Table 421.

Fig. 548 illustrates a satisfactory design for a large engine-type

generator foundation. Refer also to Sees. 512 to 518 for

information relating to soleplates and rail-and-shoes for

engine-type generators.

527. Waterwheel Generator Foundations are, when the

waterwheel is direct-connected and close to the generator,

integral with the foundation for the waterwheel itself. Foun-
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clations for waterwheels have already been described and

illustrated in Div. 14 where are shown a number of waterwheel

generator foundations. Where the generator and waterwheel

are of the horizontal type, and connected together by a rela-

tively long shaft and a coupling, then the generator may (as

shown in Figs. 553 and 554) be mounted on its own distinct

foundation. But it is usually preferable to provide one

common foundation for both waterwheel and generator as

explained in Sec. 524 on geared-motor foundations and Sec.

525 on direct-connected-motor foundations. Where a genera-

750-Kw.,l200-Volt
11,000 -Volt

Synchronous Mofor^^ ^-DirecrcTrrentGlnerators
'-!L

Arch Openings for^-

Ventilating Air---''
'-Footing j

Fig 581.—Sectional elevation of the 1,500-kw., 600-r.p.m. motor-generator foundation.

tor is belt-driven from a waterwheel, the directions which are

given in Sec. 522 for belted-generator and motor foundations

ma}" be followed.

528. Motor-Generator And Frequency-Changer Founda-

tions (Fig. 581) need contain onl}^ sufficient concrete to

safely sustain the weight of the supported machine and have

great enough base area to insure a safe soil pressure. Very

light foundations will suffice. In fact, these machines will

operate satisfactorily on a good substantial concrete floor.

Anchor bolts are not, in many cases, provided in the bed-
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plalcs of these machines. Adequate ventilation is desirable

if not essential. Hence the constructions indicated in Figs.

549 and 551 should in general be used. Fig. 582 shows hollow,

ventilating foundations in a sub-station, prior to the pouring

of the concrete floor.

Fig. 582.—Foundations for two l,oOO-k\v. synchronous-motor generator sets. (In

the Mount Royal Sub-station of the Canadian Northern Railroad.) The iron conduits

shown running to the switchboard location at the left will be imbedded in the concrete

floor after it has been poured.

529. Synchronous Converter Foundations are, in general,

designed in accordance with the same requirements as those

which relate to motor-generator foundations, which have just

been described. Almost invariably, provision should be made
for adequate ventilation. Figs. 549 and 550 indicate the

elements of good construction. In Fig. 583, is shown the

foundation which was used for the two synchronous con-

verters installed in the substation of Fig. 584. Figs. 585,

586 and 587 illustrate other synchronous converter installa-

tions. Note from Table 521 that the weights of the synchro-

nous converter foundations there recorded were equal to about

half of the weights of the supported machines; probably,

lighter foundations would have been ample.
34
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,-1000 Kw. Synchronous Converter^

m^^fomMk
'''W^^^^^wwww^' "^Miimm^^&MSMm

•I-Longituoi i nal
Section

Footing

I- side Elevation

Fig. 583.—Hollow foundation for a synchronous converter.
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Transformer Pit
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I Converter

,'\ Foundations
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Pit.

„,.-—Conduits
\for Negative

^ Busses

14-11f — --H< 15-6 --- ->k- 9-9 -H

Fig. 584.—Floor plan of end of synchronous-converter sub-station showing foundations
for converters.
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"
•/ Corrugafed Wire Olass

FiQ. 585.—Cross-section of a 4,000-kw. synchronous-converter substation of the United
Railroads of San Francisco.
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^^^^^^

^ And Lxker

m^^^

Fig. 586.—Typical electric railway synchronous-converter substation layout. (See Fig.

587 for a sectional elevation taken on line, XX.)

Continuous
Sash

''Cable Duct "Air Duct "" ''AirDuct '

Fig. 587.—Section, XX, of substation shown in Fig. 586.
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530. Transformer Foundations are merely footings. Their

only structural requirement is that they have sufficient area

to sustain the vertical dead weight of the transformer. There

are no mechanical forces nor vibration. Usually the trans-

former bedplate bears on the foundation only around the

outer edge of the bedplate. Hence a hollow foundation (Sec.

509) may prove convenient for this service. For the trans-

formers of the smaller capacities, no special foundation

is required; the transformer may rest directly on the floor.

Note.—Provision For Draining The Oil Should Be Made In

Transformer Foundations. For the larger transformers, oil piping

through which the "wet" oil may be drained away for drying and
through which the replacing "dry" oil may be forced should be provided.

It is desirable in any important transformer installation that the trans-

formers be set in a depression from which a drain pipe is carried to the

outside. This is to insure that, in the event that the transformer oil

inside the case catches fire and "boils over," it will promptly drain away
to where it can do no damage.

531. Emergency And Improvised Motor Installations are

sometimes necessary. Where a motor of small capacity is to

Bo/fMere ToServeAs Pivot -. .--^

Y/ooden } ' Wedge ToAdjust

Block' Belt Tension

Fia. 588.—Temporary motor installation,

motor bolted to floor.

Masonry Wall

Concrete Foundation

Fig. 589.—Method of retaining an

electrical machine base in a temporary

installation.

be used at a certain location for only a short time, then it may
(Fig. 588) be bolted to a floor or timber frame with only one

bolt, B. Adjustment of the motor, M, around B as a center,

to insure that the belt will travel in the center of the pulley

can be made with wedge, W . In Fig. 589, is shown an expedi-
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ent wliich was adopted to retain in its proper position a gener-

ator which was niountea on a wooden base; two eye-bolts

—

one on each side of the wooden base—were extended through

an outside wall as shown. Nuts turning on washers on the

outside of the wall retained the base in position. Fig. 590

shows how it is sometimes necessary to cut a cavity in a wall

to provide space for tightening the adjusting screw. Fig.

591 illustrates how a motor may be held in position temporarily

with a wooden strut and steel pins which are driven into the

floor.

Brick Wall\

Concrete^
Floor

Fig. 590.—How to arrange adjusting

bolts when machine is installed close to

a wall.

Fig. 591.—Temporary motor installation

on concrete floor.

532. Shallow Timber-Frame Foundations On Concrete

Or Masonry Floors may be made readily as illustrated in

Figs. 592 and 593. The timber frame serves two purposes:

(1) The bedplate of the machine may he held to the timber frame

with lagscretcs. (2) The timber frame serves as a form for the

concrete. After the timber frame has been made and placed

in the proper location, it is filled with concrete. The adhesion

of this concrete should, after it has set, prevent lateral dis-

placement of the machine and foundation. Foundations of

this type are usually feasible only for machines of relatively

small capacity and for semi-permanent installations. The
timbers, unless well painted, are liable to become oil-soaked
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which may render this form of construction undesirable for

permanent installations. If the foundation is to be only

temporary, sheets of heavy paper may be placed under the

/Square Timbers

/Cement
I Filling

.-Hole Countersunk
for Bolt

i'Sides—'
'Nails

Fig. 592.—Side boards built around shallow foundation to retain cement filling.

timber frame prior to the pouring of the concrete, as directed

under Sec. 523 for portable belted-motor foundations. This

will insure ready removal.

Floor

,^'-VBoir
i'

,

—-Flinched Washer
1- Plan View.

-Square
Yellow-Pine

Timbers

^^n

^n , Cement'^riljing}'--. :'''. ^| .: '.Cemefrt'niling::.'

/
i.>a.,. A

.
i /^

rioor Slab-^

^^7?^

•I- 5ide Elevation. 1-Elnd Elievation.

Fig. 593.—Shallow foundation built up on floor slab.

533. Structural-Steel Subbases For Electrical Machinery

arc sometimes set in concrete on the top of a foundation as

shown in Fig. 594. When belted machinery is so mounted on

such a frame that the belt extends in a direction parallel to
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the I-beams, then the machine may be shifted longitudinally

through a distance which is limited only by the slack in the

.'Top Floor Slot, for Motor
-HoMing-Down Bolts

Sfrucfuroil—''. I- P I o n View
Steel Frc*rne H

n 5 ec t lonal E 1 e v ex t i o n

Fig. 594.— Showing frame in position on

foundation.
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Fig. 595.—Details of structural-steel

subbase for supporting motor.

belt and the length of the I-beams; this length can, of course,

be made any that is desired. This provides for tightening the

'A^-

.

i'H k->l T '"--

I
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(Fig. 596) may bo employed. Or instead, cast-iron heads

(Fig. 597) which have their tops sloped to fit the flanges of the

I-beam may be used on ordinary machine bolts.

Note.—I-Beams Are Usually Preferred for the members A, Fig.

594. The reason is that I-beam flanges are wider than channel flanges

and provide more room for riveting, thus assuring a stronger construction.

Channels may, however, be used. In Fig. 598, is shown an induction

motor and elevator leg mounted on a steel-channel subbase. The motor
is directly connected to the leg through a friction clutch.

V

Cored Hole for

,-Mo/cling Down Bolf
6M Pitch

^to FitI-Beam
! Floing/e

i H

^

J-.

-J

Moulder fo ;

Prevenf Bolt y_
Head From ';

TurninSI
'

| | | i

-HDh-
Fig. 597.—Bolt-head casting. Fig. 598.—Induction motor, driving elevator

leg, mounted on steel-channel subbase.

534. Foundation Pits Under AH Machinery Should Be
Drained.—That is, a pipe or trench should extend away from

a catch basin in the floor of the pit, to a sewer if permissible;

or otherwise to some location at which the drainage will not be

objectionable. This construction is desirable to insure against

the collection of oil or water in the pit, and to provide for the

ready flushing out of the pit should this become desirable.

QUESTIONS ON DIVISION 15

1. How may the necessary horizontal area of a motor or generator foundation be

approximately determined?

2. What should be the general form of foundations for small motors and generators?

3. Where should small motors preferably be mounted?
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4. What change must usually be made in a motor as it is sliippcd by the manufacturer

before it can be mounted on a wall or ceiling?

6. When should foundation mounting and when wall mounting be used for small

motors?

6. With what arrangement is a belted-motor drive between short centers feasible?

Make a rough sketch of the arrangement.

7. What is the approximate size limit for motors which may be satisfactorily mounted
on a timber framework?

8. Are motor and generator frames commonly insulated from the ground? What is

the main advantage of a grounded frame?

9. How is the cooling of electrical machines considered in designing foundations for

them? Illustrate with a sketch.

10. What are some advantages of hollow electrical machinery foundations?

11. What is a ventilating duct? Where should the cooling-air inlet of a duct be

located and how protected?

12. Why may vibration be ordinarily neglected in designing electrical machinery

foundations? What effects does vibration have on the machines themselves?

13. What kinds of electrical machines frequently employ no anchor bolts?

14. What is the advantage of a motor bedplate over slide rails?

16. What are the three methods of supporting engine-type generators and motors?

16. Why is the rail-and-shoe method especially applicable to alternating-current-

generator support?

17. Explain by a sketch the use of liners in the soleplate method.

18. Why are soleplates seldom used for supporting alternating-current generators?

19. Explain the use of "carriers" in shifting alternating-current stators parallel to

the shaft.

20. Make a sketch of a strap-iron slide rail and explain its use.

21. For what kind of electrical machines are "common" bedplates used?

22. What effect does packing soil around the vertical faces of a foundation have on

its necessary weight? How may the desired weight be obtained? Explain with

sketches.

23. Why should not large motors for permanent installations be bolted with lag-

screws to wooden cleats in the floor?

24. Explain how a portable belted-motor foundation is cast and moved? What
keeps it in place?

25. How do rope drives differ from belt drives in their foundation requirements?

26. What is meant by a "common bedplate" for a geared-motor-driven machine?

What is the advantage of such a bedplate?

27. Why should motors which are directly connected through a flexible coupling be

aligned as closely as possible with the driven machine?
28. What are the requirements for frequency-changer foundations? For synchronous

converter foundations?

29. What is the purpose of oil piping in a large transformer installation?

30. Why are oil drains provided in transformer foundations?

31. Explain three improvised methods of holding a motor in place.

32. What are the two functions of a timber frame in making a shallow foundation on a

concrete or masonry floor?

33. Why are I-beams preferred to channels for steel subbases for electrical machines?

34. What outlet should be provided in any foundation or machine pit? Why?



DIVISION 16

FORGING-HAMMER FOUNDATIONS

535. The Functions Of A Foundation For A Drop Or Steam

Hammer (Fig. 599) are five in number, namely: (1) To

furnish a footing of sufficient area to prevent the machine from

sinking into the soil, Sees. 537 and 538. (2) To maintain the

louvers

.:r:^. •4-?: " •;;:^-: - : y/^-v :P:.-°: >^- S^'j-

^'

• .- • • ••;. •>;.•.";•,•...."- ". -^^ ;%;.:.. ^: •,••_-.;' •.)

Fig. 599.—Sectional elevation of drop-forge shop of the Remington Arms Company at

Ilion, New York. {American Machinist, Nov. 30, 1916, page 925.)

machine in an upright fixed position and to retain it in align-

ment with its line shaft, if it is driven from such a source of

power. (3) To insure that the hammer blows will have maxi-

mum effectiveness. Sec. 542. (4) To assist in absorbing the

jar incident to the blow of the hammer, Sec. 551. (5) And
539
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sometimes to reduce or eliminate noise. Sec. 587. A foundation

may satisfy one or more of the above functions and be entirely

inadequate as to the others.

536. The Principles Upon Which The Design Of These

Foundations Should Be Based will now be discussed.

Obviously, these principles must follow from the list of functions

enumerated in the preceding paragraph. As will be show^n,

the conditions affecting the operation of gravity drop or steam

drop hammers may not be wholly identical with those affecting

steam forge hammers. This fact must be considered in design-

ing the foundations for each of these two types of machines.

537. The Area Of The Footing Of A Hammer Foundation,

for example, the area ABCD (Fig. 600), must be sufficient to

y :' ,/.]: 'i- :'•_' ^,' :\r Recess .For Ani^/'^A''}

,.'-Flo6r L'me-l'J •'y'{;AA^
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Fig. 600.—Typical monolithic drop-hammer-foundation construction.

prevent the machine from settling excessively, due either to:

(1) Its own dead weight. (2) Downward forces incident to the

repeated blows of the hammer. The forces due to (2) may or

may not be of greater magnitude than those due to (1).

Note.—If The Anvil Of The Machine Is Relatively Heavy, The
Force Of The Blow Will Be Absorbed by it and will not be trans-

mitted through the foundation to the footing. On the other hand, if the

anvil is relatively light, then much of the force of the blow may be

transmitted to the footing. In such a case it is possible that the dowoi-

ward force incident to a hammer blow may be greater than that due to the

dead weight of the machine. This condition should be given consideration

and the area of the footing proportioned accordingly.
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538. It Does Not Appear Feasible To Specify Safe Pressures

Per Square Foot Of Bearing Area for the foundations of

different types on different kinds of soils, because of the

number of variable and uncertain factors involved. Obvi-

ously, the bearing area in a loose or weak soil should be

greater than that in a solid one. A bed rock sub-strata will

sustain almost any load that may be reasonably imposed upon

it in practice.

Note.—The Bearing Area To Use For A Hammer Foundation
must then be determined largely on the basis of prior experience. A
study of the proportions in the examples described later will indicate

what unit bearing areas have been found satisfactory in practice under

average conditions.

539. The Foundation Should Maintain The Hammer In A
Vertical Position And In Alignment.—To maintain this ver-

tical position, the bearing area should be great enough to

prevent the foundation from settling along one side or at one

corner. It is possible to have sufficient bearing area to pre-

vent the foundation and machine from sinking as a unit, and

yet this area may not be great enough to prevent the founda-

tion from setthng unevenW or from '^ jiggling" or shifting

around and getting out of alignment.

540. If The Foundation Does Not Sustain The Hammer
Frame In A Vertical Position, the uprights or guides of a

gravity drop hammer or the cyUnder of a steam hammer will

be thrown out of plumb. Then the hammer head, ram or

piston, instead of sliding vertically, without excessive pres-

sure, in its guideway, will press thereon unevenly. Where
this occurs, the uprights of a drop hammer may be strained

until broken, or the parts of a steam hammer worn unduly.

541. If The Foundation Does Not Maintain A Belt-Driven

Hammer In Alignment, belt slippage and excessive belt wear

are likely to result. A horizontal center line of the machine

passing through the anvil from right to left should be pre-

cisely parallel with the line shaft which operates the hammer-
lifting mechanism.

542. The Foundation Should Be So Designed That The

Hammer Blows Will Have Maximum Effectiveness.—If the

blows are to be most efficient, the anvil should, in general,
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yield but little when the hammer strikes. As will be shown,

maximum effectiveness cannot in every case be attained by
the provision of great foundation bearing area or considerable

mass. The ratio of hammer to anvil weight is an important

feature in this connection.

543. The Distinction Between Gravity Drop Hammers
And Double-Acting Steam Hammers is this: The hammer
or drop of an ordinary drop hammer or drop press (Fig. 601)

Boorrof--
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Fig. 601.—Foundation for a 1,000-lb. board-lift gravity drop hammer (E. W, Bliss,

& Co.).

or of a single-acting steam hammer acts solely because of

its own weight and travels freely in its slides or guideway.

Hence, after it drops and strikes its blow, it rebounds instantly

and does not occasion excessive tensile stresses in the frame

or in the guides of the machine. On the other hand, the

hammer of a double-acting steam or steam drop hammer
(Figs. 602 and 603) is forced down by the steam pressure

pushing against the upper face of the piston head, gravity
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assisting. At the instant at which the hammer strikes its

blow, the steam pressure may be pushing against the piston

head. This can introduce tensile strains in the frame of

the hammer. First, the principles specifically relating to

drop-hammer (gravity and steam) foundation construction

will be discussed and examples will be given. Then those

affecting steam-hammer foundation design will be treated.
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Fio. 602.—Foundation for and arrangement of a 1,500-lb. steam drop hammer,

(Massillon Foundry & Machine Company.)

544. The Design Of A Drop-Hammer Foundation Is

Determined Largely By The Ratio Of The Weight Of The

Anvil To The Weight Of The Hammer.—Why this is true

will be obvious from a consideration of the information given

in succeeding sections. It will be shown that timbers on end

comprise the most satisfactory and economical support for
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drop hammers having a low ratio of anvil weight to hammer
weight, while a concrete foundation provides the most

satisfactory and economical base for ''high ratio" hammers.

545. If the Anvil Of A Drop Press Is Sufficiently Heavy,

All That Is Required Of Its Foundation Is To Prevent Settling

Or Shifting.—It is possible and commercially feasible to

incorporate sufficient mass—weight—in the anvil so that it

will absorb all or nearly all of the effect of the blow, and then

little or practically none will be transmitted to the foundation.

The anvil should, if these conditions are to be satisfied, be a

certain number of times heavier than the hammer or drop.

v: "^1 Y -^if- ^^=-==-%

. Anchor:-;^

Y Bar. ••;',
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Fig. 603.—Foundation and arrangement for a 1,200 lb. single-frame steam forge

hammer. Y = frame piers, to be of rough stone, brick or concrete, to rest on solid

ground, rock or piles, and to be entirely separate from anvil pier. Z = anvil pier of

timber, to rest on solid ground, rock or piles. (Massillon Foundry & Machine Co.)

Note.—If The Aistv^l Is Not Heavy Enough To Absorb The Impact

Of The Blow, then other means must be adopted for its absorption.

It follows then, that the design of drop-hammer foundations is determined

primarily by the ratio of the weight of the anvil to the weight of the hammer.

The nature of the supporting soil, whether it is sand, qfuicksand or loam,

for example, is obviously always an important factor.

546. The Desirable Ratio Between The Weight Of The

Anvil And The Weight Of The Hammer for drop hammers is

now generally conceded to be at least 15 to 1. That is, for
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effective economical operation with a 30-in. fall of the hammer:

(84) ^-^>15

Wherein: W.4 = weight of the anvil in pounds. W// =
weight of the hammer in pounds. > means greater than.

That is, the anvil should be at least 15 times as heavy as the

hammer.

547. Formerly A 10 To 1 Ratio Was Considered Satis-

factory, and, as will be shown, a hammer designed on this

basis will give fairly good service if suitably installed with its

anvil on a timber pedestal. However, if effectiveness and

cost and upkeep are considered, it is believed that the high-

ratio (15 :1 or greater) provides a more economical machine.

548. Drop Hammers Are Sometimes Made Having A
Ratio Of Anvil Weight To Hammer Weight Greater Than
15 To 1 merely to insure a blow of maximum effectiveness.

Many drop presses, particularly heavy ones, are now being

made which have a ratio of anvil-weight to hammer-weight

of 20:1. In other instances these high ratios have been

adopted (Sec. 549) because it was not feasible to construct

timber pedestal foundations of the types which are essential

for good results with low-ratio hammers. High-ratio hammers
have the further advantage that foundations of relatively

light, simple, and practically indestructible construction can

be used under them.

Note.—It appears to be the opinion of those experienced in this line

that little or nothing is gained (at least where the hammer does not drop

through a greater distance than, say, 30 in.) by increasing the ratio much
above 20 to 1.

549. High-Ratio Drop Hammers Are The More Economical

For Three Reasons : (1) Because more and better work can he

produced with them. (2) Because the timber pedestals which are

required for supporting low-ratio hammers and which involve

expensive maintenance (Sec. 547) are eliminated. (3) Because

breakage and consequent shut-downs are minimized. The extra

first cost of the heavier machine is, probably, in every case

more than offset by these three features; it being assumed, of

course, that cost is reckoned on an annual charge basis.

35
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550. Drop Hammers In Which The Ratio Of Anvil Weight

To Hammer Weight Is Less Than 11 To 1 should be supported

on wood pedestals (Figs. 602 and 604). Where the ratio of

anvil weight to hammer weight is low, the anvil will not, of

itself, absorb the effects of the blow. Consequently, it must

then be supported on a somewhat resilient material, which

must, however, have considerable mass. If such an anvil

(one of small mass as compared with the hammer mass) is
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Fig. 604.—Foundation for and arrangement of a rope-lift gravity drop hammer. (Can-

ton Foundry & Machine Co.)

mounted on a rigid base, as a masonry foundation, it will:

(1) '^Ju7np around^' instead of staying in the one position in

which it belongs. (2) Disintegrate or possibly crack the material

of the foundation by virtue of its constant vibration and pounding.

(3) Introduce, because of the unabsorbed shocks, excessive stresses

in the fraines of the hammers. These stresses may cause

])reakage and shut-downs. (4) Produce an unsatisfactory and

non-uniform product.
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551. The Function Of The Timber Pedestal Which Is Used

For Supporting A Drop Hammer which is of low-ratio design

is to act as a semirigid cushion which absorbs much of the

force of the hammer blow and transmits the remainder to

the soil or the masonry footing under it. Thus the anvils are

prevented from ''jumping." Timbers placed on end are

apparently more efficacious for this duty than other materials.

Hence a timber pedestal is much better than a solid concrete

foundation for low-ratio hammers.

552. An Example Of What Occurs When A Low-Ratio

Anvil Is Used On A Monolithic Masonry Foundation is

described in an item by G. W. Peck in The Metal Industry

for January, 1911, page 8:

Example.—An obstinate department superintendent, against the

advice of the manufacturers, installed a large number of low-ratio-anvil

drop presses, each supported on a solid granite block. Later it was found

that a number of the presses, which were mounted directly on masonry,

had broken guide rods. An inspection disclosed the fact that similar

presses operating in other departments of the plant, and mounted on

timber pedestals, were not subject to breakage, while those sustained

directly on masonry were. The masonry-supported machines could, in

many cases, be identified by the iron straps riveted over the cracks in the

guide rods. It is frequently possible to identify drop presses which are

carried on timber pedestals, and those which are held directly on masonry,

by the breakages that have been repaired on the masonry-foundation

machines. The information of this paragraph relates only to presses of

low-ratio design. See Sec. 547.

553. An Example Of The Satisfactory Results Obtainable

By Using High-Ratio Anvils, is also recounted in the article

above referred to:

Example.—A number of heavy drop presses were made, in accordance

with the specifications of the purchaser, with anvils having a ratio of

anvil weight to hammer weight of 15 to 1. The presses were installed in

the first story of a mill building over a basement. The structure was
built on a rock ledge. Hence the bearing surface was solid rock, which

rendered unnecessary the use of a masonry footing to prevent the sinking

of the foundations, due to the weights of the drop presses. For filling

the space between the rock bottom and the floor of the first story, brick

piers, which tapered slightly from the rock to the floor, were built. It

might be expected that these brick piers would have crumbled or cracked,

due to the effects of the hammer blows on the anvils—and doubtless

they would have, had the anvils been of low-ratio construction. How-
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ever, the installation was entirely satisfactory and the piers were not

disintegrated. The case proves that if the anvil has metal enough in it

to absorb the shock of the hammer, almost any foundation material, that

will prevent the hammer from sinking, due to its weight, will be satisfac-

tory. Where a high-ratio hammer is mounted on a timber pedestal,

when the hammer comes down, even with a very heavy press, the shock

produced in the supporting timbers can be scarcely detected by holding

the hand on them.

554. The Disadvantages Of A Timber-Pedestal Drop-

Hammer Foundation are that the timbers will ultimately

decay. The replacement expense involved may be consider-

able. In replacing, the heavy frame and anvil must be

shifted, the timbers dug out and replaced with new ones

and then the machine moved
back again into position and

re-aligned and re-leveled.

555. Timber-Pedestal Sup-

ports Are The Most Satisfac-

tory And Economical For

Drop Hammers In Which
The Ratio Of Anvil Weight

To Hammer Weight Is Low,

because if such hammers are

mounted directly on concrete

or solid masonry, the break-
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Fig. 605.—Timbers on end forming pedestal

cushion for light-anvil hammer.

age of the frame of the drop

and of the dies will be ex-

cessive. The cost thereof

will probably much exceed the

upkeep and renewal cost of a

timber pedestal foundation.

556. The Typical Arrangement Of A Timber-Pedestal

Foundation is shown in Fig. 605. The pedestal comprises

one or more timbers on end, held together in one unit. The

rectangular end of the composite pedestal should be somewhat

larger than the lower face of the anvil which is to be supported.

Ordinarily, square sticks not smaller than 8 in. by 8 in. are

used. Where feasible, 12-in. by 12-in. sticks should be utilized

because the larger ones require fewer bolts or straps for bind-

ing them together. The pedestal should be supported, pref-
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erably in a recess cast for its reception, on a monolithic

footing, usually of concrete. This footing should have suffi-

cient bearing area, that the unit load on the supporting soil

will be well within the safe limit. Hence the area of support-

ing surface of the footing will be determined largely by local

soil conditions. The footing should be thick enough, possibly

three quarters as thick as it is long, to insure against any
possibility of its cracking.

557. For Small Low-Ratio Hammers A Single Stick Set On
End May Be Used For A Pedestal, as shown in Fig. 606.

A 12-in. by 12-in. or a 14-in. by 14-in. stick often has sufficient

cross-sectional area to sustain a low-ratio anvil. A footing,

consisting of a monolithic block of

masonry or concrete, should be used

under the lower end of the stick

to distribute, over a safe area, the

load which is imposed on the soil.

558. The Kind Of Wood To Use
For Timber Pedestals Is A Thing

That Must Be Determined Lo-

cally.—Cedar or chestnut are pre-

ferable because of their long lives

when buried in the earth. How-
almost any sound woodever,

will, before decay commences, be

satisfactory.

559. Preservative Treatment
Should Be Applied To The
Timbers Used For Pedestals

where the pedestals are set in the

earth. Creosote, which is a mois-

ture repellent, and an antiseptic,

or a similar preservative, can be used. Where the timbers are

thus impregnated, their lives will, probably, be at least doubled.

If treated timbers cannot be obtained from local dealers, they

may sometimes be purchased from railroad companies.

Treated railroad ties are occasionally utilized. Treated poles

may, in certain instances, be bought from local public-service

companies.

'- '''y!!r^rm^&

Fig. 606.—Timber podostal for

drop hammer on upper floor of

building.
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560. The Useful Life Of Timber Buried In The Earth Is

Determined To Some Extent by the character of, and the

amount of moisture in, the soil. Under average conditions,

the lives of untreated buried timbers are about as follows:

Cedar, 15 yr., Chestnut, 12 yr., Cypress, 9 ?/r., Juniper, 83^ yr.,

Pine, 6J^ yr. As suggested, the above lives will be about

doubled if the timbers are treated.

561. The Length Of A Timber Pedestal is a quantity which

must be determined largely by local conditions. The general

-^-':<y^^^^.^^̂ <S|^a'W ^^^^'£p^m^ .

Fig. 607.—Drop hammer on fourth floor of building. (Capping timbers, A, are bolted

to timber column, C, and support base of hammer. The floors are independent of, C,

although they brace it laterally.)

practice with pedestals for drop hammers of the usual sizes

appears to be to make them about 8 ft. long. If the pedestal

is too short, it will not safely perform its function as outlined

in Sec. 551 above. However, it is probable that if a pedestal

is as high as its width (that is, as its greatest cross-sectional

dimension) provided that in no case it is shorter than 5 ft.,

it will satisfactorily do what is expected of it.

Note.—Where It Is Necessary To Excavate To A Considerable

Depth To Obtain A Good Bottom For The Footing, the pedestal

should obviously be long enough to extend to this footing. In special

cases timber pedestals must be made very long, as for example, in Fig. 607.
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562. The Methods Of Binding The Timber Pedestals

Together are shown in the illustrations. Bolts may be used

as in Figs. 602 and 608, tie rods and bands as in Fig. 604, or

bolts and straps as in Fig. 605. It is probable that the bolt-

and-strap method (Fig. 605) though the most expensive, is the

best, because with it the possibility of shifting or twisting of

the timbers due to warping, drying out or swelling, is

minimized.

Fig. 608.—How transverse yielding of timbers was corrected with a sand box.

563. For Holding The Drop-Press Anvil To The Timber

Pedestal, wood cleats or battens, Fig. 605, held with spikes

to the pedestal around the lower edge of the anvil, are sufficient

for the larger hammers. Eight lagscrews, two on each of the

four sides, screwed down into the pedestal are ample for

holding the smaller anvils.

564. Footings Or Beds Of Sand For Drop-Hammer Timber

Pedestals (Fig. 609) are recommended by Long & Allstatter

Company, Hamilton, Ohio. With this method, the pedestal

is built up of heavy timbers of a size somewhat larger than the

drop base and from 6 ft. to 8 ft. in length. Each pedestal is
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supported (Fig. G09) on a sand foundation which should be

about 6 ft. or 8 ft. thick. After the pedestal is in position the

excavation is refilled and the backfilling tamped solidly.

Where a masonry or concrete footing is used under the ped-

estal, it must, as suggested above, Sec. 550, be quite thick to

prevent the possibihty of its crumbling or cracking. The

sand footing is not, it is claimed, subject to similar difficulties.

For the foundation for a certain steam hammer the construc-

tion was as follows:

Example.—The excavation was made 12 ft. deep (Fig. 609-11) and

two layers of 15-in. square timbers, assembled crosswise, were bedded on

a footing of sand in the bottom of the hole. The buried timbers were 5 ft.
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Fig. 609.—Timber pedestals supported on a sand bed.

long and were held together securely with bolts. The pedestal timbers,

bolted together into a compact unit, were then mounted endwise on the

base block as indicated in the illustration.

565. Long Timber Pedestals Not Set In The Earth Should

Be Supported Laterally.—If they are not, they may yield

sideways and not absorb the effect of the blow as do timber

pedestals which are set in the earth. Hence they may fail to

perform their function. Where the timbers pass through the

floors of a building, as in Fig. 606, provided the stories are of

not too great a heighth, lateral support can be readily pro-

vided at each floor.
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Example.—One Case Of Trouble Due To Insufficient Lateral
Support For A Pedestal Carrying A 10 To 1 Ratio Anvil Was
Corrected as suggested in Fig. 608 (G. W. Peck). A box was con-

structed as suggested around the pedestal and then filled with sand.

Prior to the installation of the sand box, the anvil would "jump all

around" on the timbers, but after the arrangement of the improvised
support no difficulties were encountered.

566. Pedestal Timbers Should Not Be Set With Concrete

Solid All Around Them, because if they are, their renewal as

they rot out will be very expensive. When it becomes neces-
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Fig. 610.—Plan view of foundation for Canton rope-lift hammer, showing anchor-bolt

locations.

sary to replace such timbers they must either be picked out

of the cavity in the concrete or the entire foundation must be

torn down. Construction similar to that shown in elevation

in Fig. 604 and in plan in Fig. 610 is probably permissible

where preserved timbers are used.

Note.—Even If The Tlmbers Are Treated, It Is Always Advls-

able To 8o Dispo.se The Concrete That The Sticks Can, In Case
They Rot Prematurely, Be Readily Renewed Without Dismant-
ling The Foundation. This may be accomplished, where the frame
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of the machine is of construction similar to that of Fig, 604, by casting

the anchor bolts in piers and providing a space between the timber

pedestal and the piers in a manner somewhat similar to that suggested

in Fig. 603.

567. An Illustration Where Low-Ratio Anvils Were Set In

The Ends Of Logs is illustrated in Fig. 611. This is described

because it indicates an undesirable rather than a desirable

method for supporting low-ratio anvils. A battery of rela-

tively small presses (none had a hammer weighing over 600

lb.) was being purchased and it was specified that the anvils

To/fxr Hole To

n't Anvil—

Form-...
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Fig. 611.—Battery of drop-hammer anvils supported in taper cavities in logs.

should be tapered at the base about as suggested in the illus-

tration. Cavities were cut out in the ends of the logs, which

were about 8 ft. long, to accommodate these tapered bases and

the logs were set in solid concrete. An iron band was shrunk

around the top of each log to prevent it from splitting. Inso-

far as operation was concerned the installation was satis-

factory. When, in the course of a dozen years, the logs were

rotted and it became necessary to remove them, they had to be

picked out, which was a very expensive process. New logs

were grouted in the old holes, thereby providing a job for some

subsequent operator. (G. W. Peck, The INIetal Industry,

January, 1012.)

568. The Weights Of Anvils Which Are Too Light May Be
Augmented By Rigidly Clamping An Additional Mass Of
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Metal To Them.—In t'erttiin cases, llic bottom faces of old

anvils have been planed off and new subbases planed to fit

them. Then the original anvil was clamped to the new sub-

base with tie bolts. Sometimes a metal subbase can be

so cast that it has overhanging lips to engage the bottom edges

of the old anvil. Then metal wedges can be driven between

these lips and the projecting bottom of the anvil to firmly bind

the two together.

Note.—It Is Frequently The Practice To Cast The An\"ils For

Large Presses (Which If They Were Cast In One Piece Would
Be Entirely Too Heavy To Handle) In Two Or More Sections.

It is essential, if an anvil thus composed of sections is to perform \\ith

maximum effectiveness, that the sections be firmly tied together so that

all of the metal \vill act as a unit.

569. For High-Ratio Drop Hammers, A Concrete Founda-

tion With A Relatively Thin Wooden Cushion Under The

Anvil Comprises The Best Arrangement.—That is, for drop

hammers having a ratio of anvil weight to hammer weight of

12 to 1 or more, this provides the most economical and effec-

tive construction. This appears to be the opinion of the most

progressive manufacturers and users of drop presses. That

of Fig. 601 is a typical construction for foundations of this

class. They are relatively inexpensive and readily construc-

ted. Experience has shown that foundations for high-ratio

anvils constructed in accordance with these plans wall last

indefinitely.

Note.—The Concrete Provides A Base Of Ample Area To Safely
Distribute The Load, And The Wood Cushion, Directly Under
The Anvil, Absorbs Any Minor Vibration Or Pounding that may
occur and thereby prevents the disintegration of the concrete.

570. The Reasons For Using A Wooden Cushion will be

evident from a consideration of the following: If the drop

hammer anvils are set directly on monolithic concrete bases,

the minor vibrations due to the constant pounding would

pulverize some of the concrete directly under the anvil. This

would accumulate under the side which vibrated the most and

would throw the machine and its frame out of plumb. The
wood cushion, apparently, eliminates this possibility.
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571. The Wood For A Cushion should be at least 2 in. thick

and may be of any tough species. For example, yellow pine

or oak are satisfactory. For the larger hammers, it will,

probably, be desirable to provide a wooden cushion somewhat

thicker than 2 in.

572. It Is Inadvisable To Cement Anvils In Solid.—That is,

they should not be concreted in. The older practice was to

set the anvils in a recess in the top of the concrete foundation

and to grout them therein with concrete. This construction

was inconvenient where repairs were necessary, inasmuch

as it was expensive to chip away the cement in order to remove

the anvil. Furthermore, it was difficult to set the anvil at a

new level in case the foundation settled along one side or at

one corner.

Note.—Drop Hammer Foundations Very Frequently Sink More
On One Side Than On The Other. This appears to be due to the fact

that most of the first work is done on one side of the hammer. Uneven

sinking of this character throws the machine out of plumb and necessi-

tates re-leveling it. Where the wood cushion is used under the anvil it

can be taken out easily and enough grout placed under the low side of the

cushion so that its upper surface will be perfectly level.

573. The Most Economical And Desirable Shape For A
Concrete Drop-Hammer Foundation is probably that of Fig.

Grounof
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.

Fig. 612.—Cushion timbers embedded in top of concrete foundation.

612. This design of monolithic concrete is probably better

then that suggested in Fig. 613, because it can be more easily

and economically constructed. Furthermore, it requires
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somewhat less material for a given area of base. With the

construction of Fig. 612 the forms are very easy to make,
inasmuch as all of the angles are right angles.

Note.—In Building A Foundation Of This Character (Fig. 612)
the footing is first placed and then the form for the pedestal of the founda-
tion is erected on the footing and the concrete poured into it. Ordinarily

no form is required for the footing, inasmuch as the sides and bottom of

the excavation serve instead. For restraining the anvil a depression like

that suggested in Fig. 613 is probably preferable to the method suggested
in Fig. 612.

574. Concrete Drop-Hammer Foundations May Be Rein-
forced with old mild-steel rods or rails, placed both vertically

and horizontally in the monohth. Frequently the only rein-

forcing comprises a number of relatively short rods set verti-

cally around the anvil depression as shown in Fig. 613. The
function of these rods is to prevent the breaking off of the

upper stratum of the foundation.

575. The Depth To Which A Concrete Drop-Hammer
Foundation Should be Carried is, obviously, a thing that is

determined largely by the nature of the soil in which the

foundation is to be constructed. The depths specified in

Table 578, the reference letters of which apply to Fig. 613 and
which indicate the specifications of The Billings & Spencer

Company, will be satisfactory for average conditions. Where
the top soil is weak or yielding the foundation should always

be carried to a sufficient depth so that its footing bears on a

solid stratum.

576. If The Footing Is Spread, Deep Foundations May Not
Be Necessary.—That is, if good bottom can not be reached

without making an excessively deep excavation, satisfactory

results may often be obtained by making the footing of such

an area that the unit bearing pressure exerted by it will be

very low.

577. The Minimum Thickness Of Concrete That Should
Be Used Under Any Wooden Cushion is 4 ft. If a block of

less thickness is provided, it i§ liable to crack, so experience

has shown.
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579. Sand Or Clay Bottoms Are Objectionable a.s bewaring

surfaces for drop-hammer foundations because they are liable

to dry out, particularly if the presses are in a forge shop,

which is a hot, dry place. This condition is not likely to give

trouble unless there are other excavations in the vicinity which

will permit the displacement of the dry sand or clay stratum

under the first foundation.

580. The Methods Of Holding Anvils On Concrete Founda-

tions are suggested in Figs. 612 and 613. With the method of

Fig. 612, large timber sticks, which also act as cushions, are

,.Ti'e Rods
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Fig. 613.—Drop-hammer foundation construction as recommended by Billings &
Spencer Co.

imbedded in the top of the foundation and flush with it.

Battens arranged around the lower edges of the anvil may be

spiked to these sticks to prevent movement. Probably the

better method is to provide a recess in the top of the foundation,

as shown in Fig. 613, for the accommodation of the anvil and

the wood cushion. If timbers are set directly in the top surface

of the monolith, as in Fig. 612, it is difficult to re-level the

upper surfaces of these sticks if the foundation settles

unevenly. Anchor bolts are sometimes used, as described

below.

Note.—Another Method Of Holding A Drop-Hammer Anvil

In Position is to surround it with heavy timbers which arc held to the
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concrete foundatiou with anchor bolts passing through them. The

anchor bolts for this purpose are cast in the foundation at the time it is

built. These timbers form a fence, as it were, around the bottom of the

anvil.

581. Anchor Bolts Are Seldom Required For Ordinary

Drop-Hammer Foundations, although they are sometimes

used as illustrated in Fig. 601. Experience has shown that,

where bolts are used to hold the anvil down on the foundation,

if the nuts are set up tight their

heads are apt to be broken off.

Hence it is usual to consider

that the function of the anchor

bolts, if such are used, is merely

to prevent the anvil from shift-

ing laterally. The nuts are,

therefore, left slack, or nuts are

not used.

^•:H^^'^'^"K:^;::;;ti':•^^:•:^^.

!<
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Fig. 614.—Foundation with timber

cushions for a steam hammer.

Note.—The Anchor Bolts May
Comprise Round Iron Rods
Threaded At Each End (see Div.

2 on anchor bolts). A casing (see

Div. 6 on casings) should, preferably,

be provided around each bolt, as

suggested in Fig. 614, to permit some
movement at the top of the bolt in

case an error is made in locating the

bolts in the foundation, or in locating the anchor-bolt holes in the frame

of the machine.

582. In Grouting Under An Anvil, The Anvil And Cushion

Are First Carefully Levelled, the cushion being wedged up

against the bottom of the anvil. Then the grout (See Div. 21

or grouting) is run in under the wood cushion.

583. In Constructing Forms For Concrete Drop-Hammer
Foundations boards are used as shown- in Fig. 615. For the

large foundations these should be at least 1}^ in. thick. While

Fig. 615 shows the type of foundation that is used most

frequently and the form therefor, that of Fig. 612 is probably

better and the forms for it can be more readily made. Fre-

quently, the earth is filled in around the forms to brace them
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1

while the concrete is being poured in, and they are permitted

to remain in the ground. A foundation should be permitted

to dry out for at least three weeks before the weight of the

anvil is imposed on it.

.-FloorLim- .form For Anvil Recess

%'.;

Z^:••:;•r'^-:: - '0 ^.-

i-:?rv?^P^:'W^r'^^^r^W'WWW-

I-Front View

^^'
H-Sect ion At A-A

Fig. 615.—Usual method of making forms.

584. An Example Of A Board-Lift Drop-Hammer Founda-

tion, constructed in accordance with Billings & Spencer prac-

tice, is show^n in Fig. 601. A 2-in. wood cushion is provided

under the anvil. Four anchor bolts, the plates of which are

accessible from pockets, are used to prevent lateral shifting.

It is probable that the simple foundation design of Fig. 612

could be substituted with economy for the design shown

(Fig. 601) which employs tapering sides. Casings are pro-

vided around the anchor bolts.

585. An Example Of A Foundation For A Large Rope -Lift

Drop Hammer, built in accordance w4th the practice of the

Canton Foundry and Machine Company, is shown in eleva-

tion in Fig. 604 and a plan view is given in Fig. 610. Refer-

ence to foundations of this construction has been made in

preceding sections.

586. To Provide For Drop Hammers Located On The

Upper Floors Of Manufacturing Buildings, it is usual, where

the hammers are of low-ratio design, to extend timbers (Fig.

606 and 607) from the floor of the story where the hammer is

to be located to the ground, where the timber bears on a

monolithic footing. It is said to be the practice, in the

jewelry-manufacturing cities of Providence and the Attleboros,

to provide such timbers in the loft buildings at the time of

36
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their construction so that Hght drop-hammers can be installed

by future tenants at minimum expense. Where low-ratio

hammers are used, a timber pedestal bearing on a solid footing

is essential for their satisfactory operation. Hence, where

such presses are located on an upper floor an arrangement

similar to that of Fig. 606 is the only one that can be used.

587. Where A Hammer Of High-Ratio Design Is Employed,

It Will Usually Operate Satisfactorily In The Upper Story Of
A Building if it is mounted on a bed, composed of timbers

bolted together, which rests on a cushion, as shown in Fig.

WM
A n V i I

I":'/.';'. "/.-irv-VA/f^^fv

Fig. 616.—Timber platform for hoavy-anvil hammer on upper floor of building.

616. The heavy anvil will absorb the effects of the blow.

The timber bed will distribute the weight and absorb the

minor vibrations, and the cushion will tend to prevent the

transmission of noise. Ob\dously, it is necessary before

a drop hammer is arranged (Fig. 616) in the upper story of

a building, to ascertain definitely whether the floor construc-

tion is sufficiently strong to carry the dead weight of the

hammer.

Note.—Unless the anvils weigh from 15 to 20 times as much as the

hammers, it will, probably, be impossible to operate them satisfactorily on

the upper floor of a building unless a timber pedestal (Fig. 606) is carried

up from the ground to support the anvil. The cushion (C, Fig. 616) may
be any one of various materials.
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588. Objections To Cushions Of Rubber Or Hair Felt for

hammers located inside of buildings have been raised in

certain quarters, it being claimed that they ultimately lose

their life and springiness. Rubber is deteriorated by oil.

Hair felt fills with fine dirt particles and tends to become a

compact mass. Pitch-and-roofing-felt cushions (see Sec. 589)

are not, so it has been asserted, subject to these objections.

See also Sees. 68 and 76.

589. Roofing Felt And Pitch Cushions have been used

successfully in certain instances. In one large plant in the

middle west such cushions are constructed thus: The timbered

floor is first coated with roofing pitch and then successive

layers of commercial roofing felt, stuck together with roofing

pitch, are applied until the pile is from 13^-2 to 2 in. thick.

The thickness used in any case is determined by the weight of

the hammer to be supported.

590. Prepared-Cork Cushions (See Div. 1) should give

satisfactory service for these applications. Several manu-
facturers are equipped to furnish cork mats constructed

especially for the absorption of machine vibrations.

591. The Foundation For A Battery Of Drop Hammers,
that is, for a number of hammers arranged in a row, can be

Timber Peofesfa/ For
(Concrete Pedestals For Hzavy Anvil Hotmmers-.^^ Light Anvil Hammers-.

Concrete FoQtlng-..-=< Scrap Iron Rzlnforcing Pools-'

Fig. 617.—Arrangement of pedestals on footings for a row of hammers.

effectively constructed as suggested in Fig. 617. A long

regular excavation is made down to good bottom. Then'

the concrete footing, M, which should preferably be reinforced

with scrap iron rods or rails, is poured into the bottom of the

hole. The thickness, T, of the footing, DEFG, must be

relatively great or it will, as outlined in the following note,

bo likelv to crack under the continued action of the hammer
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blows. For high-ratio hammers, concrete pedestals can be

erected on the footing as shown at A and B. For low-ratio

hammers, timber pedestals can be set as shown at C. For

small-ratio hammers, one stick of timber or a log on end

(Fig. 611) can be used.

Note.—Unless The Footing Under A Battery Of Hammer
Pedestals Is Quite Thick It Is Apt To Crack. G. G. Brown of the

E. W. Bliss Company reports an instance where a continuous footing under

a battery of hammers was found, after 5 year's service, to have cracked

in a number of places. The footing was reinforced with, steel. The
cracks occurred in some instances directly under the centers of the anvils.

The bottom was, apparently, a good, dry, clay-bearing soil. For these

reasons Mr. Brown advocates, as a general proposition, the practice of

making each hammer foundation an entirely distinct and separate unit.

592. To Prevent The Transmission Of Vibration From A
Drop Hammer the first requirement is that a high-ratio

hammer be used. It is almost impossible, apparently, to

eliminate the jar from a low-ratio hammer. Then assuming

that the hammer is of high-ratio construction, the anvil can,

where it is desired to minimize the transmission of jar and

noise, be mounted on a thick rubber or prepared-cork plate,

or on 4 heavy rubber disks or springs, such as are used in

railway-car trucks; one under each corner of the anvil.

593. There Are Two Classes Of Steam Hammers : (1)

The steam-drop hammer. (2) The steam-Jorge hammer. All

steam hammers may be either single-acting or double-acting,

but practically all, if not all, of them are now made
double-acting.

594. The Construction Of A Steam-Forge Hammer Founda-

tion must, because of the inherent characteristics of the

machine, be somewhat different from that used for either a

steam- or gravity-drop hammer. Fig. 603 shows the con-

struction recommended by the Massillon Foundry and

Machine Company. The frame of the hammer is supported

on concrete piers which are entirely independent of the built-up

timber pedestal upon which the anvil is supported. The

effect of the blow of the ram against the anvil introduces

vibrations which are absorbed dow^n through the timber

pedestal to the footing. Unless a timber pedestal, or some
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similai- cushion, is jirovided under tlie steani-hanuner anvil,

there is hable to be excessive breakage of hammer bases.

In other words, it is not, apparently, good practice to mount
the anvil of a steam hammer directly on a concrete foundation.

Note also that the frame of the hammer of Fig. 603 is sup-

ported on a timber cushion instead of being bolted directly

to the foundation top. This provides a very satisfactory

construction.

Note.—Frequently The Construction, Wherein The Cushion
Under The An\ il Consists Merely Of A Single Layer Of Timbers

(Fig. 614) 6 or 8 in. thick, is used. It appears to be, in general, satis-

factory. However, it is believed that the arrangement of Fig. 603,

wherein the frame foundation is entirely independent of the anvil founda-

tion, \vi\\, probably, be the more economical in the long run.

595. Steam-Drop-Hammer Foundations for low-ratio

machines do not vary materially from timber-pedestal gravity-

drop-hammer foundations. Fig. 602 illustrates the construc-

tion recommended by the Massillon Foundry & Machine

Company for a 1,500-lb. steam-drop hammer. Note that

springs are placed under the bolts, whereby the frame is

clamped to the cylinder, to introduce resiliency in the con-

struction. For high-ratio machines concrete foundations

similar to those of Figs. 612 and 613 may be used.

Bibliography.—Foundations For Drop Presses. G. W. Peck,

The Metal Industry, January, 1911, page 8. Foundations For Drop
Presses. G, W. Peck, The Metal Industry, January, 1912, page 25.

Drop-Hammer Foundations. E. W. Bliss Company, Machinery,

August, 1908, page 611.

QUESTIONS ON DIVISION 16

1. What are the functions of a steam-hammer foundation?

2. What is the prime requisite of a hammer foundation?

3. Why cannot standard bearing areas be specified for all cases?

4. What ill-effects may result from an unstable foundation?

6. IIow is the operation of a gravity drop hammer mainly distinguished from that of

a steam hammer?
6. If a hammer anvil is not heavy enough to absorb the impact of the blow, what may

be the result?

7. What is meant by the term high-ratio hammer^ Low-ratio hammer?
8. What are the principal advantages of a high ratio of anvil weight to hammer weight?

9. What may result from mounting a low-ratio hammer on a rigid base?

10. What is the main disadvantage of timber-pedestal foundations for drop-hammers?

11. Under what circumstances are timber-pedestal supports most satisfactory?
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12. Describe, in general terms, a typical timber-pedestal foundation.

13. What kind of wood is preferable for timber-pedestal foundations?

14. What is the average effect of preservative treatment on the life of buried timbers?

15. Mention a good wood perservative.

16. In general practice, what should be the height of a drop-hammer timber pedestal?

17. What is the advantage of a sand footing under drop-hammer timber pedestals?

18. What is the disadvantage of grouting tiniber pedestals into solid concrete?

19. Describe how the weight of an anvil may be augmented?

20. Why are wooden cushions advisable under high-ratio drop hammer? What
should be the thickness of a wooden cushion?

21. Describe the most desirable shape for a concrete drop-hammer foundation?

22. How may concrete drop-hammer foundations be reinforced?

23. What should be the minimum thickness of the concrete under the wooden cushion

of a drop hammer?
24. In what circumstances may a sand or clay bottom under a drop-hammer founda-

tion be troublesome?

26. How are drop hammers held on concrete foundations?

26. What function do anchor-bolts perform in a drop-hammer foundation?

27. How are low-ratio drop hammers on the upper floors of buildings usually sup-

ported? How are high-ratio hammers supported in such locations?

28. What are the objections to the use of rubber and hair-felt cushions for drop

hammers? What substances are preferable?

29. Describe a foundation for a battery of drop hammers.

30. What is the prime essential in obviating the transmission of jar from a drop

hammer?
31. Into what classes are steam hammers divided?



DIVISION 17

PLANER FOUNDATIONS AND ERECTION

The author desires to acknowledge the assistance rendered by Arthur Pierce, Foreman
of the Fulton Iron Works of Saint Louis, Missouri, in the preparation of this division.

596. It Is Essential For Accurate Work That An Adequate

Foundation Be Provided Under Every Planer.—This state-

ment, in general, holds not only for planers but for nearly all

other machine tools, particularly the larger ones. Often

a tool is held responsible for inaccurate production, when,

actually, the tool itself is capable of doing the work but the

foundation on which it rests or the method adopted in setting

it up is the cause of the difficulty.

Note.—It Is A Well-Established Fact That Foundations
Supporting A Planer And The Accuracy Of Leveling And Align-
ment Of Its Bed Are As Important Elements In The Production
Of Good Work As Is The Workmanship And Construction Of The
Tool Itself. Planer tables are, in reality, quite sensitive and may,
with relative ease, be so warped that the close machining, of metal held

on them, is impossible. It follows that the practice of using a planer

table as a plane surface upon which to hammer things, in order to

straighten them, is reprehensible. When castings are to be placed on a

planer table they should never be permitted to fall on to it but should

always be let down easily.

597. If A Planer Bed Is Not Given Adequate Support It

May "Warp" out of shape, due to its own weight. Thereby
the ahgnment of the ways will be affected and the accuracy of

the product will be decreased accordingly. The concrete

foundations, the installation of which is now standard practice,

will, if properly designed and installed, eliminate the possi-

bility of difficulties of this character. It is the purpose of this

division to describe modern planer foundations and the method
of installing planer beds on them.

598. The Requirements For Accurate Planer Work, insofar

as the foundations are concerned, are these: (1) A planer bed

567
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should bear uniformly on the foundation and should he adequately

supported by it. (2) The bed must be true and set level on the

foundation and must have its ce7iter line located at right angles

to the line shaft which will drive the planer.

599. Planer Tables Ai-e Now Given The Final Planing

Before The Tool Leaves The Factory.—It was, several years

ago, the general practice to make no endeavor to plane the

face of the table accurately, until after the tool had been

erected finall}^ in the position in which it was to operate. Then
the final cut was taken. Experience has shown that, with the

modern accurate manufacturing methods, it is much more

satisfactory and economical to arrange to have the tool plane

its own table before it leaves the factory.

Note.—It Ls, In General, Entirely Unnecessary To Have A
Modern Tool Plane Its Own Table after it is set up in position, if

the methods of leveling the bed (which are described herein) with level-

ling blocks or wedges are followed. In fact, if it appears necessary to

have a planer plane its o^^Tl table it may be taken as an evidence of

inaccurate installation.

600. In Installing The Planer Bed On The Foundation Its

Longitudinal Center Line must, as suggested above, lie exactly

at right angles to the line shaft. This is the first consideration.

If it is not satisfied, driving-belt difficulties will be encountered.

Next, the bed should be leveled both longitudinally and trans-

versely, as described in following Sec. 605.

601. It Is Often Desirable To Remove The Feet From A
Planer (assuming that the planer was provided with feet, as

some small planers are) before installing it on its foundation.

This is particularly true if chip or shaving pockets, which will

be described later, are provided. The wedges or leveling

blocks used for leveling the bed should be located at the

points from which the feet are removed. Fig. 618 shows a

small planer, from which the feet were removed, which has

been mounted on a foundation. Usually, where the feet are

taken off, it is necessary to extend the foundation above the

floor line, for a distance equal to about the height of the feet,

so that the planer table will lie a sufficient distance above the

floor line to insure convenience in working.
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602. A Planer Bed Should Never Be Bolted Down To Its

Foundation.—In the words of George Langen, Works Manager
of the Cincinnati Planer Company, '^ The objection to bolting

doion a planer is that it forces the bed to settle with the foundation

^

no matter ivhat direction the foundation may distort and even the

best of foundations are continually changing.^' If a planer has

sufficient metal in it to perform satisfactorily its functions,

it will not shift at reversal nor can any stress which its belts

will impose upon it raise it from the floor. If anchor bolts are
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Fig. 618.—Grout bedding under a planer.

provided, an ignorant mechanic may endeavor to draw the

planer bed into alignment by turning the nuts on these bolts.

Obviously, the only effect of such a procedure is to warp the

bed, which will render matters worse, rather than better. Nor
should a small planer, for which it may be deemed inadvisable

to provide a foundation, be bolted to a wooden floor. If

it is so bolted, a heavy weight placed on the floor near the tool

may distort the floor boards and they will, by virtue of the

bolt connection bring down a portion of the planer bed with

them. Distortion of the bed and excessive internal strains

in the metal will result.
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Note.—If A Planer Bed Is Bolted To Its Foundation, A Settling

Of One Corner Or Portion Of The Foundation Will Result

In a Corresponding Distortion Of The Bed Of The Tool. This

applies particularly to the very long beds (possibly 80 ft. long) which are

now in use. At one time it was the practice to place pins, possibly 3^9 ir*-

in diameter, and extending above the surface of the foundation 1 in.,

around the planer bed to prevent its being shifted during reversal or by

belt pull. Such provision is now seldom, if ever, made because it is

unnecessary.

603. Most Planer Manufacturers Furnish Foundation

Plans For The Machines Which They Build.—These plans,

as a rule, indicate only the general proportions of a suitable

foundation and the locations of the planer feet or leveling

blocks. They do not, usually, specify the detailed construc-

tion which should be followed. Some of the foundation

plans which have been furnished by manufacturers for planers

appear to be unnecessarily complicated.

604. In LeveUng The Planer Bed, the procedure to be fol-

lowed will (inasmuch as the table does not bear on any surfaces

except those in the way-grooves) depend on whether or not

the surfaces on the top of the bed are machined parallel to the

ways. In any case, no attempt should be made to level the

bed until either leveling wedges or leveling blocks (Sec. 608)

have been inserted under the bed at the proper locations.

605. The Leveling Is Effected By Adjusting These Wedges
Or Blocks.—It is not essential for accurate work that the surfaces

on the top of the bed be accurately parallel with the ways.

If the top surfaces are not parallel with the ways, the trans-

verse leveling may be effected by placing two cylinders, each

of exactly the same diameter, in each of the V-grooves and

laying the level across them. To level such a bed longitudi-

nally, the level may be placed, at different locations along the

length of the bed, in the V-grooves. However, it is the prac-

tice of some of the planer builders to machine the surfaces on

the top of the -bed accurately parallel with the ways. If this

procedure has been followed, the transverse leveling can be

done by laying the level across these surfaces and the longi-

tudinal leveling by placing the level along at different locations

on the surfaces.
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Note.—For A Medium- Or Large-Sized Planer, It Is Necessary,

In Leveling It Longitudinally, To Place The Level At A Number
Of Different- Locations Along Its Length On The Top Surface
Of The Bed. Any adjustments that are necessary may be made by
manipulating the wedges or the leveling blocks, if such are used. Accu-

rate longitudinal leveling is not so essen ial for a small planer, particularly

one which rests on only two legs, one at either end, because, even if the

bed is not exactly level longitudinally, the accuracy of the work will not

be affected appreciably provided the bed is level transversally.

606. The Bed Of A Medium- Or Large-Sized Planer Is

Usually First Left A Trifle High at a location under the point

where the tool will cut. The reason for this is that the pres-

sure of the tool and the mass of the housings tend to make the

bed low at this location. After the housings have been bolted

on, the final adjustments may be made.

607. The Spacing Of The Leveling Wedges Or Leveling

Blocks, under a planer bed, is determined by the size of the

planer. Figs. 619 and 620 indicate the recommendations as

to leveling-block spacings made by the Cincinnati Planer

Company for two of its planers. In general, the blocks or

wedges should be located approximately 4 ft. apart along

each side of the bed.

608. In Setting Leveling Blocks Or Wedges, they should be

placed at the points where the wedges were set by the machine

tool manufacturer when the planer bed was -finally lined up

and scraped in the factory. Some manufacturers make a

practice of marking each bed with an X at each point where a

leveling block or wedge was located when the bed was scraped

in the shop. If a foundation drawing is furnished for the

planer it will (Sec. 603) indicate the proper locations for

the leveling blocks. If the leveling blocks are not placed at

the points where blocks were located when the bed was scraped

in the factory, it is obvious that, due to deflection, the ways

will not be exactly level.

609. Wedges Grouted In A Foundation Top Are Found

Satisfactory For Leveling Small- And Medium-Sized Planers

For Ordinary Commercial Manufacturing.—On the other

hand, for accurate machine tool work it appears that leveling

blocks are always desirable under the planer bed. Figs.
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618 and 621 illustrate the method of grouting metal wedges

under a bed. While iron wedges are preferable, wooden ones

—pieces of shingles—may be used in an emergency. Wedges
are first placed at the proper locations on the foundation.

PLANE/fBTD

WEDGES. W, -
A- I

' — ri..i .1, ...... I. .-JT
rOROUT

'mi^miii:-^.

iL_- FDUNDAWf/

^

Front Elevation Section

Fig. 621.—How wedges are used for lining up a planer bedplate.

Then, the bed is mounted on them and leveled by adjusting the

wedges.

610. There Should Be A Space Of % To 1 In. For Grout

between the top of the foundation and the bottom of the

planer bed. Then, into this space, the

grout is poured so that it rises within the

bed and supports the planer along its entire

edge. A dam, arranged by assembling

boards and sticks around the outside of

the planer bed, is provided to confine the

grout. After the grout has partially set,

the surplus extending outside the lower edge

of the bed can be cut away with a trowel.

While this method of using wedges and

grouting may, as suggested above, be satis-

VJl

i.

>|3'V U-..-/^ — .>j factory for the conditions specified above,

Fig. 622.—Metal wedge it Is not rccommcnded for important
used for leveling ma- ^ork, bccause it is, all things considered,
chines. • '

.

' °
,

uneconomical.

611. A Grout In Which Leveling Wedges Or Blocks May
Be Set consists of one part sharp sand and one part cement by
volume, first sifted and thoroughly mixed and then made to

the consistency of thick cream by adding water.
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612. Proportions For Iron Wedges may be those specified

in Fig. 622, which have proven satisfactory in practice. The
pitch of such a wedge should not be too great. That is, the

wedge should not be too ''steep"—because if it is, the jar

and vibration around an ordinary machine shop will often

cause the wedges to slip on one another after the bed has been

leveled. This shaking down may occur before the bed has

been grouted, in which case difficulties due to inaccurate work
will ultimately result.

613. Leveling Blocks for leveUng planer beds are of the

general construction suggested in Fig. 623 which shows the

Lower Plate
Wedge

Fig. 623.—Planer leveling block used by the Cincinnati Planer Company.

block manufactured and recommended by the Cincinnati

Planer Company. The bottom face of the lower plate, L,

has a relatively-great area so that it will provide an ample
bearing surface and set soUdly on the grout on the top of the

foundation. The upper plate or wedge, W, provides an ample
bearing under the planer leg or bed. The cap screw, Ay
permits of rapid and fine adjustment. Fig. 624 indicates the

method of its appHcation. It will be noted that where these

blocks are used the planer bed does not touch the foundation

but rests entirely on the leveHng blocks.

614. There Are Two Decided Advantages Which Leveling

Blocks have over the primitive method of levehng with wedges.

Thus: (1) When the blocks are used, the planer bed may be

easily re-leveled at any timCj if such procedure becomes necessary,

due to the settling of part of the foundation or to any other cause.

(2) A planer bed may be leveled much more rapidly and accurately

where the leveling blocks are used. As indicated in Figs. 619,

620 and 624, leveling blocks are, where the bed has no feet,
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located under it at suitable points. Where the bed has feet

as in Fig. 625, one block is arranged under each foot. It is

..o .•••.•••. £*••:;;

J^ W J—]

WtDdr
.WASHER
^-CAPXREW

.RECESS FOR
/::' LEVEUNd BLOCKS

6R0UT
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Fig. 624.—Showing application of planer leveling block.
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615. In Setting Leveling Blocks (Fig. 624) the block is

arranged in a grout bedding in a recess (Figs. 619 and 620)

provided for it in the top of the foundation. The blocks are

so set in the grout that the top faces of all the wedges are

approximately in the same horizontal plane. Then, after the

planer bed has been set on the wedges, the final adjustments

are made. This is done by turning the screws in the levehng

blocks until the planer bed is, as suggested above, level in all

directions. Graphite is used for lubricating the faces (of the

wedge and bottom plate), which slide in contact.

616. Leveling Blocks Are Almost Essential Where A Very
Accurate Product Is To Be Manufactured, that is, for the

building of machine tools and similar work where the accuracy

must be within 0.001 in. per ft. length. Foundations may
settle individually, as outlined above, so that leveling blocks

are necessary to maintain the planer beds permanently in

accurate adjustment. Leveling blocks are almost imperative

for very long planer beds, some of which extend for 80 feet.

This is because a foundation of such length, if constructed with

a reasonable regard for cost, can not be built so that it will

not deflect or settle to some extent.

617. The Economy Of An Adequate Planer Foundation

Which Is Provided With Leveling Blocks is unquestioned

where accurate output is imperative. It is, of course, some-

what cheaper in first cost to install a foundation of small

volume and to use iron wedges instead of leveling blocks.

But if the lost time that will be involved, due to inabihty to

work close to dimensions, is considered, the investment for

suitable foundation equipment will be found more than

justified.

Note.—The Results Of A Test Made On A Planer by the Norton
Grinding Company of Worcester, IMass., after the tool had been used for

a year, give an indication of the effectiveness of adequate foundations.

The planer was an 18-in. by 36-in. by 18-ft. machine. When originally

installed it was accurately leveled. After one year's service it was tested,

with its table in place on the bed, with a machinist's level on a 15-ft.

straight edge which showed that the bed was level. Also, under this

straight edge, one thickness of tissue paper could be held at any three

points on the tabic, indicated that the talile had maintained its level both

longitudinally and transversely for the one-year period.

37
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618. Concrete Is The Standard Material For Planer Foun-

dations because usually, all things considered, it is the most

economical. Masonry (brick and stone) is seldom, if ever,

now used. Another advantage of concrete is that it can,

as described below, be reinforced with steel. Masonry

cannot effectively be so reinforced.

619. Simplicity Of Design Is Desirable For The Foundations

because a simple foundation can, in most cases, be made to

sustain its load just as well as will a complicated one. Straight

sides should always be used in preference to inclined ones.

This is to insure that the cost of forms may be made a mini-

mum. Bevels and miters in concrete forms are expensive

and, in many cases, wholly unnecessary. It does not appear

to be generally recognized that it is often cheaper to use a

little more concrete in a foundation than to construct a

complicated form. Regular-outUne forms, without offsets or

recesses, should, therefore, be used wherever possible. Figs.

618, 619 and 625 show examples of simple, sensible planer

foundations.

620. A Foundation For A Small Planer is shown in Fig. 618.

This foundation is simply a rectangular prism of concrete

which is reinforced with steel. Wedges, instead of leveling

blocks, are shown on the top to support the planer bed, al-

though, as previously outlined (Sec. 614), leveling blocks are,

usually, preferable. Where the earth is self-sustaining, a

foundation like that of Fig. 618 can (as described in Sec. 631)

be built without forms by merely filling, with concrete, a

rectangular excavation in the earth. Where the earth is not

self-sustaining and forms are necessary, it is ordinarily desir-

able to provide under every foundation, a footing (Fig. 620)

upon which the forms can be erected.

621. A Foundation For A Planer With Legs is detailed in

Fig. 625. In constructing this, the hole was first excavated

and the bottom filled with a slab of concrete. This slab pro-

vides the footing which distributes the weight over a relatively-

large area so that setthng will be minimized. Then, on this

footing, the forms were erected for the piers, which extended

almost to the floor level. On the top of each pier, the levehng

blocks were set in grout, as indicated in the diagram.
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622. A Foundation, Having Pilasters For The Leveling

Blocks For A Medium Length Planer is diagrammed in Fig.

020. Foundations of this type have been constructed in

certain shops. The provision of the pilasters, however, re-

quires expensive form work, the excess cost of which does not

appear to be justified. Apparently the reason why the founda-

tions have been constructed in this manner is so that the

foundation will at no point extend beyond the outline of the

planer bed except at the location where the leveling blocks

are to be placed. The appearance of the resulting foundation

is very satisfactory. But it does not seem that this founda-

tion would earn greater dividends than one built in accor-

dance with the simpler scheme shown in Fig. 619.

623. A Straight-Sided Foundation For A Long Planer is

delineated in Fig. 619. In this design simplicity is the

keynote. The cost of the forms and of the foundation itself

will be a minimum. But the structure has an attractive and

business-like appearance. Note that offsets, pockets, angles,

and inclined surfaces have, insofar as possible, been avoided.

624. Steel Reinforcing may often be used effectively, as

suggested in Fig. 626. There

noop
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may always be some tendency

for long narrow foundations,

such as those that are neces-

sary for long planer beds, to

deflect in about the same way
as that in which a beam de-

flects. This is particularly

true if the soil at the middle

or the ends of the foundation

yields. Just as a concrete

beam may be reinforced with

steel rods so can planer foundations be reinforced, as indicated

in the diagram. With a beam, however, the load is practically

always imposed from the top, while the ends of the beam are

supported. Hence, the top of a beam is always in com-

pression while the bottom is in tension.

625. With A Planer Foundation, Either Its Top Or Bottom

May Be In Tension.—If the earth under the center of the

Fig. 626.—Tranverse section of a planer

foundation showing steel reinforcing rods.
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foundation settles, the bottom of the beam will be in tension.

If the earth at the ends of the foundation settles, the top will

be in tension. For these reasons it is well to locate reinforcing

steel rods both near the top and near the bottom of the founda-

tion. For reinforcing steel, pieces of light rails, or rods

—

scrap material is entirely satisfactory—can be utilized.

626. The Height Of The Planer Table Above The Floor

is a dimension which must be determined by the work which

the planer is to do and by the size of the planer. The table

of a large planer should not be as far from the floor as that of

I
Tlanertable

I

;
H = 35 in. for small planers.

PLANER BEO

TOPorFOUNDATIONAND 6R0UT-.

^ L,..,.,,.^..,.;:;,.,.,....^.i,..,;.

LI

]
H = 2S in. for medium planers.

! H = 22 in. for large planers.

FLOOR-Jj

Fig. G27.—Height of planer table above floor line.

a small one. The reason is that the machinist has little

difficulty in seeing the top of any piece of work on a small

planer but, on a large one, where the castings being machined

may be a number of feet high he may have trouble in seeing

properly. Hence it is desirable to arrange the foundation so

that the planer table will not be too far from the floor.

Note.—By Following This Procedure, The Use Of A Step-

Ladder By The Machinist So That He May See The Top Of His

Work May, In Many Cases, Be Avoided. No rules which apply

generally can be given. It is, however, usually considered good practice

to locate the planer tables about the distance from the floor shown in

Fig. 627.

627. The Proper Depth For Planer Foundations is always

a thing which must be determined by local conditions. As a

general rule, it is not necessary nor desirable to make any

planer foundation deeper than about 5 ft. if good solid "bot-

tom" is found at this depth. On the other hand, any founda-

tion should, unless its footing is extended over a relatively-

large area, extend down to "good bottom." The foundation

for a small planer need not, in good soil, be deeper than a
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couple of feet. In filled ground, trouble is liable to be en-

countered unless the above precautions are observed rigidly.

628. The Area Of Base Necessary For A Planer Foundation

depends upon the character of the soil. In good solid earth

it appears that it is seldom, if ever, necessary to have the

area of base of the foundation greater than the area of the

base of the planer bed. However, spread footings are often

used, merely because of the convenience in form construction

which they afford. That is, under such conditions a founda-

tion Uke that of Fig. 618 with perfectly straight sides, will

suffice. Where it is deemed desirable, because of poor soil,

to increase the area of base, this can, usually, be best accom-

plished by putting a spread footing under the foundation, as

suggested in Fig. 619.

629. "Shaving" Or "Chip Pockets" May Be Provided In

Planer Foundations as suggested in Figs. 628, 629, 630 and 631.

ca. -Cl
A*i

I
WOODEN TTfAPDOOR

PLANO^BED-^

^T

Pocket
\

for

m

^^^^^ŝ S^^~v-.v-s?:

POCKET

-^^^' •^'^'^^ -^^•^'

^W'^'i^W^X'

fOyNDAT[ON^^-j_

Section A-A

Sectional Elevation

Fig. 628.—Showing details of a planer foundation with pockets for shavings.

Such pockets provide a recess into which the chips, which are

brushed from the planer table, may fall and from which they

can be shoveled without sprinkling them over the V-ways in

the planer bed. Where the planer foundation does not extend

above the surface of the floor, the construction detailed in

Figs. 628 and 629 may be adopted.

Explanation.—There is a pocket, P (Fig. 628), which has an inclined

face, under each opening in the planer bed. A trough extends along the

side of the bed. The chips drop from the pocket into the trough. A
wooden trap door, D, is provided over the trough. At the end of each

day's work, the door, D, is taken up and the chips which have accumu-
lated are shoveled out.
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POCKET

Plan

Side Elevation

PLANER BED-^.

^FLOOR;

End Elevation

Fig. 629.—Simplified views of a pocketed

foundation for a planer when the base of

bed lies below floor line.

Fig. 630.—.Arrangement of pocket when
base of bed is raised above the floor.
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Note.—The Above-Described Method Of Providing Chip Pockets
In Planer Foundations applies particularly where the table has the

sto{)-pin holes and the bolt holes passing entirely through it so as to

permit the chips to fall through the table into the bed. The tables of

some planers are so designed that the chips may pass through the upper
part and be taken out of the side of the bed. In these machines the
bottoms of the beds may have no holes through them. With the latter

construction, chip pockets are, obviously, unnecessary.

630. The Provision Of Chip Pockets Will More Than Pay
For Itself for two reasons: (1) The ways of the plmier are

protected from the sprinkling of chips which might occur if it

was necessary to remove the chips from the recesses in the bed

with a shovel. (2) The chips can be removed from the trough

(Fig. 628), at almost any time, even when the planer is running,

so that overtime need not, necessarily, be involved in cleaning

the trough. Where the planer foundation extends above the

surface of the floor, the construction outlined in Figs. 630 and

Surface-^ ]^^.::v^iy:<f:.\j»::;: ii-v^'-^i--:^}i

.

iK^-r
>."»;:'

OLD BARREL I'-i'.';?".-m

'- { • .- •
'- ''

''!'Not/ess
^Spread Footing Undercutafter than 4£

°

Holehasbeen excavated

Fig. 632.—Showing how to save concrete with old barrels and how to undercut for a
spread footing.

631 may be used. With this construction, there is no possibil-

ity of tools or small parts which might be lying on the floor

being (if there are openings cast in the sides of the planer

bed) kicked into the shavings trough.

631. A Foundation May Be Built Without Forms in soil

which is self-supporting. In such a soil it is merely necessary

to excavate the hole of the size desired and fill it with concrete,

as suggested in Fig. 632. If a spread footing is necessary,

this can be made by undercutting, with a shovel, around the
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bottom corner of the excavation as shown at ABC. Where
the soil is not "stiff" enough to support itself, forms for the

foundation are necessary.

632. Methods Of Saving Concrete In Planer Foundations

are shown in Figs. 632 and 633. In both illustrations, the

foundation is made hollow so that the total volume of concrete

required is very much less than would otherwise be necessary.

In Fig. 632 old barrels, laid end to end, are placed in the

foundation, providing the form for a sort of double arch.

BRICKS OR '.y

BLOCHS-^
'

Fig. 633.—Form construction for a planer foundation of considerable depth showing

method of saving concrete by making foundation hollow.

The barrels are buried and left in the concrete. In Fig. 633

a form, which maj^ remain in the concrete, is erected to provide

the hollow space or tunnel within the structure. Another

scheme for saving concrete, which may often be utilized

effectively, is to fill the interior of a foundation with large

boulders or rocks. If the boulders are placed carefully, so

that there is concrete between them, the resulting construction

will be about 'as effective as if the foundation were of solid

concrete.

633. Forms For Planer Foundations may be constructed in

accordance with the general plan outlined in Fig. 633. The
hole is first excavated and then the concrete for the footing,
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MNOP, is poured. On this foot-

ing the forms are erected. The
vertical pieces, P and P, may be

held by stakes, S, driven into the

earth and by blocks, B, which are

wedged in between the verticals

and the sides of the excavation.

The form boards are then nailed to

the verticals, as shown. The form

for the hollow center QRTC is now
erected. Finally, the concrete is

dumped into the remaining space.

634. Planer Beds And Housings

Made Of Reinforced Concrete were

used by the Amalgamated Ma-
chinery Corporation, Chicago for

planers for machining the beds of

large gun boring machines which

were to be used by the United

States government in the great

war (American Machinist; April

11, 1918; p. 603). Figs. 634, 635

and 636 show the details of the

installation. The mass portions of

the tools were of concrete. The
wearing and other parts, which

could not well be made of con-

crete, were constructed of iron and

steel. The tools were designed and

built under the supervision of

Lucien I. Yeomans. Each of the

four planers had a bed 184 ft.

long. The maximum width was

17 ft. The height was 18 ft. from

the bottom of the bed to the top of

the housing. For eacli planer there

were required: 212,000 lb. of iron

and steel castings, and 13,500 cu.
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ft. of concrete reinforced with 34,000 lb. of steel bars. The
bed was, to prevent settling, designed like a large concrete

girder.

.- Tocl-Acljustincf Homofles- ,

/////////y/////////////

FlQ. 635.—End view of reinforced-concrete planer.

WeM 75c/ Wo/cfer*
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-t Y -i
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'Concrete Bed Shop Floor Lme—-^

Fig 636.—Side elevation of planing machine having concrete bed and housing frame.

Note.—To Drive Each Planer two 40-h.p., three-phase, 60-cycle,

1,800-r.p.m. motors were used. One drove the table forward at about

20 ft. per min. The other returned the table rapidly at 40 ft. per min.

The machines were built and installed complete, under unfavorable

winter conditions, in about three months. The illustrations do not show

the heavy founjlation which was installed under each planer.

634A. Planer Foundations Located on the Second Floor

of a reinforced concrete building are described in an illus-

trated article by A. E. Robinson, general superintendent of

the American Tool Works, Cincinnati, Ohio: Second-story
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Planer Foundations, American Machinist, p. 917, June 22,

1922. Five rows of planers were installed in a second-floor

space of approximately 80 by 220 ft. The largest was a

72 in. by 60 in. by 40 ft., reversing-motor-driven planer.
'* It was found that the use of a raised concrete foundation

for each planer on top of the 10-in. floor slab would provide

the necessary beam construction to stiffen the floor and pre-

vent vibrations in the machines. But on account of the

excessive total weight imposed by the 72 in. by 40 ft. planer,

it was deemed advisable to place an auxiliary supporting

column dh'ectly under the center of this planer, near its

housings." This column extended between the first-story

ceiling slab and the first-story floor,

QUESTIONS ON DIVISION 17

1. What are the fundamental requisites in the setting of a planer?

2. What is the objection to bolting a planer-bed to the foundation?

3. Explain, with sketches, how a planer-bed is leveled.

4. Why is perfect accuracy in leveling a planer longitudinally not so essential with
a small planer as with a large one?

6. Why should a planer-bed be set high directly beneath the nose of the tool?

6. How far apart should the leveling wedges be located when a planer-bed is being

leveled?

7. In leveling a planer-bed, why should the wedges be placed at the same points of

support as were used while the ways were being scraped in the shop?
8. W^hat space for grout should be allowed between a planer-bed and the foundation?

9. Describe, with a sketch, a set of blocks for leveling a planer-bed.

10. What are the advantages of blocks over wedges in the leveling of planer-beds?

11. Explain with a sketch, how leveling blocks are set.

12. What is the standard material for planer foundations?

13. Describe, with a sketch, a foundation for a small planer.

14. Describe, with a sketch, a foundation for a planer with legs.

15. Make a sketch of a leveling-block pilaster for a mediuni-Iength planer. What is

the objection to providing pilasters for the leveling blocks?

16. What is the nature of the stresses in a planer foundation?

17. How may concrete planer foundations be reinforced?

18. What considerations govern the height, above the floor, at which a planer table

should be set?

19. What considerations determine the proper depth for a planer foundation? The
proper extent of base area?

20. Describe, with a sketch, a chip pocket for use with a planer.

21. What are the advantages of chip pockets?

22. Explain, with sketches, how concrete may be conserved in the building of planer

foundations.

23. Explain, with a sketch, how the form for a planer foundation may be built.
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DRILLING ANCHOR-BOLT HOLES IN MACHINERY
FOUNDATIONS

lieaf
Cement-

Anchor

635. Anchor-Bolt Holes Are Sometimes Drilled In Founda-

tions.—It may occur that anchor bolts must be inserted in a

foundation or in a masonry structure where no provision was

made for them during construction. In these cases holes for

the anchor bolts may be made with a hand or power driU,

the bolt inserted and a cement of some sort poured in around

it as indicated in Fig. 637.

Note.—It Is The Regular Practice, In Certain Mining Dis-

tricts, To First Build Foundations Without The Bolts In Them
and then install the bolts as above suggested. Furthermore, it sometimes

occurs that foundations are made and bolts or bolt

holes are unintentionally omitted from them. In

such cases, the bolts may be installed in drilled

holes as suggested in Fig. 637. Inasmuch as it

is ordinarily considered the best practice, in im-

portant installations, to so arrange anchor bolts

that they can be removed, the method above de-

scribed is not applicable to all cases.

636. For Cementing The Bolts In The
Holes (Fig. 637), portland cement is the

best medium, although lead and sulphur

.„, , . o ,^ ,, f have been used in certain cases. The port-
'Washer ^ Bolt Head' ,

^

FouhdaHon land ccmcnt should be mixed to the consist-

FiG. 637. — straight cncy of crcam and poured into the hole
anchor bolt grouted in ^rouud the bolt. The ccmcut mixture
hole. *

should not be thicker than here suggested.

If it is it will not flow readily down in the space around the

bolt.

637. The Machine Bedplate Is Frequently Used For A
Templet to accurately determine the hole locations. When

588
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the machine is received it is mounted on the foundation in its

proper place. The holes in the foundation for the anchor

Pmumoifk Drill-

Sub-Base-..

Air Hose

Bolt-Hole-^
Bosses \

H
»pi '<;^-;"7:::^;;^-:

."='»
u''.'^»;rr.V»-

''I>'V,:-'^-*.:'^:^«o^<:^-l.:^>
^o. lx:^<tt^:'':V^/^-Sf'

»-A

. ^j'sy. 0:>-

••: Li
i^-^:^>^^or^:a:^Ji:2:::iy<)-^:<^

' a: »

-floss

Machine Boise

'•Foundoifion ''"•
-Drill Bii

Fig. 638.—Subbase of a high-speed engine used as drilling templet.

bolts are then drilled through the holes cast in the bedplate

as suggested in Fig. 638. Where air-drills are available this

often affords a very economical method

of installing anchor bolts.

638. The Procedure In Drilling An-
chor-Bolt Holes And Setting A Bedplate

is determined to some extent bv the size

of the bedplate. Where the bedplate is

small and readily handled, the oper- l! _
ations may be as follows: (1) Locate l\©vS

the bedplate in position on the foundation.

(2) "Spot'' through the bedplate holes on

to the foundation top with the drill. (3)

Remooe the bedplate. (4) Drill the holes

in the foundation. (5) Replace the bed-

plate. (6) Place the anchor bolts in the

holes. (7) Cement the bolts in the holes.

(8) Grout in the bedplate.

•Did.' Of Hole Recfuired

In FouncJafion

Fio. 639.—Hole in foun-

dation larger than holo in

Note.—It Is Frequently Desirable To '"i^''

Drill A Hole In The Foundation Larcjer

In Diameter Than The Hole Cast In The Bedplate (Fifi;. 039j so

that there will be ample space for the cement around the l)olt. Where
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this provision is considered necessary the bedplate must, obviously, be

removed, as above suggested, while the holes in the foundation are being

drilled.

639. Where The Bedplate Of A Machine Is So Large That

It Cannot Be Readily Handled the procedure may be: (1)

Place the bedplate. (2) Drill the holes in the foundation through

the holes in the bedplate. (3) Place the anchor bolts. (4)

Cement the anchor bolts in position. (5) Grout in bedplate.

640. The Diameter Of The Holes Drilled In A Foundation

for the anchor bolts should be at least 3^^ in. greater than the

diameter of the bolt, so that the cement, as it is poured in, can

flow down in the annular space. The 3^^-in. radial clear-

ance just suggested is a minimum and is insufficient in some

cases. A radial clearance of from % in. to }i in. should

preferably be provided. Where the holes of a foundation are

drilled down through the bedplate and can, therefore, be no

greater in diameter than the bedplate holes, it may be neces-

sary to use anchor bolts of diameters smaller than those

specified by the maker of the machine in order to provide

sufficient radial clearance for the cement.

Note,—Foundation-Bolt Diameters Are Usually Specified

Of Very Liberal Proportions by the machine manufacturers, so that,

in many cases, bolts of diameter smaller than those proposed by the

manufacturer of the machine can be used with safetv.

641. Anchor Bolt Holes May Be DriUed With Core Drills

of the general type illustrated in Fig. 640. This method was

apphed for making anchor-bolt holes in an existing concrete

foundation in an installation in Canada. It was necessary to

provide 176 holes, each 5 ft. deep, and 45-^ in. in diameter.

Fig. 640 shows the core-drill as it was installed for doing this

work. It was driven by a 5-h.p. alternating-current motor.

Table 642 gives the cost data, as compiled by the engineer of

construction for the contractors, for doing the work. During

each 10-hr. shift two holes and a part of another were driven.

The drill used cost S450.00. The drilling was done (Fig. 641)

with shot-bits.
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Wvfer Stfiveh

Ootsolim Enofine

Fig. 640.—Core-drill set for drilling anchor-bolt holes.

Core Barref
Connection',

Slot

FiQ. 641.—A shot-bit for drilling concrete foundations.
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642. Cost Of Drilling 176 Anchor-Bolt Holes, 4^4 In. In

Diameter And 5 Ft. Deep, With A Core Drill.—(Holes were

drilled in an existing concrete foundation.)

Lnhor

Section I—2 drill runners $501 . 85

Section II—2 drill runners 577 . 20

Additional labor (getting started on Section I) . . 140 .40 $1219 . 45

Traveling Expenses 40 . 22

Material

2,000-lb. steel shot $100 . 00

Expressage on shot 3 . 00

28 ft. 3-in. belting and rivets 11 . 29

1 drill spindle, 4 ft. by 6 in 22 . 85

1 shot feed complete 4 . 50

18 shot-bits, 4:\i'm 117.00

2 1-in. stop cocks 1 . 86

1 4-in. core-barrel plug 15 . 50

2 4-in. by 2-ft. core barrels 16.00 292.00

Total for 880 ft. of hole $1551 . 67

Cost per foot of hole = $1551.67 ^ 880 $ 1 . 76

Cost per hole = $1551.67 -t- 176 8.83

643. In Drilling Holes In Concrete With A Shot-Bit,

chilled shot (Fig. 642), which is produced by spraying molten

steel
Balls-^.--

Fig. 642.—'Chilled-steel shot used wath shot-bits.

iron or steel and suddenly chilling the small particles thus

formed, is the cutting medium. This material is so hard that

it will scratch glass. The average diameter of the shot is

about %2 in. The bit (Fig. 641) is a smooth steel cylinder

which is attached to a- tube called the core barrel. The
core barrel is, in turn, attached (Fig. 643) to a hollow drill-rod.
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liotation of the drill-rocl causes the bit to rotate. The chilled

shot, which is fed from above, is thus rolled around between

-Couplings

Fig. 643.—Hollow drill rods for drilling concrete foundations.

the tip of the bit and the bottom of the hole. As the bit

penetrates, a cylinder or core of the concrete rises through

the hollow bit into the

core barrel. The method
of feeding the shot,

washing out the cut-

tings and liberating the

core is as follows

:

Woiter Swivel

Wash-mfter And
Grouf Hose-.

Gravel-

Drill Pocf- 5hof -.

Hopper;.

Gravel
.Hopper Feedingr

' Vcf/ve-.

Explanation.— The
water swivel (Fig. 644) at the

top of the drill-rod has two

connections. The smaller of

these, F, is for the shot-feed.

The larger, TF, is, while the

hole is heing drilled, for en-

trance of the wash water.

When the drilling is fin-

ished, the grout for loosening

the core is fed through this

connection. The shot is fed

from the hopper H. The
amount of the feed is con-

trolled by the feed-valve C.

The shot falls into the tee,

T. It is there caught in the water current and is carried up, through

the hose Z), to the water swivel connection F, into the drill-rod R
and thence to the bit. The wash-water, while the drilling is in progress,

flows through the hose A into the water swivel and drill-rod. The water

issues from inside the hit through the slot S (Fig. 641) and flows up
through the annular space left around the. core barrel by the clearance of

the bit. The water thus carries away the cuttings. When the hole is

38

Fig. 644.—Showing method of feeding shot

and gravel to shot-bit.
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drilled to the i)rescrii)ed depth, a quantity of grout, which consists of

small gravel of irregular shape, is introduced through the grout feed G
(Fig. 644) and is pumped to the bottom of the hole. This grout lodges

inside the bit, between the core and the inner surface of the bit. By
this means the bit is enabled to grip the core. Then, wath a few turns of

the drill, the grout is further compacted and the core is twisted loose at

its base. The core barrel and bit, with the core enclosed, are then

removed from the hole.

644. It Is Frequently Necessary To Mount Machines On
Existing Foundations, or on masonry floors, columns, or

ceilings. This is particularly the case

with small machines. It is sometimes

difficult to effect a substantial attach-

ment under these conditions. The
method of providing attachments

which is described in the following

sections has been found suitable for a

great majority of such cases.

645. Chambered Holes For Anchor

Bolts are made by forming, with a

special tool, a recess at the bottom of a

cylindrical hole. An anchor bolt,

specially designed for the purpose, is

then wedged in the hole thus formed.

Upper
Collar-.

Cuffing
Tool

5ef Screw

Llffmcf
Springr

Lower Collar
Fasfened To

OuideBoir

1-Hole Mcide With
5tctr Drill

I-Hole
Chambered

Fia. 645.—Showing how chamber is formed at the

bottom of a cylindrical hole.

Fig. 646. — Expanding
chambering drill in operation.

(Hole one-half chambered.)

To make a chambered hole, a cylindrical hole is first drilled

as shown at / (Fig. 645), with an ordinary star drill, to the

required depth. Then the chambering tool is inserted and

the lower portion of the hole is chambered out so that it

appears as at //. The holes may be in either stone work or

concrete.
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646. Chambering Tools For Enlarging The Bottoms Of

Anchor-Bolt Holes are of special construction. A typical

one (The '^Nevarc Expanding Drill" made by A. S. Craven,

Philadelphia, Penn.) is shown in Fig. 646. It consists of a

cutting tool of high grade drill steel which is forged into the

form shown. This tool passes loosely through a hole in the

collar which forms a part of the guide bar. It also passes

through an upper collar. A set screw clamps this upper

collar to the tool. A spiral lifting spring is fastened between

the upper and lower collars. This spring is provided to lift

the tool after each blow so that it will be in correct position

to receive the next one.

Explanation.—The lower end of the tool is inserted into the hole

which it is desired to chamber. Then the upper end of the cutting tool is

tapped ^^'ith a hammer and its lower end is driven dowTiward and forced

by the swelled portion of the end of the guide bar to cut into the side of

the hole, thus enlarging it. After one side has been cut out, the entire

tool is turned around and the opposite side is chambered in a similar

manner. It has been found that with from a dozen to eighteen blows with

a 4-lb. hammer, this tool mil satisfactorily chamber a 1-in. diameter hole.

Note.—The Center Of A Chambering Tool Can Be Repointed
By a Blacksmith, but after it is once sharpened it will cut a great many
holes.

647. Wedge Anchor Bolts For Chambered Holes are shown
in Fig. 647. Each bolt consists of a stud made of ordinary

Wedged
Bo/f—y\

Concrete Or
,- Masonry^

Mi

rBolt Before Driving n-Fln«l Position

Fig. ()47.—Setting a wedge bolt in a chambered hole.

round mild steel, threaded at one end and longitudinally split

for an inch or so at the other end. A hack saw can \)v used

for splitting the bolt. In placing the bolt an iron wedge is
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first driven a short distance into the spht so that it will be

retained by the bolt, and then both the wedge and the bolt

are inserted in the hole. The bolt is driven down with a

hammer, which forces the wedge between the two halves of the

lower end of the bolt and spreads them apart so that they

almost fill the enlarged portion of the hole.

648. Expansion Anchor Bolts For Chambered Holes are

used where the bolts are set in a thin wall, floor or ceiling.

In such cases, the thickness of the masonry may be so thin

that it will not withstand the blows necessary to install a

wedge-bolt like that of Fig. 647. In driving the wedge-bolt

into position there is necessarily a considerable impact against

the bottom of the hole, and in a thin slab this might break

x.---Sfee/ Driving Pin

Point Of Pin.

Nuf~,

--yVasher

mmmmM m
>P\n \x\ Pos\1\or> for

Expcxnc^'mg BoU
l-P'm Driven Ar\ol

Bolt Elxpoinoledl
U-Pin Removeol-, Bort

RcocAy for Service

Fig. 648.—Expansion anchor bolt in chambered hole.

out the bottom of the hole, forcing the bolt clear through the

slab. Hence the necessity of using, in such cases, expansion

anchor bolts of the type shown in Fig. 648.

Explanation.—A chambered hole is made as described in connection

with Fig. 645. Then the expansion anchor-bolt is placed in it. This

bolt is made from very heavy steel tubing. Its upper end is threaded.

The lower end is filled up solid with metal and is then slotted. After

the bolt is inserted in the chambered hole the two halves of the slotted

end are spread apart by pounding the steel dri\dng pin down through the

bolt. In this case the force of the blows is transmitted to the face of the

slab by the lower surface of the nut and there is no impact against
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the bottom of the hole. After the ends have been expanded the steel driv-

ing pin is withdrawn, and the bolt remains in the masonry as shown
in Fig. 648-///.

QUESTIONS ON DIVISION 18

1. What is the best substance for securing anchor bolts in drilled holes?

2. What may be the sequence of operations in drilling the anchor-bolt holes and set-

ting the bedplate in the case of a small bedplate? What may be the sequence of opera-

tions in the case of a arge bedplate?

3. What is the minimum clearance that should be allowed in drilled anchor-bolt holes?

4. Describe the operation of drilling anchor-bolt holes with a shot-bit.

6. Describe, with a sketch, how an anchor-bolt hole may be chambered.

6. What is a wedge anchor bolt? An expansion anchor holt?

7. Explain, with a sketch, how wedge anchor bolts are secured.

8. Explain, with a sketch, how expansion anchor bolts are secured.



DIVISION 19

ERECTION OF MACHINERY

649. The Erection Of A Machine usually embraces the

following operations: (1) Getting the machine off of a railroad

car (or boat). (2) Transporting it to the foundation; this is

usually accomplished in two steps, first moving the machine

into the building in which it is to be erected and later moving

it to the foundation. (3) Placing the machine on its foundation

and assembling its parts. (4) Aligning its several parts with

each other and with other objects or machines. Various machines

differ so widelj^ in their construction, and local plant conditions

are such influencing factors that one in charge of the erection

of any machine, must frequently devise his own means and

methods. The following material is intended to present

those which are frequently employed. These methods may
be altered to suit any task which may arise.

Note.—Considerable of the following material is based on that in the

book Erecting Work by Hubert E. Collins, McGraw-Hill Book
Company.

650. In Taking A Machine Off Of A Railroad Car (Fig.

649), it is generally most convenient to lift the machine with

A-Mcichine On5kids

PlankLaid On CturFloor

.'Runway
' Planks

Fig. 649.—Illustrating method of mo^nng
a small machinfe from a car to a wagon.

jL- -Large Machine

. Supporting Framework
^. -MainSkid

i>^^ -Cross Skid

\rZ^ u"^' i^-Heavy Planks

Car rt'

Floor
.]

SS

Cribbing

-m

^F" a

Fig. 650.—A large machine ready to be

rolled from a car.

jacks so as to get rollers under the skids and then to roll it off

onto a built-up platform (Figs. 650 and 651) or onto a wagon
(Fig. 649). If the skids lie at right angles to the direction in

which the machine must be removed, cross skids (Fig. 650)

598
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•line OfCarFloor
MainSkid--

Rollers

Cross Skids-.

'Sleepers- ''Cob Housing

Fig. 651.—Side view showing an object

rolled from a railroad car to a tem-

porary platform.

Flat Iron

• -FlatIron Strip

Laying On Car
Floor

I

'III
y-;Block Na/led To CarFloor] I J

Fig. 652.—Method of "jacking around"
a machine.

Machine
Part-'

©\/: -Snatch
Blocks

r -Snatch Block

-®

' - / -

/

- . . ^ Position Of
/'"Vr^ Machine Ftrrf

_ ^ "^--Iron Pipe

"^'-Woocd Casing

Plug I- Steel Roller

'Ferrule (Iron).

'^•Wooden
Roller

H-Wood Roller

Fig. 654.—Rollers which may be used for

heavy loads.

,r Top Boards

Roller- Shaft

Fig. 653.—Showing how to turn a heavy Y\q. 65.5.— .\ .suitable dolly for moving
part on its skids by pulling the skids machinery which is not very heavy,
around. Snatch blocks A and B are, after

the skids are turned about half-way,

moved to .li and B\.
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may first be placed under the main skids, or, if the machine is

small, it may be rotated on the car floor into the desired

I- Bottom View

Fig. 656.—An easily made dolly. The axle may, profitably, extend entirely through
the roller and U-bolts be substituted for the staples. For heavy loads, the roller should
be reinforced with metal ferrules at its ends or enclosed within a piece of pipe.

Pumping
^ Lever

Fig. 657.—A hydraulic jack with a forged lifting toe for getting under low objects.

position (Figs. 652 and 653). Flat-iron strips, Fig. 652, if

placed under the skids, will make them slide easily. All

skids should have their lower end corners planed off, as are
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the cross skids in Fig. 650, to insure that they will start easily

onto rollers placed ahead of them.

Note.—Rollers May Be Of Wood Or Steel. For light loads,

pieces of pipe may l)e used for rollers but for heavy loads the pipe should

Locknuf-

^i;|:i'l?

i;;|!i

5efscrew--->.\

C^^Z)
Pipe-"^

I-Sectional Elevation I- De+ail

Fig. 658.—Miniature improvised jacks lifting a heavy machine. To hft, the set

screw is held with a wrench and the locknut is turned with another. (A. D. Palmer,

in Power.)

be filled with wood (Fig. 654-7) or with concrete to prevent collapse.

Wooden rollers should have metal ferrules at their ends (Fig. 654-/7)

^,
- PositionAfter I^Jacl<in0

Y PositionAfter2 Ĵacking- .

Jack

k

•ji.

. Object Being Raised
.^ .].':' :,-c :•;,•;•'..

. fenterOf6rav/tt/' •
•

.

j1

^/Z^fT//////////////:.
A' C

FiQ. 659.—Showing how an object may be raised by using a jack at only one end.

Imagine the body resting on blocks A and B in the position shown by full lines. Place

the jack as shown and lift the left end of the body. Then place as thick a block as possi-

ble ut C a little to the right of the center of gravity of the object. Again lower its left

end with a jack. A block B\ can now be placed on top of B and the left end of the object

can again be raised and so on until the object is at the required height.

to prevent splitting. "Dollies" (Figs. 655 and 656) may sometimes be

employed for light loads, but, when used on an incline they must be

watched to insure that the load does not slide off of them.
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Note.—Jacks For Erection Work may be of any type but, for

lifting at low points they should have lifting toes near the bases. A
lifting toe, if not on the jack, may be improvised as shown in Fig. 657.

In the absence of a suitable jack, small screw jacks may be made of bolts

and pieces of pipe as shown in Fig. 658. An object may be raised ^vith

only one jack as shown in Fig. 659.

651. To Transport A Machine To The Building in which it

is to be housed, one of two methods is usually employed: (1)

Fig. 660.—Pulling a boiler along on skids and rollers.

By wagon or truck; this method is preferable for all machine

parts which can safely be so transported. (2) On rollers,

Hauling
Line--.

.Three-Sheave

Upper Block;

Relative

Velocities

OfRope r

-4:

Ci
-VI

I

t

'''Double-Sheave On
LowerBlock

Fig. 661.—Illustrating relative velocities of ropes in a pair of hoisting blocks; the

velocity of the load is taken as one. It is to be noted that the velocity of the hauling

line is five times that of the load and that there are five ropes leading to the lower block.

The theoretical load (neglecting friction) is, therefore, five times the pull on tho

hauhng line; The multiplier is always the number of ropes leading to the lower block.

Fig. 660; this method must be employed whenever a machine

part is too heavy to carry on a wagon or truck. A relatively-

smooth road should be provided—by leveUng off the ground,
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if necessary—and heavy timbers, at least 4 by 8 in., should be

laid as a track for the rollers. The load may then be moved by
providing a pull on it with a rope tackle, Fig. 661. Fre-

Blocks To Protect
BarkOfTree-

,'Tackfe B/ock

Fig. 6G2.—Showing method of lashing a

hoisting block to a tree.

Fig. 663.—Anchorage which is readily

constructed by driving pipes into the

ground; any pull on the cable will pull

together the cross pipes and thus tighten

the hold in the ground.

{\^-\-\y ^A'
- Tackle Block

Plank.

wm

Fig. 664.—A "dead man" for anchoring a hoisting block when pulling horizontally.

Poller-'

Fig. OGo.—Rolling a machine part straight

ahead.

-DirectionOfMotion

Fig. 666.— Illustrating direction of

motion of a body on a single roller at any
angle to the skids.

quently, one block may be fastened to a tree trunk (Fig. 662) or

to a heavy stake. An improvised anchor is shown in Fig. 663.

If no other means of anchorage is available, a ''dead man"
(Fig. 664) can always be provided. A roller under an object
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will always tend to move it at right angles to the roller (Figs.

665, 666 and 667). If it is desired to turn the object, so as

''Direction

OfMotion

Fig. 667.— Illustrating direction of

motion of an object on a single roller at

right angles to the skids.

Fig. 668.—Changing the direction in

which an object is moving by "skewing"

the roller.

to change its direction, the front roller may be skewed around,

Fig. 668 ; the front of the machine will then move in the direc-

tion of arrow A.

Engine
Shaft

PullApplied

Here-.

'-RollerFriction Holds Back Here ''Skid

Fig. 669.—Illustrating what may hap-

pen if a part is pulled at a point high

above the skids.

Fig. 670.—Showing the use of a block

to prevent a body from "rolling back"

down an incline.

Note.—In Pulling On An Object On Rollers (Fig. 669) alwaj^s

pull at the lowest possible point. If the pull is applied much above the

skids, severe strains may be produced in the macliine or in the blocking

which holds it to the skids.

Fig. 67 L

Cob Housing'

A temporary incline for elevating heavy machinery.

652. In Pulling A Heavy Machine-Part Up An Incline On
Rollers bear in mind that the steeper the incline, the greater

will be the pull necessary and the greater will be the likelihood
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of the machine rolhng back if the rope should break. Always
keep blocks (Fig. 670) in readiness that they may be slipped

-^^:'^':'^^-:'^

To HeatI Block ^
And Winch

''

v.TTCvn

Fig. 672.—Manner of attaching two blocks to a single load; distance D\ should equal Di.

Fig. 673.—A "crab" or hand winch.

behind the rollers. Wedge-shaped blocks are preferable and

there should be one under each end of two rollers which are

carrying the heaviest load. A temporary incline may be
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constructed as shown in Fig. 671. Where it is feared that a

single hoisting block will not be strong enough to pull up the

11
Gears.

3h^L
tti ''-Dri/m U ^'Crank

Hanefle

I- Side View
Of Winch

T/777/Z///7/.

K- Elevation

Fig. 674.—Ulustrating use of hoisting block, snatch block, and winch for lifting

relatively small parts.

load, two blocks may be used but they should be arranged as

in Fig. 672 so as to insure an even division of the load.

CoifOfRope-

Man
PullsHere

-

To
Hoisting

(1 Block

Fig. 675.—Ulustrating the use of a winding drum, as on a winch, crab, or capstan.

Note.—A Winch, Crab (Figs. 673, 674 and 675), Or Capstan, is

useful and almost necessary for pulling on hoisting ropes. The rope can

then be wound around the drum a number of times and thus be made to
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exert a good pull. An improvised capstan and its manner of use are

showii in Fig. 676. Another is shown in Figs. 677, 678, and 679.

2

-'-6
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..A

E-Capstan Bar "?

Dn7/4 Fbrirs Ofg "Holes
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Mary TakesInSlack Here • x. :..

1 Or 2 Men
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\
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Fig. 676.—An improvised capstan.

I- Ratchet

V Pawl

T^y i-:^- •^"l>'--^r?r |l
'-./Ratchet Teeth

I >4'>l If "Pitch

k 21'

I- Sect ion

Fia. 677.—Details of a simple cast-iron capstan.

Note.—In Rolling A Machine Part Down An Incline some means
should be provided to "hold back " on the machine and to prevent it from
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"getting away." A heavy rope which is tied to the machine, then

wrapped or "snubbed" several times around a tree or column, the loose

end of the rope being held by a man, is very effective for holding back.

SfeelShaff ?\

6")(.8"x6 Ties-r-'-.^
1

•DoNof Disturb -mf^^^
OrLoosenEarth J:A- ^r "^^

Nere-" 4' §p. i^.^

^?''x3"xJ6"Hardwood
Stakes

Fig. 678.—Setting for the capstan of Fig. 677.

Dolly Upside Down,

Maximum Of8.000 Lb. Pull

AvailableHere 6 FtrMin.-,

4MenAf3iFtRad.4
Miles PerHour On
Capstan Bars At
45LbEachl273LbRope

Pull®4Ft PerMin. -.

70 Tons Half

Of40-Ton Wheel

^yx<^j/, '2 Extra-Heavy Double
^:^^J- Tackle Blocks Roved

WithOoodl"Djam.
Manila RopeWTWTTm,

Fig. 679.—Working arrangement of the capstan of Figs. 677 and 678.

653. When Bringing A Machine To Its Foundation (Fig/

680) care should be exercised to place the machine at the

correct height and in such position that it may readily be

moved to its exact location on the foundation. If the founda-

tion anchor bolts (Sec. 107) are removable—that is, if their

lower ends are in pockets—the machine need only be brought

to such height that it can be moved onto the foundation.

If, however, the anchor bolts extend upward above the top

of' the foundation and are not removable, the machine must

then be raised sufficiently high that it can be moved over the
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extending bolt ends. The skids may be removed from the

machine part while it is beside the foundation or after it is in

its position over the bolts. The machine part may be moved
from beside the foundation to its position over the bolts either

- • Hois -ti'ng Drum

Cylinder-.

Cribbing-^

•
' •.••'•-• Foundation

'

Building Wall '<:''i-^

5^-^' '^ - -^g.,^

Fig. 680.—Setting a hoisting engine on its foundation.

on rollers or by sliding it along blocks which have been soaped,

greased or oiled to minimize friction; see Fig. 681. When
over the bolts, the machine may be lowered onto wedges and
is then ready for aligning, leveling, and later grouting. Fly-

,
..:Roliers-~,

Sfee/Raif'. Frame --.._

77mW77777Z7777777777/7777777777777777

Fig. 681.—Sliding a machine onto

its foundation on steel rails (skids pre-

viously removed).

^^--^^^~^~^

Hau/ing Rope
''

Ji 'Flyw/ieel

Section

Fig. 682.—Showing the proper manner
of moving a flywheel seetion; a crowbar
may be used at D to guide the section.

wheel sections may be readily moved as shown in Fig. 682.

Fig. 683 shows a simple method for moving a small engine.

Small machines may be lifted bodily with slings (Fig. 684)

and then deposited in the approximately correct position on

the anchor bolts,

39
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Note.—Before Placing A Machine On Its Foundation, it iw

advisable to check the holes for the anchor bolts to insure that they

correspond with the bolt locations in

the foundation. It sometimes hap-

pens that the holes in the machine

bedplate or frame are not cored all

the way through or that the}- are

crooked. They must then be bored

out. Any discrepancy of this kind is

more easily corrected before the frame

is placed on the foundation than after-

Hoisfing

Rope

'MainOuyPull

//?////7//7////////////////////////////,

Fig. 687.—Side view of a gin pole and
its load.

Side Guy Pul!

Fig. 688.—Plan view of a gin pole show-

ing directions of pull of the main guy, A,

load, L, and side guys, B and C.

wards. A good plan is to test every hole with a bar or piece of pipe of the

same diameter as the bolt.

Note.—Rollers May, When Necessary, Be Employed To Move
An Object Over A Surface Which Is Not Continuous, as sho^\^l in

Hau/iiy

Rope-,

Fig. 689.—Showing how to rig for

lowering an object (a receiver for an

engine) into a pit.

Fig. 690.—Side view showing how to

rig to lower an object into its pit. (Side

view of Fig. 689.)

Fig. 685. This method is safe whenever the gap is not more than half

the length of the machine-part (not half the overall length of the skids).
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654. A Gin Pole (Figs. 686, 687 and 688) is very useful for

placing machine-parts in position, especially for such secondary

parts as do not rest directly upon the foundation but are

merely fastened to the main parts. A heavy timber, at least

10 by 10 in., is rested with its lower end against a secure

block and has lashed to its upper end four hoisting blocks.

One block is used to lift the load and the other three to guy

Cross Piece -j!^^

^Supporting
Sling

Fig. 691.—Showing method of lowering

an object into a vertical position.

Fig. 692.—A gallows frame or small

gantry for moving relatively small ma-
chine parts.

the pole. One guy is led almost directly back from the pole,

and one to each side. The upper end of the pole can be moved
(between limits) by shortening or lengthening the several guys.

The part of the machine can thus be brought into the required

position. The use of gin poles is illustrated in Figs. 689, 690

and 691.

Note.—A Gaj^lows Frame, Fig. 692, is also very useful in erecting

work, especially where it is necessary to "straddle" part of the machine

or a hole in the floor. It is just as useful as is the gin pole.

655. To Align A Machine Parts Of Which Are All Attached

To One Bedplate (Fig. 693) it is only necessary to establish

the center lines of the machine as explained in Div. 8 and then
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to level the bedplate in position with respect to the center

lines. The parts of the machine may then be placed onto the
bedplate after grouting (see Sec. 471) without fear that they
will not "line up." Dowel pins are usually provided to insure

that each part will take its proper position on the bedplate.

Machine Being Placed

Wheel-

Line
\

CenterOfDriven
Machine •

K
Fig. 693.—Aligning a machine, 3/, to be driven from a line shaft XA. A 6-8-10

triangle (see Sec. 350) is laid off from the driving line shaft A'.-l ; thereby, the location of
reference line KA, at right angles to the line shaft, is established. The center line, WY,
of the driven machine, M, is then laid at a distance F = D -\- E from the reference line

AK.

Note.—Aligning A Small Reciprocating Machine which, when
received, already has its piston and shaft in place, is effected by merely-

leveling the guides or cylinder and the shaft. A good spirit level is

suitable for this work. The alignment of the shaft may be checked as

suggested in Fig. 694.

.'Sfraighfedge Shaft-.

CylinderAnd Valve Chest

A ->

Fig. 094.—Hlustrating method of checking whether the shaft is square with the

cylinder ceiiteriine. The straightedge, B, is held firmly against the planed cylinder face.

The distances A, A should be equal.

Note.—The Alignment Of Pulleys may readily be established l^y

sighting across the edges of one pulley or by lining up the center lines ^^ith

a transit.

656. The Method Of Aligning A Machine Which Consists

Of A Large Number Of Parts may best be exphiincHl l)y an

example. See also the author's Steam Engine Pkinciples
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AND Practice. The example here given is that of aUgning a

steam engine.

Example.—The frame is first put in place and leveled. Then the

cylinder and front head, with a gasket between them, are moved to the

frame, leveled, and bolted on; see Figs. 695 and 696. A plain soft-copper

Gallows

Frame

Required Position

OfCylinder

Wood Spreader. .-'

Frame %
Foundation

ym^>^ >̂^>JJ^^/^'^^''^^^^^/^^^^^''^^''^^^^^^
Cylincfer 'RopeSlin^

Fig. 695.—Illustrating use of a gallows

frame for attaching cylinder of a small

engine to its frame. The cylinder is

placed on the floor, about in line with

the frame. It is then lifted with the

chain block, the gallows frame is rolled

toward the frame, and, when in the

proper place, the bolts are inserted.

,.-..^-EndOfFrame

eVe"-- Cy/incfer-:<:' ^--RopeSf/n^

Fig. 696.—Method of raising a cyl-

inder by blocking. The cylinder is

firmly lashed to a heavy timber, the

ends of which are alternately raised by
jacks and followed by blocking until

the proper height is reached. Then, by
sliding the timber along the blocks

toward the frame, the bolts or studs are

entered and the cylinder made fast.

ring of uniform thickness is very satisfactory for the gasket. It may be

inserted dry or, better, coated mth a little graphite-and-oil mixture.

The center line of the engine must be located from the center-line targets

(Fig. 697; see also Sec. 352). A fine silk line (fish line) is then stretched

between two stands, S, Fig. 697, exactly under the line connecting the

target points. The silk line must be stretched tightly as possible to

%.M.-'rar^et .PlumSob Original Line

i stand
2.

.•CenterLine OfEnyine

^\ o^

Silk

Line-.

o o ^E3-

Fig. 697.—Illustrating method of aligning an engine frame and cylinder.

avoid any noticeable sag, and it must be placed accurately by plumbing

from the original line. The stands should then be notched so that the

line may be taken off at any time and again replaced. The cylinder and

guides should then be adjusted to this line as closely as it can be done by

calipering. The line is then removed.

Now a piece of wood, W, (Fig. 698) with a 1-in. hole at its middle

should be placed into the cylinder end, as at /, and a similar one into the
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guides, as at //. The hole should be covered with a piece of thin sheet

metal. The centers of the cylinder and of the guides should then be

marked on the metal pieces with a pair of centering calipers, as shown

I-Cylinder I-Guide

Fig. 698.—Finding exact center of cylinder and guides with a centering strip.

in Fig. 698. A small "pin" hole should then be drilled through each

metal piece at the marked center. The silk line may then be stretched

through the holes and its position checked to see if the holes are in line

/y/////M777-///////A

Fig. 699.—Illustrating the use of a gallows frame for placing the crankshaft of a small

engine. Note that the crankdisca are held apart below the pin to prevent bending the

shaft at the lifting point.

with the mark on the stands. If they are not, the frame and cylinder

must be shifted to suit. In very long engines, a similar centering strip
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should be placed in the piston-rod stuffing box and one at each end of

the guides.

When the engine is thus aligned and leveled, the anchor bolt nuts may
be drawn down moderately tight (so that the bedplate can not shift),

care being taken not to spring the castings. The outer bearing is next

placed on its foundation. A cross line is then stretched at right angles to

'6''xe"0r8"x8"
: Chocks

/^•Disc

'Armature OfDirect-
Connected Generator

CrankStmft
Engine
frame-

/W^777777777^^^7^7}7777, Roilen'

Fig. 701.—Showing engine shaft be-

fore the bearings.

Fig. 700.—Placing a crankshaft by
first raising it while it is securely held

to timbers by "chocks" or stops and
then rolling it to a point directly over

the bearings. The shaft is then low-

ered into the bearings as the timbers

are removed.

the first silk line and at the same level. The outer bearing is then brought

into the proper place with respect to this line.

The crankshaft may then be placed into the bearings, leveled, and

squared. In small engines, crankshafts may be handled as shown in

Figs. 699 and 700. In large engines, it is better to handle them as sho\vn

Xob Housing 'Field Frame

Fig. 702.—Engine shaft raised on cob

house piling (cribwork) to permit arma-

ture to pass over field frame.

yjood

Block

Fig. 703.—Showing how to lift a shaft

out of its seat on the skids.

in Figs. 701 to 707 and to proceed very slowly. By rotating the shaft

so that the crank pin stands first at one and then at the other dead

center, the distance, for each position, from the crank face to the silk

center line through the cylinder can be measured. Also, by bringing

the crank pin vertically over and under the shaft center, the distances
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Espechlly

Shaped
Block- -

Shaft

''Block On Skids

Fig. 704.—Showing method of block-

ing under shaft as it is lifted out of

skid blocks.

Shaft

Fig. 705.—Show-ing shaft lifted out
of skid blocks and resting on a runway
which leads to the engine frame.

Armature

Fig 706 —Engine shaft in place ready to
be lowered into its bearings.

Fig. 707.—Illustrating how to ar-

range blocks in the jaws of a bearing

pedestal.

u

i^-SupportedFrom Gin
Pole OrOal/ows Frame

l^'-Piston Rod

afffl

r-.Piston

Man Holds

Here To Balance

^

Fig. 708.—Showing method of lift-

ing a piston ainl rod to phicc it into

the cylindir

V/////////////////////7'///////////

Fig. 709.—Piston resting on block
of wood in tlie countcr-borc of the
cylinder and ready to be worked
into the cylinder proper.
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from the crank face to a plumb line touching the main center line can be

measured. These four measurements to the crank face should, if the

shaft is "square" with the cylinder axis and level, be exactly the same.

If they are not, the shaft should be adjusted until they are.

The engine may then be grouted to the foundation; see Div. 21.

After a few days the nuts may be tightened firmly on the anchor bolts

Piston Touching Nut Touching .Piston Touching NutJnSame

'Crosshead ,J.'. Head ^ : Place OnRodAsln\

''Cylinder

I- First 5+ep, Engine On Crank-

End Dead Center

^77777;

'^1
1 i\&

^
I- Second Step, Engine On Head-

End Dead Center
Nut Screwed^Down

NutStillInSame /' ^ '— ""-*-

Place OnRodAsIn1

'

E- Third Step. Engine Crank
In Any Position

E-Final Step, Nut Screwed
Against Crosshead

Fig. 710.—Illustrating method of equalizing piston clearances.

and the flywheel may then be mounted on the shaft (see following

section). The cylinder may then be thoroughly cleaned, and the piston,

crosshead and connecting rod may be put in place. Figs. 708 and 709

show how to put in the piston. The clearances at the two ends of the

stroke should be equalized.

To equalize the clearances, Fig. 710, first place the engine on ?rank-end

dead center and screw the piston rod into the crosshead until it touches

'mm,

Crosshead-'

Fig. 711.—How to screw up a piston rod.

or "binds against" the cylinder head. In this position screw the cross-

head nut, by hand, against the crosshead (Fig. 710-7). Next place the

engine on head-end dead center and unscrew the piston rod (without

turning the nut on the rod) until the piston touches the other cylinder

head (Fig. 710-/7). Measure distance, d. Now, place the engine in any
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convenient position and again screw the rod into the crosshead (without
turning the nut on the rod) until distance, A, Fig. 710-1 II, is equal to

one-half of distance d in // as measured before. Finally (Fig. 710-/ V),
screw the nut firmly against the crosshead. The piston rod should not be
turned with a pipe wrench. A bar and a rope may safely be used as
suggested in Fig. 711.

The valves and piping may then be fitted to the engine. Before start-

ing up, the pipes and all steam spaces should be blown out with live steam
to clean them of chips, dirt, or other matter. This should safeguard
against possible damage to the engine.

P/u/nh Line In
CenterOfCylincfer

Guicfe-'^

This Must Be
''*'

A Right An^le

Cylincfer

Piumb Line Must
A/so Pass Through
CenterOf6i/icfes

Line Through Center
{OfBearings

Touch Here \

Fig. 712.—Illustrating method of aligning a vertical engine. Care must be exercised

to see that the plumb line is not affected by any wind or draft; where a slight wind can-

not be avoided it is well to let the plumb bob dip into a pail of oil but even thus, its

position may be false if the wind is considerable.

Note.—The Method Of Aligning A Vertical Engine is, in general,

the same as that which is employed for a horizontal engine, which has

been described; Fig. 712 illustrates the essential features.

657. In Assembling A Sectional Flywheel, Figs. 713 and

714, the sections should be supported from a gin pole and
pushed in from the side (Fig. 715). The assembly is facilitated

by inserting the sections in such order that at all times those

spokes which are already inserted nearly balance the shaft
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against rotation. After pushing the first spoke into place

the hub bolts may be inserted and screwed up. This spoke

will, when released from the hoisting blocks, naturally fall to

Fig. 713.—Showing how to lash a fly-

wheel section to set it on edge as shown

in Fig. 714.

7//////////////////////////?//////////^

Fig. 714.—A flywheel section set on

edge to change its lashings for a direct

lift.

Gi'n Pole

Fig. 715.—Flywheel section in position for attachment to the hub.

a position vertically below the shaft. Spoke 2 (Fig. 716) may
then be inserted, as was the first, and progressively the other

spokes, as shown in the illustration, until the entire wheel is
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assembled as at VIII; see also Fig. 717. After all sections are

in place the links may be inserted in the rim. They should be

heated in a fm-nace, Fig. 718, and may be carried, when hot,

as suggested in Fig. 719.

i!W^(H® ^H^

I

Fig. 716.—Showing progressive steps in building up a sectional flywheel. The numbers
on the flywheel sections denote the order in which they are inserted.

Note.—The Flywheel Links Should Be Heated Only To A Dull
Red (Fig. 720) and should then slide easily into their sockets. If

the links are heated to too high a temperature they \\'ill, when they cool,

be stretched so much that their strength is impaired—they then mil not

Fourth/ ''Third ''SecondSection
SectionBeing Section
PutOn

Fig. 717.—Putting on the fourth sec-

tion of a sectional flywheel.

Iron Bars/'

As Grate

Open Spaces
ForAir Supply

Fig. 718.—Section through an impro-
vised furnace for heating flywheel links.

The links should be embedded in the

burning coals.

stand much additional tension, if the links do not enter freely when
heated only to a dull red, it is well to cool them, alter their shape a little

(as seems necessary) and then to try again.
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Note.—Solid- And Two-Piece Flywheels May Be Handled as

shoAvn in Figs. 721, 722, 723, 724, and 725. A wheel should start easily

Link

.'Iron Bar

G
< Eye Bolts --'^\id

I

Flange.-

Flange

'F/ywheel Link

Fig. 719.—Eyebolts and bar as used to
carry a heated flywheel link.

Final Position

OfFiywheel.----:^.-

]^'Engine

^
Fig. 720.—A shrunk-link flywheel joint.

'Flywlieel

V////////////7//V//////////^7^

Fig. 721.—Working a solid wheel up to its proper height on planks. A plank is so

placed on the floor that when the wheel is rolled up on the plank it will just clear the end
of the shaft. Roll the wheel to one end of the plank and place a second plank on top of

the first and roll the wheel back and up onto this second plank. Repeat the operation
until the wheel is at the correct height to start onto the shaft.

j^-- Hoisting

Tackle

Cross-

Block

Rope Slingr ---^^

Block

^ „ .
^^'yy/Z /////////////77////77////////////

I- Blocking Up First Half l-5etting On Second Half

Fig. 722.—Showing how to place a two-piece flywheel onto a shaft.

onto its shaft but may then have to be pressed on as sho^vn in the

iUustrations.
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.-.2 Bars About S%/!'

.I "Rod

^

'5epan7for

'I- End View

fBolf

T^r. ;ebe

>

)^

H-Side Vi'ew

Fia. 723.—Side and end views of a

clamp for pressing on a flywheel. The
bars should be ^4 or 1 in. thick and

about 1 in. less in width than the

space between the crank discs. The

1-in. rods should be threaded for about

12 in. at one end.

Clamp., i::-
-Flyvfheel

"^^rr^D
Clamp-'

Fig. 724.—Plan view illustrating

use of the clamp of Fig. 723. A plate,

P, should be placed at the end of the

shaft to keep the strain off of the crank
disc and counterweights. The dis-

tances, D, should be equal and the

nuts, iV, should be tightened at the

same rate.

Harcfyyood

Slock-.

.Flywheel

.-Discs-

/////////////////////////////////////

Fig. 725.—End view of engine showing method of using the clamp of Fig. 723 for

pressing on a flywheel.

^^.=^' I-Sidc Elevation

Fig. 726.—Showing method of rolling boiler onto wooden cribbing.
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658. In Transporting A Boiler (Fig. 726), especially one

which is cylindrical in form, it is often very convenient, when

the distance is relatively short, to roll the entire boiler (Figs.

727 and 728) instead of employing rollers under it. Wooden

Boiler

TTZW^y
Wa0pn-Boc/y/

Supported On Cribyvork

Fig. 727.—Showing method of loading a cylindrical boiler onto a wagon.

planks should be provided as tracks upon which to roll the

boiler. If the boiler has a steam dome, the tracks should be

elevated or holes should be dug into the ground to permit

rolling the boiler without resting it on the dome. If necessary

1—.

—
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u}) in tlie proper place, as suggested in Figs. 726 and 730.

Whenever it is necessary to lift a boiler with jacks the method

Rope
Hooked
Around

,

Dome

Fio. 729.—Showing how to turn over a boiler.

of Figs. 731, 732 and 733, wherein the jacks are placed under

the girth seams, may be safely employed because the seams

Hoisf/n0

Blocks

-

Fig. 730.—Final position of boiler on cribbing.

usually form the strongest portion of the boiler. As the

boiler is raised, cribbing should be built up under it (as in

..-•Boiler

OOO ooo
oo^fi-fkoo

Screw

Jack-

o ¥i) O Hole

For
^Jack:

FiQ. 731.—Suggested method of raising a boiler by means of jacks.

Fig. 734) to prevent damage if a jack should slip. Blocking,

as shown in Fig. 735, is very unsafe. See Sec. 483 for infor-

40
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mation concerning the design and laying out of steam-boiler

foundations.

Note.—Unloading A Boiler From A Boat, may sometimes be

effected by "floating" the boiler to shore. Figs. 736, 737 and 738 show

L^- - 'Steam Dome

Fig. 732.—Showing jacks under a boiler ready for raising it.

methods which were employed (H. K. Scholefield in Practical Engineer,

Aug. 1, 1915) at a plant which was located on an island. The manholes

were first closed, the tubes stopped with wooden plugs and the boiler was

Sfeam Dome.
Boiler

Hole In
Top OfJack

7777777777777777

Fig. 733.—Showing the form of head

that a jack should- have when used for

raising a boiler.

Fig. 734.—The correct way to hold up a

boiler before building the setting.

floated from the freighter to the water line. Since a rock bottom laj^ at a

depth of 12 in. under the water surface, holes could not be dug for the

dome to rotate in. Figs. 736 to 738 tell the story.
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Fig. 73.5.—The wrong way to support a boiler on wooden blocks.

{Beach

Cable
Dome-.

Boiler

Fig. 736.—Position of a boiler as it was
floated to the shore line.

-Boiler PulledOut

Dome Rubbing On Bottom'

Fig. 737.—Boiler turned with its dome
at the bottom.

.Winch

Hoisting Blocks-.

Fig. 738.—Starting the boiler of Fig. 737 onto cribbing.
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QUESTIONS ON DIVISION 19

1. State the four principal steps involved in erecting a machine.

2. How are machines usually taken off railroad cars? Explain the use of rollers and
dollies.

3. How would you move a heavy machine if the skids run parallel to the direction

in which you wish to move it?

4. State the principal methods of moving a machine from a railroad car to its build-

ing. Describe each fully.

5. What is a dead man? Explain with a sketch. What is its use?

6. How would you change the direction in which a piece is moving on rollers?

Explain with a sketch.

7. Draw a sketch to show the construction of a temporary incline. What precautions

must be taken in drawing a piece of machinery up an incline? In going down the incline?

8. Describe a crab. A capstan. Explain their use in erecting work.

9. State the procedure in bringing a machine part to its foundation.

10. Are anchor-bolt holes in a machine bedplate always nicely cored? When and
how are they inspected?

11. Draw a sketch of a gin pole. Explain its use in erecting machinery.

12. State the procedure for aligning a machine the parts of which are all attached to

one bedplate. What provision is usually made by the manufacturers of such machines

to insure that the parts will " line up?"
13. How would you align a small reciprocating machine which, when received, already

has all of its parts in place?

14. Formulate an example of the alignment of a large reciprocating machine which
consists of many parts and illustrate your example with suitable sketches.

16. Describe a good method of determining whether an engine shaft is exactly at

right angles to the cylinder axis and is level.

16. How would you equalize the clearances of a double-acting piston engine? How
would you grip the piston rod when turning it?

17. What precaution should be taken before starting up a steam engine to insure

that there is no foreign matter in the pipes or in the engine cylinder?

18. Describe and illustrate with sketches the method of assembling a sectional fly-

wheel. Show the order in which the sections of an eight-section wheel should be inserted.

19. Describe fully the procedure in tying flywheel sections with links which are

inserted while hot.

20. What special method of transportation is suitable for moving boilers a relatively

short distance from a car to a building?

2"1. Illustrate how a boiler should be supported while the brickwork is being built.

22. Describe, illustrating with sketches, how a cylindrical boiler may be "floated"

to shore from a boat and then moved to a building.



DIVISION 20

INSTALLING ANCHOR BOLTS IN HEAVY-MACHINERY
FOUNDATIONS

659. The Installation Of Anchor Bolts In Heavy-Machinery

Foundations is a subject that justifies special consideration.

The reason for this is that a great many anchor bolts are

usually required for heavy-machinery foundations. Another

reason is that sometimes the anchor bolts for such service are

very long and of large diameters hence quite heavy. Conse-

quently, unless provisions are made for their economical instal-

lation, there is a possibility of a waste of time and money. In

the sections which follow, some suggestions will be given for

methods whereby these large heavy bolts can be handled

effectively.

660. Large Anchor Bolts Should Have Their Upper Ends

Drilled And Tapped as shown in Fig. 739, so that eye-bolts

[<--^"->| ^--Threcic^zc^ For Nut Anol Lock Nut
'Drill^"Anof Tap For i"Ei/e Bolt '^hreao/ea/ For Anchor-Ploifz Nut---

'

Fig. 739.—Detail of anchor bolt drilled and tapped for eye-bolt.

can be temporarily screwed into them, as shown in Fig. 740,

to facilitate handling. A usual practice in the United States

is to thus drill and tap all anchor bolts of diameters greater

than 3 in. Sometimes bolts considerably smaller than 3 in.

in diameter have holes drilled and tapped in them. Where a

crane is available, it will be found convenient to have all

629
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anchor bolts greater than 1^2 i^^- ii^ diameter tapped for eye-

bolts as suggested in Fig. 739. With the anchor bolts thus

arranged for the accommodation of eye-bolts, the crane can be

utilized in installing them, as suggested in Fig. 742. If no

crane is available, a set of chain blocks

can be used.

Note.—^Large Mild-Steel Anchor Bolts

Are Quite Heavy. An anchor bolt 10 ft.

long and 3 in. in diameter, weighs approximately

240 lb. Obviously, it is difficult to insert a bolt

of these dimensions in a casing hole in a founda-

tion, and to turn it into the nut in the anchor

plate, unless the eye-bolt provision suggested is

adopted.

Top End Of hnchor Bolt-

Fig. 740.—Eye-bolt applied

to anchor bolt.

Fig. 741.—Drop-forged or wrought-iron eye-bolt.

661. The Proportions Of A Series Of Eye-Bolts that has

been found satisfactory for handling foundation bolts is shown

in Table 663. Drop-forged eye-bolts (Fig. 741) of about the

proportions shown can usually be purchased. But if they

cannot, satisfactory eye-bolts can be forged, of approximately

the dimensions indicated, by the smith in any plant.

662. In Determining The Size Of Eye-Bolt To Use For

Handling An Anchor Bolt there is only one factor that need

be considered. It is merely necessary to select an eye-bolt

of such a diameter that it will safely sustain the weight of the

anchor bolt. Then the anchor bolt should be drilled and

tapped accordingly. The procedure can best be illustrated

by an example.

Example.—What size eye-bolt should be used for handling the 23^-in.

diameter mild-steel anchor bolt, 10 ft. long, which is sho\vn in Fig. 739?
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Crcfr?e
Cables --->-

Solution.—Referring to a table of weights of round iron bars, such as

can be found in any mechanical engineers' or structural steel handbook,

it will be ascertained that a 1 ft. length of 2>2-in. diameter round iron

bar weighs 16.69 lb. Hence, 10 ft. will weigh 16.69 X 10 = 166.9 lb.,

or, practically, 170 lb. Now referring to the values in the "safe strength"

column of Table 663, it will be found that a ^^-in. eye-bolt, the smallest

size that is adapted for ordinary use, will carry 677 lb. It is, therefore,

obviously large enough for handling this 170-lb. bolt. The anchor bolt

should have its upper end drilled and tapped (Fig. 739) to accommodate

the eye-bolt, in accordance with the dimensions indicated for a %-in.

eye-bolt in Table 663.

Note.—If A Table Showing The Weights Of Round Iron Bars
Is Not Available, the weight of any anchor-bolt

can be computed by using the values given in Sec.

664. The size of tap drill to use for any diameter

of standard eye-bolt can be found in any table

giving the properties of standard U. S. bolt threads.

^^^^^ 664. Some Properties Of Round
Wrought-Iron Rods, the knowledge of

which is found convenient in making

anchor-bolt computations, are as follows:

Specific gravity is 7.7. The weight per

cubic foot is 480 lb. The weight per cubic

inch is 0.277,9 lb. The weight, per foot, of

any wrought-iron rod = D^ X 2.618, where

D is the diameter of the rod.

665. The Method Of Installing Anchor

Bolts Where A Crane Is Available is dia-

grammed in Fig. 742. An eye-bolt, E, is

screwed into the previously drilled and

tapped end of the anchor bolt. A, which it

is desired to insert. Then the crane-hook,

C, is engaged in the eye-bolt eye and the

anchor bolt is thereby raised and trans-

ported to a point over the casing, H, in

which it is to be installed. It is then low-

ered into the casing as suggested in Fig.

742. The anchor plate, P, should be in place at the bottom

of the casing. If the anchor plate has a recess, the nut

should be in the recess as shown in Fig. 742. Then the bolt

is lowered into the nut and is turned by using, as a lever, a

Removable
Eyz Bolt-.

Anchor
Bolt-

Anchor
Plate
W!tt!
Nut
ffecess-,

rcunolation

Fio. 742.—Placing an

anchor bolt with a

crane.
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bar passing through the eye-bolt eye. Thus the bolt is screwed

down into the nut. The nut resting against the bottom of the

recess will then prevent the anchor bolt from dropping down
into the pocket. The eye-bolt can then be removed.

Note.—Usually The Machine Bedplate Is In Position Before
The Anchor Bolts Are Installed, but this is not necessarily the case.

Where the bedplate of the machine is in position on the foundation, and
the anchor bolts are dropped through the bolt holes in it, a nut can, prior

to the insertion of the eye-bolt, be run on the top of the anchor bolt.

Such a nut vdW then prevent the anchor bolt from dropping down into

the pocket if there is no nut in the nut recess of the anchor plate.

666. A Swivel-Hook Should Be Provided Where A Crane

Is To Be Used In Installing Anchor Bolts.—A simple swivel

Yoke For
Crane Hook

Nut:.

-Ball

Thrusf-
Bearincj

(J
Fig. 743.— Ball bearing swivel hook for installing eye-bolts.

is shown in Fig. 742, but where a considerable number of

bolts are to be placed, a ball-bearing swivel, constructed some-

what on the lines suggested in Fig. 743, will be found an

economical appliance. The swivel should turn with a mini-

mum of friction, so that the bolt can be screwed into the nut

in the anchor plate with httle effort. The friction of a swivel

which is not provided with ball-bearings is apt to be

disagreeably great.
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667. Nut Recesses In Anchor Plates Prevent The Bolt

From Dropping To The Bottom Of The Pocket.—For example,
if an anchor bolt is installed in an anchor plate, which has no
nut recess like that of Fig. 744, the tendency of the bolt is to

drop down to the bottom of the pocket. This is, in some
cases, undesirable. Where such is the condition, the bolt

must then be blocked up in position as illustrated in Fig. 744.

Archor
Bolt---—

_ Concrete .V:s..-4J-
i^- Foundoitiori'- v</ . ,

.-

Fig. 7 4 4.—Blocking

supporting an anchor bolt

in an anchor plate which

does not have a nut recess.

.•I

I--.-

Anchor

i

:

Ploifes.^
;

\

;;©: :©ri •;.{

Pockets'

^ir •H^'

Tunnel

Anchor

;••." ••
II -P loi n| • V..i cvwl'- ... ..: FT~"

:^..:::K-•|-^•^.-v---y••^-l5-0:;-'-:-.-v-:--|•>|

k-6Jk- - -4-0"- ->!<-- -4- O"- - >j<- - -4-0"
•->|<1'6>I

2^" Footing
• -:•..';.:;'.=?:•I- S ec t i o n ci l.-'E I'e.voi-f i o n^rAV?\^^if,.v-• •••••••--.••.•.•. •.^ ••-.;.•. ••>....:.•.•.. .•:.;..i,-T^..:-.,.^>

FiQ. 745.—Tunnel through foundation to permit access to

pockets.

Where the anchor plate has a nut recess as in Fig. 742,

and a nut in the recess then the anchor bolt is thereby pre-

vented from dropping down into the pocket, and the necessity

of blocking to hold it up is eliminated.

668. Anchor Bolts With Their Lower Ends Slotted For
Cotters Can Be Installed In Minimum Time.—It requires

much less time to insert a cotter in the slotted end of a bolt
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than it does to screw the end of a threaded bolt into a nut.

This is particularly true if the bolt or nut is rusty or if the

thread of either is imperfect. However, where bolts with

cottered ends (see Div. 2 on anchor bolts) are used, some
arrangement should be provided in the anchor plate to engage

the cotter and so support the bolt, so that blocking like that

of Fig. 744 will never be necessary to hold the bolt in place.

A recess can readily be cast in the anchor plate somewhat as

suggested in Fig. 742, to hold the cotter and thus support the

bolt.

669. A Tunnel Through A Foundation To Permit Access To
The Anchor-Plate Pockets is shown in Fig. 745. See Div. 5.

It is always desirable in large foundations that the nut on the

lower end of each anchor bolt be accessible. This can be

arranged by providing pockets which open either to the

outside of the foundation or to a tunnel passing through it,

as shown in Fig. 745.

QUESTIONS ON DIVISION 20

1. How may the handling of large anchor bolts be facilitated?

2. In general practice, what is the smallest size of anchor bolts that are tapped for

eye-bolts? What is the smallest size in special cases, where the anchor bolts may be

handled with cranes?

3. In what respect does a crane facilitate the handling of anchor bolts? Describe

the method of using the crane.

4. In what respect does placing the bedplate on the foundation facilitate setting the

anchor bolts?

6. What is the advantage of a ball-bearing swivel-hook when handling anchor bolts

with a crane?

6. What determines the size of the eye-bolt for insertion in the top end of an anchor

bolt?

7. What are anchor-plate nut recesses? If an anchor plate has no nut recess, what
must be done to set the bolt?

8. What is the advantage in using cotters for securing anchor bolts?

PROBLEMS ON DIVISION 20

1. A mild-steel anchor bolt of 3-in. diameter is 12 ft. long. What size of eye-bolt will

suffice for handling this anchor bolt?

2. A wrought-iron anchor bolt is 2^i in. in diameter and 10 ft. long. What is the

weight of the bolt?



DIVISION 21

GROUTING MACHINERY BEDPLATES

670. Assume That A Machine Has Been Erected And Is

Ready For Grouting.—The anchor bolts are accurately

located in the foundation. The engine, generator, or motor

Brick-i

Clay orI

MortaA
Dam.

4

B

C/ayor „ .

P>°" ^iew.

Mortar-. 9°°''° MotorBed Plate

Section
A-A

Brick

f^ w'^T' -""••"• "" "V V:l^.-^T Floor

L

I

^W^i^ •III.- •. I •Y i ! I.I -

' ' « vmiui 'ii
T FloorLme

Foundation
Boh----

Section B-B

FiQ. 746.—Motor bedplate on foundation, grout having been poured.

is in position on the foundation, with the anchor bolts pro-

jecting up through the corresponding holes in the bedplate of

the machine. The installation may then be grouted as

described hereinafter.

636
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Note.—The Beuim.ate Should Not Be Allowed To Rest Directly

On Top Of The Foundation. It should be sustained about 1 in.

(7*, Fig. 746) above the foundation top with wooden or iron wedges as
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Fig. 747,— Engine-driven generator on foundation showing grout. This illustrates

an Allis-Chalmers right-hand 22 by 42-in. Corliss engine direct connected to a 400-kva.,

480-volt, 120 r.p.m., alternating-current generator of the same make.

indicated in a following illustration. This space between the top of the

foundation and the bedplate of the machine should be ultimately filled

with grout as shown in Figs. 747 and 748.

671. The Functions Of Grouting are at least three, as follows

:

(1) To insure that the bedplate of the machine will rest firmly

on the top of the foundation and to correct any irregularity between

the top of the foundation and the bottom surface of the bedplate.
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(2) To prevent lateral shifting of the machine. It is the duty

of the anchor bolts only to hold the machine down firmly

against the foundation top. The grout, which should extend

up into the space in the machine bedplate, as shown in Fig.

746 should assume the lateral thrusts if there are any. The
ribs and the sides of the machine bedplate bear against this

grout filling and thereby prevent motion. (3) To increase the

mass of the machine bedplate. It sometimes occurs that a

machine vibrates excessively because its bedplate does not

-Eye Bolt-

Shaft
' Extension

c>,_^ Grout-

.§
•^

, -., _
" "J- '.-•t--'- ^.;.-f?"-.-.V.-JV..|: ;

Anchor |'^:;j^r'^^^^^'^^-lK;
Plates— -^m

I "for

-f^u^:

3

Fig. 748.—Illustrating the application of grout between a motor or generator bedplate

and its foundation.

have sufficient weight. Frequently, if the bedplate is filled

with grout, as suggested in Fig. 746, this difficulty will be

corrected. Such a filling tends to eliminate the vibration and

to reduce the noise that results from the pounding of the

machine parts.

672. The Material Used For Grouting is usually concrete,

sulphur, lead or plaster of paris. In this list, the materials

are arranged in the order of their importance for this work.

Probably any material that is capable of being poured in

liquid form into and around a bedplate, which will ultimately

harden so as to have great compressive strength, and which

will not be adversely affected by oil and water will serve as a

suitable grouting substance.

Note.—Preferably, A Grouting Material Should Be Non-
Absorbent. But this is an ideal requirement and can seldom be satisfied

at reasonable expense.
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673. Portland Cement Grout is used much more extensively

than the other kinds because it is cheap, can be readily

obtained and prepared, and has a very high compressive

strength after it has set. It is probably the preferable material

to use in all except certain special cases enumerated below.

Note.—A Portland Cement Grout Should ConslstOfOne Part
Of Sand And One Of Cement. Water should be added to the mixture

until it has the consistency of thick cream. Some erecting men use neat

cement for their grout, that is, a composition consisting only of cement

and water. This practice is probably an erroneous one, because, while

the neat cement becomes very hard when dry, it is brittle and cracks

easily. Sometimes a mixture of two parts of sand and one part of cement

is used and seems to give satisfaction. Such a grout is probably better

than one of neat cement.

674. The Character Of The Sand Used In Mixing Grout

Is Important.—The sand should be free from loam, clay or

similar materials. The cement will not mix with substances,

such as these. Their presence weakens the grout. Hence,

if such materials are present, the grout will not be bound by

the cement into a homogeneous stonelike mass. Weak spots,

tending to produce fractures, may then exist at critical loca-

tions under the bedplate. Also, it is imperative that the sand

be sharp. That is, that its grains be angular in shape instead

of rounded.

Note.—It Is Important That Sufficient Water Be Used In

Mixing Grout. It should not be too thick. Care should be exercised

to keep the grout clean, because chips and pieces of wood in it may clog

the vent-tubes described hereinafter. The grout should, where large

quantities are required, be mixed in a clean wooden box. Where a small

quantity of grout is to be used, it may be mixed in a metal vessel.

675. A Heavy Cement Mortar May Under Certain Condi-

tions Be Used Effectively For Grouting.—The mortar may be

prepared by first mixing the dry cement and sand together in

the proportion, by volume, of one part of portland cement to

one and one-half parts of sand. Enough water may then be

added to a shovelful or two of this dry mixture to dampen it

to the consistency of molding sand. That is, just so its

particles will cohere or hold together when pressed into a ball

by the hand. The (quantity of mortal' thus prepared may
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then be tamped in under the bedplate. For this purpose, a

tamping iron (Fig. 749), about 18 or 20 in. long and cut from

a IM by 3^-in. bar of iron or steel may be used.

Note.—In Order To Use A Heavy Cement Mortar, as described

above, a backing (Fig. 750) must be provided, inside the flange of the

bedplate, to tamp against. Hence, it can be used efi'ectively only where

A-
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to mixing. The plungers should not fit too tightly. If they

do, they are liable to bind. The gun should be rinsed in

V>'oool Plunger To Fit

Inside Of Meta/-.

Hopper

Fig. 751.—Rectangular tubular cement gwa.

Brass Hopper^-

Flareoi
End

Hoppzr
SoMzrzol
To Tube--.

r-

Broom-Hoinolle Plunger.

Brass Tube-,^

1

.>k-lf >k- -ai---

14"

Fig. 752.—Cirmlar tuhul:ir ronu-nt Run for .squirtiiiK grout.

water Ijefore each loading to insure that no cement will have

opportunity to harden on or in it.

41
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677. Sulphur Or Brimstone Grout is used in certain cases

where cement cannot be obtained, or where a bedplate is being

grouted on an old oil-soaked foundation. A portland cement

grout will not bed properly on oil-saturated stone or concrete,

but sulphur appears to bed satisfactorily.

Note.—Where An Old Machine Is Insecure On The Top Of A
Dirty Foundation it can be raised J4 in. to 1 in. above the foundation

top and the old grout chipped out. Then if the resulting space is filled

with a sulphur grout a firm bedding will be assured.

678. Sulphur Appears To Remain Unaffected By Oil And
Grease Around A Machine.—A case is recorded (Power,

March 2, 1915, p. 310) where the sulphur grout on an oil-

soaked foundation under an engine bed showed no deteriora-

tion after four years service. In placing sulphur grout, the

material is heated until molten and then poured into the

space under the bedplate, it being restrained from flowing

away by ''dams" arranged as will be described.

Note.—One Material Advantage Of Sulphur is that it sets very

quickly. Sulphur flows more readih' into corners and interstices than

does cement. But it should be agitated within the bedplate as it is being

poured to insure its filling all recesses.

Note.—Sulphur Must Not Be Used As A Grouting Material
When It Will Be Subjected To High Temperatures. The melting

point of commercial sulphur
/^"""^"^ ^^^-\^ o^ ^ , . varies from about 239 deg.
(

e::^ <s> Y Sheet-Iron Cover ^ „
°

^'-^^^..^^^^^^^^^ fahr. to 248 deg. fahr. Often

^jjSjTfflTn

—

=rfxs^—Spout the temperatures of parts of

^^iiiliL-5^=Jii^^i==nv^ steam equipment are higher
^''''°'========='''^^

^ ^ than this. Hence sulphur

r
I

tJoYotbie Handle-' Can not, ordinarily be used

V J for grouting the "hot" ends
,, — "Meitingi Laoiie ^j engines and similar ma-

FiG. 753.—Ladle for melting sulphur grout. chines. The portion of the

bedplate under an engine

cylinder, in a saturated-steam plant, may easily attain a temperature

as high as 260 deg. fahr.

679. In Melting Sulphur For Grout a metal vessel (Fig.

753) with a close fitting cover should be used. The material

ignites readily and may catch fire several times before becom-
ing molten. Placing the cover on the vessel will extinguish

these harmless fires. The material should be melted slowly
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over a small even fire. When it becomes molten it should be

used at once because if heated to too high a temperature, that

is, to above 600 deg. fahr. it becomes pasty and will not flow.

680. Lead Is A Splendid Material For Grout, but is so expen-

sive that it is not extensively used. The lead having been

melted, is poured while in the liquid state into the space under

the bedplate and allowed to set.

Note.—Lead Has The Advantage Of Being Non-Absorbent,
while the other materials suggested, except possibly sulphur, are absorb-

ent. Lead grout has been used to a consideraljle extent for bedding steam

turbines.

Note.—A Putty Made Of Powdered Asbestos And Oil Is Useful
Where Lead Is Employed As A Grouting Material. This composi-

tion is recommended by R. L. Johnson, erecting engineer for the Westing-

house Electric and Manufacturing Company in Electrical World for

Sept. 17, 1921 on page 575. If fireclay and water is used, when the

molten lead contacts with it, steam is formed which causes air holes or

blowouts. The asbestos and oil should be mixed to about the same
consistency as glasier's putty, "/n pouring lead grout under bedplates,

where the bedplate is of considerable length and the faces of the I-beams

supporting the bedplate are from 6 in. to 8 in. wide, it is best to di^^de

off a partition every two feet." By sealing all joints of the wooden
forms or "dams" which are around the bedplate with the compound of

asbestos and oil, having the molten lead sufficiently hot to char a wooden
stick and pouring as fast as possible, very satisfactory results will be

attained. The same general procedure may be employed in babbitting

bearings.

681. Plaster Of Paris Grout has been recommended where

it is necessary that a material that will set quickly be used.

J. F. Hobart, jVIillw^righting, p. 267, claims that plaster

of paris when mixed with one-half its weight of water will

sustain a load of 500 lb. per sq. in. after setting 1 hr.

After 24 hr. its crushing strength exceeds 1,000 lb. per sq.

in. The crushing strength of the material, after it has become
thoroughly dry and hardened, exceeds 2,300 lb. per sq. in.

Note.—The Proportions Recommended For Plaster Of Paris

Grout are two parts by weight of the plaster and one part by weight of

water. If less water is used, the mixture \\\\\ not pour easily. Plaster

grouting must be mixed and poured without loss of time. Furthermore,

it should be prepared in small batches as it sets very rapidly. It is

obvious that plaster of paris grout should not be used except for tempor-
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ary work where oil will not come in contact with it. If oil reaches it,

the plaster will absorb the oil, which will doubtless weaken the grouting.

Furthermore, it should be remembered that plaster of paris is weakened

by acid and acid fumes. Therefore, it should not be used where it will

be subjected to their action. Plaster grouting can be used to advantage

under small electrical machines which are kept clean.

682. An Iron-Filings-And-Sal-ammoniac Grout is sometimes

used for packing under the bedplates of machines. In prepar-

ing the mixture, reasonably-fine iron turnings, from a lathe,

chippings from a drill press or filings are mixed with a quantity

of powdered sal-ammoniac by stirring them together in a vessel.

About 1 qt. of sal-ammoniac to 5 gal. of water will be

sufficient for 1 ,000 lb. of the iron chips or turnings. Before using,

the chips should be washed free of grease with hot water or

lye and water and cleaned with gasoline. This mixture is

moistened and then pounded between the bedplate of the

machine and the foundation top. Ultimately a chemical

action occurs which causes the iron-and-sal-ammoniac (ammon-

ium chloride) compound to harden into a compact cement.

Note.—Iron-Filings-And-Sal-ammoniac Grout Is Probably Use-

ful Only For Packing between the top of a foundation and a bedplate

so that the weight of the bedplate will be uniformly distributed over the

surface of the foundation. It is not likely that this kind of grout would

offer much resistance to the lateral displacement of a machine bedplate.

Note.—A Mixture Of Water, Ammonia And Iron Chips may be

used for grouting instead of a sal-ammoniac-and-iron-chips compound.

The following proportions have (G. A. Her, Southern Engineer^

April, 1919) been recommended: Ammonia, 1 qt.; water, 5 gal.; iron

chips, 1,000 lb. The ammonia-and-water mixture is first sprinkled over

the cleaned chips and the mass is mixed by "turning it over" with a

shovel, in about the same way as concrete is mixed. It is then tamped

into place under the machine bedplate until it is hard and solid. It is

then permitted to set for from 36 to 72 hr. during which interval it Avill

harden into a compact solid mass. The grout made with chips and

ammonia appears to ultimately form about the same compound as that

made with chips and sal-ammoniac.

Note.—For Some Purposes An Iron-Filings-And-Sal-ammoniac

Grout Is Preferable To A Cement Grout. The iron-filings grout

appears to be practically immune from the action of vibration, acid and

oil. It does not crack readily. It neither shrinks nor expands w^hile

solidifying. It is economical inasmuch as it utilizes the iron scrap which

would otherwise be thro^vn away.
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683. In Preparing A Machine Bedplate For Grout, about the

only precaution necessary is to be sure that the bedplate is

clean and free from mud and dirt so that the grout will adhere

intimately and securely. It is not necessary that the lower

surface of the bedplate be planed or machine-finished.

Note.—Since There Should Always Be A Space, as hereinbefore

suggested, to allow for grout between the top of the foundation and the

bottom of the bedplate of a machine, irregularities in the bottom surface

of the bedplate do no harm. In fact, it is altogether likely that some
irregularity is advantageous in that it provides interstices into which the

grout can more effectively bind.

684. In Preparing The Top Of The Foundation For Grouting

the essential requirement is that it should be clean so that the

grout will adhere effectively. In constructing a concrete

foundation it is good practice to make its top surface rather

rough to bind the grout. Wherever the upper surface of a

foundation is smooth, it should be roughened before the

machine is set on it or the grout poured. The roughening can

be effected bj^ using a diamond point chisel and a sledge

hammer, or with a pick. The pieces of cement chipped out

and the dust due to this chipping process must be swept

away.

Note.—If Portland Cement Grout Is To Be Used, the upper sur-

face of the foundation upon which the machine has been set should be

thoroughly soaked with clean water to promote a good union between the

grout and the foundation.

685. The Space To Be Allowed For Grout Between The
Bottom Of The Bedplate And The Top Of The Foundation

{A, Fig. 748) should vary somewhat with the size of the

machine. Where the machine bedplate is very large, rela-

tively-great irregularities may be expected in its lower surface

and the thickness of the space allowed for grout should be

correspondingly great. Where the machine bedplate is small,

the chances are that its lower surface will be quite regular.

Hence for small machines, a relatively-small space allowance

for grout will suffice. In no case should the layer of grout be

less than % in. in thickness at its thinnest section. A layer

of grout thinner than this will probably be weak and readily
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cracked, particularly if it is of portland cement. Probably a

preferable minimum thickness is 1 in. Many erecting men

will not use grout layers thinner than 1 in. On the other

hand a maximum thickness is probably 13^ in. There appears

to be nothing gained by making the grout layer thicker than

this, even under the larger machines.

Note.—The Minimum Thickness Of ^ In. And The Maximum Of

13^ In. suggested above refer to the thickness of the grout under the edge

of the bedplate, as at T, Fig. 746. The thickness under the body of the

l)edplate, as at C, Fig. 746, may be much more than 1 in. or 13^ in. for

reasons indicated in a folloA\ing Sec. 693. The thickness of the grout

layer between the foundation top and the bedplate should always be

considered (see Sec. 105) when determining the lengths of the anchor

bolts for a given installation. If the designer fails to remember this layer

of grout, his anchor bolts will likely be 1 in. to IM in. short.

686. Before The Grout Is Poured Under A Bedplate, The

Plate Should Be Accurately Aligned And Leveled (see Div.

Dam
Board .

final Height "'v ji
Of 6rout:^_t-^

Brick i.

Or Stone -4jav>-. ~<

,.- \/ent Of Bent Pipe —{
Machine Hedplafe

i ,yVedges:-:--%-- :,:::'::. .'

Earth '%%, ,''/> •'• o' >' .

"^ o.' ^'''- ^'z

^f:^\':^'^?''i.' four^ elation ^
•3 »s».o'.a o

a.' c-

Fig. 754.—U-shaped vent tubes in place in a machine bedplate—all ready for grout.

19) into its final position. The anchor bolts, if properly

located, will insure accurate alignment of the bedplate. It

can be adjusted to elevation and level by driving wooden or

iron wedges under it, as shown in Figs. 746, 754 and 755.

After the bedplate has been aligned, leveled, and set to

elevation the nuts on the upper ends of the anchor bolts are

screwed doWn, clamping the bedplate firmly against the

wedges so as to prevent its movement.

Note.—If Casings (Div. 6) Have Been Installed Around The

Anchor Bolts, the alignment of the bedplate can be effected more

readily, particularly if it so occurs that certain of the anchor-bolt holes
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ill the bedplate, or certain of the anclior bolts, have been incorrectly

located.

Foundation

Q
Dam
Board-
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. Wooden Braces -^

^M ^f7?i.:^^^:::v
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"""*^ Vv Wedges
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Fig. 755.—Plan \\ev,- of a bedplate on a foundation with vent pipes in position.

687. The Arrangement Of 'Wedges Under A Bedplate

when a machine is being grouted on a foundation is illustrated

Bedplate-.

NuK
yVasher

Iron
.Wedge

-

,.^;^^

Top Of
]Founc/o/'-

Grout I
^i^"

!«' •'
"I ' '^ •ni*—"" ' 111 .J

-Anchor Bolt

Fia. 756.—Showing wedges under machine bedplate.

in Fig. 756. About 1 in., more or less, should be allowed

between the top of the foundation and the bottom of the
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machine bedplate, to permit the insertion of the wedges.

It is usual to place a pair of wedges on each side of every

anchor bolt. After the bedplate has been leveled and aligned

all of the nuts on the tops of the anchor bolts should be turned

down tight, binding the machine in place against the wedges.

The wedges should, preferably, be removed from under the

bedplate after the grout has set.

688. The Wedges For Leveling A Bedplate may be either of

mild steel (Fig. 757, commonly called wrought iron), cast

iron or wood (Fig. 758). Flat iron of J^ by 2-in. section,

drawn down to a thin edge (about }^^^ in. thick) at one end

with a steam hammer, makes good wedges. Such a wedge

ForHeavy Work 8".For Bed Plate Flomg/e-^

\LighfWork 4": ' ';

j JFouno/oifion^

K .------. -^ Wooo/en

Booirol

5 ForHeavy-'.I , ^
Lndl'/zFor ,,4-w.For-

i -̂ry ;i—r-w. v»-
,

-a* Y

Liyhf Work ^'^'^'^ ^ ^^^:^:^^-^^-i^^^;^U}Pi<^^\

Fig. 757.—A pair of steel wedges. Fig. 758.—Wooden wedges inserted under bed-

plate.

may be about 5 or 6 in. long. Hard-wood—maple or oak

—

.wedges may be used for light machinery but they are useless

under large bedplates which may weigh 50 tons or more.

For small bedplates, cast-iron wedges may be used if they are

cast large and heavy enough—because of the brittleness of

cast-iron, small wedges of this material are likely to break.

Metal wedges need not be machined. Sometimes metal

wedges are also made from %- or ^^-in. stock and may be 23-^

in. wide.

Note.—"Spacing Plates" Or "Shimming Blocks," usually cut from

3 by K-in. strap iron, so as to form blocks measuring say, 8 by 3 by 3^ in.

are often useful as fillers in leveling bedplates for placing under the

wedges. The space between the lower face of the bottom wedge and the

top of the foundation if filled mth these blocks. Spacing plates may
also be cut from ^^-in. or %-in. stock and may be onlj' 2 or 23^ in. A\dde.

Often erecting men are supplied with and use plates of different thick-

nesses for different conditions.
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689. Adjusting Screws May Sometimes Be Used For

Leveling A Bedplate Instead Of Wedges.—The flange of the

bedplate may (Fig. 759) be drilled and tapped at at least four

or six points, spaced symmetrically around the flange, to

receive set-screws or tap bolts. A plate of flat iron, heavy

enough to sustain the thrust of the bolt without bucking,

should be placed under each bolt. The bedplate may then

be leveled by adjustment of the screws. After the grouting

has set, the screws should be removed and the foundation

bolts tightened. The iron plates may be left in. Since a

layer of grout intervenes between these plates and the bedplate

they cannot cause trouble.

Note.—Where The Bedplate Has No Flange, the method
described above may be employed by inserting the adjusting screws in

angle irons and bolting the angle irons to the sides of the bedplate.

•%/;, Leveling
%,Screw

Floit Iron-'

Fig. 759.—Leveling screw in bed-

plate.
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Fig. 760.—Dam-boards arranged around

a motor-generator set preparatory to grout-

ing. (In this case irregularities in bedplate

prevent dam-boards from being placed against

it.)

690. Dams For Restraining The Grout are arranged as

shown in Figs. 746, 754, 755 and 760, around the bedplate

after it has been leveled, aligned, and adjusted to elevation.

These dams are usually constructed entirely around the bed-

plate as suggested in Fig. 746. Frequently the entire space

within a bedplate is to be filled with grout as diagranuned in

Fig. 746. In such cases the dams are usually made about as
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high as the bedplate. The dams are usually constructed of

pieces of plank which are held in position with bricks, stones,

clay, or mortar. Sometimes the entire dam is made of moist-

ened sand. Sand, clay, or mortar is often distributed (Fig.

746) along the edges of the dam boards, that rest against the

enerafor
Set-..,

Bed Plafe. M
Dam
Board

Dam
Board

L
I. Perspective E.levation. H Section.

,-Founc/ation

'

VenK

Fig. 761.—Dam-boards arranged around a machine having a regular bedplate outline.

(In this case the dam-boards rest against the bedplate.

)

foundation top, to prevent the grout flowing out at this junc-

ture.

Note.—If The Plan-View Outline Of The Bedplate Is Irregu-

lar, as in Figs. 746 or 760, the dam should be built at such a distance

from the sides of the bedplate that it (the dam) will clear the obstructions.

If, however, the bedplate is regular in outline, as shown in Fig. 761, the

dam boards can be arranged resting

against the sides of the bedplate as

there shown. Where this method is

followed the waste of grout that

occurs when the dam boards are held

away from the bedplate (Fig. 755) is

eliminated. Where the dam boards

rest against the side of the bed-plate

(Fig. 761) it is necessary to either drill

holes in the bedplate through which the

grout can be poured (Fig. 762) or to arrange pouring tubes into each of

the recesses in the bedplate as outlined in Fig. 754.

691. The Required Amount Of Grout Will Be Minimized

If Dams Are Arranged Both Inside And Outside The Outline

Of The Bedplate Base, paralleling one another^ so that the

'. Weofgre^

*^^:v<.*.*'»%*'V>^«i'7' v'*''*^;?'?-'*'-^

Fig. 762.—Grout poured through hole

drilled in bedplate.
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grout which is poured within them will He only under those

parts of the bedplate which extend down to the foundation top

and therefore form beaiing surfaces. Dams arranged in this

way are recommended only for large foundations which would

ordinaril}^ require considerable grout. Thus, if there are

cross webs, in the bedplate, which extend down to or almost to

the lower face of the bedplate, sand ridges may be arranged

at each side of the cross webs with a space for the grout between

them.

692. Pouring The Grout Under A Bedplate Should Be Done
Quickly.—The grout should, as hereinbefore suggested, be

mixed to the consistency of thick cream, so that it will flow

readily and fill the space under the bedplate. It should be

agitated with a bent stick or wire poked under the bedplate

so that it will flow into and completely fill all of the pockets,

recesses, and corners under the bedplate. Unless this proce-

dure is followed, air pockets may form in out-of-the-way

corners and recesses.

Note.—Frequently There Are Orifices, As At D (Fig. 746),

Through The Top Of The Bedplate. The stick or wire used to stir

the grout can be extended through such an orifice if one exists.

693. The Proper Height For Grout Within The Bedplate,

that is, the distance D (Fig. 754) is a thing that must be deter-

mined for each individual installation. No rules of general

application can be given. It is sometimes, as hereinbefore

stated, desirable to fill the entire volume within a bedplate with

grout in order to increase its mass. The interiors of steam-

turbine bedplates are often entirely filled with grout.

Note.—Where The Grout Is Used Merely To Provide An Even
Bedding and to prevent lateral movement of the bedplate, it is probable

that a height of 4 in. or 5 in. above the bottom of the bedplate, or 5 in. or

6 in., at D (Fig. 754) above the top of the foundation is ample. These

dimensions obviously apply to the case of large machines. \\'ith smaller

machines where it is impossible to make the grout within the bedplate

4 in. or 5 in. thick, the usual practice is to fill the bedplate as shown in

Fig. 746.

694. Grout Is Sometimes Injected Into The Spaces Within

The Bedplates Of Large Machines by using either a specially
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designed pump (Figs. 763 and 764), compressed air (Figs. 765

and 766), or a gravity pressure arrangement (Fig. 767). Where
a bedplate is large, it is expensive and tedious to pour the large

quantity of grout with buckets from the grout mixing box

into the enclosure within

the dams. The applicabil-

ity of the wholesale hand-

ling methods just suggested

is obvious for such cases.

Bronze
Gland-

Cast-iron Case

Rubber Diaphragm

Fig. 763.—Perspective view of rubber diaph-

ragm pump.

Bronze Gland

Note.—A Pump For Grout-
ing Must Be Of Such Design
That It Will Not Be Clogged
by the passage of the material

and it must be of rigid simple

construction. The rubber-

diaphragm pump (Edison
Manufacturing Company, 255 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, Mass.) showTi in

perspective in Fig. 763 and in section in Fig. 764, has been successfully

used in many instances for grouting. The principle of operation of the

pump is as follows:

Explanation.—As the handle, H (Fig. 763) is moved up and down,

the connecting rod, R (Fig.

764) moves AA-ith it. This causes ^\yConnectingRod

the rubber diaphragm, D, to

raise and lower, and the lift

valves, V and Fi, to operate.

On the up-stroke of the con-

Jiecting rod, Vi opens while V
remains closed, and a charge of

grout is draAMi into the chamber
Ci of the pump. On the down-
stroke of the connecting rod,

valve Fi closes while V opens,

and the grout is thus forced

into chamber Co. Then, as the

connecting rod again raises, the

charge of grout is discharged

from C2 through the outlet of ^^o- 764.—Diaphragm Uft and force pump used

the pump.
*

^°" injecting grout.

Note.—The pump showni in Fig. 763 has a capacity of about 1,000 to

1,200 gal. an hour, but another pump of the same general design is

made which has a capacity of 3,000 gal. per hour. Both of these

pumps are designed for working against a maximum pressure of about

60 lb. per sq. in.

Stuffing Box-

Cast Iron
Case

Brass

Nipple

Outlet

Inlet
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695. In Using A Pump For Grouting, a rubber hose extend-

ing into tlic grout box is connected to the inlet nozzle of the

pump. Another hose is extended from the pump outlet through

an orifice in the bedplate into the space within the bedplate.

Working the lever of the pump, (Fig. 763), by hand, will transfer

the grout from the box to the space within the bedplate.

Note.—Sometimes in grouting a bedplate, all of the openings except

that from the pump, and a vent hole, which should be located above the

highest point to which the grout is to be forced, are closed. The grout

is then pumped in.

696. A Diaphragm Pump Should Be Thoroughly Cleaned,

immediately after it has been used for grouting, by pumping
clear water through it. This should be done before the surplus

cement grout on it has had time to set. These diaphragm

pumps are very easily cleaned, which is one of their advanta-

geous features. When the pumps are used day in and day out,

renewals of the valve linings and rubber diaphragms are

required about every three months in the average case.

Note.—Some contractors consider the diaphragm-pump method of

handling grout more satisfactory than one that involves (Sec. 697) the

use of compressed air.

697. A Method Of Injecting Grout Into Bedplates With

Compressed Air is suggested diagrammatically in Fig. 765.

A similar device (Fig. 766) employing an automobile-tire

pump, may be used for grouting very small machines. The
arrangement in Fig. 765 consists essentially of a charging

cylinder, B, which can be connected by a pipe line with a

source of compressed air. In using the arrangement, the

charging cylinder is filled with grout and its top screwed on.

Then the globe valve is opened, allowing the air pressure to

act on the grout in the cyhnder. A pressure of from 8 to 25

lb. per sq. in. will usually be ample to force the grout into the

bedplate. The length of pipe, P, extending up within the bed-

plate must be long enough that the grout, having been forced

out, cannot flow back into it.

Note.—It Has Been Suggested That It Is A Good Plan To
Maintain A Slight Air Pressure On The Grout, within the bedplate,
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while the grout is setting. This tends to force it into intimate contact with

all of the recesses in the bedplate. This method is particularly applicable

for grouting under a bedplate already installed. A channel can be cut

under the bedplate through the old grout and the piping arrangement

Removable
Cap--

VJ. I. Pipe
Chargingy^
Cylinder.

%'Fipe

Globe Valve

Compressed Air Supply
'

.-Air Vent (^;tiolefHroj.^h^^^^^^

..Machine Bed Plate

Compartment
fo be Filled with

Crout

•.o

5

Fig. 765.—Arrangement for forcing grout into bedplates with compressed air.

shown in Fig. 765 inserted therein. Then, by following the process

indicated, the bedplate can be filled. Every separate recess or chamber

in the bedplate must (Sec. 700) be vented.

Grout Tank

Fig. 766.—Compressed-air grouting outfit for small work.

698. A Compressed-Air Charging Outfit Should Be Cleaned

immediately after the grout has been injected. This may be

done by driving a stream of compressed air through the charg-

ing cyUnder and pipe. At the end of each day's work the

entire outfit should be cleaned by forcing water through it.

The grout must not be permitted to remain stationary for

any great length of time in the cylinder or in the small-diameter
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pipes, because, if it is permitted to do so, it will liarden and

clog them.

699. A Gravity Pressure Outfit For Handling Grout can be

arranged somewhat as shown in Fig. 767. The grout can be

mixed in an open box or tank arranged at an elevation of 10

ft. or so above the top of the foundation. After being mixed

it can be discharged into the grouting pipe which connects

to a hose leading to the space within the dams. An auxiliary

Spout

Hand-Operafed
Pressure
Pump

Sheet Metal
Funnel

'Check
Valves-

Water-
5upply -^

Pipe

Fig. 767.—Combined gravity and pressure arrangement.

connection with a water line can be provided, as shown in the

illustration, so that if the grout shows a disposition to clog the

pipe it can be washed through with water.

Note.—Where It Is Desirable To Impose A Pressure On The
Grout Within A Bedplate, a small booster pump can be connected into

the water supply line. Then, by closing certain of the valves and opera-

ting the pump, the necessary pressure can be developed. A pump of the

type sho\\Ti can be made to develop a pressure of 100 lb. per sq. in. But,

obviously, this is much greater than is necessary. In grouting, a pressure

of 10 to 12 lb. per sq. in. is ample for the average case.

700. The Venting Of Pockets Or Recesses In Large Bed-
plates must always be considered when the bedplates are
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being grouted. The purpose of venting is to permit the

escape of air which would otherwise be trapped as the grout is

forced into the bedplate. Unless this air is allowed to escape

it will likely prevent the grout from rising to the desired

height within the bedplate. It will also prevent it from

flowing readily into the interstices of the casting.

Note.—Frequently The Volume Within A Bedplate Is Divided

Into Pockets Or Chambers, as previously suggested, by cast-iron ribs.

Where such is the case, each one of these chambers must be vented if

grout is to be injected into it. Venting can be effected either by boring a

small hole, say ^i in. or % in., through the top of the bedplate as showni

in Fig. 765, or by inserting U-shaped pieces of M-in. or %-'m. pipe as

shown in Figs. 754 and 755. Some manufacturers bore a hole through the

top of each bedplate chamber. Where this provision has been made the

U-tubes, or additional holes, are, of course, unnecessary. Where U-
shaped tubes are used, they should be used (Figs. 754 and 755) in a

vertical position so that their upper ends will extend, in the case of a large

machine bedplate, about 7 in. above the top of the foundation. Then,

if a 6-)n. strata of grout is injected, the end of the tube will extend 1 in.

above the top of the layer.

701. After It Has Become Solid The Grout Can Be Trimmed
Away From The Outside Of The Bedplate as shown on

the right end of the foundation

of Fig. 746. The trimming

(Fig. 768) should be done before

the concrete has set sufficiently

to solidify and become hard. As

a general proposition, the dam
should be removed just as soon

as the grout is stifT enough to

sustain itself and then that

portion that extends outside of

the bedplate can be neatly cut

away with a trowel or an old chisel. As the grout extending

at the outside of the bedplate is cut away, the portions of the

vent tubes, if there are any, as in Fig, 754, which extend out-

side of the bedplate, can also be cut away, by using a cold

chisel and hammer.

Note.—Some Erectors Prefer To Wait Until 48 Or 50 Hr. After
The Grout Has Been Poured Before Trimming It. After this length

Grout Trimmed
Flush With Edge
Of Flotnc/Q,--^

Bed-Plortz

ft/'/'///,'tf'/tffUeftf/r/. t/ttt/'f/ffi

'j;//(i;;ij;iii)^ijii}jiy;;i)))ii

''y,yr, i-'iyr/.uVtY*ijfjni\,Ukrtii I Uf.

Excess Grout--' Founc^ortion--

FiG. 768.—Trimming the grout.
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of time the material will probably be so hard that a cold chisel and a

hammer ^^^ll be required for its removal.

Note.—Grouting Should Nevek Extend Up Auound The Outside

Of a Machine Bedplate. Instead, it should always be cut dowm
smooth and flush with, the side faces of the bedplate or of the flange.

Unless this practice is followed, oil and water are likely to flow from the

outside faces of the bedplate to underneath it and there collect; this will

weaken the grout. Furthermore, grouting is often cracked and broken

off" where it is brought up around the outside faces of a bedplate instead of

being cut off flush. The expansion of the bedplate itself causes the

cracking.

702. The Removal Of The Leveling Wedges is a subject

about which there has been considerable discussion. It

appears that certain erecting men for some reason or other

allow these wedges to remain after the bedplate has been

grouted. The most prevalent opinion, however, appears to

be that, for most conditions, the wedges should be removed.

If the wedges are left in, practically all of the weight of the

machine and bedplate may ultimately rest on them. The
grout may not be in sufficiently intimate contact with

the bottom of the bedplate to assume any great portion of the

vertical load. Where the wedges are left under the bedplate,

there is a possibility of a space of something like H^ooo of

an inch between the grout and the bedplate. Where the

wedges are removed the bedplate must, of course, bear down
into intimate contact with the grout. The entire weight is

thereby uniformly distributed over the whole foundation top.

Obviously, the grout, if it extends up within the bedplate,

should prevent lateral movement whether the wedges are

removed or not. For steam-turbine bedplates, the general

practice seems to be to permit the wedges to remain (Sec. 474).

Note.—The General Electric Co. Erecting Men Usually

Leave The Wedges Under Bedplates. N. L. Rea of the Construction

Department, on March 20, 1922, advises thus: "We have never heard

of any trouble from the concrete shrinking away from a generator base.

Care must be taken to see that the top of the foundation is properly

roughed, cleaned and wet down before the grout is poured and that the

grout is poured under a head of a few inches above the bottom of the base

so it will set under this head. The question of leaving or removing

wedges we have always considered one of convenience. If the wedges

were above a finished floor level, we took them out after the grout had set

42
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and then pointed the holes. If the wedges come below the floor surface

we have made a practice of grouting them in solid and leaving them."
Note.—A Case Of Trouble That Was Due To Wedges Being

Left Under The Bedplate of an engine was reported by D. N. McClin-
ton in Power for March 2, 1915, on page 310. In this case the man who
erected the engine left two wedges under the bedplate, one on each side,

at about the center of the engine. After a period of operation the engine

vibrated and pounded so badly that it had to be shut down. An investiga-

tion revealed the two old wedges. After the wedges were removed and
the bedplate re-grouted the operation of the engine became satisfactory.

It doubtless would have been satisfactory originally had the wedges not

been left under the bedplate. It is an obvious fact that there is less

friction between two metal surfaces than there is between a metal one

and a concrete one. This fact should in itself be sufficient justification

for the removal of wedges.

703. The Mass Of A Bedplate may be increased by invert-

ing it and filling its chambers with weak grout composed of

about one part of portland cement to three or four parts of

sand. Where the machine is already installed and it is

impractical to invert the bedplate, the grout can be injected

into it by using one of the methods illustrated in Figs. 763 and

765, or 767.

704. As To Whether The Casings Around Anchor Bolts

Should Be Filled With Grout there is also some difference of

opinion. It is believed, however, that it is the general and
best practice 7iot to grout them. If the casings are filled with

grout, the anchor bolts are cemented in them solidly. This

defeats one of the functions of the casings, which is to permit

the removal of the anchor bolt.

Note.—When The Grout Is Being Run Under The Machine
Bedplate, The Anchor-Bolt Casings Should Be Filled With Sand
(Sec. 305) or should have their tops stuffed full of paper or waste, or the

like. Furthermore, waste or some similar material, which will prevent

the adhesion of the grout to the anchor bolts, should be \\Tapped around
each bolt in the space between the top of the foundation and the lower

surface of the machine bedplate. It should be remembered that it is

the real function of the anchor bolts to hold the machine bedplate dowm
to the foundation. They are not expected to prevent lateral movement.
That is the function of the grout.

705. The Grouting Of Electrical Machines That Are

Insulated From Their Foundations is sometimes necessary.

The National Electrical Code (see Sec. 504) recommends
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Belt-Driven
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Driving
Pulley

Exciter
Pulley

Slide Rails

Impregnated
Woodi Timbers
forlnsulatiort

that the base frames of all generators and motors be thoroughly

grounded. But under certain conditions, insulation of the

bedplate from the earth is permitted and in these cases it may be

accomplished, as shown in Fig. 769,

by inserting a couple of timbers,

impregnated so as to render them

waterproof, between the base of

the machine and the top of the

foundations. The slide rails or the

bedplate for the machine are

secured to the top of the timbers.

The timbers, to prevent rocking

and vibration, should be bedded

on a layer of grout, about 3^^ in.

or % in. thick, resting on the foun- Fig. 7G9.—Generator insulated from

1 ,
•

, foundation with timbers.
dation top.

Note.—Electrical Machines On Masonry Foundations are sel-

dom (Sec. 504) insulated from the ground. It is usually safer, more

reliable and more convenient to thoroughly ground the frames of these

machines by connecting them to the earth wvih a wire, as directed in the

National Electrical Code, than it is to insulate them. See Div. 15

and the author's Wiring For Light and Power for details.

< Concrete
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Adjusfing
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'Foufvdatiori

Ejevation

FiQ. 770.—Motor support, comprising two slide rails, grouted in position on foundation.

706. The Difficulty In Aligning Slide Rails preparatory to

grouting is a feature that should l)e considered when purchas-

ing small electrical machinery. Certain manufacturers pro-

vide their medium- and small-size motors and generators with
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two slide rails as shown in Fig. 770, instead of on a self-con-

tained bedplate (Fig. 771). Slide rails are, as a general

proposition, to be avoided. They usually require more anchor

bolts than do bedplates.

Note.—Eight anchor bolts are required in the slide rail arrangement of

Fig. 770, whereas only four are required for the equivalent bedplate

arrangement of Fig. 771. Furthermore, it is much more difficult to

level, adjust, and align two slide rails than it is one bedplate. A consid-

eration of Figs. 770 and 771 will render evident the truth of this state-

ment.

Foundation

rr^

®
<!W^ cr;p

(«)

'•Slots tor
.;v|nf MotorBolts'
^^ ^Adjusting Screws-'^

J
MJir.

' ^'Foundation Bolt

rian View, Bed Flate. Hole

Motor Bed Plate „

^<.- ' 6rout

c- Foundation

Elevation

.

Fig. 771.—Motor bedplate grouted in position on foundation.

707. Grouting Should Be Kept Free From Oil.—Cement
grout is not, ordinarily, favorable to the absorption of oil.

Still, if the grout is continuously in contact with oil, some of the

oil will inevitably soak in. When this occurs, disintegration

of the grout, with possible disaster to the machine, may be

the result, as in the case outlined in the following note.

Note.—The Importance Of Proper Grouting can be best illustrated

by consideration *of a case reported in Power^ March 14, 1911, page 415.

The series of difficulties started with the breaking of the bedplate of an

old Corliss engine. The foundation for the engine had originally been

well constructed of ashlar block set in cement, but during the many years

of its service the whole foundation became permeated ^ith oil. The
stone became saturated and the cement softened and squeezed out of
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the joints. Settling then took place. It was particularly excessive under
the crankshaft bearings. Finally the bedplate of the engine broke. It

was then decided to replace it with a new prime mover.

The new engine was a 1,700 h.p. horizontal tandem-compound engine.

At the time that it was decided to purchase the new engine, disinterested

engineers advised the rebuilding of the foundations, suggesting that

it would probal)ly lead to difficulty if the new engine were erected on

the old oil-soaked foundation. However, to economize time, the owners
decided to place the new engine on the old foundation, and did so.

Immediately after the new engine was placed in operation, movement and
vibration were observed. In an endeavor to remedy these difficulties

the joints between the stones of the foundation were wedged apart,

cleaned out and pointed. Furthermore, the engine bedplates were

wedged up to elevation and clamped securely into position ^^ith the

anchor-bolt nuts. However, it was impossible to render either the engine

or its foundation secure.

Another week was spent in cleaning out the oil from the joints between
the stones and around the bottom of the foundation, after which the

joints were again filled ^^•ith cement. This decreased the difficulties.

However in making the corrections just mentioned, the flywheel and
shaft were not, as they should have been, elevated to relieve the bearings

of their weight while the engine was being aligned, nor were the nuts of

the anchor bolts slackened to permit the bedplate to assume its natural

position so that it could be properly grouted. The ultimate result was
that the bedplate cracked at a point near an anchor bolt adjacent to the

crankshaft bearing. This accident was doubtless wholly due to the

omission of proper grouting.

708. An Example Of A Bedplate Fracture Due To Improper

Grouting is recited in the following by A. J. Dixon in Power
for Aug. 2, 1921: The necessity for fiUing the bedplates of

high-speed power-plant machines with grout, so as to make
solid contact between the machine and the foundation through-

out the entire base area, was exemplified by the breaking

(Fig. 772) of an inadequately grouted bedplate under a high-

speed pumping unit. The unit consists of a nuiltistage

centrifugal pump driven by direct shaft connection from a

steam turbine running at 1,900 r.p.m. Both machines are

mounted on the same baseplate, making a supposedly rigid

base.

Explanation.—For some time the inboard bearing, D, of the pump
had been running hot—so much so as to necessitate cooling with a stream

of water from a hose. The cause of the heating remained a mystery until

the engineer accidentally discovered that it was due to a double fracture
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in the bedplate. The latter had been so thickly coated with coal dust

and grease as to obscure the cracks in the metal. While starting the

pump one morning, the engineer casually rested his foot on the edge of the

bedplate at a point directly beneath the turbine and was immediately

aware of a slight weaving motion at that location. When the plate had
been cleaned, two fractures were revealed. One of these, W, was beneath

the turbine, and the other, X, was between the turbine and the pump.
As both fractures extended straight across, they had caused a slight sag-

ging of the bedplate between the two machines, thus thro\\ing the bear-

ings out of alignment, hence the heating of the inboard pump bearing.

'/SCO R.PM. Steam Turbine Cenfrifugal Pump

;;|ggg;|gjgg;^^^

Fig. 772.—Rodplato fracture due to insufficient erouting and how it was repaired.

The damage was repaired by bridging each crack with an iron strap

}4. in. thick and 4 in. wide as sho^vn. The ends of the straps were turned
down to a close fit with the tapered sides of the bedplate. Each strap

was secured by two rows of >^-in. capscrews spaced 4 in. apart. A 2-in.

hole was drilled at the center of the bedplate, as indicated at A. Also

two 1-in. holes were drilled close to each end of the plate at B and C.

A thin grout of portland cement was then poured into the base, through
the 2-in. hole, until the cavity was filled. This was manifested by the

grout exuding through the 1-in. ventilating holes at B and C. The job

was allowed to stand for two days to permit the grout to harden thor-

oughly. The foundation bolts were then tightened down securely, and
the pump w^as put in ser\dce. No further trouble was experienced with

the inboard pump bearing. This method of making the repair proved
satisfactory.

QUESTIONS ON DIVISION 21

1. What are the functions of grouting?

2. What materials are used for grouting?

3. How is grout made with portland cement?
4« What is neat-cement groutf

5. What is the effect of earthy impurities in the sand which is used for making grout?
6. What is sharp sandf
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7. For what purposes of grouting may a heavy cement mortar be used?

8. What is the chief advantage of a sulphur grout?

9. What is the effect of heating sulphur above about GOO deg. fahr.?

10. What is the principal advantage of lead as grouting material?

11. What circumstance might require the use of plaster of paris as grouting material?

What factors militate against its effectiveness?

12. How is an iron-filings grout prepared?

13. How may irregularities in the bottom surface of a bedplate affect the grouting?

14. How should a foundation be prepared to receive a portland cement grout?

15. How much spare should be allowed for grout under a bedplate?

16. How are bedplates leveled up?

17. Describe a method of leveling bedplates without the use of wedges.

18. How may a dam for restraining the grout be built around a bedplate?

19. How high should the grout ascend within a bedplate?

20. Explain the method of pumping grout under a bedplate. Explain the compressed-

air method of injecting grout.

21. Why is it advantageous to maintain a slight air-pressure on grout while setting?

What pressure is advisable? How may the pressure be developed?

22. Describe the venting of bedplates while being grouted.

23. How soon after a grouting is finished should the projecting grout be trimmed off?

24. What may result if the leveling wedges are left in the grouting?

25. How may the mass of a bedplate bo increased?

26. Is it advisable to grout in the anchor bolts? Why?
27. How may electrical machines be insulated from their foundations and grouted?

28. How does oil affect a grouted structure?



APPENDIX

SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMS

The Following Solutions To The Problems, which have been

presented at the ends of the various divisions throughout the

book, are included to assist the student. These solutions

should be referred to only after the reader has made an earnest

effort to solve the problem under consideration, without

assistance. If used in this way, these solutions may constitute

a material aid.

The Same Symbols And The Same Formulas Are Used
in these solutions as those which are employed in the division

which contains the statement of the problems.

SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMS ON DIVISION 1

MACHINERY-FOUNDATION FUNCTIONS, PRINCIPLES AND
VIBRATION

1. The weight of the foundation and bedplate may be assumed to act

directly through the center of the base. The weight of the foundation is:

Wf = 150 X (5 X 3 X 2.83) = 6,375 lb. Now, taking moments about

the center of the base area to find the position of the resultant force,

W,-.: 600 X 2 - 1,200 X 1 = WrX. Whence, x = 0; this means that

the resultant acts through the center of the base area. Hence, the

foundation is symmetricallj^ loaded. By For. (1): P = Wr/A/ =
(600 + 1,200 + 250 + 6,375) -^ (5 X 2.83) = 8,425 ^ 14.15 = 595 lb.

per sq. ft. Since, by Table 5, soft clay will sustain a pressure of 1,000 lb.

per sq. ft. imposed by a vibrating machine, it is evident that the founda-

tion vnW be safe.

2. Applying the rules of Sec. 16: (1) The center of area of the foundation

base will, since the base is rectangular, be at its geometric center. (2)

The total load = 5,450 + the weight of the foundation = 5,450 -{-

[150(2 X 5.25 X 4.417)] = 5,450 + 6,690 = 12,410 lb. (3) Taking

moments about the lower left-hand edge of the foundation: (5,450

X 2) + (6,960 X 2.625) = WrX, whence, x = [(5,450 X 2)

+ (6,960 X 2.625)1 h- 12,410 = 29,170 4- 12,410 = 2.35 ft. Hence
b = 2.625 - 2.35 - 0.275 ft. (4) M = 6W, = 0.275 X 12,410

= 3,415 Ib.-ft. (5) Since the base is rectangular and the founda-

664
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tion symmetrically loaded about the longitudinal axis, the neutral axis is

the transverse center line of the base. (6) The moment of inertia = I =
4.417 X (5.25)3 -=- 12 = 53.2 ft* (7) The area of the base = A =
5.25 X 4.417 = 23.18 sq. ft. (8) 7i = 1% = 5.25 -^ 2 = 2.625 ft.-

(9) Pmax = Wr/Af + MYi/l = (12,410 "=- 23.18) + (3,415 X 2625
^ 53.2) = 536 + 168 = 704 lb. persq ft. (10) P^in = Wr/Aj- - MY.Jl =
536 — 168 = 368 lb. per sq. ft. (11) Since the maximum soil pressure is'

so very low and does not exceed twice the average, the foundation would

be safe on any soil except quicksand (see Table 5).

3. By For. (6): Fb = 30,000P/.p/iVD/ = 30,000X200 ~ (150^

X 66^2) = 7,270 lb.

4. By For. {7):Fg = 10,500 P;,p/iVD/ = 10,500 X 50 -^(800 x H2) =
1,970 lb.

5. The weight of thefoundation = Wf = 150 [(3.25 X 9 X 9.5) + (2 X
1.67 X 2.67 X 7.5)1 = 51,700 lb. The total vertical load = Wr = Wm + Wf
= 21,000 + 51,700 = 72,700 lb. Hence, taking moments about A
(Fig. 773): WrX = (21,000 X 3.25) + (51,700 X 4.5) = 300,900 /6.-/f.

Or, X = 300,900 -i- 72,700 = 4.14 ft. Now, Wr and Fb may be plotted

to scale (Fig. 773-//) to determine the direction of R. The line of action

of R is determined by the intersection of Wr and Fb in Fig. 773-//.

Be/f-.^

Jt-IZ70L3.

Wh = 2/,000

i I

1-Space Diagram
H-Vectof
Diagram

Fig. 773.—Space and vector diagrams for the 200-hp. double engine.

6. From Fig. 773-/, distance CD = (4.5 - 4.14) + 0.625 = 0.985 ft.

Now applying the rules of Sees. 18 and 19: (1) Center of area of base is at

C. (2) The vertical component of the resultant force is, by Fig. 773-//,

equal to W,. (3) From Fig. 773-/, 6 = 0.985 ft. (4) M = Wrb =

72,700 X 0.985 = 71,600 Ib.-ft. (5) Neutral axis is transverse center line

of base. (6) / = 9.5 X 9Vl2 = 577 ft.* (7) ^/ = 9 X 9.5 = 85.5 sq.

ft. (8) Y, = Y, = 4.5 ft. (9) Pma. = y^r^Af -h A/Fi// = (72,700

^ 85.5) -f (71,600 X 4.5 ^ 577) = 850 -|- 559 = 1409 Ih. per sq.ft. (10)

Pmin = 850 - 559 = 291 lb. per sq. ft.

7, Since Fy, = F,. = 7,210 lb. (Proh. 3), applying For. (13) there results:

Wf = Fjej - Wa/ = (7,270 h- 0.15) - 21,000 = 48,467 - 21,000 =

27.467 lb.
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8. By For. (6), the belt pull = Fi, - 30,000 Php/NDf = (30,000

X 16) ^ (1,200 XH2) = 533 lb. From Fig. 108, r of For. (14) = (3 ft.

6 in. H- 2) - 16 in. = 5 in. or 0.417 ft. Also, from Fig. 108, the ratio

of length to breadth for the foundation base = 3 ft. 6 in. 4-2 ft. 2 in. =
3.5 ^ 2.167 = 1.62. Now, from Fig. 39, K = 0.49. Hence, by For.

(14): Wf = '^(l +^) - Wjtf = (533 -- 0.25) [l + {0.417 - (0.49

X 2.167)!] - 700 = 2,270 lb. Therefore, the depth = (2,270 ^ 150)

H- (3.5 X 2.167) = 2 ft.

9. The values of the terms of Fors. (19) and (20) are, from Fig. 108:

Tr = (3 ft. 6 in.) - 16 in. =^ 26 in. or 2.1Q7 ft. rm = 10 in. or 0.833 ft.

rp = (S f . 6 in.) ^ 2 = 21 in. or 1.75 ft. 6 = 3 ft. 6 in. = 3.5 ft.

Wm = 700 lb. From Prob. (8), F b = F-, = 533 lb. Hence, by For.

(19h Wf = {FrTv - WMrM)/rF = (533 X 2.167 - 700 X 0.833) -h 1.75 =

3271b. Or, the depth = (327 -i- 150) ^ (3.5 X 2.167) = 0.2SS ft. or about

SH in. Also, by For. (20): Wf = [FriSr, - 6) - WuiSvM - b)]/(SrF

-b) = [533 X (3 X 2.167 - 3.5) - 700 X (3 X 0.833 - 3.5)] -^ (3 X 1.75

- 3.5) = (1600 + 700) X 1.75 = 1,314 lb. Or, the depth = (1,314

^ 150) ^ (3.5 X 2.167) = 1.155 A or_about 14 in.

10. By For. (25): fm = ISS/Vdi = 188 -^ \/6 = 76.8 vibrations

per minute.

SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMS ON DIVISION 2

FOUNDATION ANCHOR BOLTS

1. By Sec. 124, the unit of adhesion may be taken as 250 lb. per sq. in.

Hence, by For. (29), P = S.UAdl = 3.14 X 250 X ly. X 4 X 12 =

56,500 lb.

2. By Sec. 124, the unit of adhesion may be taken as 250 lb. per sq. iri.

By For. (31), d = P/3.14^; = 5,200 ^ (3.14 X 250 X 22) = 0.307 in.

Hence, the requisite diameter = 0.307 X 6 = 1.82 in., or, practically

V/i'in.

3. By Sec. 124, the unit of adhesion ma}^ be taken as 250 lb. per sq. in.

By For. (32), I = P/3.UAd = 30.57, or, practically, 30>^ in.

"4. By For. (34), T = 6,250 X 3.14^^ = 6,250 X 3.14 X HH^ = 44,156

lb.

SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMS ON DIVISION 4

ANCHORS AND ANCHOR PLATES

1. Use the approximate rule for finding the root area- of a bolt thus:

0.7^2 X 0.785 = 0.55 sq. in. Assume that the safe tensile stress of the

steel is 100 times* the safe compressive stress of the brick. Then by

For. (56), the net area,

S
An = a ^ = 100 X 0.55 = 55 sq. in.
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The area of the l\i-in. bolt-hole = (1.25)2 X 0.785 = 1.227 sq. in.

By For. (60), the total area, At = An -\- a' = 55 -\- 1.227 = 5634 sq. in.

The diameter of a circular plate of this area = \/5,625 -h 0.785 =

approximately 8)^ w.

2. With such a casing, a' becomes (3.25)- X 0.785 = 8.3 sq. in.

Then the total area, ^4/ = 55 + 8.3 = 63.3 sq. in., and the diameter =

\/63.3 -^ 0.785 = 9 in.

3. If a factor of safety of 5 is used, the safe unit tensile strength =

(60,000 -^ 5) = 12,000 lb. per sq. in. The root diameter of a ^^-in. bolt

is 0.62 in. The total safe tensile strength of the bolt is by For. (53),

St = 0.785 dr^St = 0.785 X (0.62) ^ x 12,000 = 3,600 lb.

4. The net area, (10 X 10) = (100 sq. in. less the area of the hole)

or, 100 - 0.785 X 1.252 = 98.8 sq. in. By For. (52), the total stress,

Sc = ScAa = 300 X 98.8 = 29,640 lb.

5. With 4-in. casings, the ineffective area = 0.785 X (4)2 = 12.5 sq. in.

The net area is then (100 — 12.5) = 87.5 sq. in. By For. (52), the total stress

= Sr = 300 X 87.5 = 26,250 lb.

6. The root area of a l>^-in. bolt is, by Table 238, 1.295 sq. in. Allow-

ing an ineffective area of 2 sq. in., the length of side, For. (62),

Lwi = -^a^ + a' = Vl.295 X 6,000 -^ 400 + 2 ^ practically 4% in.

7. Assume a safe stress in the concrete of 250 lb. per sq. in. If the

casings are 4.5 in. outside diameter, the ineffective area will be about

16 sq. in. The root area of a 1^4 -in. bolt (Table 238) = 1.746 sq. in.

Hence, by For. (62), the width

^"•' = ^a^^ + a' = Vl.746 X 6,000 ^ 250 + 16 = practically 7^ in.

8. Tracing horizontally to the right from 12,500 in the left-hand colvmm

(Fig. 216) to the vertical line, LL, thence along the inclined line to the

vertical line indicating an allowable pressure of 300 lb. per sq. in. and

thence horizontally to the right-hand scale, the outside diameter is found

to be 7 in.

9. Tracing vertically do^niward (Fig. 216), along the line which repre-

sents an allowable pressure on the wood of 300 lb. per sq. in. to the curve

which represents an allowable tension in the washer of 4,000 lb. per sq. in.

and thence to the right-hand scale, the ratio T ^D = 0.21. Hence, the

requisite thickness is 7 X 0.21 = 1.47, or practically 1}? in.

SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMS ON DIVISION 10

ENLARGING, REPAIRING, AND REMOVING EXISTING
FOUNDATIONS

1. By notosul)joinod to See. (402),3()00 X (4 - 2>^) = 6,300/6.
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SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMS ON DIVISION 13

STEAM BOILER FOUNDATIONS

1. The weight per running foot of wall is (2 X 14 X 120) + (2.5 X
2 X 145) = 4,085 lb. The area per running foot is 2.5 sq. ft. The soil

pressure is, therefore, 4,085 -f- 2.5 = 1,630 lb. per sq. ft. which (Table 5)

is safe for good soil. The footings under the columns support (21,000 -^

8) + (2 X 145) = 2,915 lb. per sq. ft. which is safe. The ratio of the

soil pressures is 2,915/1,630 = 1.8 which is allowable.

SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMS ON DIVISION 20

INSTALLING ANCHOR BOLTS IN HEAVY-MACHINERY
FOUNDATIONS

1. By a table of the weights of steel bars, a 3-in. bar weighs 24 lb, per

ft Hence, a 3-in. bar 12 ft. long weighs 24 X 12 = 288 lb. By Table

663, the safe strength of a ^^-in. eye-bolt is 677 lb. Hence, a %-in. eye-

bolt will suffice.

2. By Sec. 664, (23^)2 x 2.618 X 10 = 198 lb.
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Page
A

Action, tilting Go
Adhesion, see Bond.
Air cleaning apparatus, ventilating,

generator foundation 457
COMPRESSED, charging outfit for

handling grout 654
injecting grout into bedplates . 653

compressor, see Compressor.
DUCT, see also Ventilatinn duct,

area, generator foundation. . . 457
SPACE, isolating 331

minimizing vibration 65
WASHER 457

alternating-current generator. 455
Akimoff, N. W 54, 59, 67, 75, 82,

97, 402, 447, 449
Aligning foundation form and templet 274
Allen, E. C. in "American Machin-

ist" on portable founda-
tions 520

Allis-Chalmers Co., concrete
foundation for steam-tur-
bine-generator, illustration

414, 418
Corliss engine, foundation draw-

ing 159
on concrete foundations for

steam-turbine-alternator... 413
Alternati.vg-current generator,

air-washer and ventilating
ducts 455

machines, cast-iron bedplate .... 514
frame, soleplate, support 511

Amalgamated Machinery Corpora-
tion in "American Machin-
ist" on concrete planer bed
and housing 585

"American Architect" on anchor
bolts in drilled hole 128

"American Machinist," A. D.
Williams on anchor plate
design 193

Amalgamated Machinery Cor-
poration on concrete planer
bed and housing 585

D. O. Barrett on portable
motor foundations 519

E. C. Allen on portable motor
foundations 520

F. C. Hudson, on concrete for
repairing broken pedestal
jaw 364

G. W. Childs on anchor bolts
and plates 120

J. A. Furer on reinforcing
concrete foundations 343

J. H. Van Doventer on locking
anchor bolt nuts 151

L. I. Yeomans on concrete
planer beds and housings. . 585

Remington Arms Co. drop-
forge shop 539

Page
"American Machinist" (^Continued)

a. H. Bunnell on anchor
plate design 194

"American Society of Mechanical
Engineers Boiler Code" on
return tubular boiler 478

American Steel Foundries, steel-plate
anchor plates 184

Amplitude, vibration, definition. ... 54
Anchor, see Anchors.

bolts 106-166
and plate in foundation with
and without casing 191

angle-iron anchor plate 126
attaching new to old 156
Ball engine foundation 110
blocking up 264

illustration 260
broken-off , extended 158
BUILT IN casings 173

soUd 173
casing, see Casing.
casting 234
CEMENTED-IN 127

babbitt metal 128
head not necessary 130
holes . 588

classification 114
corrosion, effect of painting

on 167-172
cotter-fastening, see Cotter

atichor bolt.

DEFORMED 120
example, illustration 121
illustration 107

designing 109
DL\METER Ill

determination 112
outside and root 196

DIMENSION, how obtained. . . . 109
table 161

double-expansion 139
drawing, specification 158
drop-hammer foundations. . . . 560
dropping to bottom of pocket,

prevention 634
duty 107
electrolytic corrosion 167
END, rethrcading, die nut 163

slotted for cotters 634
equipment, standard drawing. 162
expansion, see Expansion bolt.

EXTENSION 154
rust joint lS6
serving as bond 351
sleeve-screw coupling 156
studs coupleil on 350

EYE BOLT applied 629
size, determination 630

"flats" sawed on 154
frame 262
functions 106
gashed 130
grouted in casing 244

669
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Page
Anchor bolts {Continued)

hanging from templet 264
HEADLESS 113

application 121
brick-masonry foundation 122
rod, illustration 108
set in concrete, insurance
against wnthdrawal 126

hexagonal nut 146
holding power of sulphur, lead
and cement in drilled hole. . 128

HOLE area 202
arrangement, determining

design of ventilated
foundation 504

CHAMBERED 594
expansion bolts 596
wedge bolts 595

chambering tools for enlarg-
ing bottoms of 595

clearance between 110
diameter 140
DRILLED IN FOUNDATION 588-597

diameter 590
WITH CORE DRILL 590
cost 592
with shot-bit 592

drilling 589
through templet 255

IN CASING, concentric posi-
tion 242

length 113
INSTALLATION, homc-madc,

in heavy machinery founda-
tions 629-635

WITH CRANE 632
swivel-hook provision. . . . 633

iron pipe casing, concrete
foundation 219

isolating .sleeves and pads. ... 77
jagged 130
key 134
large, mild steel 630
LENGTH, DETERMINATION 108

practical rule 113
listing on foundation drawing. 160
LOCATION, determination 277

in brick foundation 312
locknuts 148
lock washers 147
loose, machine vibration 162
MACHINE BOLTS USED 117

cemented-in 127
illustration 106

maintained in concentric posi-
tion by casing 242

material, tabulation on
foundation drawing 161

methods to prevent turning ... 1 52
non-extending, sleeve coupling 143
NON-REMOVABLE 114

casing 227
steel-plate anchor plate

used with 184
tool for threading 164

nut-fastening.. 116
NUTS 146

anti-rusting mixture 132
for fastening 130
locking, methods 151

old foundation height in-
creased 350

overall length, determination. 113
p.\iNTED, electrolysis, preven-

tion 172

Page
Anchor bolts {Continued)

painted, strength of bond. ... 169
PAINTING, effect on corrosion

and bond 167-172
objections 167

plain rods used 350
pocketed foundation 217
pointed, illustration 114
pointing end, method of 117
POSITION, foundation drawing,

Allis-Chalmers Corliss en-
gine 159

locating with suspended
templet 275

premature rotation 176
proper length 112
purchase ] 08
REMOVABLE, application 114

pocket for 116
removing from pocketed

foundation 217
resistance to withdrawal in-

creased 120
round rod 121
setting, crane track rails 277
shearing stress 106-1 1

1

single-expansion 139
slot cut 154
small, casing space 232
small machine 116
SQUARE head prevents turning. 151

nuts 146
SQu.\RED shank, properties,

table 119
upper end, illustration 154

steam turbines 466
stirrup 136
supporting anchor plate pocket

form 220
templet, see Templpt.
TENSILE STRENGTH Ill

calculation 112
formula 198

TENSILE STRESS 106
due to clamping of

machine to foundation .. . 106
testing, circuit arrangement. . 168
THREADED ROD 118

diameter, determination.. . . 118
illustration 107
pocketed foundation 118
slot, cutting 119
slotted end 118
upset ends 118

threading imbedded end does
not increase withdrawal
resistance 130

total stress Ill
types 108
upper ends drilled and tapped . 629
upset ends 117
Anbration transmission 77
washers 189
WEDGE SH.\PED. application. . . 135

dimensions, table 136
illustration 134
installation 135

PLATE 173-213
and bolt, in foundation with

and without casing 191
and pocket, combination 223
.\NGLE-IRON 127

increasing adhesion of bolt. 126
annular recess 181
BEARING AREA, ineffective. . . . 201

proportioning 197
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Page
Anchor plate (Continued)

bearing area, tapered cas-

ing hole 237
casing length 229
CAST-iROiV, cotter bolt, pro-

portions, table 178
lugged type 17G
nut-cavity ISO, 209

classification 1 75
common types 175
compressive stress 198
considered as beam 205
cotter-pin retainer 180
definition 174
DESIGN 195
and dimensions, example. . 176
formula 193
procedure 190
simple forms 192

DIMENSIONS 196
table 161

double bolt 184
effective area 202
flat steel plate 183
for use with casing, total area,

determination 202
functions 190
grouting 204
haxing pocket for nut, con-

struction 210
iron slab used 218
irregularities in surfaces 204
lugged type 176-177
material 175
maximum stress 205
necessary thickness 196
net bearing area, calculation . . 199
nut-ca\ity type 116
NUT lugs 177

pocket 210
NUT-RECESSED, description ... 179

proportions, table 194
with retaining cotter 180
recesses prevent bolt drop-

ping to bottom of pocket. 634
nut-yoke 179
POCKETS 214-224

ACCESS BY TUNNEL, advan-
tages 333

large foundation 635
ACCESSIBLE, advantages. ... 217

definition 215
brick foundation 217
cast-iron 222
casting 223
concrete foundation 218
Corliss-engine foundation. . 214
definition 116,214
FORM 220

illustration 334
functions 215
inacces.sible 215
large-foundation 215
location 217
position located by templet. 222
stone foundation 218
stone slab forming back . . 220
TUNNEL THROITGH FOUNDA-

TION, PERMITTING ACCESS,
advantages 333
large foundation 635

wf)oden form used 219
proportioning, methods 192
shape 197

Page
Anchor, pl.\te (Continued)

sheet steel 175
square 192
square-hole type 178
SQUARE, nut recessed 194

proper thickness, formula. . 205
square rod bolt 178
square, safe length of side .... 203
STEEL-PLATE 182

for non-removable boit. ... 184
properties, table 184
vs. cast-iron 183

stresses imposed 191
thickness 203
transverse stresses 204

Anchor shield, in masonry 141
Anchorage, constructed by driving

pipes into ground 603
Anchoring dowels, foundation 347

new foundation to old 348
Anchors 173-213

anchor bolts built in solid 173
angle-iron 127
bolt, see Bolt-anchor.
cast-iron building washers used.. 181
definition 173
EXPANSION 136

holding power 140
flush, home-made 143
for repairing broken pedestal
jaw 364

for two or more bolts, single pipe
used 188

metal scrap 187
mooring, in concrete 142
pieces of pipe used 188
rail crop used 174
STEEL .\NGLE 185

bearing supports, vertical
shaft 187

centrifugal pump 186
-\ngle-iron anchor plate 126
Angle-iron drilled for bolts in shop. 186

foundation-bolt anchor 186
steel, foundation-bolt anchors.. . 185

Annular recess, anchor plate 181
-\nti-rusting mixture for nuts 132
Anvil, see Drop-hammer anvil.

.\rch tunnel foundation form 334
"Architects' And Builders' Hand-

book," Kidder, on frost hne 51
Area, horizontal, electrical-mach-

inery foundations 496
reciprocating-machine founda-

tion 3G8
.\rmstrong Cork & Insulation Co.

on cork isolation 83, 85, 87, 88
Ash-pit floor, depressed, hand-

fired boiler 484
Asphaltum, concrete ventilating

ducts, painted with 455

B

Babbitt metal 128
Baker, I. O., "Treatise o.x Ma-

sonry Construction" on
footing offsets 41

on friction coefl^cients 326
on safe bearing power of

soils 5-6
on .eioil pressures 21

Balancing, machinery, definition. ... 34
Ball bearing swivel hook for installing

eve-bolts 633
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Page
Ball engine foundation, anchor bolt.. 110
Barrel, of engine, slung from I-beam. 356
Barrett, D. O. in "American Machin-

ist "on portable belted-motor
foundations 519

Base area, line of action 38
machinery foundation 12

Base Hne layout 281
Battens, arrangement 325

FOR SUPPORTING TEMPLETS 269
illustration 254

Batter board arrangement. . . . 284-292
height 294
in finished building, arrange-

ment 293
marking foundation outline 291
saw cuts made 303
stakes, location 293
supported by three stakes 294

Beams, loadings and size, table 446
steel, see Steel beams.
structural steel, lining up steam

turbine unit, carried by ... . 463
Bearing area, anchor plate, pro-

portioning 197
hammer foundation 541
ineffective, anchor plate 201
net, anchor plate, calculation. . . 199
safe pressures 541

Bearing, babbitting 643
brackets or housings, on motors

and generators 498
outboard, elevated, templet

construction 261
pedestal, arrangement 617
POWER, brick, concrete 200

of soils, see Soils, safe bearing
power.

strength, safe, masonry 210
support, steel-angle anchor 187
surface, drop-hammer founda-

tion 559
Bedplate, adjusting screws used for

levehng 649
aligning and leveling 646
C.\ST IRON 508
support, application 514

circular, vertical waterwheel gen-
erator parried on 492, 493

electric motor 253
electrical machinery 507
form, determining design of ven-

tilation foundation 504
fracture due to improper grout-

ing 661
GROUT injected with com-

pressed air 653
proper height 651
trimming of 656

grouted on old oil-soaked
foundation 642

GROUTING 636-663
arrangement of wedges 647
functions 637
heavy cement mortar 639
material 638
pump used for 653
space between* bottom of bod-

plate and top of foundation 645
thickness 64.5

hole, grout poured through 650
illustration 231
induction motor mounted on, set

on concrete floor 527
Jarge, grouting, venting of

pockets or recesses. , 655

Page
Bedplate (Continued)

large grout injected into spaces
within 651

levehng, "spacing plates" and
"shimming blocks" used as
fillers 648

MACHINE construction 504
extension of grout 657
held to timber frame with

lagscrews 534
mass increased 658
MOTOR, on foundation, grouting. 636

templet 251
on foundation with vent pipes in

position 647
pouring grout 651
preparing for grout 645
setting procedure 589
STEAM-TURBINE 405

lead grouting 464
lining up and leveling 461

used for templet 588
volume within, divided into

pockets 656
wedges for leveling 648

BELT-drive motor, foundation 516
DRFV'EN generator, waterwheel. .

.

528
hammer, alignment 541
PULL, horse power transmission,

formula 31
on bearings 31
tilting tendency of belted

motors 519
short, air compressor driven by. 499
tightener 499

Belted drives, idler pulley to
increase contact arc 499

motor found.\tions, portable,
construction 520

design 522
proportions, formula 524
weight, determination . 520

motor, foundation, weights and
properties, table 517

or generator foundation 514
tilting tendency due to belt

pull 519
Bending stress, anchor plate 20
Bent anchor bolt, see Anchor bolt,

deformed.
Beveled-edge form boards 327
Billings & Spencer Co., on board-

lift drop-hammer founda-
tions 561

on drop hammer foundations. . . 558
Bliss, E. W. & Co., gravity drop

hammer foundation 542
in "Machinery" on drop-ham-

mer foundations 5.65

Bi^ocK, hoisting, dead man for
anchoring. , . . . . €03

lashing to tree 603
relative velocities of ropes 602
small parts 60€

Block in bearing pedestal, arrange-
ment 617

leveling, see Leveling block..

skid, shaft lifted 617
two, attaching to single load. . . . 605
WOODEN, boiler supported on. . . 627

forming casing space in

concrete 231
Blower, isolated with cork 88

motor-driven, preventing sound
vibration 69-71

Board-lift drop-hammer foundation,

.

561
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Page
BoiLEK, STEAM, crccted on poor

ground 470
FOUNDATION', column loadings.. . 471

definition 469
DE8IO.V 470-472

water-tube 481
drawings furnished 470
location 476
requirements 469
soil pressure 470

foundations 469-485
hand-fired, ash-pit floor 484
loading 624
raising with jacks 625
RETURN TUBULAR, footing 481

FOUNDATION and setting. . . . 479
illustration 475
proportions 480

illustration 472
SUPPORTING 478
by brackets 481

suspended 473
three-point suspension 479

rolling onto cribbing 623
room, laying out floor for

foundation 477
shell, support 469, 471
supported on blocks 627
transporting 624
unloading from boat 626
vibration 60
water tube 482-484

Bolt anchor, see also Anchom.
angle-iron 186
cast-metal, for concrete 141
FLUSH 141

application 142
steel angle 185
strap-iron, home-made 143
unnecessarily complicated 190

Bolt arrangement, isolating, secur-
ing motor to ceiling 90

motor installed close to v,-all . . . . 534
Bolt hanger, templet supporting tim-

bers 208
Bolt-head casting 537
Bolts, anchor, see Anchor holt.

passing through isolating slabs. . 91
Bond of anchor bolt extension 351

STRENGTH OF, between rod and
concrete 126

painted anchor bolts, tests 167-172
Boston Edison Co., steam-turbine

foundation 440
STRUCTURAL-STEEIy-CONCRETE

turbo-generator foundation. 458
turbo-unit foundation 447

Bow-spring isolators 96
Bracing foundation form 336

templet 257
Brackets, bearing, on motors and

generators ." 498
supporting return tubular boiler

.

481
Brick, see also Mnsonry.

allowable pressure 201
anchor plate pocket form. . . . 222

illustration 220
backing, grout tamped against. . 640
bearing power 200
footing offset 326
foundation, anchor bolt loca-

tion 312
anchor plate pockets 217
capstones 311
casing 227

space 232

43

Page
Brick foundation (Continued)

demolition 358
headless anchor bolt 122
old, new engine on .'i61

Brickwork, new, grooves cut in. . . 362
tunneling 355

Brimstone grout 642
British Anti-Vibration & Noise Co.,

elastic buffer isolating unit . . 78
Brown, G. G. on pedestal footing. . . 564
Builder's level 295

for laying out 283
Building, on mat foundation 367

washer, cast-iron, as anchor, 181
Built-up templet 249

construction 263
Bulb-head dowels, tieing new mate-

rial to old 348
Bunnell, S. H. in "American Machin-

ist" on anchor plate design. 194
Burrill, H. G. in "Power" on demo-

lition of concrete founda-
tions 351

Buttress 359

California Power Co., impulse water-
wheel installation 491

"Canadian Machinery," concrete
steam-turbine foundation. . 423

Canadian Northern Railroad, syn-
chronous-motor generator
foundation 529

Canton Foundry and Machine
Company on rope-lift drop
hammer foundation 561

gravity drop hammer founda-
tion 546

Caps, substituted for circular bed-
plates 492

Cap8L.\b 403
open joint to prevent vibration

transmission 404
steam turbine bedplate sup-

ported by 401
Capstan ^506

Capstones, brick foundation 311
on foundation tops 313

Carpenter's level 299
Carriers, slide rail 513
CASING 225-246

anchor bolt, see Casing.
application 227
attachinont to anchor plate

pocket forms 221

brick foundation 227
centering 243
crumpled paper filling 24.5

definition 22.)

dimensions, table 161

drain tile .• • • • ~'^"*

engine-pillow-block foundation. 226
entering of grout, prevention. . . 245
EXTENDING above foundation

top 230
to anchor plate 230

filling with grout 658
function 225
grouted anchor bolt 244
HOLE, form 331

removal 2.39

HOLE, sheet-metal conical form. 239
tapered 237
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Page
Casing {Continued)

hole wooden form 219
removing 237

illustration 231
installation, bedplate alignment. 646
internal diameter 228
iron-pipe 234
length 229
located by templet 222
maintaining bolt concentric. . . . 242
material 234
metal, tubular, supporting 242
non-removable anchor bolt 227
not extending to foundation top. 231
rolling-mill foundation 245
saving concrete or masonry 228
SEWER PIPE ; . . . 234

sand filling 245
short 229
SPACE, brick or stone foundation

.

232
formed in concrete 231
not extending to anchor plate. 229
pasteboard wraps used 232

steam turbine foundation 467
structural steel column founda-

tion 228
supported from templet. . . 223, 241
TUBE 232

material 234
metal 244

tubular 242
WOODEN-BOX 235
removal 240

WOODEN, cement fiUing 237
holding to templet 235
illustration 233
left in foundation 235
support to templet 244

WROUGHT-IRON PIPE 234
in foundation without

pockets 226
Cast-iron anchor plate, cotter bolt. 178

lugged type 176
pocket 222

Cast-iron bedplate 508
support 514

Cast-iron building washer, anchor. . 181
heads, holding motor or gener-

ator on subbase 537
nut-cavity anchor plate 208
nut-recess anchor plate 180
ogee washer, dimensions, table 182

proportions, diagram 210
soleplate, Corliss engine 313

details 510
masonry foundation 314

tensile strength 210
vs. steel, anchor plate 183

Cast-metal bolt-anchor 141
Cavities, anchor plate 179
Cedars Hydro-Electric Station, reac-

tion waterwheel 489
Ceiling, isolating machinery on 89
Cement "guns" 640

holding anchor bolt in hole 128
iron-sal-ammoniac-sulphur 158
mortar, for grouting 639
Portland, grout 639

Center line layout, templet 259
longitudinal 272
roof truss, aligning foundation

form and templet 274
transverse 272

Center Lines, for laying out 289
templet 256

location 272

Page
Center of gravity 68
Centrifugal pump, steel angle anchors 186
Chambered holes, see Anchor bolt

holes, chambered.
Chambering tools 595
Childs, G. W. in "American Machin-

ist" on anchor bolts and
plates 120

"Chip pockets," planer foundation. . 581
Chuse Engine Company on calcu-

lating foundations 370
Cincinnati Planer Co., foundation . 572

foundation plan 576
on leveling block spacings 571
on leveling blocks 575

Circular bedplates 492
Clamp pressing on flywheel 623
Clay bottoms, bearing surface 559

safe bearing power 6
Cleats, wooden, supporting motor. . . 518
Closed pockets 216
Coach-body spring isolators 96
Cob house piling, engine shaft raised 616
Coefficients, friction, foundation

materials, table 41
Coil-spring isolator 97
CoUins, H. E. in "Erecting Work"

on machinery erection 598
Column foundation, steel templet. . . 262

loadings and size, table 445
steam boiler foundation 471

Compressed air injecting grout into
bedplates 653

Compressive stress, anchor plate. . . . 198
Compressor foundation 398

motor driven, "short-belt" con-
nection 398

short-belt-driven 499
steam-driven, foundation draw-

ing 398
Concrete adhesion between iron or

steel 122
new to old 347
round iron or mild-steel rod,

formula 123, 126
Concrete anchor, repairing broken

pedestal jaw 364
bearing power 200
columns, generator support 506
drop-hammer found.\^tion 556

forms, construction 560
engine foundation insufficient,

reinforced 362
FLOOR, form for foundation on. . 338

induction motor bedplate set
on 527

shallow timber-frame founda-
tion 534

footing offset 326
foundation, advantages 311

anchor plate pockets 218
and form therefor 311-344
anvil 559
cast-iron pocket 224
cost 314
cushion timbers embedded in. 556
demolition 351
dynamite used 358

design 322
finishing exposed surfaces. . . . 343
footing without form 330
form 326

with two offsets 328
oil stains, removal 357
OLD, demolition 358
seams 352
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Page
Concrete foundation {Continued)

reinforcing 342
rock filling 334
shape 321
solid reinforced 341
steam turbine 412-423
steel reinforcement 339
without form 330
wood cushion, high-ratio drop-
hammers ooo

frame waterwhecl generator. . . . 493
holes drilled for wedges 353
hollow, motor foundation. . .521-522
important properties 316
ingredients, proportions 315
mixing 319

"Concrete Plain and Reinforced,"
Taylor and Thompson on
rammed concrete 317

Concrete planer bed and housing. . 585
planer foundation 578
Portland cement, allowable pres-

sure 201
pouring into form 320
proportions, fixing 316
rammed 317
REINFORCED foF Superstructure,

turbo-generator foundation

.

407
steam-turbine generator

foundation, spring support
for condenser 425

superstructure steam-turbine
foundation 424

vibrating machines on 82
round iron rod in, depth,

formula 126
saving, in planer foundation. . 584
SETTING 322

acceleration 321
pedestal timbers 553

slab foundation, engine sup-
ported on 367

strongest quality 314
SUPERSTRUCTURE, steani-turbine

foundations 412
structural-steel, steam-turbine

unit foundations, defini-
tion 440

surface, painting 357
ventilating ducts painted with

asphaltum or shellac 455
used for superstructure 407

Condenser load imposed on steam-
turbine foundation 451

SPRING supports 450
reinforced concrete founda-

tion 425
support, steam-turbine founda-

tion 450
supported from same members

as turbine casing 452
Core drill, for .\nchor bolt holes 590

cost .592

Cork, granulated, isolation 81
isolation, different densities,

application, table 85
illustration 83
in place, engine foundation . . 8()

installation 8()

manufacture 84
motor founflation in venti-

lating duct 87
physical properties 85
slabs 78
tests 84

isolator 72

Page
Cork (Continued)

prepared, cushions, for founda-
tions 563

slabs, isolating 82
Corliss engine, see also Steam

engine.
cast-iron solepiate 313
FOUNDATION, anchor plate

pockets 214
center line layout 259
diagram 372
drawing 379
illustration 258-259
templet 260

HORIZONTAL, cro.ss-compound . . 390
single-cylinder, belted type 385

direct-connected 387
foundation drawing 386

tandem-compound 388
vertical, cross-compound 392

CoRROSio.N, electrolytic, anchor
bolt 167

painted anchor bolts 167-172
Cotter anchor bolt 132

cast-iron anchor plates for 178
definition 116
dimensions 133
illustration 131
square rod 134
tensile strength 132
used on lugged anchor plate. ... 177

Cotters, dimen.sions 133
for fastening anchor bolts 130

Coupling, flexible 70
sleeve, non-extending anchor

bolt 143
sleeve-screw, anchor bolt

extension 156
Cowper-Coles on spring isolators .... 97
Crab, illustration 605

winding drum 606
Crane revolving pillar, foundation.. 341

track, anchor bolt setting 277
Crankshaft, placing 615
Craven, .\. S., on chambering tools.. 595
Cribbing, boiler rolling onto 623
Croft, T., in "Steam-engine Prin-

ciples and Practice" on
machine alignment 613

"Ste.am-turbine Principles
AND Practice" on methods
of alignment 405

on vibration 458
"Wiring for Light and

Power" on groumling 501
insulation 569

Cronin, L. L. in "Power" on concrete
reinforcement of insufficient

engine foundation 362
Cross-compound engine, founda-

tion arrangeyient 369
monolithic concrete founda-

tion 382
Cross-bit for rock-drilling 351
Cunningham, .\. H., in "Electric

Journal" on soil pressure
23, 26, 29

Curved-side foundation form 327
Cushion hammer foundation 563

timbers embedded in concrete
foundation 556

wooden, drop-hammer founda-
tion 555

Cylinder, attaching to frame,
gallows frame used 614

finding center with strip 615
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Page
Cylinder (Continued)

raised by blocking 614
rolling of 610

D
Damping, vibration 56
Dams, arrangement, minimizing grout 650

for restraining grout 649
Daugherty, R. L. in "Silbey Journal"

on vibration 64
Davies, F. H. IX "Foundations and

Machinery Fixing" on re-

ciprocating machine founda-
tions 374-377

"Power" on machines mounted
on isolators 78

Davies, J. P., "Engineering Office
Systems and Methods" on
machinery foundation de-
sign 98

Davis, R. P. in "Foundations of
Bridges and Buildings" on
safe bearing power of soils. . 5

Dead man, for anchoring hoisting
block 603

Dean, F. W. on supporting return
tubular boilers 478

Dependent templets 266
"Design and Construction of Heat

Engines," Wm. E. Ninde on
proportioning a foundation . 378

Detroit Edison Co., in "Power,"
structural -steel-concrete
foundations for turbo-units . 437

steel structure for turbo-unit,
Connors Creek Station 426

Diaphragm pump for grouting 653
Die nut, rethreading bolt ends 163
Direct-connected-motor foundation. . 526
Direct-current generator, ca.st-iron

bedplate 514
Distortion, of templet 257
Dixon, A. J. in "Power" on improper

grouting 661
Dolly used for moving machinery 559-601
Dominion Bridge Co. concrete steam-

turbine foundation 423
Double-acting steam hammer. ...... 542
Double (bolt) anchor plate. ........ 184
Double-expansion anchor bolt 139
Dowel, anchoring, foundation 347

bulb-head, construction 348
Drain tile casing 234
Drawing anchor bolt, specification.. 158

FOUNDATION AlHs-Chalmcrs Cor-
liss engine 159

listing of anchor bolts 160
machinery foundation 99
standard, anchor bolt equip-

ment , 162
templet 251

Drop-forge shop, illustration 539
Drop-forged eye-bolt 630
Drop-Ha.m.mer Anvil 544

casting 555
cemented-in. . . .

.* 556
forging 540
grouting 560
high-ratio 547
holding of, on concrete founda-

tions 559
holding to timber pedestal 551
LOW-RATIO 547

set in ends of logs 554
rigid foundation, stresses 68

Page
Drop-Hammer A.nvil (Continued)

supported in cavities in logs. . . . 554
WEIGHT 544
augmentation 554

Drop-hammer, concrete founda-
tion, depth 557

form, construction 560
reinforced 557
shape 556
thickness under wood

cushion 557
Drop-hammer foundation, anchor

bolts used 560
bearing surfaces 559
board-Hft 561
DESIGN determination 543

principles 540
footing 557
functions 539
illustration 559
proportions 558
sinking 556

"Drop hammer foundations," E. W.
Bliss Co., in "Machinery". 565

"Drop ham.meb, gravity 542
HIGH-RATIO, concrete founda-

tion with wood cushion. . . . 555
economical advantage 545
illustration 550
kinetic energy 68
on upper floor 561
ratio weight of anvil to

hammer 544
rope-lift, foundation 561
support 546
timber-pedest.\l, foundation.. . 548

footings 551
support 547

vibration transmission 564
Drop h.ymmers, battery of, founda-

tion 563
Drop line, used with suspended

templet 276
Drop-press anvil 544

holding to timber pedestal 551
Drop, steam, hammer foundation. . . 565
Drum, winding, on winch, crab or

capstan 606
Duct, ventilating, see Ventilatiny

duct.

Dynamite, demolition of old concrete
foundation 358

Dynamotor, spring isolation 96

E

Edison Electric Illuminating Co., in
"Engineering News," on
structural-steel turbo-unit
foundations 431

Edison Manufacturing Co. on rubber-
diaphragm pumps 652

Elastic-buffer isolating unit 76
Elastic vibration 56
"Electric Journal," A. H. Cun-

ningham on soil pressure
23, 26, 29

on concrete reinforcement 339
W. H. Gilleland on soil pres-

sure 23, 26, 29
Electric motor, bedplate 253

railway, synchronous-converter
substation 532

Electric.^^l m.\chine base, tempo-
rary installation 533
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Page
Electrical machine (Continued)

POUNDATiox, design 490
ventilation 501

frames grounded 501
INSULATED FROM FOUNDATION.. . 501

grouting 658
on masonry foundations, insu-

lation 659
small capacity, bolted to

floor 501
vibration 506

Electrical machinery, see also
Motors, Generators, Motor-
generators, Synchronous con-
verters, Frequency changers.

bedplates used for support 507
foundation 496-538

design, rules 496, 497
"hollow" 506
ventilation 502-505

frames, supported on rails and
shoes 511

grouting 659
"Open" construction 502
shde rails as support 507
structural steel subbases 535

"Electrical Review," G. Nelson on
demolishing brick founda-
tions 358

"Electrical World," J. F. Hobart
on concrete setting 322

R. D. Kimball Co. on fan
installation 91

R. L. Johnson on lead grout .... 643
T. K. EUiot on baled hay as

isolator 82
Electrolysis, painted anchor bolts 172

tests, anchor bolts 167
EUiot, T. K. in "Electrical World"

on baled hay as isolator .... 82
Emergency, motor installations 533
Energy, kinetic, drop-hammer 68
Engine, anchor bolts 110

barrel, slung from I-beam 356
Corliss, see Corliss engine.
cross-compound, foundation

arrangement 369
cylinder, rolling of 610
driven generator on foundation

showing grout 637
elevation, illustration 380
found.\tion, cork isolation 86

design 368
gas, templet 256
insufficient, reinforced with

concrete 362
internal combustion 392
ligning up with line shaft in

second story 290
protecting from oil 357
scantily built 363
small 324
staying 360
water-and-oil-proof 364

frame and cylindor alignment. . . 614
gas, rolling on flywheels 610
hoisting, setting 609
INTERNAL-co.MBUSTiON, founda-

tion, cork isolation 72
templet 248

new, mounting on old brick
foundation 361

oil, see Oil enoine.
Engine-pillow-block foundation, cas-

ing 226
Engine, reciprocating, isolation. , , . . 90

Page
Engine-room floor, level with

steam-turbine bed-
PLATE 409

illustration 406
Engine, self-contained templet 248

shaft hfting 616
slung from I-beam 354-356
steam, see Steam engine.
strap used for slinging 357
supported on concrete slab foun-

dation 367
Engine-typb electric generator, sup-

porting on foundation. 508, 509
generator foot, shoe and rail

support 512
GENERATOR FOUND.\TION 527

illustration : 502
Engine, vertical alignment 619

vertical, tilting action 65
"Engineering and Building Foun-

dations," C. E. Fowler on
safe bearing power of soils. . 5

"Engineering and Contracting,"
W. S. Wolfe on ogee washer
proportions 210

"Engineering and Mining Journal,"
A. L. Sweester on holding
power 129

"Engineering News," E. L. Easier
on friction coefficients 42

Edison Electric Illuminating
Co. on structural-steel
turbo-unit foundation 431

H. A. Gardner on painting to
prevent electrolysis 167

New York Edison Co. on
structural-steel steam-tur-
bine-unit foundation 436

Public Service Electric Co.
structural-steel turbo-unit
foundation 427

R. C. Reese on isolating air

space 331
United Electric Light & Power

Co., structural-steel turbo-
unit foundation 431

"Engineering News Record," J. H.
Sawkins on casing hole
forms 239

"Engineering Office Systems and
Methods," J. P. Davics on
machinery foundation design 98

"Erecting Work," H. E. Collins on
machinery erection 598

Erection, machinery 598-628
work 602

Excavating 280-310
methods 305

ExcAV.\TiON, aligning form 335
DEPTH 304

gaging 308
form supporting 33r)-338
shape, laying out 303
shoring sides 30(), 307
wet places 305
without shoring 308

Expansion anchor, holding power . 140
anchors 136
BOLT 137

for chambered holes 59f'»

inipr()vi.sed 140
installation 137
length required 140
types 139

joint between turbine and oon-
dcnsej ...,,. 451
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Page
Expansion shield 137

holding power 140
Extending top slab, for frequency

changer 507
Extension studs coupled on anchor

bolts 350
Eye anchor bolt, see Aiichor bolt.

Eye-bolt applied to anchor bolt. . . . 629
illustration 630
installation, use ball bearing

swivel-hook 633
properties, table 631
USED for handling anchor bolt. . 630

to carry heated flywheel link. . 622

Fairview Pumping Station, solid

reinforced concrete founda-
tion 341

Fan blower, electrical machinery
foundation, ventilation 502

motors 70
Fans, flexible couplings preventing

vibration 70
isolated, ventilation 90

Feathers 351
Felt isolation 81

roofing, see Roofimj felt.

Fenner, T. H., in "Power House" on
steam boiler foundation de-
sign 473

Filters 457
Fire-prevention trap-door arrange-

ment in air passages to
generator 459

Flexible couplings 70
Flush anchor, home-made 143

bolt-anchor 141
Flywheel, clamp for pressing on. . . 623

gas engine, rolling on 610
joint, shrunk-link 621, 622
section, moving 609
sectional, assembling 619, 621
solid and two-piece 622

Footing area 325
concrete, without form 330
drop-hammer timber pedestal.. . 551
form set on 336

. offset 325
thickness 324
three-step 323

Force, centrifugal, rotative machine. 33
horizontal component, finding.. . 43
internal in machine 30

direction 35
magnitude 34
rotative 33

non-vertical 35
outside, on machine 30

on isolated foundation 77
overturning effect 38

reciprocating mass 33
unbalanced, action upon

machine 29
computation 32

UNBALANCED, magnitude 34
steam-turbine units 402

vertical, on machine and founda-
tion 49

waves 65
Forced vibrations 56, 57
Forces, explanation 30

inertia, steam engine 34
resultant 36

Forging-hammer foundations. . . 539-566

Page
Form, ahgning in foundation exca-

vation 335
arch-tunnel and anchor plate

pocket 334
boards, beveled-edge 327
bracing 336
casing holes 331
center lines 257
concrete foundation 311-344

boards 326
two offsets 328

curved-side foundation 327
FOUNDATION, aligning from roof

truss 274
in excavation 338
on existing concrete floor 338
placing 309

in excavation, placing and
bracing 337

in self-supporting soil 331
isolating air space 331
masonry foundation 311-344
planer foundation 584
sectional 329
set on footing 336
sheet steel 329
stepped-side foundation 323
supporting in excavation 336
taper side foundation 323
two-step foundation 328

Foundation,
anchor bolt, see Anchor bolt.

anchoring dowels 347
Ball engine, anchor bolts 110
base area, moment of inertia. . 28

about neutral axis 24
base, center of gravity 23
binding new to old 346
bolt anchor, see Bolt anchor.
brick, see Brick foundation.
caps 492
concrete, see Concrete foundation.
Corliss engine, see Corliss engine.
cost 318
damaged by oil 354
design diminish overturning

tendency 39
reciprocating machine 371
steam engine 381

drawing, Allis-Chalmers Corliss
engine 159

anchor bolts, listing 160
engine, see Engine foundation.
enlarging 345-366
extending top slab 507
extension 155
form, see Form foundation.
hollow 332
imbedded posts 270
internal combustion engine 72
isolated, outside force on

machine 77
isolating, exhaust-fan housing.. . 71
keeping free from oil 357
lifting of one side 48
location 291
Louisville Water Co. Pumping

Station 340
machinery, see Machinery

foundation.
masonry, see Masonry founda-

tion.

MATERi.\LS, allowable pressures . . 201
friction coefficients 41

minimum depth 50
mixing and pouring 318
MONOLITHIC, concrete 382, 412
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FoTjNDation {Continued)

MONOLITHIC, reinforced concrete
mat 50

steam-turbine-generator 401
new, bonded to old 346
oil engine, see Oil engine founda-

tion.

old, see Old foundation.
on rock, sand isolation 66
on solid rock . 305
outline, marking 291
pads 492
pedestal 359
pits, draining 537
proportioning 378
removing, repairing 345-365
revolving pillar crane 341
rigid, bolting machine to 68
sand-cushioned 94
self-contained rail bender 526
slab, steel reinforcement 339
small-pump, home-made strap-

iron bolt-anchor 143
squaring 284
stayed with concrete filling 360
steam engine, see Steam engine

foundation.
supporting 368
three-point semi-rigid-support. . . 98
TOP, capstones 313

preparing for grout 645
uneven settling 48

. ^^bration 65
without form 330, 583

"Foundations and Machinery Fix-
ing," F. H. Davies on recip-
rocating machine founda-
tions 374-377

"Foundations for Drop Presses,"
G. W. Peck in "Metal
Industry " 565

"Foundations of Bridges and Build-
ings" H. S. Jacoby and R.
P. Da\-is on safe bearing
power of soils 5

Four-bolt templet 251
Four-valve steam engine foundation 383
Fowler, C. E. in "Engineering and

Building Foundations" on
safe bearing power of
soils 5

Frame, anchor bolt 262
electrical machinery, supported

on rails and shoes 511
GALLOWS 612

application 614, 615
generator, see Generator frame.
insulating 501
machine 511
templet 249

Framework, timber, for electrical
machines 501

Free vibrations 56, 57
illustration 54

Freezing of soil 52
Frequency-changer, see also Elec-

trical machinery.
foundation 528

extending top-slab 507
Frequency, natural, free vibration.. 58

vibration, definition 55
Friction coefficients 41
Frost line 51
Furer, J. A. in ".American Machin-

ist," on reinforcing concrete
foundations 343

I'.S^GK

G

Gallows frame appUcation (HI
illustration tH2

Gardner, H. A. in "Engineering
News" on painting to pre-
vent electrolytic corrosion.. 167

tests of painted anchor bolts. ... 170
G.\s E.NGi.NE foundation, templet. . . . 256

generator foundation 393
"Gas Engine Handbook," E. W.

Roberts on proportioning
a foundation 380

Gas engi.ve, horizontal, tandem,
double-acting, foundation 395

twin tandem, double-acting,
foundation 396

rolling on flywheel 610
Gashes, in anchor bolt 130
Gear thrust, formula 30

line of action 43
Geared-motor foundation 525
General Electric Co. circular bed-

plate for vertical water-
wheel generator 492

"Instruction Book" on lining
up and leveling a steam-
turbine bedplate 461

on setting and grouting sole-
plates 464

on steam turbine founda-
tions 403

on steam-turbine vibration. 459
on turbo generator ventila-

tion 456
on wedges left under bedplates.. 657
"rigid-frame" turbines carried

on soleplates 464
turbo-generator and monolithic

concrete foundation 412, 415, 420
"General Electric Review" on

air-washer and ventilating
ducts for generators 455

on concrete waterwheel genera-
tor frames 493

on fire-prevention trap-door
arrangement in air passages
to generator 459

General Machinery Foundations Co.,
in "N. E. L. A. Prime
Movers Committee Report

"

on three-point-support semi-
rigid steam turbine founda-
tion 447, 449

Generator, see also Electrical
Machinery.

ALTERN.\TING-CURRENT, STE.^.M
TURBINE 402

air washer and ventilating
ducts 455

bearing bracket or housing 498
belt-driven from wator-wheel . . . 528
DiRECT-cuRRE.VT, cast-iron bed-

plate support 514
engine type, sole plate support. 509

driven by waterwheel 486
drives, belted 499
engine-driven, on foundation

with grout 637
ENGINE-TYPE, FOUNDATION 527

illustration 502
engine-type, supporting on

foundation 508
foot, shoe-and-rail support 512
foundation 514, 528

proportions 518
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Page
Generator {Continued)

FRAME, concrete 493
longitudinal shifting 513

held down on subbase 536
improvised shde rail 514
insulated from foundation 659
insulating base 500
steam turbine, see Steam turbine

generator.
supported on concrete columns. . 506
waterwheel, foundation 527

Gilleland, W. H., in "Electric
Journal" on soil pressure

23, 26, 29
Gillette and Dana, "Mechanical and

Electrical Cost Data" on
Foundation cost 319

Gin pole application 612
Ginther, F. K., in "Power" on

mounting new engine, on old
foundation 361

Girders 446
Granite, allowable pressure 201
Gravel, safe bearing power 6
Gravity drop hammer 540, 542

pressure outfit 055
WATERWHEEL 486

application 489
FOUNDATION 487

forces imposed 488
Grooves, cut in old foundation for

bonding new brickwork .... 362
Grout application between bedplate

and foundation 638
brimstone 642
character of sand used in mixing 639
compressed-air charging outfit. . 654
dams for restraining 649
eliminates shearing stress Ill
engine-driven generator founda-

tion 637
entering casing, prevention 245
extension 657
fining anchor bolt casing 658
forcing, cement guns 640
gravity pressure outfit 655
height within bedplate 651
injecting 651, 653
iron-filmgs and sal-ammoniac. . . 644
.LEAD, pouring 82

used 643
leveling wedges or blocks 574
outside of bedplate 656
plaster of paris 643
Portland cement 639, 645
pouring 650, 651
preventing lateral movement. . . Ill
required amount 650
space, planer bed 574
sulphur 642
tamped 640
thickness 645
within bedplate, pressure im-

posed 655
Grouting anchor bolt in casing 244

anchor plates 204
BEDPLATE 653

fracture 661
electrical machines 659
kept free from oil 660
machinery bedplates, see Bed-

plates, grouting.
preparations for 645
pump used 652
steam turbine bedplates 463

Guides, finding their center 615

Page
H

Hair felt cushion 563
isolation 81

Hammer, see also Anvil 544
belt-driven, alignment 541
drop, see Drop-hammer.
forging, anvil of 540

foundation 539-566
foundation, bearing area 541

cushion 563
effective blow 541
footing area 540

frame, position 541
gravity drop 542
heavy-anvil, on upper floor 562
low-ratio, pedestal 549
position and alignment 541
rope-lift, foundation 553
steam, see Steam hammer.

Hand-fired boiler ash pit floor 484
Hand holes 216

winch 605
Hangers for templet supporting tim-

bers 267
Harmonic vibration caused by

steam turbine 459
definition 57, 459
example 60
symptoms, remedies 460
troubles, correction 61

Hay isolation 81
Head, square, anchor bolt 151,
Headless anchor bolt 113

,

application 121
illustration 108
insurance against withdrawal 126

Heads, cast-iron, holding motor or
generator on subbase 537

Heine Safety Boiler Co., water-tube
boilers, and foundation . .482-484

Helical spring isolator 95
Hexagonal nut, see Nut, hexagonal.
Hobart, J. F. LN "Electrical World,"

on concrete setting 322
"Millwrighting" on plaster of

paris 643
radius board 288

Hobart, J. F. on concrete adhesion. . 347
Hoisting blocks, see Blocks, hoisting.

engine, setting 609
Hole, anchor bolt, see Anchor bolt hole.

casing, see Casing hole.

chambered, see Anchor bolt hole,

chambered.
Hollow concrete motor foundation

521-522
electrical-machinery foundation. 506
foundation, synchronous con-

verter 530
foundations 332

Home-made flush anchor 143
strap-iron bolt-anchor 143

Horizontal reciprocating machine,
vibration 65

vibrations, transmission 65
Housings, on motors and genera-

tors 498
Hudson, F. C. in "American Machin-

ist" on concrete anchor for
repairing broken pedestal
jaw 364

"H^^d" engines, foundations 394
Hydraulic jack 600

turbine, see Waterwheel.
Hydrostatic level 297
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Page
I

I-beam, engine slung from 354-356
Ice-machine, isolation 90
Idler pulley 499
Her, G. A. in "Southern Engineer"

on grouting 644
Impulse wateuwheel 487, 491

foundation 491
Incline for elevating heavy machin-

ery G04
Induction motor, mounted on

bedplate, on concrete floor . . 527
foundation above floor

level 525
steel-channel subbase 537

Inelastic vibration 57
"Ingersoll-Rand Company," short-

belt driven air-compressor. . 499
Installing anchor bolts, by crane. . 632

heavy machinery founda-
tion 629-635

Insulating, timber frames 500
Interborough Rapid Transit Co.,

reinforced concrete founda-
tion for generator 425

spring supports for condenser. . . 450
steam turbine generator founda-

tion design 445
structural-stcel-concrete turbo-

foundation 441-444
Internal-combustion-engine founda-

tion 392
Internal forces, see Forces.
Iron, angle, see Angle-iron.
Iron-fillings and sal-ammoniac grout. 644
Iron-pipe casing, anchor bolt 219

application 234
Iron rod set in concrete, adhesion. 123

depth 125
Iron-sal-ammoniac-sulphur cement. . 158
Iron, .set in concrete, adhesion 122

slab, as anchor plate 218
wedges, leveling 575
wrought, see Wrought-iron.

Isolating air space 331
bolt arrangement 90
cork slabs 78, 82
element, location 76
foundation, exhaust-fan hous-

ing 71
material, see Material, isolating.

Isolation, bedplate 76
cork, illustration 83

installation 86
manufacture 84
motor-foundat'on ventilating

duct 87
physical properties 85
tests 84

materials 81
sand 66

Isolator, elastic-buffer 76
function 71-73
spring 81, 94

arrangement 95
bow-spring 96
coach-body 96
coil-spring 97
di.sadvantages 80
helical 95
leaf 95
on dynamotor 96
proportions 97
self-contained machines 95
telephone ringing-generator.. . 96

Page
J

J.\CK, for erection work G02
hydraulic 600
improvised 601
to raise boiler 625

Jacoby, H. S. in "Foundations of
Bridges and Buildings" on
safe bearing power of soils. . 5

Jags, in anchor bolt 130
Jahuke, A. H. in "Power Plant

Engineering" on anchor
bolts 128

James, J. R., on steam-turbine
foundations 439

Johnson, R. L. in "Electrical World"
on lead grout 643

JoHvet anti-vibration plate 80

K
Kerbaugh, A. L. in "Popular

Mechanics" on threading
anchor bolts 164

Ketchum's Surveying Manual on
builder's level 283

Key, anchor bolt, illustration 134
Kidder, H. A. on steam-turbine

foundation 443
"Kidder's Architects' and Builders'

Handbook" on frost line. . . 51
Kimball, R. D. Co. in "Electrical

World" on fan installation. 91
preventing sound vibration from

motor-driven blowers 70
Kinetic energy drop-hammer 68

machine vibration 73
King Machine Tool Co., hollow

concrete motor founda-
tion 521-522

portable belted-motor founda-
tion 519

Knight, G. I.., on steam-turbine
foundations 436

L
Labbe, C. in "Southern Engineer" on

broken-off anchor bolt ex-
tension 158

Lagscrews, holding light machinery 145
bedplate to timber frame 534
machine 138
strength 145

Langen, G., on bolting down planer. . 569
Lasier, E. L., in "Engineering News"

on friction coefficients 42
Lateral movement, bedplate Ill
Laying out ba.se lines 282

builder's level 283
center lines 289
excavation shape 303
line parallel or at right angles

to given line 283
measuring stick 285
procedure 280
radius board 289
secondary lines 289

illustration 281
templet 252-253
transit level 283

Lead grout 643
pouring 82

Lead grouting under turbine bed-
plate 464

holding power on anclior bolt . . 128
isolation 81
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Page
Leaf spring isolator 95
Leitch, H. W. on steam turbine gener-

ator foundation 431
Level, carpenter's 299

homemade 299
hydrostatic 297
plumb-bob 298
8PIHIT, application 298
homemade sighting strips. . . . 301
sight equipment 298

Leveling block 570
advantages 575
construction 575
economy 577
pilasters 579
set in grout 574
setting 571, 577

Leveling, instruments 295
methods of 296
planer bed 570
planer, wedges grouted 571
straightedge 298
wedges, see also Wedges, leveling.

removal 657
set in grout 574
setting 571

Lifting, one side of foundation 48
Lime, unslacked 358
Limestone, allowable pressure 201
Line shaft, ahgnment 613

second-story, engine founda-
tion location, ligning up. . . . 290

templet aligning 272
Links, flywheel 621
Load, determining moment 28
Loading, eccentric 19

soil 470
unsymmetrical 26

Loads, distributed 13
Lock washers 147
Locknut 148
London, W. A. in "Practical Engi-

neer" on isolating turbine
bedplates 79

"London Electrical Review," Sherard
Cowper-Coles on spring
isolation 96.

Long & Allstatter Co. on footings
for drop hammer timber
pedestals 551

Louisville Water Company Pump-
ing Station, foundation. . . . 340

Lugged anchor plate 176-177

Mc
McClinton D. N. in "Power" on

wedges left under bedplate . 658

M
Machine alignment, drive from line

shaft 613
having many parts 613
parts attached to one bed-

plate 612
Machine, alternating current, cast-

iron bedplate support 514
bedplate, see also Bedplate.

grout extension 657
held with lagscrews 534

bolt for anchor bolt 117
illustration 106, 127

foundation, reciprocating, see
Reciprocating machine foun-
dation.

Page
Machine {Continued)

frame supporting 511
large, bedplate construction. . . . 504
lifting 601
method of "jacking around "... 599
mounting on old foundations. . . 594
MOVING 598

methods of 602
reciprocating, forces 32
roUing down an incHne 607
rotative, forces 32
self-contained 95
sHding on steel rails 609
unbalanced forces 29

vibration 62
VIBRATION, horizontal recip-

rocating 65
support of high modulus of

elasticity 82
without bed-plate 403

"Machinery," E. W. Bli.ss Co. on
drop-hammer foundations . . 565

Machinery, balancing, definition. . . 34
bedplate, see Bedplate.
electric, see Electrical Machinery.
erection 598-628
found.^tion, see aXso Foundation.
BASE AREA 3,12

non-uniform load 29
bottomless-box type 17
definition 1

design, table outline 98
electrical, see Electrical Mach-

inery foundation.
functions 1

hollow arch 18
hollow rectangle section 17
load 14
low soil pressures 8
mat 51
pressure 12
requirements 2
safe bearing power of soils. ... 7
sand cushion 92
settling 7
specifications 99
supporting effect of earth at

sides 10
underlying principles 10
vibration 54
weight 3,4
weight and proportions 38
weight prevents horizontal

sliding 41, 43
rotation 44
lifting 47

Marker board 288
Marking foundation outline 291
Mark's Mechanical Engineers' Hand-

book" on allowable pressures
on foundation materials. . . . 201

Masonry, added to old foundation. . . 350
"Masonry Construction," Baker on

Footing offsets 320
Masonry foundation and forms

therefor 311-344
cast-iron sole-plates 314
construction 313
demolition 358
electrical machine insulation. . . . 659
illustration 311
suitabihty 312

Masonry, safe bearing strength 210
superstructure, turbine founda-

tion 412
Mass, inertia 33
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Page
Massillon Foundry and Machine

Co. on hammer foundation . 564
steam hammer foundation 543

Mat foundation 51
method of supporting 368
supporting building 307

Mat, reinforcing, foundation on con-
crete floor 410

Material, foundation, allowable
pressures 201

isolating, see also Isolator.

application 71
beneath foundation 75
modulus of elasticity 73
non-fireproof method 88
properties 81
safe pressure 91
sand 92
under bedplate 75
used 81

Measuring stick, gaging excava-
tion depth 308

laying out 285
"Mechanical and Electrical Cost

Data," Gillette and Dana
on Foundation cost 319

Mechanical forces, see Forces.
"Metal Industry," G. W. Peck,

on anvil setting 554
on anvils 547
on foundations for drop

presses 565
Metal scrap anchors 187
Mild bolt steel, elastic limit 125

working tensile strength 210
Mild steel, anchor bolts, large 630

rod, set in concrete, adhesion. . . 123
"Millwrighting," J. F. Hobart,

ON plaster of paris 643
radius board 288

Modulus of elasticity, high, ma-
chine on support of 82

isolating material 73
Moment of inertia, foundation base

area, determination 24, 28
resistance, rotational sliding. ... 46

Monolithic foundation, see Founda-
tion, monolithic.

Morrison, W. S. on steam turbine
foundations 436

Mortar, for grouting bedplate 639
Motor, see also Electrical Machinery.

bearing brackets 498
bedplate grouting 636

illustration 253
templet 251

BELTED, FOUNDATION 514
proportioning 518

BELTED, PORTABLE FOUNDATION. 519
design 522
proportions 524
weight 520

belted, tilting tendency. 519
direct-connected, foundation.... 526

Motor-driven rail bender foundation
526

Motor drives, belted, idler pulley. . . 499
for fan 70
FOUNDATION, holloW COUCrctC

521-522
illustration 498, 515
in ventilation duct 87
installation 499
rope-drive 525
with elevating prism 516

geared, foundation design.. 525, 526

Page
Motor-generator, see also Electrical

machinery.
foundation 528
ventilated foundation 502

Motor held on subbase 536
i.MPROViSED installation 533

slide rail 514
INDUCTION, .mounted O.N bed-

plate on concrete floor . . . 527
foundations above floor

level 525
steel channel subbase 537

installation, temporary 533,534
installed close to wall 534
isolated with cork 88
mill, soil pressure 29
mounted on slide rail 508
mounting of 498
sound-proof housing 71
stator, supported on bedplate. . . 508
support, grouted in position. . . . 659
synchronous, generator, founda-

tion 529
Movement, lateral, of bedplate Ill
Muller, E. A. on portable belted motor

_
foundation construction. . . . 520

Multi-section frame templet 249
Mummert-Dixon Co., die nuts 163

N

Nails, centering casing 243
"National Electric Light Asso-

ciation Prime Movers
Co.MMiTTEE Report" on
arrangement of spring sup-
ports for turbine condensers 451

General Machinery Foundations
Co., on three-point-support
semi-rigid turbine founda-
tion 447

on subbase construction 407
on unit stresses of structural-

steel superstructures 439
Westinghouse Co. on expansion

joint between turbine and
condenser 451

"National Electrical Code" on
insulation of electrical

machines on masonry
foundations 659

motors and generators 501
Natural frequency, vibration 56, 58
Nelson, G. in "Electrical Review"

on demohshing brick
foundations 3.58

Net bearing area, anchor plate 199
Neutral .\xis, illustration 20

location 24, 28
"Nevarc Expanding Drill" 595
"New York City Building Code,"

on safe bearing power of

soils 6
New York Edison Co., in "Engineer-

ing News" on structural-

steel gteam-turbinc founda-
tion 436

Ninde, W. E. in "Design and Con-
struction of Heat Engines"
on proportioning a founda-
tion 378

Nino-holt templet 254
Nonpareil cork, see also Cork 83
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Page
Non-removable Xnchou bolt

application 114
casing 227
steel-plate anchor plate used

with 184
threading, tool 164

Norton Grinding Co., on planer
testing 577

Nut, anchor bolt, loose in foundation

.

17t)

Nut-cavity, anchor plate 179
application 116
CAST-IRON 180

proportions 208
prevents bolt dropping to

bottom of pocket 634
proportions 194
retaining cotter 180

Nut, centering casing 243
die, improvised 163
fastening anchor bolt 116
hexagonal, top of anchor bolt. . . 146
lugs, on anchor plates 177

Nut-yoke anchor plate 179
Nuts, anchor bolt 146

methods of locking 151
Nuts, anti-rusting mixture 132

fastening anchor bolts 130
polished 147
square, anchor bolt 146

O
O'Brien Boiler Works Co., return

tubular boiler 472
Offset, footing 325
Ogee washer, cast-iron, dimensions 182

proportions 210
Oil, damaged foundation, renewal. . . 354

detrimental factor 354
drain provided for 533
engine, foundation, dimen-

sions 394
illustration 333

KEPT FROM foundation 357
grouting 660

proofing foundation surface 365
stains, removal 357

Old foundation, height increased. . 350
grooves cut for bonding new

brickwork 362
masonry added 350
new concrete attached 345
oil-soaked, bedplate grouted. . . . 642
utilization 345

One-section frame templet 249
"Open" construction, electrical

machinery 502
Open pockets 216
Orifices to stir the grout 651
Oscillation 57
Outboard bearing templet construc-

tion 261
Outside force, on machine 30

overturning effect 38

P

Pads, as circular bedplates 492
Pagett, in "Power" on Foundation,

extension 155
Painting, anchor bolt, effect on cor-

rosion and bond 167-172
Palmer, A. D. in "Power" on

machine lifting 601
Paper for filling casings 245
Pasteboard, for casing space 232

Page
Peck, G. W. in "Metal Industry"

ON anvil setting 554:
anvils 547
foundation for drop press 565

Peck, G. W. on pedestal support. . . . 553
Pedestal, be.\ring, arrangement of

blocks 617
foundation, buttressing 359'

Pedestal, hammer, low-ratio . 549*
jaw repairing 3641
preservative treatment 549'
timber, concrete setting 553
DROP hammer footings 551

foundation 548
supported on 546

holding anvil 551
length 550
long, lateral support 552
methods of binding together. . 551
drop hammer, function 547
woods used 549

Period of vibration 55
Permanent stakes 291
Pierce, A., on planer foundation 567
Pilasters for leveling blocks 579
Pillow-block, broken, repair 364
Pipe, driven into ground anchor-

age 603
iron, see Iron-pipe.
NIPPLE, block up anchor bolt

ends 260
centering casing 243

pieces, for anchors 188
recess around turbine 409
sewer, see Sewer pipe.
single, anchor for two or more

bolts 188
WTOught-iron, casing 226, 234

Piston and rod, lifting 617
clearances, equalizing 618
rod, screwing up 618

Pitch cushions 563
Pits, foundation, draining 537
Plane table and spirit level 301
Planer bed 571

and housing, concrete 585
bolted to foundation 569
grout space 574
installation on foundation 568
leveling 570
support 567
wedges for lining up 574

Planer, "Cincinnati," foundation. . 572
double, motor-drive, foundation. 573
feet removed 568
foundation base area 581

concrete 578
depth 580
design 578
economy, leveling blocks 577
forms 584
plan 576
plans furnished by manufac-

turer 570
pockets for chips 581
saving concrete 584
steel reinforcing 579
tension 579
without forms 583

foundations and erection. . . 567-587
grout bedding 569
leveling blocks, see Leveling

blocks.

wedges, see Leveling wedges.
long, foundation 579
small, foundation 578
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Page
Planek (Continued)

table, height above floor 580
tables 568
testing 577
work, foundation requirements. . 507
wedges grouted in foundation. . . 571
with legs, foundation 578

Plaster of paris grout 643
Plate, anciior, see Anchor plate.

Plumb bob 275
hook 277
level 298

Plumb line, weighted 276
Poche, J. E. in "Power" on anchor

bolt casing and anchor plate
dimensions 162

Pocketed foundation, anchor bolt. . 217
planer foundation 581

Pockets, anchor plate, see Anchor
plate pockets.

tunnel through foundation 634
Pointed anchor bolt 114
Pole, gin, apphcation 610, 612
"Popular ]\Iechanics," A. L. Ker-

baugh on threading anchor
bolts 164

home-made strap-iron bolt-
anchor 143

Portland ce.ment, see also Cement.
concrete, see Concrete, portland

Cement.
grout 639

application 645
Posts, supporting templet 270
"Power," A. D. Palmer on machine

Hfting 601
A. J. Dixou on improper

grouting 661
D. N. McClintoa on wedges left

under bedplate 658
D. R. Shearer on stajing engine

foundation 3G0
Detroit Edison Co., structural-

steel-concrete foundations . . 437
F. H. Davies on machines

mounted on isolators 78
F. K. Ginther, on mounting new

engine on old foundation . . 361
H. G. Burrill on demolition of

concrete foundations 351
J. E. Poclie on anchor bolt casing

and anchor plate dimen-
sions 162

L. L. Cronin on concrete rein-
forcement of insufficient
engine foundation 362

on grouting 660
on sulphur grout 642
on supporting return-tubular

boiler 479
on turbine vibration trouble . . . 454
Pagett on foundation, exten-

sion 155
"Power House," T. H. Fenner on

steam boiler foundation
design 473

"Power Plant E.vgineering." H.
A. Jahukc on anchor bolts. 128

on dynamite, fur demolition of
concrete foundation .358

on harmonic vib)ration 60
"Practical E.ngineeh," E. H.

Thompson on foundation
with extending top slab . . 507

H. E. Wcightman on anchor
bolts 118

Page
"Practical Engineer" {Continued)

H. K. Scholetield on boiler
unloading 626

on buttre-ssing of pedestal-bear-
ing foundation 359

on Johvet anti-vibration plate. . 80
on renewal of foundation dam-

aged by oil 354
W. A. London on isolating tur-

bine bedplates 79
Prepared-cork cushion for hammer

foundation 563
Pressure imposed on grout within

bedplate 655
safe, on isolation 91
soil, see Soil pressure.

Prime mover, see Electrical m,achin-
ery 508

Pubhc Service Electric Co. in
"Engineering News" on
structural steel, turbo-unit
foundation 427-429

Pulley alignment 613
idler 499

Pump, for grouting 652
reciprocating, foundation design. 399
small, foundation 399
steam, handled with rope shngs. 610

Q

Quicklime for foundation demolition. 358
Quicksand, safe bearing power 6

R

Radius board 288
R.VIL .\ND SHOE 508

adjusting arrangement . . . 512, 513
supporting electrical machine . . 511

R.\iL bender, self-contained, founda-
tion 526

crop, for anchor 174
slide, see Slide rail.

Rammed co'ncrete 317
Rawhide isolation 81
Rea, N. L. on wedges left under

bedplates 657
Reaction w.\terwheel 487

foundations 489
installation 490

Recess, annular, anchor plate 181
Recesses, vented, in grouting large

bedplates 655
Reciprocating engine foundation . . 370

isolation 90
Reciprocating machine alignment. . 613

forces 32
fou.vdation 367-400

design 368-370
general requirements 367
proportioning 380
supported on mushy soil 368
suspended from framing for

upper floor 370
properties 374- 377

Reciprocating pumpfoundationdesign 399
Reese, R. C. in "Engineering News"

on isolating air space 331
Reinforced concrete, see Concrete,

reinforced.
Remington .Arms Co. in "American

Machinist," drop-forge shop 539
Removable a.nchor bolt 114

pocket 116
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Page
Resistance, moment of, rotational

sliding 4G
Return-tubular BOILERS, footing. . 481

FOUNDATION dcsign 471
dimensions 478
illustration 475, 479
proportions 480

illustration 472
supported by brackets 481
supporting 478
suspended layout 473
three-point suspension 479

Revolving pillar crane foundation. . . 341
Ridgway Dynamo & Engine Co. in

"Steam-turbine Instruction
Book" on anchor bolt tem-
plets 467

Roberts, E. W. in "Gas Engine
Handbook" on proportion-
ing a foundation 380

Rock filling, concrete foundation. . . . 334
foundation, anchor plate pockets 218
safe bearing power 6
solid, foundation built on 305
veins, vibration 66

Rod, iron see Iron rod.

mild-steel, set in concrete,
adhesion 123

plain, for anchor bolt 350
round, wrought-iron 632
square, see Square rod.

threaded, see Threaded rod.

tie bolt, split-reinforcing 346
Rolled-steel anchor plates 183
Roller, single, motion of a body on. . 603
Rollers for machine transport 601

pulling on object 604
Rolling-mill foundation, casing 245
Roofing felt cushion 563

isolation 81
Roof trusses, to support templet. . . . 267
Rope-drive motor foundation 525
RoPE-LiFT, drop hammer, founda-

tion 561
hammer, foundation 553

Rope slings, steam pump handled
w-ith 610

Ropes, velocities of, in hoisting
blocks 602

Rotary converters, see Sy7ichronous
converters.

Rotative machines, forces 32
Round iron rod, set in concrete,

adhesion 123
anchor bolt 121
tensile strength 125

Round wrought-iron rods 632
Rubber cushions 563
Rubber-diaphragm pump 652
Rubber isolation 81

isolator 72
Rubble, allowable pressure 201
Rust joint, anchor bolt extension. . . . 156

Safe bearing power of soil, see Soils,

safe bearing power.
bearing strength, masonry 210
tensile strength, cast-iron.. . . 210

mild bolt steel 210
Sand bottom, drop-hammer founda-

tion 5.59

box, timbers 551
Sand-cushioned foundation 93, 94

Page
Sand, filling anchor plate pocket

form 221
sewer pipe casing 245

Sand for grout 639
ISOLATION 81

under foundation 66
isolator 92
machinery foundation on 92
safe bearing power 6

Sandstone, allowable pressure 201
Saw cuts, in batter board 303
Sawdust isolation 81
Sawkins, J. H. in "Engineering News

Record" on casing hole forms 239
Scholefield, H. K. in "Practical

Engineer" on boiler un-
loading 62'6

Schuttes & Koerting Co., monolithic
concrete foundation for tur-
bo-generator 422

Screws, adjusting, for leveling bed-
plate 649

lag, see Layscrews.
Seams, old concrete foundation 352
Secondary lines, layout 289

illustration 281
Section.\l flywheel, assembling. 619, 621

forms 329
Self-contained machine, spring

isolator 95
rail bender foundation 526

Self-supporting soil 331
Settling, uneven, prevention 48
Sewer pipe casing 234

sand filling 245
Shaft, engine, lifting 616

line, see Line shaft.

Shank, squared, anchor bolt 119
Shaving pockets in planer founda-

tion 581
Shavings isolation 81
Shearer, D. R. in "Power," on

staying an engine founda-
tion 360

Shearing stress, anchor bolt. . . . 106, 111
Sheet-metal conical casing hole

form 239
Sheet piling, for shoring excavation.

.

307
Sheet-steel forms 329
Shellac 455
Sherard Cowiier-Coles in "London

Electrical Review " on spring
isolation 96

Shield, anchor, in masonry 141
expansion 137

holding power 140
Shimming blocks, fillers in leveling

bedplates 648
Shipboard, small steam turbines

installed on 411
Shoes and rails, see Rail and shoe.

Shoring 306
Short-belt drives 499
Shot-bit 592
Shrunk-link flywheel joint 622
Sight-equipped level 298
Sighting strips, homemade 301
"Silbey Journal," R. L. Daugherty

on \'ibration 64
Single-acting steam hammer 542
Single-expansion anchor bolt 139
Sinking, compensation _7
Six-bolt templet 255

self-contained engine 248
Skid blocks, shaft lifted out 617
Skids for machine transport 602
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Page
Sl.\£, foundation, steel reinforcement. 339

iron, for anchor plate 218
isolating, cork 78
STONE 218

for back of anchor plate pocket
form 220, 221

supporting, mounted on super-
structure 402

top, extending, for frequency
changer foundation 507

Sleeve coupling, non-extending anchor
bolt 143

Sleeve-screw coupling, anchor bolt
extension 156

Slide rail, aligning 659
illustration 508
impro\nsed 514
supporting electrical machin-

ery 507
Slide-rule 59
Sliding, horizontal, machinery

foundation, prevention. . . 41
formula 43

Slings, rope 610
Slipping, machinery foundation 45
Sloping-side foundation and form. . . . 324
Slot cut, in anchor bolt 154
Slotting threaded end of anchor bolt. 118
Slow-speed machine, vibration 85
Small-pump foundation strap-iron

bolt-anchor 143
Smooth-On Manufacturing Com-

pany on water and oil-proof
engine foundation 364

Snatch block 606
Soil, bearing power 9

compression under load 7
force waves 65
freezing depths 51
loadings, steam-boiler founda-

tion 470
mushy, machine supported on.. . 3G8
PRESSURE IMPOSED BY FOUNDA-

TION 12
eccentric loading 18
load axis pa.sses through

center of base area 15
low 8
machine acted upon by non-

vertical forces 37
maximum and minimum 21
slow-speed reversing mill

motors 29
steam boiler 471

safe bearing power . 5
samples, significance 9
self-supporting, foundation with-

out forms 331, 583
test holes 8
vibration transmission 65
WE.\.K, three-step footing 323

top 50
yield point 7

SOLEPLATE 508
C.\8T-IRON 510

for Corli.ss engine .313
masonry foundation 314

definition 510
machines without bedplates. . . . 403
SETTING 509, 510
and grouting 464

steam-turbine generator 464
supporting electrical machin-

rry 508-511
Solid rock, fotindation built on 305
Sound-proof houses, motor 69-71

Page
"Southern Engineer," C. Labbe on

broken-off anchor bolt
extension 158

G. A. Her, on grouting 644
J. F. Spinger, on grouting 640

Spacing plates 648
Specifications, for foundation 99
Spinger, J. F. in "Southern Engi-

neer" on grouting 640
Spirit level, application 298

equipped with sights 298, 301
used on plane table 301

Split-reinforcing rodtie bolt 346
Spring isolation, see Isolator, spriiifj.

Spring support for condenser. . . . 450
reinforced concrete foundation 425

Spring washer 147
Square anchor plates 192

head, anchor bolt 151
nut, anchor bolt 146
rod cotter anchor bolt 134

Squared-shank anchor bolt 119
anchor plate 178

Squaring foundation 284
Stability, increase base area and

weight 40
how characterized 59

St.^kes, at corners of foundation. . . . 291
batter board 293
shapes of 291

Staying, method of 360
Steam boiler, see Boiler.
Steam drop h.\mmer 540

foundations 565
Steam engine alignment 614

Corliss, see Corliss engine.
found.\tion design 381

four-valve, dimensions 383
monolithic concrete 382
temporary 382

foundations 3(37-400
"Steam-engine Principles and

Practice," T. Croft on
machine alignment 613

Steam forge hammer 540
foundation 564

Steam h.\m.mer, see also Hammer,
Drop-hammer.

classification 564
double-acting 542
foundation, design 539

timber cushion 560
single-acting 542

Steam pump handling 610
Steam-turbine alignment 405

alternating-current genera-
tors 402

air washer and ventilating
ducts 455

alternator, concrete founda-
tion 413

anchor-bolt casings 467
anchor bolts 466
bearings, mi.salignment

.

453
bedplate, "groutinff in " 463

isolating material 79
level with floor. . 406. 400
leveling methods 461-463
supported by capslab 401

bedplates 405
carried by structural-steel

beams, lining up 463
condenser support 450, 451
driven generator, fire-jireven-

tion trap-door in air passage. 459
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Page
Steam-turbine {Continued)

erection 460
FOUNDATION, air duct area 457
anchor bolt casing 467
comprising parts 403
concrete-superstructure 412
DESIGN 408
example 437

drawings, furnished by
manufacturer 466

general requirements 401
illustration 409
in well 406
load imposed by condenser. . . 451
masonry-superstructure 412
reinforced - concrete - super-

structure, application and
design 424

semi-rigid three-point support 447
small, on concrete floor 410
steel-superstructure, column

design 439
structural-steel, example 436
structural - steel - concrete

superstructure 440
STRUCTURAL - STEEL - SUPER-

STRUCTURE 426
illustration 405

subbase 407
superstructure, definition,

height 405
supporting of 402
three-point support 411

foundations 401-468
GENERATOR, FOUNDATION 431

air duct area 457
columns loadings 445
concrete 412-423
girders and beams 446
illustration 427-429
monotholic 401
STRUCTURAL-STEEL illustra-

tions 430. 432, 435
superstructures, unit

stresses 407, 439
superstructure 407
ventilating - air - cleaning

apparatus 457
ventilating ducts 454

• GENERATOR, SOlcplatCS 464
ventilation 456

INSTALLATION directions 460
on steel work . 411

"Steam-turbine Instruction Book,"
Ridgway Dynamo & Engine
Co. on anchor bolt templets. 467

Steam-turbine manufacturer, fur-

nishing anchor bolt tem-
plets 467

mounted without bedplates 403
on wooden foundation 411
operation, causing sympathe-

tic vibration 459
pipe recess around 409
position determined by con-

necting pipes 461
"Steam-turbine Principles and

Practice," T. Croft on
methods of alignment 405

on vibration 458
Steam turbines, small, foundations

not necessary 410
installation 410

Steam turbine, unbalanced forces. . 402
vibration 458

transmission, prevention. . . 402

Page
Steam turbine vibration {Continued)

due to misahgnment 454
Steel angle anchors 186

beams carrying turbines, deflec-
tion 439

channel subbase for induction
motor 537

foundation, see Structural steel

foundation.
mild, see Mild-steel.
plate anchor plates 182-184
reinforcement, foundation slab . 339
reinforcing, planer foundation. . . 579
set in concrete, adhesion 122
structural, see Structural steel.

templet 251
column foundation 262
construction 262

vs. cast-iron, anchor plate 183
washer, illustration 189

Stepped-side foundation and form
322-324

Stirrup anchor bolt 136
Stone, see also Masonry.

footing offset 326
foundation, anchor plate

pockets 218
casing space 232
headless anchor bolt 122

SLAB 218
back of anchor plate pocket

form 221
Straightedge, for leveling 298
Strains from bolting machine to

rigid foundation 68
Strap for slinging engine 357
Strap-iron bolt-anchor, home-made,

small-pump foundation. . . . 143
Strength of bond between rod and

concrete 126
painted anchor bolts 167-172

Strength, tensile, see Tensile strength.
Stress, compressive, anchor plate. . . 198

imposed on anchor plate 191
shearing, see Shearing stress.

tensile, anchor bolt 106
transverse, on anchor plate 204

Stringers, supporting templet 270
Structural-steel beams, lining up

steam-turbine, carried by. . 463
column foundation, casing 228

Structur.^l-steel-concrete foun-
dations for turbo-units 437

superstructure steam-turbine
foundations 440-447

used for superstructure, steam-
turbine-generator founda-
tion 407

Structural-steel foundation,
steam-turbine generator, 430-436

subbases for electrical machin-
ery 535

superstructure, advantages. . 426
STEAM-TURBINE FOUNDATION. . . . 426

illustration 405
steam-turbine-generator founda-

tions, design 439
used for superstructure 407
vibrating machines on 82

Studs, extension, coupled on anchor
bolts, illustration 350

Subbase 403
motor or generator held on 536
steam-turbine foundation 407
steel-channel, motor, mounted

on 537
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Page
SuBBASE (Continued)

structural-steel, electrical rnach-
i nery 535

Subvened templet 264
definition 260
supporting, methods of 269

SuLPHUH GROUT, melting of 642
holding power on anchor bolt. . . 128

Superstructure 403
concrete 407, 412

structural-steel 440
definition 405
height 406
masonry 412
REiNFORCED-coNCRETE, appli-

cation and design 424
material used 407

structural-steel-concrete. . . . 407, 440
STRUCTURAL STEEL 407

advantages , 426
column design, stresses 439
illustration 405

supporting slqh mounted on. . . . 402
Suspended templet, advantages and

disadvantages . 268
construction 266
definition 264
drop lines 276
illustrations 265, 266
locating 275
supported from roof trusses 267

Suspension, three-point, return tubu-
lar boilers 479

Sweester, A. L. in "Engineering and
Mining Journal on holding
power 129

Swivel hook, for installing eye-bolts. . 633
Sympathetic vibration caused by

steam turbines 459
Synchronous co.nverters, see also

Electrical machinery.
electric railway, substation

layout 530-532
foundation 529

properties 517
hollow foundation 530
ventilated foundation 502

T
Taper-side foundation and form,

illustration 322-324
Target rods 295
Taylor and Thompson, "Concrete

Plain and Reinforced," on
rammed concrete 317

T-bolts, hold machine on subbase. . . 536
Telephone-exchange ri ngi ng-genera-

tor, spring isolation 90
Templet 247-279

ALIGNING from roof truss center
line 274

to line shaft 272
ANCHOR BOLT hanging from 264

holes, diameter 255
application 249
battens for supporting 209
bedplate used for 588
bracing 257
BUILT-UP, construction 203

definition 210
rasing centered with nails 243
CENTER lines 250

line layout 259
ela.ssification 249
construction 252
definition , 247

44

Page
Templet (Co7itinued)

dependent 266
drawing 251
for machine with elevated out-

board bearing 261
for motor bedplate 251
four-bolt 251
furnished by manufacturers. . . 467
gas engine foundation 256
illustration 247
internal-combustion engine 248
laying out 252, 253
LOCATI.VG 272

casings and position of pockets 222
center lines 272

material 250
multi-section frame 249
nine-bolt 254
one-section frame 249
plumb line attached 276
SIX-BOLT 255

self-contained engine 248
STEEL 251
column foundation 262
construction 262
illustration 250

SUBVENED 264, 266
supporting, methods of 269

support, cla.ssification 264
SUPPORTED by posts , . . . . 270
ON BATTENS 269

illustration 254
on stringers 270

SUPPORTING casing 242
pocket forms and casings 223
timbers 267

SUSPENDED, advantages and
disadvantages 268

construction 266
definition 264
drop lines 276, 277
from roof trusses 267
illustration 265
LOCATING 275

anchor bolt position 275
wood, assembling parts 250
wooden casing supported 244

Tensile strength, anchor bolt Ill
cotter anchor bolt 132
round iron or mild-steel rod. ... 125
safe working, mild bolt steel. . 210
upset threaded rod 118

Tensile stress, anchor bolts 106
wrought iron or mild steel 112

"Terry Instruction Book" on sole-
plates 404

Terry Steam Turbine Co. Instruc-
tion Book on turbine vibra-
tion

Test holes to determine character of

soil

"The National Electrical Code,"
on grouting 658

Tlionipson, K. H. in "Practical
Engineer," on foundation
with extending top slab

Threaded rod anchor bolt, diam-
eter

illustration 107
pocketed foundation 118
slot, cutting 1 19
slotted end 118
up.set ends 118

TicitE.\DEi) ROD, for tieing new cement
to old foundation .... 349

U. S. Standard, total area 199

460

8

507

118
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Threading anchor bolt imbedded

end does not increase bond . . 130
non-removable anchor bolts, tool 164

Three-point semi-rigid-support
foundation, illustration. ... 98

preventing vibration trans-
mission 97

steam-turbine foundation 447
Three-poixt support, steam turbine

foundation .. 411
suspension, return tubular boilers 479

Three-step footing . 323
Tie bolt, threaded-rod 349
Ties, bulb-head, anchoring new

foundation to old 3t8
Tie-rod for bracing foundation form . . 33G
Tilting action 65
Timber cushions, steam hammer,

foundation 560
FRAME serving as form for

concrete 534
shallow, foundations, on con-

crete or masonry floors 534
framework, for electrical m'ach-

ines 501
isolation 81
PEDESTAL, concrete setting 553
drop hammer foundation dis-

advantages 548
drop-press anvil 551
footings 551
foundation arrangement 548
length 550
long, lateral support 552
methods of binding together 551
supporting drop-hammer 547
wood used 549

platform for heavy-anvil ham-
mer on upper floor 562

Timbers, see also Cleats.

insulating generator from foun-
dation 659

preservative treatment 549
templet supporting 267
transverse yielding, corrected

with sand box 551
Tools, chambering, for enlarging hole

bottoms 595
Top slab, extending 507

soil, weak 50
Torque, computation 27
Transformer foundations 533
Transformers, see Electrical machin-

ery.

Transit level 295
for laying out 283

Trap-door arrangement, fire-prevent-

ing, in air passages 459
Transverse center line 272

stresses, on anchor plate 204
"Treatise on Masonry Construc-

tion," I. O. Baker, on fric-

tion coefficients 41
safe bearing power of soils 6
soil pressures 21

Trusses, roof, to support templet .... 267
Tube, casing, see Casing tube.

Tubular metal casing, supporting. . . 242
Turbine, hydrauhc, see Wateru'heel.

steam, see Steam turbine.

Turbo-generator, see Steam-turbine
generator.

Tunnel, arch in foundation 333
in foundation, permitting access

to pockets 634
Two-step foundation form 328

Page
U

Unbalanced forces see Forces .

Union Electric Co., reinforced con-
crete superstructure foun-
dation for steam turbine
generator 424

United Electric Light & Power Co.,
in "Engineering News" on
structural-steel turbo-unit
foundation 431

United Railways of San Francisco,
synchronous converter sub-
station 531

Unslacked lime, to demolish founda-
tion 358

U-shaped vent tubes for grouting
bedplate . . ; 646

U. S. Standard threaded rods, total

areas 199
Universal Portland Cement Co. on

proportions of concrete
ingredients 315

V
Van Deventer, J. H. in "American

Machinist" on locking
anchor bolt nuts 151

Vent pipes 647
tubes, U-shaped, bedplate grout-

ing 646
Ventilated foundation, design .... 504

electrical machinery 502
Ventilating-air cleaning apparatus. . 457
Ventil.\ting duct area 457

concrete, air passages painted . . . 455
electrical machinery founda-

tion 505
steam-turbine generator foun-

dations 454
vibration isolation 87
with pit, electrical machinery. . . . 505

Ventilation, for electrical machine
foundations 501

fans, isolated to prevent vibra-
tion 90

steam turbine generator 456
Venting of pockets in large bed-

plates, to be grouted 655
Vertical belt drives, short-center. . . 499

engine alignment 619
tilting action ... 65

reciprocating machines, vibra-
tion 64

shaft, bearing supports 187
Vibrating foundation, force waves

through soil 65
machine support of high modulus

of elasticity 82
ViBR.vTiON, amplitude 54

boiler 60
characteristics 55
classification 56
damping, definition 56
definition 54
effects, cumulative 62
elastic, definition 56
electrical machinery- 506
elimination by adding weight. . . 67
forced and free 56
foundation, principles 1-105
free formula 58
frequency, definition 55
HARMONIC, caused by steam

turbines 459
definition 57, 459



INDEX 691

Page
Vibration (Continued)

HAitMONic, examples GO
symptoms, remedies 400
troubles, correction 61

horizontal reciprocating machine 6.j

inelastic, definition />7

isolator, characteristics 72
MACHINE, kinetic energy 73

loose anchor bolts 102
nature 03

minimization 54
natural frequency 56
on ship 64
originated by operating condi-

tions 63
period, definition 55
reciprocating machines 64
rotative machines 63
slow-speed reciprocating ma-

chines 65
sound, motor-driven blowers. . 69-71
STEAM TURBINES 458
due to misalignment 454

TRAXSMissiox, class-division . ... 69
drop-hammer, prevention .... 564
how to minimize 65, 66
isolator 71
methods employed to mini-

mize 74
PREVENTION methods 92-97

apparatus 69
rock veins 66
steam turbine, prevention .... 402
THROUGH anchor bolts 77

soil 65
wet soil 66

unbalanced machines 62
VERTICAL, prevention of trans-

mission 65
reciprocating machines 64

W
Washburn Crosby Mill, on Rope-

drive induction motors,
mounted on foundations
raised above floor level 525

Washer, air see also Air ivasher . . . 457
anchor bolt 189
definition 174
lock, anchor bolts 147
OGEE, CAST-IRON, dimensions. . . 182

proportions 210
sheet steel 175
steel 189
weight and plumb bob hook .... 277

Water-tube boiler foundation
design 481

illustration 482-484
Waterproofed sand-cushioned foun-

dation 93
Waterwheel, belt-driven, generator. 528

cla.ssification 480
concrete generator frames 493
driving electric ptmerators 480
FOUND.\TiON, checking design of. 486

general requirement 486
gravity wheel, forces imposed

on 488
foundation 486-495
GE.NERATOR foundations 527

vertical, circular bedplate .... 492
GRAVITY WHEEL 486

application 489
foundation 487

IMPULSE WHEEL 487
foundations 491

Page
Waterwheel (Continued)

REACTION WHEEL 487
foundation 489

Waves, force 65
Weak soil, three-step footing 323
Wedge anchor bolt 1.14-130

bolts for chambered holes 595
on expansion bolts 139
stake 291

Wedges, arrange under bed-plate 047
demolition of concrete founda-

tions 351
iron, for leveling 575
for lining up planer 574
LEVELING BEDPLATE 648

removal 657
LEVELING, FOR PLANER BED 570

set in grout 574
Weighted plumb hne 276
Weightman, H. E. in "Practical

Engineer" on anchor bolts. 118
Westinghouse Co., concrete founda-

tion for steam-turbine
generator 410, 421

"Instruction Book," on
anchor bolts 466

steam turbine installation 411
turbine-driven-generator air-

duct arrangement 456
turbine vibration and erection 460
in "National Electric Light

Association, Prime Movers
Committee Report" on ex-
pansion joint between tur-
bine and condenser 451

vertical waterwheel generator on
circular bedplate 493

Wet soil, vibration transmission 66
Williams, A. D. in "American

Machinist" on anchor plate
design 193

Winch, hand 605
Winding drum, on winch, crab, or

capstan 006
"Wiring for Light and Power,"

T. Croft, on grounding. . . 501
insulation 659

Wolfe, W. S. in "Engineering and
Contracting" on ogee washer
proportion 210

Wood, see also Timber.
cleats, supporting motor 518
pedestals, drop hammer 546

Wooden-box casing, see Casing,
Wooden-box.

Wooden cribbing, boiler installing. . 023
cushion, drop hammer founda-

tion 555-557
hangers, for templet support .... 267
templets 2.50

Woolson, O. C. on three-point
suspension 479

Worthington Pump and Machinery
Corporation, foundation
drawing for compressor. . . . 398

Wrouoht-iro.n pipe casings 234
foundation without pockets 226

Wrought-iron eye-bolt 630
rods, round, properties 632

Wye-level 295

Y
Yeomans, L. I., in ".Vmerioan

Machinist" on concrete
planer beds and housings.. . 585

Yield point, soil 7
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